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T>> HER MAJESTY

T II E Q U E E X.

MADAM,

s ce the completion of the fifty years during

which your Majesty has held th>: chief place in your king-

doms, I think the writers and thinkers of that period may

a. certain bond between them-

i and their Queen, :
>.osc gracious name their

humbler nam lant, while history prolongs

>n age. In this point of

your gracious permission. lam encouraged to

tour Maj following simple record of one of the

Ihful among th-: many faithful subj- t&

horn your Majesty's -sighted appreciation and

hindn 1 round the steps of the throne in

rank of life. Though it is difficult to predict ichat place the

judgment ef
' may allot to him 171 the literary his-

of the time, no one who knows Scotland can doubt the

great influence wielded by Principal Tulloch, especially in

the a fairs of th.-: Church and in the interests of National

Education, always icith a view to a larger charity, and a
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more complete intellectual development. Your Majesty's never-

failing interest and sympathy in such efforts were a support

and encouragement to him throughout the most important

'part of his career ; and no one interested in him can ever

forget the Royal words which honoured his memory, or the

generous and gracious hounty in which your Majesty's kind

thoughts found expression. I venture also to believe that this

memorial of a faithful servant of his country and Queen

will not be less acceptable to your Majesty, from the fact

that it is the story not of one life only, but of two u-edded

and loyal lives, the chronicle of a perfect and unbroken

union.

I have the honour to be,

Your Majesty's respectful and humble Servant,

MARGARET OLIPHANT W. OLIPHANT.

Windsor, October 1888.
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In making my acknowledgments for the help afforded me in

preparing this Memoir, I must mention first the chief and

most effectual aid of all, given by one who has herself

become partially its subject as well as its leading author-

ity, Mrs Tulloch, who since the beginning of the work Las

rejoined the husband to whom her life had been devoted.

From her I received the incalculable help of a series of

letters extending over a space of nearly forty years, and

full of all the thoughts, plans, and wishes of the Princi-

pal's life. I have to thank the other members of the family,

and particularly the Eev. W. W. Tulloch, Mrs Frank Tarver,

and Miss Tulloch, for the complete facilities afforded me,

and for many recollections and elucidations of obscure in-

cidents and movements. The same thanks are due to

the Rev. Dr Dickson, the friend of the Principal's youth as

well as of his mature years, and the Eev. Dr Story, both of

Glasgow University, for the many letters addressed to them

;

and also for the revision which both these gentlemen have

given to my work, along with explanations of the state of

Scotch affairs, very necessary to its completeness. Among
others who have given similar aid, Professor Baynes o: -

Andrews, who survived his friend and associate only a short
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time, and the Rev. Dr Phin of Edinburgh, are both beyond

the reach of thanks: but I owe my warmest acknowledg-

ments to Mrs Paynes and to Mrs Smith, the wife of the late

Rev. W. Smith of North Leith, who intrusted me with the

letters to her husband—a long and interesting series; and

also to the Rev. Dr Mitchell of St Andrews, to Professor

Knight of St Andrews, and to many young clergymen, stu-

dents at St Mary's, from whom I have received admirable

and touching recollections of their beloved teacher, unfor-

tunately too long to publish. If I have omitted any name,

I must beg that friend to pardon the unintentional neglect.

I am specially indebted to Dr Dickson, Dr Mitchell, Dr

Story, the Rev. A. K. H. Poyd of St Andrews, and Professor

Knight, for much information of an interesting kind. By

these friends, and by all who loved and liked Principal

Tulloch, I hope this biography will be accepted as a faith-

ful record : which is all that is needed to do honour to the

memory of a man whose like, as we all feel, we have little

expectation of meeting again.

At St Andrews, September 25. 1888.
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MEMOIR OF PRINCIPAL TULLOCU.

CHATTER I.

HIS YOUTH.

John Tulloch was born at Dron, in Perthshire, on the 1st

June 1823. His family had come originally from Orkney,

whence some traditions scarcely well enough defined to be

quoted authoritatively, of their superior intellectual powers

and influence, have been brought ; but they had settled for

some generations in Perthshire, where his father occupied the

position of parish minister. Tulloch was thus born a Son of

the Manse, always in Scotland an attractive and pleasant

genealogy. We need not pause to say how many of her

most worthy sons have come from the same homely aris-

tocracy, a lineage in which good home -training, moderate

learning, and that position which conveys at once equality

and superiority, the brotherhood of the poor, and the respect

of the rich, inferior to none, yet fraternal to all, secures in

so many cases the highest success, and in so many more

the cordial esteem and regard of all around. Scotland, even

in those days, not so very far distant from our own, was

different in many respects from its present aspect and con-
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dition. The Church was undivided : even the hot contro-

versy which ended in the Disruption had scarcely begun at

the time of John Tulloch's birth. The calm of settled cir-

cumstances untouched by opposition, unthreatened even by

the vaguest forebodings of secession or disestablishment,

serenely unconscious of rivalry, lay over her modest eccle-

siasticism. The little Episcopal Chapel here and there, in

which a native Scot officiated as chaplain, did not disturb

the parish minister's quiet sway, any more than the Purgher

meeting-house with its little pragmatical assembly; and the

Old Kirk, with less sternness than is supposed to be her

character, with perhaps indeed a good deal of laxity of

discipline if not of doctrine, was still as nearly the Church

of the people as any National Church of the Reformation

could claim to be.

Mr Tulloch, however, the minister of Tibbermuir, in which

rural parish the greater part of his son's childhood was passed,

had not been without other experiences than those of a parish

minister. He had spent several years in the family of Mi-

Grant of Kilgraston as tutor to the sons of that house, two

of whom, Sir Francis and Sir Hope Grant, were afterwards

well known to fame. A man who was thus instrumental

in training three pupils of such distinction—the painter, the

soldier, and his own son, more eminent in his way than

either—must surely have had the gift of awakening the

intelligence of the young minds under his care. He took

at the same time a keen interest in all political matters,

and was an ardent Liberal, editing for some time the ' Perth-

shire Advertiser,' and working hard for his party. He was

also, we are told, a popular preacher, so that something of

his son's gift may have been hereditary. The mother, whose

maiden name was Maclaren, the daughter of a Perthshire

farmer, transmitted to her children a less happy inheritance

in a sensitive and highly nervous organisation. The first-

born were a pair of stalwart twins, John and Frank, who
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grew up to be, both, of the Largest mould ot man, tall. hir,

and ruddy, with traces of their Noise descent in their warm

complexions and tawny hair,—several younger brothers, one

of whom died in early manhood abroad, and a sister A^nes,

who still survives, completing the family.

I find in some notes of events in an old diary the only

information procurable about Tulloch's infancy. lie de-

scribes himself as having been " nursed at Aberargie, with

an old Dissenting couple of the name of Willison, till about

six years of age. Old Willison, a very quaint old man," the

Principal adds, with a gleam of humorous recollection in that

distant haze of years. His first school was the Perth Gram-

mar School, where he was "once well flogged by Mr Logan,

the head-master." An old comrade reports of the twin sons

of the minister of Tibbermuir, that Frank was full of the

pranks of youth, but John always quieter, absorbed in his

books, which we think rather a doubtful report, for John

never outlived, at his gravest period, a native touch of frolic,

and loved the open air and manly exercise, although the sports

of English youth were then in Scotland almost unknown.

At the age of twelve he was removed to the Madras Col-

lege at St Andrews, where his youthful studies were carried

on for two years ; and so early as the session of 1837-38 we

find him entered at the United College as a student. He was

then in his fifteenth year—an early age for such a beginning

;

but it has never been the custom in Scotland, nor was it

always so in England, to defer the studies of the university

to the comparatively mature age at which young men begin

these studies now. An old class-fellow, Dr Gray of Liberton,

gives the following description of the " Perthshire lad " on

his first appearance in the college class-rooms :

—

He was then in his fifteenth year—slim, fair, tall, and mirth-

loving. He was a very good student in all his classes, and took

a prominent part in the work of the debating societies. But the

general impression was that he was easy-going, and might have
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done a good deal better than he did—that he had a reserve of

power. I was struck with the unusual mingling of the boy and

the man. I saw him on one occasion placed in somewhat difficult

circumstances. And his self-possession, his dignity, his successful

repelling of familiarity made a great impression on my mind, see-

ing he was then only midway through his teens. But as a rule

he was boyish in his careless glee, easily moved to laughter, and

often rebuked for a quite unacademic outburst. These explosions

continued amid the graver studies of the Theological Hall in St

.Mary's College. I remember on one occasion an absurd answer

was given to Principal Haldane (Dr Tulloch's predecessor, as it

turned out) by one of the students in divinity. Tulloch's outburst

was so exuberant that the Principal actually started from his chair,

and then sat down perfectly paralysed for a few moments. He
then turned to Tulloch with a stern expression, and said,

(i You're

a gawky fellow, Mr Tulloch
;
you're a very gawky fellow, sir

!

"

and so resumed his examination.

This anecdote sheds a pleasant ray of light upon the class-

room in St Mary's with its small band of students and the

half-familiar, half-pedagogic intercourse between the lecturer

and his pupils. Into the grey undecorated room, with its

Scotch bareness and austerity, the ruddy looks and laughing

countenance of the seventeen-years-old boy throw a sudden

warmth of reality and youthful nature. And the "explosion"

of the indecorous mirth is not more lifelike than the startled

solemnity of the old Principal struggling for a word to ex-

press the shock of his disapproval, yet no more angry than

a learned pundit was obliged to seem to be.

It is not uncharacteristic that we should begin the record of

a life so full of serious thoughts and things, and sometimes

so sadly overclouded, with a laugh. For indeed this big

delightful spontaneous laugh, an " explosion " as his old class-

fellow justly calls it, was always one of Principal Tulloeh's

special individualities. It was a laugh impossible to resist,

so genial, so large, so cordial, full of that keen sense of the

ludicrous which is one of the most real alleviations of life

—

or rather of living, which in itself, without such aids, is often

so monotonous a business. When that laugh was not heard,
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all his friends were aware that things most be going badly

with the Principal
;
but tho times in which this was the i

were few, on the whole, compared with the general course of

his life.

There are not, however, wanting graver records of his

dentship. I have before me two or three faded MSS., the

boyish essays of the time, preserved, doubtless, because of the

proud inscription " First prize " and the professor's comments

upon the last page, which would be delightful to the lad, and

pathetically amusing to the man when he turned them over.

Some of them are dated 38-9, some 39-40. One of them,

an " Essay on the Difficulties attending the Inductive Study

of the Mind," is thus characterised by the professor :

—

I have been very much pleased with this essay. The subject

is discussed with great clearness, judgment, and ingenuity. There

is plain evidence that much attention has been paid, and that there

is no small capacity, while the style and composition are perspicu-

ous, correct, and ingenious. The whole discourse is most credit-

able to the author. George Cook.

Another, on the " Origin and Invention of an Alphabet," is

endorsed :
" This is an excellent and talented essay, and

though differing from me in some things, is not the less

valued. The first on the subject." A third, on the "Im-

mortality of the Soul," contains another long eulogy from Dr
Cook, who is " not satisfied that the view taken by the writer

is a sound one, but is always gratified at any approach to

original views." " All the essays and exercises of the author

throughout the session," he adds, " have had much merit, and

I am satisfied that by diligence and perseverance he will

become thoroughly acquainted with the great principles of

moral science." There is perhaps nothing to attract special

attention in these youthful productions ; but they are very

well written, in a style which is wonderfully like that of

maturer years, and already has something of the literary

accent of the man. The Literary Society of St Andrews
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University adds its meed of applause to that of the professors.

Mr Tulloch read his essay "On the supposed Eternity of

Matter," on the 16th March 1839, in which he "made an end

of the hypotheses of the disciples of Lucretius." " The com-

mand of language," according to the minutes, " was great,

considering the youth of the composer (16) ; and the happy

mixture of correct philosophical reflection with poetic senti-

ment wTas particularly remarked." Happy boys who could

set the old philosophers right and command the world

!

Next year Mr Tulloch read his " Critique on Wordsworth's

' Excursion,' " an essay which " contained much ingenious and

philosophical criticism, evincing great power of language, and

at the same time a mind imbued with the spirit of his author."

The essay was "listened to with much attention," and fol-

lowed by a vote of thanks to the writer. In November of

the same year he was himself secretary of the Society, and

sets down his own praises with waggish humour, making

covert fun of the grave deliverance. The essay was " On the

Origin of an Alphabet
;

" and " most members remarked the

appropriateness of the style to the abstract nature of the

subject," is the record made, with a twinkle of his merry

eyes, by the hero and historian of the occasion. In 1841,

which was his last year at United College, a critical essay

upon the ' Faerie Queen ' was read before the same eager

young assembly, which was delighted by its " great depth of

thought, much poetic sentiment, and vivacity and vigour of

expression." The little manuscript, grey and faded, in a fine

small handwriting without a blot, no doubt copied with a

young author's pride in his first production, lies before me.

It is full of enthusiasm as well as of the other things the

boy-critics found in it, with a fine swell of feeling such as

would make the voice of the young writer tremble as he read.

He was eighteen, and his admiration of everything that was

beautiful overflowed in glowing words, slightly stilted by

times as was inevitable. "The spirit of chivalry was not
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extinct," lie says, in Sj m -user's age ; "ita chief characteristics,

a high -souled courtesy and b devoted admiration of the

female character, still survive*!." Naturally the young critic

in the comparison is a little contemptuous of his own lime.

Alas! the last entry in the minutes of the Society is an

expression of "deep sorrow and regret" on hearing of the

great loss which "the University, bereft of its illustrious

head, the Church of Scotland of her most powerful champion,

and this country of one of her brightest ornaments, have re-

spectively sustained." Forty-five years elapse between the

" Essay on the Faerie Queen," in all its boyish warmth, for

which "the unanimous thanks of the Society" were given to

the young enthusiast, and that deep sorrow and regret over

the University's illustrious head. During that long period

Tulloch had been but a short time severed from his Univer-

sity, and neither in age nor youth was there any cloud upon

his spotless career.

The prizes above mentioned were not, however, his only

distinctions. He was apt all his life to undervalue his own

scholarship ; but he gained repeated honours for " emi-

nence in Greek literature " and translations from Homer

and Sophocles. What is more remarkable, he did very well

in mathematics, as well as in the more congenial realms of

philosophy— always his favourite study ; and ended his

career in the United College triumphantly by gaining the

Gray prize for History, " which was worth only five or six

pounds," says Dr Dickson, Professor of Divinity in Glasgow

University, " but was accounted, for want of anything better,

the highest honour a St Andrews student could at that time

obtain."

Professor Mitchell of St Andrews, another lifelong friend,

like himself very soon promoted to a chair in his own Uni-

versity, brings before us the bright-faced lad in his other

aspect—half rebellious, full of laughter and frolic. The class

itself in which all these boys, the future teachers of their
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generation, studied and idled, with occasional outbursts of

youthful spirits— less restrained and subdued than we are

now accustomed to—was "a boisterous set of high-spirited

youths,"—" the wildest class he ever saw," as their Professor

Cook said. The University itself was not very regular per-

haps, but floated along in a somewhat happy-go-lucky way,

not standing upon its dignity : the old professors, not unfre-

quently dull and prosy, chafed the lads with their drone and

the old-fashioned routine of their ways. Dr Gray, explaining

why Tulloch did not take his degree after his examination,

adds the following remarkable story :

—

At that time the degree was not so highly valued, and was not

so commonly taken as now. I myself did not intend to take it

;

and it was only because a fellow, one evening at a " Gaudeamus,"

said I was afraid of the mathematical examination, that I resolved

to go in for it. It will tend to show how lightly the professors,

or some of them, took the matter, that when I appeared to be

examined, Thomas Peattie, the janitor, asked me what branch I

was to take first. I said Latin. His answer was, "Professor

Gillespie desires me to say that you have passed." " But," said I,

" I have not been examined." " You have passed, sir." I said,

" What does this mean 1
" The janitor answered, with a smile,

" The professor is off to the fishing."

Nothing could be more astounding than this glimpse into

the economy of a university system in which apparently

students went up singly when they pleased, to be examined

for their degree, and academical life had no special charac-

teristics but those which individual tastes and instinct gave.

"We cannot but feel that there must be something left out

or misconstrued in such reminiscences. Professor Gillespie,

above referred to, was known as a humourist, and, I believe,

translated Horace into familiar Scotch verse, to the amuse-

ment of his contemporaries. Dr James Hunter, the pro-

fessor of Logic, is described as " blunt and gruff," but withal

kindly, who in his lectures continued to talk of " Mr Hume "

and " Mr Gibbon " as if they had been contemporaries. The
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professor of mathematics was Mx Duncan, of whose Lucid

teaching and quiet sarcasm as Interesting ootice baa Lately

appeared in a volume recently printed for e local occasion

Principal Ealdane, Tulloch's predecessor in thuL position,

was at the head of St Mary's College—a man of high char-

acter, much esteemed and respected. Dr Buist held the

chair of Church History; and Dr Tennant, of merry memory

—the author of " Maggie Lauder " and " Anster Fair," not

perhaps to be described as academical productions— that

of Hebrew. But the only professors whom the young men
seem thoroughly to have respected and believed in were Dr
George Cook, who then filled the chair of Moral Philosophy,

and who wras at the same time an active and influential leader

of the party then called " Moderate " in the Church
; and Dr

Jackson, whose venerable figure has not long disappeared

from the familiar scene.

Among Tulloch's class-fellows were a number of men well

known and remarkable in their generation, though none so

distinguished as himself. Professor Mitchell of St Andrews,

Dr Dickson of Glasgow, Dr Gray of Liberton, Dr Anderson

of Kinnoull, Dr Milligan of Aberdeen University, are all

men of known reputation and importance. Mr Patrick

Proctor Alexander, who followed the Principal within a few

months to the grave, was one of those men who never carry

out in any adequate manner the high hopes formed of them,

yet do enough to show what, under happier circumstances,

they might have done. Sir George Campbell was another of

the youthful companions who pursued their not too pain-

ful studies under the invocation of St Leonard and St

Salvator, the joint patrons of the United College, whose

names give a quaint suggestion of the remote and pictur-

esque Catholic centuries during which these halls of learning

were founded, but are curiously at variance with the dull

modernism of the existing institution. It is unfortunate

that in a place like St Andrews, so thoroughly adapted to
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its object as a university town, there should be so little of

the graceful antiquity which becomes such a centre of old-

established instruction, in the University buildings them-

selves. St Mary's alone preserves a little of the venerable

aspect which we would fain associate with such a place.

And I fear there was not very much veneration either for

the instructors or the instruction, in these old, yet not very

far-off days. Not very far off, although, in the different

tone and atmosphere of the place, it might have been a

century ago.

Between the Madras College, the Grammar School of St

Andrews, and the United College in which he took the

" arts " classes qualifying him for his degree, John Tulloch

spent five years of his early youth. Besides the debating

societies, he seems to have taken a certain part in the public

life of the University, as is shown by one fact in its history

during this period. It had been the custom that the office

of Lord Eector—now so constantly filled by distinguished

men, and which is a sort of compliment from the flower of

Scottish youth which distinguished men have proved them-

selves very willing to accept—should be filled by certain

professors in rotation, without any reference to the wishes

of the students, and in a painfully ineffective and futile way.

Young Tulloch was one of the ringleaders in the raising of

rebellion against this custom. Dr Mitchell, in a recent review

of the papers of the Senatus, found with amusement a protest

signed by Tulloch and himself against the action in this re-

spect of the body, of which they were both to be members in

their still early manhood, but in changed days. Tulloch took

a part at least, if he was not the chief actor, in proposing Dr

Chalmers, then unquestionably the greatest man in the

Scotch Church, for the Rectorship, which was the beginning

of a new state of affairs. The world of Scotland was by this

time all aflame with the controversy which ended in the

Disruption, and no doubt this proposal meant at least a
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sentiment of admiration for the parly which afterwi

formed the Free Church, at the head of which Dr Chalmers

was. But it meant quite as much the young man's charac-

teristic fairness, and desire that honour mighi be shown

where honour was due. It is curious that hifi In
I tep in

distinctive university life should have, been this. ]l<- made

a great many protests after, and oll'md much resistance to

those routine regulations which so often quenched the spirit

of excellent customs. The boyish action was but a natural

preface to the determination of the man.

His course of education at St Andrews, including some

portion of the graver studies for his profession which were

carried on at St Mary's in the divinity class-rooms, was over

before he had attained the age at which an Eton or Harrow

boy is now considered ready for the university. The one

system, I cannot but think, is as mistaken in keeping the

young too long back, as the other in unduly pressing them

forward. He had already for some time been living the life

of a man in almost complete independence, both of mind and

resources, when he was seventeen years of age. It is said

that he cost his family nothing during the whole course of

his studies—not an unusual fact in the life of a Scotch youth

at college. To help him in this he had a bursary which was

in the gift of the Presbytery of Perth, and which was held

on the condition of passing a periodical examination. But

such helps are very small, and the bulk of his expenses must

have been paid by teaching, which is also a very usual thing

among the hard-working students of the north. There is

very little record, however, of his work in this kind, not so

much as a mention of any tutorship he held, such as it might

have been supposed would have dwelt in the recollection of

some one, proud to think in after-days of having received

some portion of youthful training from his hands. He talks

in his early letters to Dr Dickson of the " prospects of a good

hour's teaching, which, however," he adds, " I am by no
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means anxious about ; I should prefer mathematics
:

" and

when he arrives in Edinburgh in 1843, announces, "I have

now got teaching to my satisfaction—though I must own all

teaching is a confounded bore, and I fervently wish I were

through with college and it together." The expenses of

living were, however, considerably less then than now, and

the short academical sessions, not divided over the year as

in England, but taken altogether in the six months of winter,

which make a Scotch professorship so desirable a post, must

also have facilitated for young and frugal students the pos-

sibilities of living. Tulloch does not seem, however, to have

returned home for his vacations as most do, but spent a con-

siderable part of his leisure in St Andrews, probably on

account of pupils at the Madras College, where the holidays

were shorter. From thence he writes to his young corre-

spondent Dickson, sometimes complaining of his solitariness

in his room in Bell Street, where " whole days may pass with-

out speaking to an acquaintance," while he roams desultorily

through the realms of literature, sometimes busy with his

work for a college prize, often tempted aside, to compare the

strangely different styles of Coleridge and Crabbe, to choke

with laughter over ' Peregrine Pickle,' to regain his gravity

over Alison's History. " I have been overhauling, to very

little purpose I have no doubt, scraps of science, the debris

scattered here and there in popular books I have contrived

to lay my hands on, of that noble feast in store for every

philosophic student—history too, British and Grecian—

I

have been dabbling in everything but divinity," he says in

one letter. At another time he describes himself as " unable

to tell what has brought me back so soon, wearying for the

reopening of the classes, and the return of college sport and

bustle." On another occasion, changing his mind, he writes

from Tibbermuir describing himself as delighted to get home

to the country, " to escape the grassy streets and eternal lanes

of the old city." Now he upbraids himself for lost time and
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unfulfilled projects, and moralises upou the truth of the

maxim that hell is paved with good intentions. "There is

something peculiarly gratifying," he Bays (being seventeen,

with a wide horizon before him), " in the mere contemplation

of what we yet intend to do—something which we like to

dwell upon, hut which the first attempt at execution in the

way of bringing it about scarce ever fails to chill. I have

been led into these reflections reviewing my labours during

the summer, comparing what I have done, or may yet pos-

sibly do, with what I bad at its commencement resolved to

accomplish ; " and he gives his friend a list of all the things,

and they were many, which he had intended but failed to do.

Presently, however, we find him back again commenting

on the changed aspect of St Andrews in summer. " The

city is nearly as gay as ever— the same superfluity of

unknown equipages, golfers, bathers, &c. I am still luxu-

riating in an almost daily bath. Pat Alexander, if anybody,

is my vade mecum. We bathe together, walk and converse

together. Poetry, you know, is Pat's favourite theme, and

many a long discussion we have thereanent. I am not

studious : who could be so in such weather ? My essay on

the Eesurrection is in the same state as when I last wrote,

and I am greatly afraid will continue so. I am reading

Greek and Latin, however, pretty regularly." Perhaps the

attraction that brought him to St Andrews in summer when

the colleges were closed, may have already had some con-

nection with the letters in the next chapter. But he was

by no means bound to that solitary lodging. He moved

lightly about from one place to another, now visiting friends,

now wandering over the country, and on one great occasion

went to Perth to see the Queen on one of her early visits

to Scotland, and was present at a " grand banquet " in the

evening in honour of the royal visit.

But this was not all. Next morning I set off to Taymouth
with a party, and there indeed the spectacle was magnificent
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Not to mention the natural scenery, the finest perhaps in the

Highlands, which I had never seen before, the effect which this

received at night from the various illuminations, every tree hung

with variegated lamps, the hills around studded with bonfires,

was indescribably grand

—

" So wondrous wild, that all might seem

The scenery of a fairy dream."

AVe sat in patriarchal fashion on the banks of the Tay,

quaichinci the liquid ruby to the health and glory of our fair

Mountain Queen.

These rambling notes give no impleasing vision of the

young student's holidays, full of pleasant idleness and work

pursued when the humour seized him. He was poor, but

there is no symptom of pinching or painful self-denial, and

it is with a little evident wilfulness and early independence

apparently quite uncontrolled, that he pursues his path and

takes his own youthful way.

His reasons for transferring himself to Edinburgh in the

midst of his theological course are not very clear. Probably

it was because the theological lectures w7ere "dry and un-

interesting," as Dr Dickson says, and perhaps a little im-

patience of the necessary professional studies such as he has

already shown in his " dabbling in everything but divinity,"

had come to a momentary explosion in his mind, always

apt to be moved by sudden impatiences.

I am fully resolved at present to be in St Andrews next winter

[he writes in June 1842]. I have deliberately weighed all con-

siderations pro and con, and the result has been a thoroughly

rooted assurance of the propriety of said resolution. My wish

is to obtain a desirable tutorship and eschew college as long as

possible. My object in this is to be at liberty to pursue a course

of study to my own liking, unfettered by college requirements,

undisturbed by professional officiousness.

Most characteristic words. "To be at liberty to pursue"

his own thoughts and work in his own way, was his devout

desire all his life. Never was there a man who chafed at
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the conventional requirements of colleges and professors

more, though his life was to be passed at the head of a

college, and in a divinity chair.

It was not, however, till October 1843 that he went to

Edinburgh. " I waited on Principal Lee with a letter of

introduction. What a solemnity he is!" he writes with

youthful irreverence. " "We have a very poor hall [that is

to say, a small number of students in the divinity clae

but a very pleasant. Some of the fellows are quite trumps.

1 delivered on Thursday two discourses, homily and critical,

with great approbation
;

" and he asks, with the superiority

of a denizen of a superior sphere, " What numbers are there

waiting upon the sage prelections of Bob, and the curious

dulnesses of Buist ? " These were the professors at St

Mary's College from whom and their droning the young

man was glad to have escaped ; and his beginning, notwith-

standing Principal Lee's supposed solemnity, was evidently

a -cheerful and hopeful one. He left most of his old com-

rades behind him by this move, and the brief period of his

training in Edinburgh is without any record—although he

made there one of his closest friendships, that with " Smith

of North Leith," the familiar name under which this friend

was constantly quoted and referred to many years later, and

with whom, through his earlier manhood, his correspondence

was constant. Tulloch and he, along with various other

young men unknown to fame, seem to have formed among

them one of those associations which please the young, aud

bound each other en Vamitid as they called it, with doubtful

French, but no doubt genuine feeling, giving each other

names of special fellowship, which for many years they

continued to use in their correspondence. Mr Smith was
" Pater," for reasons best known to themselves ; Tulloch

" Professor," with a pleasant foreshadowing of future digni-

ties. This pleasant -foolish youthful bond was, between

these two at least, never broken, and gave a character of
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specially affectionate regard and familiarity to their inter-

course, even when one of them took advantage of it to

criticise the productions or proceedings of the other, which

momentarily strained but never broke the genial tie.

This is about the only thing to be ascertained of the brief

life in Edinburgh, in which the young men would seem to

have sown a few comparatively innocent wild oats, such as

for a year or two sometimes recurred to the memory of one

of them at least, and troubled his delicate conscience. A
merry meeting now and then, "a smoking chop," perhaps

" a quiet glass of toddy," would seem to have been the worst

of these dissipations, with many a wrangle over knotty

points of philosophy, and many a discussion of easier liter-

ature. Tulloch was always a reader, and eager for books

at every period of his career. " From his student days he

was well versed in English literature. I remember in the

summer spending a day with him at Tibbermuir," says Dr

Gray, "and feeling rather humbled to find how much he

had read." It would seem that jokes and frolic were upper-

most en VamitU, though all of the most blameless kind.

It is, however, curious to find in this active and vivid young

life almost no reflections from the great controversy which

was then tearing Scotland asunder—the question first called

Non-intrusion, afterwards glorified with more splendid titles,

and which ended in the great Secession of the Free Church

in 1843. Tulloch had but just finished his studies in this

year (if he had quite finished them), when the Disruption

took place, and must, one would have thought, have been

deeply concerned in the preceding discussions. The one

mark of any feeling on this subject which I have found, is

the proposed election of Dr Chalmers as Rector. But it

would not seem to have much affected his mind or life.

" For a considerable time," says Dr Dickson, " his sympathies

(which in ordinary politics were towards the Whigs, or

almost Radical party) induced him to take a lively interest
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in the Non-intrusion controversy, and tended at first towards

the views of those who subsequently formed the Free ( 'hurch.

But he became satisfied that the claims put forward by them

for exclusive jurisdiction, under cover of the so-called I F
«

•; i
< I

-

ship of Christ, were not dissimilar to those of the Papacy,

and inconsistent with a due recognition of the place of the

State." This seems almost too formal a conclusion to have

been arrived at in the heat of the moment, but it is almost

all the evidence there is about his state of mind—which he

does not himself express, so far as I have found, though he

relates, as will be seen hereafter, the fact of the Secession

with considerable awe and excitement.

Tulloch's father, however, the minister of Tibbermuir,

seems to have been at one time a supposed supporter of

the movement. There is an amusing and lively though

stilted account of the scene in which two clerical emissaries

of the warlike party in the Church hunted out, and with

some difficulty found him, occupied in a way which perhaps

will interest more than any polemics the reader of this

calmer period. It is contained in a book entitled ' Memorials

of the Disruption,' by the Eev. Dr Beith, who claims Mr
Tulloch as in the earlier part of the controversy " a Non-

intrusionist," belonging to the Liberal school in politics and

the Evangelical in the Church. On the 12th January 1843,

Dr Beith and a colleague came in " a conveyance "—a very

usual euphemism for the respectable gig of the country-side

—from Perth to Tibbermuir, in order to arrange for a meet-

ing there, and the stirring up of the people at that critical

moment for their cause. When they went to the manse

they found the minister absent on the ice, for it was a great

curling day, and the parish was out in a body, as the Non-

intrusionists were not aware. But Scotch flesh and blood,

even though the mind was preoccupied with a great polemi-

cal cause, could not resist the spirit-stirring scene when, after

various directions and colloquies, the clerical pair found

B
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themselves in the midst of the curlers. The sharp clear

air, the red sunshine, the white expanse of the ice crowded

with active figures, the fringe of spectators round, including

many fine people, " among whom Lady Moncreiffe reigned

as a queen," inspired and excited them in spite of themselves,

and the mid-day hours flew imperceptibly to the ring of the

curling-stones and the cheerful shouts about. Presently,

however, the two clergymen recalled themselves to the object

of their mission.

Enjoyment such as we now had, in the interval of pressing duty,

has its limits. The sun was beginning to decline in the south

;

the winter evening, with its discomforts, would soon be upon us.

We must search throughout the vast assemblage, in despite of all

its pleasurable excitement, for the minister of Tibbermuir. Search

for him we did, and, after many inquiries and visits to various

rinks, we found him. We found him flushed with the exertion

be was called on to make in playing his part. He had just cleared

the way for a curling-stone, using a large broom, with which he

had swept the ice clear of every sort of obstruction, and seemed,

by his gestures and expression, as well as by the skilful manipula-

tion of the broom, to invite, to solicit, to conjure the missile to

come on and on to a point which he had determined in his mind
it should reach. The stone, as if under authority, came lazily

forward and sulkily stopped, its handle, ornamented with silver,

glittering pleasantly to the eyes of the spectators. The minister

was in the act of shouldering his broom, and stood watching the

next stone, apparently calculating the effect it might have on the

issue of the game, when Dr Forbes gently touched him on the

shoulder. He turned towards us and received us kindly, though

it was easy to see he could at the moment have wished us far

enough.

Then there follows a discussion of the object of the agitators,

of whose visit, though not at this inconvenient moment, Mr
Tulloch had been warned ; and after a statement on his part

of the difficulties under which he was as to the holding of

the meeting they wanted, and a final promise to do what he

could, the visitors left him to his sport. The country minis-

ter, flushed with hard work and frosty air, with his broom in
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his hand, and more than half his attention distracted to fcbfl

swing of the gliding stones, the call upon him to " Soop
:

"

coming through the midst of his black-coated brethren's ex-

hortations about their meeting, and his mind more intent

upon the game than upon Non-intrusion, makes a cheerful

and sympathetic picture in the midst of the barren tal«- of

speeches and promises of adhesion. We are bound to add,

however, that the writer is quite genial in his narrative, and

finds no fault with the cheerful scene. The meeting was held

after all, though not in the church or school, as they had

hoped, and Mr Tulloch, with no reminiscence of his broom or

his sport, took the chair.

He made a good speech [the historian continues] in favour of

our movement and of the truths we were striving to protect. His

statement was clear and effective; but we observed that lie did

not commit himself to the carrying out of the advocacy and pro-

secution of the truths in question in the form we proposed to do.

On that head he said nothing ; otherwise, we were gratified by his

address. . . . We saw no more of Mr Tulloch. That he presided

on this occasion we considered to be of importance. That he did

not follow with us—that when the day of trial came he was not

found by our side, however lamented for his sake, was no surprise

to any one. He broke no pledge ; he had never so identified

himself with our movement as to justify an accusation of direct

tergiversation.

No doubt young Tulloch felt with his father. He was at the

period of this visit in Edinburgh, absorbed in his work, his

youthful friendships and pleasures ; and he says nothing to

make us suppose that the controversy had ever done more

than touch the surface of his mind.

It is neither easy nor necessary to give any sketch of that

great ecclesiastical controversy here. It began on a practical

point, the supposed injustice and hardship of presenting

clergymen to churches without the approval, or even against

the wishes, of the congregation—a grievance which, though

little appreciated in England, has always been a bugbear to
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the Scotch mind, and has given rise in succession to all the

different secessions from the Kirk. To carry this compre-

hensible objection on into the doctrinal claim of complete in-

dependence for the Church, and to represent every interference

of the State, even in respect to its own loaves and fishes, as

an infringement upon the supreme sway and " Headship " of

our Lord, was no doubt a logical carrying out of the original

sentiments of the Church of Scotland, and in harmony with

much of her polemical history ; and there was a loftiness in

the claim and a splendour in the sacrifice by which it was

finally sealed, which carried away many fervid imaginations,

and none more than the then very youthful writer of these

pages. But I cannot think they could ever have had much

weight with Tulloch, whose mind was singularly free from,

and indeed impatient of, all prejudice in favour of ecclesias-

tical power. Such claims were offensive to him in his full

maturity, and at no time could he have had much sympathy

with them. Born in and trained for the Church, and serving

her with his best gifts all his life, sacerdotalism of every

kind was always an offence to him. He had perhaps less

feeling on this point than was desirable. He claimed no

right to rule in the name of Christ, and assumed no media-

tory place as between God and His people. He was essen-

tially and from the beginning a ministrant of the great truths

which were in the hands of all, and of which it was every

man's duty to judge for himself.

Thus his years of education passed lightly away, not made

so much of as they might have been, with no enthusiastic

pursuit of knowledge, but a cheerful development, tempered

by all the pleasantnesses of youth. Such portions of the

long summer as were spent at home in the Perthshire manse,

permitted a great deal of reading, and a considerable ac-

quaintance with the rural world about, of all classes, which

no doubt helped to form him for the influence which he
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afterwards exercised so largely, the knowledge of men and

life and universal sympathy which made him whal he wa .

In the next chapter of opening life he himself appears in tin-

letters which happily so many of his correspondents, and

above all his wife, the constant recipient of all his thou

and confidences, have preserved.
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CHAPTER II.

THE BEGINNING OF LIFE.

A PORTION of the spring of 1843 was spent by young

Tulloch at St Andrews, the place to which his inclinations

seem always to have returned in every interval of freedom

;

and on this occasion there evidently took place the most

important encounter in his life, and the most fortunate. It

was not his first meeting, probably, with Miss Hindmarsh.

Her family had spent some years in Perth, where she had

been chiefly educated, and where her two beautiful sisters

were known, I am told by a youthful contemporary, as the

Pair Maids of Perth. She was too young at that time to

have known, except as a child, the Tibbermuir boys; but

there was probably acquaintance enough to make their meet-

ing, when he came to St Andrews in all the satisfaction of

his completed education, an easy one, ripening quickly into

friendship—for friendship was all it was to be permitted to

be in these early idyllic days. The young lady was but

seventeen, the youth not twenty-one. No doubt they had

many encounters in the freedom of the little society, in the

Sunday walks upon the Links and rambles by the shore. " I

knew her father, Mr Hindmarsh, one of the most polished of

men," writes Dr Gray. " I attended his class for elocution

for a short time, and even then wondered at the effects pro-

duced in reading by his clear insight into the meaning of the
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author, and a voice capable of ,L
r
i\ing expression to every

mood and every variety of tone" Therefor*; it was in a

house full of the talk and literary discussions he loved thai

the young man found the new influence which was to tell for

so much in his life, lie went home from St Andrews to

Tibbermuir in the end of April ; and immediately young

John Tulloch opens up his heart and life, and becomes vis-

ible to us in an aspect different from that which he wears

to his boyish companions— the tender and poetic side of

his sensitive nature. The first letter of a series which con-

cluded only with his life, and in which for more than forty

years in every interval of separation, all his most intimate

thoughts, feelings, and projects found vent, is dated the 23d

of April 1843, on a Sunday evening, when he sits down to

write to his dear Miss Hindmarsh, with what pleasure ! He
is all alone in his room—the bay-window open, the songs of

the birds, linnets and thrushes and all the songsters of the

grove, coming in.

To Miss Hindmarsh.

How emphatically such a Sabbath eve as this in the country

is an eve of rest ! All nature seems joyous and reposing. And
yet I cannot overcome a sadness that comes over me when my
thoughts revert to St Andrews, when I think of you, and how
blest I would have been on such a night by your side. Oh, Miss
Hindmarsh, what a change has come o'er the spirit of my dreams

in a few days ! Often when reading by myself, I fancy I could

hear your voice saying, " Beautiful !
" note your raised eyes beam

interest, and your brow change with the changing story.

" I fear," he adds in alarm, " that I may have gone beyond

the merely friendly capacity in which I agreed to correspond

with you "—a fear which the reader will probably think

justified. And it is evident that his shortcomings were

pointed out to him in the reply, for he resumes in the next

letter, in a much subdued and sedate tone, complaining in-

deed that " a strange, sad, bitter feeling " had come over him

as he read her letter.
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To Miss Hindm« rah.

But I deserve it for my imprudence. I have only to say I will

obey you, I will write so no more ; and with this promise you will

pardon me.

You will probably have heard by this time, at least before this

reaches you, of the awfully serious disruption that has taken place

in the Church of Scotland. About 430 ministers— there will

doubtless be more— have seceded from the Establishment, and

renounced, or will renounce immediately, their manses, stipends,

&c. God alone knows what are to be the consequences. The

excitement through Scotland, in Edinburgh especially, has been

extraordinary. Nothing else is talked of. Many are perfectly

astonished at such a sacrifice for principle. Had I been ready

I might have had, I daresay, my choice of a kirk. But it is

better, after all, as it is. I am not ready seriously in many ways,

besides that of not having completed the course of study. I have

been considerably studious, but not nearly so much as I would

like. My daily anxiety to hear the news of the Kirk has pre-

vented that, and will still do so for some days ; but then I must

be up and doing. I have commenced German with my father,

which I find easy and pleasant enough.

It will be seen from this, though he could not refrain from

a certain deep-drawn breath of sympathy in the great event

he describes, how entirely free was his own mind of any

inclination to follow.

There follows much talk about books, especially the light

literature of the time—a fine subject for a repressed lover.

He has not been able, he says, to get ' Morley Ernstein,'

which his correspondent had recommended to him (" there

is almost no chance of finding one of James's in "), and there-

fore cannot tell which of the two heroines he likes best. " I

will like the sweetest of them : sweetness is everything in

woman," he says. And he proceeds to describe and criticise

' The Lady of Lyons,' then a recent production, quoting Claud

Melnotte's description of his supposed Italian palace, under

skies " as cloudless—as I would have thy fate." This is too

much for the young man's philosophy. " Yes," he adds, " as

I would have thy fate ! God grant my prayer may be heard."
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He then pulls himself back to th< !n-lter of liD-ratim-

again. He lias got the third number of ' Martin Chu/./.lewit.'

" I was very melancholy, God knows the reason, except that

it was a soft pensive evening; and thanks be to Dickens it

made me laugh." ' Chuzzlewit,' however, does not ahrayi

please him so much. In respect to a later number he writes

with characteristic fairness:

—

I fear greatly Dickens is caricaturing the Americans to gratify

his spleen against them for their ill usage of his late work on

America. If it is so, it is very bad of him to make a work of

fiction and amusement the vehicle of misrepresenting a great and

powerful people, whatever may be their vices and faults. If he

is not caricaturing, the Americans must certainly be a very rum
nation.

On another occasion, he tells his young correspondent that

he has been reading ' Corinne,' " a most wonderful work, with

splendid beauties and no less splendid faults." The heroine

herself is "half Italian by birth, all Italian in genius, all-

accomplished as you can imagine an Italian to be
;

" and he

tells her the story of the book, with a great desire to know

what her opinion of it would be—so fresh and new does

everything become that this young pair discuss between

them. She has been reading ' Zanoni,' on the other hand,

and recommends it to him.

So you think it not impossible that such things as the philoso-

pher's stone and elixir of life may have existed 1 I love you
more [friendship has been happily exploded by this time] for the

fancy, though I will not say I have similar thoughts. They
are at least beautiful visions and fond imaginings, speaking of

the restless stirrings of human nature in its poetic and philoso-

phical moods after the high and the great and the happy. "We
have all such dreams : at least all whose thoughts ever rise above
the sordid concerns that command, and are so apt entirely to en-

gross us in life—all above the common rout, " herds without name
no more remembered."

These criticisms and discussions, however, soon give way
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to more important matters. In the autumn of 1843 the

young correspondents met in Edinburgh, and the restraints

under which the young lover had been held died a natural

death. It is henceforward to his best beloved, the sharer of

every thought, that he writes, finding that everything re-

minds him of her, incapable of seeing beautiful scenery, or

pictures, or anything that is worthy admiration, without a

wish that she were by his side, or an exclamation, " How you

would have enjoyed it
!

" (which was his first thought in

every such sensation of pleasure all his life after) ; and above

all, pouring into her sympathetic ear all the incidents, per-

sonal and external, as well as all the thoughts and questions

of his life.

The first of these occur in the spring of 1844, when we find

him, his studies at the University over, at home at Tibber-

muir, preparing for those final trials which were to qualify

him for entrance into active life. These consist, in the

Scotch Church, of an examination by the Presbytery, in the

course of which the candidate for licence (which does not

exactly correspond to minor orders in Episcopal Churches,

the Church of Scotland ordaining only to the charge of a

distinct congregation, and conferring all the privileges of the

minister at once) has to deliver several sermons before that

body, and to be examined in various theological questions

and in Hebrew. At this important moment, however, an

unexpected confretemps occurred. He had been writing for

some time to his friend Smith playfully, about passing the

Kubicon, and it is to him that the first intimation is made :

—

To Rev. W. Smith. March 27, '44.

I have not passed the Rubicon, or rather I have passed, but

have not come out Reverend on the other side. All my trials are

preached in the most satisfactory manner (so says the Presbytery

record), but my not being of age is found to be an insurmountable

barrier. Why was I not born two months sooner 1

To Miss Hindmarsh he enters more fully into the matter :

—
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Delivered all my discourses, (if which the Presbytery were

pleased to speak in terms far exceeding I am tore, their mi

Got through remaining examination! in Hebrew— in short, with

everything; but they did not license, simply in consequence (as

I with too great reason feared) of my being under age. The ob-

jection was found to be insurmountable. I cannot tell you how
much this has annoyed and vexed me, and more than me—my
father and mother, and indeed the many friends interested in me.

I would have written last night had I not felt altogether so disap-

pointed and annoyed at this result : it will affect my prospects.

He expresses his disappointment in a similar way to Dr

Dickson :

—

I had preached all my trials in the most satisfactory manner, as

the Presbytery were pleased to express it, when this difficulty, in-

surmountable as it seemed to a few sticklers in the Perth Presby-

tery, intervened. This was annoying and disappointing enough,

especially, as I have reason to fear, the delay may affect my future

prospects materially. It cuts me out of all chance of Dron. Sed

levius fit patientia : mighty consolation, it must be confessed, to a

fellow of my tractable disposition. What a humbug, after all, in

these times of law-breaking and law-neglecting, to make a fuss

about being two months under age ! It is like a Church court,

straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel.

The reader will probably not be disposed to condemn the

Presbytery of Perth as the impatient young candidate for

licence did. Twenty-one is surely young enough, under any

circumstances, for a ministrant in holy things ; but the times

were exceptional, and the Church of Scotland, impoverished

by the withdrawal of so many of her ministers, had for the

moment her hands full of vacant livings, which it was essen-

tial to fill up speedily. And at the same time, the delay left

the young man with a period of unexpected leisure, for which

he had no fit use—a tantalising interval, in which he found

it almost impossible to apply himself to fresh studies.

To Miss Hindmarsh.

My employment during the next two months that must inter-

vene before I get licence will be, of course, chiefly writing sermons.

I can't help thinking there is something almost ludicrous in the
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idea of waiting on the elapse of two months till I " get my mouth

opened," as the country folk say here. How I must grow in wis-

dom during these two months ! Seriously, however (for I have

talked too long both in a tone of disappointment and lightness), I

hope these two months may not pass away unimproved, so that in

after-years I may be far from having reason to regret the delay.

How my heart responds, my dearly loved girl, to your wish that

we might find such a beautiful home as Duddingston, where we
might be happy—oh, how happy ! making all allowance for my
restless and impulsive nature.

Such visions helped on the leaden days of this interval of

waiting, of which, not unnaturally, he speaks as if the two

months were two centuries. He is idle, he complains to his

friends, visiting about, doing little, but not altogether with-

out excuse, he thinks. " I have too much ground for solitary

fancy and vaguely delightful absorbing reveries." "Idling

my time most gloriously," he says to another comrade

;

" never was in a less congenial mood for study, abandoned

to day-dreaming and miscellaneous reading." Even sermon-

writing does not tempt him to utilise the unprofitable time,

but this not from idleness but high principle.

To Miss Hindmarsh.

I am not, after all, quite certain of the advantage of having a

stock of sermons, seeing that I will be obliged, I fear, to commit

my sermons to memory. The common country folk here cannot

stand reading sermons. Now committing an old sermon written

weeks before is a task by no means easy or pleasant. The idea of

it is quite repulsive to me. There is something so theatrical about

it, too, that I do not relish it at all. I am in no great anxiety,

therefore, to accumulate a stock of sermons, but would rather trust

to the ever-recurring excitement of duty to write anew.

In these words speaks the true preacher and natural orator

—very distinct from the artificial speaker bent upon effect. At

no time could Tulloch tolerate methods which had anything

that could be called " theatrical " in them. It was not in his

nature to pose, or study histrionic light or shade. To this

point he returns frequently in these early letters. It was " a
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most intolerable bore" this pretence of extempore speaking

which the populace exacted, but at which his impatient yi

right-thinking mind revolted. "
I don't believe the Apostle

Paul himself would be acceptable to many of our country

congregations if he was found using papers," he says. "
I

will endeavour, however, to carry mine to the pulpit with

me. It is dangerous to dispense with them altogether."

Thus the young man found, too, another excuse for dallying

with the time of inaction, chafed at yet sweet. For it was

spring both in the year and his heart, and dreams such as

belong to both those happy seasons warmed the easy tenor

of the careless days, in which the future appeared all glorious

through the mist of dreams, sometimes "a beautiful home

such as Duddingston," a pretty country manse among its

trees, caressing his imagination—sometimes more ambitious

thoughts.

To Dr Diclcson.

Do you know, I have not resigned my boyish dreams of an aca-

demic life. It is still my ambition. If you never be Pindar, 1
I

may still be Professor, with quondam Pindar for my Co. In sober

earnest, I contemplate the thing. Wouldn't it be glorious 1 . . .

I will go ramble and dream of pleasures never perhaps to be re-

alised, and honours probably never to be attained.

These early letters to his friends Smith and Dickson are

almost all signed " Professor." It was evidently the scheme

of life above all others which " pleased his boyish thought."

All things, however, come to an end, even two months of

waiting at twenty-one ; and the next step in life brings young

Tulloch out of all his rural rambles and day-dreaming, into

the busy town of Dundee, and immediate encounter with the

serious problems of life. The first appointment offered to

him, or that at least upon which his counsellors and he had

determined as most suitable, was the post of assistant to Dr
1 Their nicknames en lamitit : the wish was. if not absolutely realised, at

least more nearly so than youthful wishes often are ; for both became pro-

fessors, though not together
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M'Lauchlan of Dundee, who was the first minister of the

collegiate charge there. I believe this arrangement is pecu-

liar to Scotland, and is one of the many expedients by which

Presbyterian equality is practically modified. The collegiate

charge originally would seem to mean a large parish cure in

which two clergymen are conjoined; but in modern times

there is seldom an instance of such a cure without at least

one district church or chapel of ease, in which the two minis-

ters officiate in rotation. Dr M'Lauchlan and Dr Adie were

in this case the incumbents, and young Tulloch accepted the

position of assistant, which bears a near relationship to that

of curate, under the idea that the appointment carried with it

the succession to Dr M'Lauchlan's living, one of the best in

Scotland. Such a position may be held in Scotland by a pro-

bationer, a licentiate of his presbytery, before ordination. He

gives an account of the whole matter, and his views in accept-

ing the appointment, as follows :

—

To Miss Hindmarsh.

"What shall I tell you 1 My prospects (for a while at least) are

already sober realities. I preached in Dundee on Sunday last in

the fine church T spoke of in my last. It is indeed a noble church.

Though by no means the largest, it looks from the pulpit almost

the most spacious I ever saw. I preached not much to my own
comfort I confess, for the pulpit was rather low for me, and I

was in myself a good deal uneasy and excited ; but with so much
satisfaction to the folk of Dundee that I am forthwith offered the

assistantship to Dr M'Lauchlan, one of the old and venerable in-

cumbents of the charge. All parties concerned—a gentleman in

the name of a committee of the congregation, the provost per-

sonally, and more than all, Dr M'Lauchlan himself—urged upon
me the acceptance of this situation. As an inducement, Dr
M'Lauchlan held out the almost immediate prospect of being

appointed his successor, and he is a very old man—eighty-four

—

and his living is one of the best in the Church. All this was so

unexpected that I did not know what to think, and of course

would give no definite answer till I had consulted with my father.

However, as soon as I had carefully reflected on the nature of the

duties I should have to perform, which were fully explained to

me, I felt very much disposed in my own mind to accept. Eegu-
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larly only ono sermon to prepare a week, while at tho same time I

.should be relieved of the Bole burden of parochial visitation, There

were other things thai weighed with me: the inducemenl 1 would

have to write as well and carefully as I can, having thus plenty of

time, and so highly educated a congregation to preach to- -the con-

gregation being composed almosl entirely of the higher rlnnnfin, the

elite of Dundee, just like the East Church congregation in Perth ;

while, if it be viewed as a mere passport to a country church, it is

the best possible, one in the world; And, dearest—this in a whis-

per—I could not help thinking, whatever it mighl Lead to, with

what facility meanwhile I could see you, as (here is a steamboat

which plies regularly between Dundee and Newcastle. ... 1 will

of course decline coming forward as a candidate for the place for

which I was solicited to do so. My chance of success, I have rea-

son to believe, was very fair ; but it is a large town's charge, the

sole responsibility of which would have devolved on me, and you

will not wonder if I should shrink from such an undertaking. I

think you will approve of what I have done.

He was not, however, to be quit so easily of the place re-

ferred to in the last sentence, which was Arbroath. He had

preached there on one of the few June Sundays between the

time he received his licence and his appearance in Dundee,

without, it would appear, any particular intention. But this

solitary appearance of the very young probationer had pro-

duced a more lasting effect on the minds of those who heard

him than on his own. On July 24th he writes to Miss Hind-

marsh that the provost of Arbroath had come to Dundee on

the subject to inquire whether he would accept the charge if

it were offered to him. On the spur of the moment he would

seem to have answered that if the congregation were unani-

mous in wishing him to do so, and would let him know

authoritatively that this was their desire, he would take the

proposal into his most serious consideration. The living was

in the gift of the Crown, and was consequently not at all

dependent upon the choice of the people, but the young man

would not even consider it unless both patron and congrega-

tion wished the appointment. Even then the matter would

be perplexing enough. He discusses the question without
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excitement, but with much seriousness, with his future

wife.

By becoming minister of Arbroath [he says], I would at once

be raised doubtless to a situation of greater emolument, of far

highei honour, but at the same time far more serious and heavy

responsibility, and far more weighty duty. Will you venture to

advise me 1

? A consummation so dear to my heart, so pregnant

with happiness to me, might, with such unquestionable propriety

(so far at least as my own opinion is concerned), so soon follow

my going to Arbroath, that in short, I don't know what to

think.

The temptation was great, and at this first mention it would

have been little wonder if his young head had been a little

elated by so flattering an offer, and one likely to bring so

many happy accompaniments with it ; but even then the

weight of the responsibility and gravity of the proposal ap-

palled him. " I hope, and I am sure," he adds, " that you

fervently pray, dearest, that I may be enabled to put my
trust in Him who conducteth all who truly put their trust

in Him into all light and knowledge." He goes into further

details of what the people of Arbroath were ready to do, to

his friend Smith. He was promised " an ordained assistant

—in short, a colleague, though one more at my service than

an ordinary colleague in a regular collegiate charge would

be." "Without this, which was, in fact, what a curate in

priest's orders might be to a young rector or vicar in the

Anglican Church—a remarkable privilege for Scotland—he

would never have dared to think of it ; but with such aid,

might he not venture ? He entreats his friend to give him

his most serious advice ; then, with a natural revulsion of

feeling, asks :

—

Have you not some strange thoughts floating through your

brain in reading the foregoing 1 Will you be able to recognise in

the minister of Arbroath your late most inattentive form-fellow

and laughing brother en Vamitie ? How little do we know what

is in store for us ! I commend my ways to Him who alone can

guide us all into what will be ultimately good for us.
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During the whole of August and part of September this

conflict went on. "
I cannot tell you all the anxiety I have

gone through aboul Arbroath," he says. At night he ma

up his mind not to accept, but the morning hrings another

and another letter promising everything, warning him, which

is a potent argument, that if he refuses, the Crown may

appoint some one unwelcome to the congregation, and the

Church itself he injured by his refusal. But strong as this

plea is, the sense of the responsibility, " of the awfully im-

portant duties of the place, and my own unworthiness and

unfitness to discharge them," are strong in his mind. At

first he endeavours to put aside the responsihility of choice

from himself upon the congregation by refusing to preach

to them again as they desire, and by insisting upon a unani-

mous expression of their wishes ; but this expedient does not

help him, the congregation being not only unanimous but

importunate. His mind, he complains, is so disturbed that

he can do nothing, neither study nor rest. Arbroath fills all

his thoughts—how he is to refuse ? how he is to accept ?

What, in his youth and helplessness—with his natural desire

to be well off and fortunate and married, yet with his tender

conscience always reminding him how young, how inexperi-

enced, how little fit he is to meet all the difficulties of such

a life—is he to do ? He goes over and over the question,

looking at it from every side. His father and all his friends

are eager on the side of fortune, astonished that he should

hesitate when such an excellent opening is before him, better

than anybody could have dreamed. But this is not how the

currents of his thoughts go. In the midst of his trouble he

escapes for a few days to visit his betrothed, a refreshment

he has looked for most eagerly, and comes back, it is evident,

with greater strength, if thoughts as yet undetermined.

Step by step the people of Arbroath press their claim.

When was it ever heard of that a young probationer in the

very beginning of his career should refuse such a prize ?

c
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They will not be daunted by any of his hesitations, but grow

hotter as he becomes less and less disposed to accept their

propositions. The absorption of his mind in this self-debate,

the pain it gives him, the perpetual return of the question,

seem to foreshadow the clouds that gathered over his later

life. At last the moment of decision came.

To Miss Hitldmarsh. September 13.

Since I last wrote to you my prospects are all changed. I have

given up Arbroath at the eleventh hour. I cannot convey to you

any adequate idea of the intensely painful and unhappy feelings

that have after all compelled me to this painful necessity. My
last distracted letters would convey to you some idea of the state

of mind I was in. Such a pitch did my unhappiness reach on

Thursday last that I set off all in a sudden home, resolved to see

my father about the possibility of throwing the affair up, even at

the stage it had reached. At first, of course, he was opposed to

it, and couldn't see how I was to get quit, but when he perceived

the state of mind I was in, he entered rather into my views. He
went to Dundee and officiated for me on Sabbath last, while I

officiated at home. On Monday I set off to Edinburgh to see Dr
Muir, and to state to him my difficulties, and overwhelming con-

sciousness of inability and unworthiness for such a charge. He
was very kind, would have me to consider the matter fully ere I

gave it up, at the same time saying that it was a thing between

God and my own conscience, and that I myself was the best judge.

He was the more sorry, he said, as he had just had a letter from

the Home Office saying that all was settled, and that the presenta-

tion only awaited my acceptance. On my return, accordingly, I

found a communication from the Home Office. This morning, my
mind having in no degree altered, I despatched a refusal of it,

giving as my reasons my extreme youth and inexperience in con-

trast with the onerous and important nature of the charge.

It must have been a curious experience for the officials

of the time to receive from this inconceivable young minister

a letter, no doubt throbbing with all the agitated heart-beats

of the self-struggle, giving such reasons for the refusal of

that "settlement in life" which, in the experience of the

dispensers of patronage, is so seldom objected to. Extreme

youth and inexperience ! There is an appeal in the very
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words, but it is rarely thai whal it asks is a postponement,

perhaps for ever, of the young man's chance in life Some-

thing like a shadow of that struggle which finally overcame

the mind of the poet Cowper, at thought of the public ap-

pearance he had to make, is In thifl record. But Tulloch's

fight with himself and his patrons had a nobler meaning

and ended in peace and the satisfaction of a conscience at

rest. He tells the story of his struggle in much the same

way to his friend Smith. " After nearly a month of agony,

for I cannot use a milder term, I have thrown up Arbroath,

at the eleventh hour."' " The provost of Arbroath is griev-

ously annoyed and offended," he continues to Miss Hind-

marsh, "and so, I have reason to understand, will be the

whole congregation: but I cannot help it. I could not,

and dared not, have undertaken the responsibility of such

a charge in my present conscious state of unpreparedness

for it. And I have done right, however improperly and in-

consistently I may seem to have acted ; and I am glad to say

that I have in a measure regained my peace of mind, indeed

I fear too much so, considering the source of my dispeace."

This crisis, with its stirring up of all the deepest fountains

of being, seems indeed to have begun a period of higher

thought and profounder consciousness of all that he had

undertaken in his sacred profession, perhaps adopted more

lightly as the end of all his previous training than is con-

sistent with the requirements of a spirit which has begun

to look closely into itself. " Had I had the same views

thre*e months ago," he writes to Mr Smith, " I do not know

that I should have taken licence at all. But this is a very

personal topic, and I care not to speak even to you any

more about it, I fervently pray that the views to which

I have been awakened may not be without permanent and

most salutary effect upon me." A similar sentiment is ex-

pressed a little later to Dr Dickson, and in still stronger

terms :

—
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Dundee, 12th March '45.

I solemnly confess to you that had I, previous to taking

licence, viewed the office with the same feelings as I have done

since, I could not, if I know my own mind, have taken it. That

I now really regret having done so, I do not say, nor do I humhly
conceive that to be implied in what I do say, as it would be very

contrary to what I tacitly expressed in my ordination vows. So

strongly, however, and so painfully did these feelings sway me for

a time, that I was almost at the giving-up point. That that has

not been the result has arisen from many combined influences

weighing with me. I have no time to explain them, as you, I

daresay, have little desire to hear them explained.

After this storm had passed, he resumed his tranquil

duties as assistant to Dr M'Lauchlan. But these were

not long tranquil. The second minister of the collegiate

charge had been opposed from the beginning to Mr Tulloch's

appointment, and still more to any possibility of his develop-

ment into that of assistant and successor, his own aspirations

being to succeed in due course to Dr M'Lauchlan's position

as first minister, a better one than his own. In November

the third church—I presume what in England would be

called a district church depending upon the collegiate charge

—St Paul's, was offered to Tulloch, though apparently with-

out any intention of changing his relations to Dr M'Lauchlan,

St Paul's being still within the tripartite band which united

the Dundee churches : and from this also a considerable

amount of commotion and disturbance arose in the young

minister's life. In many ways the conclusion of this year

was a sad one for him. The death of his father broke up

his early home, and surrounded him with mourning and

with care. He was compelled to take upon himself those

responsibilities which he had shrunk from with so much

sensitive alarm, on account of his extreme youth and inex-

perience ; and the deep depression to which he was subject

at so many after-moments of his life, seems already to have

fixed its black grips upon his young mind even at this early

period. No doubt there were risings and fallings of the
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mental thermometer, and probably these were his saddest

momenta when lie poured out his heart to that closest con-

fidant of all, the anxious sympathetic girl to whom bis '-very

movement was of interest, and whose " gentle voice and pres-

ence" are the only comforts to which he looks.

To Miss Hhidmar8h. December 26.

I cannot tell you what dark and miserahle thoughts I have

sometimes. I am fain to fly from them by recourse to society.

Now I have just returnod to my solitary room more lonely than

ever. I have been listening to the most exquisite music. Mv
feelings were almost overpowering. I low music, especially

plaintive music, does move the whole soul! How its sad wild

tones answer to the sad wild beatings of the unhappy heart

!

You bid mo believe that nothing in this world will ever separate

us. Ah, dearest, you do not know how you may darken your

own life in thus seeking to brighten mine ! Your letters are

almost my only happiness.

In a very similar tone of depression he writes to Mr
Smith. The year ended unhappily, with many conflicts

and uncertainties around him, and in his own mind dis-

appointment, confusion, and renewed terror of the high

responsibilities of a clergyman's life, which he had treated

so lightly in those days when to wait till he was of age for

his licence roused his indignation. Almost, now and then,

he is disposed to give up everything, to abandon even his

sacred calling for a time. I confess that I feel a great diffi-

culty in understanding the condition of the three churches

in Dundee thus linked together yet separate ; but no doubt

many of my readers will understand the matter better than

I do, and to those who do not, the mere facts of the case will

probably suffice. What Tulloch had hoped and expected

evidently was, to hold his assistantship for a year or two

under the mild paternal authority of one of the oldest min-

isters in the Church, to accustom himself gradually to a

clergyman's more weighty cares and duties, to have leisure,

as he says, " to write as well as I possibly can," and in this
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way to mature and train himself against the moment when

his aged superior's death should place him in the highly ad-

vantageous and desirable place which had been held before

him as an inducement to accept the comparatively humble

one of assistant. We may be sure the young man would

not have grudged his old predecessor a single peaceful day

of his concluding life, and that the period of youth would

have been well employed. On the other hand, it was but

justice too that the second minister, a man of years and ex-

perience, should get the benefit of the improved position,

rather than this youthful lieutenant, who had so little in-

clination to press to the front in his own person. Perhaps

the acceptance of an individual charge was the best solution

that could have been given to this problem, but it brought

with it still a premature beginning of individual responsi-

bility, as well as an abandonment of the brighter prospect.

Things mended, however, with the new year. His New
Year's salutation to Miss Hindmarsh is warm with the hope,

already made feasible by the prospect of the incumbency of

St Paul's, that ere the close of the year they may be " shar-

ing each other's lot " ; and presently he blames himself for

writing "lightly and happily," notwithstanding the many

obstructions and difficulties still in his way. His heart

evidently has escaped with a bound from all its unhappy

thoughts of trouble, real or imaginary. He tells his be-

trothed of something " too flattering " that has been said to

him. " It would call the proud happy blush to your cheek,"

he says. " What a clerical coxcomb am I ! As for myself,

I once could blush, but alas ! the day is gone when such

things could my young cheek tinge ! Take a hearty laugh at

my trifling." Altogether the mists have blown away, and he

is himself again. In February he has to tell her of the

moderation of his call, and as she is an Episcopalian and of

English origin, it pleases him to think that he must explain

to her what this means. The explanation may be of use to
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other readers as little acquainted with Scotch •

I ical

phraseology.

To Miss Hindmarah. February 5, 1845.

The modulation of my call takes place to-day. You don't

understand the phrase? Perhaps, in a single word, F may give

you some! idea of it. A senium is first preached, then a form of

call is produced and read, which is neither more nor less than the

general formal invitation on the part of the people to me to be

their minister. This form of call is signed, which is the whole of

the matter.

From this point everything goes well, notwithstanding the

frequent recurrence of anxious thoughts. In February he

is absent from Dundee, visiting some of his friends, among

others a young minister whose early death is afterwards

recorded—" "Willie Eamsay," an old college friend, now min-

ister of the parish of Guthrie. He writes from the pretty

country manse to his betrothed :

—

Oh, were you here to see with me what a sweet lovely spot this

is even in the month of February ! The day is clear and beauti-

ful, though a little frosty. The sun is gleaming most cheerily

through the window ; in front a nice trim garden, almost along

the base of which runs a sparkling, dimpling burnie. Such a

place almost makes me regret my probable lot. I could almost

forswear all my prospects in Dundee, and settle, at least for some

years (should God spare us), in some such exquisite spot as this.

What think you %

Presently he falls into melancholy as he begins to discuss

himself and his prospects, and tells her that an occasional

moment of loneliness makes his soul gloom itself. But he

adds, surely with a prevision of the part she had to play in

his life, or with at least a wonderful insight into her nature

.

" Do not, dearest, sutler this gloomy strain to affect you

;

your soul must be sunny, your heart ever cheerful, if mine

will thus be sometimes so overcast." This anxious injunc-

tion might have been a prophecy. How many after-scenes

of anxiety and pain did that sunny and patient soul, that
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" heart ever cheerful " through all trial, carry both of them

safely through

!

The next time he writes it is to tell her of the most solemn

event in his life, his ordination, which took place on Thursday

the 6th March, in the East Church of Dundee :

—

A day of anxious excitement and trial is now nearly over. I

am now a minister, and my ordination has been gone through, in

regard to outward circumstances at least, as happily as I could

wish. Few sights could be more solemn and affecting than that

presented this day in the East Church as I knelt, with the hands

of the Presbytery stretched on my head, in prayer before a large

congregation. I will not attempt to describe my feelings ; they

•were almost overwhelming. God grant me grace to fulfil the vow
I undertook. The ceremony over, I was welcomed by the hands

of the congregation as they left the church. Here too my feelings

had sometimes wellnigh overcome me. I could not think of all that

has recently befallen me, of the afflictive dispensations of God's pro-

vidence, and of all the unmerited honour that was being heaped

upon me, without experiencing a rush of feeling wellnigh insup-

portable. As a relief, dearest, my thoughts would at times wander

to you. Oh, indeed, you would have wept, wept with joy, had

you been with me to-day ! . . . God hallow the ceremony of

this day, and unite me in the bonds of love and faith to my
affectionate people !

Friday.

I sent you a few lines, written last night, relative to the solemn

and affecting proceedings of yesterday. I cannot tell you the

many kindnesses I have received on an occasion so interesting

to me. I can never cease to remember them. Letters of con-

gratulation from two old college friends to-day drew tears from

me. Presents are thronging in upon me from the owners of the

hands that so cordially welcomed me yesterday

—

bands (the badges

of ordination in the pulpit), handkerchiefs, a beautiful pulpit-

gown, cassock, Bible, &c.

A Scotch ordination has not the imposing accessories of a

similar ceremonial in England—the white-robed candidates,

the bishop in his vestments, the lofty arches of a cathedral

overhead, the music of the choir rising as to the very gates

of heaven. All is bare, austere, and plain, as most religious

ceremonies are among a people too deeply disturbed at the
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moment of revolution to snatch any ol the beauty of the old

ceremonial out of the storm wlii< li brought in tin; oew. To

many people in Scotland this is now a subject of deep regret;

but to many more, and these perhaps the most characteristic

portion of the nation, there is something in that absence of

everything which can act upon the senses which lays a more

subtle hold upon the heart. In the Scotch Church there is

generally but one candidate at a time for this mysterious rite,

and his ordination is accomplished in the church in which he

is afterwards to minister, where, after prayer and praise, and

solemn addresses both to the congregation and personally to

the neophyte, the young man kneels down ; and while the

moderator solemnly invokes the Holy Ghost to sanctify the

act, the members of the Presbytery, his fathers in the Church,

gather round, placing their hands upon his head. It may be

that no Veni Creator Spiritus, sung by the most heavenly

voices in the sublimest strains, would touch the heart more

than the accents of one serious human voice, not without

some tremble of emotion, calling upon God in heaven to con-

firm what His servants on earth are doing. The stillness,

the absence of everything that can distract the mind from

the spiritual significance of the act, are in their way very

impressive, and profoundly harmonious with the disposition

of a race whose temptation it is to hide its deepest emotions

in its breast, and to prefer a pregnant suggestion to all the

developments of highly wrought emotion. The congregation

pressing forward to give "the right hand of fellowship,"

according to ecclesiastical phrase, to the newly ordained

minister, who stands, scarce recovered from the deeper feel-

ing of that mysterious moment, to receive their salutations

—the congratulatory dinner in the evening, the bands, the

glistening black silken gown, and all the rest of the at-

tendent paraphernalia, may be vulgar and commonplace

enough ; but the ordination service in itself need never

be so.
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I find in an old note-book tilled with a wonderful jumble

— records of reading, notes of expenses, descriptions of

scenery — the following affecting revelation of his own

most sacred feelings:

—

March 5th, 1845.—To-morrow is the day of my ordination.

God, remove my doubts, calm my fears, brighten my hopes.

Oh may I have faith, earnest, hearty, operative. Oh be with me
through the solemn ceremony of to-morrow. Deepen my con-

sciousness of unworthiness, strengthen my confidence in Thy grace.

God, do unto me as seemeth best in Thy sight far above all

that I can ask or think : for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.

Tulloch was thus established in his young life, " settled,"

though not yet twenty-two, in as good a position as he was

likely to attain for years. He had not been allowed to retain

the assistantship to Dr M'Lauchlan ; but even as the more or

less independent minister of St Paul's he had acquired a

local habitation and a name—enough to build the super-

structure of his life upon— or so, at least, the young man

thought. Many things made him feel the isolation of his

position, the loneliness of which he so often complains. The

support of sympathy was indispensable to him, the en-

couragement of companionship and fellowship. He made

an effort to get his friend Smith appointed to the assistant-

ship which he had vacated, but it would seem ineffectually.

But amid all, his eyes were turned to one spot, that from

which the solace of his life was to come. Miss Hindmarsh's

family had been living for some time in Newcastle, and it

had been a pleasant thought that there was a steamboat

plying between that port and Dundee, which would make

frequent visits possible. But she was now about to change

her residence, and go with her father and mother to Jersey,

an additional distance which no doubt made the union which

Tulloch so much longed for more anxiously desired than

ever. He writes in spring, when all the bustle of his settle-

ment is over and calm restored, with a return as usual upon
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the prevailing melancholy which had grown habitual to him

amid nil these agitations and changes.

To Miss Hindmareh, April 17.

1 have just, ivfunicil I'nun a solitary moonlight Walk, and .soli-

tary smoke— which latter, by the way, I don't very often now in-

dulge in—hy the river-side. My thoughts have been fax away,

with you, my own love. I feel lonely, oh very lonely and dis-

pirited, as I often do ; and yet there mingles with all my loneli-

ness and melancholy something most soothing and hopeful. When
I look hack, 'tis upon a most dark and troubled experience, not

uncheckered, however (God hless thee/), with streaks of light.

When, however, I look forward, my fond view presents all,

through the sunshine of thy presence, and under the hlessing of

God, comparatively light.

I have been marrying again to-night, and who do you think ?

No less than one John Tulloch ! Funny, isn't it? Still more

funny it would have been had it been the first occasion.

Miss Hindmarsh's removal to Jersey took place about the

same time as his instalment in his church, and the letters

henceforth are full of anticipations and arrangements chiefly

concerning the time he should follow her, her descriptions of

the island, and his enthusiastic readiness to find in it every-

thing that was beautiful and delightful. In his letters to

his friends, little evidences by the way, of the preoccupation

of his mind, begin to peep out. He is doing duty for one

friend, and describes to another the " snug manse " and com-

fortable surroundings of his host, who has "a nice wife,

though not altogether the thing I would like in that way."

" Apropos of my marriage, I will tell you all when I see

you," he says next :
" everybody says it's true, and you know

everybody always knows about one's affairs better than one's

self." Little notes of the approaching event like these are

scattered through several letters, until at last the moment-

ous moment comes, and he writes from Jersey with a burst

of rapture over the greenness and beauty of everything

around him. It is July, the island of bliss is bathed in

perpetual sunshine, and the young visitor is " living in a
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dream of brightest happiness." Then with a little hush of

awe in the midst of too much brightness, he records his mar-

riage in " a beautiful rural church, St Laurens, about a mile

and a half from St Heliers." It seems wrong to break upon

that hush of rapturous feeling even to say that this happiest

day of life was for the young bridegroom in this case doubly

blest. No more imprudent step was ever taken, nor one

more absolutely and triumphantly justified. The parents

who permitted it would nowadays be assailed with blame on

all sides. A boy of twenty-two with a small Scotch stipend

and nothing else to depend on, a girl of nineteen without

either money or knowledge of life. " I know," the young

husband confesses, "that my marriage will be considered

imprudent by the world." Imprudent would be far too mild

a word to use in the circumstances should they happen to-

day ; but still to-day, no doubt, there will be cases in which

nature and love will prove themselves in the right, let all the

world be on the other side. Let us for once congratulate the

hot-headed, the impassioned, the inconsiderate lover. Had
all the wisest counsellors in the world been round him to

guide his hasty unwary young feet, they could not with all

their devices have led him to any step more wise. But such

shall have trouble in the flesh. The penalty was worth in-

curring, but no doubt it had to be paid.

They roamed about beautiful Jersey for a week or two

hand in hand, the two young creatures, finding everything

more beautiful than eye had ever beheld before. One even-

ing which they had spent sitting on the cliffs, looking out to

sea, leaves a trace of its brightness in a letter to his friend.

" I cannot imagine anything finer than the moonlit sea and

sky. You could fancy Paradise restored as you gaze on the

wide dreamy expanse of ocean on one hand, and the silvered

exuberance of earth on the other." But this wonderful holi-

day of happiness and leisure, with all its surroundings of

ecstatic sea and sky, could not last long. And by the be-
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ginning of August the young minister had returned, bringing

his young wife with him, to a life much subdued in colour,

yet not wanting cither in beauty or delight. Dundee is not

an attractive town. The art of making a commercial place

at the same time a beautiful one has died out in modern

times. Even Venice, as she begins to feel the stir of new life

in her veins, and puts forth her hands towards her long-dis-

used tools, has to pay the cost of renewed living in blemished

beauty, and amid howls of dilettante indignation. But if

Dundee is not charming in itself, there is the noble Firth of

Tay close at hand, and a line of pleasant villages on either

side within immediate reach : and it is no ill fate to be able

to combine necessary work in a town parish with a lodging

on the embouchure of that glorious stream, across which at

that time Science had not yet thought of weaving her fatal

cobweb-line. It was thus that the minister of St Paul's

began his new life.

Winter brought them back, however, into the town, into

a more settled establishment, and to many disenchantments.

The stipend upon which young Tulloch had made so bold

as to marry could not have been, in any circumstances, a

great one, and his marriage took place so soon after his settle-

ment that there was not time perhaps for full information on

the subject. But it was not long before a cruel discovery

was made. The stipends of the Dundee churches were de-

rived from old endowments, partly royal gifts, partly the

spoils of the monasteries, which were devoted to the main-

tenance of the Church and relief of the poor, and were under

the management and control of the town council—a thing

very usual in Scotland. But at this troubled period of the

Church's career, such a control was liable to great abuse.

Most of the town councillors of Dundee had joined the Free

Church movement in 1843, and it seems to have presented

itself to them as a fair and honourable manner of reprisals

for the sacrifices made by ministers on their own side of the
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question, to carry confusion and dismay into the deserted

manses which had been filled up by new men. It must have

been after Mr Tulloch's appointment that the town council

came to this extraordinary resolution. They could not inter-

fere with the incomes of the clergymen who had held their

livings from a period anterior to the Disruption ; but in re-

spect to those newly appointed, they set on foot a new distri-

bution, cutting down the stipends from £275 to one hundred

guineas, on the plea that all beyond that sum had been

granted only during the pleasure of the town council. A
more arbitrary or cruel act could not have been. Its utter

unscrnpulousness and high-handed despotism could not be

exceeded by any petty tyrant ; but there is perhaps nothing

so like a petty tyrant as the local council, formed of men of

unelevated understanding and narrow views, with all the

heat of local prejudice and the terrible stimulus of irrespon-

sible power, however small. If anything could be more

cruel than a town council it would be a vestry—a group of

men being, by some wonderful reason of human nature, more

obdurate, less accessible either to reason or feeling, than any

single man.

This discovery burst like a thunderbolt upon the young

Tullochs some time after they had entered upon their new

life. Their marriage had been, as has been allowed, an im-

prudent one ; but with their habits and youthful philosophy

£275 was no impossible income. By a word their revenues

were thus reduced to £105, and the young pair found them-

selves suddenly face to face with a life in which the expenses

must increase from day to day, and in which all the needs of

charity, of appearances to be kept up, and of family burdens

never ignored, had to be encountered, upon an income not

much more than one-third of that which they had thought

themselves sure of. The town councillors of Dundee were

probably religious men, as it was their zeal for one party

which led them to this cruel breach of faith with another

;
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but what an extraordinary view of both honour and religion

must this have been] It is satisfactory to know thai the

ministers thus treated appealed to the protection of the law,

and that the money, or a portion of the m< y, of which they

had been robbed was eventually restored to them
;
but Un-

did not happen in Tulloch's case until he had been appointed

to St Andrews ; and nothing in the meantime softened the

sudden and unexpected blow, or the hardships of which it

was the cause. The young pair had to face their changed

prospects as they could, without money, and with little help

so far as 1 am aware. But there is very little said on this

subject in any of the papers I have seen. Xo complaint of

poverty was ever on Tulloch's lips
; and though there are con-

tinual references to money matters in his notes and messages

to his wife when he happened to be absent from her, none of

these are of any sordid character, nor does he ever appear to

me to have had his spirit bowed down by these lowest yet

sometimes most engrossing cares. He had begun some time

before to write a little in the newspapers, and once or twice

had already sent a ' Courier ' to Miss Hindmarsh containing

an article—one against the Maynooth endowment for ex-

ample, evidently written out of the fervour of his thoughts,

and for no ulterior reason. There is little reason to doubt

that he continued this practice during the years of his resi-

dence in Dundee ; but by no means, as has been sometimes

said, with frantic laboriousness, to keep the wolf from the

door. Xo trace of anything of the kind is in what he him-

self reports of his life, or in any definite recollection preserved

by his contemporaries. " Although we are not without our

difficulties," he writes, " and pretty hard ones too as the world

goes, we are very happy." There was a great deal to do, and

his youthful unassured strength was apt now and then to

break down under the effort of continuous labour and respon-

sibility ; but he never seems even to have been obliged to

deny himself a visit to Edinburgh, or farther than Edinburgh
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—to Lauder, in the pleasant Border country where Mr Smith

was now settled, and other houses of his friends; nor

when he determined on going to Germany—a foreign coun-

try much more distant and alarming than any foreign coun-

try is now—does he seem to have been deterred by the very

considerable expense involved.

At the same time there is no expression to be found in his

papers of the indignation and sense of wrong which such

a deception as that above described might naturally have

brought with it. The atmosphere in his letters is wonder-

fully serene. He talks of the trials of his life,—of the ser-

mon-writing, which " is a minister's first duty "
; of the con-

dition of the Church, which fills him with pain, and is in

many respects far below the standard to which he has begun

to aspire ; but makes no complaint on his own part, nor says

a word—he who was never slow to express his feelings—about

the injury done him. One matter which he would seem to

have felt deeply was the failure of the promise that he should

succeed Dr M'Lauchlan, which, on the old clergyman's death,

became so present to him as a matter of injustice, that he

took counsel's opinion on the subject, and was encouraged

by the lawyers he consulted to bring a suit against the

clergyman who had stepped into that place. The suit was

unsuccessful, and no details of how it was conducted have

reached me ; but this disappointment evidently rankled more

than the other.

To Rev. W. Smith. November 1848.

You would no doubt be astonished at the result of my un-

fortunate case. I need not say what annoyance it cost me,

above all from a sense of the gross misrepresentations that I

knew would prevail about my conduct in the matter, when
the adverse result was only seen, and all the most anxious and

advised steps I had previously taken to ascertain my claims

were unknown. It was indeed a most instructive instance

of the glorious uncertainty of law. I bore the result, however,
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upon the whole, most philosophically, and what u better, I fcrual

Christianly. M y present, position is not, Indeed, in many re
|

a very encouraging one, hut I am resolved to work hard and bide

my time.

He speaks in a very similar tone to Dr Dickson al an early

period with a great deal of philosophy and calm—a mood

which contrasts very strongly with the disturbed and melan-

choly moods of the foregoing years. Evidently, all opinion

to the contrary notwithstanding, though there was unex-

pected poverty and much disappointment in his Dundee life,

there was nothing in it that hroke his spirit or in any way

penetrated to his heart. "I shall in all probability hide my

time here, unless something very desirahle indeed in the

shape of a country living turns up. I have viewed my pros-

pective situation here in almost all possible aspects, and

while there is not a little that might have been better, there

is a great deal very desirable." These are not the utterances

either of overwhelming care or discontent. The grinding

weight of narrow means falls in such a case more upon the

wife than the husband, and the danger to both was per-

haps as much that of laying permanent burdens upon their

future life as of immediate misery. At all events, it did not

bring to either any crushing sensation of premature care.

The few newspaper articles, now a piece of criticism, now a

letting loose of opinion upon matters ecclesiastico-political,

were, as they continued throughout Tulloch's life, a pleasant

mode of occasional utterance, never the anxious expedients

of a needy man to fill the empty mouths at home. The

break which he presently found himself justified in making,

the expedition to Germany, with all its little outlays and

pleasures, is, if there was nothing else, a perfect demonstra-

tion of this fact. The res cingusta domi, much referred to, and

supposed to be so specially heavy in his case, in reality make

no more appearance in the early records of his life than in

D
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that of many persons more richly endowed with this world's

goods. The little references to money, and to the necessary

remittances, and to what the young couple could afford in

the way of travelling and pleasure, are all perfectly simple

and natural, but bear no mark of special difficulty, and cer-

tainly not of the hurry and misery of a life spent in toil for

bread.
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CHAPTER III.

GERMANY—A LONG HOLIDAY.

In the spring of 1847, Tulloch had an illness, not appa-

rently of any very serious character, similar indeed to one

which had affected him at the same time in the previous

year, and which he describes as bad influenza, with a good

deal of fever and general prostration—the season, with its east

winds and grey skies, and the monotony of the long winter,

no doubt producing their usual effect after a long uninter-

rupted strain of work. The time of year when " folk are

longen to gon on pilgrimages " affected him with all the

greater force that his spirit, always moved with a certain

characteristic impatience, had begun again to feel the thrill

of the bigger world outside, and to chafe a little at the limi-

tations of the ordinary routine around him. Like all young

men, he felt something of the burden of those who are born

to set right the rotten state of Denmark and the world. And

his illness gave a reason for that longing to shake himself

free of his immediate surroundings, and change the skies at

least, if not the mind, which during the last fifty years has

become the panacea for all ailments and troubles. He wrote

to his friend Smith in April to consult him about the possi-

bility of getting some one to take his place for two months,

beginning in the middle of June, a period for which he had

obtained leave of absence from the Presbytery, and which he

proposed to spend in' Germany. He had been a more or less
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desultory student of German for some time, and it now ap-

peared to him that the period of his leisure could in no way

be so well applied as by completing his studies of this lan-

guage and making himself acquainted with the fast incoming

stream of German theology, which was regarded at the time

with a sort of half fascination, half alarm, by the new genera-

tion of Scotch ministers. It was with all the rising excite-

ment of a man about to invade a world not realised, where

there were giants to be confronted, as well as new friends to

make and new knowledge to attain, that he set out accord-

ingly in the end of May, leaving his wife behind with the

solace of her first child, born in the previous year, to keep

her company. Her father and mother, who had some inten-

tions of settling in Dundee, were also to pay her a visit dur-

ing his absence. It had not been without regret that this

arrangement had been made. That Mrs Tulloch should

accompany her husband had been the original idea ; but the

baby was no doubt a hindrance, and no doubt, also, the ex-

pense had to be taken into consideration. He accordingly

set out alone. Wind and weather, and the important ques-

tion whether he should take the steamer direct from Leith to

Hamburg, detained him for a day or two in Edinburgh, dur-

ing which time his letters faithfully reflect every change of

idea. When, after waiting till a storm blows over, he finds

himself at last at sea, the life on board, the little thrill of

feeling with which an unaccustomed sailor finds himself for

the first time out of sight of land, the uneasiness triumphantly

kept under, the fellow-passengers to whom he makes friendly

advances, some German ladies in particular, and, above all,

the pretty ones of whom he playfully informs his absent wife,

are all put down for her amusement ; and the first thing he

does on landing is to continue this record. The following is

the young Scotch minister's naive account of his first glimpse

of the Continent, He was startled and sometimes shocked

by what he saw, but very tolerant always.
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To Iiin Wife. Baxbi bo, Sunday night [25di '/ay].

In Hamburg at last, and vciv tired knocking about the hud
streets; but I cannot think of going to bed before noting for you,

dearest, my first impressions of the Continent Bow different the

tout ensemble \b, to be sure! men and women, houses, streets, and

everything different With nothing remarkably striking about

the mere town, though Borne parts of it are fine enough, Hamburg

is yet, in its pleasure-grounds and public walks, a very fine town.

Edinburgh, with far better natural advantages, has nothing like

them. And heir they are free to everybody; and to be sure the

natives enjoy them ! I came ashore in the morning about half-

past ten with the captain, and attended church—the English

Episcopal Church. AYith the Hamburgers as with all Continental

people, Sunday seems a gala-day ; and this especially—and, by

the way, to-morrow also—as being the holiday season Pfinysten,

Angliek Whitsuntide. The desecration to me, accustomed to the

comparatively quiet Scottish or even English Sabbath, is certainly

shocking enough. Theatres, pavilions, saloons all thronged—all

the stir and gaiety and noise of a public fair or holiday in Eng-

land. The thing is very striking, so different from what you see

among the lower classes with us—the perfect manner with which

all seem to be enjoying themselves. There is none of that

apparent, I might rather say staring, wretchedness so common—so

common especially in our manufacturing towns. All look, and I

believe are, comparatively happy. The funniest thing of all I

have seen is the baskets which the women carry under their arms

covered with a handkerchief—for all the world like a child's coffin.

I am in a hotel called the British Union, which is entirely an

English hotel. There are some fellows, however—Americans—in

the smoking-room or bar who swear most terribly, which is most

abominable. It is indeed awful how much profanity you en-

counter in travelling. However, I shall escape it, from ignorance

of the words if from no other cause, as I proceed. After dining

at the table d'hote at half-past one, I went out to view the town,

and having stumbled accidentally into the pleasure-grounds, was

addressed by a young German. He said something (in German)

about the weather (the day has indeed been beautiful), to which I

replied in German in my best style. From this introduction we
walked together, and endeavoured to maintain a conversation, in

German of course. I did not feel much difficulty in expressing

myself some way or another in German, and had the honour to be

complimented on my attempts. My great difficulty was to under-

stand what he said to me. This, I suppose, can only be got

over by mixing largely and familiarly with the people.
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Monday Evening.

What a place this is, dearest,—pleasure, pleasure! The Ham-
burger seems a glutton for pleasure—dancing, drinking, smoking,

amusement in every variety. Inexperienced and bewildered as I

am with the sights of to-day, I cannot as yet attempt to give you

any description of them. In the afternoon I went to the country,

desirous to get good quarters for the two weeks at least I must

pass till I hear from you. I have succeeded pretty well I think.

English people who used formerly to keep the hotel here

—

beautiful place—the whole country around is beautiful, almost

surpassing Jersey; board £1, Is. a-week—cheap enough. I shall

take lessons, and will have plenty of opportunity of speaking

German ; and it will be so quiet and delightful (there being also

pretty accommodation) in comparison with the bustle of a regular

hotel, which I find, in my yet weak state, I cannot stand. The
only thing I regret is that you are not with me. . . . All

that you may have heard of the gaiety of the Continent, you can

form no idea of it ; it beats all imagination to one who hasn't seen

it. I fear, alas ! I fear (indeed I am told so by some here who
know something of it) that there is a dreadful immorality mixed

up with it. As for religion, I fear there is little. The thought is

deeply melancholy to a Christian mind, but may, by God's grace,

be salutary.

This letter concludes with directions about money, of

which she is to send him as much as she conveniently can,

after distributing the rest in different ways, and receiving-

various items which are owing, with a host of other business

down to details about his coats, of which he is sending back

some and has need of others. A pleasant flutter of novelty,

and pleasant observation, and the criticism of an entirely in-

experienced mind, is in every line. Perhaps the reader will

wonder to hear of the excessive gaiety of the sober com-

mercial Germans in that high northern corner, where thrift

and trade reign. But probably the young minister's unac-

customed eyes were dazzled by that life out of doors, with

its smoke-cloud and its music, which to some spectators

bears an aspect of anything but gaiety. And then his ears

were also unaccustomed, and the effect of not understanding

the talk about him—notwithstanding the German "in my
best style," which made so much impression on the stranger
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in the Eamburg garden was bewildering. This is the one

thing that makes him uncomfortable. It i, mu.M <•< mtusin^

and unpleasant," he Bays; "
I have so little brass." He was

too shy and sensitive to ridicule to plunge into the unknown

tongue as sonic hold persons do, and he was always "lie of

those ineffective linguists to whom it is much easier to read

than to speak a new language. He was quite ready, indeed

at all times to allow that the gift of acquiring foreign tongues

was not his at all.

The temporary settlement at Lochstadt, however, notwith-

standing the excellence of all the arrangements—the kind

people, and cheap rates of living, and excellent teacher—soon

fails to satisfy him. Visions of home disturb him at his

German ; he is, after all, but half a man separated from the

companion who has made so great a change in his life.

Even in the first letter he had begun to regret that the

original plan had not been carried out ; and now, while he

pleasantly pictures to himself the triumph with which she

will show her baby to papa and mamma on their arrival

—

" with what fond feelings you will present him to them,

proud and maybe blushing ! I can imagine you, and am

only sorry I am not there "—a gust of impatience and

longing seizes him. How dreadful to be absent, to see

them only in imagination ! And why should not they be

here ? The thought grows in his mind. There is, after all,

no reason why they should not be here. It is the first time

that his characteristic impatience of obstacles, which so

often burst forth in later life, shows itself. All the argu-

ments which had no doubt been potent enough a week or

two before to induce him to undertake the journey alone,

appear totally without importance now ; and so, as he thinks

them over and his longing grows, do even the inconveniences

on her side. She must come, he decides, and at once ; and as

she cannot leave " the dearest boy," he must come too.
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To his Wife. \ st June 1847.

I am not insensible (and sometimes they appear before me with

such force as almost to make me waver a little) of the innumer-

able inconveniences that must arise from having the dear little

fellow with us. But on the other hand, the plain matter of fact

is, that I am longing to see him again, and have him and you in

this beautiful place. In short, I cannot do without you. . . .

I do not know [he adds in a second urgent letter] how I

could ever have thought of the possibility of living altogether

happily without you. You would enjoy yourself so much here.

The country is really so fine, the weather so beautiful, and there

are many things to interest a stranger. The only plan will be

to bring the dearest boy with you. He will, of course, be some
trouble during the passage—but after all, more in imagination

than in reality ; and once settled in the country here, or similarly

at Dresden, he would be no trouble at all. There are a thousand

reasons why you should be with me here. I have not been quite

so well to-day. I suppose it must be the very hot weather, and

knocking about in a strange place so much.

I am exceedingly delighted with my quarters here. I have

begun lessons to-day. Mrs Stiel's brother, who has been very

kind indeed, introduced me to my excellent teacher, and I do

hope to have made some progress towards speaking before your

arrival. The teacher was very much astonished at my pronuncia-

tion, which he said (he speaks English but indifferently) was most

"remarkable," and assures me that I shall get on very rapidly,

though I must say I am very much annoyed at my ability to

speak so little, considering how I have been boring myself with

it for some time. On the spur of the moment words won't come
in German at all. But I must comfort myself with the adage,
" we must creep before we gang." It is cheap comparatively liv-

ing here; a capital dinner in one of the best hotels for Is. 3d.,

table d'hote Is. 9d., which would cost you about double in Eng-

land. And as you go southward, in Dresden, for example, every-

thing much cheaper. Jewellery, that is, all ladies' trumpery, very

cheap. I must really stop, however, as I could babble on for

ever, and I have a good deal to do to-night for my teacher to-

morrow ; for all the world I could imagine I was at school again,

having lessons to prepare.

Thus he writes, with now and then a description of the

rich grass and balmy fields, the large cool rooms and house

with its green shutters— the kind homely people, all in-

terested and friendly—but above all, of the need of her and
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necessity for her coming. Directions as to which will be the

best boat for her, the one from Leith, which will save her

the voyage to Hull—and in which, though there are some

drawbacks, the captain is kind, and the boat comfortable

—

alternate with communications in respect to the "supply,"

the substitute who is to take his duly, only part of the

period (which has by this time widened in possibility to

three or four months) being provided for. Though he had

only been a very short time absent, he has a hundred things

for her to do; and as he keeps on thinking, the range keeps

widening, till one wonders how the young wife of twenty,

the young mother with her infant, can keep up with such

ever-abounding demands ; but above all, the cry is for her-

self. In any case, whatever else happens, that she should

not fail to come. " Otherwise I shall be immeasurably dis-

appointed. Oh do not disappoint me ! If anything inter-

feres with your transit from Leith, come on immediately

by Hull at whatever expense." This tender imperiousness,

we must say perhaps selfishness, all beautified, and to the

cause of it a thousand times excused, by love—the mingling

of authority and dependence, the detailed directions as to

everything that is to be done, and the absolute trust that

this and everything else she will do— afford us such a

picture of the man in this one closest relationship as is

rarely given to the world. An unkind commentator might

at any moment have said that it would have been better

and kinder to sacrifice his longing in order to spare so young

and altogether inexperienced a traveller the troubles of that

journey with the infant, which the young father was so sure

would, after all, be more in imagination than in reality. But

there are few women who would not rather have that kind

of indifference to their comfort made sweet by the cry, " I

cannot do without you," than the consideration which finds

no difficulty in separate living. Nothing could show better

the manner of this wonderful conjugal life, in which every-
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thing was demanded by an ever-trusting, ever -appealing,

authoritative, imperious, dependent love, in which he, who

was never able to do without her, and looked to her for

every kind of help, service, and assistance, placed upon her

slender shoulders, all unawares, the burden of himself and

everything that was deficient in him. The unselfish man,

more thoughtful of his wife's comfort, less determined on

her consoling presence and company and perpetual minis-

trations, may be a finer character, but in all probability he

would be a less attractive husband. It is impossible fully to

understand Tulloch's character and the fashion of his life

without taking this into account.

She did not, however, disappoint him on this occasion, any

more than on any other in their life, but came heroically

with her baby, by tne long sea -voyage, pleased no doubt

with the novelty, doubly pleased with the imperative call,

and that he could not do without her, and making nothing,

we may be sure, of the difficulties of the voyage, letting him

believe that to travel alone with an infant, which had to

be carried about with her everywhere, was less troublesome

in reality than in imagination, if not quite an exhilarating-

circumstance. And they were together for six charming-

weeks of summer in this Hamburg suburb, finding every-

thing delightfully foreign and strange, while at the same

time full of kind new acquaintances and friendly faces, and

German folk who looked almost as good as Scotch, and a

great deal of innocent pleasure. His studies went on closely,

with the advantage of practising every day more or less suc-

cessfully what he had learned the last. He has himself said

often that he had no facility in learning languages, yet he

got on with this by dint of sheer work and determination.

It had been his intention to proceed from Hamburg to

Dresden ; but these plans were again changed, and after

that long peaceful holiday at Lochstadt, he compromised

matters by making a hasty journey by himself through
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Luther's country in the time that remained, while his wife

and child waited for him in the quiet pension, where they

had now made friends with everybody. In this period of

happy holiday the record is silent, and except from the vague

recollections, half obliterated by so many other reminiscences,

which would now and then come up in conversation in later

years, nothing more is known. But as soon as the young man

sets out again, the fountain is reopened. His first stage was

Berlin, from which he writes, detailing all that he saw. One

of his first pilgrimages is to Charlottenburg, where he visits

the famous mausoleum of Queen Louise, and is profoundly

touched by it. His memory is a little vague as to the de-

tails of her story, though not to tbe " deep and melancholy

interest " whicb hangs around it : and the statue makes upon

him "an ineffaceable impression." " Oh that you could have

seen it with me ! it would have entranced you." In the

evening he went to see ' Faust ' in the theatre, but was

startled to find Mephistopheles turned into a comic char-

acter. Next day, as he is walking along, the house of

Neander, for whom he has the greatest admiration, is pointed

out to him. He looked at it "you may judge with what

feelings of reverence," and paused for a moment to think

whether he would be justified in paying a visit to his fa-

vourite theologian. But the imperfection of his German, and

the hope that he might some day " have more claim upon

his regard through more intimate knowledge of his works,

and an attempt to have rendered some of them into Eng-

lish," kept him back. I do not think this moment ever

arrived, although an article upon Neander was one of the

first results of his German studies. From Berlin he went

on to Wittenberg, interesting to him from its associations

with Luther.

To his Wife. 21* August.

I reached Wittenberg about four in the afternoon, in the midst

of a most tremendous rain, which, however, did not last long. A
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beautiful evening set in, and I wandered about among the scenes

so memorable in history. Wittenberg is now a decayed town, and

in its quiet and antiquated appearance, as well as from its history,

so closely associated with the figure of the Reformer, reminded me
of St Andrews, though I do not mean to say there is any actual

resemblance between them. The monument of Luther, erected

by general subscription throughout Germany, a fine bronze statue

by the same sculptor, Ranch, as I spoke of in my last, stands in

the market-place. Both he (Luther) and Melancthon are buried in

the Schloss Kirche, which I visited the same evening. This morn-

ing I rose early, about six. The morning was fresh and fine

after the rain, and I felt its sunny influence as I passed through

the streets of the ancient city to the Reformer's house, formerly

part of the ancient Augustine convent. I stood within the room

of the " man of evil," " the solitary monk that shook the world,"

though indeed he did not dwell there solitarily, as his cherished

wife Kate dwelt there along with him, as the patches of em-

broidery, her own hands' work, testify. I inscribed my name in

a book for the purpose, and then briefly scanned the various in-

teresting articles which the room contained : two portraits of the

Reformer by Lucas Cranach, who was burgomaster here; a

curious cast of his face after death ; his stove, a most interest-

ing affair, made according to his own directions, with numerous

Scriptural devices entirely covering it; his jug and chair and

table, an original MS. letter, his seal (an impression of which,

besides a leaf from the garland that lay across his grave, I have

brought away with me as memorials of my visit). I quitted the

room fraught with so many intensely interesting and glorious

associations reluctantly, and wandered without the gates to the

spot where the Reformer burnt the Papal Bull, December 10,

1520, marked by a young oak-tree planted on the site of that

under which it was burnt. Hence I returned to the Stadt Kirche,

where service had just begun, and remained for about half an

hour. Here, though not, Murray's Handbook states, from the

existing pulpit, Luther preached ; and I now worshipped where,

more than three centuries ago, the burning words of divine truth

fell fresh after centuries of ignorance upon the astonished ears of

the multitude. I could imagine the undaunted figure of the

Reformer dealing defiance equally against the Pope and the devil,

and rousing by his powerful eloquence the humanity so long

crushed and insulted under the yoke of priestly tyranny.

His next stage was "Weimar, whither he travelled through

a long stretch of uninteresting country, " nothing but long
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dreary Hats of the most barren sort," though the Land

became beautiful and interesting before h<^ reached Weimai

itself.

To his Wife.

Nothing can exceed the quietness <>f tli'' town—nobody almost

in the streets. The grounds, however, are thronged by parties in

homely attire; slill there is no noise 01 hustle, all as peaceful BS

can he. Here lived Goethe, Schiller, Wieland, and Berder, all

great names in German literature, and it was especially to visit the

house of the former that I have stopped here. To-night I have

seen the outside of it, as well as that of Schiller and Wieland.

[Next morning] before leaving T visited some most interesting

apartments in the ducal palace, the walls of which represent in

fresco scenes from the works of Goethe, Schiller, &c, a room being

dedicated to the illustration of the works of each. Although I

don't profess to appreciate the artistic skill which they display, 1

am very much pleased with them. ... I had a great dis-

appointment, however, in not seeing the interior of Goethe's house,

with the memorials it contains. I had the satisfaction, however,

of having his garden pointed out to me, and the summer-house in

it where he wrote a great many of his works.

And now I hade adieu to Weimar, under very heavy rain and

a most lowering sky, which augured ill for my enjoyment that

day. In the circumstances I passed Erfurt without stopping, the

only object which I really cared about seeing being Luther's cell,

where he lived as a monk, where he first studied the Word of God
and experienced those dreadful spiritual conflicts which, with him
as with almost all great names in the history of the Church, formed

the appropriate preparation for the great work he had to do. I

reached this (Gotha) about half-past ten yesterday evening, ami
would have gone on straight to Coburg, the weather, and the

necessary delay, and the horrid disagreeableness of pushing out

and pushing in the railway with my luggage, having made me
forego my intention of visiting Eisenach, and Wartburg Castle in

the immediate vicinity, where Luther, you know, was confined.

Fortunately, however, there was no seat to be got in the ESwagea,
all having been taken before my arrival. I say fortunately, for

otherwise I should have missed one of the most truly interesting

days I can hope to enjoy in the course of my tour. Having taken

out my seat yesterday and despatched my trunk, I felt free to

roam where I listed to-day. (I like much to be independent of

luggage.) After strolling about the town a little, and especially in

the ducal gardens (this, you know, is Prince Albert's fatherland,
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and his brother, I think his father is dead, is Duke of Saxe-Cohurg

and Gotha), which are very pretty, I reached the railway station

again and set out with the next train to Eisenach and the "Wart-

burg. By a singular piece of good fortune, yesterday was the first

day of a great Sing festival held in the open air at Eisenach, and

immense masses of people from all quarters were flocking to it. I

reached it about three in the afternoon, and was taking my way

towards the Wartbuig, not very well knowing my road, though I

saw the castle before me, and felt conscious that I would reach it

some time or other. However, just as I was beginning to ascend

the height, a young fellow accosted me, inquiring if I were going

to the Wartburg? as if so, he would guide me. In a minute he

had appropriated my outer coat, which I carried on my arm, and

led the way, beginning briskty to converse. Now I understood

him well enough, and now not at all. However, we got on wonder-

fully. The German bonhomie is admirable. He assured me with

much good-nature that I was very like a merchant in Eisenach.

After a half-hour's continuous ascent we came to the castle. As we
ascended, a series of the most beautiful views lay before us, quite

equal to our Scotch scenery. On one side of the Marienthal (Mary

Valley), the farther declivity of which, where the festival was being

held, presented the most animated and picturesque appearance,

banners waving, and groups of men and women crossing the point

of elevation or seated in the green nooks. On the other side a

far-reaching valley, also of the most varied and picturesque scenery.

Having rested a little, I accompanied another party through the

rooms of the castle. ... I need not say that those which

interested me most, and what I alone indeed was particularly

anxious to see, were the chapel in which Luther preached, and the

room in which he lived, his Patmos as he called it, where he trans-

lated the most part of the Bible, and struggled, as he conceived,

with the devil in actual embodiment, having at length put him to

flight by hurling his inkstand at his head. The mark of the ink-

stand (a very apocryphal-looking one, I must confess) is pointed

out on the wall in confirmation of the tradition. I engraved my
name reverently on the wall, and took my departure from one of

the most interesting scenes in the whole history of the Reforma-

tion, more than ever impressed with the grandeur of its great

agent. Altogether I spent a most exquisite afternoon in the midst

of nature's most touching beauties, and some of history's most in-

teresting scenes. Nothing could exceed the glorious panorama

which lay before me as I gazed from the windows of the Wart-

burg ; and the effect of the scene, enhanced by the distant music,

as we descended, touched me deeply. The railway brought me
here again about ten o'clock, and I have employed this pause, as
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I don't start till noon, in writing to you, my dearest wife, to whom
my heart still fondly turns amid the most impn nee, in the

midst of all my enjoyment of which a regrel mingles thai you are

not with me to share my enthusiasm and add n (harm to my
interest.

Though there is little that is novel in this account of a

place so familiar, yet I think the simple reality of the young

man's wanderings, still all-inexperienced, and throwing the

glow of his own eager admiration over scenery perhaps less

wonderful and beautiful than he thought, is so genuine as

to be worth recording. The reader perhaps has seen the

Wartburg, and remembers all those modern vulgarities

which mar the effect of so many interesting scenes; bin to

make a day's expedition (independent of luggage) by the

side of this friendly traveller, whose eyes light up with

such enthusiasm, whose open countenance beams such kind-

ness that even the difficulties of an unknown tongue do

not hinder the perpetual finding out of humble friends, is

worth the trouble. He retained all through his life this

simple disposition to be interested, to see whatever was to

be seen, and to yield himself up to the tender mercies of

unnecessary guides, too tender-hearted to disappoint them

of the sixpence which he felt it so natural to bestow. But

we need not linger upon the rest of the journey. The old

dwelling in "Wittenberg, the prison in the Wartburg, the

traces of the Beformer, bed and chair, and tankard and ink-

stand, whatever they might be, which he went devoutly to see

in all the places he visited, no doubt influenced him in one of

his earliest works, the biographical sketch of Luther, which

has always been one of his most popular productions. He
went on to Nuremberg and Munich, mostly through torrents

of rain, which made the beautiful old town of Albert Dtirer

little more than a vision to him, and, disappointed in the

latter place, modestly concluded that it must be his own
fault, and that it was his imperfect knowledge of art that
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produced the blank feeling with which he gazed at Pinacothek

and Glyptothek. By the time he had got so far, too, a sense

of the necessity of returning seems to have got into his mind,

and in his last letter he begins to talk of going home to

Dundee. He had indeed had, and enjoyed to the utmost,

a holiday such as few young workers of any profession can

so early command, three whole sunshiny months of perfect

leisure and ease and happiness—no small boon. That it

was of the greatest advantage to him in his opening life,

and led his mind into fruitful paths, and gave him that

stepping-stone towards a more elevated region and higher

standing, which is of so much importance to a young man

in his career, there can be no doubt—all credit to the kindly

Dundee people who consented to so long an absence. It is

not often that a congregation is so liberal, especially to a

voung minister at the beginning of his career.
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CHAPTER IV.

KETTINS, 1849-1854.

There is little record of Tulloch's life in Dundee after he

returned from Germany. It was, I fear, not a comfortable

one, weighted by pecuniary difficulties; for no doubt a

young man who, with a stipend of £105 a-year, allowed

himself a three months' tour in Germany, must have had

certain stern calculations to meet on his return : and it was

also disturbed by litigation, and had little support of friend-

ship or congenial society. He mentions some years after-

wards, with a sort of mental shudder, a gentleman who was

his only solace in his " miserable sojourn " at Dundee. But

he was, like most Scotsmen, a little apt to use strong expres-

sions ; and we are all disposed, looking back from a happier

position, to consider a period of anxiety miserable which

had its alleviations in its time. The contemporary letters are

certainly not miserable. It was only after his return from

Germany that he entered the field of literature in any

serious way. Contributions to the local newspapers had

hitherto been his utmost flight. He now began to think

of more serious efforts. The following letter will show

how the tide was rising in his mind :

—

To Rev. Dr Dickson. Dundee, IWi February 1848.

After about nine months' labour at German, consummated by
my residence during the last summer in Germany, I have this

E
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winter attacked Hebrew; but I progress very falteringly—as in-

deed I always do at the first uphill work witli a language. I am
naturally, as you know, no linguist : my capability in this respect

is in no degree like yours. Studiously as I tried at German last

winter, I found I had almost to begin de novo when I settled in

the country. Now, however, I feel that I have got a grip of the

-rand, powerful old tongue, which I will not soon let go. Neander
is my favourite theological author—and, in fact, my reading at

present is almost entirely confined to him, with an occasional dip

into Schiller; and the other day, for the first time since I came

home, I glanced at Lessing. I have been reading with immense
relish some of Neander's miscellaneous writings : two splendid

lectures, as you may call them, upon Pascal, which I have at-

tempted to translate; reviews of Arnold (he admires Arnold, as

you may judge, from the heart), Blanco White, "Wilberforce, &c.

What a splendid old fellow he is ! How rich and pregnant his

thoughts ! how deep and penetrating his critical gaze ! how free

and healthful his historical spirit ! how suggestive altogether ! I

perfectly feast on him, and thought of translating his ' Gelegen-

heits schriften ' even now. But he is very hard to translate, and

I have so little resolution to persevere in any such task, so much
of which is merely mechanical. "Were we together as of old, how
gloriously we would get on ! The lectures on Pascal would, I

think, especially delight you. I say nothing of my residence and

ramble in Germany (which, en jiassant, has done me a great deal

of good—not only in a corporal point of view, but also, I trust, in

an intellectual), although I sometimes startle some good folks here

with the expression of my sympathy for some of the peculiar views

of the German scientific school of theology. . . . Willy Piamsay, to

whom above all I preach " the more excellent way '' of the German
theology, and than whom I know nobody who would derive more

benefit from its study if he would only fairly open his mind to it,

is here. He and I took a run together to St Andrews, and learned

that you had been there only the day before. We drove out on

the same occasion to Cameron and dined with Milligan, and had

our fill of Germanism with him, as well as of beefsteak. My dream

of a professorship is frequent as ever—I hope less hopeless.

In the same year he defends himself against a suggestion

that literature may have greater charms for Mm than his pro-

fessional work, with, at the same time, the sharp expression

of a young man's dissatisfaction with the state of public mat-

ters, in which he longs to have a hand, and keen sense that

he could do better, were but his time come.
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To l>cr. II '. Smith.

Your apprehensions of any literary predilections I may have, be

assured, are vain. I would iliink myself altogether blameworthy

if I neglected any part of my proper duty for any predilection .

however dear. ... I must also say that I think you misundei

stood what 1 said about youi proposed reform of the management

of the Church Schemes. The fact of the matter is, our Church

has, in my view, so main practical imperfections, and is ruled by

a spirit so alien to my own (which, however, may be very absurd

that 1 do not feel aggrieved by the management of the Schi

although in many points I Iliink it Faulty. The state of our Halls,

on the one hand, presenting, with a few exceptions, such an array

id dull commonplace theologues, and on the other, the whole

of the Church in towns— so miserably inadequate in all respects

—

have lung appeared to me to be the grand evils of the Kirk. The

prospect is, at any rate in the meantime, gloomy enough. Look at

the appointment to the Chair. I know the nominee well,

and while he is a most respectable fellow, and a very good Bcholar,

it is yet my strong opinion that I do not know where one with

any pretension to the Chair could have been found less likely to

prove an effective and intelligent teacher. You will perhaps say

that the Church cannot help either of the evils of which I have

spoken ; hut does it feel them 1 I do not think so : and while

raising its feeble cry about Catholic endowments, &c, it does not

seem to feel that it has any responsible relation to the thousands

in our large towns perishing for lack of knowledge.

It will be seen from these extracts that the young man.

only twenty-four, was already strongly moved by the inspira-

tion which pervaded all his after-life : his love for the larger

views of a theology more wide and catholic than that of the

atmosphere in which he had been trained, and the impatience

with " practical imperfections " and sense of the impossibility

of bringing the circumstances of the Church into accord with

his high ideal, which was one of the greatest difficulties and

troubles of his mind at all times. The Church of Scotland

was perhaps at a lower ebb .at this moment than she had

ever been. No Church could have sustained such a loss as

she did at the Disruption without feeling it for long after.

There was perhaps some truth in the gibe of the Seces-

sionists, which, with grim Scotch humour, stigmatised her
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as a " residuary " Church. The new generation of ministers,

young Tulloch and his comrades, had not yet had time to

make their mark, or show what mettle was in them ; neither

had there been time to show that the magnificent experiment

of the Free Church was inevitably attended by the horrors

and evils of Separation. The firmament was low and the

skies cloudy for the Establishment. No doubt, in the hurry

of the great emergency, there was a hasty tilling up of vacan-

cies, and the mere necessity of going on anyhow must have

for the time subdued higher aspirations. That the Church

of Scotland should now occupy so very different a position,

and have triumphed so wonderfully over the decadence witli

which she was threatened, was as much the work of John

Tulloch as of any other individual in Scotland. We may

even go further, and say more.

Notwithstanding Mr Smith's fear of Tulloch's literary

predilections, he does not seem to have got beyond the news-

papers in 1848. He reviewed in the ' Dundee Courier' the

Duke of Argyll's Essay on the Ecclesiastical History of

Scotland, which called forth a brief note of thanks from the

Duke, and some remarks in the correspondence with Mr
Smith. " I read it with most lively pleasure," he says, " and

the few remarks in the ' Courier ' were just the hasty expres-

sions of my first impression of it
;

" though he acknowledges

that " there is some truth in what you say of its occasional

petulance." "Would to God," he adds, "that only a portion

of its spirit would descend upon some of our brethren—who

are far more worthy of the seventeenth than of the nine-

teenth century
!

" He had a different office to perform in

these same papers in notices of the death of the "Willy

Ramsay " above referred to, and of whom he makes frequent

mention—the young minister of Guthrie,—"one of the

ablest of the St Andrews students, of singular precocity

and promise," Dr Dickson says,—who died at the age of

twenty -eight, and whose death furnishes Tulloch with an
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affecting argument why "such old true friends ae you

and I should not forget each other, since; such an eveni

reminds us how Boon and how sadly the best ties of earth

may he severed."

I cannot tell you how I him- felt poor Ramsay's premature

removal. I had a deep fraternal friendship for him, the strength

of which I had little idea of till the announcement of his loss

brought it home to me in a manner that almost overwhelmed me.

His funeral was a deeply mournful one, and its rememhrance still

is almost too much for me.

He afterwards edited a volume of sermons by this early

lost friend.

His first step beyond the newspapers was a very modest

one, and not of a remunerative kind. There was no such

multiplicity of magazines in these days as exist now; and

' Kitto's Journal of Sacred Literature ' was not a very impi 'ri-

ant or prosperous organ : but it was no doubt superior in

dignity to the ' Dundee Advertiser ' or ' Courier.' It was in

this periodical that Tulloch published his translation of

Neander's lectures upon Pascal, of which he had written

to Dr Dickson. " Do you read ' Kitto's Journal ' ?
" he asks

Mr Smith in November 1848. " You will see a translation

of a paper of Neander on Pascal by me in the January

number, which I think will repay your perusal." His

literary work extended no further during his residence in

Dundee. Other matters, cares, and labours occupied his

mind. His life as a minister went on without much out-

ward encouragement or good cheer, but always steadily and

with no complaints to any of his friendly correspondents.

" My present position is not indeed in many respects an

encouraging one," he writes to Mr Smith ;
" but I am re-

solved to work hard and bide my time." This manly resolu- N

tion had its reward. He was already beginning to be known

as a preacher, one of the most promising of the very young
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undeveloped post-Disruption clergymen of the Scotch Church;

and there were many who were aware of his disappointments

in Dundee, and the very difficult position he had now to fill,

with the hopes which had brought him to the town all cut

off, ami his means of subsistence so much under his reason-

able expectations. The living of Kettina was, I believe, in

the gift of the Crown. Tulloch owed nothing at any time

to private patronage. It was a rural parish, lying soft and

sheltered below the Perthshire hills, in a locality always dear

to him, in which he had family connections, and to which

throughout his life his thoughts went back tenderly. The

charge became vacant in the beginning of 1849, and it is

evident that he must have officiated in the church with a

view to the appointment, for he speaks with evident pleasure

of " my happy success in procuring the favour of the folk of

the parish." His presentation to the living followed soon

after; and it was the beginning of all the good fortune of

his life. It gave him peaceful leisure in which to carry out

many plans which were impossible amid all the interruptions

of a minister's life in town, it extended his circle of friends,

it widened his horizon. Money was scarcely, if at all, more

plentiful, for no doubt there were burdens of the past to

discharge which kept him poor ; but the rural church, the

quiet country-folk, the silence of the fields, the homely

pleasant house, which could be made a home as no little

dwelling in a town, however hallowed by love and happiness,

could be, were all delightful to the young pair, who found

their manse a kind of paradise after the noise and tumult

of Dundee.

" Cannot be too thankful," he says, in a little diary full of

those private utterances of devotion which are too sacred for

the public eye, " in reviewing the whole of this matter, as

this is in all respects a situation more adapted for me than

Dundee. Settled here on the 20th September (1849). May
I prove in this quiet corner of our Lord's vineyard a work-
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man that aeedetfa not to be ashamed I May I indeed feel

my nnworthiness, my insufficiency, and that sufficiency is of

God alone
!"

"I need not say with whal pleasure I contemplate my

retirement to Kettins, a place in every true reaped Ear more

desirable than the one I aimed at, and Ear more consonanl

with my mosl earnest views and aims," lie writes to .Mi

Smith. It had been a professorship lie had aimed at; but

there could be little doubl that at Ids early age the quiet

of the country, and time to think and feel the depths of his

own spirit and the experiences of life, were of much more

importance to him than any premature elevation of this kind.

His friend Smith was by this time minister of Lauder, and

Tulloch was eager to associate the name of that early com-

panion at once with his own new position, by appealing t"

the " Pater " of Vamitti to " introduce " him, according to

Scottish use and wont, which requires that a friend of the

newly appointed minister should, on the first Sunday of his

incumbency, take his place in the pulpit and commend him.

with brotherly zeal, to the love and regard of his people.

Had Dr Haldane been well enough, his old professor in St

Andrews (his predecessor in St Mary's College, though this

was in the womb of time, and nobody knew that such a

prodigy would ever be) would have performed this friendly

duty ; but as " the good old man " was ill and weak, and our

new minister had " no special regard " for any of " the old

fogies of the Presbytery," Smith was the man whom he

desired. Smith came accordingly,—" a grand man, and a

grand preacher," as the country-folk declared,—and won all

hearts, as his friend writes after his departure. He was

another of the race of tall and finely developed men, large

in person as in spirit and energy, of whom Tulloch himself

was so remarkable an example—the new blood which was to

bring new force and vigour to the Church of their fathers.

From the letters that follow to the same faithful friend, we
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get a pleasant glimpse of the new sphere. He had already

discovered that the congregation was an intelligent and not

uninstructed one. " The resident heritors 1 and all honour-

able men in the parish staunch Church folk."

To Rev. W. Smith. Manse of Kf.ttins, 10th October 1849.

I am getting things by degrees into order about me, although I

am still considerably in confusion. I have begun visitations, and

find it comparatively pleasant work to the same sort of thing in

Dundee. There is a great deal of religiousness about some of the

old bodies of cottagers. I must know more of them before I can

exactly say whether it amounts to religion. I doubt not, however,

there are good humble souls among them.

1th January 1850.

During the last month the weather and roads were together so

wretched that my visiting was interrupted ; but I am again very

busy with it, and expect in the course of a fortnight to complete

the circuit of my parish—not so very inconsiderable, I assure you.

I find a good many Dissenters of various sorts, but upon the whole

the Church is strong here, and if we had that old doting Croaker

of the North down for a little, we could show him that there is

still some life in the venerable lady. There is, however, a good

deal seriously to do. I cannot say I find that real religion and

morality are at all more prevalent in the count ry than in the

town, even in such a quiet and completely rural parish as this.

Theological ideas are more current, but there seems a sad want of

light religious apprehension—above all, of self-denying Christian

practice. Life and doctrine hang very loosely together, and this

seems to me the black stain on all our Scottish Christianity. The

gravest practical offences (immorality before marriage, for instance,

which is sadly prevalent among the farm-servants) are spoken of

and apparently quite sincerely regarded as very trifling things.

Do you find anything of the same sort with you?

The " Croaker of the North " here mentioned seems to refer

to certain letters of Sir G. Sinclair on the state of the Church,

which had roused much wrath among the clergy. Tulloch

had written several articles in the Dundee newspapers in

reply. " I write thus hastily on Saturdays, amid my other

1 The landed proprietors of the parish.
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duties, from the honest indignation of my heart," I

Then perhaps, as well as at Utter times <>f his life, he found

it intolerable to see attacks from without upon the Church,

over whose imperfections he lamented within. He was boob

roused, also, by his new experiences as a country minister,

into a hurst of momentary Indignation against "these eon-

founded blustering Cobdenites," the effect of whose work had

not been practically brought home to him before. " What

do you think of probable prices this year ' " he says; "
I

nothing for the clergy but a sort of genteel beggary. For

myself, with only half a year's stipend, the matter i-

serious as possihle. I have got every drop of my old Whig-

gery squeezed out of me, I think." The payment of the

Scotch clergy depended on the price of wheat, their stipend

being reckoned by chalders of grain, so that they felt more

immediately than their brethren on the other side of the.

Tweed the effect of the changed laws. English clergymen

with unlet farms bringing in no revenue at all, will sym-

pathise with Tul loch's indignation. But it is well to be able

to add that his Whiggery, or at least his Liberal opinions in

politics, sustained even sharper trials, and survived for many

years, if not to the end of his life, though with modifications.

He was faithful to his own side in spite of himself, both in

Church and State, though never slow to express his opinion

of that side either in Church or State, and very clear-sighted

in forming it. Expostulating with bis friend Smith for his

non-acceptance of Lady Yester's Church in Edinburgh, he

says: "One is certainly not called upon to become a martyr

for the sake of the Church in these times ; but one ma

bound to walk into a good living and an influential position

for his own and her good, and to keep out those who will

walk in, whatever be their qualification to do so." Xor does

he fail in an occasional personal criticism. He describes

with true professional relish a sermon which he has heard,

" and which was not deficient in an occasional felicity of
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language. He spoke of ' the devils urging on the worms' to

destroy, if possible, the body of our Lord. Did you ever hear

of a conception at once so grotesque and horrible ?

"

Of his own habits of composition in this kind, he gives a

little description in reply to a question from Mr Dickson

as to the time he took to write his sermons. " I have not

written very many," he says, " as you may guess, since T

came here; but, curiously enough, I wrote two (intending

when I began only to write one) on Saturday forenoon and

Sabbath morning, bating a little bit of introduction put down

on Friday, and conclusions, which it is no use writing." This

last touch is very characteristic, and will remind many who

have heard him in later years, of Principal Tulloch's habit of

closing his book and addressing himself direct, often with

an emotion which was very contagious, to' the audience which

had been following him through his argument or exposition

with rapt and grave attention. The theologian, the teacher,

was put aside ; he thrust from him, with the impatience of

an orator, all that had been prepared, and with his large eyes

wide open, and his countenance flushed with feeling, threw

himself upon the sympathies and responsive feeling of his

hearers. No one could doubt that what he thus spoke had

gone to his own heart, and came direct from it, warm and

glowing with all the eloquence of nature. In these moments

he was the true ambassador, the messenger of good tidings,

and at no time was he more characteristically himself. I do

not pretend to say that these personal addresses were always

equal to the preceding discourse—sometimes they were the

finest part of it, but not always
;
yet it was impossible to

listen to them without being impressed by the strong per-

sonal influence of the man. It was of
;< no use writing

"

conclusions ; by the time he had got to that point all the

boundaries of composition were burst by the warmth of

natural feeling.

Tulloch had now, however, come to the point when his
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sermons to his rural congregation, and his little contributions

to the, Dundee newspapers, no Longer sufficed to occupy his

time and thoughts. Il<>\v he opened communication with

Dr Vaughan of Manchester, who was then the editor of the

'British Quarterly Review,' fche chief organ of the English

Dissenters, and a high-toned and excellent periodical, which

has since ceased to exist, I have no information. Probably it

was in the simplest way, by sending Ins first piece of original

work, an essay on Pascal, to that magazine. It was then, I

think, the only Review except the 'Quarterly' and 'Edin-

burgh/ and was less difficult of access than these aristo-

crats' of the press, and more devoted to the subjects which

occupied our young minister's thoughts. I find a letter

from Dr Vaughan, dated May 17, 1850, in respect to this

paper, of which he says that he sees " very little to sug-

gest in the way of correction or emendation." " I like," he

adds, " what you say of Pascal as often falling back from

the uncertain testimony of mere sense or mere intellect, on

his spiritual or moral nature, except that I have some appre-

hension that in your just effort to rebuke those who over-

look this latter department of our nature you should seem to

assert for it a separateness, independence, and completeness

that may verge on mysticism." In these days erroneous views

were more carefully looked out for, and mysticism especially

guarded against, particularly in the regions of respectable

and intellectual Dissent. There is a scrap of a note from Sir

David Brewster enclosed among the editor's letters, with

which was sent Faugere's edition of the 'Pens^es,' which

seems to show that the then head of the University at St

Andrews was aware of the undertaking in which Tulloch

was engaged. It seems, however, to have been printed

before he told either of his most intimate friends of it. " By
the way," he says to Mr Dickson, "do you ever see the

' British Quarterly ' ? If not, you should, for I think, failing

its occasional Radicalism and Independency, it is fully as well
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worth reading as any of the Quarterlies, and on some serious

speculative subjects of great interest to me, beats them all.

If you get a sight of it, look into an article in the forth-

coming number (August) entitled, ' Pascal : Christian Phil-

osophy,' and I will be glad to know what you think of it."

What Mr Dickson thought of it does not appear ; but the

well-beloved Smith, to whom the Review was lent by the

author, seems to have expressed his opinions with a freedom

which tried that young writer's temper much, and called

forth an exceedingly angry letter in reply—showing that it

is not always wise between friends to indulge in animadver-

sions of too bold a character. As a very genuine expression

of youthful resentment in respect to a too candid critic, and

surprise at his friend's want of understanding, I give the

letter—at which, after the hasty puff of injured feeling was

over, Tulloch himself would have been the first to laugh :

—

To Rev. W. Smith.

Your criticism of my poor paper is not flattering. It is difficult,

indeed, to extract any drop of consolation from it : for as to your

trks bien and get along, why, you might address as much to any

miserable donkey stumbling along the highroad of literature.

Curiously enough, an accomplished literary friend, but a bit of a

Carlylist in his tendencies, writes me the very reverse of all you

say. In mere literary respects, in " point of grace, and precision

of style, and general arrangement," he does not see that the paper

could be essentially mended. And then as to the argument, it is

" clear, compact, and relatively coherent," which would seem to be

quite in the teeth of all you say about want of unity and genuine

force. What is a poor fellow to do ? whom believe ? My own
opinion certainly is (so far as it is worth anything in the question),

that if the paper has any merit at all it is at least that of unity of

conception, and that the main part of the argument which deals

with the charge of Cousin against Pascal cannot be charged with

wanting force, although this may be perhaps true of the latter

part of the essay where some of the special views of Pascal in

Christian Philosophy are attempted to be dealt with ; but this

latter part, from its nature, did not admit of the same force of

treatment. As for my heart being peculiarly in the love episode,

I suppose I must consider this as part of your banter ; for to sup-

pose that my pith is all here, while preparing to be expended on
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an elaborate philosophical argument, were indeed lony enough.

Again, as to words and phrases, you and I will never, I
I

agree about this, although I own the justice of some of

markings in this respect, only you have curiously illustrated

your own criticism by using, in the course of yout few remarks,

two of the worst sesquipedalia I have seen foi a Long time, whan

you say that there is a want of come-at-ableness and appreciability

—for all the world !— in the grouping of the material.

Having thus given vent to his feelings, the young write]

adds, "Let me hear from you Boon;" and bis friend seems

to have had understanding enough to take the little ebulli-

tion at its true meaning, and no breach or coolness would

seem to have followed. It remains an amusing instance of

youthful literary impatience under the rod. I don't think

that Tulloch ever regarded such animadversions with the

calm which experience brings, and there were some periods

in his career in which an ill-natured but skilful critic

was, unfortunately, able to goad him almost into partial

distraction.

With the new interests of literary life rising upon him,

and the peaceful occupations of his rural charge, I have no

doubt that the young minister's life at Kettins was a happy

one. He always spoke of it as such, and I have heard him

pause in the midst of much talk about books and public

matters to say how, in the expanded life that had come to

him later, he still missed his poor people and the familial-

converse of the cottage iiresides. No one perceived with more

ready appreciation the humours of the country-side, and all

that was quaint and original in the views of his peasant

friends—so shrewd, often so clear-sighted, full of natural

sense and that sharp perception of false pretences and in-

sight into character which they so often possess. He was

still more in sympathy with the restrained emotional side

of the rustic Scotch character— the passionate nature

hidden under a hundred folds of self-repression, yet some-

times bursting out in moments of excitement, in times of
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bereavement, with something of Hebrew sublimity, the

poetry of the Old Testament, softened yet heightened by

the familiarities of the common tongue. The often quaint

mingling of the matter-of-fact and the spiritual, the stern

peasant philosophy neutralised by the twinkle of humour

which it requires a native observer to detect, were delight-

ful to him. I have heard him, for instance, tell the story

of an old pair of Cameronians, Old Light Burghers, or what-

ever the little stern sect might be called, of which they were

the last remnant, and how the old wife was addressed by a

profane questioner, " I suppose, Janet, you think that no-

body is likely to be saved but you and John ? " I am afraid

the English reader, who very likely has heard the story, sees

only the ridicule of fanaticism in the reply, and does not

appreciate, as Tulloch did, the quick perception of Janet,

the gleam in her eye as she replied, " Aweel, sir, I'm no' that

sure o' John." The chuckle of contagious laughter which

would burst forth over a story like this was such as no spec-

tator could resist. He entered with all his heart into those

eccentricities, and often unperceived perceptions, of Scotch

peasant life. He was entirely in sympathy with the people

in all their troubles and their joys.

I think, however, that the burdens which probably the

young pair had brought upon themselves in their early life

in Dundee were much felt at this period, especially when

wheat was low in price and the nominal stipend reduced.

Sometimes the young minister had to decline an invitation

to accompany a friend upon an expedition on account of

want of means, though he felt himself to be greatly in need

of a change.

To Rev. W. Smith.

I have been closely at my desk, and at the same time unavoid-

ably dining out a good deal, -which together take the colour out

of a man's cheeks [he says on one occasion]. . . . The res

angusta domi, as poor Coleridge complained, is a sad damper to
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many genial projects, Ii lb the wet sheet always coming over

one's fair visions. Ii is all very well to talk "l' remuneration for

"sheets," but all remuneration which comes my waj Le jual like

pouring water into a sieve It is there and it is gone. The tin

feels in one's junket, fur a Way or two (I like to keep it, if

possible, for a day or two, just to feel it), and then it is to be

felt no more, and the pocket returns to its normal state of

emptiness; and an empty pockei at this season [December] of

Kills and abominations of a Like nature is one of the m<

mint relleetions I know. . . . The fact is, my dear S.. as yon
may indeed guess from these somewhat incessant Literary efforts

[he says at. a Later period], I am very hard up. God knows I am
not extravagant in any way (unless ii may he occasionally a little

in hooks, which I can't want), and I have the most economical

wife in the world: and yet I am always in povert)', and I helieve

I shall go to the wall altogether unless things change and stipends

get somewhat hetter. Trevor say die, however: although I .-peak-

thus, I hope hetter things. The conclusion of this is. that I do

not see that it is possihle I can meet you in Edinhurgh, though my
heart leaps forth to the proposal.

The connection with the ' British Quarterly,' however, was

one which the editor of that periodical evidently did not

wish to let drop, as he suggests at once a new subject as

soon as the paper on Pascal was out of hands. It was a

paper on German Protestantism that Dr Vaughan wanted in

preference to one upon his favourite writer, Neander, which

Tulloch desired to write. The death of Xeander in the

summer of 1850, however, changed the editor's ideas, who

decides at once that " your first suggestion had better be

acted upon." " Pray make the paper as biographical as you

can," he adds, " consistently with such a view of his writings

as may bring out their characteristic points." The reader

will perhaps recollect the impulse which Tulloch records

when passing the house of Xeander in Berlin, to ask for

admittance there and introduce himself as an admirer and

disciple, and the pause he made, half shyness and half hope

that he " might some day have more claim upon his regard."

This could now never be: but it was with genuine enthu-

siasm that he threw himself into the endeavour to expound
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his favourite writer. The article was intended for the

November number of the 'British Quarterly'; and in

September, Tulloch writes to Mr Smith :
" I am just about

finished with the paper on Neander. It traverses some very

delicate ground, and I don't know what you may think of

it." Xo doubt there was a certain daring in the act of the

young minister—in days when German criticism and philo-

sophy were still looked upon, especially in the Church, with

very suspicious eyes— who thus constituted himself the

champion and interpreter of the great Teuton. German

theology in those days was still a bugbear only half under-

stood, making the hair of good religious people to stand on

end : more especially in Scotland, where devout persons shook

their heads at the mere mention of that dangerous nation-

ality, and thought the language itself a peril. And Scotland

has never been slow to cry heresy, nor to judge severely the

utterer of a new opinion. Fortunately, however, in this case,

Tulloch met with nothing but applause. Mindful of his late

onslaught upon Mr Smith, he is anxious to let that critic see

that he bears no malice.

I send you by this post the ' British Quarterly,' containing
" Neander." You may be as severety critical as you like, as I am
already rendered impervious to your attacks by a thick wad of

complimentary newspaper paragraphs. I hope you may find the

paper at least interesting, and not altogether inadequate to the

very noble subject.

Mr Smith perhaps remembered the remarks that had been

made to him on a previous occasion, and did not venture to

lay himself open again to the same frankness of treatment

;

or perhaps, which is more likely, the young writer was

already conscious of making great strides, and had himself

learned much from his first practical contact with print. At

all events, it is evident that the two friends were of accord in

respect to this second publication. " I need not say," Tulloch

resumes, " that I am truly gratified that ' Neander ' pleases

you so much. On reperusal there appeared to me a con-
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sideralilt' stillness in the composition in two or three pi

Some of it, however, w;is written with considerable haste;

and amending as I did a good deal on tin- proof, make, b

clumsy job."

After this, literary occupations thicken. Ee had an article

on Newman's "Phases of Faith" early in the next year

(1851) in ' Kittu's Journal.' He had written one for

Chambers's " Papers for the People," a series which, to his

disappointment and vexation, was stopped as not profitable

—"another victim to the paper duty," he says—before his

paper could be printed ; and he was beginning to open

negotiations with the lately established ' North British

Review.' I am afraid, however, judging from a letter

from Dr Kitto, found among others on literary subjects

of this period, that the 'Journal' at least was not a good

paymaster. Kitto writes, " Anxious to have the aid of your

vigorous pen," a few months after the publication of the

article on Newman, and expressing his hope that, in con-

sequence of new arrangements, he can now hold out " the

prospect of material advantage to the contributors and

myself after the first year." " If the Journal has reached

the circulation we look for under the altered plans," he

adds, " it is intended to afford remuneration to such con-

tributors as wish for it. This has always been my anxious

wish, but I have not hitherto been able to realise it." The

payment to such contributors as may wish for it has an iron-

ical sound, but evidently was said in all sad and harassed

seriousness. And no doubt a journal specially designed for

the clergy will always find amiable, if not very effective,

contributors, pleased to give their assistance for the sake

of the glory alone. Tulloch, however, got something from

the ' British Quarterly,' at all events, for his articles : and

it would seem that his revenues of this kind gave his friends

an idea that he was able to afford himself a little freedom in

travelling and otherwise. Mr Smith, for instance, having

F
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decided to visit that first of many shows, fondly called " the

Great Exhibition," after much hesitation and calculation,

was able to persuade the minister of Kettins to accompany

him there. This expedition, as well as a modest supply of

books—not the rare editions of the collector, but books for

daily use—was procured by the little stream of literary work

which kept growing and making life richer, even when the

weight of the pocket was not palpably increased. In October

Tulloch writes to Mr Smith that " a very flattering offer had

been made to him through Professor Martin of Aberdeen to

write for the ' North British Review,' " then a comparatively

new periodical, and one at that time of conspicuous ability.

" Of course I assented," he says. " I perceive it is desirous

of emancipating itself as far as possible from identity with

Free Churchism." The Review had been originally intended

as the organ of that body, or at least as a champion and ex-

ponent of its principles, so long as they could be conjoined

with other more literary views. But that enforced connec-

tion could not go on long ; and it soon came to be, so far as

distinctive colour was concerned, more national than ortho-

dox. His first contribution to this periodical was an article

entitled " Literature and Christianity," based upon Carlyle's

' Life of John Sterling,' which immediately attracted a great

deal of attention. In " taking the Christian side against

Carlyle and his confreres" as he describes it, he did at the

same time full justice to that great writer—" expressing an

admiration of Carlyle in a literary point of view (while in

other respects very fierce against him), which, I daresay you

will think exaggerated. My better acquaintance with him,"

he adds, " only deepens my profound admiration of his lit-

erary powers. I know no one of the present day who is

entitled to rank with him in this respect. If you are scep-

tical, only study him."

This article brought him many pleasant testimonies of

appreciation. " I was surprised the other day to receive," he
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says to Mr Smith, " a letter from Sir l». Brewster on the sub-

ject, so loftily complimentary thai I should blush (!) bo com-

municate it to you. Do not spare me for this: I shall be able

to stand a little dissection." "What yon say of my paper,"

he writes to Mr Dickson, "coloured as it is, no doubt, with

the rose-hue of an old and trusty fellowship, made me very

happy." He had "a most kind and flattering letter on the

subject from Archdeacon Han:" and the general praise,

which was sweet to so sympathetic a nature, exhilarated him.

and was a stimulant to new effort. I find among the papers

about this same time a charming letter from Cambridge, from

Sir James Stephen, whose ' Essays in Ecclesiastical Biog-

raphy ' Tulloch had reviewed in the 'Dundee Advertiser,'

having read the book, as he says, " with the greatest delight,"

and written the paper hastily, " to comply with an expecta-

tion on the part of the proprietors that I would write some-

thing occasionally, as they are so kind as to send it to me."

This rapid performance, which the author ventured to send

with a note full of admiration, produced the pleasant epistle

which, with its gentle banter of the inexperienced critic, yet

appreciation of a man as yet unknown, it is worth while to

quote :

—

I am gratified by your approbation, and I am still more grateful

for the kindness of the tone and manner in which it is expressed.

If, when seated on your critical tribunal, you have yielded not a

little to the influence which certain sympathies will exercise over

the mere judicial faculty, I must not presume on that account to

rebuke my judge.

"What you say on the subject of my notice of Luther is quite

accurate. But I felt, and still feel, that the delineations of him
in his interior, holier, and more elevated modes of existence are so

innumerable, that to add another portrait to that vast collection

would have been to little purpose. . . . "When I wrote that and

the other papers which you so kindly notice, I was toiling and
working in that great Slough of Despond, the Colonial Office

;

and I half regard it as a miracle that I was able to handle such

topics at all at a time when every sound which reached me was in

dissonance with them. Since then I have turned into a pedagogue
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—a Professor oi Modern History in this place [the letter is dated

from Ilailoylmry] ; and here I have delivered, and have since pub-

lished, two volumes of ' Lectures on the History of France.' My
friends tell me that they are much. Letter worth than my Essays,

and therefore I venture to ask your perusal of them if they should

fall in your way. They will not be altogether out of harmony with

the sacred topics to which the study in your manse is devoted.

If the railway should ever whirl you thus far southwards, I

trust that you would allow me to have the pleasure of becoming

personally acquainted with you, and of making you acquainted

with our lions here and with their haunts. But forgive me if I

hazard one unhandsome criticism on your note, in a sort of un-

generous return for what it has pleased you to say of my writings.

That you dwell at a manse in the county of Angus is clearly

enough revealed to me ; and the name of the parish of which it is

the manse, I, after considerable hesitation, pronounce to be Cettins.

But one should be a Champollion to decipher with confidence all

the letters who (sic) combine to form your patronymic. I trust,

therefore, that this will reach you, as there can be but one manse
even yet, I take it, in a Scotch parish.—I am, dear sir, your

obliged and faithful servant, James Stephen.

It will thus be seen that Tulloch's first efforts in literature

met with a very genial response both from his friends and

those more important critics in the greater world whose

approbation he, like all ambitious young men, was eager to

secure. He did not, however, confine himself entirely to the

study in the manse, where " sacred topics " were varied by

literature, but kept his eyes open to any vacancy that might

occur in the universities, never giving up the youthful desire

to find himself in the position of a professor, which he had

entertained from the earliest period. Early in the year 1851

the professorship of Ecclesiastical History in Glasgow became

vacant, and he writes anxiously to consult Mr Smith as to

the expediency of applying for it. " Perhaps you may be

inclined to laugh at the absurdity of such a youngling as

myself (he was twenty-eight) for such an office ; but after all,

the younger the better, if there is real aptitude for the task
;

and I certainly feel the strongest bias— I think I may say a

fervent love—for the study of Church history in all its
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branches." His friend would seem t<» have approved the

idea warmly; upon which our young man, always with a

thread of wilfulness in him, begins to be less interested in

the plan, about which at the first suggestion he was so warm.

To Rev. W. Smith.

It presents an aspect of congeniality to me peculiarly fascinating

[he says, wit li t li.it curious involved phraseology which is like a

faint Scotch accent in his style]. I think I could qualify myself

ere long thoroughly for it. At the same time, I am getting

strongly attached to my position here—more so, perhaps, than I

allow myself sometimes to fancy. The place is certainly in one or

two respects a very delightful one, and the people upon the whole

most manageable. 1 can therefore wait In fact, in Borne respects

I prefer waiting. It would enahle me to carry out some studious

projects I have in my head, which, if successfully carried out,

would entitle me, more, than 1 can expect to be entitled at present,

to set up for a chair. Non-success, therefore, in my present at-

tempt, if prudently gone about, would not, I think, leave any

regret behind. At the same time, the opening is one that does

not occur every day, and I feel in some respects so strongly and

consistently drawn to Church history as a study, tha.t I could not

think of letting the opportunity slip.

A whimsical incident here occurred to make an end of

this chance. One of the persons whom he wished chiefly

to consult on the subject was Dr Jackson, who' held the

Chair of Biblical Criticism at St Andrews, and with whom,

though knowing little of him while a student under

hiin, he had recently become intimate. On writing to him,

Tulloch found to his consternation that Dr Jackson was

himself a candidate for the vacant chair, and immediately

withdrew, not without a passing thought of the chair vacated

by Jackson, who at once got the appointment in Glasgow

;

but he adds, " I do not feel any of the same degree of heart

toward Biblical criticism as I do towards Church history."

And accordingly he settled down again, not ill pleased, to

"study hard and be quiet a little longer," before throwing

himself upon the wider world.

It is evident, however, that the little country parish was
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beginning, at least in the ideas of his friends, to he too small

a sphere for him. In the January of 1852 we find him in

Aberdeen, by the invitation of Professor Martin, " looking

about me and learning what may be learned," he says, with

an evident reference to an expected vacancy in the staff of

the University. The following personal reference will be

interesting to many readers:

—

To Rev. W. Smith.

The most interesting, and indeed the only interesting, acquaint-

ance I have made is Professor Blackie, who, Avith all his eccentri-

cities, and they are not few, deserves the Greek Chair in Edin-

burgh ; and if they give it to an Englishman or a foreigner, these

heavy-headed Councillors should one and all he condemned to

swallow and digest, if that were possible, the Greek Rudiments.

I heard Pirie lecture to-day considerably better than I expected

—

indeed, not contemptible by any means, only lumpish and execra-

bly delivered. Martin I think a very good teacher, for he scarcely

lectures ; and Blackie no less so.

Some months later it becomes apparent that it was the

Chair of Theology in Aberdeen which was his object in this

visit. " The appointment seems a very curious affair of com-

parative trial," he says, " and I have little idea of doing any-

thing further in the matter,—besides that it is Church His-

tory—Historical and not Dogmatical Theology—to which I

wish to give myself." We may add here his opinion upon a

contemporary appointment in Edinburgh, made under the old

and very curious system by which professors at the Edinburgh

University were appointed by the Town Council, with all

the evident disadvantages of private canvassing and personal

interest, which often made merit an altogether secondary

question.

To Rev. W. Smith.

I wonder much you don't share my horror at the idea of Alex-

ander's appointment to the Chair of Moral Philosophy. Why,
with such candidates as Ferrier and M'Cosh, and even M'Dougall

(for Morell from his heterodoxy is, I suppose, not eligible), Dr W.
L. has simply not a vestige of a claim. " Clever man," no doubt,
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liui, what lias thai to 'I" with the matter? Baying published

li, In' has published nothing, bo far as I know, thai evina

the slightest degree the peculiar capacity to deal with the topi

discussion thai belong to a Moral Philosophy Chair; while all the

others I have mentioned have decidedly manifested such capacity.

After Sir W. Eamilton, indeed, I believe Ferrier t<> In- the only

thoroughly metaphysical genius in the country, ami nobody who
knows the man or his writings lias a different opinion. Alexander's

position as a Dissenter is to me a matter of no consequence com-

paratively, although certainly this does not recommend him.

The consideration of the Aberdeen Chair being set aside,

another of his friends suggested to the minister of Kettins

;i different kind of appointment

—

i.e., a church in Liverpool,

in which there were supposed to be advantages worthy his

consideration. The stipend was about £400 a-year: the

congregation was wealthy and important, and to a man with

children springing up around his board there were oppor-

tunities which were very apparent, and which no father,

even while his boys were but babies, could fail to take into

consideration. Upon this point Tulloch again consulted his

universal referee, Mr Smith, confiding to him his doubts and

difficulties.

I don't feel that it would be the place for me, unless I were to

abandon studies and views very dear to me, and in the prosecution

of which I think I am following out my bent of mind, and ti

fore my duty, as far as I can see it, more than if I were to give

myself entirely to preaching. Excuse this, which is not meant to

be egotistical, but merely to express a feeling for which I could

not rind a more modest utterance.

In pursuance of the suggestion, however, he went to Liver-

pool " to see about him." I have a local recollection of the

church, heavy with bourgeois respectability according to the

fashion of the period, with cushioned pews, a heavy pulpit

with a portentous roof over it called a "sounding-board."

which overshadowed the whole place, and an atmosphere as

of the dust and afternoon slumbers of years pervading it, to

which it thus became for a moment possible that Tulloch
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would bind himself. His instinct was a true one, for nothing

indeed could have suited his free and open-air nature less

than this respectable meeting-house full of all the conven-

tionalities, where the wealthy Scotsmen of Liverpool had

Buffered the lethargy of a pious dulness for generations. No

one would dream of saying a word against the intelligence

and energy of such a great community, and the Scotch

colony in Liverpool was an important one, and had been

stirred into new activity by the excitement of the Disruption

in the Scotch Church. But there is something even in the

prodigious prosperity and material wealth of such a com-

munity which daunts the spirit accustomed to cultivate the

muses on a little oatmeal, according to Sydney Smith's well-

known translation. I cannot, unfortunately, lay my hand

upon the packet of letters to his wife in which Tulloch

describes this experience. But there was one in which he

gave her an account of the splendour of a house on the other

side of the Mersey, in which one of the members of this

congregation entertaiued him. He wishes (as he always did)

that she had been with him to see the mighty river with all

its ships, and the wonderful landscape, and all those atmos-

pheric effects which the neighbourhood of a great town varies

with such strange lines of human movement upon the pearly

tints of the morning, and the glow of the sunset ; but there is

a sort of half-amused, half-puzzled oppression in the young

man's bosom in that home of luxury. He came away more

clear than ever, that " it would not be the place for me," and

plunged into talk about the ' North British Eeview ' and all

the Eeviews, and articles planned and accomplished, with

double zest after his escape from the atmosphere which was

so little suited to him.

Shortly after, his second article published in the ' North

British,' upon Niebuhr, appeared. He tells his friend Dick-

son with great satisfaction that "it has been very hand-

somely paid for. The North Britishers are gentlemen in
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thai, way," he adds with glee— tlicv " ]»;iy inu<li better tlian

the ' British Quarterly';" as for Dr Kitto, it has already been

made apparent how little he was bo be calculated upon. The

articles now succeed each other quickly. We have one on

Mullerand the question of the Origin of Sin (curiously enough

this is also one of the subjects to which he returned in later

life, selecting it for the first series of the Croall Lectures,

delivered in St George's Church, Edinburgh), another on the

earlier essays of Sir Arthur Helps, and many more in pre-

paration—notably that on Bunsen's ' EEippolytus,' which was

to influence his whole career. But there were still inter-

vals of the far niente, for which he had always a delightful

capacity, and in which he describes himself humorously as

" leading a life of dissipated indifference, doing nothing but

examining schools and trying to settle accounts." His lit-

erary plans and thoughts were confided to his friend Dickson

with great detail and fulness. One of these, which never

seems to have been worked out, was an essay or book on

the spiritual state of man before Christianity—" an absurdly

extensive subject, you will say; but it is only a sketch

founded upon one of the 'Small Books on Great Subjects,'

published by Pickering, the beautiful typography of which

may have taken your fancy in some bookseller's, if you have

no further acquaintance with them."

To Rev. Dr Dicl^on.

My aim is a rapid but impartial view (I trust) of the subject, to

point an argument for the divine origin of Christianity. Some
things in a long letter of , which you read to me when I was

with you last, have been so running in my mind in connection

with this subject, that the idea of writing to you about it has

struck me. He instances, if I remember, some special truths or

precepts of Christianity which he conceives anticipated by heathen

wisdom. Would you be so good, if you can rind time, to make a

note of them for me 1 For my own satisfaction I would not like

to miss any remarkable instance of anticipated Christianity, or

what is supposed to be such. ... I have Tholuck's little volume

on Heathenism, which is useful in its way. It is my object, how-
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ever, rather to speak of the highest results of heathen inquiry in

search of truth, metaphysical and moral, with the view of showing

by comparison how utterly untenable is the notion of Christianity

being (as many maintain in the present day again with fresh zeal)

a mere natural product of the human mind. At the character of

Heathenism in a general and popular sense I will also glance but

shortly. The article in question will probably not be in readiness

for some time.

So far as Dr Dickson is aware, this article was never writ-

ten, or at least never completed ; but it shows the tendency

of his thoughts, and the manner in which already his mind

had begun to work. Another significant and humorous bit

of self-perception occurs in his description to his friend of his

article upon Helps' Essays. He says :

—

Eemark with interest the strong plea I put in for a tendency of

mind—intellectual indecision you may call it : I call it by the

tine-sounding name of Catholicity. I do not know if you will

think it at all applicable to a certain friend of yours.

The reference here mnst have been to many a friendly dis-

pute unrecorded ; for Dr Dickson adds a note to the effect

that this was (as Tulloch himself evidently indicates) " a lead-

ing characteristic of his own mind, which saw clearly what

might be said on either side, but did not find itself constrained

to incline strongly to either "—a peculiarity, let us add, ex-

tremely exasperating to those whose point of view is less

catholic and more decided.

The article on ' Hippolytus ' was the most important piece

of work he had yet taken in hand, and one for which he pre-

pared with great gravity and anxiety, feeling himself at a

turning-point in life, though by no means divining the import-

ance which it was to assume in after developments. He writes

thus on the subject in the beginning of another year :

—

To Rev. Dr Dickson. The Manse of Kettins, February 10, 1853.

I have undertaken to handle for the ' North British' Bunsen's

'Hippolytus,' and a great article is expected— something more

important than anything I have yet done either for the ' North
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British' or the ' British Quarterly' ; so says the editor. I feel,

therefore, somewhat uneasy on the Bubject, especially as in th<

weeks or so before me for it, I shall be liable to many interrup-

tions, examinations of schools, &c. " Original and patristic learn-

ing," ;i display of which many might look for on such a subject, I

of course make no pretensions to. My mi arable deficiency In this

and every learned respect I know too well, although I hope, if

[ am spared for ten years, I shall do something in that time to

remedy such deficiency. I am, accordingly, to treat the suhject

from a quite different point of view, dwelling at length upon Un-

critical-historical method of Germany (of which the work is so

genuine a product), vindicating its superiority over the old dog-

matic methods of theology which still prevail among us, and then

passing on to notice the significance for Christian science in the

time to come (for the new era of it, which undoubtedly must come

if Christianity is not to undergo among us some eclipse), of the

results reached by Bunsen, contrasting them at once with the

bierarchism of Popery and Puseyism, and the ultra-orthodox dog-

matism of the so-called Evangelical Protestantism, &c. &c. I feel

I am expressing in the most obscure way my intention, but per-

haps you will catch a glimpse of it. The paper will, you will see,

be from a decidedly free point of view, which will probably aston-

ish some readers of the X. B, Of this, however, I have distinctly

advertised the editor ; in this knowledge he is " glad to commit
the subject to my hands." Let me know what you think of my
plan, so far as it may be intelligible to you from my obscure repre-

sentation, and mention any special points of significance that may
have struck you. And if you think they would be at all service-

able, do not hesitate to send me your notes on the whole. The
most perplexing and difficult aspect of the work to me is its phil-

osophy of the Trinity, as expressed in the ' Aphorisms ' and the
' Apology.' It appears to me to introduce a point of view with

which the historian has really nothing to do ; besides that, can-

didly, in any relation, I think a great deal of it nonsense. "What

do you think of it 1 Give me any insight or any help you can.

For a month or two after, his mind was largely occupied

by this subject, and his letters are full of it. He was in

expectation of a visit from his friend Dickson, and anxious

to finish the work in order to have the benefit of his advice

upon it before publication. And his mind overflows in the

meantime in descriptions and representations of the method

he meant to adopt, with a strong inclination at the same
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time to discuss the school which he had been of late study-

ing so much—the modern Germans and their ways, which

were to him a kind of revelation.

To Dr Dickson.

In the first, and what in my own estimation will be the most

important, part of the paper, I treat at length of the method of the

German critical school—its excellences, dangers, &c. It is in the

second part I have any difficulty as to the mode of treatment. At
first I intended to exhibit the results of the work merely in a

negative polemic way, in their bearing on Popery, Mysticism, the

Tubingen School, and our own ultra-dogmatic Protestantism as

well. But this I found conveying rather too poor an idea of what

the book contained. I have deviated, therefore, into an attempt

to exhibit something of the full picture of the ancient Church in

its constitution, worship, and theology, presented especially in the

last two volumes. This, however, involves a more detailed treat-

ment than I intended, and is somewhat apt to weary me, as it may
the reader; and this leads me to say—be sure and bring your

notes with you, as they will be valuable for the detail, in which

I am most apt to go astray.

Dr Dickson (then Mr Dickson of Cameron) paid his friend

a visit at Kettins in the spring, when they had many talks

over this momentous article, and read the book together, and

communicated their mutual thoughts upon that and many

other subjects. There was snow on the ground, and one

lively recollection which remains in the mind of the survivor,

was their joint observation of the movements of a weasel

—

a dark little busy creature flitting about in the snow, much

occupied, and full of business—and of what its small ideas

might be as to the men-mountains overshadowing its little

world. This was a long way from ' Hippolytus.' And the

reader will probably by this time think he has heard enough

of the composition. It would be too much to expect that at

this distance of years a review of a book—itself forgotten,

pushed out of sight by floods of other books, and by new

tides of thought, and by the progress of time, which has

altogether swept away the once so well-known bustling and
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genial figure of Bunsen—should retain the recollection of

any large number of readers. But it was more importanl

in Tulloch's life than any detached Literary composition usu-

ally is, and helped to open before him an increasing and

widening career. That he bad also begun to be known and

remarked in bis profession is evident from various pieces

of public work in which lie was already engaged. For in-

stance, be bad been, while still at Eettins, appointed one of

the examiners for the Dick Bequest— a fund established

many years before by a rich merchant of that name, a native

of one of the counties benefited, for the maintenance and

assistance of parochial schoolmasters in the counties of Elgin,

Aberdeen, and Banff. An examination of applicants for the

advantages of this fund was held in September yearly, and

the examiners were chosen among clergymen competent in

classical subjects, and well otherwise known.

An occasional allusion occurs from time to time in the

letters of tins period to a mysterious piece of work which

the minister of Kettins did not talk over with his friends as

he did bis articles, and on the growth of which there is

accordingly little light to be thrown. In February 1852 he

already gives a hint of this undisclosed occupation to Mr
Smith. " I have proposed," he says, " a subject to Fraser

(of ' North British Review '), but would certainly be better

(save for the money, which, alas ! is always needed) unen-

gaged for this quarter, as I shall be otherwise much employed,

having begun something not destined for any Beview, and

not to be said anything of in the meantime." Nearly a year

later he makes a similar reference when wrriting to the other

bosom friend who shared his confidences. " What am I

doing then, you will be saying ? Not idle, I assure you, my
dear fellow : never, in fact, was I so busy in all my life. But

whether anything in the shape of publication may come

of my labours remains to be seen—something is intended

certainly." The piece of work thus hinted at was a much
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more sustained effort than any of his previous productions.

And the occasion and aim of it require a few words of

explanation.

There existed in those days, which had not yet become

days of universal competition, what may almost be called

a romantic prize, for which young men in Tulloch's position

were specially incited to strive. To call anything romantic

which concerns theology in its most abstruse aspect seems

a curious misnomer, and yet this unique intellectual emula-

tion was, in its grave way, a sort of Olympian game worthy

of the energies of the best. The " Burnett Prize " had but

a short life, being awarded only twice ; but such was not

the intention of its founder, who had meant it to be ever-

lasting. This was a certain Mr John Burnett of Aberdeen,

a member of the Scotch Episcopalian Church, and a suc-

cessful merchant in that hard-headed northern city. There

is little information of any personal kind about him. He
must have been a diligent and honourable, as no doubt he

was a slightly eccentric, personage. It is recorded of him,

that his father having failed in business, he and his brother,

as soon as they themselves came to success, paid off every

farthing of their parent's liabilities ; and as his life went on,

he became interested in many benevolent schemes. It is also

told of him that, having apparently lost faith in religious

dogma, or found none that represented his ideas, he gave up

attendance at church, " lest he should be committed to a

creed," says his biographer, in the brief notice of him given

in Mr Leslie Stephen's Dictionary of Biography. There is

a mixture of pathos and of Scotch argumentativeness in the

object to which, holding these ideas, he devoted a portion of

his fortune. The money was placed in the hands of trustees,

the interest to accumulate for periods of forty years, at the

end of each of which periods it was to be divided into two

prizes for the writers of the two best essays on the proofs

from natural religion of the existence and character of God.
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One wonders if the <>M man had convinced himself on this

Bubjecl ; it he found the evidence of nature more satisfactory

to his soul than the teaching of the Churches; 01 it il

irritation with the prejudices and narrowness of his non-

juring brethren, and the equally narrow and unenlightened

views of a slumbrous Kirk, that led him to this curious

institution, unique of its kind among all the shows of

mental athleticism. The prize was one of solid value,

amounting in 1855, which was the time fixed for the

second competition, to a sum of £1800 for the first, and

£600 for the second prizeman. It is doubtful whether

such chances often fulfil their purpose by bringing out

either the best arguments or the best writers on a subject

of such importance. However, the names of those successful

in the first competition were at least those of well-known

men, to whom afterwards, in their very different spheres,

the highest awards of their professions fell. The gainer of

the first prize on that occasion was William Lawrence Brown,

a distinguished theologian in his time, and who afterwards

became Principal of Marischal College, in Aberdeen. The

second was John Bird Sumner, Archbishop of Canterbury.

These were respectable predecessors in the competition, to

which, as it approached a second period, John Tulloch, full of

ambition and energy, and lacking advancement, now turned

his eyes. He had begun, at least, to prepare for it in 1852,

and it is evident that it was carried on behind all his lighter

and more popular work, an undertaking of the gravest

moment, which he fully expected to be the stepping-stone

to fame, and to which he returned with continued zeal in

every interval. One can well imagine how the greatness

of the subject would take possession of his mind and fancy
;

and how, as he trudged far afield through all weathers to

hillside farmhouse or cottage, to the bedsides of the dying,

to console and advise in all the nameless troubles that come

to a country minister's ear, his thoughts would return to that
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high argument ; and how every combination of cloud and

hill, and every blazing sunset, and all the adaptations of

Nature for the sustenance and protection of the living mul-

titudes which are nourished by every sod and every stream,

would give it illustration and enrichment. There are some

eyes which see her only " red in tooth and claw, with ravine;"

but there are others to whom Nature appears as a benignant

mother telling the still greater love of the Father of all

Tulloch was one of these. The " homely nurse " was dear

to her foster-child in all her aspects. He had at all times

that softening sense of delight and kindred in the mere

fabric of the world, in open air, in changeful skies, and

summer and winter, and all the vicissitudes of earth and

heaven, which is one of the richest of natural inheritances.

And an undertaking more congenial to his mind than to

show how every one bore witness to the Creator could not

have been conceived.

It is a more sacred thing to draw the domestic curtain

from the peaceful manse and show the evening scene, near

the fireside in the little study, or in the lingering daylight

of the prolonged sweet summer evening of northern skies,

when the outdoor occupations were over, notwithstanding

that at any moment Duncan or Sandy might come lumbering

to the door in heavy ploughman shoes to bring some village

trouble to the solution of the minister ; and when the chil-

dren were asleep, and the young mother free to take her share

of the work, copying in her more legible writing the sheets

which in their original form would have daunted the most

courageous examiner, notwithstanding that her ear was ever

alert to a murmur from the little cribs above. She was his

first judge and critic, making her modest comments, as well

as his untiring secretary ; and the work was thus a joint

work, his helpmeet filling up everything that was wanting

in him with her softening presence and steady patient work.

He was still under thirty, she twenty-six—a pair formed for
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all the enjoyments of life, young in heart as well as in

fond of iill simple pleasures. One wonders if any circum-

stances of case or wealth or gaiety, or all that makes what in

other spheres is called life, could have embodied a greater

happiness or afforded a more beautiful spectacle than these

laborious QightS and days.

Thus passed the peaceful years at Ketlins, with increase

of children and care, yet much unfeigned and wholesome

pleasure in life. 1 have often thought that George Eliot,

in one of the most touching and beautiful of all her crea-

tions, that of Milly Barton, must have somehow in the spirit

had a glimpse into the manse of Kettins, and seen the young

minister's wife, three days after the birth of a big, peaceable,

thriving baby, sitting up propped with pillows, not to darn

the family stockings, but to laugh and cry over that be-

wildering manuscript, and go on with her copying ! These

are heroisms of which no one ever hears, which, when they

are told, have a wray of being turned by the ignorant into

something like a complaint, as of an exacting husband or a

cruel fate. No such meaning was in them. The work was

hers as well as his, and the incident, told with tender pride

and pleasure, formed one of those sacred traditions which

make the history of a family noble and dear.

G
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CHAPTER V.

THE VACANT CHAIR—THE BURNETT PRIZE.

Ix the end of the year 1853, when Tulloch had been four

years at Kettins, and had made himself known by his work

in the Eeviews, to an extent, I think, quite unusual with the

writers of anonymous periodical literature, the little world

of the University in St Andrews was much moved by the

prospect of an approaching vacancy. Old Dr Haldane of St

Mary's College, who had seen all these young men grow up,

and trained many of them—he who had been too infirm to

" introduce " Tulloch to the people at Kettins— was now

on the brink of the grave ; and the anxious question who

was to fill his place had become a matter of immediate im-

portance : for he was old as well as ill, and his recovery had

ceased to be looked for. The University of St Andrews con-

sists, contrary to the Scotch custom, of two colleges—one

which bears the name of the United College of St Salvator

and St Leonard, the other St Mary's. The former has been

for a long time devoted to the secular Arts and learning, the

latter exclusively theological. The Principal of the United

College was Sir David Brewster, and it was from him,

through the medium of Dr Brown, the second Professor of

Theology, that the communication which caused, it may
easily be imagined, a great commotion in the manse of

Kettins, arrived one November morning in the midst of all
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the parochial and literary work going on there. These two
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alter til iuli consultation together, had decided

that one of them, Dt Brown, was the most fit person to

succeed to the position of Principal; and thai among the

many younger men who looked to a professorship in the

University as the height of their ambition, Tulloch of

Kit! ins, already so well known to all the neighbouring

country, and especially in St Andrews, was the best choice

that could be made for the chair which Brown should leave

vacant if his candidature was successful. Dr Brown's letter

proposed, accordingly, a union of claims and interest to pro-

cure these two appointments. He had himself the matu-

rity and experience needed for the first, and was in some

respects the most natural substitute for the old Principal

;

while it seemed fully recognised between himself and Sir

David that the minister of Kettins had the best claim to

the reversion of the second. Tulloch, as has already been

seen, had regarded every recent vacancy with interest, and

always entertained the hope of occupying the position of

Professor. Such a proposal as this was, however, so much

more real than any speculations of his own, that it was

suggested by those whose suggestion alone contained almost

a promise of success.

Dr Brown enclosed the draft of a memorandum drawn

up by Sir David, which it was intended to send to all per-

sons of influence who could further the views of the two

candidates. The singular argument used in this circular

is very significant of the temper of the time. The United

College had been separated by the abolition of Tests from

any formal connection with the Established Church, and

contained many men of very liberal and advanced views;

and it was highly desirable, in the opinion of Sir David and

his supporters, that the heads of the Theological College

should also be men of liberal and large minds, and free from

narrowness and prejudice. Tulloch lost no time in signify-
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ing his assent and concurrence, and the circular was at once

sent out both to persons of influence at home, and to the

members of the Government who had the real power in

their hands. Sir David Brewster was at first the lead-

ing actor in the matter, and I find a number of letters ad-

dressed to him by various important personages in reply to

his application and circular. It is curious to see how calmly

these gentlemen take the matter, which kept some hearts

throbbing so strongly, and in the midst of our sympathetic

eagerness to know how the final appointment was brought

about, turn off the inquiry by a piece of political news which

has no longer any excitement in it ! But these were the

days when the Crimean war was about to begin ; and no

doubt even Sir David, though more concerned about his col-

leagues in the University than the peace of Europe, was

moved by what the Duke of Argyll told him, though it had

nothing to do with the matter in hand, and went out from

old St Leonard's full of importance to repeat it :
" Despite

all our efforts, I much fear that war cannot now be avoided.

We have the satisfaction of thinking that we have done

everything we could to avert it ; and if it is forced on us,

we must fight to the stumps." It is very strange to find

so few echoes of important and stirring moments in the

national history in these little records of individual life.

Through all the convulsions of '48, not a word in the letters

of the young men, whose intimate communications we have

been reading, betrays the character of the period. But when

we have a glimpse into the circle of the statesmen on whom

this little University business is pressed, while they are in

the heat of the struggle which preceded a great international

convulsion, the bigger question bursts in through the faint

opening afforded by the smaller. Mr Ellice, who is more

especially devoted to Scotch affairs, says a word or two of

civil attention to the application, then plunges into the over-

whelming interest of the moment. Nevertheless the smaller
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practical business which bad bo be settled made proj

and gradually gained the attention of the much-occupied

statesmen.

It was anything but a small matter, however, in the little

circle immediately concerned The old man whose -acces-

sion was in question died in March. "Di Qaldane hasjusl

expired," I )r Brown Bays with a certain sigh of satisfaction

;

and whatever influence could be had, whatever friend- in

power could be appealed to, whatever effort could be made,

the moment had now come to put everything in movement.

Tulloch responded to this appeal with the utmost energy,

thinking only, so far as he was concerned, of the second

chair, which indeed was very good preferment for a young

man of thirty. His local friends and those of his family in

Perth and Dundee were, if not great men themselves, the

great men's factors and men of business. If they could not

reach Lord Palmerston they could reach Lord Kinnaird, who

in his turn could get at the head of the Government ; and

they all responded warmly to young Tulloch's appeal. So

did a number of the friends whom he had made in the course

of his literary work, notably Baron Bunsen, who had been

highly pleased by the notice of ' Hippolytus,' and felt that

one good turn deserved another. He had some hereditary

- "unection, that of political support or local championship,

in one way or another, with the family of Kinnaird; and

both Mr Arthur Kinnaird of Exeter Hall fame, and his

brother Lord Kinnaird, were favourable to the son of the

minister of Tibbermuir. Letters came thickly on all sides

during March and the beginning of April—discussions of the

mutual prospects from Dr Brown, enclosures from Sir David

Brewster, signed with great names, letters from bailies and

other dignitaries in support of Tulloch's claims. To him

there seems to have been no opposition ; but a sort of sourd

undeclared antagonism began to be vaguely apparent in re-

spect to Dr Brown. Dr Cook of Haddington, another well-
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known man, if not actually in the field, was secretly sup-

ported by a number of influential people in Edinburgh.

And Dr Brown had opposed the Government and disap-

pointed the Lord Advocate in some special matters of which

I know no details. No doubt these could be easily pro-

cured ; but they have nothing to do with the present sub-

ject, and would not interest a generation from whose know-

ledge they have altogether passed. Though nothing is said

distinctly on the subject, there is a faint suggestion of op-

position in several of the letters, before the curious explosion

came which made an end of the double candidature and of

Dr Brown's hopes together.

It has been generally supposed that the appointment of

Tulloch, at so early an age and so unexpectedly, to the

Principalship of St Mary's, was the result of a compromise

between two parties, neither of them strong enough to carry

their own candidate ; and no doubt there was a certain degree

of truth in this. But at the same time, the first suggestion

of such a step was evidently the result of the mistake de-

scribed in the following letter :

—

To Rev. Prof. Brown. Manse of Kettins, 20th March 1854.

My dear Sir,—On Saturday I had a note from Lord Kiimaird

desiring to see me on the subject of St Andrews before his depart-

ure to London to-morrow. I have just returned from seeing him,

and the result, I regret to say, is by no means satisfactory. His

lordship, it appears, misunderstood our plans. In the hurry of

communication with Lord Palmerston he had not made himself

acquainted with the contents of the Memorandum, which I en-

closed with my brief letter to him on Dr Haldane's death. He
considered me, therefore, to be applying for the actual vacancy

which had occurred. He was naturally astonished in consequence

to hear that Sir David was making interest in your behalf, more

especially as strong means have evidently been taken to prepossess

him against you in reference to your supposed liberal views on

the Education question, on which question lie seems himself

entirely Conservative. In this state he had written to Lord

Palmerston requesting him to delay procedure in the matter till

he should see him in the course of the week.
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I feel excessively annoyed al this position <>f matters. I trual

that both you and Six David will see at once that I have been

entirely blamele in word and act. It is a matter of ri

perhaps, that Sir David did oot himself communicate with his

lordship on I>r Ealdane's death, as I expected he would I could

not do more than to set the whole thing hefore him and semi him

the Memorandum.

I copy this from what was evidently the brouillon of the

letter really sent to Dr Brown, and it breaks off abruptly

with an expression of hope " that his lordship's influence

will he neutralised, and that your Fife political influence"

will carry the day. There can be no doubt that it was a

most awkward position for the young man, and that he felt

it deeply ; but from the moment of this fortunate but most

innocent mistake, it is evident that the elder theologian had

no chance. To him, as we have said, there was opposition

—

to Tulloch none ; and no doubt the authorities were too glad

to find a really able and popular man, with nothing against

him—nay, with everything in his favour—under their hand,

whom they might place at once in the Principal's chair,

and so be done with the matter. The turning of the tables

was complete. It was on the 20th March that the above

letter was written ; and on the 11th of April Sir David

Brewster writes to Ivettins to inform the anxious and still

disturbed and uneasy young minister of the " probability "

—

considered by the writer as a certainty—that the appoint-

ment would be given to him. The name of Dr Brown

dropped at once out of the correspondence ; and though the

intimation of Sir David proved a little premature, Tulloch

was gazetted to St Mary's early in May. Thus a revolution

took place in his fate almost as extraordinary, in the tran-

quil course of everyday life, as the promotions of a fain-

tale. The idea of offering himself in his youth and unim-

portance as a candidate for one of the foremost positions in

the country, had never occurred to him. But it is evident

that it did not seem so much out of the question to persons
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in authority as it did to himself. Lord Kinnaird, who made

this lucky mistake, was a man whose residence was in Perth-

shire, and who knew very well the opinions and feelings of

the community round him. And when the young man's

name was pronounced in higher places, there were not

wanting witnesses from unexpected quarters to answer for

him. Baron Bunsen, as has been already said, spoke to

Lord Palmerston in his favour, and the ground of the re-

commendation—the liberal and able discussion of a learned

work— was the most admirable proof of the candidate's

suitability in the special circumstances set forth by Sir

David Brewster. It was thus that this unhoped-for and

unthought-of promotion— an amazement to everybody at

the time, a standing wonder since, and perhaps of all uni-

versity appointments made in that generation the one most

perfectly justified by the results—was made.

No doubt Dr Brown's disappointment was great ; but

his behaviour, so far as appears from the correspondence,

was not without magnanimity. To see a young man put

over one's head is never an experience easy to bear. But

he brought no accusation against the successful competi-

tor, who had never meant to enter into rivalry with him.

" You cannot assert your open and honourable bearing

throughout the whole affair more strongly than I think

you entitled to do," he says. " I have only to add that I

still think the second-best result of our original arrangement

will be your introduction to the University, however brought

about." Lord Kinnaird, on the other hand, in congratulat-

ing the new Principal on his appointment, writes that he

" considers it very fortunate that the mistake occurred. I

am glad, however," he adds, " to hear that your nomination

gives general satisfaction, which the arrangement proposed

by Sir David Brewster would not have done."

By another most happy chance, the little ship of fortune

which the young couple in the manse of Kettins had sent
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forth some months before any idea of this promotion had

crossed their minds, came t<> land almost in the shadow of

the other greal event. Both husband and wife had regarded

the Burnett essay as the probable turning-point of their for-

tuna They had indulged in many fond anticipations—those

calculations beforehand which are so often the sweetest part

of a piece of sudden prosperity—on what was to be done

with the Utile fortune when it came: the percentage for the

amanuensis had been settled with much tender jesting and

smiles and shakings of the head. Tulloch, not usually over-

confident, and so unduly apt to doubt his own scholarship,

would seem in this case to have had a presentiment of

success. Perhaps, however, the other unlooked-for advance-

ment had put it a little out of their heads during the busy

summer, while they were beginning to think of their removal

from rural Kettins to the beautiful old house at St Mary's,

which was their home for the rest of their united lives.

This removal was not done in a moment ; and though our

young man, whom I may now with satisfaction begin to call

the Principal— the only name by which I ever knew him

—had begun his work, and already delivered and published

with much applause, yet some whispers of heresy, his in-

augural address, the family still remained in the manse

of Kettins in January 1855 when the second great event

happened which made his name known over all the country.

The first information he received was by a formal letter from

the Trustees, accompanied by an enthusiastic one from a

private friend, which gives us a very pretty glimpse of the

curiosity and interest excited. The Trustees' announcement

is as follows :

—

Aberdeen, 20th January 1855.

BURNETT TREATISES.

Rev. axd dear Sir,—On behalf of myself and the other

trustees of Mr Burnett, I beg to send you the enclosed proof of

the advertisement which will be despatched this evening to the
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' Times,' stating the result of the adjudication, and at the same

time to congratulate you most heartily on your success. Great

interest was felt here in the announcement, and I am bound to

Bay that the meeting in the Town Hall evinced no small satis-

faction when it was found that a Scotchman carries off one of

these giv.ii and honourable prizes.

The amount is payable at Whitsunday, but by local usage in

Aberdeen all money transactions are settled here at the 4 th of

June, and not at the strictly legal term of Whitsuntide, 15th

May. The funds of the trust are invested in securities which we
cannot get payment of until our June term, and therefore I must

prepare you for the announcement that before then we shall not

be able to pay the successful competitors.

I need not remind you that by Mr Jiurnett's deed of settlement

the successful treatises must be published and 300 copies pre-

sented to the Trustees. Requesting your attention to the terms

of the bequest in regard to publication, I shall be glad to hear

from you when you have considered this subject, and it will

always give me great pleasure to be the means of affording you

any further information you may desire in any point connected

with the trust.—Your very obedient servant,

John Webster.

The printed paper enclosed gives the decision of the

arbitrators as follows :

—

We, the judges appointed for the Burnett prizes, in reporting

to the Trustees the result at which we have arrived, feel it neces-

sary to state that, after giving careful examination to the whole

of the treatises sent in, we have found considerable difficulty in

coming to a decision, not on account of any difference of opinion

among ourselves, but on account of the very near approach to

equality of merit in a considerable number of the treatises.

We should have been glad to find that there were two treatises

so incontestably superior to all the rest as to release us from all

hesitation. Still, though there is no essay which, in our judgment,

is not greatly capable of improvement by omission or alteration

(which we mention with reference to the future publication of such

essays), we are unanimously of opinion that there are three which

stand, by an appreciable interval, in advance of the rest, viz. :

—

No. 143 in Mr Webster's list, "Christian Theism." Motto

—

To dya#oi> 7W fiev ev i\6vTO)v airtov twv 8e kolkCjv avaiTiov-

No. 141 in Mr Webster's list, "Theism," &c. Motto—Z^-mv

tov Kvpiov, k. t. X.—Acts xvii. 27.
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No. 1 in Mr Webster's list, "The Witness <<f God, <>r the

Evidence of His Being and Perfections." Blotto

—

Ovk
A/idpTvpav iavrof ('i<j)?jKtv—Acts iciv. 17. "Ask now the

beasts."—Job xii. 7.

We are of opinion that of these, No. I t3, "Christian Theism,"

deserves the lust place, and therefore t<> it we adjudge the first

prize. As to the other two, we find mnch greater difficult; in

deciding which of them Bhonld be preferred. If the trust-deed

left a choice to the judges in this matter, we should have awarded

them equal, But as this « 1 « »cs not appear to be the case, we deem
it necessary to state that two of our number are disposed to a

a certain preference to No. 1 11, and that the third acquiesces in

that judgment, since at the utmost he should have been disposed

only to pi; them equal

This award was signed by the names of Baden Powell.

Henry Kogers, and Isaac Taylor, the three judges chosen,

strangely enough, perhaps with an idea of more complete

impartiality, from the other side of the Tweed. I may add,

in passing, that this, the second time these prizes had been

awarded, was also the last. Long before the third period of

forty years was exhausted, the University Commissioners had

seized upon this unique and picturesque institution, and in

equal indifference to the intentions of the founder, and to

any particular necessities of the people, appropriated the

Aberdeen merchant's carefully settled money to the support

of a lectureship,—surely a very arbitrary interference with a

marked and certain purpose. The prize in money won by

the first competitor was £1800 ; the second, that which fell

to Principal Tulloch, was £600. The Rev. Piobert Anchor

Thompson remained unknown to fame, so far as I am aware,

and did nothing afterwards to justify his success.

The following more lively account of the proceedings is

from Professor Martin of Aberdeen :

—

M.umschal College, 2Qlh January 1855.

My dear Mr Tullocu,—Very great was my delight to hear

your name read to-day as the author of the second Burnett Prize

Essay. I was not aware that you were a candidate. I join very

cordially with you in the pleasure you must feel at your success.
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The scene to-day was quite an exciting one. The electors (con-

sisting of the professors of both colleges, and the clergymen of the

city) were summoned to attend in the Town Hall at 2 p.m.; and

by that time a large body not of these only, but of our most

respectable citizens, was in attendance. The proceedings being

simply formal, no objection was made to the presence of any one

who chose to enter. About a hundred gentlemen accordingly sat

round the table, or stood in groups around the large room, anxiously

awaiting the important disclosure. Principal Dewar opened the

proceedings with prayer. Mr John Webster, advocate, and secre-

tary to the Burnett Trustees, then read the report of the judges.

... I presume the report will be published and you will have a

copy. Thereupon the sealed notes were taken up, handed to some

of us at the end of the table to bear witness to their being un-

opened, and then came the opening ! "What a moment of breath-

less attention ! how every eye was fixed on the tall figure of Mr
W., who did the thing with great effect, really entering into the

spirit of it! No. 143 was at last opened. Mr "W.'s fingers

dragged somewhat heavily out the precious enclosure. It ran as

follows :
" The Rev. Eobert Anchor Thompson begs to thank the

Judges for the great attention they must have given to his essay,

and desires to be addressed to South Staffordshire or Wallsend

Parsonage, Newcastle." The Rev. Robert A. Thompson ! No
man knew him, but he was a happy man. The thing was over so

far. Now came the turn of 141. The seal was broken, and Mr
W., looking into the note, burst out with an exclamation of joy,

declaring it was a Scotchman ! whose name accordingly turned

out to be the Rev. J. T., Manse of something or other, which I

ventured to suggest was Kettins. And so it was, to my great

delight. As soon as the meeting was over, I asked Mr W. to

telegraph the event to you at St Andrews, which he accordingly

gave orders for doing. I hope you have received the message. I

am much pleased at the event. It will contribute greatly to your

comfort in your present position, and in every way consolidate

your influence in the University. Many must be disappointed

—

208 essays were given in, so 206 must be prizeless. . . . And so

good-bye. May you be kept very faithful, for your work is a

great work, and great is your responsibility. That the Lord may
bless you is the prayer of yours very faithfully,

William Martin.

It must have been on Saturday that this scene took place,

when the new Principal was at Kettins preparing for the

Sunday duty which it was still his to fulfil. On reaching St
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Andrews on Monday morning be found and report

follows, with singularly little excitement considering how

importanl the matter was:—

To his Wife.

Various congratulatory letters awaiting me from Aberdeen

—

second prize only though; a person of the name of Thompson, an

Englishman, firsl prizeman, fsn'i it a pity 1 Your £100 dwindles

into £50. We must not complain, however. Try and come this

week. [Xrxt day he adds:] 1 wrote you a very hurried note on

my arrival yesterday in reference to the decision in the Burnett

Essays. You will of course he sorry I am not first, as I am a

little myself. All the difference between £1800 and £600. In

reference to the honour of the thing there is not so much to be

regretted, as the judges say in their report that they found con-

siderable difficulty in coming to a decision on account of the very

near approach to equality of merit in the three best essays. No.

143 they are of opinion deserves the first place. The author is

an English clergyman of the name of Robert Anchor Thompson,
and seems to have some connection with Newcastle. He is said

to have been a candidate for the Chair of Moral Philosophy in

Oxford some years ago. Between myself and the third man the

judges say they had much greater difficulty in deciding who should

be preferred. (Thompson, you see, must be a mighty clever

fellow !) Two of their number assign a certain preference to me,

and in their judgment the third acquiesces, as at the utmost he

would have been disposed to place us equal. Are you not

sorry for Xo. 1, whoever he may be—so near, and yet to get

nothing ?

The little half-amused grudge against " the person named

Thompson," who must be such a mighty clever fellow, and

the touch of regret for the man who was so near success yet

failed, bring the big and warm humanity of the new Principal

in the Hush of his honours into full light. "Are you not

sorry ? " He knew very well that among her tears of joy, his

happy secretary in the dismantled manse would shed a few

in pity and sympathy over this third left out. She would

not have had anybody left out, even for the advantage of her

own. He adds to his invariable "Come!" the addition,

" Travel first class, of course, on the strength of the £600 "
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—the wonderful comfort of that sudden windfall (well de-

served and well worked for, yet a windfall still) striding to

his heart.

Other letters poured upon him of congratulation and de-

light. His friend Dickson writes from the manse of Cameron,

with an outburst of generous pleasure: "With all my heart

I rejoice, and wish you joy in your new honour—honour, too,

combined with cash, no incongruous adjunct. T rejoice for

the honour's sake, and the money's sake ; but above all, be-

cause it must stop the mouths of all gainsayers, and prove

most essentially justificative to the adversaries of your ap-

pointment to the Principalship." This good friend had been

" quite unsettled " on the Saturday, knowing the day of

decision had come, and could not rest till he had gone to St

Andrews to get the news. " Come out on Friday afternoon,"

he adds, " and spend the Saturday, that we may rejoice to-

gether." Not less warm, though he had not been in the

secret, was the well-beloved Smith. " You may become

sated with success," he writes, " but your friends, I assure

you, will never grow weary in wishing you joy." Along with

the little bundle of friendly letters full of these heartfelt

congratulations, and breathing so much brotherhood and

affection, are enclosed two offers from well-known publishers

—Messrs Macmillan in Cambridge, and Messrs Constable in

Edinburgh— for the publication of the essay. The rising

tide brings everything with it— appreciation, recompense,

applause, as well as that delighted approval of friends,

proud to see their early intuitions of his wTorth so fully

justified. " Nothing could have happened more seasonably,"

writes another neighbour and ally, Mr Stevenson of Coupar-

Angus. " If any thing was wanted to vindicate the opinion

of your friends, and to silence the talk of those who questioned

the propriety of your appointment as Principal, it was just

this."

I may quote another of these congratulatory letters, one
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from it Mr Shaw in Dundee- I Imagine a booksellei

account of a curious note upon a contemporary event which

may amuse the reader. This correspondent tells tli«- new

Principal of a visil from Mr Erskine of Linlathen, the well-

known and venerable prophet of a shadowy creed which

nobody could define, yet all respected and admired. Mi

Krskine's opinion was that Tulloch's Burnett Essay was

much the best, and OUght to have had the first prize.

Mr Shaw thinks the opinion of such a man will do much

"to remove the strong underground clerical prejudice

against it as coming from one so young." He then adds

the following pleasant contribution to the literary history

of the time :

—

I do not kix>w if you have seen the new weekly, entitled the

' Saturday Review.' I have heard it said that Gladstone b

do with it—the matter reads as if he and his party bad, in litera-

ture as well as in politics. I ordered the first four numbers, in

one of which Professor Terrier's book 1
is reviewed. The periodical

is too good and genteel to have a circulation sufficient to pay, and

hence I think it will not last long.

This quotation is irresistible, though it has nothing to do

with the matter in hand.

Thus, though the Burnett Essay was not the first founda-

tion of good fortune to Tulloch, it proved an admirable second

to the entirely unexpected promotion which set him at so

early an age in one of the most important positions in Scot-

land. It was published in 1855 by Messrs Blackwood, who

gave him £200 for the first edition, so that in all he re-

1 The following extract from a letter of Professor Ferrier on the same sub-

ject is amusing : "I have just heard, on the best authority, that the article

on Fraser, in the 'Saturday Review,' was written by at the instigation

of the editor, on account of ttie latter's hostility to Blackwood, in order to

depreciate me. An atheist butters a drone at my expense, because a Loudon
editor hates an Edinburgh publisher. Can anything be funnier ? " This

shows, at least, the opinion entertained by men of letters among themselves

of the sincerity of critics and the genuineness of reviews. Let us hope that

tilings have improved now.
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ceived £800 fur the work—a very unusual honorarium, T

need scarcely say, for a volume of divinity. It never, I

think, came to a second edition, which is very comprehen-

sible. The public taste for abstruse arguments of this de-

scription is limited, and it was then no longer the tendency

of the general mind to study theological works as in the time

of the founder—while the three hundred copies given to the

Trustees forestalled the natural market, as they were distri-

buted precisely to those persons who were sure otherwise to

have bought the volume. Mr Thompson's essay was also

published, but I do not know what was its fate. " The

judges know nothing of him, nor does any one else so far as

I can find," the Aberdeen trustee says—which perhaps shows,

after all, the futility of such competitions so far as they are

supposed to bring out the best man.

With this double honour the young Principal and his

family left Kettins and established themselves in the delight-

ful old house which for more than thirty years was their

home. He was but thirty-one, at an age when many men

are but in the probationary stage of life, and very few have

attained high place in any profession. Such a sudden eleva-

tion has in it many dangers ; but no temptation to rest upon

his laurels seems to have moved him. He had, when the

time came to leave his rural manse, " many causes of regret,"

having been "as happily circumstanced as possible," he

writes to Mr Dickson, all little causes of anything less than

satisfaction having floated from his mind in the tenderness

of departure. Nor does he seem to have ever lost his so-

briety of mind in the excitement of these successes. With

a modesty which was heightened by his native sense of

humour, he speaks of the utterances of his warm partisan

Sir David Brewster as "altogether too absurd in their

eulogy," and anxiously inquires if the " chagrin " of Dr

Brown is as great as has been reported to him. " I should

like to work well with him, having a very considerable re-
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sped for him," he adds, "although 1 tin nut honestly think

much of his theological acquirements."

The first event of the new lit" was the delivery of an

inaugural lecture, which at once revealed the nature of the

teaching which was now to proceed from the sleepy chair

where the old theology had drowned for so many y<

The times had changed altogether from those in which

Dr Haldane's antiquated text-books and murmur of heavy

commentary had sent generations of students to sleep, or

rilled them with impatience or indignation. The new occu-

pant of that place met the young men whom he was to train

into the teachers of a nation, as a young man, himself full

to enthusiasm of the progress of spiritual thought, the new

development of theology, and all the newly awakened intel-

lectual energies which were contending with revived and

unreserved force over the several subjects which it was his

privilege to expound. His first address to his students was

upon "The Theological Tendencies of the Age," in which

he characterised, with a touch at once firm and powerful,

the champions of authority and the defenders of so-called

reason, the Rationalismus vulgaris, and the finer develop-

ments of that school. With the latter his thoughts were

comparatively little occupied for the moment; but the de-

scription which he gives of the supporters of Traditionalism

in its recent great and well-known development in England,

shows at once the high appreciation he had of the remark-

able leaders of a most important movement, and his strong

consciousness of the danger involved in it.

How influential this movement lias recently neon, and continues

to be, in British theology, it is needless particularly to point out.

The genuine earnestness of the men who first engaged in it, and

the depth of sound conviction from which it has sprung, will

not be denied by any who have given it their candid attention :

and we must no less acknowledge the consummate scholarship,

the range and subtlety of intellect, the line and beautiful compre-

hension often of the real import of the Church's history, the

H
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deeper significance of certain aspects of her doctrines, and espe-

cially, perhaps, the exquisite literary skill displayed in the writings

which it has called forth. We feel all the more hound to ac-

knowledge this that the movement is one totally opposed to our

sympathies, and whose effects in every relation, as well upon

Christian theology as upon practical social interests, can only he

regarded as purely disastrous.

It is not, however, against the Anglican traditionalism that

his spirit is moved most strongly. The following exposition

of an evil which he felt more urgent to himself, and the

place in which he stood, he describes as follows :

—

It were a fundamental mistake, however, to suppose that the

traditional tendency in our theology is confined to its full-hlown

and unequivocal manifestation in Anglo-Catholicism. To any

one who cares to look below the surface it will be found no less

really operative in other quarters, little understood as its operations

may be. The essential character of this tendency, as we have

seen, is to refer the whole truth to some outward authoritative

expression winch is to be received simply as such ; or, in other

words, in reference to which the right of private judgment is not

to be exercised. This letter element of the definition is, we beg

to observe, all- important. For, so far are we from considering

* authoritative expressions of the truth in the proper view of them
unnecessary or unwarrantable, that we regard them as essential

to the existence of the Church in any definite form. The con-

nection between the terms Symbol and Church, in any true sense,

we hold with Vinet to be inalienable. The question before us at

present is not one at all as to the appropriate value of symbols or

authoritative expressions of doctrine, but one as to the right of

private judgment,—the claims of the individual reason and con-

-/ science as to any external authority whatever that may be set

before them. The question, in short, is one between tradition, in

whatever shape, and science. Is the truth to be held unquestioned

and unquestionable in any outward formula, at the simple dicta-

tion of any outward power 1 or is it now only, for our time as for

all times, the product of two factors, of Scripture and Reason, of

Revelation and free Inquiry 1 It is the implied principle of all

genuine Protestantism that it is the latter. It is, however, we are

forced to confess, the practice of much of our Protestantism to

hold it for the former. And what is remarkable and might be

instructive to the Christian student is, that this practice is espe-

cially characteristic of certain sections of our Protestantism that
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consider themselves the farthest removed from all taint "f Popery,

as they are certainly endowed with the moet loud-voiced seal

against it.

The genera] evidence of this traditional tendency in tin- j
m--

-

tions to which we refer, is a slavish adherence to certain religious

formulae, a timid cowering from the glance of reason, as something

which it is felt Bomehow ought to be acknowledged, but which it

is not known how to acknowledge. . . . However it may pi

to acknowledge the right of private judgment, there is nothing leas

known, and nothing less tolerated, by the adherents of this school,

than any free and fruitful exercise of this right. Authority in

fact has here, in certain eases, established itself in a far from in-

flexible, as in a far less dignified and impressive form, than in

Catholicism. And as irresistible evidence of this, we find this

school of all the most utterly destitute of a real and learned theol-

ogy. It will not be supposed for a momenl that we undervalue

the practical zeal and the earnest piety that distinguish many who
belong to this school, in England especially ; but as we value the

interests of social science, and the hopes even of Christendom, in

the fiery struggle through which it is passing, on the one side and

the other, we feel bound to protest against a system which, accord-

ing to our firm belief, leaves us logically powerless as theologians

before the seductions of Popery and the assaults of infidelity.

For, disarmed of its critical weapons, and the eyes of its science

worn dim with age, or put out by bigotry, Protestantism were in-

deed only a despoiled giant, easily vanquished and taken captive.

In regarding this traditional tendency as a whole, then, it may be

gathered where we diverge from, and disapprove of it. Not in

any respect because it embodies the element of tradition, but be-

cause, in one shape or another, it exalts it to exclusive supremacy.

Not in any respect because it adheres to the past, but because it

denies the rights of the present and the necessities of the future.

The element of traditional authority, whether it be embodied in

the general symbol of the Catholic Church or in some more special

symbol, is to be regarded as in itself wholly invaluable for the in-

terests of Christian science. They who would arbitrarily separate

themselves from any of the noble expressions of the Church's past

life seem to us utterly and hopelessly wrong. But so soon as ex-

ternal symbol, be it what it may, is held not merely as an illu-

minated guide to the truth, but as, once for all, its authoritative

expression and reality, no more to be judged by the private reason

but to judge it, then the essential principle of Protestantism is in

effect rejected, and the condition of a living theology destroyed.

All that is best and richest in our British theology will be found

to spring from the recognition of the traditional element so far :
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but a fatal barrenness follows the exclusive predominance of the

element wherever it establishes itself.

The great inspiration of Tulloch's life was his struggle

against the unlovely traditionalism thus described, which, as

he said long after, was " the worst kind of Popery, a Popery

which degraded the Christian reason without nourishing the

Christian imagination "—a curious but most characteristic

phrase. And it is remarkable to find his chosen opponent

thus set before him in the very outset of his career, with a

bold and unwavering force of identification, which could only

spring from strong feeling and some presentiment of the con-

iliet to come.

The lecture was published shortly after, and received with

much approbation, though not without some faint threaten-

ings and suggestions of heresy. Some of the letters preserved

among the Principal's papers show a reflection of this in their

indignant protestations against any such outcry. The follow-

ing from Professor Lorimer, of Edinburgh, is an instance of

the manner in which better critics received it :

—

It is said that every man's orthodoxy is his own doxy ; and as

in your letter you have brought out, in the clearest and most

forcible manner, precisely the views which, in a confused and dis-

jointed condition, I had been carrying about with me for many
years, it is possible I may not be a very unprejudiced judge of it

in that point of view. To me, however, it seems to combine the

most enlightened and hopeful and progressive Christianity with

the soundest and safest Protestantism; and such, I have little doubt,

will be the opinion of every one who considers what Christianity

and Protestantism really are, and what he has been accustomed to

hear said about them.

Tulloch's literary work had not been dropped, though the

events of life had so quickened round him. In the very

midst of the excitement about the vacant office, when he

might have been thought to be most moved by the suspense,

he had diverted his thoughts by the composition of an article

on Vinet, for which he apologises indeed as too sketchy as
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well as too short—the latter fault arising from the fad that

he had used smaller paper than usual, and miscalculated the

amounl of writing, which is a sort of literary straw to show

how the wind was blowing through the manse of Kettins

—

the wind of change and commotion. As Boon, however, as

his appointment was certain, his mind seems to have been

at once engrossed by the necessary studies for his first course

of lectures. In the height of summer and tin- holiday sea-

son, having just "spent a very happy ten days wandering

about the Clyde," we find him already at work.

To Dr Dickson.

I am reading away and collecting materials uncritically for my
winter campaign. 1 will not probably begin to write for some
time yet. For anything satisfactory about the Canon one must

go, I suspect, to German sources—especially Credner's ' Zur Ge-

schicbte des Canons,' of which I do not happen to have a copy.
' Alexander on the Canon,' 1 which I brought with me, just to

have a look at the old fellow again, is inconceivably absurd.

This allusion reveals one of the greatest difficulties which

he had to encounter. Principal Haldane had worked to the

end of a long career with the tools and on the lines of the

theological science of his youth, using still the superannuated

text-books in which the advances of modern criticism and re-

search had not yet found a place. On these Tulloch himself

had been daily nourished in his pupil days, but his own mind

had long since travelled beyond their arid lines, and it was an

entirely new world of investigation and knowledge into which

he had now to lead the students, who had up to this time

impatiently suffered the older teaching which responded to

none of the questions of their time. The risk of having the

reproach of heresy thrown in his teeth, or at least the stigma

of defective orthodoxy, was great—indeed it was a risk im-

possible to avoid. He was compelled to incur it boldly, the

old way being no longer possible either with respect to his

own convictions or the teaching required from him. Other

1 A text-book u*ed by Principal Haldane.
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practical questions as to the working of the University also

arose, of which the following letter will give an idea :

—

To Dr Dickson.

There was a meeting of St Mary's College yesterday morning,

at which the opening of the session was fixed for the 28th of

November—a long interval, yet which I shall endeavour to im-

prove as best I can. The subject of fees was not mentioned at

the meeting ; but from some talk I had with Dr Brown afterwards,

I find there is no doubt it will be introduced immediately after

my induction, which I expect will take place on the 7th No-
vember. Brown is quite resolved that, so far as he has any influ-

ence in the matter, there shall be fees immediately. As to the

propriety of fees, and the ultimate advantage arising from them,

to the College, I quite agree with him. I have thought of the

matter a good deal, and am more and more convinced on the sub-

ject that the innovation, though it may make a talk at the time,

will be permanently beneficial to the College in every way.

While agreeing with Brown, however, on the general question, I

am far more impressed than he seems to be with certain diffi-

culties which beset it. Brown is obviously not a very practical

man, being easily run away with by any notions he takes up, and

of the justice of which he feels convinced. He, I suppose, will,

on the contrary, think me too compromising.1 While quite con-

vinced of the propriety of exacting fees, I had made up my mind
that it did not beseem me to incur any possible odium in intro-

ducing the subject. It is quite a different matter lending my
influence in favour of the innovation if taken up by an older

member of the College.

I may conclude the history of this important crisis in

Principal Tulloch's life by a quotation from the speech

delivered by Mr Dickson of Cameron, on the occasion of one

of the civic festivities by which in those times, if not still, the

most grave ecclesiastical as well as secular appointments

were celebrated. The death of Principal Haldane had left

two offices vacant. He was not only the head of St Mary's

College and primarius professor, but also the incumbent of

1
I.e., too ready to resort to compromise. This is one of the words which

seems to me to give a faint Scotch accent, to myself far from disagreeable, to

many of the letters printed here—a slight difference, not in the words but in

the manner of using them.
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what i.s formally called the First Charge of the I'ari-di of St

Andrews—one of the ministers of the M Town Church," the

strangely travestied and disfigured building which yet retains

the old walls and construct ion of the fifteenth century.

While Tulloch was elected to fill the vacant place in the

University, the Rev. Dr Park—a man of considerable elo-

quence and refinement of mind, who had spent many yean

at the head of one of the Scotch churches in Liverpool, but

since the Disruption had held the parish of Glencairn—was

appointed to the church; and to celebrate his induction, a

dinner was given " in the west hall of the Madras College,"

where a number of Fife gentlemen met the Presbytery,

Kirk-session, and other local notabilities. After all the loyal

and other toasts appropriate to the occasion—among others

that of the army, not strictly appropriate perhaps, but which

called forth a stirring martial address from Major Whyte

Melville, the son of the lord of the manor, and a represent-

ative not only of arms but literature, of whom St Andrews

was proud—Mr Dickson, from a neighbouring parish, had

the happy office of proposing the health of his friend, to

whom his private congratulations had been so warm and

sincere. After referring to the work by which the new

Principal was already known, he proceeds :

—

To those who have read these essays, I need not mention how
remarkably they are characterised by lucid exposition, by a com-

prehensive grasp of leading principles, by breadth of views, by
the facility with which what Mr Tulloch's German friends would

call a many-sided mind occupies the various points of view of the

several writers, and by the hearty sympathy, the genial relish

with which he enters into and appropriates whatever measure of

truth and excellence he tinds in them. A distinguished alumnus

of this University, and carrying off while here some of its highest

honours, he is now about to return to it in the prime of manhood,

after ten years' personal experience of the ministerial work in

town and country parish, to co-operate with esteemed colleagues

in training students for that work. In this high office, I believe

that all of us who know him entertain the fullest confidence that

he will bear himself honourably and well. We believe that the
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sense of high responsibility will move and sustain him to the

faithful performance of its duties, and that his interest in them and

his love for them will make his light to hum more brightly from

year to year. We believe that, arrived as he is at that desirable

age when men retain the freshness and vigour of youth, while

they have parted with its impetuosity and rashness, having a full

comprehension of the exigencies of the time, and a ready tact in

discerning the resources and methods with which best to meet

them ; and at the same time that he is conversant with the pro-

ducts of free thought, both at home and abroad, possessing a rare

power of discrimination, which enables him to take forth the pre-

cious from the vile, to make use of the useful and reject the nox-

ious,—we believe that, with these and other essential qualifications

which the time requires, he will be found to discharge with effici-

ency the duties of his office. In such circumstances we shall all

surely look forward to his coming among us most hopefully and

confidently, and we shall all feel justified in anticipating for him,

should God spare him, in his new position, a long career of high

honours and eminent usefulness.

" I take some credit," says this faithful and life-long

friend, thirty-two years after, when that bright career was

over, " for having been so fully prophetic." The pre-

science of brotherly affection and understanding was indeed

thoroughly proved and justified.

It was with such prognostications and surroundings that

the new Principal entered upon his larger sphere.
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CHAPTER VI.

UNIVERSITY WOHK.

It was not until the summer of 1855 that the Principal's

family settled down in St Mary's. I wonder what the

fashionable controversialists of the present day would aay

to the pecuniary conditions of this great promotion which

landed the young pair, with an already numerous and still

increasing family, in the large and beautiful old house, re-

quiring servants and cares unnecessary in a country manse,

with, of course, duties in the way of entertainment and

ceremony from which a country minister was quite free,

upon the magnificent income of £300 a-year. This was,

with an official house, all the stipend that belonged to the

Principalship. Principal Haldane had held a cure of souls

along with his high office, but pluralism even in such a

cheap and inoffensive way was against the newly develop-

ing ideas of the time. Even in money this was very little

advance on the stipend of Kettins ; and, taking all things

into account, it was as a matter of fact a poorer means of

living. The new appointment, I presume, awakened the

public attention to the miserable inadequacy of such an

income, but it was not until 1858 that any action seems to

have been taken in the matter.

There is not much material by which to learn the historv

of the first few years at St Andrews, for Tulloch seems to
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have been much absorbed by his work, and seldom from

home; while of his two chief correspondents, one, Mr Dick-

son, was within reach of continual meetings, and he com-

plains of Mr Smith's "obstinate silence," a reproach repeated

from the other side, both friends by this time being fully

engrossed by the business of life, and with less and less time

for letter-writing. For the first time the Principal found

himself in the midst of a thoroughly congenial and indeed

brilliant little society. St Andrews has become too well

known to demand much description. Its fame, which is

partly of letters, but I fear still more of golf, has extended

far and wide, and there are now few places where the visitor

is more likely to meet with other pilgrims from all quarters

of the world. The little grey town with its rocks and ruins,

the stately relics of a historico-ecclesiastical period now en-

tirely passed, and leaving no sign except in these monuments

of a lodging far more magnificent than faith or learning has

ever since had in Scotland,—with the dark and dangerous

reefs below, which make St Andrews Bay a name of fear to

seafaring men ; and around the half-encompassing sea, some-

times grey as northern skies can make it, sometimes crisp and

brilliant in its blue breadth, as full of colour as the Mediter-

ranean ; the long stretch of sandhills and cheerful links, the

brown and red roofs all clustered about an old steeple or two,

thinning out into farmhouses and cottages landward among

their spare and wind-swept trees, running down into fisher-

houses, and the bustle of a little storm-beaten port towards the

east,—stands now, as then, upon its little promontory, with all

those charms of situation and association which make a place

of human habitation most dear. I think there is no such

sweep and breadth of sky anywhere. The " spacious firma-

ment on high" sweeps round and round, with the distant

hills in soft outline against its tints of pearl, and the levels

of the sea melting into it, yet keeping their imperceptible

line of distinction, brimming over in that vast and glorious
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cup. The greal globe Bways visibly in the summer sunshine,

so that the musing spectator seems to see its vast circumfer

ence, the level of its human diameter, the circle that holds

it separate from all other spaces and worlds. Nowhere else

has my mind received the same impression of the round

world and all that it contains. And there could be no more

magnificent sight anywhere than the sunsets that dame

upon the western sky over the long levels of the links, or the

rush of the aurora horealis in the intense blue of the mid-

night frost, or the infinite soft gradations of earth and sea

and air in the lingering summer evenings, when the gleam

of half-a-dozen lighthouses comes out intermittent, like faint

earthly stars in the dim celestial circles when silence reigns

and peace.

The edge of the little promontory was not obscured then

as it is now with commonplace houses ; but the green of the

Scores was free, with no interruption until the upright lines

of the ruins and the heavy old immemorial tower of St Rule

gave a climax to the landscape ; and the town was still under

the all-improving sway of Sir Hugh Playfair, whose hand

swept and garnished into uniform tidiness even certain scraps

of ruin—such as the Black friars Chapel in South Street—but

no doubt did good service elsewhere. The society, I believe,

was more stationary than it has been since, and more entirely

disposed to make of St Andrews the pleasantest and brightest

of abiding-places. Sir David Brewster was still throned in

St Leonards. Professor Terrier, with his witty and brilliant

wife—he full of quiet humour, she of the wildest wit, a mimic

of alarming and delightful power, with something of the

countenance and much of the genius of her father, the great

Christopher North of 'Blackwood's Magazine'—made the

brightest centre of social mirth and meetings. Westpark,

their pleasant house, is now metamorphosed into a big stony

mansion, which the Muses know no more ; but at the period

which I record it was ever open, ever sounding with gay
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voices and merry laughter, with a boundless freedom of talk

and comment, and an endless stream of good company.

Professor Ferrier himself was one of the greatest metaphy-

sicians of his time—the first certainly in Scotland ; but this

was perhaps less upon the surface than a number of humor-

ous ways which were the delight of his friends, many quaint

abstractions proper to his philosophical character, and a happy

friendliness and gentleness along with his wit, which gave his

society a continual charm. It is permitted to speak of this

lively and delightful household, because that pair, so full in

their way of native genius and originality, have both passed

from the haunts of men. I cannot add, for the reason that

this has fortunately not happened in other cases, more than

the names of the Sellars, the Fischers, and other members

of the mirth-loving community. The house of the late Mr
John Blackwood at Strathtyrum added, at a later period, other

elements of wit and delightful social intercourse. Society has

become more reticent in later days. It permits itself no such

liberties as those which in the flow of wit and high spirits

were freely taken with individual peculiarities and the quips

and cranks of intellectualism. It has become perhaps tant

soit peu prtcicusc, cultured, thoughtful, and other fine things.

But the native gaiety, the exuberant fun, the freedom and

friendliness, mingled with the best of talk upon all subjects,

and a lively acquaintance with everything going on, which

existed thirty years ago—no such very long period after all

—has died away. It lingered longer in St Mary's than

anywhere else, until trouble and sickness, and the fading

off of the elder generation and the coming in of a new order,

chased the last traces away.

It was into the heart of this pleasant company that the

new Principal came ; and probably the walk that could be

taken with Ferrier, the pleasant meeting at the philosopher's

house, the humours of the characteristic company altogether,

made correspondence and even change of scene less neces-
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sary. He had, of course, many occupations which led him bo

Edinburgh from time to time—the General Assembly in its

season, the Dick I5<'i|ucst, and other business; but it is nol

till 1858 that I find again the letters in which, when he was

absent, all his life was recorded. In March of this year he

writes from Edinburgh, after an account of meetings and

University business which had occupied him all day:

—

To his Wife.

I heard Dickens last night
;
got a capital reserved seat by favour

of the Director,—right opposite to him. It was a great treat,

without any exaggeration. He has a voice of great compass and

play of feeling, great dramatic gifts altogether, and he maintained

unabated interest for upwards of two hours. It was all the better

to me, I daresay, as I had pretty well forgot the Christmas Carol.

Scrooge, the hero, was his great forte ; but he gives the Cratchetts

also—both father and mother and the children'—with great effect

;

and as his voice deepened into the sweetest pathetic tones in read-

ing the death of Tiny Tim, nothing could have been finer. The
only objection I could find to the whole was, that it was too ht8-

trionic, which, however, I daresay is a good deal owing to his

appearance. The latter was in all respects a great disappointment.

It is a sort of mixture of the waiter and the actor, Frenchified in

his dress to a degree quite disagreeable. He has not a pleasant

face, singular lines—I don't know whether of care—running under

his eyes and from his mouth—in short, not very gentlemanly.

Next day he continues with little sketches of what he sees

in Edinburgh :

—

After writing to you yesterday, Smith and I had a long walk

over the Braid Hills in the neighbourhood. The afternoon was

lovely, and the views of Edinburgh from different points very

grand. I should certainly live in this neighbourhood were Edin-

burgh to be our final refuge. Dined afterwards with : party

rather stupid, including some ancient ladies in whom one can

scarcely imagine any passion ever to have lived. Mrs Ferrier

would have delighted in them as objects of her imitative powers

—

the physical peculiarities of their countenances and the abounding

range of their gossip would have given her great scope. I went

between nine and ten o'clock to Mrs Stirling's, an old friend, who
bad been kind enough to let me know she had some friends in the

evening, and that she would be glad I should come. "We had
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some very good fun,—songs from Blackie and from Mr ^Nicholson,1

—the latter of whom sang a piece of most ridiculous nonsense

about being mar-ri-ed to a nier-ma-id. Mrs Stirling was greatly

delighted with Dickens, and did not sympathise in my abuse of

his personal appearance, although she would not say much in

favour of it. One little thing will, I think, give you a vivid

picture of his Frenchified tout ensemble. His trousers had for

pockets those miserable slits a good way down the thigh that you

have seen in the caricatures of ' Punch,' into which he sticks his

hands now and then. Then he had no whiskers, but moustache

ami large imperial—a most unBritish-like countenance. Thackeray

witli his broken nose is an Adonis to him, and in all respects more

like a gentleman. He has, however, none of Dickens's histrionic

powers, which are really great, thoroughly accomplished and artis-

tic, and yet full of life and freedom.

A month later we find him again in Edinburgh, intro-

ducing with characteristic generosity and enthusiasm another

notable figure, perhaps the only one man who produced a

greater impression upon Scotland and the Church in his

time than himself:

—

Yesterday morning, as we whirled along on the railway, was

lovely beyond description, and I could not help thinking what

animals people are to sleep in bed while nature was so full of

life and beautiful. . . . Then to church, and preached pretty

fairly, and heard Macleod with great pleasure in the afternoon.

But his preaching is nothing to his conversation. It is wonderful,

and gives one more impression of genius than anything I have

listened to for a long time ; humour, brilliancy, piety, a grand

amalgam of a very rich fine mind. We talked from eight o'clock

to twelve unceasingly, saving that we smoked a little before going

to bed, and that I had now and then to struggle against an over-

whelming impulse of drowsiness when there was any pause. This

morning we talked more lustily than ever, if possible, and we have

just come into town together.

He adds, " The University Bill was introduced and very

favourably received last night in the House of Commons.

The general details seem very good, and should make us as

comfortable as we are at all likely to be made." This was

the point upon which every eye was now strained. But not-

1 Now the well-known Sheriff Nicholson of Greenock.
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withstanding all anxiety and the cares <>f the very -mall

income which had to be so rigorously regulated, 'ait- did

not ride behind the young Principal as lie strayed about the

world. Be gives his wife a sketch, sometimes a little sharp

in characteristic delineation, of the houses among which he

goes visiting. " It is very tunny if it were not so tiresome

and such a squandering of good time," he says, "to go about

and see and scrutinise families in this way." On another

occasion he describe* his feelings in preaching: "Congrega-

tion not very good, preacher rather languid." "The church

bare and uninteresting, the people not stimulating." "J was

lather annoyed to hear afterwards that I was not heard. It

is like speaking in a vacuum, the great naked wide spaces

sucking your words away like a greedy and unedified mon-

ster." Then he falls into home gossip, hoping that Mrs F.

has recovered her equanimity, that Mr S. has been refreshed

with rational talk on the immortality of the soul, that Miss

R, is in full bloom, and the children well, " and you yourself

grave and sweet as ever, resplendent in matronly perfection,"

—says the ever fond, ever admiring though much demanding

husband. Every little expedition is thus fully detailed.

A more important development of life, however, was now

before him. In May 1858 he went for the first time officially

to London to watch the progress of the University Bill, above

referred to, through the House of Commons—an experience

often repeated in later years. Not only did the better reg-

ulation of the studies of Scotch colleges in general depend

upon this new Act, which was the first attempt at legislation

on the subject, after the old easy-going days to which refer-

ence has been made in the beginning of this book ; but the

temporal interests of the Professors of every degree were

largely involved, and it was of the highest personal import-

ance to Tulloch himself that such ameliorations might be made

as would render life possible in his new position. The bill

had been for some time in consideration, passing from the
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hands of one Lord Advocate to another—the reforms con-

templated being of the very highest importance in respect

to University education in Scotland. The Principal of St

Mary's had already been consulted on the subject by the

Scotch officials as early as the summer of 1856, when the

Lord Advocate of the moment— I think Mr Moncreiff—ap-

pealed to him for advice, enclosing " the heads of the measure

for University Reform."

You will see that the subjects with which I propose to deal are

these :

—

1. The Tutorial system.

2. Matriculation Examinations.

3. Degrees, &c.

4. Constitution of the Faculty of Arts.

I have (piite resolved not to enter upon the subject of additional

claims in this measure. It is very possible that it may be neces-

sary to adopt the machinery of a commission to carry out the pro-

visions of the bill, but this may be considered when the details

are adjusted.

This would seem to have been the first draft, afterwards

enlarged and modified, of the Act which was carried through

Parliament in 1858 by Mr Inglis, at present Lord Justice-

General of Scotland, who had succeeded Moncreiff in the post

of Lord Advocate.

This Act [says Dr Dickson of Glasgow University] is the basis

of the present working constitution of the Universities. It con-

stituted in each a new University Court, and a University Council

composed of graduates. It provided an increased Parliamentary

grant, which was expended under the direction of a Commission
(appointed at the same time, and of which the Lord Advocate was
chairman) in increasing the teaching and other resources of the

University. To this Act they owe, in a large measure, their pros-

perity for the last five-and-twenty years.

Notwithstanding the importance of the moment, and the

probable effect, both upon themselves and their colleges, of

the bill, the deputation from the University of St Andrews

—

i.e., Principal Tulloch and Professor Ferrier—went to London
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very cheerfully, with much interest do doubl in the pro

of the bill through the House, and a desire to bring what, in-

fluence they could to bear upon members in its benefit, yet

with a full disposition to enjoy their visit. The weather wu
beautiful—much too hot for the Scotch visitors

; and there

reflection in their letters of the mixture of pleased admiration

and good-natured contempt—the holiday feeling of novelty

and freedom, the amusement with themselves and all their

surroundings, of country professors turned into schoolboys

for the nonce, though with the most serious matters in hand.

between their pranks of sight-seeing and pleasure-making

—

which is very pleasant to see. Professor Ferrier was much

the older of the two, and had much more of the training of

a man of the world than his companion; but the younger

Principal takes upon himself with much gravity the air of

chaperon to his volatile friend, led away by him to various

queer places which he surveys with guileless eyes seeing no

evil. He begins with the journey, leaving nothing out of the

simple history :

—

"The most charming feature along the line were the

hedgerows, milk-white with bloom. The fragrance came

wafting in through all the dust and din, and one felt more

than ever the beauty and glory of the country in such

weather." The pair of friends, all dusty and unshaven from

their night journey, burst, much against the Principal's will,

into the trim and well-ordered room where Mr John Black-

wood and his wife were seated at breakfast—the young and

handsome Principal, not previously acquainted with the lady,

having evidently a great objection to appearing under an

aspect so little prepossessing—before they went to look for

rooms, which they found finally at 27 Duke Street, St

James's,—small rooms and dear, London being unusually full,

our country people think, which perhaps was to be expected

in June. Apparently they had some sort of partial board in

addition to their lodging ; for next day a couple of fellow-

I
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lodgers are described called Bug, whose name appals, and

whose sentiments amuse, the letter-writer. The gentleman

" was good enough to compliment Scotland on its scenery,

though seen after Switzerland ; very good of him, wasn't it ?"

Little sketches are added of various social entertainments.

The two professors were asked to a ball which happened to

be soins on in the house of a Scotch member, and where

they were equally impressed by the size of the crinolines and

the absence of beauty. This was a point upon which the

Principal was always somewhat severely critical ; though

he did not hesitate to extend his friendship on occasion to

plain persons, yet he was strongly of opinion that it was

a woman's business to be pretty, and that she failed of her

duty in not being so. A whimsical irritation often glides

into his descriptions when he finds himself among people

thus culpably (if not wilfully) negligent of what the world

requires of them. This irritation developed on the occasion

of the ball into a strong impression of the unreality of every-

thing, expressed with Carlylian sentiment. " What would

ladies look like if they were peeled ? " he cries, crinoline and

all false ornaments taken from them. He thinks, with a

professional instinct which makes him laugh, of a book that

miffht be written on " Eealities and their Contrasts." " The

least peep of London society at once shows the use and

meaning of such a man as Thackeray—all honour to him !

"

This perhaps was rather severe upon the poor little ball,

in which the great world was probably not represented

at all. One evening these liberated philosophers went to

Cremorne, which they found " apparently innocent " enough,

but no doubt covering vice. There they saw a great number

of ladies finely dressed, upon whom they looked with dubious

pitying eyes, but who were much more striking than those

they had seen at the ball, or in the park. " Went to take

care of Ferrier," the Principal adds. When they take a walk

in the park, it is again his companion whom he describes.
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"If you had seen Ferrier as he gazed frae him with the

half-amused half-scowling expression he aot [infrequently

assumes, looking bored, and yet with a vague philosophica]

interest at the wonderful expanses of gay dresses and fresh

womanhood around him." " Ee will go nowhere without a

cab ; to-day for the first time I got him into an omnibus in

search of an Aberdeen professor, a wild and wandering dis-

tance which we thought we never should reach." Thus tin-

pair go on together, each with a more clear perception of the

humours of their surroundings as seen through each other's

eyes. They were also at the theatre on various occasions.

but found " Lear "—probably one of Charles Kean's Shake-

spearian revivals then attracting so much interest—tiresome.

The Exhibition of the Royal Academy, in which that year

Mr Frith's "Derby Day" was the chief attraction, seems to

have puzzled the Principal too ; which, I remember, was its

effect upon myself, equally inexperienced in such matters,

and bringing both to theatre and exhibition a high ideal

expectation which was wofully disappointed, though one did

not dare to say so amid the general chorus of applause from

spectators more accustomed to such triumphs of art.

During the day the two professors had more serious occu-

pation on hand. They visited assiduously all the members

of Parliament to whom they could get access, and who gave

their conflicting opinions not only as to the success of the

bill but as to whether it would come on at all, other matters

of great moment standing in its way. The Principal thought

Mr Ellice " a bit of a humbug;
-

though very kind and civil.

" He evidently knew very little about the University Bill,

although he wished to appear as wise as possible in our eyes.

But I can see through a fellow pretty well," he adds, with

great ndiveU. He saw reason, however, very soon to change

this opinion, and to conceive a great idea of Mr Ellice's in-

terest and energy—a corrected opinion from which he never

afterwards swerved. " Baxter " (then, as for so long after,
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member for Dundee, and an opponent of the measure)

"talked sensibly and manfully, but evidently does not think

the bill will pass this session," which it did, however, unex-

pectedly, to the great satisfaction of everybody. The Prin-

cipal went two or three times to the House of Commons, but

does not seem to have been much impressed by anything he

heard there. He was greatly impressed, however, with an-

other kind of eloquence different from anything to be found

in that (then) more refined assembly. Mr Spurgeon was at

this time one of the wonders of society, competing with Mr

Charles Kean, if not surpassing him, in fashionable interest.

Naturally it was with a more serious mind that Tulloch,

himself already a preacher of fame, went to hear the new

prophet.

To his }\'ifeJ

We have just been to hear Spurgeon, and have been both so

much impressed that I wish to give you my impressions while

they are fresh. As Ave came out we both confessed, " There is

no doubt about that," and I was struck with Ferrier's remarkable

expression, " I feel it would do me good to hear the like of that,

it sat so close to reality." The sermon is about the most real

thing I have come in contact with for a long time. Guthrie is as

sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal to it ; and although there is

not the elevated thought and descriptive felicity of Caird (the

latter especially, however, not wanting), there is more power.

Power in fact and life are its characteristics, and 1 could not help

being pleased that I had hit upon the man pretty well in the

notice of him along with Robertson and Guthrie, which was never

published. The place is fully adapted for preaching, being the

largest, lightest, and airiest building I ever saw. It was crammed
of course, but not in the least uncomfortable, as round all the

thickly studded benches there was a wide and open corridor, with

window-doors open, out and in of which you could walk into the

gardens (Surrey gardens) as you liked : and Terrier kept taking a

turn now and then during the sermon. He began the service

with a short prayer, then sang the 23d Psalm, but instead of our

fine old version, some vile version, in which the simple beauty of

the hymn is entirely lost. Then he read and expounded the 32d
chapter (I think) of Numbers. His remarks were very good and

to the point, with no display or misplaced emotion. He then
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prayed more at length, and this was the pari <>f the service I

liked. Be preached from the same chapter he read, about the

spies from the land of Canaan— the good and bad spies. It v.

parable, h<' said, of religion. Canaan is not rightly taken

type of heaven, but of the religious life. Then after speaking of

men of the world judging religion (which, however, they had oo

right to do) from those who professed it rather than from the

Bibl(—which in thought and grasp was the fullest part of the

sermon—he said he would speak of two classes of people, the bad

spies first and then the gOOd spies, those who made a greal ad>>

about religion and did not show its power. His description here

was graphic beyond what I can give you an idea of, the most

telling satire, cutting home yet not overdone, as he spoke of the

gloomy religionist who broughl up a had report of the land of

religion, making himself and his wife and children miserable,

drawing down the blinds on a Sunday, " always most religious

when most miserable, and most miserable when most religious;"

then the meek-faced fellow, who can pray all Sunday and preach

by the hour, and cheat all Monday, always ready with his prayer-

book, but keeping a singular cash-book, wouldn't swear, but would

cheat and lie. Then, again, he showed still higher powers of

pathos in describing the good spies—the old blind saint who had

served God for fifty years and never found him fail ; the consump-

tive girl testifying of the goodness of her Saviour as the dews of

death gathered on her brow. And then of all who only lived

as Christians—the good wife who converted her husband by her

untiring gentleness, and having supper ready even at 1 2 o'clock at

night ; the servant who, because she was religious, cleaned knives

better without losing their edge ; the Christian merchant ; the

wife who, unknown to fame, and having no time for teaching or

district visiting, achieved her household icork day by dog.

In fact, the whole was a wonderful display of mental vigour and

Christian sense, and gave me a great idea of what good such a

man may do. The impression made upon Ferrier, which he has

just read over to me as he has written it to his wife, is "driving

downright." He improves in look too, a little, as he warms in

preaching. At first he certainly is not interesting in face or

figure—very fat and podgy ; but there is no doubt of the fellow,

look as he may. His voice is of rare felicity, as clear as a bell

—

not a syllable lost.

This was, on the whole, what impressed the visitors most

of all their London experiences. They made an expedition

to Oxford, however, which was quite new to the Principal,
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and which he admired exceedingly. " The academic glories

of this place are beyond description," he says, " and the quiet

delicious after London." He lived at Balliol with Mr Jowett

—not then the Master of the College which now is so indis-

solubly connected with his name—who was " unusually kind,"

and took his visitors to all the sights. Tulloch was particu-

larly struck, as was natural, by the Deanery of Christ Church,

which he saw and admired with an evident though unex-

pressed comparison between that ecclesiastical splendour and

his own humbler state. " The window of his library opening

upon a beautiful lawn with the most magnificent trees ; the

trees everywhere are glorious, and if in no other respect St

Andrews would never rival Oxford even with its wealth."

The Principal's admiration of trees was always great. He

had a kind of adoration for the great beeches and elms and

oaks of Windsor, with which afterwards he became so famil-

iar, and nursed those of his own planting in the " Walk " at

St Mary's with a regretful devotion, feeling deeply in that

respect the disadvantages of the beloved kingdom of Fife.

" I got up to chapel at eight o'clock in the morning, at which,

of course, Ferrier did not make his appearance. It was a

little tiresome," he adds, which is an opinion perhaps not

ungeneral at the bare matutinal service of an unmusical

college.

After breakfast we went to hear Mr Mansel deliver his conclud-

ing Bampton Lecture ; but the heat was unendurable and the lec-

ture vigorous, but rather heavy and stale logic ; wit not brighter

certainly, nor intellect more powerful, than in Scotland; but yet

in so much richer material you think they ought to be better.

Before coming to London on this mission, and during his

stay there, the Principal had been applied to by a committee

of the Church who had charge of its chaplaincies abroad, to

undertake the establishment of a church in Paris for the

benefit of Scotch residents there. The idea had pleased him

;

and after a few communications by letter, and a meeting be-
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tween hiiiisclt' ami the representatives of this committee on

his way home from London, it was decided thai he Bhonld go

to Paris in September, remaining until his University work

began in November. It was his greal desire that his wife

should accompany him, and with some difficulty it was

arranged accordingly. The children, among whom some

childish disorder—T think whooping-cough—had been dis-

turbing the usual pleasures of the summer, but who were all

mending together in the satisfactory and sympathetic way of

a large, healthful, well-conditioned nursery (there were already

six or seven of them), were placed for change and country air

in a cottage at Kettins, the native air of most of the party,

under the charge of their aunt ; and with some anxiety, but

very pleasurable anticipations, the Principal set out in the

end of July—Mrs Tulloch, I think, following him shortly

after with the companionship of a young lady, who was to

remain with them during their stay in Paris. But the little

party had been settled in their sunny lodging on the Champs

Elys^es but a very short time when a dreadful telegram

arrived announcing the sudden death of the baby, the young-

est of the family, which had taken place at Kettins after an

hour or two's illness. The sorrowful parents hurried home

in all the miserable haste of such a journey, and thus their

pleasant holiday was turned into an ineffaceable recollection of

pain and unavailing regret—the additional pang that absence

lends to such a moment of calamity. It was their first be-

reavement, and, with one exception—the death of another

infant the year after—the only break in their healthful and

vigorous flock. A week after the Principal returned to his

interrupted work alone, leaving the sad mother with her

children. This sudden blow in the midst of the growing

brightness of his life brings him back with a touching long-

ing for the sympathy of his old and faithful friends, and I

find letters to both Mr Smith and Dr Dickson telling his

melancholy tale.
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To Rev. 11". Smith.

The telegraph on the 17th brought us the sad and hitter news

of the death of our dear little one, and we hurried off within an

hour or so. I cannot tell how deeply this stroke has affected hoth

of us ; and in my loneliness here it moves me at times very

bitterly. And yet that God has taken the dear child to Himself

ought not to affect us. He did not suffer much ; and my wife,

had she been there with him, could not have done anything (as

far as we can see) that was not done. The Lord gave, and the

Lord hath taken away. I try to realise the comfort of these

words, although we cannot help feeling the severity of the trial

in the circumstances. My preaching, of course, has been inter-

rupted for a Sunday, which is matter of regret, but I do not

suppose of a great deal of consequence. I am, upon the whole,

satisfied that there is a good field here, but it will require both

time and means to work it.

The letters to his wife naturally contain a fuller picture of

his lonely thoughts. He returned by the same route which

he had travelled a month before with so many anticipations

of pleasure, but now with a heavy heart, forgetting by

moments how it was that he felt himself so lonely and sad,

then recalling all the painful circumstances in that endless

roimd of grieving and sorrowful reflection, and return upon

the one central fact of bereavement which belongs to this

saddest of human experiences.

I have gone through the day fairly well till now, when left

alone in our old rooms. I need not say how lonely I feel. To
add to my sadness I have taken up Miss A.'s letter about poor

baby, which had come after we left. Poor dear infant ! my heart

bleeds to think of him suffering, and a paroxysm of tears has

come over me as I remember his sweet face. And yet why weep
when he is with his heavenly Father

1

? Do not let this, my
sadness and loneliness, distress you, and say nothing about them

;

they will have passed away by the time I hear from you. The
picture of the children which you left is a comfort to me in my
loneliness. I hope Willie and Sara will -write to me occasionally

as they promised. Tell Johnnie that I hear the bells of the

horses even at this hour, as I sit and write. God's blessing on

you, my dearest, and on the dear bairns ! You must try to be as

happy and healthful as you can ; and I must try, in reference to

the whole matter, my work here and our sad bereavement, to look
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more to God, and bo have fewer worldly and selfish thoughts. I

feel deeply how irreligious, impatient, and inii.il.Ii-, and merely

earthly, Borne of tny feelings have been, bul I have had more
serious feelings to-day, though I cannot say much about them.

There is undoubtedly a deep comfort in casting cue's self upon
God, and leaving issues to Him. [f we bad only more faith and

living feeling of Ili> presence to do this. I cannot take up the

language and feeling of many <>n such subjects, hut 1 would wish

to have a deeper experience of the realities which I pleach.

I may add that many utterances of the same, description

are to be found in the occasional diaries kept from time

to time, scattered through various little books, now con-

taining the musings of a few days, now a longer record

of months, which are full of devout aspirations and many

prayers,— struggles against the errors of temper which

he felt to be his besetting sin, and earnest endeavours

after a more and more deep realisation of things unseen.

There are some readers who would perhaps prefer a fuller

revelation of these most private musings to the actual record

of his life ; but the secret prayers and aspirations of the soul

are at once too sacred and too similar to other outpourings

of religious feeling to justify, I think, that tearing asunder

of the veil in which nature has shrouded us. He would

himself have deeply disliked any such invasion of his

privacy. " I cannot say much about them," is his senti-

ment. With many of those who feel most deeply this

incapability is the most strong.

In the midst of these saddened feelings, however, there is

a touch of uneasy observation, which is very characteristic,

in his account of the Sunday after his return. He had

secured one of the rooms in the Oratoire, the well-known

but somewhat dingy French Protestant Temple, for the

afternoon service, which was all he could arrange for at

first.

In the afternoon I preached ; the church improved by the

curtain ; the congregation considerably increased—about sixty or
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more, I should think; one or two of them, however, heavy, fat

blockheads, Bleeping right before me, even during the reading of

the chapter. I preached, I thought, pretty fairly
—

" Blessed are

the people that hear the joyful sound "—but have been annoyed

afterwards to think of the sleepers, although I did not happily

allow it to annoy me at the time,—coming in the afternoon, after

walking about so much,—I must accept this in charity to myself

as the explanation. At any rate, I must leave the result to the

divine blessing, and do my work as I best can, and as He gives

me strength to do it.

The melancholy interruption, however, which had changed

the character of his visit to Paris, changed also his plans, and

instead of remaining to complete the work he had begun, he

left in about a month, apparently providing a substitute, and

returning in the end of the year to complete his engagement.

On leaving Paris in September he made a little tour into Ger-

many, going as far as Heidelberg—where he had Bunsen's

house pointed out to him, but did not screw up his cour-

age to call—and returning down the Ehine, which, with an

imagination as yet unspoiled by further travel, he admired

greatly, to Cologne. By this time the gloom had happily

lightened, and the fresh air and variety of scene restored his

cheerful humour. His comments upon the Ehine voyage and

his fellow-passenger-s are again quite light-hearted. He tells

his wife that he would no doubt enjoy it more were she with

him, but humorously adds, that he feels " a sense of glorious

independence " when he sees ladies (" and often ugly ones ")

toiling after their luggage. Why the ugly ones should be

conspicuous in this respect we are not told, but now as ever

the Principal was strong in his sense of the culpability of

women who had neglected to furnish themselves with good

looks. He describes an English family who joined the

steamboat at Coblenz, and who were "surprisingly ugly."

"It is difficult," he says, " to conceive any worse contrast

than these four visages with the glorious nature around.

And yet perhaps they are the best people in the world,"

adds, charitably, this lover of beauty, " and I might greatly
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esteem them if I knew them." This whimsical disapproval

of plain people, perfectly serious, though always touched with

a laugh, perhaps proceeded from some innate consciou d

absolutely unconnected with vanity, of las own always im-

posing, handsome, and dignified aspect.

In December of the same year (1858) we find him again in

Paris, travelling with much regret on the eve of Christmas

across the stormy Channel at a bad moment, and wondering

why, " as Mr B said on his way from Germany, I should

be such a fool as to be there
!

" "I thought of your cosy

party," he says, " and Mrs Ferrier's radiant humour at the foot

of her table thrown away upon . . . when I should have been

there to enjoy it." Paris, however, was not without little

gleams of compensation and pleasant hospitalities. He had

a pleasant evening at Lady Elgin's, then old and infirm, but

" amazingly pleased to hear of St Andrews, Dr Chalmers (he

was a particular friend of hers), and Scotch matters in gen-

eral," whose daughter, Lady Augusta, afterwards so well

known as the wife of Dean Stanley, acted as hostess, and

where he met " a funny old woman called Madame Mole [sic],

who abused the Emperor heartily to my great satisfaction."

Madame Mold's reputation had perhaps scarcely then reached

Scotland, well known as the name is now. At Galignani's,

which he found " a great resource " on his former visit to Paris,

he saw Montalembert,whom he describes as " not striking-look-

ing, rather plain, a considerably improved edition of Professor

Aytoun. Thackeray's great figure and white hair and broken

nose were conspicuous to-day in Galignani's," he adds. The

fact that his work had been tolerably successful, and that

there was " a considerably increased interest and life " in the

little congregation in the Oratoire was the most encouraging

circumstance, however, in the cold and rain-swept Paris, which

was so different from the sunny city he had formerly known.

His last communication before leaving Paris gives a sketch

of another celebrity of the moment

—
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I have Been Madam Blaze de Bury ;
she is evidently what Sir

David would call "a very charming woman," speaks like a book,

and indeed with far more liveliness and copiousness than most

books. Scotch, and yet thoroughly French in her manners,

—

but also with very clear intelligence and winning and eloquent

ways. She was very kind, regretted my leaving so soon, and

promised when I returned to introduce me to Montalembert and

other distinguished people, of whom she obviously considers her-

self a centre. She and I thoroughly agreed about the Emperor

and the whole character of the existing regime. He is a thorough

materialist, she says, with no capacity of idealism, no elevation,

intellectual, moral, or social, a great gamester, &c. "We shall

not say any more, in case the police peep into this and put me
in limbo.

During the successive visits to Paris above recorded,

Tulloch makes on various occasions passing mention of

studies and revisions, so that he carried his literary occupa-

tions with him even into an atmosphere so little calculated

as a lodging in the Champs Elysees for special study. He

returned to Paris again for a short time in May 1859, after

the work of the session was over, and it seems to have been

at one time a possible arrangement that he might have spent

the long Scotch vacation, from March to November—which

makes the position of a Scotch professor so doubly blest

—

in charge of the rising congregation in Paris which he had

thus founded. There are no indications in the correspon-

dence as to how it was that this plan came to nothing. He

describes in one of his letters the pleasant little town of

St Germains, and the walk which he had taken there (with

one of the active organisers of the congregation, I think his

friend Dr MaeGavin, for whom he had a high esteem), along

the historic terrace with all its associations—always full of

mournful interest to a Scotsman—with a note that, should

the arrangement come to anything, here might be a place

where the children might flourish and his own historical

tastes be cultivated. However, the plan never did come to

anything, and that new association with St Germains and
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ita terrace has failed us. No man could have been le

a Jacobite than our Principal; lmt he would be little ol

a Scot, and less of a Sympathetic being, who could, from

that Btanding - ground, think of the last of the ancieni

Stewart kings, with his mock court and miserable state,

with many a Scottish gentleman behind him, sirk for

home, without an ache and penetrating pang of pity in

his heart.

The University Bill, of which so much has been said, and

which remodelled the system of higher education in Scotland,

had also settled and fixed the revenues of the College, and

in some degree improved the position of the professors. It

was " to do as much for us as is likely ever to be done,"

the Principal had said. This " much," however, proved to

be but little, though better than the original income which

the late Principal had eked out with the stipend of the Town

Church. From £300, the value of the principalship of St

Mary's had been raised to £490 a-year, with the addition of

an official residence—the delightful and dignified old house,

more like the dwelling-place of the head of a college than

any other in Scotland. This was the whole of the Principal's

official income during the rest of his life. It came to be

supplemented in various ways by various offices (all involv-

ing work) as the years went on. But it is a curious illustra-

tion of the economy of Government in Scotland, and the

limitation of her resources, that a position so important and

dignified should never have been associated with an income

more appropriate.

It is true that England is exceptional in this point, and

that nowhere in the world is there any parallel to the wealth

of Oxford and Cambridge, the German universities, for in-

stance, being as poorly endowed as the Scotch. Still, within

a united country in which the same standard of comfort and

expenditure as well as of position and dignity exists, it is

astonishing that such disparity should be. I am not aware
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whether the Principal was disappointed with the smallness

of the addition made to his income, but there are certain

signs of restlessness in his mind, a natural desire either to

find a supplement to that poor income, or even to change

his position altogether. When the principalship of Edin-

burgh University was vacant, and even when there was a

theological professorship there to be disposed of, overtures

were made to him, which he was not unwilling to con-

sider, but which never came to anything; and the Paris

scheme was evidently thought of at once as a means of

securing a welcome change, and as producing some additional

emolument. Of the following suggestion nothing more is

said ; but it seems to have been thought of at least. The

" theological faculty " had not received the same attention

in the new Act as the larger " Faculty of Arts," and was

still in question.

To Rev. W. Smith.

What do you think of the transference of St Mary's College

to Edinburgh, absorbing of course the funds of the Faculty of

Theology there 1 The idea has been started. Our friend Robert

Lee is keen about it, I understand. Give me your mind about it.

I had another scheme in my head as to opening up the theologi-

cal faculties (Biblical Criticism and Hebrew), which I have not

time to explain just now, but the more I think of it I see fewer

objections than I did at first to the transference of St Mary's Col-

lege. The proposal of course is, not to abolish St Mary's, but

rather to abolish the theological faculty in Edinburgh, or more

truly, to absorb it in St Mary's, giving one undeniable Principal

to the Church in the metropolis, and five theological professors

amply endowed.

It may perhaps be well to insert here the substance of a

letter addressed by Tulloch to the University Commissioners

of 1858, which he reprinted in a pamphlet on " The Theo-

logical Faculties of the Scottish Universities in connection

with University Pieforms " in 1883, thus evidently showing

that his experience had confirmed his original ideas. His

strong sense of the wrong and injustice of shutting out the
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theological portion of the Universities from a share in the

meagre provision a Horded to the classical ami philosophical

(called in Scotland the Faculty of Arts), is expressed with

great vigour, and though his wish to throw open the theolo-

gical chairs without distinction to all religionists will seem

to many a very strange one, it was characteristic of his in-

dividual view. To abolish tests in their very stronghold

—

the one department in which they seem most rational and

necessary—was indeed a bold and startling suggestion. It

could, I imagine, only be possible in a country like Scot-

land, where, at that period at least, religious differences con-

cerned the modifications of Church government chiefly, and

not questions of doctrine.

The Commissioners' Report of 1826 exhibits in detail the

extent of the pecuniary depression. It is enough to mention

here that the whole emoluments of many are admittedly very

inadequate. Not to speak of the incomes of such officials as

sheriff-substitutes, with which our professorial incomes have been

sometimes compared, there is scarcely a provincial lawyer who
would not consider his talents thrown away for such a return as

is expected to secure a professor of theology.

This peculiar poverty of the theological faculties has arisen

from various causes, and, in some cases strikingly, from their

having been deprived, under the operation of a legal statute, of

a considerable proportion of our original revenues. By the ab-

straction of teinds (in which the whole of their property originally

consisted), for the benefit of the parishes from which they were

drawn, the divinity faculty of St Andrews alone has suffered a

loss of upwards of £668 a-year,—refunded, but only to less than

a half, by the Legislature, which in 1832 acknowledges the

justice of compensation for a loss entailed by law.

I presume, without any hesitation, that such a state of things

can no longer be permitted to exist. Something must be done

at length to take the stigma of pauperism from all university

positions which are deliberately allowed to continue for the good

of the country. The late measure of university reform would be

worse than a mockery if it did not accomplish so much as this.

If in no other point of view, the mere uselessness of such a policy

as would leave our theological chairs in their present condition

must effectually prevent its being contemplated. Their occupants

in such a case, as has hitherto been the rule rather than the excep-
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tion with them, must betake themselves, in the main, to other

pursuits, whatever be their disposition to devote themselves to

the cultivation of their special science. It is, no doubt, an ideal

possibility to cultivate theology, aa well as philosophy, " on a

handful of oatmeal"; 1 but every one knows how poorly such

ideal possibilities translate themselves into actual life; and
nothing, in the general run, proves more sure than that un-

remunerated labour is unfruitful labour. Even theology is no

exception to this economical principle, as its history in Scotland

shows in too sad a manner. I cannot, therefore, in the view of

any university reform deserving the name, contemplate the idea

of the theological chairs being left in their present state. Such
a course would be at once so vain in itself, so harsh in its personal

bearings, and so injurious to the interests of Scottish learning, as

to stamp it with the condemnation of all who are really interested

in our higher national education.

I have already stated how it appears to me that our theological

professorships may not only be maintained, but multiplied and

invigorated ; and it would certainly prove one of the noblest

results of your labours, if you could succeed, either in this way
or in any other way, in reconstructing and catholicising the

theological faculties in our universities, so as to give a permanent

impulse to Biblical learning, and to wiser and more profound, and

therefore more tolerant, views of those great truths which are the

salt of national civilisation. If there be one thing more than

another that may well engage the attention of patriotic and

Christian Scotchmen, it is how to quell the spirit of sectarian

animosity without abating the fervour of religious earnestness

characteristic of our country. The common education (as far as

practicable) of our students of divinity ; the recognition of theo-

logical stud)-, as not merely a professional and denominational

acquirement, but as a general mental and spiritual discipline ; the

growth of Biblical learning ; and the general rise of a scholarly

and cultivated theology, which, while retaining all that is sterling

and vigorous, and in a word Christian, in our old Scottish theol-

ogy, should at the same time embrace the more varied wants,

and adapt itself to the more subtle speculations, of the present

age ;—these are the most likely means I know of securing this

end, and these can in no way so surely spring up as in connection

with such comprehensive faculties of theology as I have ventured

to recommend.

I am well aware that, even were my recommendations carried

out, the cultivation of theology would still so far bear a denom-

inational aspect, in the fact of separate Established and Free

1 Sydney Smith's version of '" Tenui musam meditaris arena."
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Church and United Presbyterian, and possibly Episcopalian, pro-

fessors of divinity, within the universities. I myself lincerely

wisli that there was no need for Buch a recognition of our ecclesi-

astical differences, with which theology, as a scientific Btudy, has

truly nothing to do. But in the present state of ecclesiastical

feeling it would probably be hopeless to propose any more ex-

tended opening (if these chairs, ami to aholidi the tests altogether,

especially in the ease of the chairs of Systematic Theology and

Church History. There is an obvious difference, to which I have

already alluded, in the case of the chairs of Hebrew and the

proposed new chairs of Biblical Criticism; 1 while the more

purely learned character of these chairs, and the rarity within

all our Presbyterian Churches of the scholarship which they

demand, would make them comparatively safe objects of indis-

criminate competition. None but acknowledged scholars, under

the awakened force of public opinion, would dare to aspire to

them ; and in the mere fact of scholarship there is already some

guarantee <»t' academic and catholic, rather than of sectarian

feeling.

No arrangement, in the meantime at least, seems better.

Things, it is obvious, cannot remain as they are ; and even you
cannot keep them as they are. For the mere fact of neglect will

work the most notable of all changes. It will cut us oil', as

surely as any definite act can do, from the general university

system of the country ; and in the course of a few years this

severance will tell more fatally than I care to predict upon the

ancient character and existing interests of the universities. The
literary and philosophical classes will assuredly sutler; and many
who are now silent at the injustice threatened to the most vener-

able, and not the least useful, part of our academical discipline,

will then in vain regret what their own apathy may have helped

to produce. It will, moreover, not only continue, but render

hopeless of remedy, all the existing evils of our theological edu-

cation, its disorganisation, its imperfect system of graduation.—all,

in short, which makes it so little what it ought to be in relation

to the necessities of the Christian ministry or the honour of the

country. Such appear to me to be the inevitable results of

neglect ; for, to legislate for a science which it refuses to sanction,

1 The chairs of Hebrew are not at present ecclesiastical ; they confer no

ecclesiastical privileges, such as a scat in the Presbytery, but may, as stated

in the text, be held—as they have been held over and over again—by laymen.

The chairs of Biblical Criticism, which remain to be instituted in all the

universities save one, may certainly lie made open without any injury

to the Church. There can be no deprivation when there has been no
possession.

K
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to control and organise where it will not give the means of

support, is, I presume, beyond the concern, as all success in

such a case is certainly beyond even the power of the national

Parliament.

I must not, however, and cannot, anticipate a policy of neglect

in the view of the serious considerations that 1 have urged. I

have confidence rather in the importance and justice of the cause,

and in the wise, and far-seeing, and really liberal spirit which you

will bring to its examination ; and my sanguine hope is that,

under your anspices, not merely certain branches, but the whole

scheme of our ancient university studies, will receive a new
impetus, and a higher and more successful direction.

The universities of Scotland must look to the three learned

professions for their support ; and of these professions the Church

especially demands, as a preliminary to more professional educa-

tion, a full literary and philosophical training. It is obvious,

therefore, that young aspirants for the ministry must always form

a large number of students ; and apart from any consideration of

the antiquity of the theological faculties, and of the closeness and

vitality of the bond which connects them with the general intel-

lectual life of the universities, these faculties are, on this account,

deserving of encouragement. While law is putting forth its claim

for new chairs, and medicine remains unchallenged in all its

professional privileges, it would be an obvious conclusion to most

minds that a study which, in the course of academical discipline,

has always taken precedence of both, and which probably does as

much as both together to preserve the old classical and philoso-

phical studies in our ancient seats of learning, should be specially

entitled to national recognition and support.

Whether the " theological faculties of the different

Churches" will ever come to such a point of enlighten-

ment and charity as to be able to work together in one

corporate body, keeping to their great points of agreement,

and subduing the smaller points of difference, is a question

to which as yet no answer has been made. It would of

course be entirely impossible, where the apostolical suc-

cession is a matter of the first importance. Even in Scot-

land things have not come as yet to that broad level of

brotherly toleration.

In the spring of 1859, Tulloch was invited to deliver a

course of lectures in the Philosophical Institution in Edin-
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burgh,—an institution which La associated with many distin-

guished names. The subject which he chose was the Re-

formers, beginning with Luther, of whose haunts and ways

he had made a loving study during his firsl wandering

Germany. The series of admirable historical biographies

thus begun was afterwards published under the title of the

' Leaders of the reformation.' This was the shape in which

history recommended itself specially to his mind, and in this

respect the fashion of the time lias followed the Principal, as

is proved by the many and sometimes conflicting series of

historical sketches which now abound. But it was not then

a common impulse, and his whole heart was in his studies.

This group of great historical figures, dominating one of the

greatest epochs of religious and mental development in

the history of the world, had been the first to attract his

own interest and tempered veneration ; and he was able to

secure the delighted interest of a large audience of listeners

to these picturesque and graphic sketches which afterward>

formed a singularly attractive volume—perhaps the most

generally popular of all his works. I quote from an article

contributed to ' Fraser's Magazine ' for December 1859, by

Mr Skelton, an account at once of the lectures and the

book :

—

A lecture is nearly as dismal a business as a sermon. But these

lectures on the Reformers were well worth hearing ; and the great

interest they excited when originally delivered in Edinburgh was

no mean tribute to the cultivated intelligence of a Scottish audi-

ence. Principal Tulloch, no doubt, possesses many of the natural

gifts of the orator: he speaks with energy, decision, feeling, and

admirable directness. But it was the thinker, even more than the

orator, who captivated the attention of the listeners. A great

theme was being worthily treated by one who appreciated its sig-

nificance and understood its lessons. An intellect singularly tem-

perate and dispassionate was estimating with judicial calmness and

generous sympathy the notorious fruits of a stormy struggle. There

was no strained pathos, no artificial rhetoric ; but the words were

weighty and condensed, and coloured throughout by the vivid light

of a vigorous and frlowinsr imagination.
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The most interesting part in the hook, the critic goes on to

say, is the temper of mind it discloses.

To say that Dr Tulloch is fair, candid, and dispassionate, is to

say little. His sagacious moderation, his rare temperance, his

thorough impartiality, Avould he notahle anywhere; within the

sanctuary of a st ill-necked sect the presence of these virtues is,

in Mr Mansel's phraseology, "a moral miracle." Moderation no

douht sometimes cloaks indifference, and impartiality is proverbi-

ally associated with the nil admzrari. But it is not so here. Dr
Tulloch is perfectly moderate, hut perfectly in earnest. He is

tolerant because his own convictions are honest and deeply rooted.

He is impartial because he has a generous sympathy with the true

and noble wherever he finds them. The influence "which an intel-

lect of this kind is fitted to exert over the Church and nation to

which it belongs cannot easily be overrated. A devout and toler-

ant ecclesiastic, across the Border at least, is a vara avis, and the

calm and candid criticism of such a man must be listened to with

peculiar attention.

Tulloch's appreciation of this criticism is humorously ex-

pressed in a note sent to the writer on reading it. " I cannot

help saying that you are a good fellow, and feeling as if I

were a bit of a swell. Such a certificate," Sellar says, " I

have nowhere got."

It is unnecessary for me to say that no more competent

writer could have pronounced this first literary verdict upon

the Principal's work. These historical sketches are full at

once of the keenest insight and the clearest power of char-

acterisation. The same breadth and dispassionate sympathy

with all good men, conjoined in a most attractive and un-

usual combination with an almost passionate enthusiasm for

noble aims and noble thoughts, continued to be Tulloch's

inspiration during his whole life, and is to be found in all

his works. "Whether he would ever have been able to take

sufficient grasp of the many threads of interest which go to

the weaving of a great history, remains unproved ; but he

had one of the historian's greatest qualifications in the power

to appreciate the different developments of individual char-
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acter and tendency, and in the intellectual honesty and iin«

cerity which could "nothing extenuate, nor set down aughl

in malice."

I may add the opinion of another and very differenl writer

in the following letter, written on receiving from the author

a gift of the newly published volume, by the venerable Mr

Krskine of Liulathen :

—

Immm, 21tt June 1859.

My dear Sir,—The idea that you were in Paris has, although

perhaps it ought not to have, delayed my acknowledgment of

your kindness in sending me a copy of the lectures which F have

had such pleasure in listening to this spring. It is very gratify-

ing to me to receive the hook from yourself; but it is, I confess,

still more gratifying to me to know that the studies, and especially

the theological studies of so many of those who are to be the

spiritual teachers of our country, are superintended and influenced

by the man who wrote those lectures, and who recommended Mi
Campbell's work on the nature of the Atonement as the completest

work on the subject that had appeared. Latitudinarianism is bad.

chiefly because it is almost always irreverent; but a faith which

is not founded on truth perceived, and does not take hold of that

truth, but of an authority supposed capable of creating truth and

defining, or even taking its place, is almost as bad, and must often

lead to the other.—I remain, dear sir, yours truly,

T. Ehskixe.

A second edition of the ' Leaders of the Reformation,' with

various additions, was published a year after ; and about the

same time a companion volume, ' Puritanism and its Leaders,'

comprising sketches of Cromwell, Milton, Baxter, and Bun-

yan, was sent to the press. It was Tulloch's idea that they

might, if successful, " form a series, making a kind of popular

biographical Church history, which many people profess to

be a great desideratum." Whether the publisher, Mr John

Blackwood, upon whose excellent literary judgment all who

had any connection with him loved to rely, discouraged this

extended scheme, or whether it fell into abeyance under the

pressure of other thought? and things, I cannot say ; but the

idea was not pursued further.
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It was in 1861, I think, that Tulloch published a little

volume called ' Beginning Life : a Book for Young Men,' in

which all the subjects, both philosophical and practical, most

likely to affect in ordinary life the youths (not academical)

whom he addressed, were treated with infinite good sense

and liberality. This was, though perhaps without great lit-

erary attractions, one of the most successful of his works, and

circulated largely in many editions.

For a year or two following there are few things to record,

except visits, both on public and private business, here and

there, with remarks upon the persons he meets, and all that

he sees, which often contain interesting and pleasant glimpses

of the life round him. The dates, I confess, have often to

be guessed at; in many cases there are none at all—mere

" Thursday," " Monday evening," and so forth. When his

correspondents have not preserved the envelopes, the matter

is almost hopeless, save by laborious collation of allusions

—

very difficult when only personal events are in question.

Even when the Principal does by chance give a date, we are

not very much more advanced, and I have been brought up

suddenly in the midst of a series of letters, dated '65, by a

sudden allusion as the newest subject of remark, to an event

which had happened several years before, thus proving that

the supposed '65 was '61. (Naturally he reproves his wife

with virtuous severity for not dating her letters.) In 1859,

after, I presume, officiating more than once at Crathie, though

he had not yet had the honour of any personal intercourse

with the Queen, he was appointed one of her Majesty's

Chaplains for Scotland, the intimation reaching him while

he was on a visit to Principal Shairp, in a Highland cottage,

and making a little pleasant excitement there. In 1861 he

made, among other expeditions, a journey to the Highlands

in company with Mr Smith—the two acting as representa-

tives of the Endowment Committee—to inquire into the state

of poor ministers in out-of-the-way corners, who were in
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charge of chapels, without the resources of parish ministers.

This mission was carried out generally through store

rain : the fresh and quite endurable yet hopeless damp of the

Highland atmosphere is in every line. One pari of the way,

no better vehicle being possible, the two commissioners trav-

elled in a cart, and found it "rather funny and enjoyable."

We had just one shower. Mrs B. had scut Lunch and Mr B.

tobacco (I have taken to Bmoking a cutty-pipe), and we jogged on

very merrily. I pleased myself and amused Smith with the sug-

gestion of a caricature—our two noble selves in the cart, lunching

and Bmoking, representing "the Endowment Committee in the

Highlands." . . . After ordering a tea-dinner, we went oil to

inspect the old incumbent of the chapel here, as to his position

and property. We found a rather sharp old man, sans all his

front teeth. He told us he had brought up fourteen children, and

that the Eoyal Bounty (an allowance from the Crown for High-

land ministers) had taken away his allowance twelve yean
because he had a farm—rather hard treatment. He said he knew
of me from 'Good Words.' "We satisfied ourselves, examining the

church and school—calling on the schoolmaster on our way—and

returned here to dinner, which has proved excellent. The inn is

very good—and mucli need of it, for it rains and blows. A wild

night on the western ocean, on which we look out.

On another occasion, the two stalwart clergymen, driving

as far as they could till the road stopped, had to continue

their way on foot, walking twelve miles up the side of one

wild loch, and down a glen to another—one of the wildest of

the many labyrinths of wood and water near the Caledonian

(anal. They had to cross a stormy loch in a smack, so called,

the water being too rough for a rowing boat, and got across

in two hours by making a series of tacks. Finally, after all

the wet and weary journey, they reached a haven of rest in

the luxurious Highland mansion of one of the Messrs Baird,

wdiose wealth and liberality are so well known. On another

day they set off over the hills to seek subscriptions for the

Committee, and found the various " heritors " or landed pro-

prietors of the wild Highland parishes " very nice people

apparently, but not very ready at giving." " And I con-
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fess," adds the Principal, " 1 hate begging in any shape. For

the most part, I leave it to Smith, who makes a pretty fair

talk about it." Sometimes, however, " Smith's usual elo-

quence " fails, and the Commissioners are kindly welcome to

lunch, hut get " not a penny."

I rode a pony over the most extraordinary road—precipices and

gullies, which you could only cross with the greatest deliberation

—and had the pleasure of hearing from the missionary how vici-

ously the said pony had been behaving itself ; however, I enjoyed

the ride amazingly. Nothing could be more beautiful than the

scenery, as we rode home ; the hills were lovely, and would have

charmed you—the moon shining above the loch in great beauty at

twelve o'clock, when we went to bed.

Next spring ('62) we find him again in a very different

scene, in London, where he had gone on University business

—always endeavouring to obtain an extension of the Govern-

ment grant, and a little more liberal treatment in several

individual cases. On one day he and his colleagues waited

upon three Cabinet Ministers—Lord Talmerston, Mr Glad-

stone, and Lord Granville ; and Mr Disraeli, the leader of the

Opposition.

March 3.—To Lord Palmerston's almost the whole of the

Scotch members accompanied us—about fifty people, a very im-

posing assemblage. Sir John MacNeill led off, stating the claims

of the Scotch universities as a member of Parliament, and as Sir

David would not speak, I had to follow, and then Professor Ram-
say. I felt a little nervous, but was very short, and did my part

decently, I think. Sir John MacNeill made a capital statement in

all the four cases. Lord Pain, joked as usual, and did not give us

much encouragement; but Mr Gladstone was very friendly, and

Lord Granville considerably so. Mr Disraeli almost gave en-

couragement. We found Dizzy in a very pretty drawing-room,

Grosvenor Gate, overlooking Hyde Park, lie looks fresh and well,

and gave one the idea decidedly of a man of great and ready

ability.

March, 4.—I went to church—to prayers at least, for I did not

wait to hear the sermon. Sir David and I went to call on Madame
Blaze de Bury, my Parisian friend, who is here at present. We
found her somewhat invalided, in a charming dressing-gown

(though not so engaging as yours). 1 had a somewhat excited
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Eight with her about the 'Essays and Reviews' the anthoi

wliicli she handled with all the freedom of the most perfect igno-

rance of the opinions they repre ent, What a row, to be sure, the

volume is making here I It. is somewhat melancholy and absurd,

The bishops arc blockheads for their pains in meddling with tin-

volume, and consequences Eot the authors look very serious. 1

took a walk after in Byde 1 'ark, and I could not help reflecting

what I should haw done had I been one of them, and BO driven

from my post. I daresay 1 could have got on somehow, only, con-

sidering the bairns, it would have been a serious business. I see

the ' Puritans ' advertised this week, but as yet no notices—for

which there has not been time. Alter writing to you yesterday,

I scribbled for tho ' Scotsman ' some notices of our interview

with Lord Palmerston, which you will probably see on Monday or

Tuesday. Write me a note to the Blackwoods' ; I shall be glad

when I see them, if I can hear something of the £100 for the

'Puritans,'—the " necessary," as poor Mrs Yelverton says in one

of her letters. What a wonderful old fellow Sir David is | what

an interest he takes in all the details of the Yelverton case. He
is game, 1 believe, to court a Sumr de Charite himself.

It is needless to explain what this Yelverton case was. If

the young reader has never heard of it, so much the better.

It filled all the papers at the time, and the Principal had

already commented on the vivacious interest of his fellow-

Principal, Sir David Brewster, then a very old man. The

Principal's opinion of the aspect and utterances of Parlia-

ment, not a very flattering one, may be given here, though

probably the letter in which it is contained was of somewhat

later date :

—

To Dr Dickson.

I was in the House of Commons on Thursday and Friday nights

last, and heard the great debate, only to my great regret I missed

Gladstone's speech. One only requires to see the House of Com-
mons to be even more of a democrat than I have hitherto been.

Bosh I should say is the word for the greater part of the stuff

talked ; even the amount of twaddle in such a man as Disraeli

is wonderful, and Palmerston and Lord John are ludicrously

disappointing. "What you instinctively say of Disraeli, after

such a two hours' laceration as he inflicted on Lord John on

Thursday night, is, " that he bath a devil "
: but as for patriotism

or statesmanship ! Layard, with a somewhat awkward manner.
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is a true fellow, and spoke with some real enthusiasm. There

is no amount of hallooing will put such a man down. Lord

Stanley, well as his speeches read, speaks as if he had a potato in

his mouth, and even in the Speaker's Gallery (where 1 had the

privilege of getting, as a Burnett prizeman) was quite inaudible,

No amount of practice will ever make such a man anything but a

poor and inapt speaker. "Whiteside's speech in the early part of

the evening, it is said, was great, hut I missed it. Lowe's was

also highly spoken of, hut I only got in in the middle of poor Mr
Cayley's sermonising, during which the House, with laughter and

talk and expressions of weariness, while this old man, quite in-

audible, or at least not worth being audible to his next neighbour,

kept mouthing his well-prepared platitudes—presented an extra-

ordinary sight to strangers. The scene after the division, when
Sir James Graham got up and made an extraordinary statement,

was very exciting. lie and Gladstone and Sidney Herbert were

seated beside Milner Gibson and Cobden, &c, and have un-

doubtedly joined them in an earnest and determined peace move-

ment. The Usher of the Black Bod, interrupting Palmerston in

the midst of his peroration, was an impressively ludicrous scene,

and his miserable joke about the " rod " fell very flat thereafter.

He altogether gives you the idea of a man used up. In short, the

Treasury bench, with the blockhead-looking figure of Sir C. W.
very conspicuous, presents on the whole rather a sad spectacle.

Other experiences in London, of a different kind, may be

added. The Principal was naturally an object of great in-

terest to the ministers of the Scotch Church adhering to the

Established Church of Scotland in London, and on one oc-

casion he dined with their Synod, in, I imagine, his represen-

tative character as an envoy from the mother Church. He

tells his wife how much he had suffered from " the portentous

heat " (a thing he never could bear with equanimity) and " a

load of fulsome compliments :

"

—

I had to propose Cumming's health, and as I really am not good

at " butter," which is such a plentiful commodity at Synod dinners,

I hope he believed that I had a sufficient appreciation of his dis-

tinguished qualities. He has entrapped me into preaching on

Sunday.

On his way home, on this particular occasion, he travelled

by Cambridge, where Mr Alexander Macmillan, then resident
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there, and rising into the eminent rank among publi hei

;ii, present occupied by his firm, had asked an interesting

party to meet him. The story <>f this visit i ;i BOCiated

with so many innocent pleasantries of the past, belonging t"

the familiar and warm family intercourse then just IMan-

ning between the Tullochs and myself, that the cheerful

story here begins to become pathetic to me, as it will to a

few others who remember the simple jests and easy laughter

of a moment of the Principal's life upon which no clouds

as yet had come. When at Cambridge, he went to Ely, and

the impression made upon him by that beautiful cathedral

is recorded at some length. He writes from the hotel there

while waiting for dinner:

—

To Ma Wife.

I have had some very pleasant days at Cambridge, and here.

Cambridge with its grand old colleges, and Trinity the grandest

of all, struck me almost more than Oxford. Eeally it makes one

ashamed of little St Mary's and our peddling resources. Adams
was sweetly radiant as of old. . . . There were a lot of

pleasant men besides, and one very pleasant fellow showed me
through many of the colleges. Eeally one comes not only to ad-

mire, but to regard with a somewhat overpowering esteem, the

Church of England, seen in its full grandeur in Cambridge and

here, and Oliver Cromwell (this is Oliver's country) sinks into

insignificance, and even something of vulgarity. What a cathe-

dral this is,—a dream of magnificence. I have spent two hours

in and about it, and on the top of the tower, 270 feet high, three

times the size of the square tower (St Rule's in St Andrews). It

shows all the styles—Norman and the three stages of Gothic.

Early English, decorated and then perpendicular. The choir,

with its screen and its attendant chapels, is beautiful beyond de-

scription
;
you would be enchanted with it. . . . It is pleas-

ant to be told everything, and yet it is pleasant as a change to

rind out things for yourself. You always really learn more in

this latter case. Cromwell's grandfather was farmer of the

cathedral lands here, as far as I remember : and it was in the

cathedral here that he addressed an astonished crowd, M Xo more

of your fooling ; come down there." It was necessary, no doubt

;

and yet anything that would have permanently impaired the noble

Cathedral Establishment of England would have been a mis
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tunc for the nation and the world. Many parts of the cathedral

have heen restored in late years ; hut there are still parts left, the

Lady Chapel particularly, in great dilapidation.

The Principal arrived in Edinburgh in time for the meet-

ing of Assembly in May 1862, which was specially inter-

esting at the moment, as he was a candidate for the second

clerkship, an office of some credit and a little emolument.

He secured the appointment " triumphantly " he writes, the

votes for him outbalancing those for all the other candi-

dates put together. He adds characteristically :—

I am very glad and thankful, my only regret being that Dr
Pirie, in proposing me, should have said something perhaps rather

caustic of the other candidates. He is a first-rate good fellow,

but apt to be a little slapdash with his tongue.

He had by this time been appointed editor of the ' Record,'

an organ of the Church of Scotland specially concerned with

missionary news and literature, which also made a little

welcome addition to his income ; and he was pleased with

his post at the Assembly, though sometimes finding it hot

and tiresome, "chained as I am to the table without the

right of speaking in the meantime." Here one pretty little

domestic incident comes in. Looking up from that table to

which he was chained, he sees coming in to the gallery, from

which spectators witness the proceedings of the Assembly, a

little maiden shy and fair, who is his little daughter, and

whose childish freshness so dazzles him in the pleasant sur-

prise, that he concludes she is in " a new rig "
; or perhaps it

is only a new bonnet, he adds, not to show his ignorance,

which throws a glory upon the whole costume. The Prin-

cipal, however, is much taken aback to be appealed to next

day by his Sara and the matronly friend with whom she was

staying for this very " new rig," which it appeared desirable

to provide for the child while she was in the way of the

fashions in Edinburgh. " This certainly^ shows the value of

my perception of novelties in the way of dress," he says,
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without thinking of the pleasant glimpse il gives us oJ

pride and pleasure in liis children, and the fatherly glamour

in his eyes.

I may add here, as belonging t<> the saint- period, the i

mention of a name always to his family associated with a

painful portion of Ins life.

To hie il'//;.

After calling on Ilannay of the ' Courant/ and talking with him
about various matters—among others a request on the part of the

managers or proprietors that I should occasionally write for it,

which I am disposed to think of—and abusing the ' Atheneum ' to

him, I was astonished to find in I Hack wood's a very hearty and

favourable notice of ' Puritanism ' in Saturday's ' Athensum*' If

you have not seen it David will get it for you. I feel as if I

had been bearing false witness, and trust that the article is not, as

in the former case, by Ilannay himself. I do not fancy so: it is

too hearty, and the tone is different.

The editor of the ' Edinburgh Courant,' here referred to,

was one of the many men of considerable gifts who sink

in the sea of journalism, and leave but small record of

themselves—not much more than a little wreckage upon

the pitiless shore. He w^as, I believe, a good scholar

and keen critic. It is pleasant to note another humble

name in the above extract, which the Principal's friends

will recognise with more pleasant recollections—the good

David, beloved of all the children, the janitor of St Mary's

College, and honest retainer and champion of the family,

with his Scotch independence, yet homely devotion, ready

for every kindly service. When David died, old and bed-

ridden, only a few years before the catastrophe which made

St Mary's desolate, he left, being without relatives, a great

part of his small savings to his beloved Principal, always so

friendly and cordial to all his humble neighbours. David

was the story-teller of the little ones, and his lodge one of

their dearest refuges, and he himself, to everybody, a uni-

versal referee.
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I find among the papers of this period an account of

the Principal's first interview with the Queen at Balmoral,

which is interesting from the little thrill of emotion which

La v isible in every line.

I had an interview with the Queen this afternoon (Sunday,

August 10th, 1862V and write to note down its character before

it escapes my memory. I arrived here from Braemar last night,

and at ten o'clock went to Balmoral Castle to give divine service.

I found servants waiting at the door under the tower, one of whom
conducted me to a room, where I put on my gown and bauds.

After a little while I was ushered along the corridor through a

group of waiting servants, into the dining-room, along each end of

which were arranged seats—in the lower end for the servants, the

upper for the Queen and Court. In the window there was a

table covered, at which I took my place with a small Bible, and

my sermon in my hand. I remained standing for about three

minutes; the ladies and Sir George Grey, the Minister of State in

attendance, then entered, and after a short time the Queen came in

with two little boys and (I think) a little girl, all in deep mourn-

ing. She had a widow's cap with very long pendants broadly

hemmed. (I have heard all this, although I never ventured to look

at her except as she entered and took her seat).

I commenced the service with a prayer, then reading Scripture,

thirty-ninth Psalm, and fourteenth chapter of St John's Gospel,

then short prayer, concluding with " Our Father," then sermon

from the text, Romans viii. 28, "And we know that all things

work together for good," then another prayer to conclude with

—

about fifty minutes in all ; and as I never sat down, and was

under a good deal of suppressed excitement, although marvellously

calm externally, I felt a little tired. Her Majesty left the room

immediately, and I left for the manse, to prepare for service in the

church. At two o'clock I went back to luncheon, sat beside Sir

George Grey, and afterwards had a long talk with him. As I rose

with the rest to come away, Sir George said to me, " The Queen

desires to see you, and will send for you by-and-by." I did not

feel very comfortable, you may imagine. As we went up the

stair Sir George said to me, " ]No formal introduction is necessary

;

you just enter and make your bow." A servant received us at

the door—very dark, quiet, and retired it seemed—tapped, to

which a clear voice replied, "Come in." Sir George went first,

made a step or two, and then a very low formal bow; I followed

and did the same. The Queen received us almost at the door,

and stood all the time. She said inquiringly first, that I had
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been to Balmoral to preach before 1 She then a Iced it I had a

church. She then asked about the number of itudeni at 81

Andrews. I saiil about 150 or 17". There were many mon
Edinburgh and Glasgow,—her Bfajesty said, talking to Sir Gi

Grey. She then said something further that led me to say that

St Andrews was the oldest university in Scotland, and that we
were proud of it in consequence. Sir I leorge Grey said I had been

telling him that tin- Duke of Argyll was thinking <>f sending his

sons to St Andrews. She Baid half to him and half to me thai

the Duke's sons were very promising. I replied that the eldesl

was thought very clever. She then spoke of Dr Macleod, and said

he was a delightful ami charming man. Had he not also a clever

brother? I said he had. Sir George Grey said, " Your Majesty

has just presented Dr Macleod's brother to a living." She re-

plied, " I have not had the pleasure of hearing him, but I hope I

may have that pleasure." She then spoke of Mr Stewart having

preached last Sabhath, and said, "He was eloquent" in an inquir-

ing sort of way. She then said with a very charming smile, " It

was very kind of you to come to-day," and we left, bowing and
hacking out of the room as best we could. She detained Sir

George Grey, who on rejoining me said the Queen desired a copy

of my sermon and the concluding prayer. I said I could scarcely

give the copy I had, but would have one made and sent.

"So there will be work for you to do to-inorrow night,"

cries the Principal, coming back to his natural strain, with a

burst of relief after the awe of this first interview well over,

and no solecism committed. He had been half disposed to

be a little impatient of the summons to Balmoral, but never,

I think, after becoming acquainted with her Majesty, was so

again.

A little later in the year he paid a flying visit with Mr
Smith to Ireland, of which he has not very much to say.

The poverty of the country made a painful impression, more

than its beauty, and he says nothing of the humour and wit,

upon which in those days every traveller remarked. The

one observation of any importance which falls from him, is

something like an echo of the sentiments called forth by the

beauty and solemnity of the English cathedral. The sight

of the poor women telling their beads in the church at Kil-
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larney suddenly strikes a sympathetic chord in the bosom

of this Scotch minister, who says his prayers devoutly be-

side them, and not only so, but moves the brotherly Smith

to do so also in a true catholic spirit. The daily prayers

in the churches make him " almost regret Catholicism."

'• Why," he cries, "should not we be free to think as we

like about religion as about other things, and yet retain

the grand, picturesque, blessed associations of an ancient

national faith ?

"

On his return from this expedition he came to Eosneath to

meet his wife, who had previously arranged to join him there

:

and here I may be allowed to say something about my own

first acquaintance with the pair who henceforward were

among the most intimate friends and associates of my life.

It was, I think, in 1861 that we first met. I had come to

Scotland for the first time since my childhood, in the languor

of great mental suffering and trouble, about a year before

;

and having been accidentally led to Eosneath in the course of

collecting materials for the life of Edward Irving, with which

I was beginning to occupy myself, had been struck by the

wonderful beauty of the place—a combination of softness and

mountain grandeur with which I was quite unacquainted—as

well as by the kindness of friends : and after a winter in Edin-

burgh, took my little children there in the course of the

summer. I was by that time in the state of mental and

moral convalescence which, when one is still young enough

to benefit by the beneficent operations of nature, succeeds

great calamity as well as actual illness. And the beautiful

air, the more beautiful mountains, the little loch between its

soft banks, reflecting a sky not always bright indeed, but al-

ways full of dramatic surprises and sudden delightful effects,

and sometimes heavenly with the unexpected glory of one

of those days of perfect weather which are never more sweet

than in the Highlands ; added to the simple country life, the

frequent cheerful meetings, the new neighbours all ready to
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help a stranger back to the sunshine—gave a ,*_
r

i-< -;i t impulse

to all the powers of life. The manse was a cheerful centre

of youth and bright intelligence and pleasant kindness, and

there were many expeditions to be made by land and by

water, which filled up the days. Trusting that the reader

will pardon a recollection so personal, I am tempted to tell

the little story of my first intimacy with .Mrs Tulloch, the

dear friend of all after-days. In some interval of the joint

expeditions which included all the party, she and I alone

made a little party of our own, with our children, to the

head of the loch. There was only a year or two between

us in point of age, and we were so far distinct from the

younger members of the little gay and friendly community

in our maturity of motherhood and experience, that the con-

trast drew us nearer to each other. Beyond the Gareloch-

head there stretches a heathery upland, all wild and fresh,

commanding on one side the lovely Gareloch itself, and on

the other the noble line of Loch Long, with Loch Goil

branching off' among its separate hills; and the magnificent

line of peaks proudly called the Duke's Bowling - Green,

stretching along the sky from west to north behind. The

glow of the heather, sharply broken by here and there a

bit of emerald moss, or the gleam of a little pool, the wide

vault of the sky and flying clouds that went like breath over

the hills, leaving no effect the same for five seconds together,

the dazzle of the great Clyde sweeping downwards towards

Arran and the glowing west, the wonderful splendour and

variety of mountains and loch, and river and sky,—made an

enchantment round us. I know no more beautiful mount

of vision. We sat on the rustling heather, with the chil-

dren playing by us, and became friends. Perhaps she too,

like myself, was pleased to find a calmer pleasure than suit-

ed the lively company which was younger in age and in

development than she and I. "We talked, very likely, of

our nurseries and the children's little ailments. Why not ?

L
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These things were more to us than the movements of the

spheres. We were two women together, with nobody to

note whether we were silly or wise ; and we communed in

our fashion, with the best result of all communings, that we

were friends from that day.

After this there were a great many pleasant rami ties and

one or two excursions among the hills, of the humours of

which I made at the time a little passing record. The small

incidents of these holiday wanderings, the simple jests, the

endless talk, the absurdities, and the moments of gravity,

live and are remembered when many things of more import-

ance have fallen into oblivion. The first time that two of

us, survivors of that party, met after the Principal's death,

there rose before both simultaneously the most trifling inci-

dent, at which we had laughed many a time, and at which,

with tears in our eyes, we could not but smile again even

then,—so fully was his character and look, and all the special

humour of the man associated with it. The days were bright,

though dashed with perpetual rain, and life not yet deeply

touched with gloom, though it had known some shadows.

Up to this time, indeed, there had been little gloom in Tul-

loch's life. He had reached the full prime of manhood, a

little more than Dante's half-way ; he had been able as few

men are to shape his life " upon the plan that pleased his

boyish thought
;

" his cares had not been few, but there had

been nothing in them to make him 'bate either heart or hope.

No man could have more unbroken happiness at home ; few

in his country or profession had such advancement at his

age. His faculties were in their fullest exercise and power

;

he had entered in literature, into one of the noblest paths of

historical study, with success; he had gained, though amid

many storms and defiances, so much of the confidence of his

Church, in spite of the murmurs of the narrow-minded, as to

have attained several of her most important offices. He had

been admitted to the beginning of that intercourse with his
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Sovereign, which ended in a friendship of which the Queen

has given affecting proof. All was well and prosperous in

heart, and health, ami life.

When such words are said of a man, the tnatincl of

humanity foresees that the shadow is ahoul to fall. And

so it was. After that full and happy period, the gloom of

a mysterious illness swept over this large and Liberal life;

and though there were Long intervals of brightness -till to

come, and much progress both in the external and inner lite,

his after-years were divided into periods counting from one

periodical attack to another—sad lines and limitations of an

existence which at once in native vigour, and in the noble

temperance of well-ordered days, seemed fortified agaimt

every danger.
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CHAPTER VII.

HIS FIRST ILLNESS.

It must have been in the end of 1862 that this first illness

began. Faint indications in the shape of unusual irritability

(and he was by nature hasty, and prone now and then to

sudden startling ebullitions of impatience, deeply regretted,

and constantly confessed in pathetic self-humiliation before

his God) and fits of melancholy had begun to appear, but

not in a way that caused any alarm. His melancholy especi-

ally, and transient fits of disgust with all around him, were

so mingled, as we all thought, with comic circumstances, and

so humorously relieved by the perfect health of his appear-

ance, by his own perception of the ludicrous, and the rueful

fun which mingled with that uncomprehended disturbance,

that his friends were more ready to laugh and to tell each

other anecdotes of those apparent whims and vapours, which

the aspect of this robust and splendid valetudinarian so

completely belied, than to be alarmed by them. And he

had one source of real annoyance, which in the beginning

of 1863 had come to affect him more than any such trifling

malignancy ought to do, but yet was a sufficiently reason-

able cause of some irritation and disturbance of mind.

The effect of adverse criticism is very different upon

different natures. It used to be one of the traditions of the

literary world that Keats had been killed by his critics;
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and though this is now evidently proved to be false, tli.p-

can be little doubt that the effect of such attacks, though

quite innocent of personal malice, upon a young man strug-

gling with fatal disease, could not but be prejudicial Were

the judges who sit upon our literary tribunals to be con-

stantly on the watch against thus accelerating the pro-

of illness, or troubling the weakness of a physical sufferer,

it would be a sad curb upon the liveliness of youthful genius

in another way. It might indeed be as great a hardship to

the writer of a slashing article to be debarred from exercis-

ing his gift, as it has been more popularly supposed to be to

a poet to suffer from it. For slashing articles are the most

easy of literary efforts, and very few are the writers who

cannot in one way or other be made to afford amusement to

the Philistines by this method. The ' Edinburgh Courant

'

was not an eminent organ of literary opinion like ' Black-

wood's Magazine ' or the ' Edinburgh Review,' but it was

at this period under the editorship of an exceptionally

clever man of letters, himself of the very essence of what

has been called the Cockney school, and out of his ele-

ment in the northern capital. I have always heard that

he was a good scholar, with all the minutiae of English

classical training at his finger-ends. This was a point upon

which Principal Tulloch at all times mourned and ex-

aggerated his own deficiency. If the reader will refer to

the beginning of this volume he will see with how little

seriousness the classical training of St Andrews University

was pursued, and I do not think that pure scholarship for

itself is an art which has ever thriven in Scotland. By

what means the editor of the ' Courant ' had found out that

this was a peculiarly sensitive side of the Principal's con-

sciousness, or what had been his particular cause of hostility

to the Principal, I have not been able to discover : it is said

in respect to the latter that Tulloch had been especially

kind, civil, and helpful to him, which in some minds might
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be supposed to be cause enough. But I am reluctant to take

such a cynical view of human nature, and am disposed to

believe that in most cases it is from pure gatitt, du cceur that

such attacks are made, and that the ease and general success

which attend them form motive enough without any darker

reason, such as that of civilities to return or kindness to

repay. To goad a man to the verge of madness is delightful

sport, and the lookers-on, though they may disapprove, and

even in the event of evil consequences indignantly disown

any participation in the offence, nevertheless while it is pro-

ceeding like it too. The insignificance of the organ in the

present instance may be thought to lessen the responsibility,

but the organ was not insignificant to the Principal, in

whose immediate circle it was in full circulation. Certain

errors of the press, unimportant slips of the pen or failures

of memory, a quotation inaccurately rendered, or other

literary sin equally venial, were seized upon as the sub-

jects of repeated articles, and Tulloch was thus held up to

his world—nay to himself, which was worse—with just the

kind of ridicule which was most adapted to make life in-

tolerable to him. It would be vain to say that this was the

cause of his illness—the real fact being that it was his illness

which gave it so great a power to annoy ; but it for the

moment directed the course of the growing evil, and decided

the peculiar instrument which incipient disease, whether

mental or physical, seized for his torture and dismay.

I am far from pretending to throw any light upon what

that illness was. Principal Tulloch has not been the only

sufferer among his contemporaries, and it has been among

the finest minds of our age that it has found its victims.

By what subtle action of mind on body, or body on mind

—

those undefinable partners in the unity of human being—it

comes about that this mysterious malady should have so

much power in our day, is a question too profound to be dis-

cussed by the ignorant. For want of a better explanation,
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it is generally attributed to overwork or overstrain of the

intellectual faculties, nervous exhaust inn— whatever words it

may occur to the medical faculty to connect with pTOO

which they arc unable to fathom. Tulloch did not, I am

sure, even when under the immediate influence of those who

attribute to this cause everything (hey do not understand.

believe that it was overwork. Perhaps further medical in-

vestigations may disclose by what miserable accidental jai

the tine machinery of being can be put out of trim, and so

much suffering be evolved without any apparent or Bufficienl

cause. It rose upon him like a cloud out of a clear sky, no

one knowing why or wherefore. He whose laugh had been

in itself the cause of laughter, whose perception of the ludi-

crous had been so ready, whose swift wrath against all pre-

tences had dropped so easily into a humorous sympathy even

with the ridiculous, now turned to the world a saddened

countenance, with that look of expostulation and remon-

strance in his eyes, which was at all times one of their char-

acteristic expressions, but which now acquired a pathos and

air of trouble which went to the heart. By what would

have been an extraordinary freak of fancy, but for the

attacks above described, the malignant suggestions upon

which his troubled imagination worked, he fixed upon a

certain erroneous quotation which he had once made in a

speech before, I think, the Presbytery, as the cause of his

misery : surely the most innocent sin that ever troubled an

invalid conscience. Whether he had put the sense wrong,

or whether it was merely a false quantity, I do not recollect,

nor what the phrase was. Most people will remember some

slip of the kind which, when suddenly recalled to memory

years after, will send the blush of shame coursing to their

finger - ends. This effect, momentary in most cases, took

entire possession of the Principal's fancy for a time ; and

with such profound feeling did he speak of it, that I well

remember the struggle of sympathy for his evident suffer-
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ing, contending with nn almost comic sense of the triviality

of the occasion, until at last the anxious listener, entirely

carried away by the real trouble in those appealing eyes,

broke forth into the advice, as fantastic as the cause of it, that

he should call together again the same audience, and make

his confession of error to them : the error of a false quantity !

I quote this to show how real was the suffering, how pro-

foundly genuine the impression it made, and how tragically

absurd the apparent cause. Of course it was some trick of

disordered nature that took advantage of this trivial inci-

dent, as the child in Wordsworth's poem took the weather-

cock which caught his eye suddenly at the moment of per-

plexity for the cause of a preference which he did not know

how to account for. And yet there was so much reason in

the delusive remorse, that these deficiencies had been held

out to him for weeks as a matter important enough to

occupy a critic's leisure and the public mind, with all the

malicious skill at that critic's command. In describing as

he did with the vivid minuteness of pain at a latter period

the sensations which overwhelmed him, " self-consciousness
"

was the word that Tulloch invariably used. His mind

turned inward to that often least comprehensible of all

beings, the mysterious self of whom sometimes we seem

but spectators, looking on at the accomplishment of things

and thoughts against which we cry out, which we neither

approve nor desire. Who can solve that riddle of double

being ? Yet everybody must have felt it, most of us hap-

pily in a small degree. Tulloch was like a man whose own

shadow had suddenly come between him and the sun, with

all its imperfectious marked out against the blaze of the

light.

In the beginning of 1863 he went to Edinburgh to deliver

a lecture at the Philosophical Institution, and staying at a

friend's house was sufficiently well to describe to his wife

the radiant apparition of a young lady who belonged to the
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cheerful society of St Andrews, .Miss 0. F., " Looking extremely

well and beautifully dressed/
1 who came in mi her way to a

ball and '-Hi icil off his host in her train. Afterwards, too, 1 it-

gives her an account of a story of domestic misery narrated

to him by certain ladies left behind, ;i m 1
" could nol help

reflecting internally while I listened upon the strangeness"

of (he contrast,—the "two old ladies, placid, passionless, gos-

siping, with qo comprehension of the wild passions and

tragedy beneath the story." He adds, "I am a little better,

free from annoyance, and hope I may get more elasticity of

spirit." His friends were " indignant about the 'Courant,' and

had discontinued it. Various respectable people have been

doing so, which is likely to make a change." It gave him a

little consolation to be thus backed up by his friends, but

the poisoned arrows had by this time struck home. On his

return from Edinburgh the shadows kept growing darker

and darker. All that local skill could do could not touch

the illness, nor come to any conclusion what it was ; and at

last, as he grew more and more miserable and his work more

and more a burden to him, it was thought necessary that he

should give it up before the end of the session, leaving

his concluding lectures to be read by a friend. Change

of scene, variety, amusement if possible—anything that was

new and unaccustomed, would, the doctors thought, or at

least might, do him good; and he was sent to begin with

to Malvern, to one of the water-cure establishments there

—

that which, I think, was under the charge of the afterwards

unpleasantly celebrated Dr Gully. Mrs Tulloch accompanied

him, very anxious, but not yet fully awakened to the serious-

ness of the complaint, and by times still capable of a smile

at the fancies of the sick man and the contrast between his

splendid physique and the strange weakness which made

him like a child in his abandonment and self-pity. The

only letter I have been able to find of this period is one

addressed to his friend Mr Dickson, who had undertaken to
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read his lectures and thus liberate him from the work which

he was no longer able to carry on.

Holyrood House, JMai.yf.un.

To th> Rev. I >r Dickson. March 21, 1868.

I need not repeat, my dear Dickson, how much I am indebted

to your kind services. How did the lectures last? As to myself

I am better on the whole, although by no means free from my
annoyance. I hope it may disappear as the nervous sy.-tmi gets

stronger. I am somewhat at a loss what to do,—to remain here

longer or to go elsewhere. Upon the whole, I fancy Ave Avill re-

main for another ten days, so as to complete the water treatment.

In that time it will do all for me, I daresay, that it can.

It did, so far as the patient and his anxious wife could see,

nothing at all, and in April they came to me at Ealing,

where I was then living. It was not a genial spring; the

skies were grey, and the sunshine, which seemed to me at

first in the scepticism of nature to be the only thing wanting

to clear these cobwebs away, would not come. We tried all

we could with what society we could command to cheer him,

and sometimes there would be a little lifting of the clouds.

He could not sleep of nights, but he would doze feverishly

in the evening after dinner, notwithstanding all his efforts to

withstand that unrefreshing drowsiness. It was some time

before the fantastic cause of all this misery, the false quan-

tity, was confided to me as above recorded. This curious

revelation and the scene of it comes back to me as I write

almost with the freshness of present vision. We were walk-

ing up and down a little mall shadowed with overhanging

elms, on which the buds were bursting and the thrushes

singing, as in Mr Browning's poem. It was a morning in

early May, cloudy yet sweet. The village green at one

side, a high old-fashioned red-brick house behind its wall

on the other, completed the simple landscape, which in its

turn was filled by his large and imposing presence in all the

power of manhood, but with every line of his countenance

drawn, and the great eyes so full of trouble, appealing not
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only to the disturbed and anxious women on either side of

him, but to beaven and earth for aid.

The cloud hung over him for nearly a year, though even

at the worst, in the midst of all tin- suffering, fleams of

humour would come in, and many a little tragi-comic inci-

dent relieve the gloom, incidents at which even he would

be tempted to laugh by times. In the summer he went to

Orkney with two friends, one of them Dr linbertson, min-

ister of Glasgow Cathedral, for whom he had the highest

esteem, and who was also ill, though not in the same way.

Every new attempt to exorcise the demon brought with it a

little additional hope. On his way to the North he writes as

usual every day, and always with a touching eagerness for

his letters from home.

To his Wife.

What you said about missing me brought the foolish tears to

my eyes, not more than a tribute of weakness, you will perhaps

think, as things have been lately with me, yet something more.

I hope, as you say, dearest, I will get home somewhat better.

Upon the whole I keep pretty well, weak and easily tired and
bothered, the old consciousness still shadowing all my existence

and keeping me not merely humble but humiliated.

Awoke rather dull [he adds in another letter], the old con-

sciousness being vivid all day. ... I hope and expect to keep
pretty well, and to drive, perhaps, the painful consciousness a little

further into the background.

Presently he rouses a little in admiration of the scenery.

"Keally enjoying," he says, "the voyage from Thurso to

Stromness."

The long roll of the Atlantic and the magnificent cliffs of Hoy
1000 feet in height, the nearest island to the coast, of nearly the

whole of which Dr Heddle's brother is the proprietor,—you can-

not conceive anything grander than these cliffs.

Do not make yourself unhappy about me. My peculiar un-

healthiness or unhappiness obeys its own laws, now better now
worse, as at home. Yesterday we had a very pleasant day. which

I may say I really enjoyed.
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In the course of this expedition, calling at one of the

smaller islands, they came upon a handsome house, " a mag-

nificent pile of buildings with scarcely a tree about," and met

one of the chief landed proprietors, who unfolded to the

travellers a new aspect of nationality.

He is an enthusiastic Orkney-man, and looks back with pride

and regret apparently to the old Norse days when Orkney was a

part of the Danish and Norwegian kingdom. The Scandinavian

element remains very strong in some parts of the islands, and the

Norse period is looked back to by many of the country people as

a kind of golden age. Mr B. told me that there were two power-

ful bishops of the name of Tulloch in Kirkwall at the time of the

transference of the islands from Norway to Scotland. Tulloch is

a very common name here, and still more so I believe in Shetland.

Very likely the fact of our crest being a mitre has something to do

Avith these Orkney bishops.

He returned to St Andrews with his hands full of little

presents from the islands—shawls and other cobwebs of the

fine Shetland knitting ; and the pleasure of returning made,

as the excitement of departing had done, a little change and

movement in the cloud that enveloped him. But the dark-

ness soon settled down again, and ere long the doctors

decided that any attempt to resume work at the beginning

of another session would be dangerous for him, if not im-

possible, and advised entire rest for the winter, and, if

possible, a warmer climate and a sea voyage. After many

consultations and discussions, means were at last found to

carry out this decision. The owners of one of the great lines

of Mediterranean steamboats sailing from Liverpool offered

the Principal a voyage in the " Marathon " to Greece, Con-

stantinople, and the isles of the iEgean—a voyage full of

associations and interest which roused him to some degree

from the languor into which he had fallen. It was finally

decided that his eldest son—now the Eev. W. W. Tulloch

of Maxwell Church, Glasgow, a worthy inheritor of his

father's name—should accompany him. At this point once

more my own movements became so linked with those of his
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family that they necessarily find a place iii this record. J

bad made; all my plana Eor returning t<> Rome with a dear

friend, then resident there, Mrs Macpherson, who had spent

the summer with me in England; and our united repn

tations ended by persuading Mrs Tulloch of the possibility

of accompanying us with her two eldest daughters, so at to

meet the Principal at Rome, and be his companion in what-

ever other journeys might be thoughl necessary. There were

many difficulties in the way, hut by degrees they were all

surmounted. The Principal found friends ready to under-

take to read his lectures to his classes, and thus to enable

him to leave home with a mind as much at rest as in his

condition was possible. And the prospect of being met by

his wife gave him strength for the separation and the long

journey without her. He embarked accordingly on the

" Marathon " in the end of October ; and a month later, the

rest of the party, a cheerful band of ladies and children, with

every prospect of a pleasant journey, set out for Rome.

A little incident had happened before this departure which

had brought both pleasure and pain to the Principal. The

College Church in St Andrews had become vacant by the

death of Dr Cook, and there had been an immediate move-

ment in the town to attempt to induce him to accept, and

the Crown to present him to, that vacant place. The College

Church (so called) in St Andrews is, I believe, the thing

most like an old college chapel of anything existing in Scot-

land (with the exception, I am told, of one in Aberdeen).

Before it was half ruined in the eighteenth century, and

wholly restored in our own day, it must have been an excel-

lent specimen of fine, though late, architecture, worthy of the

ancient establishment to which it belonged. It is doubtful

whether the senseless alarms of ignorance lest the fine stone

roof should fall upon the heads of the worshippers, which is

said to liave been the inspiration of the authorities, who with

great difficulty and labour had it pulled down—or the love of
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clean plaster and paint and neatness, which has smoothed

and trimmed the ancient walls into the nearest semblance of

;i meeting-house which their construction will allow—has

done most harm to this fine old chapel. Its rugged and

grey exterior, its beautifully poised and characteristic Scotch

tower, preserve all their natural significance ; and though it

had been withdrawn from its proper use as a University

( 'hurch and combined, with the cure of a small parish, it was

still possible, some people thought, to regain that character

for it virtually, if not nominally, if Principal Tulloch, the

natural guide in spiritual matters of the students, could

be brought there as incumbent. The idea pleased him, as

affording him an opportunity of a more extended influence

over the young men at the University, and closer approach

to them ; and he would have accepted it on this ground,

though he refused to commit himself by expressing any wish

for it. Professor Ferrier, who seems to have been the originator

of the idea, along with several others of the lay professors,

were warmly anxious to secure the appointment ; but there

were others who looked upon the suggestion with different

eyes, bringing forward the old bugbear of pluralities, and in

some instances imputing sordid motives on his own part as

if he had himself originated the plan for his own aggrandise-

ment. Such imputations would have stung him deeply at

any time ; and in his especially sensitive condition, they

added greatly to the depression of mind with which he

started on his journey.

I was fretted with weary work up to the last, and have letters

lying to clear up stupid misunderstandings and jealousies that

seemed to say to me, without frankly saying it, " You are a pretty

fellow, to run away from your work, and at the same time to be

holding out your hands for more work and pay
!

"

Such an accusation is precisely one of those which are most

likely to sting the sensitive mind : and it added a ' pang of

additional discomfort to the beginning of his voyage.
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This voyage, however, I may perhaps say, fortunately won

furnished enough commotion of its own to occupy the

thoughts of the invalid, and rouse them to the more whole-

some excitement of natural risks and wonders. From its be-

ginning the voyage was a stormy one. The " Marathon" left

the shelter of the Mersey where, indeed, Bhe bad been

pitching about very uncomfortably for some hours— in the

teeth of a gale, and it was not till three or four days after that

the Principal, though a good sailor, was able to put pen to

paper. "The instability of everything puts writing at de-

fiance," he says. The following notes are from his diary of

the voyage :—

Nov. f. 1863.— Before night closed on Saturday (the day they

sailed) the storm had set in in strength; but all Sunday—during

which Willie and I and an invalid passenger, a Mi Mackenzie from

Greenock, were the only passengers who made their appearance

—

it continued to gather. On Monday it reached its height We
roUed and shivered and shipped once or twice such enormous seas,

that it seemed as if we must go to pieces. As I was standing at

the saloon door looking out as I could on the fearful night, an

enormous sea entered the saloon passage, sweeping me off my feet

and dashing me violently against the opposite door, fortunately

diverging to knock down a bookcase inside the saloon and make
a general havoc. I was stunned and had my knees cut, and of

course wet through : but stripped, got into my berth, and tried to

bid snug over the ' Small House at Allington.' Till this morning

(Wednesday) the storm has raged in full violence, and to escape

danger we have gone far out to sea and lost two days at least :

now (although still in the dreaded bay) it has somewhat abated.

Nov. 5th.—To-day bright, calm, and glorious sunshine over-

head— a day to lie upon deck and dream, and dream, and do

nothing, dolcefar niente. It scarcely seems the same world as we
lately were travelling and tossing in as if for very life. Did a

little Italian : read my Greek Testament every day since coming

on board. Greatly interested and amused also with Lord Dufferin's

' Letters from High Latitudes.' Felt quite grateful and happy;

my long dull misery nearly banished. Thanked my tied and

Father for all His mercies most earnestly on deck this morning,

and felt in faith and love raised near Him. Bless the Lord, U
my soul, and forget not all His benefits !

Nov. Qth. — Another day of bright and beautiful sunshine.
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Greek Testament in the morning and a little Italian, and actually

worked out nearly a lecture. Sighted Lisbon rock as we awoke,

but nearly thirty miles off. We had gone far to sea in the storm,

and are bo far from the coast we shall see little till we are drawing

near the Straits.

Nov. 7th.—Another beautiful day. Pleasingly excited as we
approached Tarifa, a strong fortification as we entered the Straits

of Gibraltar. Anchored off the latter about four in the afternoon.

The panorama of cities (Gibraltar, Algeciras), sea, and rocks mag-

nificent—their natural grandeur, their deep interest and attraction.

Gibraltar itself rather puny-looking, notwithstanding the extent

and prominence of the fortifications. A hasty dinner and a run

on shore. Willie and I only got to the post-office and back again

before gun-fire, after which we could not have got back. Particu-

larly struck with the mixture of nationalities—Jews, Spaniards,

Moors, English and Irish soldiers, sometimes with a villanously

low, almost convict countenance. The captain said we should sail

the same evening, but, as always turns out, did not sail till Sunday
afternoon.

Sunday, 8th.—Got on shore early this morning with the captain,

and had a walk through the market and to the Almeida or pro-

menade. The market a lively scene of diverse garb and most

vivacious jabber in many tongues. Moors grand-looking fellows

some of them, and magnificently costumed. Off again early in

the afternoon, and had service after steaming out of the bay. I

preached a short sermon, and was sorry the sailors did not get to

worship. Eead the Psalms with a feeling of appropriateness and

gratitude ; felt happy that we had an opportunity of worshipping

together, and thanking God for His mercy. Found two "couthie
"

old Scotsmen on board from Gibraltar, who had gone there by the

previous steamer.

Nov. 12/7/.—The wind rising, to our disappointment, this morn-

ing, and soon a regular sea again. The ladies much dispirited and

the saloon deserted. Passing in the morning Pantellaria, supposed

to be Calypso's isle, lately one of Bomba's State prisons ; desolate

and bleak-looking, precipitous towards the sea. Ulysses could

scarcely have been fascinated by the charms of the place, what-

ever may have been the charms of Calypso herself.

Nov. \3th.—Awoke early this morning after a better sleep than

usual, and as I looked out land seemed in the strange dim yet

distinct light, the sun not yet above the horizon ; at one's side,

what appeared to me a rural graveyard, with monuments grey and

sad-looking. Dressed and got on deck, and found wc were entering

the magnificent harbour of Valetta. The sun was now up, and the

morning warm and bright. The graveyard had resolved itself into
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;i duster of Btrange-looking little square house , The first sight

of Valetta with its fortifications is eery imposing. Verily, me-
thought, we are a warlike race, we British— at least in the Medi

terranean. I could not imagine any place more strongly fortified.

Malta altogether very interesting, both the people and the place

—

especially so in reference to the successive layers of civilisation

which have been deposited in the island from the Phoenician*

down to the British. This diversity of national influence has left

a curious impress upon the place which might well reward a greal

deal id' study. 'The most obvious civilisation of tin- island is con-

nected with the famous Knights of st John, who hold it from 1530
to the end of the eighteenth century

; the church of St John alone a

splendid monument of their taste and magnificence. I have never

seen any interior so richly and elaborately adorned. The com-
bination of historical interest and natural wealth of dowers ami

fruit, and the natives themselves so distinct and characteristic,

with a language deeply rooted and exercising a wonderful influence

upon them, yet not reduced to writing (all the literature of the

island—their code of laws, newspaper press, &c.—being either

Italian or English), the glorious summer temperature in the middle

of November, and the luxury and magnificence of Yaletta, render

the island one of the most attractive places I have ever seen.

Nov. 14th.—Got on shore again this morning and wandered

about ; entered a church and felt the influence of the quiet and the

sight of numerous worshippers, many of them showing great devo-

tion—very touching. One little fellow of about six or seven, so

light and neat in his trousers and shirt and little bare feet, came
in and knelt in front of me, and said his little prayers with a very

picturesque and affecting artlessness. Protestantism has certainly

lost something while it lias gained much. "Who can doubt that

these open churches, and kneeling worshippers every morning, and

the reverence for the Invisible that scarcely can be doubted under

all the superstitious forms, are akin to the true spirit of Christi-

anity 9 And the very superstitions which mar the worship, the

adoration of the crucifix, the bead-counting, the prostrations and

crossings, and touchings of the floor, and kissing the finger after

doing so (the symbolism of which I do not understand), may it

not be reasonably doubted whether the pious instincts of this

ignorant, semi-oriental people could be otherwise excited ? It

seems somehow all natural enough for them—while seeing a little

later a man of the higher class, engaged in St John's, counting his

beads and repeating his prayers, struck me at once as incongruous.

Nov. 15th.—Sunday morning, and the sea divine ; we had ser-

vice at eleven o'clock, the sailors present. I preached a plain,

practical sermon without my notes from Philippians iii. 1 -i. The

M
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sailors Beamed attentive, and 1 hope some good seed may have

been sown. Completed a lecture in the afternoon, and upon the

whole felt quiet and happy throughout the day. May God bless

and keep all deal to me, and the dear hoy with me!

Nov. 16///.—In great excitement all forenoon on deck, as Ave

sighted the shores of Greece, passed Cape Matapan, then Cape

Malea with its strange hermitage and hermit church built into the

face of the rock. Cape Matapan, the ancient Taenarum, verified

Eoiace's expression, invisi horrtda Taenari sedes, and recalled the

story of Arion and the Dolphins. Facing the old sanctuary of

Poseidon, to whom this part of the Grecian coast was consecrated,

was the remarkable shrine of Venus, Cerigo, the ancient Cythera,

where she rose from the sea in all her beauty. Greatly impressed

in front of these sterile cliffs with the imaginative fervour of the

old Hellenic mind which coidd clothe them with such a rich ver-

dure of story. The interest abated after passing Cythera ; went

below and began a new lecture.

Nov. 17th.—Entered the harbour of Syra this morning, the by-

standers all clustered about. Excited by the rush of associations

through which one was moving. Landed at Syra . . . visited the

schools, struck by the numbers and thorough organisation ; never

have seen anything more complete in its way. Strongly impressed

by the capabilities, of the people and the progress they are making

;

impressed also by the fact that the language is really the old lan-

guage, however modified, and that the Greeks themselves must be

the right and competent judges of its pronunciation. The idea that

avc should in our schools and colleges insist upon reading it differ-

ently struck me as eminently absurd, as I saw what was going on

in these schools.

Nov. 19///.—Stamboul looming through the morning mists as

Ave came on deck. Gradually the sun lit up the minarets of St

Sophia, and Ave entered the Golden Horn. Spent a long day

sight-seeing. Saw the Sultan as he Avent to the Mosque at twelve

o'clock, a vigorous, sunburnt, sullen-looking man ; the face of Fuad

Pasha, vizier, fine and earnest. Some of the pashas with gloomy,

sensual faces ; the procession very well Avorth seeing. Then saAV

the whirling dervishes, a more solemn and impressive, less ludi-

crous sight than I had imagined. Many of the dervishes looked

genuine ascetics, and the old man avIio presided, the very picture

of sad, gentle benevolence. ... I have just seen a very touching

sight, touching in some respects from the very Avant of tenderness

and beauty in it—a Greek funeral. "When Ave Avere finishing

dinner Ave heard the Avild Avail of the mourners as the procession

passed, and rushed to the windows to see it. There were priests

and then a mixed assembly, and the corpse in full dress, reposing
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,iu ;i bier. The fire! Bighl of the uncovered dead face, thai of an

old man, was deeply moving. We went ou1 and followed the pro-

cession to the church, found the service jusl commencing, and a

crowd pouring in; took tapers in our hands like the others, and

approached the bier, near which the priest stoo<l chanting the

vice, an utterly unintelligible chant, only a word to be caught here

and there, imies not at all solemn, A boy then read the Epistle

at the foot of the bier, and a priest the Gospel, and the service

concluded. Then followed the strangesl and mos1 affecting part.

A pioture of the Saviour was placed on the DOSOm of the dead

man, the friends and then the assembled crowd approached, kissed

the picture, then the forehead, and some also the hands; the old

man's brother or father did so amidst a torrent of tears. Then
the bier was hurriedly removed to the grave, the cloak of the dead

man was removed, his Cap taken off, a nightcap put on, and in a

slight garment entirely without coffin he was placed in the grave.

The sight was saddening. The body was covered hy a linen cloth,

a crown of wax affixed to the face, tin' priest poured a glass of

wine over the covered face, lifted a spadeful of earth upon the

body, and the grave was tilled— a singular mixture of affecting

Bymbolism and of almost revolting ceremony or superstition. An
awful want of reverence characterised the whole, talking and

laughing not uncommon among many.

Nov. 2Qth.—Went up the Bosphorus again to Behek to see Mr
Thomson and the two American missionaries, Dr Schauffler and

Dr Hamlin. The former was husied in the translation of the Scrip-

tures into Turkish, a new and more idiomatic version—the latter

having opened a college at Behek : intelligent men, strong north-

eners. Passed a pleasant afternoon in talk with them ; struck hy
their comparatively unfavourable view of the Greek Church; unable

to appreciate its ancient historic character ; spoke of Stanley's
' Kastern Church ' slightingly. The fair picture Stanley had

drawn according to his wont, without adverting to the doctrinal

errors of the Church, seemed greatly to offend the two evangelical

Christians. Had read Stanley's account of Oriental Christianity

and also his lectures on Mahommedanism, only one or two morn-

ings previous, and struck by their superficiality; picturesque and

happily grouped both lectures, hut wanting in substantia] informa-

tion. Had also read considerable parts of Gibbon here and there,

descriptions of the site of Constantinople, of its capture and the

heroic defence of Constantine Paleologus, of the rise of the Turks

Ol * Ottomans ; powerful and at times splendid rhetoric, but also

plainly superficial—here and there gaps being filled up by inge-

nious and satirical declamation.
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In the following pages of the diary a great deal is said of

the Turkish Government and its plans and prospects, which

by this time, of course, has fallen out of date. And then he

pauses in his wanderings with tender thoughts of home, to

realise the reassembling of the red-gowned students at St

Andrews, and all the little commotion of the opening session.

" To-day the College opens," he writes to Dr Mitchell, " and

I have been thinking of the work, though I can take no

share in it. May God bless it and all of you
!

"

From Constantinople the travellers went on to Smyrna,

and made an expedition to Ephesus, into the antiquities and

melancholy ruin of which the Principal entered with the

greatest interest. At Smyrna he encountered an English

resident official, and entered into a very hot controversy

with him on the subject of the Greeks, of whom that

gentleman entertained the lowest opinion, and whose cause

Principal Tulloch upheld with an enthusiasm which it is

curious to find so generally wanting among scholars. It

would seem, indeed, that the more profoundly classical in

its associations is the mind of a traveller in these regions,

the more reluctant he is to confess that a living and lively

race open to much criticism should be in any way repre-

sentative of the demigods of ancient literature, of the war-

riors and sages of the distant past. Even their inheritance

of the language, and specially their claim to be of any au-

thority in respect to its pronunciation, is rejected with a

burst of almost personal offence which has a comic element

in it to the looker-on. The Principal was not of this opinion.

He wanted perhaps something of the elaborate knowledge

and passion for classical subjects which makes a bigoted

scholar, and with a more romantic and natural instinct,

loved to connect the present with the past. It would be

unnecessary, however, to transfer this argument, or the close

discussion of the ruins which he visited with so much in-

terest, to these pages. The "pleased elation" with which
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]ie found liimself travelling through Asia Minor by railway,

and all the sights and Bounds about; the delightful grouping

and vivid outlines of the lulls; the "long strings of camels

led by the inevitable donkey; the mixture of European

railway characteristics with oriental costumes and vraoud-

ance"—all assisted to make "a novel and striking impression."

But his mind was now tur 1
" homewards," with an affect-

ing transference of that word to the apartment in Koine

where his wife was awaiting him; and it was with mingled

regret and pleasure that he left the " Marathon " and joi I

another steamer bound for Malta, where he hoped to find

passage direct to Italy. A slight delay in this last stage

of his journey disturbed his equanimity more than any of

the former storms and sufferings of his voyage.

Dec. 5th.—Sorry to find doubts expressed of reaching .Malta till

Sunday at noon, and even that prospect now (in the afternoon)

doubtful from an unforeseen casualty. Came across a large steamer

of Bibby's, having broken her screw ; took her in tow after some

delay and difficulty, and the result almost certain that we will be

too late of reaching Malta to catch the French steamer for Italy.

Terribly disappointed ; extremely anxious at last about letters and

to see the dear faces ; had made so sure, dearest, of seeing you on

Tuesday or Wednesday at latest, and now it will be Thursday

before we reach Naples. I am in far from an amiable mood,

schooling myself as I have been so long in patience and self-

restraint. I pray heartily and humbly for more of both. May
God grant me to submit to His will in all things. As I lay in

bed last night unable to sleep, the demon of weary thoughts

clutching at me, the thought came very strongly to me that pride

and sensitive indulgence had been my besetting sins from my
youth—inordinate love of distinction without the patience and

thoroughness of work upon which intellectual distinction can alone

be rightly based, and a certain passionate restlessness of tempera-

ment which has often carried me away and made me yield to what

I have afterwards regretted. I have been humbled and chastened.

May I learn the lesson. May I aim at thoroughness of knowledge

in whatever concerns my present work. May I strain for the

mastery, being temperate in all things. And may God help me.

On Sunday, however, after all, they did reach Malta, and
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got finally to Koine on Wednesday the 9th of December,

where the anxious traveller found his wife and daughter

waiting for him at the station, and closes the record of his

journey with " very happy." The country was all quite new

to him, and the language strange, but the sight of " the dear

faces " immediately converted it into home.

I remember very well his arrival, the joyful excitement,

the multitude of things which, notwithstanding those con-

stant letters, there still was to hear and tell. He had en-

tirely regained his look of health and the cheerfulness of his

natural aspect ; he had grown a beard, which was a notable

adjunct, adding something to his always fine appearance, and

his hands were again full of little presents—kindly recollec-

tions from the Eastern bazaars ;—the interchange of happy

questions, two or three cheerful voices chiming together, and

all the commotion of the arrival, culminates in my mind with

one of the household jests which outlast the gravest recollec-

tions. He had a way on all occasions of turning to his wife

for information and explanation upon any event which might

have happened, with, when the event was unfortunate, a half

reproachful expostulating air, as if she might have prevented

it had she arranged differently, upon which I had often made

merry. On the present occasion there was a death to tell him

of,—the death of some one connected officially with his work,

and whose removal necessitated certain alterations in his

plans. It had happened not long before he joined us, and

had to be told him—a very important item among the other

news. I can see him now turning towards Mrs Tulloch that

reproachful look, with puckers of trouble at the corners of

his large serious eyes. " But, my dear ! " he exclaimed with

all the inflections of remonstrance, and a tone which said

more clearly than any words,—Why did you let him die ?

AYe lived in the street called Capo le Case, on the slope

of the Pincian Hill, a large and at first very cheerful party,

lint with some of us this cheerfulness was not of lon^ dura-
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tion. Of this period, and of his life in Home, I ought to 1"'

the must competent of witnesses, having for a time shared

many of its occupations and pleasures; but it was suddenly

broken to me by a terrible event in my own* life -a great

ami crushing bereavement which effaced all thai came alter,

and makes the recollections of the tranquil time before like

a dim landscape blurred out with dismal showers. I can

only say that Principal Tulloch received a great deal of at-

tention and consideration in Rome among the English com-

munity, saw many interesting people, and took b warm and

lively interest in all that was going on. During this time his

mind was slowly but surely recovering its tone. The " very

happy "of his arrival might not prove an assured and lasting

reality, but he was able to take pleasure in society, and in

the wonderful associations and historical scenes of the Eter-

nal City. He went out a great deal, the season being a lively

and pleasant one in the old way of Papal Home, when great

religious functions alternated with social enjoyments ; and

the receptions of the cardinals on one hand, and such great

historical scenes as that of the Easter benediction urbi

et orbi on the other, gave a character to the life which no

other place in the world possessed. I think he found much

enjoyment as well as something of the quickened opposition

which Koine is apt to produce even in the minds of Roman
Catholics of a thoughtful class in all these unique perfor-

mances, both secular and ecclesiastical.

He was little satisfied with his own state, however, not-

withstanding these alleviations, and describes himself as

" better, yet in some respects very ill. The definite brain-

trouble less persistent and painful, but my depression over-

mastering at times, and my sensitive irritation incessant."

On the whole, however, I cannot but believe that, though

almost reluctant and half afraid to acknowledge himself cured,

his recovery was wholly completed during his residence in

Kome. In addition to all other mental stimulants, he had
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the excitement and satisfaction attendant upon a good piece

of work worthily finished, which added such an interest and

zest to life as only those compulsorily taken out of the midst

of their labours and forced to inaction can understand. At

this time Kenan's ' Vie de Jesus ' was the publication of the

day. It had awakened a universal interest such as works of

religious controversy rarely attain. Whether in love or in

loathing, everybody read the book, and it was discussed in

every company. It is scarcely necessary to say that this

romance of scepticism roused in the manly mind of Tulloch

an indignant repugnance, which opinions as little Christian,

but expressed in a more serious way, would not have called

forth. The Frenchman's sentimentalities and nauseous pa-

tronage of the Founder of Christianity were distasteful and

indeed hateful to him, although he was naturally tolerant

almost to excess of every independent belief or disbelief.

During his wanderings this subject had very much occupied

his mind, and the first impulse of returning strength was to

begin a series of lectures to his students on the book which

was then so largely read and talked of, and pronounced on

every side to be as easy reading as any novel, and indeed not

much unlike one. When the landscape grew hazy and the

evening dark during his voyage, he retired, as has been seen,

to his cabin, and applied himself to the discussion of Kenan's

statements and arguments ; and his satisfaction in having

begun or finished one of these lectures is expressed on sev-

eral occasions in the diary already quoted. In Home he

completed the series, and they were read to a select little

society of English visitors, chiefly clergymen—among whom,

I think, was the late Dean Alford—with much appreciation.

They were afterwards published by Messrs Macmillan under

the title of ' The Christ of the Gospels.'

The Principal remained in Borne for about three months,

and left Italy in the beginning of March on another visit to

Greece, going to Athens, where he was for some weeks. Dur-
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ing this second voyage he resumed his diary, a few

from which will give the best idea of his wandering , well

as of the thoughts that accompanied them. He began his

itinerary at Corfu, where there were renewed discussion

about llie modern Creek bongue, with a warm adoption 013

his pari of native arguments in favour of it as essentially the

same language with the classical, and in support of the final

authority as to pronunciation, of the Greeks of to-day. " I

wish," he says, "some of our Oxford men had been there to

listen to the laughter with which they greeted our reading

of the 'Iliad.' The question, I think, only admits of one

solution. The language remains substantially the same, and

the Greeks must be allowed to be the best authorities how

to pronounce their own language." Corfu was then, how-

ever, still under English sway, and the interest grows as the

steamer threads its way among the isles. It is unnecessary

to follow the details of the journey and the descriptions of

classical scenes, so well known and often described. I will

accordingly restrict myself to more characteristic musings or

records.

March 22d.—Left at six this evening to see Patras; interested

particularly in St Andrew, our patron saint, whose bones were

said to be carried from Patras to St Andrews by St Pule. They
still lie hero, however, the Greeks say. Visited the castle ; a fine

stronghold it must have been ; afterwards the Church of St

Andrew. The bones of the saint are said to lie in a very plain

chest in a corner of the church, very different from the grand

coffin in which the body of St Spiridion lies at Corfu. Poor St

Andrew ! "What is the truth as to that melancholy cross of his ?

Did he have anything to do with Patras? All these legends

grow in interest to me, while I yet feel more and more the neces-

sity of analysing them cautiously, and distinguishing their spiritual

beauty and traditional significance from their historical absurdities.

My friend, the polemic Protestant Evangelical Committee man,

thinks the whole rubbish. " If a' tales are true," he says with a

supercilious guffaw, "that's nae lee." How wonderfully different

people are in this world ! I have allowed myself to be provoked

by him absurdly ; must avoid further controversy.
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We anchored in a quiet bay. Parnassus rising to an imposing

height in the distance, flecked with gleaming snow. Unable,

unhappily, to visit Delphi, but landed and had a Long walk till

we came opposite the mountain gorge which connects it. How
Btrange to find the central shrine of a great religious culture in

such a spot, so barren and inaccessible ! Altogether, the sight of

Greece seems to give a strange reality to the scenes and events of

Grecian history. All in our view is dwarfed, the country poor

and monotonous, tin' towns small and must have been always so,

many of them not worth righting for, one might say ; and yet is

not the greatness of the people all the more apparent from this

very fact 1 "What an intellectual and spiritual power there must
have been in such a people to cover the earth with their glory,

and to make their wars the study of all cultivated nations !

March 23d.—The steamer having come to anchor in the bay

of Corinth, . . . after various altercations with the stupid Greek

steward, we got on shore, and set off in a rickety carriage to the

ruins of Corinth, at the foot of the Acropolis. Some magnificent

Doric pillars, a bath of Venus, and the remains of an amphi-

theatre at some distance from the others, comprise the ruins.

The desolation is utter. All the more, perhaps, the mind is carried

back to the old associations of the spot—the old splendour, luxury,

grand and savage strength ; and St Paul the tent-maker, working

with Aquila, and preaching the Gospel in the house of Justus.

The great apostle, how does his figure dominate over others and

glorify the towns of Greece and Asia Minor amidst all other

glories ! The barrenness of the country struck us more than ever;

poverty all around apparently extreme. More fertility, or at least

luxuriance of wood, across the Isthmus ; thyme abundant, and

lovely pines. I wish I were as much of a botanist as to know
the names of the plants.

The drive from the Piraeus is in every respect disenchanting,

especially with an unimaginative polemical Protestant by one's

side. Yet even in the hazy afternoon the ancient glory can be

traced shining through all the dust, business, and dirt of the

modern approach to the modern city. We reached, along the

most dusty road I ever travelled in my life, at five o'clock, the

city of many dreams, the Acropolis, unmistakable at first sight

with the undying glories of its architecture, rising upon the long-

ing vision. The higher eminence of Lycabettus, however, forces

attention and shares one's interest with the Acropolis. What is

it 1 for of course no one is able at first sight to catch the topo-

graphical details. Is it the Areopagus 1 Of course not ; but

what it is nobodv knows.
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What a glory of decay I but exquisite beyond the mod peri

imagination, so unlike, bo inferior is almost nil one sees in Borne;

and yet such ruin, and here and there inch mixture, Roman and

even Venetian ' work obtruding its miserable ci upon the

exquisite forma of ' i-reoian art.

April 6th.—Called on a Greek gentleman, married to a Scotch

lady. Impressed in conversation with the impenetrable character

of bigotry in every shape. Dr J. an illustration of the same

kind. What a curious state of mind— I fancy it is comfortable

—with unbroken, unbreakable trust in opinions which are nothing

but conventions, which vanish at the touch of criticism I
What

sacred things are prejudices! How troublesome to have no such

conventional background to rest upon,—to feel that all opinion

is tentative, fleeting, vanishing,—that there is only one grand fact,

if you could only get to it ! In the evening dined at the Embfl

very pleasant, both Mr Scarlett and his daughter—the latter a

charming girl, but neither Phil-Hellenes—too little so. A set

of utterly frivolous attaches, to whom the old Hellenic heroes

seemed to be good subjects of chaff.

April 8th.—Walked alone in the afternoon to Phalerum, and

found the beach where Demosthenes paced with pebbles in his

mouth in front of the stormy sea, practising himself to sway the

fierce democracy of Athens. Did not put pebbles in my mouth

nor declaim, but, all alone and dreary as the approach to the bay

is at present, enjoyed in a solemn sort of way the walk. Struck

by the resemblance of the beach itself to St Andrews East Sands.

April Wth.—A good night; and breakfasting in bed next

morning, who should walk in but Macleod (Norman), as " large

as life," and bluff and sunburnt from a tour in Syria. Got up

and spent the day with him ; forenoon rainy, but afternoon

glorious. Dined with Macleod, his brother, and Strahan (pub-

lisher of 'Good "Words'), and discussed theology and Church

affairs till near midnight. Such discussions, however, I feel

increasingly, do little good, even when there is perfect frankness

of communication. One is tempted to say sometimes more, some-

times less, than one thinks and feels. I must learn, if possible

(it will be a very hard lesson for me), silence. My work is plain

enough, if God spares me., and I shall try and note it before

closing this journal. It is not controversy ; and from any revival

of dogmatic controversy nothing but harm can come to the theo-

1 The Principal was no authority on architecture, and I suspect speaks here

with something of the contempt of ignorance, not knowing much about

" Venetian work."
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logical mind of Scotland, always on dogmatic edge at any rate.

( Iriticism and teaching are what are needed—historical criticism of

the great formative theological epochs especially, that the clergy,

if possible, may learn how tentative, how temporary are all theo-

logical products, the result of the spiritual forces moving in their

time, neither more nor less, coloured hy the opinions and preju-

dices and half-thoughts of their time. Till this is understood

—

and it is not understood either in England or Scotland—there is

no use in talking of further expansions or developments of the-

ology. The clear understanding of the nature of theology will

supersede dogmatic system— as authoritative— altogether, and

leave the Church, if the Church can ever come to such an under-

standing, content with Scripture— with the Gospels, Epistles,

Psalms, and to some extent the prophecies.

This sudden utterance, after the pleasant meeting in which,

notwithstanding all novel and wonderful sensations and asso-

ciations, the three Scots ministers had fallen by instinct into

their natural talk, discussing the Presbyteries and Synods

and all the currents of Scotch ecclesiastical opinion, under

the shadow of the Acropolis, is so characteristic, that his

friends will almost see the reddening brow and indignant

vehemence with which Tulloch wrote as he would have

spoken, the impatience of his natural disposition lending a

picturesque force to his conviction. His determination to

" learn silence," which he acknowledges would be " a very

hard lesson," and his stroug certainty of the hurtful influence

of controversy, even when most impelled to it, reveal the

man in his most inmost individual phase. He never did

learn silence, happily for those to whom his conversation was

always delightful, though there might now and then be

moments in which it might have been well had he done so.

For though he did not love controversy, the ancient Adam

within him was a fighting man, and the contradiction of

sinners always roused him, sometimes beyond prudential

bounds.

The letter following gives a general view of the impression

given to him of Greek political government.
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To Dr Dickeon. Ann m, April 15, I V

I have more than once thought of writing to you, and I cannot

leave Alliens without sending you a few words, it' nothing more.

You will be glad to hear thai my health is almost entirely restored.

I have been better during the lasl three ox four weeks than I have

been for eighteen months. I have been busy amongsl the glories

of the Acropolis, ami with excursions to Pentelicus, Eleusis, Mara

thou, in the last of which Macleod (who walked in upon me in

the beginning of the week) joined me. I have seen a greal deal

of Mr Kinlay ami various literati and missionaries. Mr Finlay is

a singularly well-informed and interesting man, hut very severe

ami hitter in his comments on Greek patriotism and Greek officials.

Ho thinks well of the Greek people generally, but has no terms

too contemptuous for the official class, which unfortunately forma

the great majority of the educated (Jreeks. The position of the

new kingdom is, to say the least, very rickety. Statesmanship

among the ( rreeks themselves is at a low ebb. The whole struggle

is to get place or to keep place. The resources of the country

remain undeveloped—roads unmade, fields uncultivated, in tie-

very neighbourhood of Athens, notwithstanding all Finlay's econo-

mic preachings. The severity of his censures have alienated him
from all parties, and made him somewhat of an object of alarm to

them all. I have just returned to-night from a visit to one of

their most distinguished professors of law, with whom I have had

a good deal of political talk in connection with Finlay's views. I

have seen a good deal also of Mr Scarlett, our minister, who has

been very kind, and talked very freely about the condition of the

country. He is not hopeful.

To Rev. R. H. Story.

I have had many discussions with all sorts of people about tie-

prospects of the Greeks and the state of the Turkish empire. The
most diverse opinions prevail ; but from all I can see and know, I

do not think there is any doubt that the Turks, in the course of

another thirty years say, must go; the "sick man" must die out-

right, and the Greeks rise to their old empire on the Bosphorus.

With them all is progress ; education progressive in an unprece-

dented degree ; and even the Church—stupid and uninstructed as

many of the priests are—is stirring a little, and cannot help ac-

quiring some new life from the mere friction of the national ele-

ments, if nothing else. The Church is certainly the weakness.

Greek nationality is essentially bound up in it. It kept up the

sentiment when it had died out elsewhere ; it gave the watchword

of the revolution. The old Archbishop of Patras, the venerated

patriarch of Constantinople, was its most notable champion. But
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the priests are still for the most part an ignorant, sensual-looking

lot, and French manners and French modes of thought are spread-

ing among the Greeks of Constantinople and Anatolia. It is only

through a revival in the Church that these can be elevated, and

let us hope it will come soon.

These two communications seem to embody rather different

views, the one being that of the residents, who were, perhaps

naturally, pessimistic, and the other the Principal's own

generous and hopeful view, with an equally natural inclina-

tion towards the brighter side. In all his letters he speaks

with great enthusiasm of the Greek educational system, of

which he had formed the very highest opinion. But he had

not the time nor perhaps the information necessary for a

fully considered and competent judgment on the subject, and

I give his impressions as he gave them to his friends, merely

as the passing opinions of an interested traveller, what he

heard and what he saw.

He returned to join us in Capri on the 19th of April. We
had been there for some weeks, and had already gathered

round us a little tribe of guides and attendants—nowhere

so ready as in Italy to be turned into devoted friends and

retainers by a little kindness—who followed our cavalcade

in all our expeditions, watching the children with the most

genial care. In twenty years (and more) the out-of-the-way

corners of Italy have become familiar to the ever-increasing

crowds of travellers, but at that time there were few visitors

to Capri, and we had the island much to ourselves. We
lived at the Hotel Qui-si-sana, then recently established by a

Scotch doctor, Br Clarke, one of several British travellers

wIkj had succumbed to the fascinations of Capri beauties.

The spell of these modern sirens had been curiously effective

at one particular moment, and other gentlemen of greater

social importance had yielded to it. Our doctor indemnified

himself as some of the others could not do for the sacrifice

of a world well lost for love, by setting up his hotel ; and
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his wife retained the somewhat severe and Juno-like beauty

tor which he had abandoned all the chances of life, which

could not be said for the other ladies. Our favourite guide

was a very handsome fellow called Feliciello, whose appear-

ance every day with his train of subdued and saddened

ponies, trained to climb the stony stairs which do service

for roads in Capri, was always pleasant to the youthful

members of the party. His swarthy, handsome face, Greek

in feature, which is the Cypriote's boast, burnt brown by

fiercest suns; his curly black locks, curling under the red

Phrygian cap, which was his daily wear, his lithe and active

person, made as picturesque a picture as possible at the head

• it' the little troop. When the Principal first appeared among

the party of ladies and children already familiar to him,

Feliciello could not conceal his admiration of such a splendid

specimen of humanity, and one so different from his own.

The great height and stately bearing, the barba-rossa and

fair Saxon colour which always impress a swarthy race,

the easy largeness and magnificence of the man, took all

speech from the admiring and surprised guide. After walk-

ing round him with murmurs of ecstasy, Feliciello, at last in

despair of being able otherwise to give expression to his

feelings, came forward in a sort of rapture and patted the

Principal energetically on the shoulder, in sheer applause

and delight.

Nothing could exceed the beauty of Capri in the softness

of the spring—the green figs on the trees, the sweet lemons

and oranges hanging golden among branches tipped with

blossom—and the fresh fine air of the island-mountain stand-

ing up between the blue sky and the bluer sea. The stony

paths all mounting and descending, not a yard of level road

anywhere except that one brief promenade which led to the

Punto, ran between fields rustling with corn or terraces elab-

orately cultivated, rising in tiers each no bigger than a table,

with great green fresh vine-leaves bursting out of every patch
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of soil. The gardens were all fenced in with fantastic hedges

of prickly-pear; the little flat-roofed white houses among

their vineyards bore the Eastern character of the race thai

inhabited them, and might have been Syrian cottages instead

of Italian. And at every corner the little clanking cavalcade

came out upon a mount of vision. Naples, white and

splendid upon the lip of the bay ; Vesuvius, rising to the

sky, unusually tranquil that year, with nothing but the

faintest wreath of smoke, like a white cloud, to betray his

fiery heart; the sprinkled white specks of villages between

his base and the angle of Castellamare, on the plain where

Pompeii lies unseen ; or from the Punto where we used to

end our promenade, the great brown rocks of the Faraglioni

rising out of the azure sea like towers—and beyond the pro-

montory of Sorrento, and that enchanted coast which rounds

towards Amalfi, one of the loveliest of earthly landscapes.

The enchantment of those wonderful seas as blue as heaven,

scarcely fretted by the great rocks, into all the crevices of

which the little tideless waves played with a dazzling ripple,

brought a certain calm even to the sick heart. Many years

after, when the dear companion of these wanderings, the

gentle " Padrona " of our Italian party, lay almost dying, in

the dream of fainting faculties without suffering, she im-

agined herself to be floating within the shelter of the Farag-

lioni upon the soft undulations of that peaceful sea.

The Principal's record of the time is very brief
—"quiet

and idleness at Capri," he says. He made all our excursions

over again—glad to find himself once more with his wife and

his girls ; amused by the people about
;
pleased to explore

the heights of Anacapri, the summit of our little island-

world, and to pause at all our favourite points of view ; and

to drop a stone from the Salto, whence, according to tradition,

the victims of Tiberius were thrown down—while the children

listened with breathless awe to note how long was the inter-

val before it struck the echoing rocks below. In this quiet
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retreal he completed the revision of his lectures on Kenan,

with which his mind had been much occupied during all bis

travels. It was at the conclusion of his stay in Capri thai

we made a little excursion to Psestum, of which one or two

amusing incidents still remain in my mind. We went i"

Amalfi by sea in one <»f the little Mediterranean boats with

huge sails, which are so picturesque, but which lock, and

sometimes are, so dangerous on a squally sea. We were

caught in what I suppose was not really a storm, but gale

enough to make the tacking of the boat exceedingly uncom-

fortable. To myself, a very bad sailor, the voyage was one

of unmitigated wretchedness. I was roused from my misery,

however—being supposed to be the interpreter of the party

—

to bid the boatmen take in the sail and take to their oars

instead. They answered me with gentle laughter at my sup-

posed fears, and soothing assurances of our perfect safety,

until the Principal grew impatient. He had no Italian, but

another kind of eloquence which is superior to language. He
clenched his large fist and held it up in Luigi's laughing face

:

" Take, down, that, sail," he said, in deliberate imperative

English. No need for any interpretation—the canvas came

clown in a moment ; there was no mistaking the meaning of

that tone or of those eyes.

I need not attempt to describe the wonders of that lovely

coast : the road from Amalfi to Salerno, which has remained

in my recollection ever since as the most exquisite I have

ever traversed; or the longer strange journey to Paestum.

across a wild and lonely country, where every peasant in the

field carried a gun, and the brigands were known to be hover-

ing always near. Our innocent party went without either

escort or alarm, half amused at the thought of any dai

quite without any realisation of its possibility. It was ex-

actly a year later that an English party, as much at their

ease as ourselves, were taken by the brigands on the same

road—one of them being carried off to a fastness in the hills,

N
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and suffering many privations and miseries before he was

rescued. Fortunately our journey was accomplished without

any risk. I remember only the dreary solitude of most of

the country through which we passed ; the wild look of

desolation around those great strange temples in the wilder-

ness, so vast and silent, their red columns outlined against

the blaze of the sky—" fanes of fruitless prayer," standing in

weird perfection and decay, a proud pathetic monument of a

religion gone by. The strangeness of the scene altogether

lingers in recollection—the gigantic ruins standing all alone,

with nothing to soften the extraordinary breach of all human

continuity between their roofless and naked splendour and

the poverty and misery of the living day ; the rough and

wretched house, which was the only habitation near ; its

master, half peasant, half innkeeper, not courteous like most

Italians, but rough and arrogant in his monopoly of bread

and wine, the only refreshment and service attainable ; some

little naked children, the only European creatures abso-

lutely without clothing I have ever seen; and a pack of

hungry, horrible dogs, with divided noses—animals from

which even a dog-lover recoiled, until the pathetic hunger

and humility in their eyes broke the spell.

The Principal's notes of this journey are very brief.

" Beautiful, picturesque bit of road from Amalfi to Salerno,"

he says ;
" to Paestum, long fatiguing drive, but rewarded by

the grand Temple of Neptune: neither of the others very

imposing." We came back by La Cava, where he visited

the Benedictine Monastery among its beautiful woods, and

afterwards returned to Pome, taking Pompeii—" interesting

beyond all things I have seen"—and Naples on the way.

Pome was finally left by the whole party on the 29th May,

in the old easy manner of Italian travel, in a big roomy vet-

tura, large enough to contain us all. There was no railway

at that time to Pome, except from Civita Vecchia. We took

our way by Viterbo and Orvieto to the point where the rail-
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way, then in process of making, was completed, by which the

Principal continued his journey to Florence; and thence, by

the Eastern Riviera to Genoa, Milan, and the lakes. Be

afterwards went on across the Splugen to Germany, accom-

panied by Mrs Tulloch and his eldest son, and stayed for

some time at Tubingen, returning with great zest to hie

favourite study of German literature and theology, and

making some pleasant friends among the professors of the

university there. The following letter conveys some of his

first impressions, and shows, I think, the warm home-like

feeling which moved him towards the German race and

land. Italy was beautiful, and full of associations, but never

so dear.

To Rev. R. H. Story. Tubingen, June 19, 1864.

T have not time to tell you of all the glory of the Splugen and

the Via Mala, which we saw in great perfection, the morning mist

breaking upon it like a great curtain suddenly removed ; and then

the charming, bright, deep-verdured picturesqueness of the drive

from Fleuris to Coire, most refreshing to us, and grateful even

after the grandest Italian scenery, with its artificial terrace-work

—

never so entirely natural as Swiss scenery. Friedrichshafen, on
Lake Constance, where we remained a night, is a charming place,

and tempted us very much to stay a while, but I was anxious to

be here for some weeks, and so we came on. The weather here,

unfortunately, has been very wet, and Willie has had a bad
asthmatic attack, entirely confining him to the hotel. Meantime
I am busy with ample means of study at the University Library

and in making visits to the several theological classes in the

University. Dr Eeck is now the great Protestant authority here,

and Hefele (whose edition of the ' Apostolic Fathers ' I have read

so often) the chief Catholic name. The present tide of theological

speculation is decidedly evangelical, and the old Tubingen school

of which one hears so much in England is no more. Eaur's name,
however, is held in great respect. Personally he seems to have
been a very worthy fellow, and he and Eeck lived on terms of

cordiality, utterly differing as they did. There are more than half-

a-dozen Scotch and Irish students, among them a son of Lord
Curriehill. 1 And we all live in a very humble but heartv way in

the Traube Post here, the chief hotel of the place, breakfasting at

1 The Rev. Theodore Marshall, minister of Caputh.
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any unwontedly early hour you like, and dining—think of that !

—

at half-past twelve, table dthSte. They are a strange and simple

people, and fill me with many thoughts as to their power of theo-

logical speculation, and of eating at half-past twelve. The liberality

with which Beck and Hefele (the latter really a gentlemanly-looking

man, even in our sense of the words, with bright humorous eyes)

expectorate during the delivery of their lectures would make you

open your eyes. The class-rooms of both are fdled to the door,

upwards of a hundred students respectively taking notes with the

most reverent carefulness—Catholic students from all parts of the

world, and many Swiss, Scotch, and Irish, as well as German
Protestants.

I have, of course, heard the sad news from St Andrews.

What sadness it has been to me I cannot tell you. St Andrews
can never be the same place without Ferrier. God knows what

is to become of the University with all those breaks upon its old

society ; and where can we supply such a place as Ferrier's 1

I have heard nothing as yet of the publication of my volume

on Renan. Macmillan, I fear, must be a slow coach, but now
that it is off my hands it does not trouble me much.

To Dr Dickson. Tubingen, July 4, 1864.

I have been here now for about a month, and have enjoyed the

place pretty well. I have attended a great many of the lectures,

and begin to understand them very well, especially Dr Hefele,

Church Historian, and Dr Kuhn, Dogmatic Professor of the Cath-

olic Faculty, both of whom speak very plainly and slowly. Dr
Kuhn, of whom I never heard before, nor you either probably, is

an extremely able man, belonging to the same liberal school in

Catholic theology as Dollinger, &c, in Munich. He has been

attacked, like Dollinger, by the pure Traditionalist school, as a

Rationalist, of course, but he maintains his own position with great

vigour. His 'Dogmatik,' of which two volumes are published, strikes

me as being as good as anything of the sort I have ever met with.

Hefele is a little, bright, old, gentlemanly-looking man—gentle-

manly-looking, I mean, for a German professor, for they are rather

a clownish lot as a whole. I attend regularly his course on Pat-

rology, which is very good and very simple, and, as we would say,

elementary. The great man in the Protestant faculty is Dr Beck,

a name also probably unknown to you, but of great note here

among the Protestant students. He is an earnest, able man, with

a tendency to mysticism and millenarianism in reaction from Baur,

whose colleague he was. I go to hear him expound the Epistle to

the Ephesians, and have occasionally also heard him on Christian

ethics. I found him, however, much more difficult to follow than
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the others I have mentioned, lie is ;i genuine Schtoabe in speech

as iii other things. With all bis excellences as a man and a

teacher, I do not think there is much good in his tendency. Baur,

having made history of the whole Christian system, evaporated

the Creed in a historical development. Beck plainly unden
the historical element in theological system, and tries to go hack

in a Methodistic arbitrary way to the Biblical text. And so the

theological ball goes from extreme to extreme in this blessed land

of free-thinking and intellectual conceit, which, I am forced to

confess, appears to me to explain a great deal of their systematis-

ing both in philosophy and theology. I have also heard, but only

once, Dr Oehler, the great ElebraiBt, and who also lectures on

Symbolik. I have been doing something to Hebrew with other

things, and mean to have more of him by-and-by. He is lectur-

ing on Job. I have made a very pleasant acquaintance, Dr Pauli,

whose name you will know in connection with early English

history. Our historic sympathies are a bond of connection, and
I have had some very pleasant talks with him, and hope to have

many more. I shall probably stay here till about the end of the

eemestre, or middle of August, and then go on to Switzerland for

a run, and then, if God spares me, will home.

I mean to fill out and recast my whole system of dogmatic, and

hope, during the next six weeks here, to make as much prepara-

tion as may greatly relieve me during the session. There are a

good many Scotch students here. I need not say what a blow

both to my Avife and myself Ferrier's death has been. Quando
idlum, &c. How we are to supply his place in the University,

God knows. I have not heard of a candidate of the slightest

philosophical reputation.

Dr Pauli is a great friend of Mommsen, and gave me a very

piquant account of him.

It will be seen from the above letters that the much-

lamented death of Professor Ferrier, the Principal's closest

and most admired and respected friend in St Andrews, had

occurred during this long absence. The removal of that

delicate and clear spirit from a little society in which his

position was so important, and his innate refinement of mind

so powerful and beneficial an influence, was a loss almost

indescribable, not only to the friends who loved him, but to

the university. His great reputation was an honour and

credit to the place, combining as it did so many associations
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of the brilliant past with those due to the finest intellectual

perceptions and the most engaging and attractive character.

Even his little whimsicalities and strain of quaint humour

gave a charm the more ; and the closing of the cheerful house,

the centre of wit and brightness to the academical com-

munity, was a loss which St Andrews never failed to feel,

nor the survivors to lament. The immediate question of a

successor to this beloved and revered friend produced in the

Principal's mind an almost indignant determination to resist

any appointment to the vacant place which should not pro-

vide a fitting and worthy occupant for Ferrier's chair. " No
mean man, if I can help it," he vows with very comprehen-

sible warmth, " shall step into his place. But to supply his

place will be impossible.

' Quis desiderio sit pudor aut modus,

Tarn cari capitis.'

I cannot think of him, and of all he was to me, without a

very full feeling about my heart." His pleasure in finding

a candidate who satisfied even that jealous impulse of

affection, is expressed in the following letter, still from

Tubingen :

—

To Rev. R. H. Story.

I have heard only a few days ago (July 28) of Baynes being

a candidate, in a note from Skelton. I need not say I am very

happy at the thought. Notwithstanding Mr Green, a famous

Balliol man, of course, about whom Dean Stanley writes to me,

Baynes is, of all men I know, the man competent for the chair,

and from the many high qualities which I have always heard at-

tributed to him by his friends, the man for St Andrews. His

metaphysical abilities are beyond question. He is certainly, as

Mr Scott says, the greatest pupil of Sir W. Hamilton, before

either Veitch or Fraser, I should say, and he has had the great

advantage of a regular literary training. There is something in

him besides mere Hamiltonianism, I should further think : so

that, so far as I can see, he is the man. I write, of course, to

you in confidence. Do not say anything of my opinion to any

one, because we have always agreed as a court to say as little as

possible beforehand about candidates.
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As to my book, I have had one or two no* wry important, bat

very favourable reviews of it. I do not expect, however, thai it

will be much noticed. The occasion to some extent was past, aid

newspapers do not very well know how to handle such a subject.

It has served my purpose, and I am very glad it is published

I am, upon the whole, not at all ashamed of it, as I am apt to be

of my work after it is done; and I hope it may be the beginning

of the more thorough, and to some extent more professional, work

to which I mean to devote myself. Stanley in his letter men-

tions that although he had not as yet himself read it, he had

heard the Argylls speak " very highly " of it—an intimation not

very important, but so far gratifying.

Ill another letter of a following date, the qualifications of

another candidate for the Philosophy Chair are discussed.

Dr Flint, now so well known, was then, at the beginning of

his career, the parish minister of Kilconquhar, where he had

already given demonstration of his gifts.

To Rev. Dr Mitchell. Tobingex, Aug. 4, 1864.

As to Mr Flint becoming a candidate for the Chair of Moral

Philosophy, I should be very glad indeed if he came forward,

and with the opinion I have of his philosophical powers I should

give his claims the most favourable consideration ; but with such

a candidate as Spencer Paynes in the field, who has shown him-

self to be a man of great philosophical capacity, and whose

literary merits are also conspicuous, I question whether any

influence should be used with Mr Flint to urge him to come
forward. Such powers as his are sure of a professional field

somewhere ; and it is open to question whether theology in some

of its departments is not, rather than philosophy, his appropriate

field. The matter, however, is one for himself to determine.

In such a department as philosophy there is a great difference

between promise and presumed capacity (in the estimation of

friends), and the proved mastery of thought which can hold its

own in a time like ours. Cunningham's claims, I do not think,

can be entertained, although he has undoubtedly a lively interest

in metaphysical questions, and was a distinguished student of Sir

William Hamilton's. I have received strong testimonies in Mr
Green's favour from Dean Stanley and others, but we may have

enough of even such good things as " Palliol men."

This question was solved in a highly satisfactory way 1 >y

the settlement of both of the favoured candidates at St
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Andrews—Mr Baynes being appointed to the Chair of Logic,

which fell vacant during these discussions by the translation

of Professor Veitch to a similar post in Glasgow, and Mr
Flint succeeding Professor Ferrier. Both appointments

were thoroughly successful. Professor Baynes spent all

the rest of his life in the University, in which his gentle

presence was an always appreciated advantage, and became

one of Tulloch's dearest and most trusted friends. He
followed the companion of so many busy and cheerful days

to the grave within six months: thus adding another des-

olation and an additional change to the University, which

within a very short time lost so many of its heads and

chiefs. Dr Flint, after a brilliant career at St Andrews, was

transferred to Edinburgh, where he is now at the head of

the theological faculty. In both cases Principal Tulloch's

favourable judgment was verified in the highest degree.

The letters in which these matters are discussed are full

of thanks and acknowledgments for the brotherly-kindness

with which the various friends addressed had given their

services in many ways. During his long absence Tulloch

had indeed been very fortunate, help having come to him

from all quarters to make so long an interval of rest pos-

sible. His lectures were read to his students by Mr Dickson

;

the duties of the clerkship in the General Assembly were

discharged by Mr Story, who also undertook the business

involved in the administration of the Royal Bounty. These

were all labours of love, rewarded only by the gratification of

Dr Tulloch's friends in seeing him return home full of new

vigour and strength.

I will quote only one more letter before the conclusion of

this wander-year. The central point of his illness, if I may

use this expression—the fantastic selection by his imagination

of an altogether trivial if not quite imaginary error, as the

instrument of torture—had by this time entirely passed away,

but it had left behind it a very strong, almost exaggerated
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sense of the importance of self-dcd linst such dan

to come, in which there still Lurked something of the old

morbid self-consciousness. To perfect himself in all the

niceties of scholarship, to acquire all the modern langu.

to see .and study everything which could by any possibil-

ity bear upon his work or increase his personal culture,

was the immense task which he now set himself, returning

again and again to his plans for carrying out this pro-

digious scheme of self-perfection with much of the delusive

confidence of youth, and with all the warmth of that happy

convalescence which had given him back to life. Mrs Tul-

loch and his son left him at Tubingen some weeks before

he was himself ready to leave, and his letters to his wife in

this lonely interval are full of those fervent resolutions and

plans. His intention was to spend the long summer vaca-

tions abroad for a number of years with all his children, sur-

rounding himself with the comforts and solaces of home,

along with the means of study which he found more prac-

ticable in such a simple life as that of the Swabian Uni-

versity
; and for the moment the claims of ever-increasing

public business, and all the complications of life, seemed

capable of yielding to this Utopian project, which, it is

scarcely necessary to say, had to be relinquished as soon

as he found himself back again amid all the demands and

occupations of his natural sphere.

To his Wife. Tubingen, August S, 1S64.

More and more I feel the need of adhering to my plan of five

years' close study. I feel this must be the condition of my own
real usefulness in my professional work, which must he the chief

object as well as the highest duty of my life, and which I feel

upon the whole could never be acquired in adequate measure at

any future period. This work, indeed, ought to have been the

peculiar aim of the first five years of my appointment ; but many
things prevented me from entering upon it with the thoroughness

which is alone of any use. I feel it, therefore, the more necessary

not to allow further years to slip away. During this time it

would be well if I could abstain from authorship altogether, as it
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is impossible to combine the two sorts of -work. I must try as far

as I can to do so, although I should like to be making always

some progress in preparation for the ' Religious History,' or ' His-

tory of Religious Opinions in the Eighteenth Century,' which, if I

am spared to carry it out, I hope may prove worthy of my posi-

tion. My real feelings about my work and duty have been so

aroused by recent experiences that I do not estimate these external

matters as I used to do. And it would be well indeed for my
peace of mind—I do not see any other real source of peace— if I

could rise above them altogether, and do all I do simply from a

sense of duty, from thoughtful and quiet religious impulses, making
my work as thorough and as good as I can, and leaving all the

rest to God. That is the only rest, if one could only attain to it

;

but with an excitable sensitive nature like mine, so alive to the

outside world, and with such an excessive craving for sympathy, it

is very difficult to do this. If I could only learn quietness and
patience, and not self-trust, which is simply self-delusion ; but I

trust in God. If God will, I will learn this.

Do not think because I write in this strain I am at all ill in

my old sense ; I am upon the whole very well ; but a man has

time to reflect as he sits here in this lonely room, and such

thoughts have in fact come to be habitual with me. I should

like if you could enter into them with a true feeling—not because

they are mine merely, but because they are right. In sending

such a strange illness, and still more in sparing me through it,

God has no doubt been dealing with me for some great practical

purpose if my life is to be continued ; and this has no doubt to do
with the discharge of my duties in St Andrews, and, so far as I

can interpret it, takes the character I have indicated. The more
soberly, therefore, I reflect upon the matter, the more I feel that

everything in my life, even so far as our family is concerned,

should yield to the desire that has been created in me of more
thoroughly mastering all the materials of my professional work
and duty, and fitting myself more fully for the discharge of both.

I do not doubt, with continued health and God's blessing, to accom-

plish all or nearly all that I can desire, but only through steadfast

perseverance in my aim, and freedom from the social and business

distractions that especially a summer residence in St Andrews
brings with it. And although this course may not be without

some disadvantages to the children, it should also have for them
special advantages ; and my own increased feelings of respon-

sibility may have the effect, also by God's blessing, of inspiring

the elder ones with something of the same thoughtfulness, without

any, or with as little as possible, of the painful experiences with

which it has been associated in my case..
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But this is a long grave story; only when Buch thought* are

constantly familiar to me, I fuel it ri^ht that you should know

them, and if possible share them.

This plan of abstract life, entirely dominated by duty,

and independent of all the daily bonds and hindrances of

humanity, is what few men can carry out. The Principal

was not more independent of such hindrances than other

men; but to form such plans and breathe such prayers is

much, and nothing could be more entirely sincere, as is

evident in every line, than this self-denying purpose and

hope.

He published in ' Macmillan's Magazine ' an account of

Tubingen, and the life of the university there, but did little

else in the way of literature, save the work already fre-

quently referred to, ' The Christ of the Gospels,' which was

a commentary upon, and confutation of, Kenan's 'Vie de

Jdsus,' primarily for the use of his students at St Mary's.

This book, as has been already said, roused an unusual force

of hostility and dislike in the mind of the manly thinker,

whose sympathy with all freedom of thought, and tolerance

of all honest opinion, never weakened his devout and earnest

sense that in the character and life of our Lord lies all

Christianity; but the Principal was much too anxious that

his students, the future clergy of his Church, should be fitted

at all points, and ready to take the fictitious glitter out of

a popular romance as well as the fallacy out of a piece of

reasoning, to neglect a work which had occupied so much

of the attention of the public, and which was read in many

circles which had neither time nor patience for graver

books.

These lectures were entirely written during his holiday,

begun on shipboard, and finished on the slopes of the Pin-

cian, as he came back slowly to perfect health. " I felt," he

says in his preface, " with returning strength reluctant to be

idle in my professional capacity, even amidst the engrossing
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glories of Home." And he adds with a touching personal

reference :
" To myself these lectures have something of a

mournful interest, associated as they have been with a time

of painful trial and suffering. At such a time one learns to

look within to see on what one's life is resting. Christianity

is nothing to me or any man if it is not a source of living

strength, ' the light of life.' This, I trust, I have found it

to be in a time of need. And out of the fulness of my feel-

ing I have spoken." It was well that the Frenchman, offer-

ing to the world a sort of romance of spiritual enthusiasm

—

the story of a beautiful Galilean youth, instead of that of the

Man of Sorrows—should have been met by one who was

himself of the sect of the romantic, and as apt to perceive

the picturesque interest and lovely human incidents of that

divine life as any one could be, but to see them with that

sublime accompaniment which alone makes them harmoni-

ous, and which the narrator on the other side has to supply

the place of by suggestions of guile and imposture which are

antagonistic to his own ideal, as well as the loftier ideal of

the Christian. I have always thought that the little book

in which these lectures were finally given to the public, con-

tains some of the finest passages Tulloch ever wrote : especi-

ally that in which with fine originality he points out the

difference between the death of our Lord and that of all the

martyrs and saints, the wonderful mystery of suffering and

awe which surrounds the accomplishment of the great sacri-

fice, in comparison with those joyful encounters of torture

and pain which His servants made in His name. The pas-

sage is one which did not, so far as I recollect, call forth

very much comment. It occurs almost at the end of the

book ; but I have never seen the thought put forward any-

where else, nor the same comparison made ; and there are

few more beautiful descriptions of the central fact in the

Christian faith.

On his return to Scotland in the autumn of 1864, the
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Prinoipal was naturally and very speedily drawn into the

ordinary routine of his university and public life, and re-

sumed his interrupted duties with renewed /.est, Leaving in

abeyance for the moment those heroic schemes of study

which were little compatible with the all-enveloping coil of

everyday affairs which winds itself around a man in office

when he returns after a long interval to daily work and the

necessities of common life.

By this time, however, it becomes necessary to leave the

easier strain of his private and professional affairs—which, I

am obliged to confess, is more within my own range and

sympathies than the other—and to indicate something of the

course of events in Scotland, and especially in the Church of

Scotland, which soon claimed his warmest attention, and led

him more and more into the excitements and commotions of

public life.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE RENAISSANCE OF THE SCOTCH CHURCH.

The Church of Scotland, in which Principal Tulloch was

ordained at a moment of much depression and confusion—the

Disruption having just carried away a large body of her

ablest ministers, and many of those whose names had been

representative of her highest life—had undergone a very

great and momentous change during the twenty years which

had elapsed since that extraordinary event. No Church has

ever sustained a greater blow ; and there was some justifi-

cation for the hope entertained by those who abandoned her

communion, that she would fail utterly in this tremendous

emergency, and that their own claims to be the real Church

in Scotland would then be fully vindicated, as well as the

gibe and nickname of " Eesiduary " flung at the old organi-

sation by the new.

But such anticipations are never infallible, and a very

short time sufficed to show that the Free Church was not

destined to take the place of the Mother, but, on the contrary,

that the new departure had only added a powerful new party

to the ranks of Dissent, and acted as an equally powerful

stimulant on a new generation full of genius, courage, and

high spirit within the Established Church. In such a case

success is in reality the only test. Had the Free Church

crushed the " Eesiduary," her action would have been
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justified; as she did not, there remains upon ber bead the

painful responsibility of having filled the country with b

universal opposition, putting up rival organisations in every

parish, and tearing asunder a once almost unanimous nation.

As things turned out, from the rent that was thus made and

from the severe blow that for a moment almost paralysed the

National Church, she arose in the remarkable and unexpected

way, by which the Christian Church in all its developments

has over and over again vindicated itself in the face of

enemies and misfortunes. It would perhaps be over bold

to say in respect to the Church of Scotland what has been

said with great effect of the Church of Koine, that the " gates

of hell have not prevailed against her." It has not been the

gates of hell : such instrumentality is more easy to meet and

more hopeful to conquer. The division which makes an

army of good men and true Christians, to whom it would be

a failure of charity to impute evil motives, yet who devoutly

believe it their mission to annihilate her— the Church's

enemies—is more painful and miserable than any assault of

malignant principalities and powers. But every Church of

Christ seems somehow to inherit a share of this promise.

Her intimate foes, who were her own children, did not in

this case prevail. "What seemed the deathblow of the

Church of Scotland became her new birth ; and in twenty

years it is not too much to say, that her national importance

had become again, notwithstanding the presence of the Free

Church by her side, as marked and great as in her best times.

This rending asunder of the Church had, however, produced

a very remarkable effect unprecedented in Scotland. Since

the Eeformation, with the exception of an individual here

and there, the inspiration of Scotch Churchmen had been

invariably found in those fathers and symbols of the faith

which have flourished since the sixteenth century. Before

Knox, no one—a blank of Popery and superstition—has been

what the most liberal minds have seen in looking back : nor
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have there been any authorities, especially in Church matters,

referred to or conceived of before the days of the First

Covenant. One might almost think from many utterances,

even of the most pious and enlightened minds, that to mark

their divergence from the devotees of apostolical succession,

the Presbyters of Scotland had cut themselves off from all

parentage, and disowned all laws of lineage and succession

before a certain date. In this faith the Free Church went

her way, reckoning no other progenitors, and thinking of no

other channel of thought or feeling than that formed for

her by the convictions of the Eeformation age.

But strangely enough, and I have not knowledge sufficient

to determine how, the new troops that gradually poured into

the abandoned cadres of the deserted camp, took an alto-

gether new departure. For the first time a longing for freer

air and an expanded atmosphere came with the quick growth

of the renewed existence. It awoke in the open, liberal, and

dispassionate mind of Principal Tulloch, in one department

of thought and life ; in the large, fervent, sympathetic nature

of Norman Macleod in another ; and in the precise and keen

intellect of Robert Lee in a third. All of them were roused

by one impulse—seized by a longing after a communion more

extended than that which was confined within the limits

of a scientific system of doctrine and a certain number of

centuries. They bethought themselves simultaneously that

the Apostles' Creed was older and wider and simpler than

the Westminster Confession ; that the laws of God had been

revealed before ever the Reformers were thought of, and that

prayer and praise had not been invented in the sixteenth

century. These men were not without prejudice. They

were all ready enough to vituperate Popish superstition,

and call heaven and earth to witness how dark and be-

nighted were other lands, and how inferior to their own;

they had their own kind of bigotry, like most men. They

were even somewhat illiberal in respect, for instance, to
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Kpiscopiiliaiis in Scotland, whose assumptions ol tupeiior

authority exercised, and nol unnaturally, an irritating in-

fluence upon them. Bui with all this their minde had

taken a new turn, unprecedented in Scottisli ways. A Long-

ing for something "more Catholic, more magnanimous

Irving had said in a previous generation, came upon them.

They remembered that, in their acknowledged descent from

the original fathers of the faith, no leap had hem mud.',

no such wonderful humid as from St Paul to John Knox,

which had heen somehow the idea encouraged in Scotland:

but that all the old saints, both great and small, were in

their spiritual genealogy too, and that all the old ways of

the Christian world, tender traditions of everything thai

was lovely and of good report belonged to them also—the

hymn of Ambrose as well as the "The Lord's my shep-

herd." This, there is no doubt, was very new in the Scotch

Church. The dogmatists of the " Free " were more faithful

in their riqid traditionalism to that handful of great men

to whom they limited their progeniture. It had never been

known in Scotland, except perhaps in such a benignant indi-

viduality as that of Archbishop Leighton, that the Church

should serve herself heir to all Christianity, and recognise

a pedigree reaching further back than Geneva. And yet

there could be no doubt that every Christian practice and

custom as well as instinct and hope were hers, as they were

the inheritance of all Christians.

"When leaders are named, a certain strength of followers

is always understood. Young Scotch ministers who had

travelled, who had seen other countries at their devotions,

and had learned to be ashamed of the hasty conclusion that

they themselves were the holy seed, and that all the world

lay in wickedness, had come throughout the country in

many quiet corners to the same conclusion. The reader has

already seen how to Tulloch in his wanderings the still

sanctity of the open cathedral, the subdued atmosphere of

o
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] nayer, were, of all things he encountered, the most inter-

esting. It is very difficult for members of another communion

to understand how this should be, while still the sympathetic

spectator holds as firmly as ever by the special features of

his own development of Christianity, and is as little in-

clined as ever to adopt any other form. I have, in my own

experience, exasperated many friendly and anxious Roman

Catholics with an admiration and sympathy which made it

no more possible for me than for the most bigoted opponent

to accept their system. The admiration of the Scotch clergy

for common prayer and ancient liturgical services has been

even a harder problem for their Episcopalian neighbours.

It happened at the period to which we have now reached

that in all three of the lines above referred to an epoch had

been attained. Dr Robert Lee of Greyfriars, in Edinburgh,

had been working for a long time in that which specially

occupied him, the improvement and perfection of the system

of public worship in his own particular church. No contro-

versy between two systems has ever been carried on without

a certain amount of injustice, and there is no doubt that the

sharp criticism to which the old austere worship of Scotland

was now subjected, was sometimes harsh and excessive.

"Irreverent discords of atrocious noises, considered singing

from the heart," " prayer, partly extempore addresses to the

Deity, telling Him what He is and what we expect Him to

do for us, partly sermons to the audience," and many other

reproaches of a similar kind, contained no doubt a certain

amount of truth, but also a natural dilution of much that

was false and uncharitable. I remember a very homely

service in a Highland parish, to which I once conducted an

English visitor, and where every fault of the Scotch form of

worship was in full exhibition ; but the singing of the untu-

tored voices, rough as they were and tuneless, in many cases

open enough to ridicule, affected this spectator almost to

tears, as no well-ordered choir ever could do. These effects
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are not to be generalised, and some! imea the rode and imple

rite retains a wonderful power of touching the heart, while

the "improved service " only suggests a mutilation of more

ornate worship. However, I am not called upon to record

my opinion—not to say that the opinion of one only occa-

sionally present at these homely offices Lb not worth record-

ing at all. Dr Lee led the devotions of his church into the

best adaptation he could devise and select from universal

precedent. Though he did not altogether follow the ritual of

the English Church, yet that was his chief inspiration. He

composed his prayers with much care and devotional feeling,

using, if not always the same, yet a limited number, for selec-

tion or in succession, thus combining the safety of a liturgy

with the freedom of individual usage. The art of writing

prayers is not one that belongs to this age, and the minister

of Greyfriars was not much more or less successful in it than

the Archbishop of Canterbury. But he at all events suc-

ceeded in regulating his own services so as to give something

of a careful ritual along with the expositions and discourses

dear to Scottish taste. These proceedings were not accom-

plished without much comment and criticism, accompanied

in some regions by a great horror of the " innovations,"—in

all by much curiosity and excitement about the new system

which promised, if generally carried out, to revolutionise the

Church of Scotland. The question had been already brought

before the General Assembly, and its progress checked for a

time. But ecclesiastical prohibitions are generally made only

to be disobeyed, and Dr Lee returned to his work as soon as

the excitement of the first attack upon it was over. In 1864

his service at Greyfriars having been fully established, and

acting as an example to many other congregations, the sub-

ject of " Innovations in Worship " was again brought before

the notice of the Assembly, with much fervour on the part of

his opponents, and a powerful defensive plea on his own side.

But public opinion had so far progressed by this time, that
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the question of innovation was dismissed, and Dr Lee was

permitted to continue upon his way.

This debate and question, and still more the action of Dr

Lee in introducing so many new elements into the services

of the Church—a much greater use of music, an organ, and

the system of read prayers—called forth one of the many at-

tempts made by the more liberal portion of the Episcopalian

Church in Scotland, to bring about a union between that

rising yet numerically small body and the National Church.

Such overtures are called forth periodically by the energetic

animadversions of Scotch ministers upon the faults and defici-

ences of their own organisation, but have generally consisted

in an offer less disinterested than courageous—of absorption

into the smaller communion, and of the repose to be found

in her venerable but limited bosom. In the present case,

however, the proposal was more sensible and understanding.

It was brought forward by an Episcopalian clergyman in the

north, Dr Rorison, who—instead of calling upon the repre-

sentatives of the Scotch Establishment to come humbly to

the arms of his Church stretched out to receive them,

with dust on their heads and sackcloth on their shoulders,

as Bishop Wordsworth and others, less wise than zealous,

had often done—proposed a conference to decide upon some

basis of meeting, on the ground that " absolute uniformity

of congregational worship " was not essential, and that " Pres-

bytery was not naturally destructive of Episcopacy." I think

it very unlikely that Dr Rorison was a man of great influence

in his own communion, or that he would have secured the

consent of the leaders of his Church to such a foundation

of negotiations ; but neither was there any possibility of

securing the attention of the other side. Dr Lee, indeed, in

the first instance, seemed willing to adopt the suggestion, but

it met with no favour in the Church generally, which wanted

no fundamental change, nor was at all dissatisfied with its

own framework and resources, but merely desired a certain
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degree of freedom within its own borders— freedom which did

not interfere with constitutional loyalty, and preferenc

its own way. Anion- other important personages in the

Church, the proposal was submitted to Principal Tulloch,

and his reply was given in the following Letter. He had

followed with sympathy Dr Lee's devotional developmi

lmt had taken no further part in the movemenl ; and owing

to his absence from Scotland during the A Jembly of 18G4,

had mil appeared in the public discussions of the question,

Hut nothing could be more decided than his conviction that

the struggle into which he was himself entering, for freedom

of thought, as well as the struggle in which his friend was

engaged, for freedom of worship, were associated with no

necessity for further disruption or absorption of any kind.

St Mast's College, Dec. 1864.

My deak Sir,—I had sat down before to reply to your letter,

but the subject presents itself in so many points of view that it is

difficult to say exactly all that one feels about it. I think it better

in the meantime to confine myself to the practical point of the con-

ference or conversation to which you refer, and about which you

ask my opinion.

I agree with you that such a conversation should be limited, in

the first instance, to a mere exchange of ideas as to " the present

state of religion in Scotland." Anything further would, I am
sure, be quite premature and lead to no good. A conversation of

a general character could not well do harm, and might lead to a

good understanding between the two Churches on some main

points. I candidly confess that the difficulties appear to me seri-

ous, if not insuperable, in the way of any project of union. I

have much sympathy with the faith of Bishop Wordsworth, and

rejoice in his incessant proclamations of a side of truth wellnigh

forgotten in Scotland—the obligation of unity and the weakness

of causeless schism. But he is greatly mistaken in supposing there

is any tendency to accept his arguments about Episcopacy among
any class of the clergy or members of the National Church—even

among those most inclined to Episcopacy on other grounds. He
would bring us back to a higher dogmatic ground on the subject

of Church government ; but any movement in the National Church

towards a more catholic form of Church government and worship,

be assured, has sprung out of general instincts of culture and feel-
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ings of moderation that have no connection with any faith in the
" three orders " as a dogma. The historical traditions of Episco-

pacy—the decency and heauty of its worship, dissatisfaction with

the existing state of worship among ourselves—all have had their

influence. But the deepest influence of all has been the decay of

faith in any divine form of Church government at all, in the old

dogmatic sense. This is the real root of the present movement in

our Church ; for men who have ceased to believe in their own
or any form of Church government, as divinely prescribed, have

naturally asked, " Why should we not draw nearer to the prevail-

ing type of Catholic worship 1 " very much as Leighton felt and

asked in his day. Episcopacy is certainly ancient : its existence

may be traced to the verge of the apostolic life, if not within

it. It presents in its usages, and especially in its form of worship

as exhibited in the Anglican Church, many advantages. On such

practical grounds many agree in our Church ; but as soon as you
approach them with the idea of Episcopacy as of divine prescrip-

tion, as a dogma claiming their acceptance, they are up in arms.

They are far beyond the state of mind—unhappily or not—to

which arguments of the latter sort address themselves. Dr "Words-

worth does not seem to see this, or, if he does, he thinks it only a

temporary phase of opinion in which, I believe, he is perfectly

mistaken ; and all his usefid, and in many respects admirable

charges, are in consequence charges in the air.

My own conviction is that, as a Church, we will draw nearer

to Episcopacy unless some crisis overtakes us ; but it will be en-

tirely on practical grounds and to secure practical objects—more

reality of ecclesiastical superintendence, more propriety and order

in worship. The acknowledgment of Bishops as a divine power

above Presbyters is, so far as I can see, a notion that has utterly

died out of the Scottish mind, save in so much as sections of

it here and there have been influenced by the teachings of your

Church.

If the teaching of your Church and its cherished traditions per-

mitted your abandoning the dogmatic ground and coming forth to

meet us on such principles as Leighton proposed, I should not

think the idea of a reunion utterly impracticable. But you will

excuse me for saying that I have not seen any such tendency in

your Church. The tendency, I fear, during the last twenty years,

has been in the opposite direction, which I have deeply regretted.

I have been led, after all, to express my sentiments pretty fully

on the subject of your letter, and perhaps it is better that I should

have done so. Of course I reply under the same seal of confidence

as you have addressed me.
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The proposed conference, I believe, never took pku I

would not, in all probability, have been received with more

acceptance by the Episcopalian than by the Pr< byterian

authorities. Tulloch's letter is a very clear statement of

the position in which the Scotch Church .stood, attracted,

indeed, od some sides by the superior beauty of forms of

worship too hastily rejected— and yet never so rigidlj

jected by her early organisers as to prevent the possibility

of their readoption— while still entirely unconvinced of

any necessity for a transference of allegiance. His decla-

ration is very calm but very decisive. It was not often,

however, that such overtures were either made or responded

to with equal dignity and calm. Another section of the

Episcopalian Church in Scotland seems never to have been

able to divest itself of the idea that the clergy of the

National Church, in labouring to improve and expand their

own laws and customs, were in reality yearning for admis-

sion within the other and much narrower gates of a com-

munion which neither recognises their orders nor under-

stands their position ; and there are few things which have

so irritated and alienated Scotch sympathy as the claims

put forth in this respect, and the condescending invitations

given. I find in a letter to Mr Story other references to

this subject, which had evidently reappeared as it does at

intervals, chiefly by the zeal of Dr Wordsworth, for whom,

though he was occasionally exasperated by that excellent

bishop's persistency and mistaken conception of Scotch feel-

ing, the Principal had always the highest esteem and respect.

The reference to another dignitary of very different view-

may amuse the reader.

To Rev. R. H. Story. \:th Sept. 1865.

I suppose you have read Bishop Wordsworth's tirade. I have

been greatly tempted to write something in reply under my own
name, but I scarcely think, upon reflection, it is worth while.

Jowett is at St Andrews, and I have had a long walk with him.
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He is very earnest about going forward, and maintaining strongly

what one feels to be the truth; but it is not very easy to make
•out what he would be at. One thing is plain, thai he has no

sympathy with any approximation on our part to Episcopacy. He
professed an interest in Robert Lee's movements, but thought he

fiddled too much about small things.

The same subject, with the views equally characteristic of

other authorities, follows in a subsequent letter dated from

Linlathen, the house of Mr Erskine.

To Rev. R. IF. Story. n v. 1.

Dean Stanley was with us for about ten days, residing chiefly

with Shairp. lie was full of very lively, pleasant, and instructive

talk, as usual,—very secure (I think) of the triumph of Broad

Church principles, and the possibility of their combination with

apostolic (evangelical) fervency. I had a long talk with him about

my favourite Latitudinarians of the seventeenth century, and found

him well up in the external surroundings of their history. I put

the case of possible union with Episcopacy on the part of the

National Church of Scotland, showing that this was excluded by
the High Church presumptions urged by "Wordsworth. He saw

the matter fully, and with great frankness put the alternative,

" Supposing I were to become a Scotch bishop 1 " Shairp seemed

to see nothing but ridicule in any project of union, and thought

Wordsworth great game.

Our old friend here is full of spiritual wisdom as ever. The
long pauses amidst the damp autumn leaves yesterday afternoon,

as he expounded and re-expounded his favourite idea of the

spiritual education under which every man and the whole race of

men are, and of God as a teaching Father, were very picturesque,

but not very comfortable. One of his most ingenious new read-

ings of Scripture is John iii. 8, " The wind bloweth where it

listeth." The real reference is to the process of divine training

under which all men are. Some, like Nicodemus, only " hear the

voice, the sound " ; their hearts own a law in divine order, but

they do not yet recognise it as the voice of a divine Father. They

cannot tell whence it cometh, nor do they recognise its end, to make
them like to this Father—perfect, as He is perfect. They cannot

tell whither it goeth. All men are undergoing this education;

but some—the most—are doing so unconsciously, feebly, scarcely

at all. But all are yet destined to the full realisation of their

spiritual state and dignity. The idea that punishment can be

anything but a temporary phase of the divine dealing with men,

for their good in the end, to mark His very love to them, in their
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deliverance from sin, seems to him now, from recent discu-

to be quite in the ascendant in the theological mind. What a

cheerful, hopeful, yel pathetic confidence he has! £bu should

nol be angry with a man, he says, because he has a rude, pa« donate,

revengeful, or impure nature. Ood has given him his natute. Be
is only to blame In 'cause he has not kept the lower nature in check

by the higher nature that God has also given him. He is so very

appreciative, and yet so quietly critical in his gentle way. Yon
know how much he loves and admires Maurice, yel he quietly said

last night, talking of the Athanasian Creed, " I think .Mr Ma
could find a good reason for anything."

This very characteristic description of the old Forfarshire

apostle, with his wonderful, never-ending expositions of a faith

which he made every listener feel to be new, yet which

could not distinguish afterwards to be much different, except

in vivid force and realisation, from ordinary Christian belief,

will be welcome to many. Mr Erskine of Linlathen, though

so very well known to all religious thinkers, was not perhaps

a sufficiently salient figure, to have outlived oblivion with

the general. But his gentle faith, tempered, as the Principal

remarks, by exceedingly keen perceptions, and a sudden

-ham now and then which revealed the insight in him, his

veiled eyes and benign but dreamy countenance, as he dis-

coursed upon that beautiful belief, will still linger in older

memories, and furnish one of the most delightful pic

of the period to which he belonged—a period of which Irving

was the meteor, and John Campbell of Row the steady yet

sometimes cloudy fixed star. This summary of his dis-

coursings in the wintry afternoon, with long pauses among

the damp autumn leaves, has drawn me away from the effort

to set forth as best I can, with information somewhat imper-

fect, the gathering forces of the later period which had suc-

ceeded Erskine's, and in which other influences, all com

Log, were forming a new crisis unawares.

For it was in the same year (1865) that another curious

incident in the current history of the Church of Scotland—

a

sort of explosion of another of those new fires which had been
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working within her bosom—took place. The question of

" S;il »bath Observance," so called, has long been specially

identified with Scotch habits and ways of thinking. It has

been the cause of endless ridiculous vituperation and cari-

cature, and indeed half a century ago it swayed at least the

habits of the country in a way which it is scarcely possible

to imagine now. But the period in which it was an offence

to play a musical instrument, or sing even a sacred song in a

private house in Edinburgh or Glasgow, existed no longer ; a

Sunday walk was no longer a forbidden pleasure, and the

prejudices even of the most rigid had considerably softened

before the time when Dr Norman Macleod lighted up a flame

which blazed over all Scotland, stirring old traditions and

opinions into sudden, and, in a great degree, fictitious life.

The circumstances of this outburst were as follows : The

feeling against railway travelling on Sunday had always been

very strong. On the other side of the Tweed, people had

contented themselves with making the arrangement of Sun-

day trains as inconvenient as possible, thus securing, or en-

deavouring to secure, that nobody should travel for pleasure;

but in Scotland the strongest efforts had been made to make

any travelling at all impossible. " May the running of such

cease for ever," was the pious adjuration with which a report

about Sunday trains before one of the Church courts con-

cluded. The Presbytery of Glasgow was perhaps brought

more immediately into conflict with the Railway Companies

on this question than any other local division of the Church,

and they took very strong measures accordingly, sending out

a pastoral letter to be read in all the churches, in which the

stringent and formal keeping of the Sabbath was enjoined

upon all, upon the letter of the fourth commandment and

after the fashion of the Jewish law. To Dr Norman Macleod

this address seemed uncalled for ; he took a different view of

the obligations and the character of the Lord's Day. And in

a great speech made before the Presbytery, he set forth very
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Strongly the changed ehaxae.lr.r of the -real festival a erting

(or something like it), in (lie bold Man of his character] tic

eloquence, that the Decalogue had been abrogated by the

Gospels, and thai we had nowa higher rale and surer guid

anoe than the formal letter of that law which forbade to our

Lord the exercise of His beneficent power on the Sabbath-

day. Although he did not fail to set forth on the other Bide

the higher obligations and more spiritual character of the

great Christian festival, the horror of his hearers scarcely

permitted them to listen to another word, and such a burst

of religious fury poured forth upon his head as scarcely any-

thing has produced in our generation. Indifferent to his true

meaning, and to all the guarantees of his high character and

well-known gifts, this wild wind of popular and ecclesiastical

misunderstanding rushed across the face of the country, and

the astonished speaker found himself the object of a violent

and unexpected assault from all quarters. It can scarcely be

doubted, in such a sudden outburst, that many of those who

lead and encourage the uproar are in their hearts perfectly

aware of the insane injustice which they are helping to do
;

and the time was not long before the cyclone was over, and

the storm of dust and wind subsiding, left the object of all

this wrath uninjured and undaunted in the certainty of his

own honesty and truth. But in the meantime he had suffered

greatly, feeling the withdrawal of general sympathy and

kindness in the keenest way, as a man so sympathetic and

full of brotherly feeling was sure to do. " If he had re-

nounced Christianity itself," says his biographer, " he could

scarcely have produced a greater sensation. He became not

only an object of suspicion and dislike to the unthinking and

fanatical, but he was named even by many good men as one

who had become an enemy to the truth. His table was

loaded with letters remonstrating with him, abusing him.

denouncing him, cursing him. Ministers of the Gospel passed

him without recognition ; one of them, more zealous than the
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rest, hissed him in the street." " I felt at first so cut off from

my Christian brothers," the sufferer himself adds, "that had

a chimney-sweep given me his sooty hand, and smiled upon

me with his black face, I would have welcomed his salute

and blessed him."

While this storm was still raging, Principal Tulloch—repre-

senting in his high position as one of the heads of theological

science in Scotland, the same philosophical and theoretical

tendency which Dr Lee in his ritualistic, and Dr Macleod

in his practical protest against the rigidity of ecclesiastical

bonds, maintained—gave forth an address upon the " Study

of the Confession of Faith," which was like the unfurling of

the standard to the party of progress. This address was

published along with a discourse upon the " Freedom of

Debate," originally addressed to the " Theological Society in

the University of Edinburgh," and on its publication was

inscribed to them, and to " my own students in St Mary's

College," in the following words :

—

Since this address was delivered, the chief lesson which it in-

culcates has received a singular illustration in the remarkable and

(to my mind) noble speech of my friend Dr Macleod in the Pres-

bytery of Glasgow. With the general drift of that speech I

entirely sympathise. The views which it expresses are views

which have always been held in the Christian Church ; they are

the views both of Luther and of Calvin. At the same time, it

cannot be doubted that they have not hitherto been the views of

the Church of Scotland, and their expression necessarily touches

the existing relations of the Church to certain Puritan dogmas
which are rapidly perishing in the minds of all thoughtful men.

What many will think and say of Dr Macleod's speech, and of my
sympathy with it, is well known. Anything more than they have

already said, it is impossible they can say ; but I trust there are

hundreds and thousands who will make their voices heard on the

side of moderation and of Christian enlightenment in the contro-

versies upon which we have entered, and who are prepared to act

upon the principles so well expressed in an address which has

been widely approved in England, that "we have all as deep

an interest in the full and free examination of theological dog-

mas, and the exposure of theological errors, as we have in the
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discussion of dogmas and the exposure of erron in political

science."

The address in question begins with a very seriou

i nt -l it as to the authority and permanency of "formula

faith." "Lately, and indeed for many years," the Principal

tells his students, "my mind has been much occupied with

this subject. I have long seen thai the day is approaching

when the claims of all creeds and confessions bo held tin-

place they have generally done in the estimation of the

Church will be keenly canvassed. What may be the i

of tins question I do not pretend to predict. But that it

will ere long sift, not only our Church but all Churches, and

strain the intelligence of this country as no other question

has done, I entertain no doubt." He proceeds to say that

the worst preparation for confronting any great conflict that

may be awaiting the Church is ignorance or indifference,

'• or I may say, that blind traditionalism which sometimes

makes both."

The consciousness of this has led me for some time to draw

the attention of my senior students very earnestly to the import-

ance of studying the Confession of Faith. I have prescribed the

subject for their private reading and reflection, and sought to

their intelligence of it, their comprehension of its fundamental

principles, their acquaintance with its numerous details of doctrine,

by periodical examinations; and if I had felt any doubt as to the

-sity of this study, such a doubt would have been entirely

removed by the experience I have already had. I have found

that even intelligent students have great difficulty in understand-

ing the true nature and import of the Confession of Faith,—in

realising its historical position and colouring, and in comprehend-

ing the spirit of its religious philosophy, and the true bearing and

relation to one another of the peculiarities of its dogmatic structure.

A certain kind of knowledge of it, indeed, is easily acquired, such

a knowledge as may be often seen exhibited in our schools of the

propositions of the Shorter Catechism. The most solemn dogmas

before which the heart would fain be silent, may be readily conned

and glibly repeated: the same propositions as they lie in theii

massive proportions side by side, may be committed undigested

to memory and given forth again in the same crude state : but I
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must be pardoned for thinking such knowledge not only worthless

in Itself, hut really injurious to the spiritual intelligence.

The Confession of Faith, in order to be understood and
estimated at its real value, must be studied both historically and

philosophically. And I do not hesitate to say, that it can only

be understood aright by those who know something of the spirit

and genius of the great Puritan conflict out of which it sprang, of

the religious writings of the men who were concerned in its pro-

duction, and the destructive principles, both theological and
ecclesiastical, which these writings were warmly intended to de-

fend. The Confession of Faith, in its origin and in its principles,

was tin' manifesto of a great religious party, which, after a fierce

struggle, gained a temporary ascendancy both in England and

Scotland.. This party had gathered to itself during its long

struggle many peculiarities of faith, policy, and manners—peculi-

arities which distinguished it from other religious parties, other

developments of religious thought and life. The AVestminster

Confessions of Faith and relative documents—that is to say, the

Larger and Shorter Catechisms and the Directory for Public

"Worship—are the expression of these peculiarities,—so much so,

that a historical student who might by some accident never have

seen these documents, but who had yet studied the course of

Puritanism in its dogmatic and ecclesiastical phases, would have

no difficulty in at once telling what they were, and, probably,

even in fixing without hesitation the decade in the seventeenth

century in which they were produced, the men who were chiefly

concerned in producing them, and the mode in which they went
to work in doing so. More or less, indeed, the same thing could

be said of every Protestant Confession of Faith, and even of the

briefer symbols of the earlier Catholic Church which has been

incorporated into her Creed by the Church of England. They
are one and all historical monuments, marking the tide of religious

thought as they have swelled with greater fulness in the course

of the Christian centuries ; and none of this can be understood

aright simply by themselves, or as isolated dogmatic utterances,

but only in connection with their time and the genius of the men
who framed them. The popular ecclesiastical notion of creeds and

confessions, as in some sort ahsolute expressions of Christian truth,

credenda, to be accepted very much as we accept the statements of

Scripture itself, is a notion in the face of all theological science

which every theological student deserving the name has long since

abandoned. Those creeds and confessions are neither more nor

less than the intellectual ideas of great and good men, assembled,

for the most part, in synods and councils, all of which, as our Con-

fession itself declares, " may err, and many have erred." They
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;iiv st:iin])i'(l wiili ilir infirmities no Leas than with the noblei

of the men who made them. They are theix be I thought about

Christian bruth, aa they aaw it in theii time: intrinsically they

are nothing more: and any claim of infallibility for them is the

worst of all kinds of Popery, that Popery which degrades the

Christian reason, while it fails to nourish the Christian imagina-

tion. And so it is that the student "I" the history of doctrine who
has entered into the meaning of the successive development

the Church's thought and life, can loeate, as it were, these various

creeds; through them can read the theological spirit of the age to

which they belong, and again understand them through the study

of the men and the times which originated them, and whose con-

troversies and modes of thought made them wh.it they are. Thus

he can tell lis that what is called the Athanaaian Creed has really

no connection with Athanasius, and is not even of Greek origin,

but belongs to a later and more corrupt age of the Church, and to

the Latin section of it, whose tone of thought and whose 1 an.

were unfitted to deal with the great mystery which it professes to

describe, and which have consequently bequeathed to our times

one of the most unhappy dogmatic bonds that was ever laid upon
a Christian conscience. While there may be some things in our

own Church, the inheritance of a past age of hard conflict, which
one may regret and wish to see amended, it has yet been to me,

ever since I have had any living comprehension of divine truth, a

matter of profound thankfulness that we are at least free from the

bondage of a symbol whicb I never have beard without emotions

of positive spiritual pain.

It was thus that the theologian, placed out of the way of

the practical effort for new expansions of worship and reason-

able service, stood behind the active workers and promul-

gated an innovation more profound than either, the principle

of freedom which they sought to establish in practice. The

laws of the Church had been broken before in many ways.

A certain dull unwritten liturgy of use and wont had settled

down as a custom all over Scotland, at which men chafed

or jeered, but of which it was impossible to formulate any

distinct complaint, although it was a rude breach of the pre-

scription of extempore prayer, as much as Dr Lee's prayer-

book was a cultured and elaborate one. And people in Scot-

land had for many years broken the intolerable Jewish bonds
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of the Sabbath, and had driven to Church and elsewhere, and

employed their servants and their horses for generations be-

fore Dr Macleod protested against the Sabbath of the Jews

as a rule for Christianity. But nobody had ventured to

stand up in the face of the Church and country and say

that her Confession and Standards were fallible and not

divine. In this way the new departure of the Scotch Church

was fully established and declared. Xo longer a blind

acquiescence in formulas which each man neglected or broke

in his own little way, but which all professed to consider

next to divine, but a manful and rational acceptance of the

historical symbol for what it was, in the light of a more

highly developed reason and a less disturbed society. Dr

Maeleod's protest, which was really in favour of the Christian

observance of the Lord's Day against the negative institution

of the Old Testament, and Dr Lee's practical attempt to

bring new meaning into an old broken and altered service,

were of very secondary importance in the presence of Dr

Tulloch's claim. They were but the manifestation, his was

the fundamental principle. The reader has already seen

in his Inaugural Lecture how strongly Tulloch's clear and

impartial mind stood against the deification of authority,

especially that, less dignified than the oldest and greatest

tradition of Christendom, which found its Pope in a formula.

To those who fully understood that first statement of his

views, there could be nothing new or unforeseen in the utter-

ance which now shook all Scotland, so far as the national

interest in such subjects extended. The effect, indeed, was

not like the momentary tempest produced by Dr Macleod's

encounter with suddenly startled prejudice ; but it was

more permanent and more important, the inauguration of a

new principle such as no one before had ventured to put into

words.

It is in reference to this address, and with a full perception

of the nature of the crisis produced by so many different
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movements acting in the .mi" .n ••, t hat he writes 8S follows

in the end of 18G5, inn liately after the publication, in the

form of a pamphlet, of the address to the Edinburgh Students'

Society, to which was added the "Study of the Confession of

Faith":—

To Rev. R. II. Story. 1 \ti, Dee.

I have had an extraordinary number of letters aboul my ad-

dress, from Stanley, Froiule, &c, and a very remarkable one on

the subject addressed to a friend, and sent to me from Lord

B ; also a brief note asking for a copy from the Duke,

your neighbour. "What he thinks I don't know. Stanley is

very eager, and offers every assistance in the way of criticism, &c.

Some good people are alarmed at what seems the merely de-

structive tendency of things, and it has occurred to me whether

a kind of society for the reformation of the Church of Scotland

could not be formed, announcing its definite aims, which could be

stated, I think, so as to appear very moderate and reasonable.

In writing to Dr Lee about something else, I hinted this, but I

have not heard anything in reply, and I am not quite clear about

the matter myself. Only I think the idea of united action will

have to be faced in some way or another.

Mr Erskine of Linlathen addressed the following letter to

him on the same occasion :

—

One feels that such an address could not have been delivered

by the Principal of a Scotch University even fifty years ago, and
looks forward with a curiosity, not entirely free from anxiety, to

what the next fifty years may bring. Yet magna est Veritas et

prcevalebit,—the discussion of truth cannot injure it, and there can

be no other belief of it but the perception of its truthfulness. The
use of authority is to help us in attaining this perception, not to

stand in its place. The danger lies in want of reverence, or the

not distinguishing intellectual truth from spiritual, or in forgetting

that the use of intellectual truth in religion is to aid us in our en-

deavours to attain the spiritual truth. What you say of original

mental construction is most important. A man is born a Whig or

a Tory, and it is unreasonable to forget it.

It is remarkable that in neither of the very marked in-

stances cited above, in which the usual teaching of the

Church was set aside, did any pains or penalties follow.

Principal Tulloch writes from the Assembly of 1865 of the

P
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great excitement and popular eagerness to hear the debate

upon Innovations—" hundreds of people being shut out."

"You will see," he says to his wife, "that I had a brush

with a fierce fanatic of the name of Macrae yesterday."

Another day he tells her of his speech on the question,

which he fears " reads very poorly," though it seemed in the

delivery effective
—

" and upon the whole I was not displeased,

although as usual I missed out a great many of the best

things I meant to say."

To his Wife. May 24, 1865.

The debate goes on to-day, and Lee will no doubt make a great

speech. I hope we may have a majority, otherwise the results

will be serious. I shall be glad when it is over, although I must

still take some part for a day or two. But I am too easily excited

still : perhaps I always was, and it is not, I daresay, very good

for me.
Next day.

You will see that we lost our motion ; but although it is in

some points of view a great pity, it is of little consequence for

the ultimate result.

That is to say, the Innovations were mildly condemned by

a resolution, but no further steps were taken, and all went

on as before.

In the following year, 1866, a similar experience was re-

ported. I give extracts from a few of the letters of the

period, to show not only how matters went with the cul-

prits, of whom Tulloch himself was now one, but what was

the aspect of the Scotch ecclesiastical parliament, always an

interesting and indeed unique spectacle. Most of the follow-

ing letters are written from the very heart of the Assembly

itself, from the clerk's table.

To his Wife. Saturday, May 26.

There is a pause in the press of business just now, and I write

a single word. I am getting on very well, although at times one

is obliged to bark at fellows who come up and torment one with

all manner of irrelevant applications, asking about this and that

of which I know nothing. The aspect of things in the Assembly
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is rather gloomy, I believe, and tin- extreme party ai«' prepare. I to

go all lengths; but we shall see in a day or two what they pro-

pose to do. They have appointed Wednesday for the Conf<

of Faith, and there will be a great deal of tall talk. If Willie

eared greatly he might come over, but I think lie is far better 'it

his work. It won't be pleasant, and I shall probably not attend

myself much. During speeches the clerks are idle comparatively.

Monday.

I am doing nothing just now, there being a long case—the

Forfar case—going on at the bar, a writer from Forfar making a

flaming speech. To-morrow the exciting business begins. Dr
Lee's case comes on, and then we will have some idea of the

temper of the Assembly. On AVednesday the Confession of Faith

matter comes on, and I fancy I shall then get my " kail through

the reek," as Pirie asked me to-day if I should like to be heard. I

assumed a great air of innocence, and replied, "I heard? Why
should I wish to be heard? I am not at the bar of the Assembly."

Of course I shall not say anything, unless it is absolutely necessary.

And should I be driven to do so, I should only say a few words.

Wednesday morning.

I write a single word to say that we were defeated last night,

or ratber this morning. The Assembly is very reactionary, as

anticipated, and there will be much fresb speaking. All the

speaking yesterday was on Dr Lee's side, but it was no matter

witb a set of Highland nowte who had made up their minds.

Wednesday.

My darling, the debate on the Confession of Faith has just

finished, and upon the whole it has been of a very innocent

character. The only person who introduced my name and made
a little excitement was Dr Pirie, not ill-naturedly, however. He
was found out of order, and gave way at once. Dr Lee made a

good speech. Dr Muir raised his protest. Thomson of Forgan

screamed, on the right side, however, and at length Phin's motion,

which merely instructed Presbyteries to look after adherence to

the Confession, was passed without a vote. I got the clergyman

who proposed that the subject should be discussed, altogether

to withdraw his motion. I sat and wrote my minutes very

carefully during all the discussion, and said nothing, only sug-

gesting that Dr Pirie was out of order. There is a feeling that

no harm has been done by the motion of last night, and that Dr
Lee will be able to come to terms with the Presbytery, so that I

hope we may see an end of turmoil for a while.
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The third of these revolutionaries emerged still more

easily. Dr Macleod, his imagination demoralised by the

shock of the vituperation which for a moment had risen

round him, had dreamed deposition, excommunication, every

dreadful thing, from the action of the Assembly. " I think

the Assembly won't depose," he says with a faint rising

confidence while these debates were going on. But in June

he writes :
" The Assembly is over, and not one personal allu-

sion was made regarding me, far less an unkind word. Most

wonderful, most unaccountable ! " One might almost imagine

that the sufferer was half annoyed to be thus balked of per-

secution. Nothing, however, could show more clearly how

the Church was leavened with the new temper and senti-

ments, than the harmless manner in which intended attacks

came to nothing. The Assembly had been very uncom-

promising in former days ; censures and depositions were

weapons which it did not hesitate to use,—but now all was

changed. The storm raged without, and there were cham-

pions within who tried hard to raise the old war-cries, but

the occasion and the time were over, and that spell was no

longer one to conjure withal.

Although, however, the Principal was one of Dr Lee's

defenders, as he would have been the defender of any man

in his position claiming a legitimate liberty, I do not think

that he entered with any enthusiasm into the liturgy of

Greyfriars. During the course of the Assembly of 1866 he

preached in that church, and described his impressions as

follows :

—

I read Dr Lee's customary prayer after the sermon, and found

the reading a great relief after preaching. The music is extremely

good, yet the service seems lacking in some qualities of devotional

dignity ; but strangeness, in part, might account for this.

Of Tulloch's own ideas on the subject, we have an interest-

ing account in a letter concerning a Church Service Society,

instituted during the agitations of this period for the purpose
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of drawing up a sort of guide to public devotion, which, with-

out being in any sense of the word a liturgy, or enforced by

any authority, .should yd represent ;i reverent and seemly

ritual to such clergymen of the Church of Scotland as felt

the need.

To the Rev. R. If. Story.

My idea about prayers lias always been that they should be

historical and representative as far as possible, the prayers of the

faithful both in the Beaten) and Western divisions of the Church,

so far as they can be disencumbered of their superstitious accre-

tions. I do not believe cither in Dr Lee's plan of culling de novo

prayers from the Bible, the Psalms especially, or in Dr Crawford's

plan of selecting merely or mainly from Presbyterian or Reformed

liturgies, as we get in the adaptation of the English Service Book.

The first plan, as I tried to convince Lee—but he quite mistook my
meaning—appears to me inapplicable to the extent that Lee applies

it, to the Christian Church as a living organic body, all along its

history, and constantly, therefore, developing its own appro]

phases of thought and feeling. Much as I love and admire the

Psalter, I cannot very well understand, from my point of view,

any one holding it to be an adequate expression of Christian devo-

tion. Then as to the Reformed liturgies, they are very good, have

their own real worth but are mostly cast in a narrowness of dog-

matic mould which somehow reminds one of the Reformation

rather than of the Advent. Mere adaptations of the Prayer-book

is a confession on our part of the weakness of our catholic posi-

tion, natural, perhaps, but disagreeable to contemplate.

I have always thought, therefore, that the real service to be done

to our Church in present circumstances, would be for some one to

collect and arrange the most devout prayers, so to speak, from the

old liturgies, the Greek Church Service (of which I have a copy),

the prayers of Augustine, Anselm, &c, and even the Roman
Missal, the prayers to be used by individual ministers as they see

fit. Prayers specially composed, first Sabbath, second Sabbath,

and so on—for Communion, for Baptism, &c.—appear to me
always to have an air of undue manufacture, difficult, perhaps im-

possible, to get rid of.

It will be seen by this that the Principal's fine percep-

tion gave him an uneasy sense of unreality in the new com-

pilations, which many people must have shared. I do not

think he was ever warmly interested in these innovations,
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though his strong desire for freedom in the Church led him

to give the backing of his support to their originators. He

preferred the change of posture in public worship—the gen-

eral abandonment of the practice of standing at prayers—

a

preference which I cannot share ; for standing is at least a

reverent and respectful attitude, and has the sanction of the

oldest of all religious authorities, whereas the attitude of

sitting even with bowed head, which is the only approach to

kneeling permitted by the present construction of pews in

Scotch churches, is neither devotional nor respectful.

An expression of the feeling of a mind so strongly set upon

legitimate and rational freedom against polemics and religious

anarchy may well find a place here in the midst of a record

of struggles from which he did not shrink when necessary,

and in which indeed a natural impatience of temper made

him often a very free fighter, but which both taste and feel-

ing in him turned from with absolute disgust. He has been

expressing his willingness to join a Church Society, which,

he says, "if it does not assume an aggressive character,

should do good."

To Rev. R. H. Story.

I have no faith in aggressions of any kind, or, in other words,

in rapid or violent changes. Aggression seems to me to have been

the aim of Scottish religion since the Eeformation—Presbytery

versus Episcopacy, and Episcopacy versus Presbytery ; Evangelical-

ism versus Moderatism, and so on. My only faith in all the stir

that is now going on, doctrinal and liturgical, is that there is a

high conciliatory spirit at work—a spirit of eclecticism, in short,

although I know the word is in bad odour with some. One
extreme is just as bad as another extreme to me, and every year

I think I am getting more and more Moderate and content to

let things alone, if only highflyers of all kinds would give thought

freedom—allow spiritual thought and life to grow. On that

account I object to the restlessness of Dr Lee's movements,
although the breaking down of the old forms is no doubt his

mission ; and in many respects it will be found, I have no doubt,

that he is doing a good work.

This may perhaps, however, be an appropriate moment to
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say that in respect to ecclesiastical conflicts and debates,

as intimated above, the Principal was not always so gent li-

as his principles, but displayed something of that pan

which gives interest and complication to almost all char-

acters that call for human study. His intellect was most

tolerant, his judgment strongly, almost violently—if we may

be permitted words so paradoxical—against any kind of

violence. When he says, speaking of Eenan, that whatever

the faults of that writer, he had not "felt himself called

upon to indulge in any denunciation," he was expressing

most truthfully his own natural disposition. " To all per-

sonal criticism in such discussions I have a strong aversion,"

he says. " It never does any good, and it is in itself a mean

and contemptible weapon." Such was the accurate descrip-

tion of his sober thought and feeling. But personal contro-

versy has an excitement in it which carries away many

shields and defences; and he who was in his library, with

his pen in his 'hand, the soul of healthful moderation, dis-

passionate and tolerant, had not always the same command

of himself in the hotter and narrower field of debate. At

times he spoke too strongly, with hot impulses of feeling,

with those sudden uncontrollable gusts of impatience which

come without premeditation, and are generally repented of

as quickly as conceived. This fault of temper became

naturally more evident when his health was at all impaired,

and it made him subject to many frets and worries which

a calmer disposition would have escaped, but which he felt

to the very centre of his being. His extreme sensitiveness

and susceptibility to impression was the quality of which,

according to the wise French form, this was the defect. He

could not have felt everything so keenly without laying

himself open to the risk of feeling some things too much

;

and his irritability and tendency to impatience made many

things a burden to him which perhaps need not have been

so. They made the meetings of the Assembly, in which he
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always took an important part, extremely trying, causing

more wear and tear in a fortnight than a more impervious

nature might have encountered in years. Sometimes he

would be tempted to a flash of impatience which vexed his

spirit after it was over, and looked much more important

than it was in the retrospection; and the strain of self-

control to avoid such lapses was great, and told upon his

strength. The stolidity of the commonplace mind, and its

inability to understand, were often intolerable to him ; and

the extreme sincerity of his nature made it more difficult to

him than to most men to disguise his feelings. He was

easily bored, and was apt to resent it, with a humorous

perception, however, of the absurdity of the dulness that

enraged him, and of himself in being enraged by it, which

by a happy touch might at any time be turned into laugh-

ter. It is impossible to deny that these tendencies did

much to overcloud his life. They were his only moral

difficulties, so far as ever appeared. They acted upon his

nervous system, and did much to produce the repeated

attacks of illness which reduced his strength. The happy

obtuseness, which is to many of us a sort of natural coat-

armour against all the pricks of human intercourse, was not

his. He had no defence at all against these worries. And

it is one of the most curious paradoxes of nature how a man

so tolerant of intellect, so ready to put himself mentally in

the place of another, to make allowance for a different point

of view in his greatest opponent, and to perceive real agree-

ment through every cloud of apparent dissimilarity, should

have been in absolute personal encounter so over-sensitive,

so impatient of stupidity and opposition. But so it was. It

could scarcely be called a blot in him, so woven in was it

with his most attractive characteristics—with the sensi-

tiveness, the ndiveU, the straightforwardness of his nature

;

but it was the crevice in his armour, the weak point through

which all dangers made themselves felt. The following letter
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addressed to Dr Milligan, whose lectures, recently published,

had gone over similar ground with a differenl aim bom that

with which the Principal had identified himself, will show

how he conducted bis warfare in the calm of private cor-

respondence :

—

To Rev. Dr Milligan. May 17, 1866.

While claiming to yourself considerahle latitude towards the

Confessions of Faith, you Beam to he afraid of the latitude desired

hy others. Various points are accepted by you as minor matters,

and no longer necessary elements of belief, but not one of those

matters was of minor importance to the men who made the Con-

fessions ; and one of them—the power of intolerance vested in

the civil magistrates—was of first-rate importance. The recog-

nition of any rational principle of iiberty in regard to such points

would no less cover any others, which have really quite as little

to do with the "sum and substance" of Christian truth—such

as the doctrine of reprobation, the damnation of the heathen, and

the Federalistic heresies which were so peculiarly the product of

the seventeenth century. I believe myself that such a princi-

ple can be laid down, in the light of which it would be possible

to be just at once to the past and present—to conserve all the true

Christian principles realised in the past, and the free development

of theological science according to modern critical and historical

methods. My deep regret about your lecture is, that it does not

seem to me to contribute to the elucidation of such a principle.

As to any personal feelings of dissatisfaction arising out of what

you say, be assured I have none. I do not agree with either you

or Mitchell ; but as I claim liberty of speech, I freely grant it to

others. I should have no fear of good coming out of the present

movement if men would only write like Mitchell and you. What
I fear is the insensate panic that seems to be such an unhappy

characteristic of all ecclesiastical or theological movements in

Scotland, and which may put down freedom of thought till all

power of thought has left the Church. I hope you are to be at

the Assembly, and wdl help to keep the beats of debate within

bounds.

I may add here, by way of relief to so many ecclesiastical

questions, a letter containing an account of a visit to Bal-

moral, one of the yearly incidents which began to furnish a

little pleasant excitement in his life.

I begin with my arrival here. I reached Balmoral on Saturday
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afternoon about four o'clock. On reaching the Castle, the guests'

entrance—the Queen has her own main entrance—I could find

nobody, and strangely there is no bell ; the afternoon, I suppose,

is the servants' own hour. The driver, however, very soon got

some one for me, and I was shown to my room—a nice little room
in the tower above the entrance. There was a wood fire, which

was very welcome, for the wind was very cold. I got myself

comfortably settled, and began to rewrite my sermon, "There

shall be no night." I had taken a fancy to finish it, and I was

sure I could make it much better by condensing here and there.

So I bravely began, and was getting on very well, when General

Seymour came to let me know that dinner would be at eight

o'clock. He is a very pleasant man, and knows General Moncrieff

well. I got on with my writing, dressed, and reached the billiard-

room, which serves as the drawing-room for the Court. One by
one the ladies and gentlemen came in. Lady Ely, who claimed

to know me, and who is very delightful ; Mrs Grey, Miss Grey,

General Grey, a Baroness Schenk, the German tutor, and another

German. This was about all the party, I think, and we had a

very pleasant dinner, plenty of talk and fun, particularly between

General Grey and Sir George Grey and Baroness Schenk, who,

with her broken but very fluent English, seemed a recognised

source of amusement. Sir George Grey talked of the chair of

English Literature in Edinburgh, but did not mention S ,

although he mentioned others, and the difficulties he had ; so I

fear S 's chance had not been so good as was thought. Then
returning to the billiard-room, we had a very merry game at bowls

on the billiard-table. We lost—ten to six—to the great triumph

of the Baroness, who really proved a very skilful player. Miss

Grey also played very well. She is very pretty, apparently about

twenty. You would admire her very much, I am sure. She is

so simple and sweet-looking. Then we had some hot drink,

brought in made, in tumblers, and we retired. I continued my
sermon, and nearly finished it. Slept pretty well, but woke early,

and finished my sermon before breakfast. The morning was very

cold. The Queen, they say, never feels cold ; does not like her

ladies to go near the fire, never does so herself, and takes her tea

in the afternoon, quite happy among the snow

!

There were few strangers in the church, but the Court was well

represented. I preached pretty comfortably, but not without the

disagreeable feeling of restraint I always have on such occasions.

After service I lunched at the manse, went to the top of the hill

behind the church, and had a most beautiful view. Although

still cold, there was plenty of sunlight, and the hills sprinkled

with snow, and the colouring of the birch, ash, and fir-wood was
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exquisite. On returning to the ('astir, and .sitting down at my
fireside to read, a servant in a red livery came to announce to me
that the Queen invited mo to dinner. I made soiim: in<|uiries as

to how I was to proceed, and found myself duly in the library din-

ing-room at half-past eight to await the Queen's arrival. I found

there alone, when I entered, Lady Augusta Stanley, who gave me
a very kind gutting. Very soon Lady Ely and Sir George Grey

came in, the latter in Court dress, with a large red order. We
waited perhaps for ten minutes, Sir George playfully {Hitting a

log of wood on the (in 1

, and then making off to the other end of

the room in case the Queen should think it was he who did it.

Then the Queen came in with the Princesses Helena and Louise,

Prince Louis of Hesse and Prince Arthur. Prince Leopold was

confined to his room with a had knee, I believe. He seems to be

a great invalid, and very much liked. "We all did reverence, the

ladies curtseying and the gentlemen bowing profoundly. We
then got seated at table, a round table : I sat about opposite to

the Queen ; the Princes and Princesses were on each side of her.

I said grace, and we had dinner much as on the day before

;

only we had—what do you think ?—haggis ! to the Queen's great

delight apparently, as she kept bantering Princess Helena because

she didn't wish to have any. Everybody talked quite freely. As
I sat between Lady Augusta Stanley and Lady Ely, I had plenty

of conversation. The Queen spoke occasionally in German to

Prince Louis of Hesse. By-and-by, as dinner was finishing, she

addressed me across the table, and spoke a great deal about the

Church and the Free Church, and the Moderator, whose ponderous

preaching and person she quizzed a little. She spoke of the

illiberality of the Free Church, and about Dr Hanna and Dr
Chalmers, laughing and talking with great energy. We sat a

very short time after dinner, and when her Majesty rose, we all

rose of course, and stood about the room while she talked a good
while with Sir George Grey. She then came and talked again a

little with me, and was graciously pleased to hope that my health

was quite restored. She talked about the Duke of Argyll's suc-

cess in the General Assembly, and the parish ministers in reference

to poor Mr Anderson. I said, of course, what seemed to me
proper, and only once at most got out with " Please your Majesty,"

which was scarcely ever heard. The ladies seemed chiefly to

address the Queen as Mum, like Dr Park to Mrs Ferrier and
yourself. So that you see you mustn't despise that mode of

address any more.

Then the Queen left with the Princesses and Princes, Prince

Louis very gracefully taking good-night of her, bowing upon her

hand and kissing it. Of course you will be eager to know how
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her Majesty and the Princesses were dressed, and of course I

cannot tell hut very generally. Her Majesty seemed dressed very

elaborately, with much gauze covering her bosom and arms, which,

as they come out from among the rich folds of white and black,

looked very round and plump. She wore her cap forward on her

forehead. The Princesses were in white, low dresses, with warm
white woollen, apparently Shetland, shawls.

This glimpse into the quiet Highland Court will, no doubt,

with its simple details, gratify many curious readers, as it

did her for whose pleasure Principal Tulloch reported every-

thing in the course of all his travels.

The following indignant tirade, written from London at a

date preceding the previous letter, and denouncing the over-

finery of some " smart " people during the season, is also

amusing. He has been describing a dinner-party where the

" dinner was most elaborate, much more than the Queen's at

Windsor, and the staircase seemed littered with footmen."

To his Wife.

The whole life of these social swells here seems a very singular

one, involving as much discomfort (as it appears to me) as it is

possible to crowd into this short space. One feels sometimes how
much happier it would be to sit in one's dressing-gown and take

a quiet cigar with a friend. The imposing air and buckram of

" John Thomas " is aggravating beyond measure. I should like to

throttle some of them on the stairs, or kick their well-developed

persons out of doors. How rational people can keep such a lot of

sleek high-fed flunkies about them passes all my comprehension.

It is a strange world, and men are strange beings. I have seen

the Bayneses again and Pigott ; the latter is really delightful, full

of such quiet humour, and fully sympathises with my feeling about

London life and flunkies. Sometimes you see an old miserable

woman, who ought to be put on a wheelbarrow as her most appro-

priate vehicle, drive past in a gorgeous carriage, yellow anrl gold,

with I don't know how many plushed and powdered wretches in

attendance upon her. How much worse than any oriental luxury,

with less excuse for it

!

It may probably be thought a little hard upon the " miser-

able old woman " in the gilded chariot to be thus vituperated
;

but I have already remarked that the Principal could not
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forgive a woman for the extreme dereliction of duty involved

in being ugly, and this tirade was purely abstract, and af-

fected nobody he knew. When the influence of personal

friendship came in. be forgave his female acquaintances more

or less for being plain. As a pendant to these remarks upon

society and its impedimenta, I may add an account of an

evening at the House of Commons in May 1868. lie was in

London, on this occasion, as on most others, upon public busi-

ness, and obliged to spend much of his time in attendance

on, or discussion with, political personages of different ranks.

To his Wife.

After tea I thought I would wander down to the House and

see if I could do anything about the Scotch Reform Hill and our

University representation, as to which I saw Lyon Playfair on my
way up. The result proved very fortunate for ascertaining what
is really to be done. I was standing in the lobby talking to Prin-

cipal Barclay and Professor Ramsay of Glasgow, when an old friend

of mine, Mr Robertson, the Tory member for Hastings, came out

(his father was a professor in St Mary's College, and his brother

used to come to St Andrews to golf in the autumn), and I imme-
diately made up to him. He is an awful * Tory, but, like so many
regular Tories, an awfully good fellow. He took me to the kitchens

(as they call it) for dinner, and treated me sumptuously, where I

saw various people, the Lord Advocate among others. Robertson

wanted to hail him, but I did not care about it. Then we went

down to the smoking-room, and there were Baxter of Dundee and

Bright in collocpay. I joined them, Robertson leaving us, and had
a talk with Mr Bright on the subject of our University represen-

tation. If he had his way he would not give us any members at

all, and would take away the members from Oxford, Cambridge,

See. However, seeing that they have members, and the London
University only got a member last year, he thinks we may get

one. " But we wanted two," I said. " Ah, you are never satis-

fied," he said in a very brusque manner.

In short, it appears to me perfectly clear that the Scotch uni-

versities will only get one member. Baxter's motion on the Scotch

Bill will be carried according to his and Mr Bright's view. All

1 Lest the Principal should be accused of slang, I may say that the adjective

is strictly Scotch, and had been employed for generations by a people fond of

strong speaking before it crossed the Border, and gave to the youth of Eng-

land a freshly energetic if inelegant word.
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the Liberals will vote for it. Ten rotten boroughs in England will

be abolished ; Scotland will get the ten members, and the univer-

sities one of them. I don't mind much ; the interests of the

universities will be as safe with one as two members. But it

would only have been fair, I think, to give us two. Bright him-

self is not a particularly taking man in manner, but giving a very

strong impression of strength and honesty."

The Principal's fears in this respect were unfounded, the

second member being granted to the Scotch universities, as

everybody knows.

His centre of life while in London was now the Athenaeum,

to which he had been elected a year or two before, as one of

the members added for distinction, and without ballot, to that

august corporation. The Principal was exceedingly pleased

by his election, and found great enjoyment in the dignified

quiet, and in the fine company he met there
;
yet when it

happened to him to attend a general meeting of the club

on one of his visits, he made the discovery that these distin-

guished persons were not so superior as he at first thought

to ordinary mortals. " There was a good deal of bad speak-

ing," he writes to a brother professor, " not unlike what takes

place at the Senatus. The whole affair was not unlike a

Senatus—a great ado about nothing."

He does not seem, during these quiet years, to have

occupied himself much with literature. His illness in 1864

had probably alarmed him for the consequences of over-

work, and his hands were very full of public matters, and

the commotion and agitation about innovations and other

questions. He was interested in the foundation of the ' Con-

temporary Eeview,' having had much connection with and con-

siderable interest in the original publisher, Mr Strahan, with

whom I think he sympathised to some degree in the divisions,

now happily forgotten, which accompanied the establishment

of that new periodical. He was the author of an exhaustive

and able review of Mr Lecky's book on Eationalism, in its

fourth number. This, however, and an article in ' Black-
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wood's Magazine ' upon Dr Macleod's Indian mission, and one

on Archbishop Sharp in the ' North British I.Vvirw,' an: all

that I find noted. As early as 18G5 he had written to I)r

Dickson that "during the early summer I worked a little al

the ' History of Peligious Opinion in the Eighteenth Century,'

"

no doubt the beginning of the book afterwards published

under the title of 'Eational Theology and Christian Philo-

sophy': but this is the only mention of any literary undertak-

ing. " I have got a good deal of material together, but as yet

in a very crude state ; I am not, however, working nearly as

hard as I am to do," he adds. To another correspondent, writ-

ing from the banks of the Gareloch, a spot he always loved, he

says :
" During the last two or three years I have seemed to

enjoy idleness as I never used to do—it seems to give health
;

and I daresay one's work is better in such a case when one

does set about it." There were several suggestions too, during

this period, of other appointments, I presume in consequence

of the always very inadequate income of the Principal of St

Mary's. Vacant chairs both in Glasgow and Edinburgh were

suggested to him from time to time, in which the emoluments

would have been greater, and the position, if not so import-

ant, at least more in the eye of the world. In all of those

proposals Tulloch saw advantages, but he never would per-

mit himself to be brought forward as a candidate, nor, I

believe, had he at any time a wish to change, though pru-

dence might suggest the expediency of securing a better

income,—a thing which no one can doubt the advantage of.

In respect to the suggested Chair of Moral Philosophy at

Glasgow, he writes :

—

To Dr Dickson.

There are many considerations against my coming forward : my
wife does not like the idea ; it might be interpreted as an act of

cowardice beating a retreat here. I have a real affection for this

place, and again a very active, and, upon the whole, happy interest

in my work. I am well enough off now, and really do not care

for more increase of income for my own sake. The one main
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consideration in favour of the change is, I confess, freedom from

ecclesiastical bonds, which I am feeling rather more than less

every year.

A few days after, however, his opinion was modified even

in respect to that latter particular, and he definitely gave up

all idea of change, feeling that " to break the theological line

of my studies " would be incompatible with their general unity

—" although ethics is a great subject," he adds. In short,

his position at St Andrews was exactly fitted for him ; and

something in the freedom of the place—the, as yet, small

admixture of the conventional, the vigour and simplicity of

the life, the keen breezes and the sharp sea air, even the easy

margin of natural amusement and healthy exercise, the golfing

on the links, the fishers at the port—gave to his large nature

a wholesome rounding of open air and natural influences. No

place could have been more entirely suited to its occupant.

In the General Assembly of 1868, being one of which the

Principal was a member (not merely present in his official

capacity as clerk), he took part in several discussions of im-

portance. The subject of the first speech I quote was one

on which he felt the same difficulty which moved most

thoughtful minds at that period

—

i.e., a sympathy with the

theoretical justice of the proposed step, modified by alarm at

its possible consequences. He records a shadow of what he

supposed to be the same feeling in the looks of the Queen,

whom he visited during the same year at Windsor. " Her

Majesty was very gracious but very quiet," he says—"quieter

than I think I ever saw her at Balmoral, taken up about the

Irish Church, and other things." His own view on this great

new step, he expressed before the Assembly, as will be seen,

with great force, and a liberality of opinion wonderful in a

Scotch Protestant, ending in a recommendation and augury

in which most reasonable people now agree. I quote from

the report of the speech in the ' Scotsman '
:

—

May 27, 1868.—I cannot see, on the whole, that Mr Glad-
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stone's is a policy of pacification. The evils and miseri

[island, however originally connected with the [riah Church, have

undoubtedly long since extended beyond it. They are do longer

specially connected with it. The disestablishment of the [rish

Church will not very directly touch the present evils and tni

of Ireland, while its Immediate effects may be in some respects very

disastrous. The Irish ( Ihurch has, after all, been a civilising agency

in various ways, ami il is impossible to doubt that you Cannot with-

draw this agency in a sudden manner without certain Bocial evils

resulting. Religious parties will indeed be placed on an equality,

and, as 1 think, a great historical wrong will he expiated, bi

the Irish Church has ever been a historical wrong. Any man
who goes into its history will bo more and more convinced of

this. But still the evil passions fostered by religions inequality

will remain ; and I fear the results of these passions will be more
disastrous when once the controlling force of law is withdrawn.

Secondly, Mr Gladstone's policy appears to me not so much in

itself, as in reference to many who are supporting it, to be an

anti-Establishment policy, and the probable result of it will ex-

tend much beyond what he anticipates. It is all very well to say

that there is no logical connection between the Church of Scot-

land or the Church of England and that of Ireland. There is no
logical connection ; but political movements do not move by logic.

Unquestionably when you think of the principles that are moving
many parties who strongly support Mr Gladstone, you cannot but

apprehend grave results from them. As there are dogmatic State

Churchmen, so there are dogmatic anti-State Churchmen. There
are men who look upon the State Church principle as an irreli-

gious principle, a principle for the destruction of which they are

bound to contend. I think these men are profoundly mistaken.

I look upon the connection between Church and State, rightly re-

garded, as a great blessing. ... It is not my business to indi-

cate here what I would have considered a wiser policy. But I may
say frankly that my own view would have been to continue in a

greatly modified and reduced form the Established Church of Ire-

land, and apply its superfluous revenues to the general religious

uses of the Irish people. I know it is in vain to speak of that

in this Assembly ; I know that the very name of Popery excites

such a feeling that it is in vain to speak of supporting it in any
shape. But nevertheless, this has been the policy of all our great

statesmen, the traditional policy of the great political minds of our
country since the time of Pitt ; and I believe that if the feelings

of the country had permitted it to have been carried out, Ireland

would have been this day in a state for which every one would
have reason to rejoice.

Q
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Another speech upon the subject of Patronage, which was

received by the assembled " Fathers and Brethren " with

much enthusiasm, and carried the motion in support of

which it was delivered— one of conciliation and compro-

mise—in an Assembly where the parties were almost equal,

has not perhaps the same claim upon the attention, as it

refers to a state of affairs which has now altogether passed

away. But I may give here one or two passages which have

more than a passing interest, as showing the strong historical

feeling which ran through all Tulloch's thoughts in respect

to the Church, and made him, notwithstanding his inherent

liberalism and desire for freedom, reluctant to part with

any established portion of the ecclesiastical economy of the

country.

The issue which has been placed before the Assembly is the

old broad view of popular election and patronage ; and on this sub-

ject, as on many others in these times, I have the misfortune not

to belong to either of these extremes. I have always been a

Liberal ; but I have always been, and still remain, a Liberal of

the old school. I am not in favour of the abolition of patronage;

but I have always been in favour, and on many previous occasions

I have had the opportunity of showing this feeling, of popular in-

terests and the recognition of popular or congregational rights. . . .

It appears to me, sir, that this is a question for compromise—a ques-

tion to be approached in a conciliatory spirit on both sides. I can-

not think there are any here who would maintain that there is any

divine right of popular election ; nor can I think that there are

any here who would maintain that there is any divine right in lay

patronage. ... I confess I should be sorry to see patronage abol-

ished,—I should be sorry, at least, to allow the old connection

between the territorial interests of the country and the nominations

of the parochial clergy to be destroyed. It is not perhaps—I shall

take the liberty of saying it in spite of contempt, but really express-

ing what I feel—it is not much because I value those territorial

interests in themselves. That a man may possess land does not

make that man estimable in my opinion. Nor do I think, with all

deference, that many who represent the territorial interests of our

country have been consulting their own interests of late in work
they have been doing witli reference to the Church of Scotland.

I could say much upon this subject, but I forbear. I think they
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wiJl perhaps lind sonic day that it is to their own peri] and Inirt

thai they have •
•

1 1 1
1

-
1 <

<
1 (ill tint coursi) of alienating tln-m i-i\. from

the religious feelings of the great commonalty of the country.

But f prize the territorial interests for two reasons. I prize them,

first of all, because it appears to me that after all thai has taken

place, they are still identified upon the whole with the higher

interests of culture: I would be sorry if the Church were to be

alienated from these higher interests. Secondly, it appears to me
that a Church professing to be national cannol subsist without

some connection with the territorial interests of the country. It

seems to me all but impossible to make out a National Church

from which a great proportion of the country is alienated. . . .

I know it is the desire and expectation of not a few, that if the

question of patronage in our Church were only settled according

to their views, that many who have left the Church, and for long

most bitterly reviled it, may return. Such a return I should

looking at it hy itself, would he a consummation I should hail

with pleasure. Union is a blessed thing. God knows how good

it is for " brethren to dwell together in unity." But union will

prove no blessing which merely comes from an ungenerous feeling,

from baffled ambitions, and from political sources.

Movements for union which are at the same time movements
for separation, are hazardous experiments ; movements for union

which, while they look with one eye, an eye of friendship, to-

wards those whom they wish to embrace, look with another and
evil eye towards those whom they wish to crush. No blessing

will come from such movements, but the curse and wrath of the

Lord upon all evil. Christian union which is worth the name
must be the union of Christian enlightenment, Christian honour,

nnd Christian character, and not a mere accidental coincidence of

selfish party interests.

It may be well to add that this concluding outburst, which

was received with enthusiastic applause, referred to a well-

grounded fear that, were the Free Church, which, during the

past twenty years, had naturally veored further and further

away into the atmosphere of Dissent as opposite to that

of catholic feeling— to seek readmission into the Church

of Scotland, however desirable in some respects that re-

union might be, it would be the signal for such an on-

slaught upon all the growing forces of liberal thought

and reasonable freedom, as would drive all progress from
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the bosom of the Church, and bring in a reign of narrow

vehemence and rigid doctrinalism, such as had been the

bane of the Church of Scotland. Patronage has been abol-

ished since ; but no reunion has followed, nor has it been

desired apparently on either side.

In 1869 Principal Tulloch had another attack of illness,

not so bad as the previous one, but of the same character,

and of course bringing with it the dreadful certainty that

the first had not been an accidental occurrence in his life

like a fever, but might be subject to periodical recurrences

—a prospect very appalling both to himself and his family.

In the long and touching account which he wrote of his

state at a later period, and which I shall give in its place,

there are some general statements on the subject which I

may quote here. He describes his illness as " very painful,

consisting chiefly of indescribable depression and self-con-

sciousness, in which existence becomes a burden."

The misery of the state is not easy to describe—although always

on recovery from it one of my main wishes has been to write

about it, and if possible analyse its strange fluctuations, the ups

and downs, and the only remedies from which I have got any
good. According to the doctors, it is all the result of overwork

acting on a sensitive temperament. This is partly the cause, no
doubt ; but there is also some purely physical element or tendency

of constitution in it, like a species of blood-poisoning. My last

attacks especially have been so sudden. From being apparently in

good health and working order, I became in a day or two haunted

with a constant self-consciousness, seizing upon some fraction of

wrong in my life, or more frequently still, mistake in my work,

and gradually deepening till at times it becomes so intolerable as

to make me weep like a child. Altogether, I seem to myself to

sink into a state of darkness and imbecility in which there is no

light and no strength. My self-depreciation becomes intense, my
cynicism at other times concentrated and painful, not without

dashes of bitter humorousness.

Dr (now Sir James) Simpson prescribed for me in May 1863,

after I had been nearly five weeks ill, strong doses of opium, and

I always attributed my convalescence to this treatment. But I

should say it was fully a year on this occasion—from January
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18G3 to the spring of L864— till I recovi ite of healthy

consciousness, although I had hcgun writing again before this.

My second attack was in the end <>f January L869, b
afterwards. However, daring the intervening six yean I had

occasional fits of the old discomfort. In 1869 I struggled on with

my college work till the end "f the session—that is, till March

—

in a very painful state. After thie I went first to Edinburgh to

consnlt Simpson again, then to the Highlands, but without any
relief. Then home for Borne time, and again from home to I

neath, to my dear friend Story and other kind friends in that

neighbourhood. Gradually I rallied, or hegan to rally, ahout duly,

then went on a yachting trip with Mr I >. Richardson. We went

to Ryde in the end of July, then to London ; returned with the

yacht in August, and came home wonderfully well, although still

subject to fits of irritation.

The year, accordingly, is chiefly taken up with the fluctu-

ations of this mysterious complaint. After the college work,

which he " struggled on with " to the end of the session, the

story is one of successive wanderings in search of health.

Mrs Tulloch was not able to be with him through all these

rambles. He describes to her a little Highland trip in July

which followed upon some visits they had paid together, by

which the reader will see that whatever the illness was, it

had very few components of " imbecility," as he says, in it.

He went on after leaving her " not very bright, suffused with

tears now and then, as I recalled our six weeks together,

especially the quiet ten days at Polkemmet, and the kind-

ness of our good friends there," until some one he met on his

journey recommended him a remedy for " sore eyes," giving

a commonplace explanation of the suspicious redness of the

large pathetic eyes with which, while under these attacks,

the Principal seemed to appeal to earth and heaven. He
went on by the Iona from Glasgow in very wet weather, and

drove from Ardrishaig to Oban in pouring rain (not perhaps

a very rare experience). " However," he says, " I kept very

well and felt thankful, all other discomfort being to me hon-

estly of no account in comparison with the peculiar discom-

fort with which I have been fighting so long." At Oban he
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remained for a short time in the manse, which was tempo-

rarily occupied by Professor Edward Caird, in the society of

Dr Caird, Mr Story, and some other friends. One of those

gentlemen, Dr Gairdner, was writing a review of Mill's ' Sub-

jection of Women.' " If they would only let women alone !

I fancy I hear you say. But the very root of this, as well

as of many other bothers, is that men will not let women

alone, and women won't keep aloof from men." " I must say

honestly," he confesses a few days later, " that I did not re-

member yesterday was our marriage-day : many thanks to

you for reminding me of it so sweetly ; but that I thought of

you, as always, you may be sure." The following is a piece

of admirable description. The little clerical party, after

various delays on account of the weather, got at last to

Skye.

We have had another long day (but I have kept up very

well), desiring to see the second grand sight in Skye, after Loch
Coruisk—a most wonderful combination of rock-scenery called

the Quiraing. You can imagine nothing more wonderful. The
morning looked stormy, and we had a grand mist descending in

pelting rain as we left the carriage and walked to the scene. It

may be said, without exaggeration, to have been truly awful. A
series of rocks, some of them rising, pointed like needles, to

enormous heights, the highest being about 1700 feet from the

sea, stand round a great flat, or comparatively flat, mass of rock

known as the " table." We ascended so as to have a complete

view of the whole. The great folds of the mist rolled past us,

now obscuring and now revealing the forms of the rocks. Un-
comfortable as the rain was, I have no doubt the scene was all

the more magnificent in consequence. If you had seen me head-

ing the party, the idea of my being an invalid would not have

occurred even to you. But still I felt, as I feel continually, that

I am not the man I should be—not myself; the dismal self-

consciousness of invalidism, and of possible failure in my work,

haunting me. You remember how I went to Orkney and Shet-

land last time with Dr Eobertson and Birrell? I have been

bothering myself with thinking (after my manner) whether I

was not as well then as now, and that there may still be a similar

long tedious process before me. I wonder what sort of letters I
wrote from the Orkneys?
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It is curious that so Ear back as this visit to Oban in 1869,

the Principal records a conversation he had with a doctor

invalided, and balking with him as a friend, not profession-

ally, who would seem to have foreseen or divined the in-

cipient malady which developed beyond question in the end

of his life, and is now supposed to have had something to do

with the secret of these other inscrutable illnesses which o

broke up his life. This gentleman, whose very name is not

mentioned, advised him to adopt a milk diet, at which simple

regimen the robust patient could not but smile.

A little later he joined Mr Richardson's yacht, and after

a few days' stormy sailing reached Eyde, whence he soon

departed for London and his beloved Athenseum. And I

must here pause to introduce the great question which filled

his mind for some time, at once with deep interest in the

success of a measure of national importance, and with

personal anxiety on his own account.

Everybody has heard something of the system of parish

schools, which, it is not too much to say, has had a great deal

to do both with the character and prosperity of the Scotch

nation from the time of John Knox, their enlightened

founder. At their original institution there was perhaps

no educational system in the world so wisely adapted to

produce—not, indeed, a limited number of fine scholars—but

the general education of a people. They were in more

primitive times as catholic as the Church, schools for all,

embracing the son of the laird as well as of the shoemaker,

—farmers and ploughmen, village potentates and the poorest

cottagers, sending their sons and daughters together to learn

everything the " dominie " could teach them. The dominie

himself was in very many cases a man of as good university

education as was to be had in Scotland—often "a stiekit

minister" like Dominie Sampson, and something like him,

a mine of learning—so that, in a homely way, it was the best

that could be got which the little rustics had,—a training
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which seut them out into the world not ill provided to

make their mark in many ways. But the increase of the

country, the great pouring in and increase of population, had

been too great a strain for the parish schools, and it was

necessary, if education in Scotland was not to break down

altogether, to devise something in their place. The year

1869 is the first in which this great public matter appears

in Tulloch's life. Whether the bill had been framed or dis-

cussed in any previous year I am not informed, though, no

doubt, there had been many discussions about its form and

scope: the need being very evident, as the parish schools

were breaking down everywhere under a pressure for which

they were not prepared. I quote from the Annual Eegister

a summary of the speech in which the Lord Advocate

(Moncreiff) introduced the measure. After mentioning " the

religious difficulty " which had hindered its construction, and

deprecating " a revival of acrimonious debates which would

further delay legislation," he proceeded to state its form and

characteristics. " The bill proposed to establish a school

board in every parish and every burgh, to be elected by all

who would have to pay the rates. The education rate would

be increased, all the owners and occupiers of real property

being required to contribute on the true value of their pro-

perty. The existing public schools would be placed under

their management at once, and they would be required

to provide whatever additional means of education were

needed ; but there was to be no difference in the character

of the new and the existing schools. The school boards

would have all the necessary powers for managing the

schools, consequently there would be no central Board of

Education in Edinburgh ; but the improved education grant

would be administered by a special Scotch committee of the

Privy Council. The religious difficulty the Lord Advocate

proposed to deal with by saying nothing about it. The

people would settle it for themselves, as they had always
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done; for to prohibit religions teaching would be to do

violence to the feelings of the country. Finally, he stated

that on a point much agitated in Scotland, it was not at-

tempted to fix any minimum for the schoolmaster's salary:

it would be left to the employers and employed to arrange

the remuneration between themselves, and there would be

compulsory provisions as stringent as public opinion would

admit."

The need of some such bill had Long been apparent; and

I find certain stray leaves from a little periodical which I

have failed to identify, in winch Tulloch himself discusses

the question with much enlightened and impartial feeling

—stating, indeed, in his own language, the general scope of

the bill, and giving distinct approval to the unusual expedient

of " settling the religious difficulty by saying nothing about

it," which he felt to be the most satisfactory and safest way

in Scotland, where education without religion was not a thing

likely to commend itself to any section of the people. The

bill was introduced so late in the session that its prospects

of getting through the House, not then so patient of length-

ened sittings as now, were from the first considered small.

But the Principal's interest in it was so great, both on public

and private grounds, that he could not be so near the metro-

polis without hurrying thither to watch what progress it was

likely to make.

Whether the bill had already been so far modified as to

embrace a temporary board in Edinburgh, or how that en-

largement of the scheme came about, I am unable to tell.

But it was already understood that this would be necessary,

as the working of the new system would at first require a

great deal of arrangement and regulation. Among the small

number of notable persons in Scotland who were obviously

pointed out for a seat on that board, Tulloch was one of the

most important. It would have been almost impossible to

pass over a man whose position, and the interest he had
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always taken in education, marked him out so distinctly for

such a post. And his perception of this, and the extreme de-

sirableness of an appointment which would add a considerable

sum to his income without really affecting his special work,

had roused him to unusual exertions. During his stay at

Oban, and even amid the commotions of the stormy voyage

to Eyde, he had occupied himself in writing to all the influ-

ential people with whom he was acquainted, stating his

modest claim—a claim universally acknowledged in words,

if not leading to any immediate assurance of success. It

was supposed at first that the chairmanship of the board,

with a very considerable salary, might be secured for him

;

and his friends in Scotland exerted themselves in many

ways, even those whom he had no particular reason to con-

sider his friends joining in the effort, to procure this appoint-

ment for him. Afterwards, when it became apparent that

the fact of his being a clergyman made success in this

direction unlikely, the same efforts were directed to obtain-

ing a seat for him upon the board as one of the commis-

sioners. It was at first somewhat bitter for Tulloch to

consent to the idea that Ins churchmanship made him inel-

igible for the position of chairman. " I have never been

clergyman enough to get the support of the order," he says,

" but too much clergyman to succeed with politicians."

This, however, was only a passing expression of feeling,

while his earnestness and interest in the measure, and all

its consequences, were always warm and strong. It might

be supposed that such an exciting question would have

further irritated and weakened a constitution already tried

with nervous illness ; but, as a matter of fact, the excitement

and uncertainty, substituting a real subject for thought and

urgent occupation for his imagination, did good instead of

harm to the troubled spirit, which was refreshed by any

tangible struggle, and only incompetent to battle with itself.

While he waited, and discussed, and calculated all the
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chances, going down night after night to the Bodse, and

listening eagerly to all prognostications, —finding Mr Lllice

m1 ways a powerful support, but irritated often by Dr Lyon

Playfair, who would give, it would appear, no decided opin-

ion ; and in the long afternoons writing sheet after sheet,

in which his successive hopes and fears are clearly depicted,

to his wife,—I find a few occasional notes upon other sub-

jects, all threaded through with the prevailing tissue of his

own mood. On the Sunday he went to hear Mr Stopford

Brooke, " who has been the fashion this year in London."

A strong, vigorous, somewhat conceited man ; his style of

preaching incisive, interesting, and powerful, but rather cold and

hard—telling people to be strong and depend upon themselves,

and not yield to nerves, &c. It is easy enough for fellows with

abundance of self-conceit and no nerves themselves to talk in this

way ; but as strength, according to all my experience, is very

much a matter of health, it seems to me rather poor preaching

to cry it up. He said many striking things, however, in a hard

metallic way, and in a very ugly church. In the afternoon I

went to All Saints', Margaret Street. A beautiful church, elabo-

rate service, chanting delightful ; reading of the chapters and even

prayers execrable ; happily no sermon. Had I my will I should

go in for a grand service (how grand the Psalms are when rightly

chanted !) and Broad-Church preaching. Ritualism is all good, save

the detestable sacerdotalism at the base of most of it in England.

But after the pause of the Sunday, the long letter from

the Athenreuni carried melancholy news to St Mary's. The

bill, after having all its details settled, and passing trium-

phantly through the House of Commons, was thrown out

by the Lords, and this conclusion, though it had been an-

ticipated in cooler moments, now fell upon the Principal's

highly raised hopes with a crushing force. " I had pictured

to myself what I would do for you and the rest, with £750

in addition for five years," he says ; and he apostrophises

with indignant force and excusable vehemence "the old

idiots—the Peers, I mean "—to whom he owes this disap-

pointment.
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Fifty-five old gentlemen upsetting the work, in the easiest

manner, which Moncreiff lias been dragging laboriously along for

months and years I
Moncreiff is perhaps more to be pitied than

anybody, lie was visibly affected by the business, which he has

contrived to mismanage throughout. There is great discontent

with him altogether, not unlikely to end in Baxter being made
Secretary of State for Scotland l next year.

I felt lonely coming away here by myself, with all my bright

dreams darkened, but I boldly ordered as good a dinner and bottle

of wine as the carte provided, and have done the best I could to

both. As I entered the dining-room, I found Merivale the his-

torian and Roundell Palmer sitting together. I announced to the

former the result. " Ah," the latter said, " then there must have

been a large House." They show no emotion, these beggars, at

anything. And no doubt their mode of life enables them to take

things coolly. Roundell Palmer, for instance, gave up the great

position of Lord Chancellor because he could not go the whole

length about the Irish Church. Such a fellow is entitled to be

nonchalant. The Athenaeum is, no doubt, a sustaining place

;

there is so much life, and so many intellectual swells about it.

Still I feel comparatively unsustained to-night. If there was, as

there perhaps is, a prospect of my being ultimately put upon the

Education Board, perhaps I am well quit of the work for next

winter. However, we must have patience. I need patience, I so

often think, more than anything—patience, quietness, and strength.

It is easy speaking or writing; but temperament is half the bar-

gain, which is as entirely beyond one's control as the colour of

one's hair.

The naive yet so natural irritation at "the beggars" of

great people who showed no emotion at anything, and prob-

ably cared nothing about the Scotch Education Bill which

was so all-important to the Scotch Principal, hungering for

a little sympathy, brings a gleam of the comic into this

climax of disappointment and downfall and spent excite-

ment. But presently he found the consolation of which he

stood in need. A second letter of the same date carries

a milder and more composed report of feeling to his ever-

anxious confidant. He had intended to leave London at

once.

1 It would seem from this suggestion that the idea of a Secretary for Scot-

land is not so novel as was generally supposed.
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I am still here, dearest, as you will see. Pigott called just as

I had finished my letters, and I have, agreed to stop and dim' with

him, and have a chat. I 'can Stanley has ju i come in, and he too

wanted me to dine, which I couldn't do. Be ex]

regret about the Education business, I have seldom seen him so

moved about anything. Be is a good, kind bouL Pigott is strong

that tho bill and board will pass next session, and we musl hope

the best. Don't bother, dearest, about anything I said in my
letter this forenoon, but take it all easily and good-natinvdiv, as

a natural thing for me to say in the circumstances. Pigott is such

a kind, sympathising fellow. How strange, after being here alone

for so many days, that he and Stanley should turn up together !

I hope the survivor of these friends will find a pleasure

in the thought of how much his sympathy and good auguries

cheered the pangs of disappointment and trouble.

The Education Bill did pass in the course of a few

years, and Principal Tulloch was appointed one of the Com-

missioners, but with much lessened advantage in a pecuniary

point of view. The result, however, of his wanderings and

open-air life, perhaps aided in some degree by this sharp

stroke of the actual which rallied all his forces, was his

restoration to health— a greater boon than any external

advantage, as he was always most ready to acknowledge.
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CHAPTER IX.

PROGRESS IN LIFE—EDUCATION APPOINTMENT—VISIT

TO AMERICA.

After the illness and disappointment of the year 1869, the

ensuing decade began in quiet and renewed work and com-

fort, not unenlivened by the hope of what another Education

Bill, more successful than the first, might bring. There could

be no doubt that the educational needs of Scotland must

sooner or later be attended to, nor that the Principal must

have some part in the carrying out of the scheme, whatever

it might be. An expectation of this kind, whatever may be

the anxiety it involves, is perhaps in most cases rather an

exciting and sustaining element, giving a certain relief of ex-

pectation in the monotony of life, than a depressing or pain-

ful prospect. The Principal's family affairs were also furnish-

ing not unagreeable points of interest. His eldest daughter

Sara was married in September 1870 to Mr Frank Tarver,

an assistant-master at Eton, and the preliminaries of this

first marriage in the family brought the usual amusing and

enlivening commotion ; while the bride's prospects of hap-

piness were so well assured, and the separation so small—it

having already become a habit in the family to visit Windsor

from time to time—that no cloud of serious parting shadowed

a happy event. Mr William Tulloch, the Principal's eldest

son—the companion of many of his wanderings, and in all
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respects for many following years the confidential friend,

adviser, and aid both of father and mother, ae it is the privi-

lege and honour of an elder son to be—was also about setting

out upon his individual career; and the children who had

brought so much botli of happiness and anxiety, began to

rise about their parents young men and women, with fail

unfolding prospects and every pleasant augury. It is curious,

amid this flutter of youthful life, to read the following half-

serious, half-playful suggestion of the final retirement from

work and care which the Principal felt would be most con-

genial when the time for leisure came. Mrs Tulloch was at

Windsor in April 1870, and he writes in the familiarity of

acquaintance with all the habits of life in that locality, end-

ing with this aspiration :

—

To his Wife.

Had I been with you I should have gone to my favourite

Clewer—not for the sermon, but for the church and the service.

It is one of the few places where I can feel that I am worshipping.

I think sometimes after I have done my work here I will retire

to some such place ; and if they had the sense (but few Church-
men have sense) they would accept me as incumbent, and we
might close our days amidst the peaceful sanctities of a country

parish, if indeed peaceful sanctities are to be found there more
than elsewhere.

Those who know the little church of Clewer on the river-

side, among its peaceful graves, overflowing with flowers on

every festival, half-buried in roses in the summer, basking

lowly yet fair in the genial sun, will understand the feeling

with which the Principal regarded it. He had a great ad-

miration, also, for the venerable Canon Carter, then the rector.

Two men more entirely unlike could not be ; but something

more catholic than Catholicism, the instinct of the pious

heart, produced an understanding between one of the

gentlest and most saintly of Anglicans, and the younger,

stronger, perhaps more broad and many-sided man, whose

Scotch training was so different, less delicate, more instinct
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with modern influences and open air. Tulloch appreciated

with a sort of enthusiasm the refinement and suavity, the

gentle tempi-rnnce and reasonableness, of a man who has been

placed in the front rank of a band of Churchmen often highly

militant, and with many of whom the Principal had little

sympathy. The exquisite softness yet strength of the ac-

complished old priest, so often to be met with in the Roman

Church, occasionally in the English, sometimes in a homelier

form even in his own communion, was like a poem to him.

But apart from this admiration, I doubt whether our some-

times hot-headed Principal, with a strong fund of constitu-

tional impatience under the impartiality of his mind, could

ever have found himself at home amid the network of eccle-

siastical organisations and interests which surround Clewer,

more intricate than either Presbytery or Senatus, and probably

quite as unlike the " peaceful sanctities " for which he sighed.

Amid all the domestic incidents above referred to, he had

found time for many studies and sketches in preparation for

the work which proved his most important literary pro-

duction. These were, however, sadly disturbed in the end

of 1871 by the sudden and dangerous illness of his wife,

which plunged all who loved her into the deepest anxiety.

" Mrs Tulloch took alarmingly ill on Friday morning," he

wrote to Professor Baynes. " Bell had happily apprehended

what was coming, and was sleeping here. It seemed, about

four in the morning, as if God was about to take her to His

rest, and she spoke so touchingly of us all, not forgetting Mrs

Baynes, in what seemed her last moments. But God has been

merciful, and after a day's dreadful anxiety, watching her

every moment, and fanning her to keep off the dead faints

into which she was constantly falling, she rallied about four

in the afternoon," It was on this occasion, while lying

between life and death, that she afterwards told me she

imagined herself floating on that summer sea which we had

so often watched together at Capri, under the great rocks of
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the Faraglioni, softly lulled on the gentle undulations of the

little waves as blue as the sky. It has always seemed to me

one of the most beautiful of the confused sensations of utter

weakness, and most consolatory in its impression of gentle,

painless, almost pleasurable sinking away.

From this illness Mrs Tulloch never altogether recovered.

It left her with her elastic constitution, able hitherto for all

the many burdens of her life, so shattered that the asthma to

which she had been always subject in occasional attacks,

became a permanent misery, wearing her to a shadow. She

had occasional betternesses, followed by perpetual relapses

;

but the time of pleasant visits, pleasant rambles, the gentle

freedom of the past, was now over. She lived—as long as

the companion of her life needed her. I cannot but think-

that in such cases love has independent forces and rights of

its own, which God Himself acknowledges, and before which

all the powers of nature bow. I have known other cases in

which women have lived, as it seemed, by supreme force of

sacred will, which was not self-will, but the high determina-

tion of love. She lived through a score of deaths on this

argument, to the best of my belief ; but when her duty was

done and her charge over, yielded to the next assault, having

no more motive nor necessity of resistance. But this was

not for a long time. She was the most patient, the most

cheerful of invalids, never making anything of her sufferings,

except a little fun now and then of her emaciation; never

ceasing to be the careful housekeeper, the vigilant guardian

of all the family interests, the constant aid and moral support

of her husband. These matters do not come before the pub-

lic eye. Her children may think that even so much as I can-

not refrain from saying, interferes with the sacred privacy to

which their mother's life belongs ; but it is quite impossible

to record the public side of the one life lived by this ever

united pair, without touching upon the other most beautiful

and touching aspect of its unity.

K
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It may not be amiss to say that the " Bell " who had

happily foreseen an approaching crisis, and to whose cease-

less care Mrs Tulloch owed her life, was the accomplished

and beloved Oswald Bell, Professor in the University of

St Andrews, and the chief physician in the place, whose

own premature death soon after was lamented by the en-

tire community with a touching manifestation of unusual

feeling.

As a relief from these grave records, I may quote the

Principal's letter on the occasion of the marriage of the

Princess Louise, to which he was invited by the Queen. He

had been extremely amused by the preparations necessary,

and described his " shopping " when he got to London, and

all the articles of finery with which he had to provide him-

self, with many comic comments.

To his Wife. March 1871.

I had a misgiving last night as if I should be too much got up
—knee-breeches, buckles, cassock, and cocked-hat ; but the fact is,

on such an occasion you cannot be too much got up. Every one

looked more splendid than the other, and the discomfort would

have been not to be like other people. Story was very impressive

also. He went in for knee-breeches at my suggestion, and we had

the satisfaction of finding ourselves in the proper style in all

respects. We came down with a special train, and got to our

places in the chapel half an hour beforehand. Macleod was to

have been beside me, but he is very far from well, I hear, and was

unable to come. Theodore Martin was a good substitute, and he

told me about the people.

In the castle we waited a good while for luncheon ; the Queen

and the Princess and Lord Lome came in and went round greet-

ing everybody. The Queen was good enough to speak both to

me and Story ; and the Princess shook hands with me, saying that

" she was very glad I had been able to come." We had a capital

luncheon and champagne, and everybody got very talkative and

familiar. I had a long talk with Stansfeld, and gave him a bit of

my mind about the Education I Jill ; also, but very shortly, with

Mr Forster and the Bishop of Winchester.

We had an interview with Mr Bruce, the Home Secretary,
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yesterday, about the Education Dill, and lie spoke very sensibly

aLout it. We had also a meeting with the Lord Advocate and

the Scotch momhers, and there was a great deal of talk abont B

Scotch Board.

Many other scraps of conversation on this interesting sub-

ject are recorded along with the lighter interlude of the

royal marriage. The Lord Advocate thought "nobodj

claims were better than mine, so we must hope the best
;

"

but on the whole, the diplomatic reserves of official persons

were very trying to the Principal's temper and patience.

This visit to London, made at a much earlier period in the

year than was his habit, was also occupied with many in-

quiries and negotiations in respect to his son John, who had

chosen the sea as his profession, and whom he was anxious

to settle permanently in one of the great lines of mercantile

ships. The following aphorism, not at all like his natural

utterance, was struck out by his interviews in the city with

various merchants and shipowners, not perhaps the most

courteous of men. " All experience teaches me to care little

for people's manners, offensive as they may seem, but politely

to hold your own, and take what you can get." I commend

it to the consideration of other people who may have sucli

enterprises in hand, but I doubt how far it was carried out

practically by the original speaker.

One of his many occupations during the year 1871 was

an inquiry into certain endowed schools or hospitals, of

which there are so many in Scotland, on the model of George

Heriot's in Edinburgh, of which he gives the following ac-

count in a pamphlet upon Educational Progress, published

in 1882:—

I may be pardoned for cherishing a special interest in the pros-

pective labours of the Endowed Schools Commission, from the

fact that, along with the late Sheriff Blackburn, I acted as a

Special Commissioner under the original Endowed Institutions

(Scotland) Act, so long ago as 1871. In that capacity we made
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an elaborate report to the Home Secretary of the day in refer-

ence to the large endowments at Stirling, partly charitable and

partly educational, amounting to upwards of £3200 a-year ; and I

sketched in detail a system of secondary and higher instruction,

of which Stirling should be the centre, and for which there might

be available more than £2000 a-year, after deducting all the fair

charitable claims upon the funds. This system embraced not only

the adequate endowment and equipment of the High School of

Stirling, but the foundation of a chain of bursaries and exhi-

bitions, from the common schools upwards to the universities.

Nothing, of course, has as yet come of the scheme, because, while

we have had successive commissions of inquiry and of revision

since, we have not had till now any executive power to enforce

the proposed reforms of trusts and endowments. "With such

cautious steps does educational reform proceed with us, even

when very urgent necessities have been disclosed. What can be

done at an important national centre like Stirling in the form

sketched, or in some modified form, may certainly be done with

more or less effect in other centres. Funds are available, if only

they can be legally utilised and distributed ; and ere long we may
now look for the establishment of a fairly complete system of

secondary instruction throughout the country.

Dr Dickson of Glasgow adds in a comment upon this, that

"it was one of the reports that led to the passing of the

Endowed Schools Act."

It is curious to note how many commissions working un-

seen, how many years of inquiry and suggestion, seem neces-

sary before any new legislation touching matters so important

to the welfare of the country can be brought into being.

" The country is glorious," lie tells his wife while absent

on this mission ;
" the hills round Stirling make your heart

leap with a feeling of delightful grandeur and freedom."

The beautiful Ochils, and the glens which lie among their

fastnesses, were always objects of his special admiration.

But he went nowhere without a thought of the landscape

round him, and rarely wrote one of his constant journal

letters without a sketch, however slight, of that ever-interest-

ing background. Two or three words are enough to present

the scene,— the evening or the morning, the sounds and
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sights amid which lie wrote. The following is from Bal-

moral, in the autumn of the same year:

—

The night is bo lovely, I have taken a turn out before

for dinner. The Duke of Edinburgh baa just been talking nndei

my window to some of the ladies, showing then a fish he had

caught, of which lie seemed to be proud. He certainly is a hand-

some fellow in the Highland dress, and browned with his sailor

life. The silence of the hills as I look out from the "pen window
is grand, only broken by the sweet notes of a blackbird.

"The Queen was very kind and gracious as usual," he

adds, "but spoke little comparatively. The dreadful news

from Paris seems to sadden everybody."

There is little need to explain what the dreadful news

from Paris was. The temporary reign of the Commune was

filling that much -agitated town with tumult and trouble,

and the hearts of all spectators with fear. I have already

remarked how little the great historical events occurring

round us affect the lives of private persons, or their thoughts,

save for the momentary exchanges of conversation of which

no record remains. It is only when the sphere of statesmen

and royal personages is touched that these matters of his-

torical moment come into sight as actually affecting the

springs of everyday life. The Principal's sympathies were

with the Germans in the great struggle then ending—for the

reason, very natural and very general among individuals

unconcerned with affairs of state, that he knew something

of the German nation and people, and very little of the

French, whom he was thus free to regard with prejudice

and disapproval, as so many do. But he entered little into

foreign questions, his mind indeed being fully occupied

nearer home. At this time, as has been already said, there

were many domestic matters to interest him, and one above

all interesting to a father—the settlement of his eldest son

at Greenock, the first independent step in the young man's

career. Many readers will follow with interest his counsels

to the young minister at this important moment :

—
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To Rev. W. W. Tulloch.

You will find preaching twice a-day very hard, and you should

take care not to attempt too much, and to have a good holiday in

the autumn, so as to set you up for your winter's work. It would

be a great matter for you from the beginning to lecture or expound

in the morning, half extempore, writing at first the substance of

the lecture carefully, which you could do on Sunday morning, after

having been engaged during the week in reading and study—such

as the Epistle to the Galatians, for example, with Lightfoot's

Commentary—a study which would both keep up your Greek Testa-

ment and bring you nearer to the mind of the Pauline epistles

than almost any other book ; or Stanley and Frederick Robertson

on Corinthians, the latter perhaps more generally interesting than

Galatians. In any case you must not attempt to preach two

sermons. One sermon a-week is ample. The subject will occur

to you more naturally in connection with the continuous study of

your Greek Testament, and lecturing on some special portion of

it, than in any other way.

You should aim at a continuous and increasing mastery of

llihlical ideas, the whole plan and mode of thought unfolded in

Scripture. These are the great objects of preaching—all other sub-

jects come incidentally; and nothing can more show the disad-

vantages of failing to ground one's preaching on a broad interpre-

tation of Biblical thought than the iterations and frivolities into

which even a clever preacher so often falls. It is all well enough

cudgelling one's brains for subjects for a while, but the best brains

are soon emptied when not constantly filled by the study of ideas

;

and Scripture must always be to the preacher the main source of

spiritual ideas, although all philosophical study, especially the

history of philosophy, is also very helpful. If only you take care

to set a high ideal before you and not run into any fashion, espe-

cially the bad fashion of preaching themes, and enlarging rhetor-

ically on general subjects.

While giving this wise advice, the Principal also insisted

upon the necessity of open air and exercise, bidding his son,

who was at this period of his life not at all robust, to " take

care not to overdo it in any way. If you could spare an

hour for golf," he says, " going four or five holes every even-

ing, it would do you a world of good." The " local colour " of

this advice might be confusing to the uninstructed ; but the

noble game of golf has spread so widely during the last fif-

teen years, that even out of St Andrews, or indeed of Scotland,
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there will be many who will understand it fully. Foi

five holes" on the fresh and wind-swept links meant a walk,

I suppose, of two or three miles in the sea air, and amid all

the delightful influences of a stainless atmosphere and broad

vault of sky. He was himself always fond of these outdoor

influences. The following little sketch of a scene, very

different from the St Andrews Links, occurs at the end of

the same letter :

—

Tarver and I went to Ascot on the Cup day, walking back a

good six miles through "Windsor Park. It was a very amusing,

but also a rather sad scene. The mixture of finery and grandeur

— from the Prince and Princess of "Wales downward— with

rascaldom in its lowest types, lower than almost anything ever

seen in Scotland, very marvellous. We saw the great race upon
the whole very well, and among other people old "Whyte-.Mclvill« .

intent upon the performance of a fire-eater, with a most amusing
expression of interest in his face.

The Education Bill, I fancy, is at an end for this session again

;

and Mr Gladstone's statement about it, I confess, appears to me
very unlike that of a statesman. He seems to think it not so

much his business to guide the country as to be led by it. Things,

politically speaking, seem far from satisfactory.

Browning has just come to the table beside me (Athenaeum).

He is a strong, handsomedooking fellow.

He was always pleased to add a note like the last, know-

ing the interest in the unseen demigods of the great world

which was felt by his home correspondents, great and small.

In the beginning of the year 1872 the Principal was

again in London, in order to be present at the thanksgiving

service for the recovery of the Prince of "Wales. The streets

of London, always so interesting, filled him on this occasion

with emotion and amazement. It was impossible to move

anywhere, he tells his wife, the streets were so blocked with

crowds. " London is in an indescribable state of excitement.

Grant and I pushed our way the length of Temple Bar, and

the streets were almost impassable with foot-passengers and

carriages. I never saw anything like it—a Eoman festa is
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nothing to it." And here is an amusing anecdote of the

same visit, against himself:

—

1 have a funny and yet an annoying story to tell you about

my falling asleep here (Athenaeum) last night, and I fear snoring

dreadfully, to the discomposure of some elderly gentlemen, prob-

ably peers or bishops. I felt very much annoyed, but I could

not for the life of me wake up, I was so tired, I suppose, with the

journey. I must be on the watch, however, against so terrible a

habit. My snore, I suppose, is no joke !

It was, however, a continual joke among his intimates, to

whom that large sound was not unfamiliar ; nor his aspect as

he started, awakened by it, lifting large eyes with the usual

appeal, half comic, half remonstrative, " My dear
!

" as if it

had been his wife and not he who was the guilty person.

The General Assembly of 1872 was one in which the

Principal, who was that year a member of the court, took a

considerable part. I may explain again that he was always

present in his official capacity as one of the clerks, but could

only speak and vote when appointed as one of the delegates

elected to represent his Presbytery or University. Several

questions in which he took special interest were under dis-

cussion. One of these was the Education Bill, which had

been occupying so much of his thoughts. Hitherto we have

seen him only as he watched the progress through the House

of Commons, with mingled impatience and anxiety, of suc-

cessive unsuccessful measures in successive years. On the

present occasion it was the intrinsic character of the bill,

especially in regard to the question of religious instruction,

which was the natural subject of debate. Principal Tulloch's

position in respect to this question was a peculiar one, but

it was one which was held in harmony with many of his

compeers in Scotland. The old Scotch system of religious

instruction, founded on the Shorter Catechism, and embrac-

ing an elaborate system of doctrine, did not appear to him a

necessary thing to be enforced upon the national schools of

the country. Dr Lee, on examination before the Parlia-
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mentary Committee, had boldly declared that he did act

consider religions instruction (in this sense) to lie. an advan-

tage or indeed desirable. That clergymen should maintain

the inexpediency of enforcing religious instruction may seem

strange to many, and the explanation that it was this system

of elaborate doctrine and scientific theology which they

deprecated is perhaps necessary. The motion upon which

the question was debated in the General Assembly was

made by Dr Cook "in favour of the legislative enactment

of religious instruction in schools according to the use and

wont of the Church of Scotland." Principal Tulloch pro-

posed on the other side a motion "approving of the Lord

Advocate's bill, in so far as it makes provision for extending

the means of education, and expressing a conviction that no

measure will be satisfactory which does not embrace the

reading of the Holy Scriptures." Tulloch's argument was as

follows: He began by telling the Assembly that they had

objected to every bill during the last twenty-five years, and

that their object now was to impede legislation, a statement

which was met by vehement denials. The principle of the

present bill, he went on to say, was that the question of

religious teaching was to be decided individually in each

place by the local boards—a principle which in itself he had

no liking for : but he was willing to accept it in order that

something practical might be done at last, and his sense of

justice was wounded by the unreasonable objections to it.

It appears to me that there never was an objection more com-

pletely misapplied, than the objection to the bill that it is an

irreligious bill. For where, after all, can we have security for

religion, save in the religious minds and feelings of the people 1

Supposing there are statutes in our past legislation, where do

these statutes come from, I should like to know ? From the

religious conscience of the country. And if we leave the religious

conscience of the country to deal with the question of religion

under the bill, how can we be said to be opposing religion ? So
far as the mere fact of religious teaching is concerned, I have the

most perfect confidence in the local boards ; and I only wish I
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had the same confidence in all respects as I have in them insisting

on the teaching of religion in the schools. Therefore I think it

quite unnecessary for me to enter into the controversy which has

been raised among my legal friends. It would be presumptuous

of me to interfere when legal doctors disagree. It appears to me
undoubted that whether or not we had statutes enacting religious

teaching in our past legislation, we certainly had statutes recog-

nising it ; and we had these statutes simply because the people of

Scotland had always been a religious people. They are a religious

people now, and bow can the legislation of the country help

reflecting the religious feeling and conscience of the country 1 I

have the most perfect confidence that religion will be taught

under the new system ; and it is the worst thing that could be

said against the Churches that there should be doubt lest the

parents of Scotland, who are the members of our Churches, would

hesitate as to the religious teaching of their children. Therefore

I am prepared to accept the present bill on this point. I should

have liked if the religious difficulty could have been settled once

for all, and settled on the basis of reading and teaching the Holy

Scriptures, as my motion proposed. I trust that under the con-

ditions of the bill this will yet be the practical settlement in

many cases ; and I believe it will be more frequently so than

some people imagine. With all my heart I believe that the best

basis for education, with which no other documents, catechetical

or otherwise, can be compared, is the Holy Scriptures. I should

deplore, with more sorrow than I can express here, if the time

should ever come when these sacred Scriptures—the most simple, as

they are the highest literature in the world, the most fitted to instil

goodness into the mind of the child, as they are the most fitted

to inspire all nobleness and piety and charity in the heart of man,

—I should deplore if the time ever came when the reading and

teaching of these Scriptures should form no longer a part of our

common educational system. I believe absolutely in the power

of the teacher to read and explain the Holy Scriptures without any

sectarian admixture. I believe that all that has been said on this

point is simply theory, and that practically there is no difficulty.

Sectarianism ! why, the whole spirit of the Bible is opposed to

sectarianism. Its living study, its simple reading, are the best

correction of sectarianism ; and our Churches, one and all, are

only sectarian in so far as they have departed from the Bible and

thrown it aside. I should have been glad had the Education Bill

been settled on this basis. For myself I could not accept a

narrower basis, and I have no wish for a broader one. The State,

T hold, is not entitled to say to the Churches, " We shall give no

religious training ; take these children, they are yours, train them
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in your respective religions." lint i In* State \v;is cut itled to

to the Churches, " It' you do aot think religious teaching on the

basis of the Holy Scriptures enough, if you think your own
dogmas absolutely necessary, then teach them yourselves."

The conclusion of the Principal's speech was an appeal to

the Assembly to withdraw obstruction, and to concentrate all

the weight of its influence upon the final passing of the best

bill they could get. He reminded his hearers that each bill

which had been rejected, partly at least through their resist-

ance, had been a little less favourable than the one preced-

ing it, and pressed upon them the inexpediency of continuing

a struggle so little advantageous. " Let the Church only

come to the front and say manfully and honestly 'We wish

this great question to be settled,' and I believe it will be

settled," were his concluding words. They were received,

according to the newspaper report, with "prolonged ap-

plause "
; but nevertheless he lost his motion by a very large

majority. He gives his usual account of the proceedings,

scribbling rapidly from among his minutes on the table of

the House :

—

To his Wife.

I made a long speech to-day and spoke not ill, according to my
own judgment, but the House was unresponsive in reference to a

great deal that I said. However, I am glad at least to have my
breath out; other things the Assembly took in very good part,

and, upon the whole, I am fairly well pleased. It shakes me
dreadfully beforehand ; however, when I get begun, I am as cool as

ever. It will do good out of doors, and one must be content with

that.

A day or two later the Principal made another remark-

able speech on the subject of "Union," in which, though his

motion was one of " willingness to use all means in Christian

association with other Churches to promote the religious wel-

fare of the nation, together with peace and harmony," his

speech was one of indignant protest against the empty sug-

gestions and overtures for union, which was not desired by
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either party, and which there was no reasonable hope of see-

ing carried out. The Free Church had not unnaturally become

very much alienated from the Establishment, as everybody

knew. Indeed the very existence and progress of the Estab-

lished Church was a perpetual proof that the Free Church

had been in the wrong, and an unusual amount of Christian

feeling is necessary to make this consciousness endurable

—

an amount at once of reasonableness and the purest genial

charity not to be expected from any body of men, though

here and there some individual bosom might be generous and

candid enough to be capable of it. " It would be the most

blessed day for Scotland," said the Principal, " if the Churches

would give each other the hand of Christian fellowship, and

heartily unite to make aggression upon those masses of spirit-

ual destitution that abound in our large towns. But then,

I ask, what hinders them from doing so ?

"

There is no obstacle in Scotland to Christian union but the

absence of practical Christian feeling, and therefore I think that

to bring up overtures here to teach men this general duty, is just

as absurd as it would be to bring up overtures to teach any other

common duty. It is the duty of every .Christian Church to

cultivate union, and nothing hinders the concord and the co-opera-

tion of our Churches but that spirit of irreligious—I shall not

call it religious, though it goes under the name of religion—bitter-

ness that animates so many of their numbers. Why, at this*

moment, what are the two larger ecclesiastical bodies in Scotland

doing—those very men with whom you propose to unite 1 They

are combining with a view to memorialise the Legislature that your

constitution, which is identified with all the glory of the country,

shall be repealed, and they tell you that the union they alone

contemplate is a union which should be based on your overthrow.

Xow, is it desirable to ignore such obvious facts as these, and

to come forward with long speeches and hollow sentences about

Christian union 1 What I dissent from is that it is constantly

assumed in these debates that there is something like a basis of

union agreed upon. No man desires union more heartily than I

do, but I say no one is entitled to assume in this house that there

has been any agreement anywhere in any constituted court on the

subject of the basis of union. It is assumed that there is unity in
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worship, doctrine, and discipline^ And why is there qo unity of

spirit
1

? Just because there is not. What hinders the Chun
I ask again, from doing all you ask them to do, but the very

absence of that spirit, of unity which you wish to promote 1 li

you appointed a day for combined prayer for the outpouring of God
Spirit upon your Churches, that the spirit of love to God and Invi-

to men might be kindled in all hearts, you would do more to promote

;i real union than all your overtures can do. Sir, we have heard

of union from those gentlemen from America, and I listened with

delight to their speeches. But how did that union in America

come ahout between the old- and the new-school Presbyterian-]

Not by overtures and speeches. It came about because there

grew up, in the course of the years of severance between these

bodies, a practical feeling that severance was un-Christian. And
let me say that that feeling was not predominant among the min-

isters. It was predominant among the laymen first of all, and tie-

presence of the laymen in their kirk-sessions, and of the people in

the congregations, forced the clergy of these two schools into union.

Wait, I say, until you have this practical impulse here. Wait till

the spirit of wrath and clamour and evil -speaking shall have

passed away, and then your Churches will come together. You
will need no overtures or speeches to promote union. The union

will be irresistible. I would implore those Christian men who
are heartily interested in the subject that they would feel the

reality of what I say, and that they would leave this question

alone in its generalities. Let us use every means for the pro-

motion of a Christian spirit, and then we shall have Christian

union, but not before.

In this case, Principal Tulloch's motion was carried unani-

mously. This was not, however, his general position in the

Church, where he was now greatly esteemed, admired, lis-

tened to with growing attention in all cases, but still hotly

opposed in many, and generally found on the then unpopular

side. The freedom of his utterances in respect to the bonds

of doctrine which had long been the object of an almost

superstitious reverence in Scotland, had permanently alarmed

many timid minds, and had subjected him to continual at-

tacks both iu the Church courts and in the newspapers, and

he shared in the lively and often violent vituperations which

still assailed the " Innovators," although not himself one of

them. In short, his position at the head of the progressive
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party in the Church had not ceased to render him obnoxious

to those who considered that a rigid devotion to the past

was the chief inspiration of religion, and that everything

new, however much in harmony with the divine principle of

religious life, must be wrong and fatal. And there was still

a strong party in the Scotch Church to which the oldest ob-

servances, the most universal and fondly cherished customs

of the Church universal, were new and dangerous, and who

were more apt to be alarmed by the throwing down of the

landmarks with which they were familiar, than to consider

whether these landmarks were really the genuine demarca-

tions which divided the fictitious or temporary from the

true. This feeling exists so strongly in all corporations, that

it is no wonder it should do so specially in religious organ-

isations, where error is less venial, and specially in Scot-

land, where feeling has always been strong and fidelity ob-

durate. At the same time Tulloch had already begun to

live down prejudice, to be recognised as a power in the

Church and the country, and notwithstanding opposition,

to be listened to with invariable respect.

It was in this year (1872) that Scotland and the Church

lost one of their most famed and greatest men. I find a

reference, without name, to the funeral of Dr Norman

Macleod, written from Eosneath in the heart of June,

amid all the freshness and beauty of that lovely place.

To his Wife. June 21, 1872.

Yesterday when I came here was the heavenliest day you can

imagine. The hills and loch were looking too grand. It was
very peaceful and delightful after the sombre and magnificent

spectacle at Glasgow. No dead certainly could receive more
honour and respect, thousands of working men clustering around

every post and pillar and window, looking on with wistful and
affectionate regard.

After the death of Dr Macleod, so deeply lamented by
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Queen and nation, I do not think miy one will contradict

me if I say that Principal Tnlloch became, without com-

parison, the most eminent member of the Scotch Church.

While he was thus occupied with much public business

of various kinds, his great book was slowly advancing to-

wards completion. Allusion has been made occasionally

in his letters during several years to this work ; but it is

perhaps a proof how many events were now surrounding

him, and of the quickened course of life altogether, that no

account of the composition, and but few references to the

studies necessary for it, are to be found in his letters. In

the calm of his early years, an article in a Eeview occupied

more space in his communications with his friends than

did now the chief literary production of his life. He spoke

of it in familiar conversation, or rather of the chief per-

sonages treated in it, in a way that showed how much

his mind was occupied with these admired and congenial

spirits. His inquiries at Eton, for instance, after any relics

or memories that might be found of his favourite, John

Hales, were accompanied by much half-comic vehemence

of indignation in finding that the name of his philosopher

was almost unknown in that seat of learning, where prob-

ably a thinker in one of the centuries B.C. would have

had a better chance of recollection than a worthy of the

seventeenth century. And he made various pilgrimages to

Cambridge and elsewhere, to trace the steps of the subjects

of his work. It surrounded him with an atmosphere of

thoughtful society, overflowing now and then in anecdotes

and wise and pleasant sayings of these unseen friends, but

not in more formal references to the progressing book. It

was now, however, nearly finished, and we begin to hear of

it more definitely. The early part of this year seems to

have been filled with final expansions and revisions, as will

be seen from the following letters.
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To Rev. IF. W. Tulloch. Feb. 17, 1872.

After thinking that my first volume was just ready for the

press, I have taken it into my head to write a whole chapter

about Lord Falkland, and sketch all his remarkable society out of

which the rational movement comes, and from thirty pages or so

the chapter seems likely to grow into seventy or eighty. This has

set me back two or three weeks with the whole affair, and there

is no chance now of my getting to Germany till after the General

Assembly. The chapter, however, will lighten and improve the

book.

A few months later we find that there has occurred a

further delay.

To Professor Baynes. june 26, 1872.

I have stopped the press for six weeks or so, and set out for

Germany at the latest (I hope) on Tuesday next. There was no

use hurrying on when it was impossible, do what I would, to have

the book out before the middle of July, just when the dead season

was beginning. I don't myself regret the delay. I have written

two considerable chapters following H. More, one dealing with the

" satellites " of the movement—Culverwell (who is a marvellous

genius), and "Worthington, and Boose, and Glanvill, &c.—and show-

ing how Norris carried over the ideal impulse to the next century ;

and then a concluding summing up of results, and a glowing pic-

ture of a " Broad Church." I shall probably write the concluding

chapter over again. You had doubts about the connection of

Berkeley with the Cambridge men through JSTorris. There is no

doubt of iSTorris's intimate connection with More. But whether

Berkeley caught anything from Norris, I cannot say ; I should be

inclined to say "yes," for Norris was evidently a great "ideal"

swell in his day, and Berkeley can hardly have escaped knowing

about him.

We have had a melancholy work last week burying Macleod.

I cannot say all I feel about his loss.

" I wish you would bundle up your traps," he adds, " and

corne to Germany. I go to Hamburg direct, then to Got-

tingen, to see my old friend Pauli, and consult about a

school for Frank, whom I shall probably settle at Marburg."

He changed his mind, however, about this journey, going first

to London in July, where he lingered a little, evermore

intent upon the Education Bill, which, for the third or
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fourth time, was trying its fortune in the Hon 6 ol Com'

mons. With the bill itself he was now tolerably satisfied,

but the anxious question of the Board was still as littl<:

settled as ever. Once more his letters to his wife were

full of the varying reports of parliamentary friends and

critics. "It seems that Mr Forster and the Education De-

partment will have specially to do with the appointment

of Commissioners. I hope this is not to be the issue of

the business," he writes. In the middle of these hopes

and fears he left London with his youngest son, and grad-

ually awakened to the pleasure of the journey, and the

brightness and movement of foreign towns, which always

pleased him, yet never without lingering looks behind, where

the momentous discussion was still going on. The hurried

journey, however, was not very fruitful either of events or

impressions. His object was to find a school for his boy,

where the object of his expatriation, that of learning German,

should not be balked by the presence of other English boys

;

and in that search he went to one place after another, under

the advice of Dr Pauli. His final choice, however, was fixed

on the school at Marburg, of which he had originally thought

;

and in a very short time we find him back again in London,

with a half regret, yet inextinguishable interest and anxiety.

He would have preferred, he says, not to return to London,

but—

I should like to come home with the Education appointment

in my pocket if possible. Perhaps, after all, nothing may come

of it. Well, I should not break my heart. I do not fear any-

thing as to money when well, and I have never grudged in the

least anything I have spent in travel. I have always made my
own out of it in the end.

For some time longer the subject occupied his thoughts

:

that a man might probably be placed at the head of the

education scheme for Scotland who had never been inside a

parish school in his life ; that associated in everything as the

S
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Church had always been with a system of education every-

where celebrated as excellent, there should now be serious

doubts whether a clergyman was eligible to be one of the

Commissioners,—such peradventures disturbed and irritated

him, not only on his own account, but for the fundamental

injustice and injuriousness of both dangers, especially the

last. The long uncertainty, however, was at length set at

rest by the passing of the bill in the end of the session,

and by the intimation of the Principal's appointment, con-

veyed by the hand of Mr Gladstone himself. He had left

London, sick of the discussion and of the suspense equally,

and received this intimation while at home in St Andrews

;

so that I find no record either of satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

He had made up his mind, after much heat of pursuit, that

he no longer desired the appointment as he had once done.

" There is no doubt the Board will be temporary," he writes

to Dr Dickson—" perhaps not lasting more than three years.

My literary engagements and connections would be all

arrested, and I have more enjoyment in them than in any-

thing else." These expressions were perhaps but the philo-

sophy of anticipated disappointment, and did not at all in-

terfere with the fact that the appointment was a pleasure

as well as a solid advantage to him when, at length it

came. The Board consisted of Sir John Don Wauchope as

chairman ; Sir Alexander Grant, Principal of Edinburgh

University, and Principal Tulloch as commissioners ; with

the Piev. Dr James Taylor, a minister of the United Presby-

terian Church, as secretary. Their work can be described as

little less than a complete reorganisation of the schools of

primary education in Scotland, up to that time governed by

the old and time-honoured regulations which had made

Scotch parochial schools interesting and exemplary to all the

world. These regulations could not of course answer to the

new necessities and new authorities of the changed system,

any more than the homely schoolhouse of the old regime
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could supply space and convenience for the larger numbers

and increased requirements of modern days. The new Edu-

cation Board had to consider all the e necessities, to construct

new standards, to recommend and more or less enforce the

erection of new school buildings, and to watch over the pre-

servation, as much as was possible, of the better features of

the old scheme along with the machinery of the new. Prin-

cipal Tulloch published, two years later, when the work of

the Board had been for some time completed, a review of

the progress made and results attained, which was of the

most satisfactory description ; but it is unnecessary at this

period to enter upon that record. The work was all new,

to some extent revolutionary and experimental, and accom-

panied by many anxieties, and even controversy, when it was

begun.

He adds a final word of satisfaction in a letter already

quoted in respect to the conclusion of his book.

To Rev. Dr Dickson.

' Rational Theology ' is all out of my hands to the dedication
;

but I expect still to revise my title-pages, notes, and mottoes, and

I will perhaps send them to you for inspection. The mottoes I

think are good, and the whole book, whatever may be its fate

with the public, probably as good as anything I can do. Jowett,

who has been here, and Stanley too, Avent over the last chapter

and preface with interest. It is dedicated, according to a promise

made some time ago, to the latter. His sermon was very fine, and

seems to have pleased everybody here.

The last reference is to Dean Stanley's discourse delivered

in the parish church of St Andrews (known familiarly as

" the Town Church "), through the invitation of Dr Boyd

—

an act much discussed on the other side of the Tweed, as

all such attempts at practical unity have been, though re-

ceived in Scotland with almost universal satisfaction and

gratification.

The book when launched upon the world was received

with much approval and appreciation. The Principal writes
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of letters received from Dean Stanley and Dr John Brown

of Edinburgh with much pleasure, and he has preserved

among his papers many others—some from Germany, some

from England. He was, I think, unfortunate in choosing

a cumbrous and uninviting title for the volumes, which

contained so much vigorous and animated writing, and

were so full of historical vivacity and life. "Bational

Theology and Christian Philosophy " is a name which sug-

gests rather a series of essays than a succession of well-

developed historical pictures, embodying the rise and pro-

gress of a remarkable school of thinkers, and of a tolerant

and large system of thought. The variety of the groups,

varying from academic recluses to men of action, from

the chivalrous and heroic Falkland to such an easy-minded

and little-requiring philosopher as John Hales, had naturally

a human interest which is attractive to a much larger class

of readers than the students of a philosophical system. In

all their different spheres these were men after Tulloch's own

heart. His was not the laborious effort often made by

historical writers to understand or rehabilitate, or worse,

to blacken and destroy the reputations of the past. But he

followed the leading of his own partialities with a curious,

characteristic and engaging preoccupation, seeking out in

scholastic seclusion and odd corners of the world, where many

of them had been allowed to fall into forgetfulness, the men of

gentle heart and open mind,—the leisurely and liberal thinkers,

not vehement enough, nor sufficiently intent upon their own

way to impress their neighbours with any masterful or co-

ercive influence—too mild, perhaps, in some cases, too much

detached from the world, to produce the full effect upon it

which their genius merited, mildly handing on the lamp of

truth from one to another, no fiery cross nor blazing sword

nor instrument of division. His heroes failed perhaps a

little in that burning sense of being themselves right, which

creates the missionary spirit, and emboldens men to insist
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upon the agreement of their fellows ; but such scholars and

pliilosophers, centres of peaceful interest amid the commo-

tions of history, are profoundly interesting both boa ;i his-

torical point of view and to the student of human nature.

The Principal's selection of his own mental fathers and com-

rades, his admiration of their reticent attitude and indiffer-

ence to practical results, the calm justice and rectitude and

love of peace by which they were characterised, is very

remarkable. They recall to me, though with perhaps only

a fantastic reason, the kindred yet very dissimilar group of

Anglican pietists which a recent writer has presented before

us under a slight disguise of fiction. The devotees of Little

Gidding, as we find them in the story of 'John Inglesant,'

were not more characteristic, more separated from the or-

dinary race, than the philosophers of Cambridge. They con-

templated the world from absolutely different points of view,

yet there is a certain resemblance between them ; and there

is something of the union in sentiment of companion pictures

in the philosopher's story of his kindred philosophers, and

the novelist's picture of the priests and devotees who were

their contemporaries.

There were, however, some drawbacks to his satisfaction

in his completed work, in the little dangers to which Tul-

loch was peculiarly subject, and which vexed him more than

other men. His curiously illegible handwriting—handwrit-

ing which at the first glance would alarm no reader, and

which sometimes had a faux air of clearness and symmetry

very deceiving—was always a torment to him in respect to

the correction of his works. The puzzled printer repro-

duced errors which he had himself been the first to make,

especially in quotations, with an obstinacy which sometimes

reduced the unfortunate author to despair, and sometimes

ended by puzzling himself also, so that he retired con-

founded from the effort to cope with them ; and as he was

exceedingly sensitive on this subject, his sufferings when
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everything was in print, and it was no longer possible to

attempt another revise, may be left to the imagination of

such unfortunates as have passed through a similar experi-

ence. " Many thanks for your letter and list of corrigenda,

which rather frightened me," he writes to Dr Dickson ;
" but

a fair part are printers' blunders, such as ; " and he en-

umerates several cases. In one particular, " I don't know

how often I corrected this ! " he cries. He adds with whim-

sical humour, " You need not put (a great university

authority) up to the errata. He will hardly find out any of

them for himself
!

" "I only wish I had had you to go over

it all," he adds to his friend, who on his side reproaches him

for " clinging with so perverse a charity to the belief that

printers will be sure to print correctly whatever is of the

nature of a quotation." Fortunately, however, the Prin-

cipal's health at this time was sufficiently good to ensure

him against any morbid effect of these errors, such as on a

previous occasion had made a trivial slip into an instrument

of torture. And the critics were generally complimentary.

" The ' British Quarterly ' is very flattering," he says ;
" and

I wish somebody, the ' Saturday Eeview ' or some other,

would abuse the book by way of variety." This is a grati-

fication which is seldom wished for in vain, but I do not

remember that even that warlike periodical, then in its

heyday, took any action against the Principal or his de-

lightful book.

His usual visit to Balmoral in the autumn of this year had

been made at a sad moment, when the Queen was mourning

the sudden death of her sister, the Princess Hohenlohe. The

sight of sorrow always roused so strongly his sympathetic

nature, that no doubt there was a very special adaptation in

all his services to a grief into which he could enter with the

most genuine and simple feeling. There is nothing from her

Majesty's hand which is not interesting to the greater part

of her subjects, and I am glad to be permitted to quote the
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letter in which the Queen acknowledged her ehaplain'

effort.

I'.w.moral, September 29, 1872.

Though the Quoon hopes to see Principal Tulloch this aftei

noon, slio does not wish to wait till then to express her warm and

grateful thanks for the beautiful and comforting sermons and

prayers he gave us to-day, which have harmonised so entirely with

the Queen's feelings on the present sad and distressing occasion.

She truly feels that we owjht to rejoice, and that it is for those on

earth, fighting and struggling, and, alas ! so often living as if there

was no other world, that we ought to, and must pray. Her
beloved Bister passed away in sleep. Having spoken so kindly of

her, the Queen sends for Principal Tulloch's perusal the transla-

tions of two letters from the Empress-Queen of Germany, the

Queen's very kind friend, and the copy of a letter of Lady

Angusta Stanley, who Avith the Dean has been at Baden since the

23d, the evening of the day when the beloved Princess breathed

her last.

May the Queen ask to have a copy of the fine and comforting

sermon he gave us to-day 1

A vacancy which occurred early in the next year, 1873, in

the Glasgow University, on the death of Principal Barclay,

elicited from Principal Tulloch the following statement of

personal content with his circumstances. As usual, a sug-

gestion had been made that he should be a candidate for the

more lucrative appointment, of which it was impossible not

to see the advantages. He acknowledges, in the correspond-

ence which ensued, that it could not but be " to me in some

respects a great gain, while I fancy all my experience here

would be of some service to you." He adds, however :

—

To the Iter. Dr Dickson.

I have really ceased to be ambitious ; were my position a little

better here in point of emolument, I should never dream of part-

ing with it. I have got accustomed to it, and it has got accus-

tomed to me. I like my duties as a teacher, and with my increas-

ing tendency to the historical line, feel less difficulty than I

sometimes used to have in treating my subjects. In short, many
things reconcile me to spending my life here.

During this and the ensuing years he was much in Edin-
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burgh on the business of the Education Board, attending

meetings about once a-week, and full of interest in the new

subjects which now occupied his thoughts and time. His

letters have as usual always a word for the morning skies

and the lights on the Firth as he makes his hurried journeys,

leaving early on mornings when he had no class, to return in

time to meet his students next day. These visits to Edin-

burgh were hurried and fatiguing, but they would seem

according to the record to have been full of pleasurable

incidents. His evenings were never spent alone. Pleasant

dinners, pleasant talk, enlivened the intervals of school meet-

ings and " code " discussions. Edinburgh was naturally full

of friends who did not neglect a visitor so genial. The best

society which the metropolis of the north could command

was to be found in the houses of Sir Alexander Grant, Pro-

fessor Sellar, Professor Lorimer, Mr John Blackwood, and

his faithful friend and ally, Mr John Skelton,—all of them

more or less connected with, and happily reminiscent of, Fife

and St Andrews in still more cheerful early days. His com-

munications to his wife are full of allusions which only a

member of the little academical community, in many respects

like a family, could understand, mingled with scraps of

public news almost as much now out of current knowledge.

For example :
" This business of Wallace's," he says, " is

likely to be a great trouble. I have told him plainly I

cannot defend any pluralities, being committed against the

principle long ago." This must seem like ancient history to

the few who understand the allusion. It refers to one of

the ministers of Edinburgh, successor in the historical parish

of Old Greyfriars to Dr Kobert Lee, who had been lately

appointed to the Chair of Church History in the University,

and meant to hold both appointments, though, if not the

formal law, all the sentiments of the Church and country were

against it. It is very extraordinary, almost incredible, that this

reverend gentleman and intending pluralist should be now
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figuring upon a broader bage, not reverend at all, but M.i\

for one of the divisions of enlightened Edinburgh—a mo

curious consummation. There is little sacerdotal im in the

Scotch Church, and no such divinity hedging about a

minister as that which is supposed to encircle an Anglican

priest ; but the transformation thus accomplished, now by

no means rare in England, is still almost unique in the more

tenacious north.

On another occasion the Principal criticises, in the security

of private communication, another learned and reverend

friend who "seems to me to talk nonsense about natural

theology. Nobody has ever professed to believe in such a

natural theology as he girds at. But," he adds, with the

seriousness of authority, " all theology must rest in ultimate

rational principles, which are so far ' natural ' that they must

be considered parts of our nature."

Not less acute are some of his observations on less serious

matters. On one occasion he was persuaded by an old friend,

who had recently married, to accompany him home to dinner,

where the Principal found a young lady whose appearance

filled him with surprise and consternation, so great was the

disparity of age between the husband and wife. " But," he

says, "she seemed to think it quite natural. Nothing has

ever been more remarkable to me than the adaptive power

of certain young women. They seem to fit in naturally to

almost any circumstances."

The making out of the Educational Code was not finished

till April, and this pleasant and social winter ended sadly in

another attack of illness. The following letter, marked " con-

fidential," gives an account of his condition to his friend :

—

To Rev. Dr Dickson. St Andrews, August 27, 1S73.

You will be sorry to hear that I have been in the grip of my
old trouble all summer. I was suffering greatly at the General

Assembly, although I did not say much to you. By the advice

of the doctors, I took a holiday in Switzerland in June and July

;
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but although I got better at St Moritz for a while, I returned here

very much as I went away ; and even now, after four months, I

can hardly say I am any better. It is the old brain-trouble, from

whatever cause it comes— continued pressure of overwork, Dr
Bell says ; but I cannot help thinking there is some constitutional

infirmity at the root of it.

The paper on Matthew Arnold in ' Blackwood ' was my work,

the last thing I did. If I were only once well again (D.V.) I

fancy I must lay down some rigorous rules about work.

The remainder of the autumn is full of the same melan-

choly record. On this occasion his illness had seized upon

him with little warning at the end of his session at the Uni-

versity. It was not so severe, I think, at any time as the

first attack; but these repetitions, one following another at

periodical intervals, increased the oppression, while giving a

certain sombre habit to the mysterious malady. He was

accompanied to St Moritz by his wife and daughter ; and a

faint hope that the air of those now famous mountains might

be beneficial to Mrs Tulloch also, had a share in the impulse

which carried him thither. But in the Principal's case it

was more than ever true that to change the skies and not the

mind was of very little advantage. He returned home little,

if any, better than when he went away, and wandered about

during the autumn in the defenceless exhaustion to which

this illness reduced him, throwing himself with most affect-

ing simplicity upon the sympathy of all whom he encountered.

A tone of pathos, of sometimes heartrending, sometimes half-

humorous self-pity, which was almost childlike in its im-

mense sincerity, and sense of suffering, breathes through his

letters to his wife when he is parted from her, trying a round

of plaintive visits by himself, if perhaps that might do him

good. " I hope, my ever dearest wife, you had a pleasant

journey, and got home well," he says—" the thought of getting

home well makes my heart rise
;

" and he adds, trying to com-

fort her in the midst of his own pain, " Think of nothing,

dearest, but of home and of happiness there, if God only gives

me health."
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One of these forlorn visits was to Polkemrnet, to his in-- t

kind friends, Sir William and Lady Baillie, to whom be

always turned in these moments of trouble. He anticipates

his going with a certain forlorn pleasure, but feels it " sad

and strange " to be there without his wife, and wishes he

were going home instead ; the kind people whom he meets,

the quiet of the great house, the familiar trees he sees from

the window upon which he has looked out so often before,

which never change, the blasts of autumn rain—are all fea-

tures in the phantasmagoria which seems to swallow up his

life. And his purposes are as dim and uncertain as the scene

around. He tells Mrs Tulloch that he has written to Story

that he had a longing to go home, yet would probably visit

him at Eosneath ; and to Dickson that he would go to Glas-

gow, in order to look through with him the corrections for

the second issue of his book. " But what I shall really do at

this moment I cannot say ; all is darkness, sad, blank, and

weary."

If I could only see more through these bad times, so as to bear

them more patiently and manfully. Nothing is so humiliating

about the matter as the unmanly and miserable weakness to which

it reduces one.

On the conclusion of this attack the Principal wrote an

account of his sensations and sufferings at some length.

These illnesses had come to be facts of so great importance

in his life, that his mind was much occupied with them.

They were not only objects of dread, but of singular interest,

their incomprehensible character and mysterious origin giv-

ing an endless if mournful and painful attraction to the sub-

ject. Whence came they ? what were they— those clouds

which obscured the daylight, and swept sun and stars out of

sight ? It gave him a kind of melancholy pleasure to ask

himself this question, and to discuss and dissect it, doing his

best to fathom the mystery and find out what it meant. I

refrain from quoting at length that chronicle of suffering
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until a later period, when it becomes of absorbing interest,

and lays bare to us, in one of the deepest struggles of nature,

a heart overwhelmed with evil that can be called nothing

but imaginary, yet was so real,—a mind quivering through

every delicate fibre with causeless woe—a nature overstrained

and exhausted, tottering under the weight of a conflict to

which its strength was inadequate. In the meantime I will

make only a very brief summary of his narrative. He was

in the midst of writing an article on Matthew Arnold's liter-

ature and dogma " with great ease and freedom," when sud-

denly the black shadow came across his soul. " I struggled

through it, finished the paper in depression and misery, which

I had begun in rather a defiant, bumptious way ;

" then went

through his Assembly work as in a dream, " in indescribable

discomfort and misery." Then to Balmoral, which had be-

come a yearly duty. " I can never forget the misery of the

journey to Balmoral, my visit there and preaching, although

in the midst of it all I actually rewrote my sermon, had a

long private interview with the Queen, and dined with her, and

a long walk on the hill with Prince Leopold. Her Majesty

was kindness itself, as usual, and I had scarcely left for the

south of England, when she sent a message after me inquir-

ing after my health. Although I had said little, the Queen

had seen that I was very far from well." Then follows an ac-

count of the going to St Moritz, reluctantly undertaken, where

" some days I was very miserable," but somewhat comforted

by meeting Dr Drummond, an old friend once practising in

Glasgow, who "confessed freely he could do little good."

" His theory was, it was a sort of gout-poisoning. But when

he had seen me so ill for some days, he recommended me to

try my old remedy, opium. He gave me three grains a-day,

and I got wonderfully better." This, which seems so strange

a prescription, had been advised by Sir James Simpson, and

though it was a remedy to which the Principal had recourse

unwillingly, it always did him good. He speaks afterwards
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with great feeling of severe headaches and sore throat, to

which he became subject as the illness began to give way;

but "in the severest physical pain there i BOmethiil

ful in contrast," he adds. He makes the following summary

of the past and anticipation of the future in the beginning of

a new year :

—

New Year's />">j, 1874.

I have great difficulty in coming to any rationale of such an

illness, and no doctor knows any more of it, less I sometimes

think, than I do. It may be said to be of the nature of mania,

yot a being more rational than I am, even in a sense while under

its influence, I cannot well conceive. I have no illusions, no

mere fancies; the suffering is positive brain suffering alleviated by
opium, by nothing else I know of, probably by anything that

would so far deaden consciousness. Travelling, which almost all

the doctors (except Sir James Simpson) recommended, appears to

me, on reflection, to do no good, rather harm at the time. Possi-

bly it tells for some good afterwards. Quietness, fresh air obtained

without much exercise—which seems always attended by a reac-

tion—the air of the hills or the sea, above all, isolation and rest,

if it can only be got,—seem the only curatives. I should add

gentle companionship, as that of my wife (I cannot tell all she

has been to me during all the times I have been ill), or my friend

Lady Baillie,—companionship with sympathy. A morbid crav-

ing for sympathy is one of the prominent features of the malady,

so that being left alone, save for a little while, is a great aggrava-

tion of one's misery.

The successive attacks have certainly diminished in intensity

and duration, and I should hope I may have no more. This Xew
Year's Day I wish to record my thankfulness to my heavenly

Father for all His mercies to me, and to pray, as I have heartily

done, for grace " sufficient " to help me against all my sins and
infirmities. In this new year I hope especially to be more on

my guard against the outbursts of an irritable and impatient

temper. It is needless to say more on such a subject. May my
hope and prayer be realised

!

My wife's health I may fondly pray also may strengthen.

Now for two or three winters she has been much of an invalid,

suffering greatly from asthmatic attacks ; with God's blessing may
she get strong.

Our household at this date is greatly reduced. "Willie is settled

as a minister in Greenock, where he has been doing admirably

well. May his health be preserved—it is a constant subject of
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anxiety to rue ; and above all, may his soul be in health and pros-

per. He has been married for nearly two years, and has a little

boy. Sara is happily settled at Eton with a good husband, suc-

cessful and clever. Jack is away with his ship, the Mikado,

likely to sail between San Francisco and Sydney. Frank is in

Greenock in an office. Fanny is in England, chiefly with our

friend Mrs Oliphant. Maud is at school near Windsor. Besides

A<mes, my sister, there are only four children at home. And so

we begin a new year. May God's blessing rest on all

!

With this devout survey and aspiration the year 1874

began.

Almost the first incident afterwards recorded was a visit

to Cortachy Castle, where, inspired by the many poetical

tributes in Lady Airlie's album, and pleased with the society

and kindness of that hospitable house, the Principal ventured

upon verse and inscribed his homage too. But this poetical

outburst may be left in oblivion, though it pleased himself

not a little. For a few months in the beginning of the year,

continuing from the New Year's Day record quoted above,

he kept a brief diary, noting his lectures and the Educational

Board meetings and University business, which filled up the

winter: but the entries are very brief. It is only in his

absence from home that we find all his doings and think-

ings recorded, the people he met and the places he visited,

in his letters to his wife.

The following notice, the first of many, of a distinguished

contemporary, who has now, alas ! followed his critic into

the unseen, has some interest as a light and passing sketch.

It is contained in a letter dated from the Athenaeum, in the

very beginning of 1874, on the occasion of a hurried visit

to London. The reader will recollect that a review of

' Literature and Dogma ' had been the Principal's last

literary effort before his illness. His mission to London,

with Principal Shairp for his associate, was on University

business, in order to secure a chair of Education for St

Andrews.
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Matthew Arm. Ill has just, come in, and \vc have had a talk. I

thought at lirsl lie looked a little as if he did QOt approve of my

pitching into him, but then he said very nicely thai he bad eeo a

speech of mine, which lie liked very much. I told him Shairp

was here and wished, to see him. "Ah!" he said, "Shairp and

you must diverge a good deal." 1 told him Shairp was not 10

narrow as he used to be. " Ah !

" he Baid again, "he has so much
feeling. Be moves hither and thither under the impulse of his

enthusiasm." Arnold's manner is very ha-ha; hut I have no

doubt lie is a very good fellow.

In spring, when his college work came to an end, the

Principal, still suffering a little from the exhaustion occasioned

by his illness, was invited by Mr Duncan to accompany him

on a tour to America, and gladly accepted this opportunity

of relaxation, which was "strongly recommended by the

doctors for rest after the winter." Medical certificates

liberated him from the work of the Education Board for

the necessary time, and a clerical friend having undertaken

the duties of his clerkship in the ensuing Assembly, he set

out on the 4th of April in the teeth of a gale, in the

Cunard steamer "Kussia." He was not fortunate at sea,

and the gale continued for more than half of his voyage,

which was an unusually long one. He records some of his

impressions in the following letter :

—

To his Wife.

The Atlantic is certainly very grand in a storm. Yesterday

afternoon I got on deck, and as I stood clinging to a rope for sup-

port, it was thrilling enough to see the huge waves rolling past and

breaking over the bow of our ship—thrilling, but somewhat terrific.

I could not help thinking of you all quietly at home, and that I

might have been quietly with you instead of tossing here on the

wide dreary ocean. With all its magnificence, it is dreary : there

is such a trackless waste of waters, and they look so pitiless, so

hungry and angry, as if they could swallow the ship and all up,

and gurgle satisfactorily over such a mouthful.

After an evening visit to the cabin of one of his fellow-

travellers, where they had been merry telling stories, and

exchanging experiences in the glow of the lamplight, he
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says :
" It was strange and solemn to come along the ship

about midnight in the silence and darkness, with the wide

dark sea all around, and no sound but the weary rumble of

the screw." The ship arrived at New York on the 17th of

April, after a voyage of a fortnight's duration. I will add

continuously his impressions of the New World and its

inhabitants, chiefly as conveyed in his letters to his wife.

April 17.

We sighted land, very low-lying and uninteresting in outline,

yesterday evening, and got into the bay of New York about ten

o'clock. But the custom-house officers in this free and en-

lightened country don't work after sundown, and so we had to

remain on board all night. Up this morning at half-past six

;

everybody astir, and eager to be on shore. Morning miserable,

pouring rain, and very cold. The season is three or four weeks

behind England here, a fortnight even behind St Andrews. So

my first view of New York has not been inspiriting. I feel

dazed a little, as you will imagine. There is a letter for me from

F. at the office, they say, but I have not got it yet. How they

know it is from my brother I don't know, but they so work with

the telegraph here that they seem to know everything ! Mr D. has

a telegraph apparatus in his room, by which he can receive news

from his office, and through it from everywhere—England and

America or China, for that matter. Were it not for the expense,

I suppose I could converse with you every day. They are a most

wonderful people to be sure. Kingsley is here lecturing, but he

has not been successful.

I have seen almost nothing of New York except that the streets

are fearfully dirty, and full of holes of an extraordinary size.

How such a rich flourishing place can stand such bad streets, and

local misgovernment the cause of it, I cannot tell. God bless

you, darling, and all the dear ones, Henny 1 included. Give her a

kiss for me. Tell her this is a wonderful place for clever, or, as

they would say, smart children, and that she will need to look

alive and learn quickly if she would equal them.

April 19.

I have been seeing and hearing many things. The Americans

of all classes like to communicate knowledge ; they love to talk,

but they don't seem so much to care to hear you talk ; so that as

I am here in the capacity of a learner, I feel quite humble, and

pick up crumbs of conversation all round. Mrs is a smart

1 His youngest child.
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woman. Thoy don't say clever. Clever means with them

pleasant, and natural. I said to a man to-day, u Be i- a elerei

writer." Ho corrected me at once. " Yes, sir " (they say " sir " oon-

tinually), he is a smart writer." It is funny, of course, at I

but after all, smart is just as good a word as clever, although how
tin' hitter comes to mean good I don't know. You can tell Baynea

this piece of philology.

Well, I am everywhere in the attitude of a listener. I feel

extremely thankful that I did not come to lecture and instruct,

but to be instructed. It is, after all, horrid impudence to go to a

new and strange country to instruct the people in it, without lii-t

learning something about that people.

Returning to his wonder about the continual use of

mechanical appliances, he goes on:

—

Mr Duncan touches a spring, and a messenger is at the door in

a few minutes—a gooddooking, well-dressed young fellow, who
will go anywhere over the town with a letter or message and bring

•an answer. If a burglar should try any of the windows, a bell

rings in Mr Duncan's dressing-room. He touches a string, and a

policeman is at the door in five minutes or less. Miss Duncan, a

girl of about Nettie's age, makes her engagements by telegraph,

working the apparatus herself.

April 21.

To-day we have been at Staten Island, where Mr Duncan has a

beautiful house, like a small oriental palace, with the most awful

road to it, or rather no road at all. You never saw such a mixture

of civilisation and barbarism, luxury and roughness.

April 22.

A great reception—about 100 New York notables. I think I

was most interested in Bret Harte. Tell Baynes I met him, and

had a long talk with him—a very gentlemanly quiet fellow ; and

Bennet of the ' New York Herald,' the great newspaper man ; and
among the D.D.'s an admirable venerable old man, Dr Adams,

whom I met at the General Assembly some years ago. Their

powers of tall talk are wonderful—tiresome, of course, but very

interesting too.

Boston, April .

The railway carriages—what are called the drawing-room cars

—

are delightful ; they are not on separate wheels as with us, but on

small truck-wheels, and there is no jolting or noise, no shouting or

rushing at the stations. Everything is done quietly, and in beau-

tiful order. On the other hand, the refreshment places are miser-

able, and the stations poor. The country which we came through

T
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is not attractive. There is so much land about here l that it is

not worth cultivating if not really good, and the result is a dis-

agreeable waste appearance. The party at dinner made great fun

of Emerson, unable to understand him ; the girls do that, they

say.

April 24.

I wish I could convey to you—I hardly can—some idea of the

cordial welcome I have had here from the Harvard University

men. Harvard is the college of Boston, situated in Cambridge,

a suburb of Boston, very much as Eton is a suburb of Windsor.

It is, in some respects, like Eton
;
quite as beautiful in some ways.

Every one seems to have read my last book about the Cambridge

divines, who are not forgotten here if they are in Cambridge in

England ; hence in some degree my welcome. I don't think, with

all my faults, I am vain. ~No one can see more faults in literary

work than I do in my own
;
yet I had a feeling that my last book

had some real merit, and it was disappointing to me that it did

not meet with more appreciation in Cambridge where the men
had lived and worked. Perhaps, after all, it met with more than

I knew of. It has been all the more gratifying to me to find it

so well recognised here, amidst an intellectual atmosphere really

more broad and brilliant than in Cambridge. I am not likely,

you may imagine, to think less of America on this account.

Since I began this letter one of the Episcopal professors has been

here in search of me, determined I shall come back and stay with

him, which I have promised to do about the 19th or 20th of

May, a week before we leave. He was delighted to find I was

the author of an article on Hooker, an old affair which you may
remember.

You cannot imagine how fine a place this is, a mixture of

Edinburgh and Paris ; the houses quite as fine as some of the

finest in Paris ; the intellectual atmosphere so charming, thought-

ful, brilliant, reverent. "What a contrast to Eton in that latter

respect, where one might wander about for weeks without anybody

taking the slightest interest, or even knowing about Hales of

Eton, about whom everybody knows here ! It makes one have

many thoughts about the value of English education, the frightful

lack of broad human interest in which it allows men to grow up.

You will think me carried away by the novelty of things, as I

am apt to be, and by the cordiality of my reception. But make
any abatement you like, there is a great deal of truth in what

I say.

1 Allusion to a favourite anecdote of a dull conversationist : "A great deal

of land about here."
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I must now dress to meet at dinner Longfellow, Emi i

Holmes, &c. ; and I will try and tell you my impressions of I

after I have done. so.

Ever

The Boston literati have come and gone. I sat besid'- I.

fellow at dinner, and had some very pleasant conversation with

him. But 0. W. Eolmea was the great talker, and kept asking

questions constantly about Scotland, how Bums could have come

out of its Calvinistic atmosphere, &c.—a little dapper man, hard

and brusque, and more inquisitive than pleasant, but very bright

and intelligent. He and Longfellow more ignorant of Scotland

and Scotch modes of thought than I had imagined possible.

Emerson talking not very much, in oracular imperfect sent-)

somewhat as he writes (he is very much interested in being pro-

posed as Rector for Glasgow). I think I almost enjoyed the

conversation of Dr Ellis, a retired Unitarian minister, who went
with me through Harvard College to-day, more than any of them.

There is almost nothing of the New York Yankee here. People

are like English ladies and gentlemen of the best class, as different

as possible from the Americans you meet abroad.

Everybody here has a great interest in the Queen, and speak

of her with the most beautiful respect. This also, as you may
imagine, is a bond of regard between them and me.

I see from the newspapers that Mr Fields, to whom John
Brown gave me a note, has been lecturing last night on Long-

fellow, extolling him to the skies as quite equal to any modern
poet. This is rather extravagant. But it is better to speak well

of one another, as all the literary men here seem to do, than to

bite and devour one another as they often do at home. Lowell
(who is not here at present, but in Italy) speaks with high com-
mendation of Emerson, Fields of Longfellow, Holmes of Bret

Harte (who does not belong to their own set), and so on. It is a

little like a mutual admiration society ; but it is better, after all,

than a mutual depreciation society. I am going out to see some
more of their institootions. I am a little tired of institoo-

tioiis, but after I am clear of Washington I shall be clear of

them.

April 25.

Lunched with the Boston Literary Club ; very pleasant.

Holmes and Emerson the best men there, and an " Editor " (as

they are called—the editors are quite a recognised class) of the

name of "Whipple, and also another man whose name I did

not catch, complimented me on ' Dogmatic Extremes.' 2 He

1 Published in the ' Contemporary Review.

'
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[Whipple] thought it so good, he said, that he had exhausted

almost the whole of it for his paper. Fitz-James Stephen,

whom he knew to be the author of the attack in the ' Pall Mall,'

was " a man of ' a big jaw,' as we say in this country." Holmes

reads very few books, he says. He prefers to talk with people.

He has not even read ' Middlemarch.'

Sunday, April 26.

I have just heard the most remarkable sermon I ever heard in

my life—1 use the word in no American sense—from Mr Phillips

Brooks, an Episcopal clergyman here : equal to the best of

Frederick Robertson's sermons, with a vigour and force of thought

which he has not always. I have never heard preaching like it,

and you know how slow I am to praise preachers. So much
thought and so much life combined—such a reach of mind, and

such a depth of insight and soul. I was electrified. I could

have got up and shouted. I shook hands with the preacher after-

wards, who asked me to preach in the afternoon for him ; but

I would not do this, remembering your caution.

The postal arrangements are not good here ; they have no such

facilities for posting as we have. Strange that so practical a

people in other respects should be behind in these matters.

The next letter (for the above is but the first of the budget)

carries on the diary.

New York, April 30.

The weather continuing very cold, with snowy showers at in-

tervals. Of course they say it is exceptional ; where does not one

hear this excuse for untoward cold and untoward heat? The
contrasts of climate, and indeed all contrasts, are very extreme in

this country—beauty and bleakness, aridity and fertility. Just

out of New York and Boston (not so much) there are vast swamps,

no smiling green fields or rich ploughed land. The size of the

country and of everything in it is beyond measure astonishing. I

feel lonely in going away from this hospitable house, where they

have been so kind to me, into the wide western wilds. But I

will pluck up spirit when I get away.

Philadelphia, April 30.

Here I am at length on my own hook. I came here in less

than four hours, and was glad to see some appearance of green

fields, although the trees are bare still, quite wintry-looking. This

is an old Quaker city, but there seems little Quakerism about it

now. The number of darkies, some of the women quite gaily

dressed, is the feature that has struck me most. All the waiters

at dinner are black, most of them with white chokers, which few
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other people wear. Few clergymen wear them. Even the I

copal minister at Boston preached without bands. Boyd would

hold up his hands in horror.

I have not called on anybody yet. I was glad, in B sense, for

a day to be out of Leadership, and look about for myself. I saw

that John B. Gough, who is the great "star orator" in America,

was to lecture here to-ni^ht, and I went and heard him. Gough,

was in Scotland many years ago as a temperance lecturer, and he

has certainly remarkable gifts. There must, I fancy, have been

six thousand people, more probably eight thousand. I got a place

at the very top, and could not help being impressed by the man,

although ho talked a great deal of nonsense. His subject was

Eloquence and Orators, and he gave some most humorous illustra-

tions, speaking about Chalmers, Guthrie, &c. This is the sort of

lecturing, I fancy, the Americans care for. There was nothing

that was not for good in the lecture to-night, and it is a great

power to move, as he seemed to do, masses of educated human
creatures. I believe all Americans are more or less educated.

The following letter from Washington is chiefly taken up

with a curious adventure—an encounter with a namesake, the

Hon. Thomas Logan Tulloch, a gentleman who had written

to the Principal making inquiries into the genealogy of the

family, and who received him with open arms. More interest-

ing, however, is the account of a negro congregation, in which

the novelty and grotesqueness of the circumstances seem to

have moved him rather to consternation than to sympathy.

May 3.

I was found out, and invited to come up and take my seat

among the officials round the pulpit as a minister. But it was

necessary to draw the line somewhere, and I would not do this.

The fact is, / was rather frightened. It is rather dreadful, the

sight of men and women, a congregation of them, as black as the

grate (tell Henny this), some of the women and men too only

partly coloured,- almost fine-looking, but for the greater part uglier

than you can imagine. But if the mere sight was astonishing,

the effect of the sermon of the nigger preacher—a wild and rather

poor rhapsody about " putting on the Lord Jesus "—nearly ap-

palled me. As the preacher got excited and ranted forth these

words, they ranted and roared in turn, some of them literally

bellowing, " That's it !
" " Yes, hallelujah ! Amen !

" And a woman
not far from me got into violent convulsive fits, and stood up
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bending herself backward and forward over the pew, like a person

in catalepsy. I thought she would have broken her back. Then
after she had been held down for a while, just like a maniac, she

beat her hands together, and those around her beat their hands,

and the men roared and grinned and nodded, till the whole affair

was like Bedlam, and I was really glad to get away. I doubt if

I had lived here if I should have been much of' an Abolitionist.

They certainly look an inferior race.

May 4.

I have had a long day, interviewing the President of the United

States. He is a somewhat severe -looking man, without much
graciousness of manner. He is noted for his taciturnity—a rare

virtue in an American, I am bound to say But he talked very

freely with me, beginning with the usual " I am delighted to make
your acquaintance, Doctor." He told me he " was raised in Ohio,"

and had a very imperfect education (talking of schools), and an-

swered my questions plainly and affably. I spent the rest of the

day in the Capitol, seeing heaven knows how many people, all

remarkable men, to whom I was introduced. The Speaker of the

House of Bepresentatives made me sit down near him, and was

most agreeable—a very clever-like man, Mr Blaine—and I saw all

the forms of the House very well. It is a much larger, and in

some respects finer room than our House of Commons—more space

and more light, each member Avith a desk before him, and little

boys running about doing errands for the members. I did not

hear any debate. The chaplain of the Senate was most agreeable,

and made me promise to go to-morrow and open the Senate with

prayer. One very clever - looking man, the Hon. B. Blair, a

member of President Lincoln's Cabinet, told me he had been so

much impressed by the review of my book in ' Blackwood's Maga-
zine,' that he had sent to England for a copy. I told him he

might get it in New York.

May 6.

I gave the senators a prayer this morning, which I hope may
do them good. To me it was impressive doing such a thing in

such circumstances. Sir Edward Thornton, our Minister, called

and invited me to dine with him to-morrow, but I shall then be

on my way to Chicago. I wish he had asked me to-day, but he

was engaged. I should have liked to dine again with a real Eng-
lish family without any Yankee ways. "With all their kindness,

their ways are not our ways, and the heart sometimes turns to the

old ways instinctively. It is too bad to say this, considering how
they have taken me to their bosom, and that they are really in

many respects so noble a people.
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The next letter is from Cincinnati, where the traveller was

detained by a characteristic accident. He was on his way to

Chicago to meet his brother, and had hoped to reach that

place in thirty-six hours from Washington,

—

But we missed our "connection," as they say here, having been

delayed by a break-down—not of our train, but of one on the

way. It was funny to see how coolly the Yankees take this sort

of thing ; and as it was no great matter to me, I took it coolly too.

We crossed the Alleghany mountains, running quite up the side

of the mountains and overhanging precipices just like the road

(although not so good) to St Moritz. Then a comfortable bed,

large, and upon the whole comfortable, was made for me by the

black servant; clean sheets. I must say everything is very clean

in the bedrooms and cars, save the spitting and squirting tobacco-

juice in the common cars. This is not allowed in the Pullman

drawing-room and sleeping cars, in which I have chiefly travelled.

I had noticed in a dictionary of authors that two of my books

—

the answer to Kenan and ' Beginning Life'—had been republished

at Cincinnati. I sallied forth into the large unknown town, and

after various inquiries the " Methodist Book Concern " was pointed

out to me. I inquired for my books, which I got at once. I

said, " Now I am quite willing to pay for these copies, but I

think you ought to give me them for nothing, as I am the writer

of them." The man looked amazed, and referred me to the head

of the establishment, who also looked amazed. When he under-

stood who I really was, he was very gracious, and of course had

a copy of each put up for me. I gathered that they both sold

largely—one of them being the volume of whose limited sale

Macmillan, you may remember, complained. The joke is, they

were all dear—dearer, in fact, as everything here is, than at home.

Their selling price is one dollar twenty-five cents, or five shillings,

according to the present currency. ' Beginning Life ' was never

more than 3s. 6d. at home, and the other volume can be got

abundantly for eighteenpence. They are a strange lot, to steal

a man's brains in that way and never offer him a cent, nor even,

till asked for, a copy of the book. One of the bishops write-; a

long and flattering introduction ; one might say, " Less of your

manners and more of your siller, my pious Methodist."

At Chicago the Principal's chief business was to meet a

brother, whose course in the world had been somewhat er-

ratic, and whom he was anxious to help—a piece of business

in which he seems for the moment to have succeeded, at some
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pecuniary risk to himself. He had inquiries to make at the

same time about certain foreign friends of high rank in their

own country, about whose insignificance there he speaks

strongly.

Bear always in mind that nobody, prince or peer—if such

things could be in this country—is anybody here apart from dollars

or character—that is to say, personal distinction of some kind.

The President is nobody, except that he is the executive head of

the country. No personal deference is paid to him ; the veriest

scamp may shake hands with him. Everybody shakes hands with

you here, and you could not give greater offence than to decline

such a familiarity. Our friend, therefore, is nobody here—although

Lady C. would have taken him into dinner before the biggest

dollar man going,—and nobody is particularly interested in him.

You cannot, unless you Avere in the country, realise the effects of

this equality—in the hotels and the cars, everywhere. It has, no

doubt, its good side.

Having concluded his business in Chicago, the Principal

made his one excursion of pure pleasure to Niagara, and

from that spot writes two letters full of the very thunder of

the waters, the awe and wonder of the great spectacle. He

had not admired anything he had as yet seen of American

scenery. He found in it " a lack of all attraction and beauty,"

the land without culture, the mountains and rivers without

charm. " Banks low, and waters pallid rather than blue,"

he says of the great lakes— nothing remarkable, but the

" immense in everything." But this dissatisfaction left his

mind when he stood by the great cataracts. It is need-

less to repeat in his words a description so often read : but

personal feeling has always an interest of its own. " It was

lonely to be all alone amid such a vast sublimity," he says

;

" but I thought of you and of Higher Ones. A man could

hardly have any feeling who had not such thoughts. It

filled me with a strange elevating sadness." Next day he

writes again, with further attempts to describe the wonder-

ful vision, which is indescribable—adding, the " great many

thoughts of you all," and the desire to communicate to his
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own people "some of the lessons America has taught me

—

lessons conservative as well as liberal, lessons for our churches

and for our politicians," which had risen in his mind in the

emotion and inspiration which the grandeur of nature

brought into it. " But the enthusiasm may all die away

amidst the commonplaces of one's home work," he adds. It

did, perhaps, to some extent ; at least it never came to such

expression as he fancied, within the roar of Niagara, that

he must endeavour to give. But no doubt the profound

impression was not without its use.

Canada pleased him better than the States, so far as nat-

ural beauty was concerned. The site of Ottawa struck him

as very grand—a fit position for a capital, though still only

a capital in a wilderness; and the Canadians were, "of

course, much like our own home folk, and this is always

pleasant to the national instinct." On his way to Montreal,

whither he had intended to travel by railway, another break-

down occurred, the train, it was found, being " seven hours

late, and consequently once more out of connection." The

Principal remarks upon " the natural ejaculations that fall

from an Englishman and Scotchman on such occasions," as

to the stupidity of railway officials ; but adds, " Canadians,

like Americans, say nothing—they consider themselves hope-

lessly in the hands of the railway companies." After this

accident he transferred himself to the St Lawrence, and

completed his journey by the river, with the scenery of which

he was delighted. All these accidents and delays, however,

so kept him back, that his concluding visit to Yale College

on his return to America had to be very rapid, a visit of a

few hours only, " which they rather resented." " But after

all, I saw the place," he says. " The insides of buildings and

libraries are very much the same, and you get the details of

the studies from their programmes and calendars better than

in any other way." " They all walked with me to the station

on my way back," he adds, conveying a pleasant suggestion
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of the American professors surrounding their stalwart Scot-

tish comrade, full of good wishes and pleasant talk. The

President, Dr N. Porter, " who is really an able man, ex-

pressed himself very warmly about my books—even ' Theism,'

which 1 had learned myself somewhat to despise." And

thus the last visit, like the first, was full of kindness and

nattering attentions. " It seems almost like a dream," the

Principal adds, as he prepares with delight to embark for

home. " I have seen so much and so many people. I must

say it seems upon the whole a very pleasant dream."

It will be seen that in his communications to his wife he

says nothing about the " institutions," of which so soon he

declares himself tired. In another diary, from which I be-

lieve he compiled some papers for ' Good Words,' we have

the account of them, which every traveller is bound to give

as his contribution to the information of the world. But I

do not think the reader will find them so interesting as the

more spontaneous records of his own feelings and partialities.

There are several broad general conclusions mingled with

these descriptions, which breathe the hasty certainties of

a newly arrived visitor, of which the following is an

example :

—

The women are not only intelligent in a degree unknown l to

England, but cordial and frank—open-minded, shall I say 1 They

speak readily of all the great facts of life ; they face these facts

simply, naturally. The young girls were modelling and drawing

the nude without any consciousness in the rooms of the Cooper

Institute. Life as a work, a duty to he done, is accepted in all

its aspects. There is nothing Mrs does not talk about with

a certain measure of intelligence. Nobody beyond his personal

qualities of intelligence or character excites respect. There is no

big man or formidable woman, simply because they occupy a cer-

tain social grade. Features of life and character are freely talked

of. So-and-so is described in that sense, and with a kind of

opinion unknown to us. " She is a dear girl, with much loveli-

1 In the original this is written "quite unknown" ; but apparently a com-

punction had visited the Principal's bosom, for the quite is struck out with a

pencil-stroke, and his countrywomen thus let down more gently.
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ness of character," Mrs 1). said of a young lady win. on the deatb

of her mother suddenly had aammed the management of a

household. " He is a Bohemian, a political agent to-day, a financial

speculator, a 1 »i 1 1 i;u< I-mai kcr to-morrow." The farts are so. Why
should they not ho told 1 There is no such social reticence as

one meets with at home, Then educationally,— I have no doubt,

from what I have seen, how thorough it is. At the Cooper Insti-

tute for example, up to a certain point, work, educational or other-

wise, is work—so far as it goes. There is no shame in ignorance

in any special matter ; the point is to get rid of it and become

improved. The gentleman who showed me through the Cooper

Institute seemed to know a little of everything, but thought

St Andrews in Glasgow. When I explained to him his mistake,

it was no matter, he was glad to be informed ; and he knew about

St Andrews, and Tom Hughes's residence there in the College

Hall. Tom Hughes had been his guest while here.

Another fact—the girls. Women are not only good-looking,

but the pallor so much spoken of appears to me exaggerated. I

saw some extremely beautiful girls yesterday, with the freshness

of English faces and the air of elegance and delicate bloom of the

best Parisians.

The authority of the Principal's statements on these

matters may perhaps call forth a smile ; it must be remem-

bered that he was writing to his wife, and without any

thought of a more critical audience.

One or two odd sayings are scattered among these remin-

iscences. One of the preachers, for example, whom the

Principal heard, Dr Tiffany, described St Peter as " an old

salt " who " cursed and swore like a pilot." After a celebra-

tion of the Queen's birthday in Chicago, a newspaper report

came out with the heading, "Best Queen in the business."

Both of these belonged, no doubt, to the frank expressions of

opinion which the traveller so much admired. He was but

two months absent on the whole, and saw a very great deal

in the short time—saw and enjoyed, and brought back with

him a most kindly feeling, and an impression almost awe-

stricken of the mechanical conveniences of which American

households were full, which I think was of all things that

which had impressed him most—mingled with a little wonder
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at their deficiencies also iu simple matters, one of which

especially struck him much, being most inconvenient ''to a

man with his constant correspondence. " There are no local

or district post-offices visible, no pillars as we have. I have

had letters lying beside me for some days because I have for-

got to give them to Mr D. in the morning to post at his

office." This, in comparison with the uncanny telegraphic

apparatus in every bedroom, filled his mind with amaze.

I have missed out a visit to Princeton, the Presbyterian

and Calvinistic College, which was one of his most curious

experiences. He was, he says,

Very much interested, but somewhat oppressed, by the evidently

Puritan tone of the place—or rather that curious air of formality

and narrowness which characterises the strictest sect everywhere.

Wmt in the evening to Dr Adams's, to meet his faculty and

students, where, as at Princeton, I was forced to say a few words.

I seemed to myself not to say anything with much effect at

Princeton. It is a trying ordeal, however, for a man without the

American gift of the gab to be set up against a door in a drawing-

room, or to be called upon unexpectedly after a lecture to make

a few remarks.

Something more important than a few words delivered

standing up against a drawing-room door seems to have

been demanded of him before he left New York. He

appears to have delivered a lecture upon " Scotland as it is
"

to his many admirers and friends. I find a few sheets of

notes with this heading, dated " New York, 4th Pres.

Church, 25th May 1874," which show the character of the

discourse. He begins by noting—" Claims I may have to

speak on the subject—connection with public interests in

Scotland and out of Scotland. Always a Liberal—never a

strong party man." Passing briefly in the same hierogly-

phical way over the political condition of Scotland, he dwells

a little more distinctly upon the social—although, he adds,

I do not know that I have much to say on this. In one point

of view the social state of Scotland is a subject of congratulation,

peaceful and orderly now for 130 years—since the '45. Rapid
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growth of industries of all kinds: Glasgow, Dundee, the ii"i,

districts. But there is also in Scotland, as in all countri

masses of social poverty and misery. A large proportion of the

working classes in our large towns— in Glasgow, Edinburgh,

Dundee—are not in a good happy social or moral condition :

members of no church, although, taking our churches altogether,

we have about a church to every 600 of the population. Multi-

tudes go to no church. The same social difficulties there as here,

intensified with us by the narrowness of our bounds, and tin-

greater difficulty of social recovery for any lapsed family or class.

Of our Churches, far the largest is still the old National Church
[here follow statistics]. "With all the shocks from secession or

disruption, the Established Church is still strong—growing of late

especially in towns. Episcopacy about 2 per cent, Roman Catholics

"9 per cent. "What divides the Presbyterian bodies 1 The State

Church principle. United Presbyterian. Spiritual independence.

Free Church.

Abolition of patronage. Movements in all the Churches to-

wards better congregational services. Organs—prayer—responses
—parallel with America. This movement seen to go on, though

strongly opposed by some—inevitable with the advance of I

and culture. Church Service Society.

Prospects of union between all the Presbyterian Churches—may
come—time not ripe yet. Break-down of union negotiated be-

tween Free Church and United Presbyterian—too much political

motive in it. Two views on the subject of union. One side Bay

there can be no union without Disestablishment. Another side

will on no account assent to this, but invite union on the existing

constitutional basis of the Church.

The question of Disestablishment—a small question in one sense

in Scotland. The Church receives very little from the State,

—

nothing to speak of directly. Teinds. Grants from consolidated

fund. Not above $25,000, if so much. Mr Band's grant would
make it up. General position of the Established Church.

Eeligious thought. But, it will be said, are there not deeper

causes of dissension among the Presbyterian Churches 1—the rise

of a new spirit of thought unconnected with the old standard- I

Delicacy of the subject, but will speak of it with frankness.

There is such a new spirit, more or less in all the Churches

—

pre-eminently in the Established Church, but also in the Free,

—

instance, Mr Knight, Dr Smith of Glasgow, &C.

The distinction is substantially the same as that between the

old and new schools among yourselves. We have many men
preaching the Gospel in a fresh, broad, and free way. "We have

others ultra-Calvinists.
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This is a rapidly growing movement. Nobody knows so much
of it as I do. It is said of me, whether for good or evil, that I

have done more to promote it during the last twenty years than

any other person. I mean to continue to do so.

The cause of the movement—a life of new thought in the

Church—wider historic and critical study of the New Testament

and early Christian records—literary, intellectual, and personal

intercourse with England—the study of German theology,—all

these are causes. It is the growth of intelligence, in short. It

is easy to be traditional, dogmatic, when you do not require to

think.

What will be the end of it 1 The end of it, I have no doubt,

will be the expansion and elevation of Christian thought,—

I

should hope, the creation of a broader Christian character than we
have yet had in Scotland. It will either be that, or the entire

disintegration of religious parties and churches—the movement
cannot be stopped.

Should it not break up the Churches 1 No, I say, and have

said so all along. Let the Confession of Faith alone, but use

more conscience towards it.

Shall we get help from America in the work of reconstruction 1

I hope so. I think so.

No reason why there should ever be any rivalry between the

countries, save the rivalry of peaceful industry ; or betwixt the

Churches, save in the inspiring culture of divine revelation on one

hand, and the unceasing promotion of social amelioration and the

Christian reign of harmony on the other.

The Principal published on his return some articles in

'Good Words' on his experience in America, but neither

these nor the formal diary which he kept are so interesting

as the first fresh impulse of his private letters. I may add

a second and equally pleasant account of his Boston experi-

ences, addressed to Professor Baynes :

—

Boston, April 26, 1874.

I cannot tell you how much I have enjoyed myself here, how
kind everybody has been, and with what flattering kindness they

have received me— Longfellow, Emerson, Holmes, Dana, and a

man in some respects as remarkable as any of them— Phillips

Brooks, the great preacher here now. I never heard anything

equal to his sermon to-day, and you know I don't readily praise

sermons. It had all the originality and life of thought of Rob-

ertson of Brighton, with less tenderness and delicacy of insight,
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but more robustness and incision. I do not think I am very

rain, and you know how easily depressed I an as to my work

sometimes. The 'Rational Theology' I come lometimes to thins

a very poor business, though certainly I was a little mortified

I did not receive more proofs that it had interested and plea ed

the present Cambridge men. Here in the new Cambridge,

amongst the Harvard men, I found everybody had read it; I

blush to think of the compliments I have received.

Dana, whom I had not seen before, has been in to-night, and

is an extremely pleasant little man, full of Scotland, and very con-

servative, as all the best men are here. Why get rid <>f any good

thing you have? they say. If it is wrong, make it light; but

don't part with it. Ho even thinks the new Appellate Court (he

is a lawyer) a mistake. The power should have been preserved

in the House of Lords, he says, and certain high judges added to

it officially, who would have had all the advantages of life peers

without any of their disadvantages, dependence upon the Govern-

ment of the day, &c. Emerson seems an extraordinary mixture

of genius and rusticity. Everybody seems amazed at his nomina-

tion for the Rectorship at Glasgow, and I have had to explain the

position of affairs over and over again.

On the whole, Boston with its literary atmosphere pleased

him most, more than the splendours and telegraphs of New
York. Emerson with face half rustic, half divine, with " a

very quaint hesitating sort of manner, the oracularity of

his writings without their pith and richness," told him of

his first visit to Carlyle—" a true genius, but sometimes wilful

and perverse." " His (Emerson's) forget fulness," the Princi-

pal adds, " of names and facts in speaking, and losing the

thread, as he said, of his story, were very characteristic."

The company was very fine, the talk no doubt equal to the

occasion ; but the conclusion of the visitor was that he was

" very much interested, but also somewhat disappointed," as

no doubt a stranger, with the great personages of a country

thus assembled to meet him, might very naturally be. He
was deeply thankful to get home, to find his wife better, and

that everything had gone well in his absence, and to take up

again the familiar threads of his home life.
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CHAPTER X.

1874 TO 1879.

The Principal returned from his American expedition with

renewed strength and vigour, ready for all the require-

ments of his much-occupied life. He had been at home

only a few weeks when we find him again in London—this

time watching the course through Parliament of the bill for

the abolition of patronage in the Church of Scotland. He
was not, as has been seen, much interested in this bill,

nor considered the "relief from patronage," which gave a

name to one body of Scotch Dissenters, and had been the

cause of all secessions from the Church, of any vital import-

ance. But still, he warmed as the measure was carried

through. On his first evening in London he made his way

to the House of Commons, and " heard about half of the

debate."

To his Wife. .July 7.

I missed very little except Mr Gladstone's speech against the

bill, which was very good (they said) from his point of view, but

which seems in to-day's paper a curious mass of inconsistencies.

Playfair got up shortly after I went in and havered a good deal,

and then Colonel Alexander, one of the members for Ayrshire,

good in some ways, but rambling. Then Dizzy made a very clever

speech, and walked into Gladstone and his inconsistencies with

admirable point and effect. He is a clever beggar; I wonder what
the Conservatives would do without him 1 He walked away
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lamely with his foot in a cloth shoe, apparently suffering from

gout, poor old boy. Upon the whole, there was a good deal <>f

ignorance in the whole business. They have adjoarned the

debate, you will see, to Monday next, which will probably hi- the

limit of my stay. I will try ami do what I can in the meantime

about it.

July 8.

I have been to the Lord Advocate's office to-day ami suggested

a clause to him, which, if he would only put it in, would cut the

feet from under Gladstone and do immense good to the church.

But the stupidity of people passes all bounds. It is my invari-

able experience about London and political men. They want

intelligence more than anything else. The country is going to the

dogs for want of brains.

July 12.

I was startled this morning by a telegram from General Pon-

sonby—" The Queen invites you to dine and sleep here " (Windsor

Castle). Of course I telegraphed compliance, and must therefore

go down to Windsor again this afternoon. Her Majesty wishes to

know about the patronage business, I believe. I have just written

my last word on the subject to Smith, who is acting here in concert

with the Lord Advocate. I wish them to open the elective body

for the appointment of ministers as widely as possible, so that all

who are willing to declare themselves members of the Church may
do so, without having their claim to be so determined by the kirk-

session. The Government, however, are stiff (though Smith is

favourable), and I daresay they think me a wolf in sheep's clothing.

It is rather hard to be cut, as it were, by Playfair on the sub-

ject on the one hand, and not to be very acceptable on the other

hand : however, I have delivered my soul to both. I know that

I am right, and that I really know more of the matter and what is

right in the circumstances than either the one or the other. In

giving my final word to Smith, I have assumed a tone of solemn

warning. Seriously, however, I have done what I could, and if

they will not take advice I cannot help it.

I have been to Stopford Brooke's church this morning. The

church was very uncomfortable, what with its ugliness, the making
people stand so long for a seat, and the heat together. But he

preached a truly noble sermon on immortality, some parts really

very fine, making the blood run fast, if anything was needed to

do this in such weather.

July 13.

I went down to Windsor Castle just in time to dress for

dinner : there was a considerable party. The Duchess of Rox-

U
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burghe, with whom I had a long talk about Kelso ; the Dean of

Windsor and his wife, the latter very agreeable and good-looking

;

and Mr Cross the Home Secretary, with whom I had a good deal

of talk about the Patronage BilL The Queen herself seemed in

very good spirits, and is, of course, displeased with Mr Gladstone's

speech. " lie might have so easily stayed away," her Majesty said.

To-day is, I think, hotter, more breathless than ever. Oh for a

waft of St Andrews air !

"

All these extraneous matters, however, occupied a great

deal of time, and he complains in the latter part of this year of

being much retarded in his individual work. His suggestions

in respect to the Patronage Bill were no doubt of value both

to the Church and to Government ; but in the midst of the

bustle of London he cast regretful thoughts towards the

accumulations in his study.

To Rev. R. H. Story.

I am behind with all literary matters, having promised nearly a

year ago to have new editions ready of my ' Leaders ' and ' Puri-

tans,' and as yet have hardly done a single thing towards that end.

I have promised also for the ' Contemporary ' an article on the

" Author of Thorndale," which would be a work of love ; but not

a word of that either. Meantime I am patching up a lecture for

the Philosophical Institute on " American Colleges," also with a

view of getting quit of an old promise to give them a course of

lectures on the " Leaders of Monasticism," indefinitely delayed.

Education work is a constant interruption to literary work.

"We had a terrible day at the Commission on Wednesday last,

and W. was, if possible, more than usually polemical and absurd.

I see little, or rather no good in his sort of line. It is so easy to

be what is called clever, when you think only of yourself, and

nothing of any others or of the subject in hand.

The Commission is a standing committee of the General

Assembly, elected yearly to keep an eye on public business,

where polemics sometimes ran even higher within a nar-

rower circle than in the broader limits of the ecclesiastical

parliament itself. He was occasionally moved to an out-

burst of impatience over these meetings and their impracti-

cable controversialists, accompanied now and then by a moan

over his own sufferings
—"chained to the desk, obliged to
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chronicle all the doings of a lot of talkative fools." But this

was but an outcry of restlessness; and that he found his

position at the clerk's table supportable enough, is evident

from the fact that he soon after became a candidate for the

senior clerkship, rendered vacant by the death of Dr Cook,

under whom he had served as second clerk for a number of

years. He explains his ideas and feelings on this subject in

the following letter :

—

To Rev. Dr Dickson. Sept. 18, 1874.

Dr Cook's loss is a very serious one for me, amongst others. I

had great personal affection for him amidst all our differences, and

the changes as to the clerkship will be all troublesome. I would

fain remain as I am if another Dr Cook could be set over me.

But the more I think of it, the more I feel that I would serve

nothing by the exercise of undue modesty on the occasion. Any
ordinary man, Struthers or Milligan, made principal clerk, would

not relieve me of any responsibility, and would, in fact, have to

be coached by me to the very duties which I myself shrank from

undertaking. In two successive years—when Dr Cook was

moderator, and the year following—I kept the minutes and had

the whole responsibility of them, and both work and responsibility

can only be tested by trial. I should have more to do during the

Assembly, and goodness knows I have enough to do in every way
already. But I should be relieved of all the Royal Bounty business,

which is sometimes very bothering ; and besides, I could not work
under anybody as I have done under Cook, who was so much, in

reality as well as in experience, my senior. Milligan came here

yesterday to consult me on the matter. I should be very glad to

see Milligan second clerk ; and of course he said handsomely that

neither he nor any candidate would offer opposition to me if I

wished the full clerkship.

As a matter of course, the Principal succeeded Dr Cook by

the unanimous election of the next Assembly—that of 1875.

He had held the appointment of second clerk for some years,

and during that time he had gone on gaining more and more

the confidence of the Church. The suspicions that had

vaguely floated about against him, as over-liberal in his

views, had become by this time the merest vapour ; and his

faithfulness to the Church and warm Christian sentiment,
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as well as the ability and power which had never been

doubted, had now the fullest recognition. Since the death

of Norman Macleod, the Principal had been without a rival

in the estimation of his countrymen, and almost without a

peer.

It is in the end of the year that I find the first allusion to

a scheme which afterwards became of great importance, and

has formed, I believe, a point of departure for an entirely new

and remarkable extension of university work in Scotland.

This was a scheme for the formation either of a branch of

the University of St Andrews, or an independent institution

connected with it, in the rich and rising town of Dundee.

As in most important movements of the kind, the first

attempt did little more than place the idea before men's

minds. A public meeting was held, much correspondence

carried on with authorities on all sides, and then the nascent

movement dropped, though not without leaving a vital seed,

which germinated after a time. The Principal paid a visit

to Dundee on the business of the Education Board, just after

the agitation had begun ; but his opinion then was, that

"the Dundee College scheme does not seem very hopeful,

Dr "Watson being in a somewhat darkened mind on the

subject, as well as Dr Baxter, as they call him." He adds,

however, that " Knight is more enlightened." Various allu-

sions to this scheme, which took a long time to incubate,

but finally resulted in important practical issues, will be

found further on.

Nothing could be more calm than the course of the suc-

ceeding years. The agitations of the earlier period had died

down. The questions of innovations, once so hotly battled

in the Church, had dropped almost altogether, and ceremo-

nials that had been so unusual as to alarm the old-fashioned

and excite the factious, as if the very existence of the Church

of Scotland had been at stake, had now become of the most

everyday occurrence, and did the Church no harm, but rather
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good. The still more, exciting questions of subscription, of

the binding nature of the Westminster Confession, as the la I

word that could be allowed to be said in ecclesiastical mat-

ters—if they did not so entirely sink into quiet, yet only

appeared now and then in the hand of one of the Principal's

old adversaries in the Assembly, superannuated weapons

giving a harmless flash in the light. Perhaps the calmer

period of life had brought with it a more tranquil atmosphere,

and this calm diffused itself throughout all the external busi-

ness with which the Principal had to do. He was no less

impatient than ever with the dulness which every public

man of lively intelligence must encounter in the management

of public business, and no less disposed than ever to launch

a hasty dart of half angry or wholly angry humour at the

" blockheads " who would not see what he meant. These

missiles, I fear, come very readily to the hands of Scotsmen

;

but they meant nothing more than a gleam of impatience

generally, often modified at once by the ready laughter which

changed the character of the denunciation that followed.

Sometimes even the dignitaries in London, who would not see

the point of an objection or suggestion, shared, as has been

perceived, this hasty condemnation—sometimes the learned

professors in the Senatus, sometimes even the heads of the

educational interests of Scotland. Scribbling at the table of

the Education Board in Edinburgh to his wife on one occa-

sion, he tells her how beautiful is the tender green of spring

in the Queen Street gardens, over which he looks " while a

havering fellow," a member of some deputation from the

country, is going on, " speaking much without saying any-

thing." He was always exceedingly impatient of " havering,"

whatever was the subject. The letters of this period, how-

ever, contain little except the passing record of events, family

and otherwise, with occasionally a pleasant note of amused

humour. On one occasion, at an Edinburgh dinner-party,

one of those perpetual entertainments which amused (yet
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sometimes also bored) him during his weekly attendance at

the Board meetings, he took a lady in to dinner " who was

intelligent about art and the English Church, &c, but asked

where I resided," says the Principal, with a warm sense of the

humour of the situation. His company had been a little dull

on that particular night ; for he goes on to tell his wife of the

" pale young people who sang melancholy songs," and young

officers from the Castle who had been dancing till daylight

on the previous morning, and could not keep their eyes open.

And there are many other little notes of society of a similar

character.

The business in the Assembly in 1875, though it was the

year after the abolition of patronage, was not particularly in-

teresting, and the Principal took part in only one debate, that

which arose on the proposal that ministers and students from

other Presbyterian bodies in Scotland might be eligible for

admission into the Church of Scotland. The Principal, as

has been already seen, took no lively interest in any proposal

of this kind, not feeling that the true elements of union

existed between the separated bodies, and having no con-

fidence in any factitious movement. But he seconded the

motion, though, as he allowed, differing on many points from

the proposers, and for the following reasons. His speeches

and the debates altogether were very imperfectly reported,

and it is only a fragment that can be given.

Every Free Church student receives as good if not a better

education than those of our own halls, and the students of the

United Presbyterian Church, I believe, are equally well equipped.

The Church of Scotland is in a sense the Church of all Presby-

terians in the country—the mother Church. It is therefore with

no view of bribing men from 'ither Churches that the Act is passed,

but simply with the view of putting ourselves in a true attitude

towards the other Churches.

He explains the position and result of this motion the

next day as follows :

—
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To his Wife.

We havo got it all over at last. 1 had to make two pretty long

speeches last night, somewhat against my will. But I thought the

best thing I could do was to have the matter about the admission

of Free Church ministers settled in some way, and to give any one

an opportunity of coming hack if they were so disposed. Wallace

and Story, and all the lovers of ritual, were against me, but I

think I spoke, particularly in reply, pretty well—(I am hardly

reported at all, particularly in the ' Scotsman,' the reply being

between one and two in the morning)—and I was astonished by

the largo majority. I got home with the Procurator about five

in the morning, beautiful clear light,—Lady Burdett Coutts, I

believe, and a knot of ladies remaining to the end.

He returned from the Assembly, the business of which

was concluded by this debate, to the marriage of his daughter

Nettie with Mr Charles Colson, who had been appointed a

very short time before one of her Majesty's inspectors of

schools. His appointment in the first instance was to

Ceylon, whither the young pair had to proceed at once.

This was the second of the pretty weddings in the College

Church, which the Principal's family brought more or less

into fashion in St Andrews, the Scotch custom of marriage

in the bride's house having up to that time been universal.

Later in the year I find the following interesting account

of one of his usual visits to Balmoral :

—

I had a long conversation as usual after lunch on Sunday with

the Queen. Her Majesty talked with great animation and earnest-

ness, and more continuously than she sometimes does. Spoke of

the sermon I had preached—liked it : thought it very important

people should not forget either the intellectual side or the rituals

of religion ; but religious people are so wrong-headed, the Queen
said. They either abuse inquiry, and fall into infidelity, or go off

into Eomanism. People are so very bad to each other about re-

ligion, they would kill each other about it. She used this phrase,

I remember. The Queen then talked very warmly of vivisec-

tion, about which she is greatly excited. It made her wild, she

said, to think of the cruelties practised towards poor animals, and
she ridiculed the idea of comparing it to sport. You do not keep

the poor wounded creatures and torture them, her Majesty said.

I ought to preach about it.
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In June of this year (1S76) the Principal was examined at

considerable length before the Boyal Commission appointed

to inquire into the condition and requirements of the Uni-

versities of Scotland—along with all the other important

functionaries of the Scotch Universities. The points upon

which he gave evidence have been already repeatedly re-

ferred to here, and came into still greater prominence at

a later period, so that it seems unnecessary to enter into

them fully in this place. Among other matters he was

questioned upon the proceedings of his Senatus in re-

spect to university work in Dundee, which have been

already noted—with special reference to the character of

the students to be expected there, as a different class

altogether from the students of the professional classes

who followed the systematic course of training at the uni-

versities. He was also examined as to the important ques-

tions of matriculation examinations, the regulations for

graduation, the constitution of university courts, &c, all of

the first importance to the progress of the higher educa-

tion in Scotland ; and also more briefly on the deficiency

of existing endowments, and the great need of supplement-

ary grants for the improvement of the incomes of the staff.

Curiously enough, I find little or no allusion to this appear-

ance in his private letters. The conclusions come to by the

Commission embody most of the reforms for which the

Scotch Universities had been struggling for years ; and

specially in respect to St Andrews, its recommendations fol-

low almost the exact line of the remonstrances and protests

of the Senatus of that University. But the recommenda-

tions of the Commission were merely recommendations and

no more, and their laborious and costly sitting was as if it

had not been. I am not aware that any single reform they

agreed upon as necessary has yet been carried into effect,

which is a curious commentary upon parliamentary inquiries,

and all the delusive hopes they call forth.
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Perhaps the little contrariety of lingering in London fot

this examination, along with the absence of events of any

importance to record, is the cause of various amusing and

rather irascible comments upon things in general. I find B

whimsical outburst of impatience with the fashion of life at

Eton, for instance, made on one of his visits there, against

which, with its continual va et vient, he protested by retiring

to the quiet of the garden and luxuriating there in the sun-

shine, which was a little warmer than the north (though

even this was a grievance, and "the insufferable heat" a

constant subject of complaint), with his newspaper and the

life of Macaulay recently published.

I do not know whether I get fonder of quiet as I get older,

but all sorts of fuss and movement seem to act upon me like an

irritant. How Macaulay seems to have fretted over the fuss and

heat and excitement of Indian life ! I should really rather be

dead, I think, in utter quiet, than lead such a life. And then the

country here so invites to quietness and reflection and still thought.

What a contrast to the incessant aimless wandering (to me it

seems aimless) of Eton boys up and down the dirty street ! Can't

they go and do something definite, and then have done ? Nothing

seems ever going on, and then finished and quiet. It seems a

constant movement up and down, here and there.

This apparently unprovoked attack upon the harmless

strolling of the youngsters—which in his haste the Principal

did not take time to recollect meant only the going and com-

ing which mingled school-hours and play-hours made neces-

sary to the river and the playing-fields—-no doubt ended in

a laugh at himself when his little burst of impatience was

over. He continues in the same breath :
" I go on with

Macaulay. He is wonderfully touching at times. How he

seems to have loved his sisters ! And then there is such

directness, simplicity, beauty, and sense about him." This

genuine testimony to the effect of a book which turned

the general heart to Macaulay with an almost compunc-

tious tenderness, is worth recording, as the expression of a
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very universal sentiment, now that every scribbler thinks

himself entitled to jeer at that great historian. Nobody

had known till the publication of that biography the pro-

found tenderness that underlay an indifferent exterior, and

how much love and kindness were hid behind the incessant

brilliancy of talk which wore out the hearers. Unfortu-

nately the capricious public seems again to have forgotten

that reversal of a premature verdict.

The little outbursts of impatience which I have recorded

in the Principal, were caused, no doubt, by the public strain

which began a little to tell upon him ; the crowd of occupa-

tions which entailed not too much to do, but too many

things to do, and a disquieting frequency of interruption,

which made the quiet for which he longed less and less

attainable. He warns his friend, Dr Dickson of Glasgow,

" not to give up any good you may do merely because you

may have to struggle with blockheads." " My experience of

blockheadism," he adds, " in all directions goes with my ex-

perience of life. And if one were to give way before this

sort of thing, one might retire both from the educational and

ecclesiastical world altogether, not to speak of other worlds."

He complains to Professor Baynes, about the same time, of

the General Assembly work, "of which you can form no

idea,"—of the hurry of the marriage at home, of the rush to

the north for his duty at Balmoral, of the weekly travail of

the Education Board, which altogether make him " scarcely

know what I am doing." " You are a lucky fellow that have

only got your ' Encyclopaedia '

!

" he writes.

To Professor Baynes.

I have a note from Messrs Black saying " Baur " at such a

date (21st, I think), "St Benedict" at such a date, and so on.

I have begun " Baur," and hope to get it ready in time, and the

others in order. But I have been, and still am, so busy that I

have hardly time to say that I am so. Then I have been ap-

pointed Croall lecturer for next winter, which has the blessing of
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£400 attached to it. All the same, I will <1<* what I can about

the articles.

In the safe obscurity of the ' Encyclopedia ' he had indeed

expressed his opinion on many subjects—on the " Devil " for

one, a paper I have not read ; but which he tells Professor

Baynes it is not necessary to blazon forth as his production,

with a humorous sense of the gratification of being able to

say what he chose without a cry of possible heresy after

him. Little utterances of this kind in lectures, in reviews,

in magazine articles, even now and then in the newspapers,

formed, notwithstanding the many other combinations of

work of which he complains, a perpetual current and move-

ment through his life.

The Croall lectures above referred to, and which the

Principal inaugurated by a series upon the " Christian

Doctrine of Sin," afterwards published in a small volume

by Messrs Blackwood, were the result of a bequest made

by a gentleman of the name of Croall, quite recently dead,

for the establishment of a lectureship upon the doctrines of

the Christian religion, the duties of which were to be ful-

filled in St George's Church, Edinburgh, at a fixed period,

and by a yearly succession of lecturers. " Church crowded
"

is the chief note the Principal makes upon the eager and

overflowing audiences which accompanied him through

these lectures. His popularity was now so well estab-

lished, and his candid and liberal lines of thought so well

known, that the interest with which he was received and

followed was a kind of pledge of agreement and understand-

ing, as well as of earnest attention. The subject could

scarcely be said to be a popular one, but it occasioned as

much stir and interest in Edinburgh as if it had been of the

lightest and most entertaining character.

In the spring of the same year—the scheme of a university

for Dundee being still fondly cherished in the minds of some

important people there—the Principal was asked to deliver a
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course of lectures, in concert with certain of his colleagues, in

order to test more or less the readiness of the townspeople for

the scheme. Principal Shairp and three of the scientific pro-

fessors from St Andrews were united with him in this attempt.

Principal Shairp's subject was the " Poetic Interpretation of

Nature," which might be thought, perhaps, a little too fine for

the Dundee weavers and shopkeepers ; while Principal Tul-

loch chose a subject equally characteristic of his own mind

—

that of " Comparative Eeligion and Eeligious Thought." The

subject of Dundee altogether seems to have been much under

discussion by the University authorities about this time. I

find an account of many proposals made and reports read

before the Senatus of St Andrews during 1876 and the begin-

ning of '77, in all of which the best means for carrying out

the wishes of the gentlemen in Dundee who were the primary

movers in the matter were carefully considered. It was at

length formally resolved that classes for matriculated students

should be opened in Dundee, under the direct management or

supervision of the St Andrews professors or their substitutes,

primarily in scientific subjects, to which the " Theory, His-

tory, and Practice of Education" was added, and also "a

Latin class," which it was believed " would be of great use in

Dundee, especially to the clerks in the lawyers' offices." The

Principal himself was strongly disposed to transfer the scien-

tific chairs altogether to Dundee, the number of students

in St Andrews who followed the teaching of these classes

being very limited. All these humble and tentative arrange-

ments were, however, swept away by the munificence of some

members of the Baxter family, who instituted some years

later the new and complete University College in Dundee,

fully provided with professors and a principal of its own.

On this or a similar occasion he writes to his wife of " wan-

dering about under an umbrella in Dundee, in a gloomy

manner, thinking how much everything has changed since I

used to explore the closes in Murraygate. The closes have
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been all swept away ami fine m:w streets opened up." II

opinion, however, in respect to his special mission was trery

hopeful.

I had a very successful meeting at Dundee, and the results

of the examination were really remarkable. I can't help thinking

that good will come out of this Dundee business yet.

It was indeed a wonderful change which had swept away

the closes, and raised the eager desire after knowledge and

higher training which aimed at so great an institution as a

new university. It was scarcely greater, however, than the

difference between the young minister making his visitations

in the most wretched parts of the growing town and the

head of the oldest university in Scotland, its honoured visitor

and guest. He never ceased to take the greatest interest in

the new institution, which he hoped to see affiliated to the

ancient institutions of St Andrews, and bringing to them that

renewed contact with the actual and progressive which

seemed to him necessary for the maintenance of vigorous

life.

The reader who remembers the correspondence with Mr
Smith which ran through so large a part of Tulloch's youth-

ful life, will be interested to hear of the end of that long

friendship. The letters failed, but not the brotherly and

close intercourse which, as the men grew older, was not

carried on by letters, but by frequent meetings, which, with

Smith in North Leith and Tulloch so often in Edinburgh,

were very easy and natural. The loss, I think, of his friend's

son, a promising and pleasant youth, finds a sympathetic

record in a previous portion of the Principal's correspondence.

In the beginning of 1877 he had still sadder accounts to

give.

To his Wife.

I have just been seeing poor Smith at North Leith, a very sad

business. He is reduced to a skeleton—has no pain, eats occa-

sionally very well, sleeps ill, has no idea, and does not think the
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doctors know any better, what is really the matter with him. His

face and hands have rather a look of jaundice, but it is evidently

deeper than jaundice, whatever it is. In short, he looks in the

meantime like a man that is dying, wasting away. He talked

after a time cheerfully, much in his old way ; said he was quite

prepared to accept whatever was before him. His work, in short,

looks very like done, although I tried to comfort him with the

idea that, as in another case he mentioned not unlike his own, his

system might take a turn and a rally set in. I hope so, I am
sure. He is a good fellow, and has been a hard worker for the

Church. Mrs Smith, too, looked worn, and the whole house had

a dreary, unhappy appearance.

A month later there is a brief notice in a diary, one of the

many little records which he began on a passing impulse,

but dropped after a month or two in the midst of his many

occupations :
" March 12.—I had sad news of Smith's death.

Wrote brief notice for ' Scotsman.' " A few days later there

is the entry :
" Prepared funeral sermon for my old friend,

finishing at night—too much excited. God strengthen me

and fit me for all before me. May I consider my own latter

end." Next day he records that he " went to North Leith

to the funeral. Immense crowd. Very tired and distressed."

And the next sums up the mournful record :
" Preached at

North Leith. An enormous crowd. Quiet walk back to

Edinburgh, and visit to my friend's grave." That " quiet

walk" soothed the pained and troubled feeling, which had

been rather wounded than solaced by the throng of respectful

but partly official mourners. " I am thankful," he tells his

wife, " to be left alone."

The scene to-day, thousands of people waiting to lay my old

friend in his grave, is enough to upset one for a week, and yet I

have to get through to-morrow (Sunday) as best I can. There

were hundreds of clergy, Free Church as well as Established, and

altogether a public funeral in its most approved form. I hope I

shall be laid in my grave by a few friends without any ceremony.

Thus one of the companions of his youth had dropped

before him upon the way. He was himself at fifty-four a
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picture of manly strength, looking still young, active, and

strong, with the light swinging walk and cheerful complexion

of early years, only slightly modified by the stately port and

enlarged proportions of a fuller development, and not a trace

either of weakness or age. He might have lived a hundred

years so far as natural prognostics went ; and, notwithstanding

the momentary fits of impatience with " blockheads," and the

occasional cloud of care to think that the Education Board

was but a temporary appointment, and might come to an

end any day, there was nothing to impair the vigour and

brightness of his life. The little diary for a portion of 1877,

from which I have quoted the above brief notes, is made up

of equally brief records. " Corrected proofs of sermons " (a

volume which he published in this year, dedicated to the

Queen). " Began lectures on Loyola and Jesuitism. Began

article for 'Contemporary Review/ Played golf with Pro-

fessor Knight—six holes ; beat him." Such are the entries

during the first three months of the year, which are all that

have any record. The following is the list of literary com-

positions mentioned as begun or completed in these succinct

notes during that brief period :

—

A lecture on St Francis of Assisi, published in ' Good

Words.'

Loyola and Jesuitism, delivered at the Philosophical Insti-

tution, Edinburgh.

Comparison of Christianity with other Religions.

Doctrine of Atonement.

Protestant Theology.

Article " Devil " for ' Encyclopaedia Britannica.'

Volume ' Pascal ' for Messrs Blackwood's series of " For-

eign Classics."

Article " Advance of Religious Thought in Scotland " for

the ' Contemporary Review.'

These are exclusive, I think, of his University lectures.

This list will show the amount of literary work carried on
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without any demonstration in the large and quiet room at

St Mary's. His leisure was interrupted weekly by the jour-

ney to Edinburgh for the meeting of the Education Board,

and often by University business, meetings of the Senatus,

and all the necessary claims of his position. At the same

time he continued to edit the ' Missionary Eecord,' which no

doubt entailed a certain amount of writing. It was well that

now and then a triumphant " six holes ; beat him," came in

to bring the fresh air of the links and cheerful exercise into

this most occupied life.

His visit to London in the summer was again happily de-

void of public motive. No fighting with wild beasts at

Ephesus, or contention with cool and polite Ministers, to

whom Scotch university or educational affairs were of very

secondary importance, interfered with his placid enjoyment

of the Athenreum and the people he met there, or so much

of general society as came in his way. He records a visit to

Westminster Abbey under the guidance of the Dean—" a

regular Scotch party, Mrs Gray and Mrs Millais amongst

others," and the interesting talk of "the wonderful little

Dean," of whose information there seemed no end. " But I

have a great incapacity of listening," the Principal allows,

and " after nearly an hour and a half I was obliged to go

away." His large person languidly following the train of

enthusiastic ladies, sadly impatient of the sightseeing, and

with very different suggestions of interest coming up at every

corner, and the " incapacity for listening " from which so

many of us suffer without avowing it, adds a humorous

vignette to the edifying picture upon which, with a compunc-

tion, the Principal returns.

He (the Dean) said he liked it, and especially showing poor

people through the Abbey. This is very good of him, and I be-

lieve that really, as a lady of philanthropic celebrity, Miss Octavia

Hill, said afterwards at Kensington Palace, where I dined with

the Lornes—" He has made our poor feel at home in the Abbey.'

You will like to hear this, I am sure.
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Wo bad a nice little party at the homes—M
, tin; said

Miss Hill, evidently quite, a remarkable person, Mm Pod onby,

Nattali, sub-librarian at Windsor, a Lady Caroline Somebody, and

a son of Li hi 1 Balifax, the whole party. I took in the I'rinee ,-s,

who is as nice and charming as ever. I adhere to my old opinion,

that she is the most agreeable of all—so sweet, so simple, and

so good.

I have seen a great deal of Matthew Arnold lately. He re-

ferred mo to the last volume of his essays, where, lie has spoken

still more highly of my booi than in his sketch on Falkland : and

he is going to publish with Macmillan a selection from Whichcote,

J. Smith, Cudworth, &c, under the title of 'The Broad Church
in tho Seventeenth Century.' He invited me to do this in his

essay, and it seems rather cool his undertaking the task himself,

without waiting to see whether I would do it. The selections, I

have no doubt, will be taken chiefly from my volumes, which are

too large, he says, for tho general reader. Quite true, and I am
not sorry he should do the thing. Then the English clergy here

are lecturing on Whichcote, Chillingworth, &c. This is so far a

real result of my work, and we must be thankful for it. The
strange thing is that the book has not sold more largely, when it

has evidently made so much impression.

One cannot help thinking that the Principal must have

made some mistake about Mr Matthew Arnold's intention.

He was not likely to have published selections already indi-

cated in a contemporary publication ; and as a matter of fact,

no such volume, so far as I am aware, was ever published.

The Assembly of 1877 has as usual its record in the home

letters, but nothing of great importance seems to have been

discussed. The Principal describes the work entailed upon

himself and his assistant by repeated divisions—" four votes,

the most trying of all things for the clerks—two between one

and two o'clock this morning." He himself spoke in favour of

the Home Mission Scheme, " as well, I daresay, as ever I did."

" To-morrow there will be something of a discussion about

the Elders' Subscription," he says, " in which I must take

part." But next day lie tells his wife that she would not

rind much of his speech in the ' Scotsman,' which I find to be

the case. Afterwards there was again " a veiy good debate,"

x
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in which the Principal took part, but the subject is not stated,

his correspondent being no doubt acquainted with it. He
adds a whisper which had been breathed into his ear at the

clerk's table, not without raising some commotion in his own

mind, and which was likely to have a still greater effect in

the family.

To his Wife.

Stevenson communicated to me with bated breath, and of course

it is a profound secret which nobody is expected to know till six

months hence, that I am to be proposed for Moderator next year,

which I could hardly have expected, considering the line I have

always taken in opposition. It is what I do not care much to

have. It will be a great source of expense : it will be a trouble,

darling, and little more to you : but it may be an occasion of glori-

fication to the girls and Willie. Of course I am not bound to

accept the offer. But you can think it over. If you had seen Lord

Galloway go along the street in a far more splendid equipage than the

good Queen herself ever travels with, so far as I have seen, perhaps

your imagination would be touched by such splendid associations.

Lord Galloway was the Lord High Commissioner for that

year, the Queen's representative in the Assembly of the

Church of Scotland, who holds Court in Holyrood during the

sitting of the ecclesiastical parliament, and once a -year

makes the narrow but picturesque halls and galleries of the

old monarchs of Scotland shine ; and the office of Moderator

thus announced as about to be offered to Tulloch, is, as

every one in Scotland knows, the highest honour which it is

in the power of the Church to bestow.

The next day there was a debate in the Assembly upon

education, which seems to have been full of excitement and

confusion, chiefly caused, it would appear, by a mistake

obstinately persisted in by some speakers, and not treated

with sufficient firmness by the Moderator for the time being.

This was " all the more to be regretted," says the Principal

in his letter, "that Archbishop Tait was present," though

the discussion was in itself not unsatisfactory. It was

grievous to the more dignified members of the Assembly
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that so great a personage should he the spectator of :i scene

of confusion and partial disorder; hut "the Archbishop,"

adds l)r Dickson, " when some years after I met him and

referred to the scene, was good enough to say that 'he had

seen worse in Convocation.'

"

Tulloch was very glad in the autumn to get back to his

quiet studies and to Pascal, which he had said some time

before was "beginning to haunt him," demanding to be

accomplished. " 1 find it very interesting, and hope to make

a good thing of it," he says. " I am rather sick of public

matters altogether. Happily literature and the great minds

of the past never weary one." Almost the first literary

sketch he had ever printed, at least in any way more lasting

than the newspapers, had been on this subject, and there

was something in the scholarly nature and secluded life of

the great French philosopher which particularly charmed

him. Always a man of action and movement himself, with

an impatient temper and much nervous irritability to mod-

ify the tolerant intellectual breadth of his nature, the mild

heroes of a philosophic turn, the tranquil thinkers, the souls

that kept aloof from all tumult and conflict of the world,

were those whom he always loved.

As regular as the brief visit to London in the spring, was

now the excursion which he sometimes playfully calls his

Episcopal visitation to the Highland churches, which led

him into many obscure corners, and gave him various new

experiences of life. There are many somewhat striking

glimpses of out-of-the-way places and people which I should

like to quote, but it would require a much larger space than

is at my disposal to do justice to them. I may give as an

example a description of a Highland castle, or rather palace,

where in the course of his visitations he was entertained,

and which belonged to one of those potentates who have in

so many instances succeeded the natural lords of Highland

glens and lochs, with the comfortable result in manv cases
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of bringing more money and activity into the country,

though perhaps with counterbalancing losses in other

respects not less important.

This is a strange place to live in. First of all, the castle is

magnificent—finer than Balmoral outside, and certainly inside.

Mr is an elderly plain man, hut no end of a commercial

swell, and the thought that he might possibly be of use to Frank

was not entirely absent from my thoughts. Mrs is very

difficult to describe. She has been a very striking woman, and is

still handsome, with a strong, wilful, yet spiritual expression in

her face. I have had long talks with her already. At times she

says something quite remarkable about religion, making you start

with the thought that you have felt such a thing, but never heard

it expressed before ; and at other times she seems quite crazy in

her talk—as in saying that there is no reason why we should die,

we were not meant to die, and if we had faith we would get every-

thing we wish. When her husband was conversing with me about

£120 being too small an income for a minister, she said abruptly,

" But had our Lord £120 a-year 1 " Looking at the great hills oppo-

site the house, she said, "That is my church. I did not go to

church yesterday—I went to hear you preach." And yet she is

bright, and kind, and cheerful, and highly sensible at times. . . .

The day is brilliant here, and the hills lying round in all the

glory of sunshine, with a beautiful glen and a fine brawling stream

through it. We have just come in from a walk through the place

and over the river, which would have been very enjoyable if

Mr 's talk had been of freer strain. There is surely, after all,

a time for everything.

Here is an anecdote of the same expedition, which is purely

comic, and which refers to a visit at Invergarry, the residence

of Mr Edward Ellice, one of the houses whose hospitality the

Principal always enjoyed :

—

The first evening at Mr Ellice's, there were people at dinner

whom we didn't know, and I said to the footman at night, " Who
were those people at dinner? " " Mr and Mrs Ellice," he promptly

replied. The state of mind of the man who could have supposed

we were dining in the house without knowing who our hosts were,

was certainly ludicrous.

The following letters introduce a new subject, and one

destined to fill a very large place in the Principal's after-life.
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The repeal of patron nge had been followed at a very short

interval by an accis of opposition to the Church, and threat*

enings of Disestablishment,—partly theological, partly polit-

ical,—of which it was soon evident that the Liberal party,

then completely bound in an unbroken allegiance to Mr
Gladstone, was likely to take advantage in the struggle of

the next general election, to which, by this time, all parties

were beginning to look forward. No subject, during all his

public career, had so immediately awakened and alarmed the

mind of the Principal. It was still only a rumour, but all

his faculties were aroused, and he felt that no time was to

be lost in preparing for the conflict. The clergyman to

whom the lirst of these letters is addressed was in many

respects opposed to himself, especially in political views ; but

Tulloch perceived at once what most of his fellow-Liberals

learned but slowly, that the approaching crisis was one of the

first importance, to meet which every sacrifice must be made.

To Rev. Dr Plan. j?eb. n, 1878.

The more I think of it, the more I feel that the best plan would
be the formation of a strong organisation in Edinburgh, with some
well-known nobleman like Lord Stair at its head, under the name
of the " Church Defence Association," or any other name, to which

as a centre other associations might be affiliated—the Church as a

Church keeping clear of the business ; but all from yourself, or

myself if you like, to Dr Begg,1 becoming members of it, and
lending every assistance in their power,—getting money first of

all, preparing a Church Defence literature :—Sprott, Cumming,
Mitchell here, Barty of Kirkcolm, Charteris, all might be enlisted

in the preparation of this literature. I will do anything I can.

There might be a series of papers, brief and popular, on the

history of the Church—its revenues, their sources, its connection

with the State—showing how, at the Revolution Settlement, it

was the desire to bring in all parties, from curates to Covenanters,

who would come in and submit to the government, doctrine, and

discipline of the Church : the steps which have been taken to

1 A leading Free Church minister of extremely Calvinistic views, and in

every way opposed to Principal Tulloch's sentiments and ways of thinking,

but a strong supporter of the Establishment principle.
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make the Church the freest in the world ; its willingness to con-

sider any scheme of reconstruction, but its determination to fight

to the last for national existence, and the folly of supposing that

its subversion would lead to Presbyterian union.

Wealthy laymen should put the Committee in funds to begin

with. Nothing can be done without money ; and all who become

members might subscribe something. In doing all tins it is not

necessary to make any noise—the less noise the better. But the

organisation and the literature should be ready when the emer-

gency came.

I am sure if you can induce Begg and the rest to say on what

terms they are willing to join the Church, I am not likely to stand

in the way,—if for no other reason than that I wish the bosom
of the Church to be as broad and ample as possible, and so to find

room for even a Begg. I merely wished to convey strongly,

because I felt strongly, that it is not our business, after what we
have already done in removing patronage and opening the door of

admission as widely as possible, to make advances to them : that

we cannot do this without loss of self-respect and principle is my
opinion. If I am driven to acknowledge Dr Begg, he should be

disposed to acknowledge me and others.

On the same subject, and written a few months later, is the

following letter :

—

To Rev. Dr Story. July 2.

I hope you can be in Edinburgh next week on the 10th.

There will be an important meeting of the Highland Deputation

Committee, and a no less important meeting of the Association for

the Maintenance of National Religion. The impression made
upon me by all I heard and learned in London—among others

I had a conversation with Lord Hartington at Oxford—is very

unfavourable to the prospects of the Church as an Establishment.

Should the Liberals return to power, there is simply no doubt

whatever of the Disestablishment question being raised, and I

doubt very much the Church of England doing anything heartily

in our defence. They simply know nothing about us, and care

nothing. The general impression is, that we are a minority of the

people of Scotland, and there is no difference between us and the

Free Church, &c. The Liberationists are busy spreading cooked

statistics, and generally diffusing an atmosphere favourable to our

Disestablishment. I feel quite sure I do not exaggerate in the

least, and unless something is done to enlighten public opinion in

England about the Scotch Church, our days are numbered. As
soon as a majority of Radical members indisposed to the Church
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is returned from Scotland, wo shall go. The ignorance of Scotofa

ecclesiastical matters in England is as a thiols darkne i. Nothing

but a constant reiteration of sparks,—sonic means of systematically

enlightening public opinion,—can make any bnpre ion upon it.

Tlie year 1878 was distinguished by what must be the

greatest public event in the life of a Scotch clergyman—his

election as Moderator of the Church, which the Principal had

communicated to his wife as a probable event at the end of

the previous Assembly. To the Scotch reader it is of course

unnecessary to make any explanation of this dignity, but it

may be well to say a few words for the benefit of others.

The ofiice is something like that of Speaker of the House of

Commons, but honorary, elective, and lasting for a year only.

The Assembly itself is a singularly interesting and unique

institution, a true Parliament for Scotland, though with limi-

tations both of power and of sphere. Before there had been

any important schism in the Church, the yearly meeting of

this ecclesiastical parliament—which consists not of minis-

ters only, but of a large proportion of elders, the latter lay-

men, embodying the most important elements in Scotch

society, elected in every quarter of the country by the local

presbyteries to represent them—was a picturesque and dig-

nified event, retaining the most completely national char-

acter. The presence of the Queen's representative, the Lord

High Commissioner, in a degree of pomp varying with the

inclinations and wealth of the holder of that dignity, but

always adding an agreeable pageant to the old streets which

respond so well to every such call upon them, gave a certain

air of state—completely fictitious, indeed, since the Church has

always been most determined to prove that her meeting under

her own constituted authorities was entirely independent of

all temporal rank or influence ; but at all events significant

of the fact that the ecclesiastical Assembly was sanctioned

and approved. This parliament of the Church has inevitably

lost a little of its prestige from the fact that there are now
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two of them, and that the one Assembly is, except for the

presence of the official representative of the State, an exact

reproduction of the other, as important in numbers, discuss-

ing, though with a considerable difference of tendency, the

same questions, and occupied with similar events and regula-

tions. A division of this kind is painful to the eye as well

as to the mind, and the unique character of the institution

has suffered, as well as the harmony and unity of the country.

This drawback, however, scarcely need be taken into account

by the stranger, who sees for the first time the Assembly of

the Church of Scotland, presided over by its Moderator, in

the Geneva gown and bands, which means full canonicals to

a Scotch minister ; its benches crowded with strongly marked

intelligent faces, the highest and in some cases, no doubt, the

lowest types of Scotch character, sagacious, stern, contentious,

dogmatic—all the most marked developments of nature and

theological training. Yet not theological alone ; for the keen

countenances of Scotch lawyers, and the prudent heads of

Scotch merchants and lairds abound, and the atmosphere is

scarcely clerical so much as it is national. The head of this

assembly is the Moderator, to whom, as to the Speaker, all

arguments are addressed and all appeals made. The repre-

sentative of Koyalty is present, and is a great secular person-

age of much importance out of doors ; but here he is a mere

pageant, and means nothing except the assent of the State,

once given by no means willingly to the independence of the

Church.

The advent both of the secular and the ecclesiastical

dignitaries, the ornamental and the real authority, is at-

tended with considerable commotion in the town, and a

great many entertainments of various kinds. The Lord

High Commissioner holds a little Court in Holyrood. He
gives dinners, he holds receptions in the old disused rooms

and galleries of the royal house, now used for scarcely any-

thing but these representative festivities. The Moderator's
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entertainments also are numerous. He gives a series of

break fast -parties, to which all the best-known people in

Edinburgh and the neighbourhood are invited. A small

allowance, inadequate, as every such allowance is, to the

calls made upon it, is given him tol these expenses; and he

is during the period of his sway the most important person

in the Church, and surrounded with every observance and

much respect in the capital of the north. Tulloch was

much too human, too fond of sympathy and kindness, not

to enjoy this post of social elevation and worship. He liked

it as " a glorification for the girls," as a proof of the honour

in which he was himself held, as indeed the most pleasant

thing that his position could bring him. A fear that his

wife, now always delicate, might not be able to bear the

fatigue of the continual entertainments, and the commotion

with which she could not fail to be surrounded, was the

only drawback to the gratification it gave him. But this

happily was surmounted. Mrs Tulloch was one of those

women who possess certain miraculous resources in the

depths of the self-abnegation, spontaneous and unconscious,

which is the rule of their being, and who respond to all that

is needed from them, however small their strength may be,

failing never to the call. How anxious he was, and how

much his comfort depended upon the state of her health,

the following touching words will show ; but he was too

much accustomed to her support to cease the continual

claim upon her which was a necessity of his life.

When I know that you are really a little better, it lifts such a

weight from my heart and even helps my temper. I have but

little of the grace of patience, I fear, or at least of cheerful

patience. It takes all one's strength to do one's work. I am
so bad in bearing suffering, either for myself or others, that I

sometimes dread there must be much in store for me. God
grant that it may not be so.

The period of his Moderatorship was very pleasant to the

Principal. He had all his children round him, except the
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son at sea and the daughter who was absent in Ceylon, and

the family all look back to this epoch as one of brightness

and pleasure. The Lord High Commissioner for the year

was Lord Kosslyn, a graceful representative of Royalty, and

everything went happily and well. It is customary for the

Moderator at the conclusion of the proceedings to address

the Assembly, making a general review of the condition of

the Church, its progress, advantages, and difficulties. The

following extract from Principal Tulloch's concluding address

will do much to bring the reader up to the point at which

we now stand, both in respect to the Church of Scotland

and its connection with all the most important public ques-

tions, and of his own large and expansive views of the mis-

sion and objects of a National Church. The fact that he

was the first Moderator of what may be described as an

altogether new school of Scotch divines, leads him naturally

to a recollection of the troubled period at which his work

began.

Eight Reverend and Right Honourable,—It is now my duty

to close the General Assembly with a few words of parting address.

And first of all I wish to be permitted to thank you especially

for the high honour conferred upon me in placing me in this

chair. In any circumstances this honour is one to be greatly

prized. I feel the honour all the more that it came to me, as I

know, with the cordial good wishes of many with whom I have

often differed in matters of political and ecclesiastical policy.

The office of Moderator has been held, I believe, in the present

case, for the first time by one who had still to complete his studies

for the ministry after the disastrous year of 1843. Had my dear

friend Dr Smith of North Leith, to whom the Church owed so

much, been spared, I and others looked to him as the first of the

younger race of ministers to occupy so honoured a position. But

it pleased God to remove him to the higher life in the fulness

of his labours, and it fell to the last General Assembly, and my
predecessor in this office, to pay a tribute, which moved all who
heard it, to his many great qualities of head and heart.

Of all the feelings which possessed Dr Smith in his later years,

none was so strong as his feeling of thankfulness that the Church

of Scotland had risen so successfully above many of the difficulties
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which seemed almost hopelessly to betel ln-r in the year., which

immediately followed the great secession of 1843. Sex pulpit-

had been emptied of many of her ablest and

preachers; her congregations had hern more than decimated;

her missionary enterprises bad one and all been crippled ; hex

theological halls had been shorn of some of her brightest or-

naments—of one name especially which all Christendom delighted

to honour. I do not know bow many there may be in this

Assembly who can recall all the discouragements of that time,

and the despondency which hung like a thick gloom around the

future of the Church. I trust that I am able to appreciate the

great sacrifices of those who, in obedience to the claims of con-

science, then acted as they did. I may venture even from this

place to speak of the moral grandeur of their act, which will

always be deemed heroic in the history of Scotland. But I must

also claim—and I hardly think the claim will be disallowed by

any who are able to look impartially at the facts—some measure

of sympathy for those who, no less in obedience to the claims of

conscience and of patriotism, felt bound at such a crisis to remain

within the National Church. After all, it was in some respects

more easy, especially to the young, to follow the outburst of

popular enthusiasm which seemed to carry with it so much that

was best in the religious feeling of the country, than to stand

aloof—to " go out " with banners flying and applause from so many
sides, than to abide by the old and weakened fortress of the

national faith. The prospects of the Church were then certainly

far from promising to those who proposed to devote themselves to

her service ; and it required some faith in the great cause with

which she was identified, and the great principles which she rep-

resented, to look beyond the day of weakness to a coming day of

strength and usefulness.

He goes on to remark upon what he entitles " the growth

of a spirit of comprehension in the Church " thus torn asun-

der, as one of the most excellent results of her trials.

She has learned a fairer and therefore a higher Christian spirit

towards all sections of the community. She has learned to ap-

preciate the conscientiousness of those who differ from her, and

when she can no longer heal differences, to recognise the right of

Christian sympathy and co-operation.

This attitude, whether reciprocated or not, has told silently

and powerfully upon the countrj', and has brought a blessing

with it to the Church herself. To stand aloof within the fence

of supposed prerogative, and look with jealous or averted eye on
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those who claim to he Christian brethren, may minister to ecclesi-

astical self-sufficiency, and even give an appearance of internal

strength. But the common Christian mind responds to the

higher impulses of Christian sympathy, and wherever the spirit

of Protestant intelligence has spread, recognises the true note of

the Church in brotherhood and not in exclusion.

It is the growth of the same higher feeling which has rendered

us more wise and tolerant in dealing with differences within our

own pale. It has come to be recognised practically that such

differences must exist within every Church, and above all within

a National Church ; that while men may be equally faithful,

from their own point of view, to a common faith, they may yet

differ considerably in their tendencies of thought, and equally

desire, although not always in the same manner, to make the

worship and the government of the Church effective for their

special ends. The truth is apparent to any one who surveys

intelligently the history of the Church of Scotland, that there

have always been in it more or less two parties—the one more
ideal in thought and moderate in policy, the other more tra-

ditionary in doctrine and enthusiastic in zeal ; and it is simply

a matter of fact that the chief difficulties of our national Presby-

terianism, not only since its establishment in 1690, but before,

had arisen from the ill-adjusted relations between these parties.

It was the failure of the " Moderate " party to do justice to those

who have been called the "Evangelicals" in last century that

led in the main to the unhappy secessions which then took place

,

it was the excess of zeal of the " Evangelical " party which drove

the Church on the rocks on which it split thirty- five years ago.

Nothing can be more certain than that if men cannot live to-

gether on some footing of Christian unity, they must separate.

If Christian ministers on one side or the other cannot realise the

possibility that they may be mistaken, and that those who differ

from them have a right to their opinions, and to follow out their

own ideals, so long as they can be legally held, in consistency

with the common standard to which they profess to adhere, then

there is no alternative but " disruption." I do not plead, and I

have no right to plead, for a latitudinarianism which transcends

the historical basis of the Church. I am speaking of differences

which, however it is the fashion in certain quarters to ignore

the fact, are a part of the historical inheritance of the Church.

They belong to it. They existed virtually—and with a singular

identity as to some of the points of difference—in the unhappy
disputes between the Resolutioners and Protesters in the seven-

teenth century. They were transferred to the Church of the

Revolution. They have never failed to make their impression
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on our Scottish ecclesin tieal history. > far they are the

mere expression of the differing tendencies of human nature, and
of the manner in which Christian thought and life and aspiration

work in different minds. The National Church which cannot

make room for such differences cannot possibly hold together,

and less so in a time like ours than in any previous time. The
Church in which the fulness of a common Christian spirit, and
the uniting bond of common Christian work, are able to

most above such differences, will be Btrongesi in the day of trial.

For in the very freedom of movement, as in the common action

of parties in a free state, there grows a strength which is never

fully known till the tension comes which brings all its forces

into play.

It was not for Principal Tulloch to say, neither perhaps

was he himself fully conscious, how much this change of

sentiment and liberality of mood were his own work. The

latter part of the address is occupied with the questions of

freedom of thought, subscription of creeds, and the necessity

for meeting the new developments of criticism and scientific

discovery with all the Church's resources of thought and

wisdom, and with a boundless confidence in the power of

Christianity to withstand every assault ; and in the conclu-

sion the speaker particularly addresses himself to a con-

sideration of the Disestablishment movement, now beginning

to take form as an approaching danger. After reviewing

the different parties inclined towards this movement, and

the causes of their hostility, whether to the principle of

ecclesiastical connection with the State, or the special exist-

ing Church Establishments, he puts forth, in words more

encouraging than always represented his thoughts, the im-

mediate reasons against legislation in the matter.

It would be idle and rash to predict anything of the future of

such an agitation, its chances of success or the reverse. I think.

however, I may safely say that, as the consequences which it in-

volves are far more serious than many imagine, it can never be suc-

cessful save at a cost which will dislocate not only the existing bonds
of political party, but which will leave ineffaceable traces of disunion,

worse than any that now exist amongst our Churches. If the pro-
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moters of Disestablishment claim to be animated by principle, they

must credit those who are opposed to them with no less conscientious

convictions. It is the mere refuse of partisanship which can sup-

pose that the friends of national religion are inspired by personal

or sectional interests rather than by principles held firmly because

held after enlightened examination, or that they will concede their

principles on this subject to the force of any political pressure.

I feel confident that this will not be done, and that the result will

show this when the question has been put by itself as a real

political issue before the country. I can hardly think that any

responsible statesman will be in a hurry to raise this issue, or to

face all the consequences that will certainly come from it. As
one has said (Lord Moncreiff) whose well-weighed words may
have effect on some with whom he is commonly associated, changes

of this nature are seldom confined in their operations to the object

for which they were effected, but frequently find their main

development in results the most unexpected, and sometimes in

those which are least desired. It is impossible to root out an old

tree without disturbing the soil around it ; and the abolition of

the Established Church would bring with it many results, reli-

gious, public, and social, extending far beyond our subject of con-

troversy.

The address concluded with an affectionate and touching

exhortation, which was received by the Assembly with re-

sponsive respect and emotion.

The future of the Church of Scotland, and the future of all

churches, is in the hands of Almighty God. It is ours to see

but a little way. To many of us—to any one whose tenure of

office in the Church has been so prolonged that, through the kind-

ness of his brethren, he has been raised to this chair—the greater

part of life's work is done, and the standard of the Church's use-

fulness and honour must drop from our retiring hold into the

hands of a younger and aspiring generation. Never forget, my
younger friends, that the strength of every Church is found in

the faithfulness and purity and loving zeal and activity of her

ministers, office-bearers, and members ; that every one of you, in

the remotest country district or in the crowded city, doing your

unnoticed task amongst the poor or the sick and the dying, is

doing a noble work for God. Do this work in the strength of

God, holding forth the Word of life in truth, and seeking the

answer of a good conscience—" in all things approving yourselves

as the ministers of God, in much patience,—by pureness, by know-
ledge, by long-suffering, by kindness, by the Holy Ghost, by love
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unfeigned, by the word of truth, by the power of God, by the

armour of righteousness on the right hand and on the Left."

Never forget, fathers and younger brethren alike, that the excel-

lency of your ministry is in such things to the praise and glory of

God. Our labours shall fade away and our controversies cease ;

even their dim echo shall not be heard on that peaceful shore,

where we profess to seek a common rest. "Now we see through

a glass darkly," and rival Churchmen stand aghast at the exag-

gerations which their own fancy paints in the darkness. But the

vision of the Divine grows clearer as the years roll on, and the

shadows of earthly prejudice fall away. I would not have any of

you to cast aside any wisdom of your fathers, but to look beyond

it to a yet higher "Wisdom—the Wisdom that is from above,
" which is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be en-

treated, full of mercy and of good works, without partiality and

without hypocrisy." In the manifestation of such wisdom your

ministry will be strong, and the Church will grow stronger year

by year. And whether it be God's will that she remain the old

Church of Scotland and gather into her bosom her scattered children,

or that changes shall come to her and other national institutions,

she will be honoured of God and deserve well of the country. It

is better still to deserve well than to receive well. Our part is

Christian duty and work, the end thereof is with God.

This address was very largely circulated in Scotland.

There is a mention in a letter in the end of the year of a

fourth edition which had been called for. The great personal

popularity of the man, and his triumph over all the opposi-

tions and strong prejudices of the non-progressive party in

the Church, was crowned and confirmed by this appointment,

and the universal satisfaction with which it was received.

He had been long in opposition, hotly attacked, strenuously

resisted, and, it must be allowed, never yielding an inch, and

giving back manfully an exchange for every blow ; but now

the tide had turned. Tulloch, once the abettor of innova-

tions, the enemy of dogma, making light of tests, and refusing

to be bound by any arbitrary and elaborate rule of super-

fluous doctrine, was now the chief standard-bearer of the

Church—her leader, or at least one of her chief leaders,

against the new and real danger which seemed to threaten

her, the threat of Disestablishment which politicians had
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begun to hold over her head. Principal Tullocli had not in

any way changed his principles ; he loved and maintained as

strongly as ever the privileges of a free citizen in the com-

monwealth of the Church, the emancipation of thought. And

neither had the party hostile to these views died out; but

the balance of power had changed, and even those who still

looked upon him as too rash or too independent, had been

compelled to see in him the most eminent of Scotch Church-

men, the natural leader of the Church's forces against the

impending attack.

Upon this question the Principal's convictions were strong.

The value of a National Church, with all the responsibilities

belonging to such an institution, and its superior right of ser-

vice to all indiscriminately, was his favourite ideal. He would

not have had the Church dissociated, as he said, from the soil,

even by the abolition of patronage, feeling that the bond thus

made between all classes of the nation was more valuable in

principle, and more advantageous in the long-run, than the

immediate gratification of sentiment procured by its with-

drawal from the national code. But whatever the outward

circumstances might be, his strong sense of the desirableness,

beauty, and advantage of a close connection between Church

and State never wavered ; and all his faculties were roused to

defend the Church which, when all was said, was, notwith-

standing his tolerance, which bigots called latitudinarianism,

and his impatience of intellectual bondage, the chief thing

on earth for this true Scotsman, who was all for his country

and a little more for his Church, according to a long tradition

of his race.

The situation of public affairs at this period was one little

calculated to encourage the champions of the Church. Mr
Gladstone, after his professed retirement from public life,

had appeared once more at the head of his party as a candi-

date for office, and, eager to return to it, had begun to strain

every nerve to recover the majority which he had lost some
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years before. And he was then, and for Borne fears later, at

the height of that unprecedented popularity which, especially

in Scotland, made everything subservient to him—reason

and national predilection no more than good faith or inde-

pendent opinion being able to resist the sweep of his influ-

ence. Whether that singular statesman, so apt himself to be

swept away by a sudden impulse, really believed that tie-

Church was in a minority, and therefore ripe for destruction,

or whether he thought it possible to gain the hot support of

the Disestablishment party, without losing that of the Church

Liberals who were too closely bound to him, it might be sup-

posed, to resist his sovereign will—he had begun to raise in

Scotland a fever of feeling, especially on the side of the

opponents of the Church, by holding it up openly as an

institution upon trial, and the next object of attack. This

was perhaps the only piece of sensational legislation possible

in Scotland. The recent abolition of patronage seems, by a

cunning and clever twist of casuistical reasoning, to have

been made into a proof of weakness—as if, instead of a long-

desired concession for which the Scotch Church had struggled

through an important period of her existence, and which was

the only constitutional hindrance to her completely popular

character, it had been a cutting adrift by the country of an

antiquated and effete institution. This argument, of course,

was only for parliamentary ears, in an audience very slightly

acquainted with the subject, and supremely indifferent to the

fate of the Church of Scotland. The arguments used in Scot-

land were of a very different character ; but the scope of both

was to hold up the existence of the National Church as a point

to be discussed, and to make it the object of a civil war of

the most violent character, in which brother should be pitted

against brother over all the country. The party of Disestab-

lishment was very fiery and violent—the Church party, at

first somewhat supine, incredulous of harm ; believing that

Mr Gladstone could or would do no wrong—that the con-

Y
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stitutional Liberalism of Scotland was the first thing to be

thought of—and that somehow the danger would be averted

if the crisis ever came.

The Principal, as has been said, was one of the first to

perceive the danger. Himself during his whole life a con-

sistent Liberal in politics as in all things else, his irritation

with and distrust of statesmen who had used himself and

many of his brother Liberals to further their objects, and

now tossed them aside when it seemed that the multitude

might be gained by the sacrifice of their interests, rose to

almost passionate intensity by times. It was while more

than usually moved by this strong feeling that he wrote for

' Blackwood's Magazine,' generally the organ of a very dif-

ferent party, the protest of an old Liberal against what he

felt to be the treachery and cruel indifference of the Liberal

leaders to this question—an outburst which was the cause of

much animadversion, and a great deal of that painful excite-

ment which can scarcely fail to move a man driven from the

party to which all his early prepossessions attached him by a

course of action which he considered unworthy of statesmen

and of Christians.

The following letter may be quoted, on the other hand, to

show that he was not incapable of understanding the difficulties

of a partisan leader, even when opposing them hotly :

—

To Rev. Dr Phin. Sept. 27, 1878.

I have considerable sympathy with the leader of an opposition

who finds he must take up some cry to support his position, and

therefore says on a subject with which he has no acquaintance,

and for which he feels no interest, that he will do whatever the

people tell him to do in the matter.

As you say, it is a truism that if the majority he against her the

Church cannot stand as an Establishment. "What I am anxious to

see is a vigorous push to show that the majority of the people are

in favour of Establishments, and a good pull, and a pull all together,

to increase the majority against Disestablishment. I fear that on

your Association you have as yet few Liberals, and I think the
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most strenuous efforts should be in:nlr to get others to join, ;ui<l to

light the Church's cause now, for it may he too late hereafter.

I find among his papers the first" statement" of principle*

of the " Scottish Association for the Maintenance of National

Religion/' a society already alluded to, which he was most

desirous to form, but for which the times were not yet ripe.

It is a brief summary of the ideas which were uppermost in

his mind for the remaining years of his life. The objects

of this Association are declared to be, " To unite as far as

possible Christians of every shade of political and religious

opinion in the maintenance of the principle of the national

recognition of religion," and " to resist all attempts to

destroy or weaken the union between Church and State."

These objects, it may be safely said, were not absent from the

Principal's mind for any prolonged period during the rest of

his life. His fervour on this subject was greater than on any

public question previously occupying his thoughts, and his

letters are full of the painful impressions which possessed his

own mind.

To Rev. Dr Mitchell.

We have a meeting of the Association for the Maintenance of

National Religion on Wednesday in Edinburgh. I wish you could

be at it. I am sorry to say that the impressions left upon me
from intercourse with many public men in London, Lord Harting-

ton among others, are very unfavourable to the likelihood of the

Disestablishment question being let alone. Nobody in England,

without any exaggeration, seems to care much about our fate as a

Church, and the attitude of the ' Times ' has been in a marked
manner unfavourable. Everybody seems to think that we are

beyond doubt the Church of the minority, as Gladstone said ; and

if we are to live at all, we must do something to enlighten the

public mind in England.

The few social notes which follow may be fitly introduced

by the record of another visit at Balmoral :

—

I have not had service hi the Castle for years, and everything of

the kind troubles me much. However, fortunately, I had a short

sermon which pleased the Queen (which I preached on Easter
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Sunday for Boyd). Her Majesty sent me a message about the

German Emperor, and saying something in my prayer about him,

all of which I managed so much to her mind, that she asked for a

copy of the prayers to send to the Princess Royal and the old

Emperor himself. This last attempt upon his life seems to have

been very bad. But for his helmet he would have been shot dead.

His coat-sleeve was riddled with slugs, and he was pouring with

blood when the carriage returned to the palace. He is eighty-

one. It seems a dastardly thing to shoot an old man ; and the

Queen evidently takes a very alarming view of the whole state of

Germany, which is full of atheists and socialists, ready to break

society to pieces.

I had a very long talk with her Majesty on Sunday after-

noon, during which, for the first time, she sat down. She made
me write on the fly-leaf of my sermon which I sent, "To the

Queen, from ;" and she was kind and good as usual.

The following account of an event which ruined many

households, and made as much misery as a revolution or a

great war, was written a little later from a country house in

the west of Scotland :

—

Oct. 1 9.—Everybody here is literally appalled by the revelation

of the City of Glasgow Bank this morning. There can be no

doubt that it is something like a national disgrace, and that it

opens up a frightful idea of what may be even the general com-

mercial conditions of Glasgow. I confess I have long had a bad

idea of much of the religion, or rather religiosity of Glasgow.

Some of the City Bank directors were naming religionists, and they

seem actually to have been engaged in the greatest commercial

swindle that has ever disgraced even our time. All the expensive

living, fine houses, fine wines, yachts, horses, &c, and the mad
devotion of the young commercial brats, west and east, to such

things—tokens of a degrading materialism, with a gilding of

church-going habits—was sure to show itself in foul disaster of

some kind some day, and the day of judgment seems to have come
to many of them. Mr S. C, who is here, says that the result

will be utter ruin to everybody connected with the bank, and

that the Glasgow directors, those of them who are not already

off, will probably be in jail without delay. And the thousands

of poor confiding women and others ruined is too awful to con-

template. Even I, who cannot realise so much the misery of the

business, have been awestruck all morning by it. And men like

Lord Rosebery, and others, are havering violent politics all the
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same! It is a mad world. . . . Mr V>. (tin- 1 friend of

(Dr) John Brown's; and Mr Kuskin seems to hare visited them,

and given one of the girls his books, with a very pretty letter in

the ilydeaf, exhorting her to be a Sibyl—and a Sibyl, he adds,

is a person taught of God.

In August the Principal accompanied his wife to the

neighbourhood of Dunkirk, a place to which several friends

had been attracted for sea-bathing, and which it was sup-

posed Mrs Tulloch could reach easily and without fatigue by

sea. To find a place or a treatment which would benefit her

in her now chronic illness was the constant desire of her

family; and the sea air, not dissimilar, though so much

wanner than St Andrews, and freedom of open-air life, com-

bined with the amusing variety of a foreign watering-place,

would, it was hoped, benefit her. The experiment was not

very successful ; but as she was always ready to be amused,

and to respond as much as possibility permitted to every

attempt to lighten her burden, there were some pleasant

days spent on the broad sands of the seaside suburb of

Eosendaal, where a little society of intimates had collected.

The unaccustomed humour and novelty pleased for a short

time the Principal too.

To Professor Baynes. Rosendaal, .4 ugust 23.

This is a pleasant place, and its mild amusements, and groups of

French men and women bathing in costume, would amuse you.

It is the pleasure resort of the Dunkerquois, about a mile from the

town, which in itself is rather an active, bustling, clean place.

I bathe in the morning unattended by any group, breakfast, write,

and loaf about, and spend the afternoon in any way I can.

Next week I go to some of the Belgian and Dutch towns, and

then to Paris. The air is very fine here, and Mrs Tulloch keeps

pretty welL

Various excursions in the picturesque towns of the Low

Country—Bruges, Ghent, &c.—terminating in a week among

the towns of Holland, carried out this little programme. We
went, I remember, to the Hague, on the eve of a visit from
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Prince Henry of Luxembourg, then very recently married,

and exceedingly popular, which had crowded that pretty

bright little town almost to suffocation ; and unable to get

rooms at any of the hotels, we were sent on to the quaint

and curious little town of Leyden, in its academic quiet,

where no such vulgar excitement could ever find a place, and

where the Principal found great pleasure—unexpected, for

this had not been in the programme—in going over the uni-

versity buildings, comparing them with the kindred scenes

with which he was so familiar. The Hague, to which we

returned next day to find it in all the gaiety of a general

holiday, with peasants from all quarters in the curious cos-

tumes which still exist in the primitive corners of Holland,

filling the streets, and universal festivities everywhere, formed

a very lively and amusing panorama, notwithstanding a good

deal of rain, that spoiler of all northern fetes. I believe he

sent an account of it to the ' Scotsman,' equally to his own

amusement and that of his readers. The summer holiday

ended in Paris, where the Exhibition was then going on,

affording an excellent lounging-place in the heat of the bril-

liant days.

In the following letter her Majesty's spontaneous kind-

ness and sympathy will touch every heart. The Principal's

eldest son, the Eev. W. W. Tulloch of Glasgow, had been

invited to officiate at Balmoral, and the Queen, with her own

hand, without losing a day, sent her congratulations to his

father on his appearance. From any hand praise of our

children is sweet, and nothing could have been so gratifying

to the Principal's paternal heart and pride as this :

—

Balmoral Castle, November 10, 1878.

The Queen must write Principal Tulloch a line to tell him how
much pleased she and all have been with his son's preaching and

performance of divine service this day, which had to be in the

house. Would Principal Tulloch tell him she would much like

to have his sermon, and might she add a wish to have his own,

preached here this day fortnight 1
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Principal Tulloch must not come to Windsor without letting

her know. Sin- scuds him a Letter from Dean Stanley, which, if

he can decipher it, will interest hint

The end of the year was signalised by a somewhat remark-

able incident in the Principal's experience. Dean Stanley

had made the curious innovation of establishing a kind of

singular lectureship in the nave of the Abbey of West-

minster, at which from time to time various notable pei

not ecclesiastics of the Church of England, had appeared

The idea was, I believe, that a lecture in the nave was a

possibility open to any one, even a layman, and that no

punctilio of the Church was offended by the appearance there

of any public instructor whom the Dean approved. The

Principal had been asked in the previous year to be one of

these lecturers; but he had disliked the idea of appearing

under sufferance, so to speak, in a place where his orders

were not acknowledged or his position allowed, solely as a

sort of proUgd of the Dean. These scruples, which seemed to

me very legitimate, were overcome, I scarcely know how

—

probably by the mere persistence of Dean Stanley in the

following out of his private crotchet ; but it was always with

a certain reluctance that the Principal consented.

To his Wife. December 1, 1878.

I had a long day yesterday, but it all went off very well upon

the whole. I had an uncomfortable feeling, not only as to the

strangeness of holding forth in Westminster Abbey, but as to my
being an unauthorised person there, speaking simply by the indul-

gence of the Dean I can always do anything pretty well that I

feel I have a right to do ; but I dislike being out of place, a dif-

ference marked by speaking as Moderator of the General AssemMy
and in Westminster Abbey. However, all's well that ends well.

The Dean thought it was the most effective service there had been

on such an occasion—being in the afternoon, immediately after

service in the choir—and Mrs 0. said I could not have done

better. I wrote a new introduction to what I read to you, con-

necting the subject with the former missionary addresses on the

same day. It lasted, with the Dean's short prayer and the sing-

ing of the hymn, just an hour altogether.
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He adds a half-humorous whimsical glimpse of the vener-

able house in which he was entertained :

—

I did not get back to Dean's Yard, the proper name of the

locality, till 11.30, when everybody had gone to bed. I found,

however, a beautiful fire in my room (they keep splendid fires,

and it is very amusing to see the little Dean always running up,

with his coat-tails over his arms, as if they were ornamental,

toasting himself). The Dean is very agreeable in his own house

—

you know how different it is with some people—the simplicities of

his character coming out very strongly. He is very vivacious, and
talked at no end about America and all his experiences there. He
is very full of the subject, and seems to have enjoyed himself, and

taken a new supply of health from the voyage. The deanery is a

curious old-world place. You go up-stairs and down-stairs in an

extraordinary manner, steps everywhere. Anything we have in

our house is a joke to it; and there are a great many portraits

of the old deans,—altogether a place smelling of the past. It is

really a pity Boyd was not in my place. People run out and in,

on occasions like these lectures to the deanery, even worse than

they did at St Mary's on the occasion of his lecture. The place

on Saturday was just like a menagerie of strange animals—black

and white, Americans, Nonconformists, and Churchmen, all by
way of paying their respects to him or me.

Not less lifelike or more optimist—for a keen little note of

observation and criticism is in all his descriptions of this

period—is his brief sketch of a flying visit to Windsor in

the quick falling darkness of a wintry Sunday afternoon, the

evening being spent with Mrs Tarver at Eton.

It was a dismal afternoon, rain and darkness, and the Thames
running full and turbid between its banks. . . . The grandchildren

met me on the stairs, all looking very well, I thought, and grown.

They were very nice, and W. whispered into my ear as he went
away to bed that he sent his particular love to " Grannie." The
dinner was very good, and a special bottle of claret decanted for

me, F. said. It was all very pleasant—a little too much Eton
shop as usual. I really hope we don't talk St Andrews shop.

All local talk is so very occasional, and so frightfully absurd to

others whom it does not concern.

I bought the 'Observer' on my way, and read Gladstone's philip-

pic against the Government. What a man he is ! What aveng-

ing and concentrated passion and power of hatred at the age of
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70! If he gets back to power he will certainly play the devil

with something.

The reader will feel that in this respect the Principal was

an admirable prophet.

One of his first appearances in the year 1879 was at a

meeting of the Glasgow Elders' Association, held in the end

of January. (I confess to having been extremely puzzled by

the account of that meeting, which is announced as having

been held in " the Grand Hotel, Charing Cross." Why the

Glasgow elders should have come to Charing Cross to hold a

meeting bewildered me not a little, until I discovered thai

Glasgow itself boasts a Charing Cross and a Grand Hotel in

that locality, which is a whimsical coincidence, requiring, I

suppose, no explanation to citizens of Glasgow.) The Prin-

cipal—in some degree as Moderator of the General Assembly,

but still more in his own person as one of the best-known

men in Scotland—was the most important speaker ; and he

again returned to the topic of Church Defence, which was at

this period the most important of public questions, and the

one most in his mind. Neither on this nor on any other

occasion did he claim perfection or divine right for the

Church—not, that is to say, the divine right of being para-

mount in Scotland. His argument always was that, unlike

the Church of Ireland, for which no such plea could be ad-

vanced, the Church of Scotland was, notwithstanding all

secessions, in a broad and real sense the Church of the

nation, of a large preponderance of the Scottish people.

" We believe," he says, " that there are hundreds and thou-

sands who may not be members of the Church, who yet do

not desire its discontinuance, but who recognise it as a Chris-

tian institution doing an amount of social good in the country,

which would not be done if the Church was taken away."

The Church is not an Established Church upon any theory of

divine right. The Church of Scotland exists by statute based

upon popular assent. That is the foundation of its existence as an
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establishment. I am not speaking of it as a spiritual institution.

Its existence as an establishment is political : it rests upon a

popular basis ; and we believe it still rests on such a basis, and

we are ready to say to any who challenge this :
" Try the issue

before the country," but we also say, "Try it as a direct issue."

We are not willing to have so grave a question as this, the exist-

ence of the old National Church of Scotland, treated as a side

issue ; it ought to be put fairly to the country. It is perfectly

fair of any Liberal candidate—and the great difficulty is first as

to the attitude of Liberal candidates in the present day—to say,

" I do not approve of the existence of the Established Church

;

that is my opinion, and my vote will be in accordance therewith."

Or again, it is fair to say, " This question has not yet come within

the sphere of practical politics ; I have no opinion about it ; but

before I give a vote I will come back here to put the question to

you, and the question will be put to the country." All that is

fair. But it is not fair for a man to come before a constituency

and to evade this question, and then to go to Parliament and allow

himself to be numbered by the head as a Church abolitionist and

to vote according to the exigencies of party ; he having been sent

there, in the case, so far as I know, of every Liberal candidate, by
hundreds of votes that would never have been given if he had

taken up the attitude he in fairness should have done Why, sir,

even the Irish Church question was put to the country, and every

voter by his vote was able to say whether he approved of the

abolition of that Church or not. I and hundreds of others approved

of this step. I thought, and still think, it was a fair measure of

Liberal policy, I had thought so from the time I could first

reason about politics, and I have not changed my opinion. Why 1

Because it was never a National Church in the true sense of the

word, although it was in a legal sense. It never represented any-

thing but a small and extreme section of the Irish people. And
it is for the same reason that we now oppose the abolition of the

Scotch Church. We believe that this Church still represents a

large preponderance of the Scottish people. It is a Presbyterian

Church in a Presbyterian country. It is, as the chairman said,

and well said, the Church of the poor. It has always made the

poor its peculiar care ; it has carried the ministry of divine love

and divine righteousness to the homes of the poor ; it has followed

them to their doors ; it has worked the parochial system with an

energy and faith in its efficacy that no Church that 1 know of has

done in the past. It may be said of other Churches, " Don't they

do this 1 Do not they also minister to the poor 1
" I do not

deny this. I say nothing about the work of other Churches ; but

I say it is the business of the Church of Scotland to minister to
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the poor, and she has been brae to this business, and she m-vr was
more true to it than she baa been is the recent yean of hex bistorj

I am sore that such a Churches Church with such a history, a

Church which is doing such living and useful work—cannot from

the mere fact of her existence be oppressive to any fair-minded

man. slio must rather appear to trim to deserve every support

She interferes with n<> rights. I do not believe there is a single

practical abuse connected with the Church of Scotland that can

bulk largely in the mind of any fair and intelligent public man.

But if there is any such ahuse— T mean if there are any oppressive

abuses towards others either in the Church of England or the

Church of Scotland— let them be taken away. I as a Liberal raise

my voice against any abuse whatever—against any exaction which,

even if a part of the legal constitution of the Church, presses with

unjust incidence on any individuals or any class. From no side

will reformers of tins kind receive more assistance than from

Liberal Churchmen ; but we say, Don't level or destroy old

historical institutions for the sake of faction or mere radical theories

of equality or denominational jealousy. Let the existence of such

institutions rest on their right and usefulness, depend upon their

own merits, and I have no fear of the verdict if the issue is put

directly before the people.

The immediate importance of this question has passed

away for the time. Nobody threatens the Church for the

moment; but it never can be prophesied in the uncertain

state of the political world when that issue may be reopened,

and from this moment to the end of his life the Principal

had no more urgent wish than to solidify and strengthen

the bases of defence, and to put the case of the Church as

clearly as his natural power and great experience could, be-

fore the world. His speeches and arguments on this subject

provide an arsenal ready to the hand of his successors in case

of any reopening of the subject. It is to be hoped that the

Church will never lack competent champions ; but it is well

in all cases to have the strong and faithful pleading of such

a man to fall back upon. " I have been a Liberal, which is

practically very much of a fault-finder, all my days," he says :

and the reader, I hope, has been able to judge for himself how

little of the blinding of partiality was in his eyes in review-
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ing the Church and her actions and ways. But his strong

sense of the historical importance of the Church of Scotland,

and of the wonderful vitality inherent in her, which, in his

own knowledge, had worked out a recovery and regaining of

position after an almost crushing blow, gave him force and

confidence more complete perhaps and unshadowed by any

uncertainty than in any other question of his life.

The course of that life meantime went on with expanding

possibilities. It was in the very beginning of the year that

a chance communication of my own with the Messrs Long-

man touching a literary undertaking which I was desirous of

beginning, and in which Principal Tulloch was mentioned

as likely to assist, either suggested to them, or stimulated a

suggestion previously made, that he would be a fit and likely

person to undertake the resurrection of ' Fraser's Mazagine,'

an old and once prosperous periodical, which had sunk into

partial insignificance. The question, I think, was first asked

of me. It was my opinion that Principal Tulloch, with his

extreme susceptibility to worry, was the last person in the

world to be burdened by a task of this kind ; but he did not

himself take that view. There are few literary persons indeed

who would not be tempted by such a proposal. It is difficult

not to believe that the undertaking will flourish in one's own

hands, however badly it may have fared in those of others

;

and the delight of having an organ of opinion at one's com-

mand, as well as the power of pushing the fortunes of one's

friends while establishing one's own, is irresistible. At the

same time, the Principal had recently been released from

the labours of the Education Board in Edinburgh, which had

completed its work, and the proposal came in just in time to

fill up with an occupation much more congenial and agree-

able the time thus liberated, and also to make up, what was

not unimportant, the vacancy made by the failure of the

income attached to the educational appointment. He was

from the first, therefore, disposed to accept the proposals made
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to him. Mr Norton Longman, representing his firm, paid

a short visit to St Mary's early in February, and carried

away with him from that friendly and genial house a warm

impression of friendliness and kindness such as gave double

zest to the new arrangements. The interview was indeed

completely successful in establishing mutual confidence be-

tween the new associates. I think that the same impression

which was in my own mind—that the business was one not

entirely adapted for him, and that the inevitable conflict

with contributors, the pain of refusing, the responsibility of

accepting, the anxieties connected generally with such an

undertaking, might prove too much for a mind so sensitive

—

disturbed also the pleasure of his family in the new enter-

prise. But he himself did not see these lions in the path.

A perception of many of the difficulties involved in raising

from natural decay a magazine which had outlived its repu-

tation came only afterwards when he was involved in them.

To himself the work was full of hope ; and a natural elation

in thus finding himself in a moment at the head of a literary

undertaking of considerable importance gave him courage.

He had wished all through his life to be able to devote him-

self more entirely to literature, and in the midst of the bustle

of outdoor business, had always thought with a sigh, of the

superior pleasure of work which could be carried on in his

own study far from the contradiction of sinners. The Maga-

zine, it was true, had an element of business in it which

might detract a little from the calm of literary pursuits. But

no opposing party could interfere, or faction rise against him

in that little world, more peaceful than University Courts or

Education Boards : and the work seemed in the highest degree

congenial and attractive. He undertook it amid warm con-

gratulations and promises of support from many friends. Mr
Eeeve, the editor of the ' Edinburgh Review,' from whom the

first proposal of the matter, and probably the first suggestion,

came, " rejoiced to hear that Norton Longman's journey was
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so successful, and that the arrangement for ' Fraser ' was

completed." " I take great interest in it," adds this gentle-

man, one of the Principal's oldest friends in literature. Mr

Froude, once editor of the Magazine, expressed himself as

" heartily glad to hear from Longman that you have under-

taken to drive the old coach." But perhaps the letter most

gratifying to Tulloch was the following genial and generous

note from the editor of ' Blackwood/ his friend and pub-

lisher, but now to be more or less his rival in the crowded

field.

He had been anxious at once to let Mr Blackwood know

of the arrangement, feeling something of the awkwardness

of the change of relationship thus succeeding to the most

friendly connection of another kind, and had written as soon

as permitted to do so in the following terms :

—

St Andrews, March 22, 1879.

I have intended to write to you for some time about an offer

made to me by the Longmans in the beginning of the year to edit

1 Fraser's Magazine '—an offer which, after a good deal of negotia-

tion, and Mr T. N. Longman coming here to see me, I have ac-

cepted. I asked Mr Longman when he was here to be allowed

to communicate the matter to you. ... Of course I have not been

without misgivings in undertaking work of this kind, but I have

good hopes that I may be successful. I should have no fears if

you could give me some of your editorial tact and skill. And
saving, of course, that my literary efforts must now go to ' Fraser,'

we shall always continue, I trust, the good friends we have been.

I can never think but with the most pleasant feelings of my con-

nection with you.

Mr Blackwood's reply was full of responsive feeling :

—

45 George Street,

Edinburgh, March 25, 1879.

My dear Principal,—Secrets do not keep in Edinburgh,

especially when they concern so big a fish as you, and I heard of

your approaching translation to the editorship of ' Fraser's Maga-

zine ' in one or two quarters before I got your pleasant letter

on Sunday.

I am glad to receive your letter, and most cordially respond
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to the feelings expressed in it. Our intercourse hs been long,

pleasant, and friendly, and nothing of tliis kind is the Least likely

to make any change in it. I cannot pretend to wish the su<

of any Magazine particularly except my own
;
lmt I sincerely hope

for Mrs Tulloch's sake ami yours, that this may prove a happy

and congenial occupation for you. St Andrews will soon be as

great in editors as in golfers. "W ill Baynes 1 join in an editorial

match ?

My nephew has been in London. Curiously, he mentions

having met Norton Longman. The wise young representative of

the Row did not mention business, but his wife said he had been

to St Andrews, and was so delighted with it that she thought

they would be back this summer.—Always yours truly,

John 1'.i.a< kwood.

I may add that about this time Principal Tulloch received

from Glasgow University the complimentary degree of LL.D.

He remarks in his letter to Dr Dickson on this occasion that

he was more entitled to, than deserving of, such an honour,

and that " ambition of this sort has long since passed from my
mind. But it would ill become me to decline your kindness,

and I thank you all heartily in anticipation." Business of a

very sad description also called him to Glasgow early in the

year, when the excitement and pleasure of his new beginning

were sadly damped just before his entrance upon the prelim-

inaries of his work by the sudden and quite unexpected death

of his son's wife, Mrs William Tulloch—a young and gentle

creature, whose sudden loss, leaving behind four little chil-

dren scarcely more than babies, brought desolation to a happy

house, and filled the family in all its branches with gloom. It

was with this calamity fresh in his mind that the Principal

paid his first visit to Paternoster Row ; and he pauses in his

daily record of the new incidents of life, before he can say a

word of business, to hope that the melancholy house in which

he had left his wife, the only possible earthly comforter, had

a little recovered calm. " It is hard to realise such a calam-

ity, it is so very dreadful ; but now that all is over, there is

1 Professor Baynes was editor of the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica.

'
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nothing for it but to be as helpful to Willie as we all can.

God bless you, darling, and the dear boy," he says, out of his

full heart, before he proceeds to tell her of the people he has

seen, the partners, each with a little touch of description

—

the younger men hopeful and even enthusiastic, but the

elders, the less known and visible members of the firm, not

so sanguine.

To Ms Wife.

They are extremely pleasant so far to do business with. But

it is only well when it ends well, and I have learned too much of

the world and its ways to feel over-sanguine of anything. Suf-

ficient for the day is the good as well as the evil. It is better

not to look too far ahead, anyway, but to do our duty and leave

the issue in higher hands.

The Magazine required a considerable degree of organisa-

tion, as it seems to have dropped out of popularity. Inter-

views of all kinds had to be got through and introduc-

tions made. A political article, upon which the proprietors

laid great stress, had to be made the subject of a special

arrangement with a regular contributor. This was a new

feature, I believe, in ' Fraser,' and it was hoped would be a

very successful one. Everybody, it was evident, was full of

advice, direction, and encouragement. Mr Allingham, the

previous editor, entered with much kindness into all the

arrangements of the new one, and gave him generously the

benefit of his experience. Still, all was not sunshine even in

this first beginning.

I see there is some chaff in the ' World ' about " the inevitable

Scot " and my editorship of ' Fraser.' Poor Allingham is well

abused, and I am considered a sort of old-world Scotch creature

sure to go wrong, like W. when installed as a London editor.

The whole is very pitiful trash. Pigott also writes dolefully on

the subject, saying that George Eliot is quite hopeless to get at,

and he fears it will be a miracle to revive ' Fraser.' He was
always rather sad-minded, delightful as he is. We can only do

our best.

In May he laid down with great comfort the ecclesiastical
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dignity which it had been a pleasure to assume, but which

had hung a little heavy upon him in the later moment

its duration—writing with great satisfaction to his wit'- thai

" I am done with my Moderatorship, I am thankful to

The last act of the retiring Moderator is to preach a sermon

to the assembled " Fathers and Brethren." " There was a

large congregation, and I fancied I Bpoke with great de-

liberation and clearness, but I got excited now and then," he

writes to his wife. In the evening he dined at Holyrood,

and there received many congratulations, which he repeats

to her.

Mr Murray was kind enough to say that so many were obliged

to me for lifting up the debates into a higher region,—rather a

lofty compliment. The Lord High Commissioner, too, was very

complimentary. My great apprehension always is, that speaking,

as I have done, quite extemporarily, I get confused at times and
use too many words. I never read my speeches in the news-

papers, or very seldom, they seem to me so ill composed. How-
ever, they can't have been very bad if you liked them, and I hope

they read decently.

As soon as the Assembly was over, the Principal hurried

to Balmoral to perform his duty there, and received from the

Queen a touching memento of a recent loss—that of the

Princess Alice—with the following letter:

—

Balmoral Castle, June 2, 1879.

In sending the fourth volume to Principal Tulloch, the Queen
likewise adds a print of her beloved child, and photographs of

her two dear grandchildren, all taken by this dreadful illness.

It is a melancholy and singular circumstance that these sweet

children were born, the one on the Queen's birthday, and the

other on her wedding-day, and not one of all her numerous grand-

children were born on any anniversary connected with herself.

He went back from the North to London, notwithstanding:

the hurry and bustle which, under ordinary circumstances,

he hated, and with all the cheerfulness of novelty betook

himself to Paternoster Eow and to his labours. The first

z

i
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number of the new series bearing his name was to appear

in July.

39 Paternoster Row,
To his Wife. June 5, 1879.

Here I am in my editorial chair, and by no means an easy one,

I assure you. The amount of papers accumulated on the table is

enough to make one run away and give up the business. How-
ever, I have gone at them patiently, and it is wonderful how one

works through them with no interruptions. I have already

written many letters to bungry contributors, and put aside many
papers to be returned with thanks. So much writing of articles

gives one a queer idea of • life, and the pressure there is either to

write or to get bread for hungry mouths. There are curious

stories about ladies coming here with manuscripts of their hus-

bands, saying their families are starving ; the wife of a man,

amongst others, whose name is not quite unfamiliar, and whose

paper on " Good Dinners," poor beggar ! I have just gone through,

—in some respects, a very bright and interesting paper. God
bless me ! there is something awful in the idea of a starving man
writing a bright and readable paper on good cheer

!

The same subject fills a letter to Professor Baynes :

—

Athen^um, June 4, 1879.

I have no plans ; everything is subsidiary to ' Fraser ' and the

necessities of the first number. It is pretty right by this time,

I fancy ; but I still expect something important, and I can fix

nothing till the July number is in train.

This is a funny place. The old fellows, whenever one goes

into the dining-room, weary one. The great philosopher S.,

gloating with unscientific eyes over his dinner, and then going

about the room talking to his friends with the air of a man of

the world acquired too late in life.

From the same place, in the midst of these new occupa-

tions, he pauses to send sympathetic advice to the lonely and

sad young widower.

To his Wife.

I have written to him, recommending him strongly to take up
some definite line of study—especially the study of thoughts and

ideas—as the best cure for the feelings of loneliness and grief.

There is nothing like new or deeper ideas for stirring up the mind
and creating new interests when old interests have been taken

from us, or have passed away. And, moreover, one is never able
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to enter so well into certain great Christian thoughts aa when
one's mind is quickened l>y great sorrow or suffering of some kind,

if the mental and physical strength remains unimpaired

The letter to which reference is here made is evidently the

following :

—

A i iiKSjKUM, June 16, 1879.

I understand all you say in your letter from St Mary's on

Saturday. It cannot he hut that you should feel deeply all that

you have lost ; but you have also a "strong consolation " in think-

ing over the fact that her life, if taken from you, was yet so pure

and good and beautiful a life, that it must live for ever ; and if you

have lost much to cheer and support you in all that is gone with

her, you have at least an inspiring and sainted memory, and there

are few things so good for a man as this. Many have to mourn
for their dead to whom their hearts may have clung, and yet not

even this fond idealism has heen able to make anything sacred out

of the thought of them.

I would strongly recommend you to take quietly, as you have

leisure, to the study of some of the great questions of theology.

Nothing can still a great sorrow like the study of ideas ; and there

are certain great thoughts about God and Christ and the world,

worth living for and doing something to advance. I am sure such

a study would be the best counteraction to your sorrow. Boyd
writes very nicely about you and your preaching, which seems to

have pleased him. But he also says "a little more theological

backbone would still improve it." This is what I felt a little

while ago when I recommended you to study some of the old

Puritan divines—not that their ideas are any longer serviceable,

at least in the style in which they put them, but that they have

a grip of spiritual profundities. And although you know I am
opposed to mere dogmatic preaching, and how little good I think

there is in it, yet there is no adequate inspiration for preaching

except an enthusiasm in the ideas which underlie dogma, and can

only be reached through the study of dogma. It deepens and

gives power to preaching as nothing else does. Uninteresting in

point of literary form as such writers as Howe and Baxter are, I

am sure you would find not only comfort but strength in studying

them, and in going over the outline of Christian thought both

dogmatically and historically. I am sure that you will best get

out of the circle of your own thoughts by getting into some such

circle of great thoughts, and making them more thoroughly your

own.

All this has come into my head to-night, as I sat by old Hay-
ward (the Quarterly Beviewer) at dinner, thinking over your letter.
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It may seem a strange contradiction of my advice in some respects

that I should he here thinking merely of ' Fraser's Magazine

'

rather than of any theological questions. But there is a time for

everything ; and ' Fraser ' seems very much in the meantime, on

many accounts. All the same, I feel that no mere literary inter-

ests or wish to make a literary success, for others really more than

for myself, would be any compensation for the life of thought

which has always been my mainstay, and without which the pres-

sure of ordinary life would probably have beat me long ago.

I omit a hundred details about the Magazine, especially

the first number, which he entered into with the greatest

minuteness in his communications with his wife, repeating

again and again, with deeply underlined earnestness, "Say

what you think of this." It is half amusing, half pathetic, to

note his anxieties over one paper that nobody should know

who had written it, doubtful and fearful of its effect, un-

certain whether he ought to publish it at all—then, with a

higher tone, feeling it his duty to do so. The article was

upon the Society papers of the day, then a comparatively new

institution ; and after all the Principal's alarms and anxieties,

I do not think it fluttered a single dovecot, or had any effect

at all. There is a certain quaintness and simplicity in his

sense of the importance of his work, in his high anticipations

of success, and sense of responsibility, and conviction that

something novel and great is about to develop upon the

world in his new number, which is exceedingly attractive

and interesting. We may be allowed to be but moderately

interested about ' Fraser
'

; but the sight of the new editor in

his chair, so determined to succeed, so eager to believe that

the articles he has selected are no common magazine articles,

but of value enough to startle the world, is another matter.

The young men at the Eow shared and heightened his excite-

ment, thinking too that this new number was to be some-

thing, and do something great ; but the elder ones looked on,

not enthusiastically, shaking now and then an admonitory

head, knowing better. The editor had the satisfaction of
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thinking it was the best number published that first of July

1879, when he sent it to press—and awaited the result with

a mingled calm of merit, and Bense of anxious excitement,

aware that " the public is an ass," and often fails to perceive

the finest genius, yet in his heart of hearts feeling that it

could not be so stupid in this case. I do not remember

whether the quality of the first numbers was really as high

as he supposed. In all probability they were very little

different from other magazines, save for the sublimation of

earnest purpose and exultant yet timid hope with which he

regarded them.

Very soon, however, it became apparent to the eager new

editor that things were not to go so triumphantly as he sup-

posed. Coming to London in October, he found discourage-

ment and disappointment reigning in the Row. The first

two numbers—July and August—had shown a tendency to

rise in circulation ; but the September number, though not

less excellent, had fallen like a stone. A few letters, full

of perturbation and distress, give a most lively yet heart-

rending picture of his excitement and trouble. There had

already been worries with impatient friends who had to wait

for the publication of their articles, with others whose papers

were too long or too short, or with whom the editor disagreed

in their special view. All these could be borne so long as

the reward of a great success still seemed possible. But

when he perceived the disappointment in Paternoster Eow, and

heard the dismal calculations of loss, so much a-month, and

saw every face disheartened and dismayed, his vexation and

mortification and disappointment were great. With his usual

longing for sympathy, he came to the friends nearest him to

be consoled and cheered—shaking his head while we all dis-

cussed these disappointing facts, protesting with the most

plausible reasons that a little failure was almost necessary

— that indeed it was inevitable, even advantageous, that

it should be so— yet allowing himself to be persuaded to
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brighter views all the same. I fear it was in some cases the

mere sophistry of sympathetic feeling which prompted these

arguments, and that a great and sudden success, such as he

dreamed of, was scarcely believed in by any one except him-

self. But it is rare that one sees such an event as the sink-

ing circulation of a periodical taken to heart as if it had been

a personal grief. The Principal anticipated for a moment

that the Magazine was to be at once abandoned, and the sense

of failure thus emphasised was intolerable to him. Such a

catastrophe, however, was impossible in the nature of things

;

and the Magazine was carried on, but with none of the

elation that had marked its beginning, though on his part

with a constant struggle to procure and combine the best

materials and an anxious eye for the circulation. If only it

would reach a thousand—five hundred—more ! if only it

could be carried on without loss ! His unvarying testimony

to the kindness and good feeling of the publishers, and their

generous acknowledgment of his exertions, and the fact that

this failure was no fault of his, is always warm. But the

very look of discouragement in the faces of others was dis-

tracting to so sensitive a man. He had neither the cool-

ness nor the self-confidence which fit men to play a losing

game.

Notwithstanding these additional labours, he made his

usual visit to the Highlands in the autumn, this time in

particular to the neighbourhood of the Gairloch in Eoss-

shire, where the Church was in a bad condition, and where

he remained for two Sundays, to preach with the view of

rousing a better feeling. While here he met one of the sages

of our time, whom he describes in his letters home :

—

I preached on Sunday to a very good congregation, Dr Mar-

tineau and his family among others. He is a very fine old man,

and it is worth coming all this way to meet him alone. He is

busy on a great book on the ' Foundations of Belief,' which he

hopes to finish before he dies. He is now about seventy-two.
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These familiar occupations, however, were now secondary

in interest to the subject which filled his thoughts, and we

find him soon after hack in London, telling of a " letter

from Baynes " :

—

To his Wife. Athen-eom, October 21.

He mentions that there was a first-rate notice of ' Fraser ' in the

1 Evening Standard,' a Tory paper too, saying that there was not

in the October number a weak or poor article. Ho likes it him-

self very much, and quite disagrees with the ' Spectator,' which be

thinks " carelessly injurious," or some such phrase. All the same,

the difficulties of the whole business are immense and annoying,

and I cannot say I feel hopeful about it. If it only would add

to its circulation, I should not care what one newspaper said. I

should be very glad to let Mrs O.
1 try her hand for a year.

I met at the club last night Mark Pattison, the rector of Lin-

coln College, and one of the ablest men of the day, who came up

to me at breakfast. I said jocularly to him, " Won't you give me
something for ' Fraser "I" " Oh," he said, " I am getting too old.

Ask the young fellows who can write about anything. Don't

you notice how they all write in the same style, with the same

clever varnish ! " Dr Vaughan, the Master of the Temple, writes

beside me. I wonder if these fellows have no home,—they are

always here

!

Here is another amusing little incident, rousing one of his

half-comic bursts of wrath, in respect to an article in the

1 Quarterly,' in which very complimentary mention had been

made of his volume on • Pascal ' in the series of Foreign

Classics, accompanied by indication of several mistransla-

tions or misquotations, an error to which, in common with

many people whose memory for words has lost the crispness

of youth, he was liable. The reproach had not vexed him,

as such a criticism usually did, because of the fair and flatter-

ing remarks by which it was interlined.

Miss was calling on Sara as I got home, tired and weary,

yesterday. " Have you seen the ' Quarterly ' 1 " she said ;
" they

are very rude to you," referring to the note about the mistransla-

tions, which I have had no time to attend to, but saying nothing

of the pleasant aspects of the paper. How pleasant some people

1 This refers to some supposed over-confidence on my own part as to what
could be done.
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are ! What a gift of saying nice things ! No people can say

nicer things than women when they like ; but men almost never

make such wanton assaults as this.

A more pleasant encounter was with the editor of the

'Nineteenth Century,' whom he met in the Grosvenor

Gallery.

To his Wife.

I must tell you what he said to me about ' Fraser.' He said I

had done wonders. Nobody could know better than he did what

pains it involved to edit a magazine as I had done. But an old

thing cannot be revived—never has been ; so he says. ' Fraser

'

has been such a disappointment, and so little that is hopeful comes

to me about it, that I fancy I was pleased that he should say
" nobody could have done more than you have done."

However, I cannot bear the idea of the Longmans losing money

by it. Besides that I hate the failure. It takes the spring out

of life, and makes one feel one's self an old fogy.

I breakfasted with Matthew Arnold yesterday morning, and we
had a long talk about matters. The circulation of the ' Nineteenth

Century ' and ' Time/ which one never sees in Scotland, is as-

tonishing, he says. He sees " heaps " at the beginning of the

month at railway stations
—

" dwindling heaps." The young

fellows, he said, and fathers of families, all fancy they are getting

a tincture of literature.

These criticisms of ' Fraser ' continued to occupy his mind

during this exciting and troublous, yet animated period, above

every other interest, along with the painful problem why

everybody should applaud but nobody buy, which has troubled

the soul of so many men of letters. One of his letters to

Professor Baynes is full of remarks upon an article which he

had just received for his Magazine from that faithful friend.

St Andrews, Sept. 15, 1879.

All this is said, not so much at the impulse of my own critical

judgment, as of that idiot the public, even as represented by such

organs as the ' Spectator,' which did not deign to notice Sellar's

paper, and spoke of the last number of ' Fraser ' as " dull "
! Skel-

ton, and I don't know how many others, have written to me
in the highest terms of it, as readable from beginning to end.

Saintsbury, although his own paper was omitted, is quite enthu-

siastic, and says Froude's paper is the best he has seen in any
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magazine for a long time. I have one nearly as good for October,

on "Partridges and Politics."

Yesterday was very bright, and F. Tarver and one of hi col-

li agues, Mr Hale, a hearty Liberal, full of modern movement,

whom you would like very much, had a long walk to Dramcarrow

Crag after being at church in the morning. Hale delighted with

A.K.H.B. I had a visit from Jowett on Saturday, and a long

chat.

To his Wife. October 4, 1879.

I am sorry to say, second edition and all, ' Fraser ' still does little

in the way of circulation—not only no leap, but little movement.

The present number I think is good—as really good as the last

;

but the public is in a vitiated state with the seasoned meats of

Society papers and fashionable controversies about atheism and Mr
Mallock. Gather and write to me fully any opinions you hear

about ' Fraser.' Is it dull 1—or too respectable 1 which is the same

thing—too few swell names ? too little or too much of this thing

or that thing 1 I should hate the idea of going in for anything

but genuine literature in the old sense.

The romance of the Magazine a little abated as the year

went on. The pleasure of the beginning, the dreadful dis-

enchantment of want of success, the momentary expectation

of a catastrophe, and bitter confusion of failure, all calmed

down into the ordinary routine of an enterprise which was

not triumphant nor even successful, yet could not be dropped

in a moment, but had to go through a reasonable trial and

probation, and to be done the best for that was possible, even

though the wings of hope were much damped. In this sobered

yet not uncheerful spirit the year 1879 came to a close.

A glimpse such as Tulloch affords into the troubles of an

editor, and the anxieties of a losing game, may be not unin-

structive ; but few men, happily, take anxieties of this de-

scription so deeply to heart. All was well, however, in the

inner citadels of life during this period. His health continued

good, always the first thought of the family, who were so

deeply aware of the sufferings he had gone through ; and no

domestic trouble, save the very sad one previously referred

to, touched the now large and flourishing tribe to which St
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Mary's was a beloved and delightful centre. The young

mothers—each of whom " brought her babe and made her

boast," bringing with them many new connections, all har-

monious and satisfactory, full of tender pride and admiration

for the head of the house—came back from time to time to

join the group of younger children still left at home to keep

up the traditions of the cheerful family. " The house is sprawl-

ing with grandchildren, all very happy," he writes to a friend

in the summer of this year ; and though he adds, " I shrink

from the happiness often into my sanctum, which is carefully

preserved against intrusion," the note of this guardianship

only gives a more perfect touch to the beauty of the picture,

as showing the always vigilant and wakeful love which pre-

served him from every unnecessary care. Mrs Tulloch's

health had indeed been much shaken, and kept an ever-

present anxiety in the foreground of the Principal's life ; but

even that was lulled by habit, and by the growing hope that

this most precious existence, though marred by much suffer-

ing, was not in any real danger. Thus, whatever troubles

were threatening, all was well, unimpaired as yet by the

conflicting labours of his life.
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CHAPTER XL

THE BLACKNESS OF DARKNESS.

The year 1880 began in the same tranquil fashion, without

prognostics of evil. The routine of Tulloch's life was so far

changed, that instead of the weekly journeys to Edinburgh,

which, during the time of the Education Board, diversified

his days with a series of Edinburgh dinner-parties and social

dissipations in addition to the work, he had now a series of

visits to London, in which his life varied between the Athen-

aeum and Paternoster Kow, and dinner-parties more preten-

tious, if not more amusing, than those in the northern

capital. ' Fraser ' went on more or less steadily, having a

sucds d'estime if never a commercial success, and his feelings

were soothed by applause if not by more substantial advan-

tage. The only excitement was that of public matters ; above

all, the prospect of Disestablishment for the Church, which,

now that Mr Gladstone was about to be brought back to

power, seemed to the Principal imminent. It always ap-

peared to him the greatest misfortune that could happen to

Scotland, and his anticipations were very gloomy.

To Rev. W. W. Tulloch. St Andrews, April 3, 1880.

The political prospect looks very grave,—Gladstone will almost

certainly be Premier, or at least the governing spirit in the new
Government ; and my own sober opinion is, that the existence of

the Church of Scotland will be before the constituencies before
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three, or at the utmost five years, and unless there be a Conserva-

tive reaction, that its days are numbered. You somewhere spoke

of the number of young men of Conservative leanings in Glasgow

and Greenock, but the result of the polls there yesterday shows

how little anything of this kind comes to, amidst the powerful

political forces of the country. The witness of three such men for

Glasgow is very significant, and I have no doubt whatever that

Mr Adam and all the official wire-pullers are gradually tightening

the cords of strangulation around the old institution. It is a

curious Nemesis of the Patronage Act, but exactly one of those

revenges that constantly repeat themselves in history. The Tories,

and especially Scotch Tories, are hopelessly blinded to all the real

influences that are moving the modern world. I am not sorry

that since the Liberals—or rather, I fear, they must be called the

Liberal-Radicals—are to return to power, they should return with

a large majority. They will be able to show their real mind, and
bring matters about the Churches and some other things to a crisis.

Anything, I believe, is better than the present state of suspense

and pretence, of saying one thing and meaning another.

The result of our local contest will not matter much now in the

general run ; and although Bennett's agents show a clear majority

of pledges, it is not unlikely we will be beaten. We had a great

meeting in Cupar last night, numbers of the students having gone

of their own accord. Crombie (who has acted very kindly in the

whole matter) and Col. Grindley went with me. 1 thought I

should not have got a hearing at all for a long time. But I com-

pelled them to hear at last, and never, I believe, spoke better.

But, as one of the students said to David this morning, " it was
casting pearls before swine." Bennett himself spoke with amazing

clearness, force, and point. It is really no matter to me how it

ends,—I feel I have done my duty ; while the Glasgow Liberal

Churchmen, and many others, who pestered Mr Gladstone with

their remonstrances in December, have sung small, and I suppose

quietly given their votes for men like Middleton and Anderson.

No one is personally less likely to be affected by the revolution

than I am. And it is better perhaps for St Mary's and the old

college to perish by violence than by a slow and lingering decay.

The allusions above are to the election for the Fife Burghs,

in which, for the first time, the Principal took a leading part,

feeling, in the face of so great a risk as that which threatened

the Church, that her clergy were bound to exercise the duty

of public-spirited citizens, as well as those more specially

appropriate to their profession, by keeping out her enemies,
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and adding to the number of her supporters in the House of

Commons. Tie was naturally attacked with great violence in

some of the local papers for taking a part in political agita-

tion ; but, unfortunately, his efforts were not successful. On

a later occasion, when the popular feeling had changed, the

result which he had desired was, however, attained, and a

candidate who was on the side of the Church against her

assailants was chosen. But it was not so in the election of

1880. He relates the result as follows :

—

To Rev. W. W. Tulloch. St Andrews University, April 7, 1880.

You will see that we have been beaten, and more beaten than

we ought to have been. But all the organisation of the Associa-

tions was in Williamson's hand, and his agents far cleverer than

Bennett's. In fact, nothing has impressed me more than the very

clever craft of the Radical Dissenters which has entrapped hundreds

of Churchmen into voting on their side. And it is under such

influence that the Church will go down. Their organisations will

be maintained in great perfection ; and opposed to them we have

merely a motley lot, belonging to the Church but not caring much
about it, and not believing that it can be destroyed till its destruc-

tion comes. I have received a great deal of abuse, of course

;

but I really don't mind much. The only thing one feels is that

people at a distance cannot understand all the unfairness that has

been practised.

After this burst of political commotion, the year seems to

have gone peacefully by. At the time of the meeting of the

Assembly in May, Principal Tulloch was presented by a large

number of his friends with his portrait—a large full length,

in the costume which he had worn as Moderator, painted by

Mr Herdman, R.S.A.—a fine picture and a tolerable likeness.

After his lifetime and that of his wife it was to pass into the

hands of his university as a memorial of him, and there

accordingly it now is. The picture was presented to him by

Lord Eosslyn, once more Lord High Commissioner, in a very

flattering speech. The Principal's own remarks in reply were

characteristic. After thanking his friends warmly, he ex-

pressed his pleasure in the knowledge that the donors were
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not those only who approved his opinions, but those who

recognised amid all difference of opinion the desire to do

right. It had been his lot, and he considered it a happy one,

to mingle a good deal with many classes of his countrymen

of all shades of opinion. He had, of course, come into con-

tact with those with whom he had differed, and feeling a

deep interest in public questions, he might have expressed

himself with keenness or espoused a side disliked by others

;

but he had never failed to receive, as he hoped he had ex-

tended to others, that kind indulgence which came to all

public men who acted from sincere motives and a real desire

to promote the good of the Church or society. He had never

allowed any opposition in the General Assembly or else-

where to interfere with those private relations of friendship

in which it had been his happiness to live with many of

those most differing from him in political or ecclesiastical

matters. There were few causes worthy of the antagonism

which embittered private life, and there was no good cause,

he believed, ever advanced by asperity or alienation from

those who might not see it in the same light as they did.

"Whatever might be before them in Scotland politically or

ecclesiastically—and it was not for him to touch on such

topics there—he might venture perhaps to say that their

public life, and especially their public religious life, needed

something of that sweetness and light with which a well-

known writer had made them familiar. They were all really

nearer to each other than they often thought—all public

men, he meant, who sought the public good in Church and

State, who did not really use party interests to promote their

own purposes. If in any respect he had helped, however

slightly, to promote a more generous spirit in the discussion

of religious questions in Scotland, he should feel that he had

done something, not indeed deserving of so much kindness on

the part of his friends, but something which they, and his

children afterwards, would gladly remember.
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No doubt this evidence of much warm friendship and good

feeling had an exhilarating and happy effect. He writes to

Professor Baynes in September from Balmoral that " 1 am a

good deal in spirits, as I often am. I have reason to than].

God that I am well withal, and that we have so many

blessings." It is not unusual that an expression of comfort

and satisfaction like this should, in our fantastic humanity,

so little foreseeing, so ignorant of what is at hand, even

when most near it, precede misfortune. The end of the year

had not come when the cloud, no bigger than a man's hand,

came suddenly up upon this serene sky. In a letter to his

son, to warn him against the risk of a literary undertaking

upon which his heart was set, we have the first indication of

approaching trouble.

To Rev. W. W. Tulloch.

I am beginning to feel the effects of having my nose so inces-

santly at the grindstone, having had during the last fortnight some
return of my old discomfort, hyper-consciousness and depression.

I have been at pains to get quit of work I had undertaken for the
' Encyclopaedia Britannica,' and I feel sorry that I have undertaken

the St Giles' lectures in March, and those lectures in Inverness in

April, two of which, however, are written. I must ease myself in

every possible way and not write anything for the Magazine, and
the discomfort, I hope, will pass away. It is not bad, but it is

distinctly present. I really think my class-work has something

to do with it, thrashing the old theistic straw, and trying to clear

up my own ideas as well as the ideas of the students about this,

as -well as dogma and other things. But we should all be on the

watch against any over-strain, and I cannot help saying a word of

warning.

The cloud, however, for the moment seemed to disperse ; and

another letter, a few days later, is altogether buoyant and

satisfied. He had during the interval met Mr Gladstone at

the house of a mutual friend.

St Andrews, Dec. 13, 18S0.

I am glad to say that old ' Fraser ' begins to move at last. It is

not much more than a beginning, but the November number is

decidedly better, and Longman writes to-day that the present
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number will be better, so far as he can make out, than any

previous one. In short he thinks it " not unreasonable to suppose

that the Magazine is now on the rise." This is all I have ever

expected. . . . Nothing ever succeeds, of course, like the idea

of success, and it would really be gratifying if I could pull the

old Magazine to the front again.

I found Mr Gladstone very pleasant, particularly about ' Fraser.'

He expressed a cordial willingness to write if he could only find

time, but spoke a good deal of his engagements to the 'Nineteenth

Century ' and ' Contemporary.' I could not urge him further at

the moment. I did not speak to him about Church matters, as

Tennant had been boring him on the subject, and he had distinctly

shirked and would say nothing further about it. I do not think

he has any reserve in his mind about it, or perhaps any wish to

abolish us. But he is an obvious victim of great popular move-

ments, and if the movement were powerful against the Church

(which I think he evidently felt it was not, as I daresay he had

supposed), he would not hesitate to put himself at the head of it.

He has certainly no such love for us as would prevent him doing

this, so that the possible salvation of the Church is simply its

success. I wish I saw more good blood entering into it, and more

signs that the future race of clergy will be able to keep to the

front.

I took Mrs Gladstone in to dinner one day and got a great deal

of political gossip out of her. She has, of course, a very bad

opinion of Dizzy, but thinks he is afraid of her husband, if of any-

body.

This is almost the last gleam of light in the Principal's life

for a long time. The mysterious illness which had assailed

him at periodical intervals since the first accds in 1863 re-

turned suddenly, and seated itself, like one of the vultures of

ancient story, on his brain and heart. These illnesses are fea-

tures of so much importance in his life, and they are unhappily

so much a characteristic of the time, that I think I shall not

do wrong in quoting almost in full the singular diary of the

ensuing months, the record of a " blackness of darkness

"

more deep and terrible than any that had previously envel-

oped him. Its causelessness, to all appearance—the inscrut-

able character of the malady, which neither doctor nor

patient (and the doctors no more than the patient) could
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understand—the great Buffering involved—the sweel bells

jangled out of tune of his whole nature, and those mysteriou

complications of sense and feeling which made the sufiferei

lialf believe himself to 1"' mad, while yet he was BO painfullv

a spectator and critic of himself, more sane and serious than

those who pitied and wondered at him—and above all, the

fact that so many in the present day have suffered in the

same strange way,—fully justify, I think, this publication,

all the more that the record was evidently kept with an

intention of fathoming, if possible, the terrible malady, against

which no order of remedies seemed of any avail. With the

omission of a few medical details, I give this document almost

as it stands.

Sunday, Dec. 19, 1880.

Commenced the session a little down. Friday, 19th November,
had been to London about ' Fraser,' and had two popular lectures

to give. Got on, however, well with opening lecture, an old

one, which attracted notice in the newspapers, and was hailed by
Blackie with a sonnet, " Tulloch, thou speakest well," apropos of

Creeds ; in reference to which subject, and to their subscription, I

had also a paper " from a Broad Churchman" in November 'Fraser,'

along with a lengthened political article. All this, I suppose,

and the lack of a sufficient summer holiday, had worn me down,
and my digestive system had been gradually getting out of order.

In any case, a touch of the old malady, painful self-consciousness,

assailed me in my class while hearing a discourse. Friday 26th.

—

Thought nothing of it ; but unhappily I had to preach twice for

Dr Boyd on the following Sunday, 28th, and felt very much ex-

hausted in consequence. Better, however, next day, and doing

the work tolerably well, though with the consciousness of the

old blunder and confusion coming back upon me. [Here follows

a record of day after day partially ill and well, with a side-note

—

" Out of twenty days since I first distinctly realised that it was
the old malady, have had eight and a half bad, eleven good or

fairly so."]

Monday, Dec, 20th.—Bather weak and suffering ; began the

opium-pills ; but taught my classes without suffering, if not very
vigorously. Very well at night after a sleep. More tendency to

talk about myself.

21st.—Better upon the whole, especially in the afternoon.

22d.—Not so good a night. Dismal morning of gloom and

2 A
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snow; but taught my class vigorously. Have continued opium-

pills every twelve hours. Bad morning in bed going over all the

possibilities of suffering involved in this state. Christmas holidays

began to-day. Went out to dinner to General Briggs ; very well

during the whole time.

23d.—Wonderfully well this morning; excellent sleep. Did a

heavy day's work, writing letters and returning MSS. Not so

well in the evening; more restlessness and recurrence of thought

about the old matter than any positive suffering. Felt last night

as if the cloud were to disperse and I was to get better ; the old

feeling of hopelessness back all day.

21th.—Bad day throughout; bad night, and lay in bed till

afternoon, very prostrate. Slept before dinner in my chair at

the drawing-room fire. Very done after dinner, and went to bed

immediately. Slept marvellously, nine hours in all.

25th.—Felt stronger and quieter all day. Got up about eleven

o'clock ; took a few turns in the "Walk, and then wrote letters

and rearranged my lectures generally, but with the terror of the

shadow hanging over me.

26th, Sunday.—Bad day; very hopeless; thought I must give

up all work and go away. Got up in the afternoon. Better at

night.

21 tli.—Lay in bed till about twelve ; then got up without

going out, and have had a quiet day , did some work even. Saw
Mr Knight about ' Fraser

'
; he kindly agreed to assist. Wonder-

fully well in the evening; comparatively hopeful that I might

remain at home, invaliding myself and doing as little work as

possible.

28th.—Wonderfully good night; also quiet and well com-

paratively through the day, without the cloud entirely lifting.

Willie arrived. Dr Crichton Browne's letter giving a hopeful

view of the case. Did some work for ' Fraser
'

; hopeful of

getting through, if not without trouble. God grant me so great

a mercy.

29th.—Good night, and better throughout the day; but ap-

petite very capricious. Walked with my dear wife in the after-

noon. Pretty well at night, but wearied and clouded.

31st.—Slept pretty well; took no chloral. Got up in the

morning, feeling fresh, and as if the cloud would lift. Well upon

the whole all day, especially in the afternoon. Went to club in

afternoon, and spent an hour pleasantly. Is the cloud lifting 1

1st. Jan. 1881.—Cloud down again; very dark day; bad

night. Not quite hopeless, but very dark and weary. Most
kind letter from C. J. Longman. Baynes at dinner. Broke

down very much in the evening.
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3c?.—Better upon the whole to-day. Called on Dr Crombie;
walked with him in tin- afternoon. Saw Haynesand Pagan about

my lectures. Cannot make up my mind whether to hegin my
work on Wednesday or not. Took chloral.

5th.—Bad night \ took chloral twice. Got up in the morn-

ing and lectured. Better in the afternoon; very low in the

evening.

10th.—Bad night; took chloral twice; got up to my classes;

very bad day; went to bed in the afternoon; slept after dii

very ill.

11th.—Night not good; took " Batley " twice in the morning,

and better all day. Bead part of my lecture to Dr Heddle. Is

the cloud lifting ? God, grant so great a mercy.

12///.—Bad night, and cloud down again. In the afternoon

went to bed and slept a little. Bad, bad
;
yet taught my class.

13//t.—Still bad, although a little better at night. Got up in

the morning for Greek Testament class, and lay down again

after coming in ; still bad in the afternoon.

1 4///.—Bad ; took chloral ; in bed all day.

loth.—Bad. . . .

16th.—Better a little. Dr Mitchell and Dr Birrell took my
classes.

2ith.—Bad night ; very bad all day; the worst day I have had.

God, in Thy mercy, spare me the misery of such another day.

Feb. 6th, 12th, 13th.—During all these days very much the

same. Have been taking opium regularly, two grains a-day, and
" Batley " occasionally. Mr Christie has taken my lectures, and I

have been getting up about eleven each day. God knows what
the end will be.

20th.—Continued much the same in the interval. Two grains

of opium in the twenty-four hours.

21 st.—Went out to-day and taught my senior class, after five

weeks' absence.

27th.—Continue much the same. Taught my class up to

Thursday : on the latter day both classes ; but suffering very

much, and future, ever present, very dark. Appetite better;

sleep also better; but mental state not improved.

March 6th.—Continued to teach, much in the same state.

Dreadful storm again, and wreck, with the loss of eleven lives

in front of the Baths. Such things make little impression upon
me in comparison with what they would have done in health.

13th.—Continued to teach. Went to church for the first

time; but still very unwell. Sensible of very little change.
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Went also to Senatus on 12th, and transacted business well;

but dark and miserable.

20th,—Much the same. Everybody says I am looking better,

but I cannot say I am feeling better, although I am doing more.

May God grant me relief soon. Taught till Tuesday 15th. Mr
Wilson of New Abbey began the lectures after that day. Ut-

terly at a loss what to do with myself, and whether to try a

change or not.

24th,— Finished session; wonderfully good day upon the whole.

Mr Wilson of Cramond addressed students. ... I hope the worst

is past. If I could only keep as to-day I could do some work, and

perhaps even face General Assembly. God have mercy upon me,

and cause Thy face to shine upon me, and give me peace !

April ith.—Much in the same state ; up and down still ; very

dark and useless ; some days very weak. Tried to do without

opium; very weak; very bad at night.

7 th.—Still very weak and dark, and at a loss what to do with

myself, whether to go away or not. Good night last night, but

it brings no improvement during day.
' 9th.—Pretty fair all day; at a loss what to do about going

from home; bad week upon the whole.

June 27, 1881.

—

Blackness of darkness. . . .

What may be called the external history of this terrible

period may be briefly indicated in one or two letters within

his own closest domestic circle.

To Rev. W. W. Tulloch. St Andrews, Feb. 13, 1881.

I have received all your kind letters, and Fanny's also. If I

have not written to either of you it is because I really did not know
what to say of myself. I have been very ill, so very much so that

I cannot trust myself to speak of my feelings—some days better,

of course, some days worse ; but no relief from the haunting con-

sciousness of myself, and utterly disabled from all work. I have

managed to finish the St Gdes' lecture, and Mitchell, Dr Cham-
bers (who has read it), and others think it good, but it seems to

myself very poor. There is no chance of my being able to deliver

it. Probably Dr Lees may read it in Edinburgh; but I should

think they will apply to you to read it in Glasgow.

As to my work here for the remainder of the session, I do not

know how I shall manage. Mr Christie has read my lectures

during the last week, and he can still remain this week, but must

return to Glasgow in the end of it. If I can only manage it at
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all, I should myself like to n tune and get the session throngfa

somehow; but I cannot place any dependence on myself day by
• lav, and my Lectures on the Atonement* which I ought to take up

next, are beyond my own powers of interpretation in my pn

State. It is very pitiful and mi erable.

.My oolleagues have been kind beyond measure, all of them. I

can never forget so much kindness. Dr Crombie has taken my
Greek Testament class, and has lieen most sympathetic. I feel Bl

if I were incurring obligations 1 can never repay.

St Andrews, March 9, 1881.

I am really quite unable still to say anything definite about my-
self or my intentions. I am going on with my work in a dull rou-

tine way ; but under such a load of suffering day by day as I cannot

describe. And if the session were over, I feel as if I could not

go away until there was some break in the suffering, some ten-

dency in it to clear away. The fact of my teaching and my going

about makes everybody, of course, suppose I am better— and

probably I am somewhat better than in January. But I cannot

realise any betterness.

So far as the lecture is concerned, it is perhaps just as well that

Dr Lees should read it in St Giles. It will be enough for you in

Glasgow. As to the length of delivery, of course it should not

exceed an hour and a quarter, and you must just omit what you

like to bring it within this compass. It wTould have been better

that they had got a substitute for me altogether, as I cannot help

thinking that the lecture is rather vague and weak, although Dr
Chambers wrote to me that he thought highly of it. I hope you

feel that you can read it with some interest : I am really no judge

of it myself.

April 12, 1881.

I am still unable to do anything, and seem especially unable to

tear myself away from home, though miserable at home. I am
sleeping better and eating better ; but the dismal mental oppres-

sion continues without almost any abatement. I can force myself

to do almost anything—go to meetings, attend lectures, &c, just

as I went to the General Assembly and to Balmoral in 1873 : and

I do not seem any the worse of excitement of this kind, almost

better for the moment. But the darkness just closes in again, and

I can hardly tell what is good and what is bad for me. It is a

truly miserable state.

I feel all you say about your loneliness, but God will comfort

you. And I hope He will "lighten my darkness," and give me
some comfort by-and-by, although this unrelieved misery is hard

to bear day by day and week by week.
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In the same book in which he had broken off with that

miserable hiatus recording a mere " blackness of darkness,"

the story is resumed on the same page, as follows :

—

March 27, 1882.—By the mercy of God I have been, spared

through my last truly terrible illness, and am again quite well I

may say ; although with an ever-recurring tendency to rheumatism

or rheumatic gout.

After last entry, April 9, 1881, nearly a year ago, I left home
for Rosneath on a visit to my dear friend Dr Story. I remained

there about a fortnight, no worse, sometimes a little better, but

making no substantial progress. My dear wife, unhappily, was

greatly weakened by one of her very severe asthmatic attacks, and
for her sake chiefly, we went, as soon as she was able to move, to

Glasgow, to Willie's. I remained there for about a week or ten

days ; then to Polkemmet, where we remained another fortnight.

I got no better but worse, and began to lose flesh rapidly. Lady
Baillie's kindness and Sir William's also never to be forgotten.

Returned to Glasgow on 17th or 18th May, and then back to St

Andrews on Monday 23d May. Mrs Tulloch still very ill, and I

myself worse on the whole. We were a pitiful pair as we tried to

assist each other from the steamer to the railway station at Burnt-

island, meeting the members of Assembly on their way to Edin-

burgh. The journey was something dreadful. Mrs Tulloch got

better on our return. There was nearly a fortnight of beautiful

sunshine, and I sat out a considerable part of each day, But day

by day I got worse, and lost flesh with startling rapidity. My
brain, state was indescribable, the darkness at times reaching a

horror of madness, in which suicide presented itself as a welcome

relief. The idea was at times constantly present with me, and yet

I thank God I never deliberately entertained it or attempted it.

But death would have been sweetness itself to the life I was lead-

ing. I gradually, amid all the sunshine and growth of summer,

got worse and worse, till my friends and my wife got thoroughly

alarmed. Baynes was kindness itself, as he had ever been ; but

Prof. Knight was also kind as any brother. He brought Dr
Martineau to see me. I was very ill, and looked, I suppose, the

picture of despair I felt ; but I nerved myself to go down the

College Walk with them, and tried to speak to Dr Martineau about

some theological projects. I remember he said something of

Jowett hoping to write a life of Our Lord in a very different

manner from any of the attempts which had been made in Eng-
land. Dr M. was greatly concerned about me, as I learned after-

wards, and communicated with Dean Stanley as to the necessity
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of my leaving lmme, seeing Dr Andrew Clark in London, and

taking a Long and thorough change of scene and air. In the n

time, Dr Beron Watson had seen me. But Dr Pettigrew, in oor-

respondence with Dr Cricliton Browne (whose great kindic— and

interest in my case continued), had arranged for an interview with

Dr Andrew Clark in London, and Mrs Tulloch and I went ofl

suddenly there the 27th June. On the previous day, Sunday

26th, I had crawled to church, almost more dead than alive, and

joined in Holy Communion, where I had so often addressed tie-

communicants. It was pitiable and sad beyond measure, and I

can hardly say I had much comfort in the blessed sacrament.

Afterwards I was irritable and restless, and angry with Dr P., as

I had often been. Not till the last moment did I know whether

I would go to church, and not till the last next morning did I

resolve to leave home. But I steeled myself and went, and stave. 1

in the Edinburgh Hotel all night. Jack and Willie came from

< rlasgow in the evening. Dreadful night in hotel, but next morn-

ing was fairly composed. Met Lord Shand on my way to the

train at Waverley Bridge, who said a few words of comfort to me.

Stood the journey marvellously well. Dr Crichton Browne waiting

us with unbounded kindness at King's Cross. Bad night. Saw
Dr Clark next morning along with Dr Browne. Dr Clark ex-

amined me most carefully, said every organ in my body was crying

out for food, and that the case was bad but not hopeless, if I would

intrust myself to him and Dr B., and follow their advice without

fail. The advice was to go away, Dr Browne suggested to Torquay,

and live with a medical friend there, alone. "Went back in the

evening and dined, or feigned to dine with Dr Clark, Dr Browne

being present. Although unable to eat anything, and suffering inde-

scribably, I joined in their talk, especially on philosophical subjects,

which I fancy they discussed with some purpose of rousing and

testing me. Saw points with singular clearness, and explained Mr
H. Spencer's point of view as against both of them, as Dr B. and

my wife said, as lucidly as possible. I was not struck with the

abilities of either in philosophical matters (but then I was, all

through my illness, savagely critical at times of both men and

things). Had a dreadful night again at the hotel, the Great

Northern, where everything, however, was very comfortable, if I

could have enjoyed any comfort. Bemained there all Tuesday and

Wednesday, till Dr B. heard from Dr Ramsay of Torquay, to whom
he had telegraphed. On Thursday morning Dr B. came to say I>r

Bamsay was willing to receive me. And then I had rather a sad

scene in consenting to go away. In the afternoon went to Eton :

very ill there : dreadful night and dreadful morning before I left.

I with Jack. . . . Almost intolerable journey with suffering and
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hot sun. Severe with Jack, as the only one with whom I could

talk on the journey. Train crowded, people not nice, and heat

tropical. Took servant with me, rather a tine pretentious fellow.

He left us after a few days, and another came of less pretensions

and more sense, although still with annoying conventional ways.

Very ill for four or rive weeks at Torquay ; but from the first I

seemed to get some good from the place, appetite gradually hut

slowly returned, began to gain in weight, whereas I had been

losing at the rate of three pounds a-week. August 24, I left

Torquay in company with my daughter Sara. She and her

husband, Frank Tarver. had been kind beyond measure in selecting

Westward Ho for their holiday instead of St Andrews as usual,

on my account, and in coming to see me. I was glad to leave

Torquay, and yet I had many friends there—notwithstanding my
illness, and for some weeks my utter indisposition to see anybody

—especially ladies. The Miss Kemys Tynte, next-door neigh-

bours, and Mr Vivian, and Mrs Eolton, and the Miss Dennistouns.

I must not forget also Dr Ramsay's much kindness during the

time I was an inmate of his house. But I was glad to leave,

though still far from well.

This strange and touching narrative must speak for itself.

Whether from overwork or mental strain or hereditary pre-

disposition, it is the story more or less of many sufferers in

our day, whose lives we see arrested and all their mental

activities destroyed by something which it is impossible to

characterise, which is not madness any more than it is fever

or recognisable bodily disease, but verges painfully, danger-

ously upon the edge of calamity, and swallows up all the

activities and interests of life. The sufferer, keen to per-

ceive, even at the worst of his illness, that the two doctors

talking philosophy to draw him out, were far from strong

in that subject, yet even then checking his own impatience

by the reflection that his illness made him savagely critical,

is a kind of patient whom the most enlightened science must

find it difficult to treat. The strange and all-absorbing " self-

consciousness," as the Principal calls it, which gradually

sweeps everything outside from the mind, yet never entirely

takes from it the power of rallying, and of forcing mental

attention and even a " singular clearness," is the most inexpli-
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cable of complaints. The spectator, looking on to watch that

strange jumble of strengl b and weakness, that wonderful elf-

absorption, which at the same time makes the patienl almo I

more alive, more susceptible to all sentiments of friendship

and affection, more grateful and sympathetic than at any

other time, is at a loss, not only to find words, but to explain

to himself on any comprehensible theory what this mysteri-

ous infliction can be. In the earlier stages of the malady it

was hard not to smile, though with the tears in one's eyes, at

the strong man's weakness, the piteous appealing looks, the

craving for sympathy, the overwhelming sense of suffering

and need, with which he flung himself upon the support and

kindness of his friends, while still retaining the appearance

of robust health and all the splendour of his fine physical

development. But during the last and worst of these at-

tacks, all temptation to smile was gone. The inscrutable

evil had at last, as it appeared, touched the very seat of life.

There are few things more pitiful than the sight of a large

frame such as his, shrunken in all its ample lines by the

wasting of mysterious malady. This outward sign of suffer-

ing appeals to every one. It marked a deeper and more

alarming danger than any he had yet passed through.

The parcel of letters from Torquay are little more than

utterances of misery. To see the man in the depths of

his distress apologising to his wife and to his sons for

the troubled words he may have spoken, for his fits of

irritation and despair, complaining piteously of his enforced

loneliness, repeating again and again, " Oh that I had but

died quietly at home ! " is at once too heart-rending and too

sacred for the common eye. These letters are but repetitions

over and over again of the outcry of his misery, of his long-

ings for the companion of his life, of the strange solitude

around him—without her, without books, without any of the

occupations habitual to him,—a drive with the doctor his

only relaxation, and dull misery oppressing his brain. In all
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of them there is pain ; in not one of them a word which ex-

presses anything but perfect sanity—a spirit troubled to the

last degree, miserable, out of gear with all things, but never

betrayed into a phrase which could indicate unsettled reason

or a mind diseased. Nothing can be more plain than this or

more clearly to be insisted upon. No physical suffering per-

haps could have reduced a patient to such a condition, to the

ceaseless wretchedness of which he complains
;
yet with all

this, his most familiar and unrestrained utterances show not

the slightest derangement or weakening of any mental faculty.

No wandering, no suspicion of a delusion.

To an unprofessional looker-on, the means taken for the

cure of this extraordinary malady would seem singularly ill

adapted for the purpose ;
" left almost to myself all day,

with a bit of a garden and a gloomy room to mope about in,"

the patient complains in one of his letters to his wife. And

he was unprovided with books, and absolutely without occu-

pation—left, as the ignorant might think, to brood over those

spiritual troubles which it had been the object of everybody

around him to make him forget. But science knew best, as

the result proved. He had scarcely been a week in Torquay

when he began to improve in weight—a curiously material

sign that the tide had turned, although it was some time

later before he felt the reaction in his perturbed being, as the

following letter will show .

—

rn r> 7-. <-y
DUNCAN HOUSE, TORQUAY,

To Rev. Dr Story. juiy 29, 1881.

My dear Story,—Your kind letter has reached me here. I

wish that I could give you any good accounts of myself ; but I am
really very much the same as I was, if not weaker physically. I

had run down so much before coming here. I do not know what
is to become of me and all my public work by-and-by, if I do not

get some relief soon. The London doctors sent me here, alarmed
at my rapid loss of weight, and that I have picked up a little

;

but the improvement does not tell in any increase of healthy con-

sciousness, and God knows when that will come. My appetite

is very uncertain, and my sleep much disturbed. I haven't the
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heart to say any more bo you; but [could not leave your kind

letter without a word of reply. Stanley's death has been a

blow, and W;it mii's too. One of Stanley's last acts of kind]

was to send a message here to Dr Ramsay about me.

The next letters, however, show a decided though half-re-

luctant change of tone.

To Rev. W. W. Tiilloch. Torquay, August 13, 1881.

I trust that I am beginning at last to mend. I continue to

add to my weight, and the mental discomfort at times during the

past week, and particularly to-day, has been very much mitigated.

People have been very kind here, and I have been out once or

twice to dinner and afternoon parties. Dr Ramsay evidently

thinks that I am almost " entirely cured," as he says. I do not

know that this is the case, and I almost dread to hope that I shall

soon be quite well again, the experience through which I have

passed has been so very terrible. But if I go on as I am doing

for another week, I trust I may really get a clean bill of health,

and be able ere long to return to my old life.

TORBAY AND SOUTH DEVON CLUB,
August 18.

I hope that I did not give too flattering an account of myself

in my letter on Saturday night. I had rather a dreary Sunday,

the following day. All the same I went twice to church—in the

forenoon to the parish church ; nice service from a very pleasant

man, who called on me this week, and whom I have met once or

twice. In the evening I went down to the Scotch Church, which

is very good here, with a thoughtful earnest minister, Mr Mackay,

who told me he remembered me at Tubingen in 1864.

I have seen a great deal of the better sort of people here by

Dr Ramsay's kindness, and some of them have been very kind.

There is a very nice family (Welsh) of the name of Kemys Tynte,

the doctor's neighbours, with a fine library, who have sent me
books. I do not know what I should have done without them

;

and the girls are very clever and charming. I have been, as I

said to your mamma to-day, doing everything that any other body

would do, especially going out and seeing people, and coming

down to the club here, where my name has been put down for

the last few days. But I am still by no means right. I awaken

in the grip of the old enemy, and am always more or less fighting

against him ; and even when he goes away, as on Saturday last,

when I wrote to you, he comes back again. But I must have

patience, and specially try and go on doing things, if I should
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continue for some time to suffer. The oppression must surely

disperse altogether by-and-by. Dr Ramsay looks upon me as quite

cured, and he has of course written to Dr Browne about my going

to Westward Ho. I expect Sara to-morrow, and my intention is

to go with her on Tuesday. . . . Dr Ramsay considers me per-

fectly well. He even insisted, after I mentioned the matter to

him, on my writing to Sir H. Ponsonby about the office of His-

toriographer [an office in her Majesty's household in Scotland,

vacant by the death of Dr Hill Burton]. There is a salary attached

to the office, and unless it is given on grounds of merit to a man like

Mr Skene, whose volumes on early Scottish history are so valuable,

I believe I have as much claim for it as anybody. It is a pure

sinecure, but it would enable me, if I recovered fully my capacity

of work again, as to which no doctor has any doubt, to carry out

my intention of writing the history of Modern Scotland since 1745.

After a good deal of reluctance I did write to Ponsonby. Of

course all this about the office of Historiographer is in confidence,

to be mentioned to no one. The Radicals may wish to abolish

the salary of the office, which is under £200 a-year.

The next extract I shall make shows another stage in re-

covery, and return to the surface of natural life. The death

of Dean Stanley was a blow which had fallen with dulled

force upon Principal Tulloch in the midst of his own personal

sufferings ; but he felt more and more deeply the loss that

he, along with the Dean's many friends, had sustained, as his

mind recovered its natural tone.

Union Club,
To Mrs Drummond of Megginch. Westward Ho, Bidefobd.

My dear Mrs Drummond,—Allow me to thank you very

heartily for the " remembrance of the deanery," which you have

sent to St Mary's. My wife writes to me regarding it. I need

not say to you, what I was able only to say to Canon Pearson at

the time, how much I felt the loss of our very dear friend. It

was a painful incident of my long and severe illness that I was

unable to attend as a mourner at Westminster in token of all my
love and admiration of one whose kindness I had known in many
ways. Among his very last acts of sympathetic brotherliness was

his sending a message to Dr Ramsay regarding me when I went

to Torquay in the beginning of July. You may be sure that I

will always treasure his memory, and the volumes you have sent

will not fail often to bring him before my mind, and also his con-

nection with St Mary's College and our old University.
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I am thankful to say that I am almost quite well again, b
••

gradually gained ground during the last three week at Torquay,

and improyed stall more sinoe coming here last week. I shall

still Bpend some time in this beautiful country, and then work my
way northward as strong as ever, I hope, and as lit for my di

which have Buffered a grievous interruption, 1 have much i

to be thankful to our heavenly Father for all His goodness to me.

It was a little before this that I was with the Dean and Canon
Pearson at dear Megginch last year. What changes since then !

—

Always, dear Mrs Drummond, yours very faithfully,

John Tulloch.

The Principal remained at Westward Ho till the beginning

of September, with a full enjoyment of everything— the

bathing, the golf, the reunion with those he loved. His

daughter and son-in-law, Mr and Mrs Frank Tarver, had

gone to Westward Ho with their children, in order that he

might be able to feel in his seclusion that some one was near

him— a delicate piece of affectionate consideration which

went very much to his heart. He writes in all the warmth

of convalescence from the links and shore which reminded

him of the favourite summer pursuits of his home, and

expanded and improved daily. And in September he be-

gan his progress homeward, making a little excursion to

Lynton, where he and Mr Tarver made a happy pause of a

few nights in the holiday home of Mr Cornish, their kind

Eton friend.

Lthtok, North Devon,
To AM II ij>\ The Chough's Nest, Sept. 5, 1881.

We had a lovely afternoon yesterday, a long walk over the

hills and down the exquisitely wooded valleys, or " combe-
they call them here, through which the East and West Lynn
rush to the sea, their waters meeting at a beautiful spot a little

above its head. We found in an upland village, service going on
in the quaint old church, with a quaint old clergyman, and a

parish clerk saying " Amen," an institution which has nearly dis-

appeared. Mr Cornish and I joined the Avorshippers, although we
were very late, and I enjoyed what remained of the service and
the brief little sensible sermon. It was as like as possible to a

Scotch country church and congregation, with the heather about.

and smell of peat in the air. I felt as if I would have liked to
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preach to the people. Nature plainly intended me to live in

the country, and to minister to plain country folks, as A. K. H. B.

would say. I thought to myself, Why should I not be ordained

in the English Church while still remaining a minister of the

Scotch Church 1 I know of no law to prevent such a thing

;

and I confess the service grows upon me the more I am accus-

tomed to it. It is so large-thoughted (for the most part) and so

restful, so dignified and touching, and far more to me when well

read than with any choral or ritualistic nonsense.

This aspiration he repeats to several correspondents. If it

could but have been interchangeable to the north and to the

south—the ministry to one church, the priesthood in the

other—so that a man might take his turn of service in warm

and genial Devon when the breezes of the North were too

keen, and find refuge from all polemics in the appointed ser-

vice, which was " so restful," and find plain country folks to

listen to his exhortations as well in the combes as in the

glens ! It was a devout imagination, such as had crossed his

mind in the quiet of the flower-decorated church at Clewer.

"Whether he would really have found the atmosphere more

congenial is a very different thing. But the wish of his con-

valescent spirit to stand up among those humble folks and

preach to them—of God's goodness, who can doubt, and the

thankfulness of the delivered soul ?—is very touching and

very natural. " This is a long story," he adds to his son, to

whom he repeats the record of this day, " but it may interest

you when you have time to read it. I have felt so thankful

and quiet and peaceful all day, with the thought of God's

great goodness in saving me from my misery in my head

:

and at such times the wish to minister to a plain quiet

people, with no necessity to be popular, comes upon me. I

never was happier than as a country minister." There is

something in all his words and thoughts, during this happy

period of recovery, which reminds one of the exquisite words

of the old Scriptural chronicler, when he speaks of the noble

leper, whose flesh came again " like the flesh of a little child."
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Like the spirit of a child the restored soul came back again

in all the freshness and buoyancy of another spring. Human-

ity has perhaps QO feeling so exquisite as the relief from suf-

fering; and to his large and simple nature the peace was

hallowed—with a touch of awe in it, and the most exquisite

sense of horror and misery escaped. " I am not only more

cheerful," he writes, "but very happy—by God's blessing,

peacefully and thankfully happy—with my brain clear, and,

as it seems to myself, more peaceful than it has been for some

time." And not only was the present so blessed, but there

were comforting prognostics for the time to come. " I am
advised," he writes to Dr Story, "to be very tender with

myself for some time, with the comforting assurance that if

I observe certain precautions as to my work I shall never

again have such a turn." The following project, with all

its enthusiasm, sprang out of the elevated sentiments of

this time of convalescence. He had been visiting Win-

chester Cathedral, and had just before been at Salisbury.

The sight of such buildings always filled him with warm and

reverential admiration, just touched with an affectionate

envy and regret that his own country had no such glories to

boast of.

To his Wife.

My visits to these cathedrals have revived within me very

strongly the idea of having a chapel at St Mary's, which I have

often projected. But now I think I will really set about it, and
raise money both for a chapel and dining-hall, with which the

long-designed improvements in the Principal's house could be con-

joined. I will give £100 myself, poor as I am. I will look to my
sons and sons-in-law (who will soon apparently be more in number
than our sons) for another £100 amongst them ; I shall probably

get £100 from the Queen; and even £1 each from old students

of St Mary's would bring something like £500. The University

would give something, and I will easily raise anything more that

might be wanted by personal application, and by publishing by
subscription, which I have long designed, some lectures, many of

which are written illustrating the history of St Mary's College,
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and at the same time the development of theological opinion in

Scotland ; this would cost me little work.

All this is no fancy, but a real project, which I feel in a

measure bound to carry out in token of God's goodness to me in

sparing me through all the miseries of the past year. I truly feel

grateful,—I do not think, after all the questionings of my fright-

ful darkness, that I have ever realised the love of God as I

have done during the last few weeks. It has come forth from

the darkness as a light encompassing my life, unworthy as it has

been. And it seems to me that men are just as much bound
as of old to show their gratitude by tangible works. And my
position in St Mary's seems to make the work I have indicated

the fitting work for me to do. If I can only get my colleagues

to enter into the project, I shall certainly set about it.

I do not know that anything practical ever came of this

scheme. It was the warm suggestion of gratitude to God

and tender regard for man, and was often begun and de-

veloped in imagination ; but though it is painful to think

of this in the moment of such a renewal of life and hope,

his time was now short, and life left him little leisure for

carrying any such project out.

The Principal's wanderings ended in a short visit to

Guernsey, where his friend Mr Boyd Kinnear was living,

and had kindly invited him. A week or ten days amid

the luxurious vegetation of these sunny islands, a pilgrim-

age to the little church in Jersey of happy memory, where

he had been married, and then he turned his face home-

wards. To describe what the homecoming was would be

impossible. He had gone away bowed down with misery,

he came home in all the force and vigour of health and

hope. The trouble had gone like a tale that is told: all

the natural buoyancy and cheerfulness of his nature, en-

hanced by every motive which could make a man grateful,

had returned to him. It seemed as if there was nothing he

could not do, no difficulty that he could not surmount, in the

sense as of a giant refreshed, and a strong man rejoicing to

run his race, with which he came back. He was now fifty-
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eight, but still in the fullest force of manhood, and all nil

sensations would seem to have been those not only oi

strength, but of something like youth restored.

The reader will have remarked thai the undertaking which

had cost him so many thoughts, the magazine which he had

so fondly hoped to make successful and famous, and with

which for a long time every letter was filled, had now

dropped completely out of the record. It fell from hie

hands at the beginning of his illness, when he was no longer

capable of giving his attention to it. His anxiety and rare on

this subject stopped suddenly with the other occupations of

Ids life : a vague mention of it occurs once or twice later on,

a resolution not to take it up again, a friendly word in respect

to the always friendly, always kind members of the firm to

whom it belonged, and of whom he never had other than the

most cordial appreciation. But I don't think there ever was

really any question, or desire on one side or the other, that

the editorship should be resumed. The battle was bravely

fought out, but fortune was not favourable, and there was no

more to be said. As a proof of the cordial and generous

friendship of the Messrs Longman, I may add that the Prin-

cipal's allowance as editor of ' Fraser ' was continued for

some time after he had ceased to be capable of any work

for that magazine.

In October he went to the Highlands, to Braemar, always

a favourite place with him, the doctors being of opinion that

a draught of Highland air would be for his advantage before

the winter came on. There he remained for a short time

alone, wrapped in the beatitude of convalescence, walking

about the Highland roads and over the moors, and by Dee-

side in the hazy autumn weather. " The water and the trees

and the hills were enchanting," he writes, " and seemed to

breathe health into every pore of one's body and soul,"—and

he repeats the sentiment which at this period was so con-

stantly on his lips. " There can be little doubt that I was

2 B
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intended to live in the country, in the constant face of

nature ; the beauty and quietness and even the solitude have

always been good for me,"—"so unlike the academic shop

and even the Club-talk," he adds. While enjoying these

mountain sights and sounds, and the silence of the hills, the

Queen, who had heard that he was in the neighbourhood,

and whose gracious sympathy with him in his sufferings had

always been great, sent for him to Balmoral. But he re-

turned straight home from this visit, so that we have no

record of it. He had taken up with warm interest and hope

the idea of being appointed to the post of Historiographer, to

which reference has already been made. He did not for a

moment deny the superior claims of Mr Skene, whose original

work he estimated highly, as every one must do; but his

opinion was that Mr Skene, as a wealthy man, would not

care for the little sinecure with its little income, which would

have come in not inappropriately in his own case to replace

other sources of income lost, and to give leisure for the his-

torical work he had begun to contemplate. This idea occu-

pied his mind during all the autumn. He was pleased to

think that the Queen herself was favourable to his suit, and

no doubt the expectation helped, along with many other

things, to elevate his spirits and foster his growing strength,

though it had no more practical result.

In October, after all these wanderings, and the long en-

forced leisure of illness and convalescence, he began again

to gather in the broken threads of so many suspended under-

takings and projects, and return to active life. It is difficult

to keep up the rapture of returning strength when the light

of common day comes back after the extraordinary new

dawning of recovery and restored health and hope. But he

made his new beginning with much cheerfulness and a sense

of established health, slightly broken by a legacy of headache

which his dreadful illness had left behind, but which he was

assured would in its turn disappear. Some of his earliest
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letters were on the subject, which he had warmly al heart, ol

a proposed memorial t<> Dean Stanley, whose death in the

lnidsi of his own deepesl "loom and misery had been an

additional Mow to him. Both to his son in Glasgow and to

Dr Story at Eosneath he wrote upon this subject, proposing

to call a meeting in Edinburgh and organise a commi

"many people, Laymen as well as clergymen," being anxious

to erect a memorial of a man whom Scotland held, I can

scarcely tell why, in very special honour. This movement

resulted, I believe, in the erection of the medallion in the

newly restored Cathedral Church of St Giles in Edinburgh.

Another subject of much greater importance, however,

began once more to occupy all his thoughts : the great public

question to which he had already devoted himself, and which

was to absorb every energy for the remaining portion of

his life.
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CHAPTER XII.

FOE CHURCH AND COUNTRY.

The agitation which arose in Scotland when Mr Gladstone

came once more to power,—for what seemed in those days

a new and prolonged lease of almost absolute supremacy

over the fortunes of the country,— on the question of

the existence of the Church of Scotland as a national

Establishment, was naturally of a still more fervent char-

acter than that which had attended the beginning of the

political campaign which ended in such a victory. The

Principal had no faith in that statesman, so far at least

as his dealings with Scotland were concerned : and there

was an overwhelming influence of hero - worship in Scot-

land, a country always prone to such influences, which

almost deified the Premier, and blinded the country—
in a way very surprising to those even whose interests

and wishes were less affected—to the nature of the mea-

sures which were likely to suggest themselves to a man

so much disposed to heroic treatment of everything that

seemed to him an evil. The statesman who had de-

stroyed the Irish Church with reason, listened, from the

first, to proposals to destroy in its turn the Scottish Church

without reason, with that zest which the rising passion of

iconoclasm seems apt to give. And for a period, what with

the vehemence of Dissenting organs, and the force of mis-
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representation, and the tendency of the country to allow

itself to be carried away by anything that found favour in

the eyes of the idol of the moment, the question of

establishment seemed a mere matter of time. The Princi-

pal, I think, always took upon this subject a pessimistic

view. He was revolted by the hero-worship, he was dis-

gusted by the complacent indifference of public opinion in

England, and ignorance of Scottish affairs,—and something

like a terror of the misdirected enthusiasm of his fellow-

countrymen, and their extraordinary incapacity to share

his alarm, or see the approaching danger, seized him.

The pledge which had been given—the only one which

could be extracted from the new Government—that no

hand should be laid upon the Church, unless the opinion

of the country should distinctly pronounce against it,

gave him little confidence : for the head of the country

was plainly turned by Mr Gladstone's all - preponderating

influence ; and it seemed impossible to imagine that Scot-

land in her enthusiasm, lulled by the voice of the charmer,

would not accept any suggestion which came from him.

In these circumstances Tulloch became still more eager to

rouse the country out of her dream, and convince her of peril

at hand, and returned with great warmth to the first idea of

an effective defence, which should consist in calling together

the more enlightened and influential members of the Church

—of all the different shades of politics—to form an associa-

tion for this purpose. That a strong motive might com-

pletely justify even the warmest politicians in sinking for a

time their lesser differences for one great common object, it

is unnecessary, especially at the present crisis of affairs, when

that principle has been so remarkably adopted, to say. The

idea had been for some time floating in the air, as has been

already mentioned ; but was probably now brought forward

as a definite proposal for the first time. The following letter

shows that the original plan had never been abandoned :

—
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To Rev. Dr Pit in.

I hope we may manage to do something—Liberals, I mean, as

well as Conservatives. I have been in correspondence with Sir

Robert Anstruther and Sir Alexander Kinloch, and I know that

strong representations have been made, with the approval of the

Duke of Argyll, who saw the letter sent to Lord Richard Gros-

venor, the Liberal whip, about the impolicy of the Government
1 uiving anything to do with the present vile agitation. I really

think the result is very much in the hands of the Conservatives.

If the managers of the party in Edinburgh will let men like

Maelagan (Linlithgowshire) alone this year, some Church Liberals

will be got to leave certain Conservative seats alone. There should

be no practical difficulty in agreeing about the matter ; and a basis

of this kind, which will leave men on both sides of politics true

to their convictions, and able to act for their party when a Dis-

establishment candidate is not in the field, seems to me the only

practical basis of agreement. It would be fatal to the Church

itself [if one were] obliged to become a Conservative to defend it.

Before entering, however, more fully on this subject, which

came into full prominence at the next meeting of Assembly,

it may be well to continue the ordinary record of Tulloch's

life and occupations.

Another of the many crises continually recurring in re-

spect to the Scotch Universities claimed his attention at

this period. It would almost seem as if a commission had

been always sitting, or about to sit, upon these affairs

—

endless inquiries and investigations, abortive bills and pro-

posals, going on for ever. I find a long and elaborate

paper on these subjects, setting forth in great detail, and

with much force, the necessity of various revisions in the

programme and arrangements of St Andrews, in respect to

the amalgamation of the colleges, the increase of the endow-

ments connected with the different chairs, and the neces-

sity in general of putting the affairs of the University on

a better footing, among the records of the year. The paper

in question was evidently intended to be read to the Sen-

atus, which met on the 30th November 1881, " for the

special purpose of giving instructions to the deputation ap-
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pointed to wait ou Lord Rosebery ;tn<l the Lord Advo

on the subject of an Education Commission for the Uni-

versities of Scotland," in which instructions most of the

Principal's suggestions were embodied. One of the po

discussed was whether the colleges

—

(i.e., the United Col-

leges of St Salvator and St Leonard, and the College of

St Mary's)—should be united under one Principal, a change

specially recommended by the last University Commission,

and which was in theory approved by all concerned. At

a later period, on the death of Principal Shairp, there was

a strong feeling in favour of this change; but it has ap-

parently been difficult for any Government to deprive rtseif

of such an opportunity of rewarding a supporter or securing

a partisan— and, notwithstanding the force of opinion on

the subject, both offices are still retained. Even the Sen-

atus could not make up its mind on this subject at the

period to which we have now come, and it was accordingly

left for further consideration. A cognate question had been

much thought of and discussed. The position of the two

Principals in St Andrews was an anomalous one. Both

were considered Principals of the University, Scotch cus-

tom being altogether against the English rule of a num-

ber of separate colleges, each with its individual head.

They were equal in rank and in authority ; but Prin-

cipal Tulloch, who had been for a very long time Senior

Principal, performed all the functions of the virtual head

of the University— just as the Principals of Edinburgh

and Glasgow, sole officials each in his own sphere, fulfilled

them—but still with only the small stipend attached to the

Principalship of St Mary's, to which he had succeeded

when the other position was held by a much older man.

After long acceptance of these duties without any remark

or claim, he had recently been roused to a sense of the

wrong done, not only to himself but to all subsequent

Principals upon whom the same weight might devolve,
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by this burden of unrenmnerated and unconsidered labour,

and his feelings on the subject are at last embodied in

the " instructions " above referred to. He explained and

illustrated his position still more clearly, in a letter

written some time later—evidently in the midst of con-

tinued discussions upon the subject. Notwithstanding the

deputation from the Senatus, and the clear case made out,

no change of any kind was ever effected.

To Professor Baynes. January 12, 1882.

I send you the volume of University minutes, having marked
the pages containing the chief motions about an allowance to the

Senior Principal. "What is particularly deserving of notice is,

that these minutes clearly show the view originally taken of the

office of Senior Principal by the Senatus, and their unanimous
opinion that the duties imposed upon him were deserving of re-

muneration out of the University funds. The question of an

allowance never arose during the short time that Sir David
Brewster held the office, for the obvious reason that Sir David
never undertook the office even to the extent of regularly presid-

ing at the meetings of the Senatus ; so that in point of fact, and

in reference to all the University duties attaching to the office,

this position is one which has never been held by any one but

myself. There can be no doubt that, however the office may be

defined, the duties attaching to it are practically identical with

those belonging to the office of Principal in the other universities,

and that these duties have devolved upon me since 1861 without

any remuneration being given for their performance. It may be

concluded that the duty of presiding at the Senatus being a statu-

tory duty, is one for which I am not entitled to any remuneration,

and no doubt the Commissioners of 1858-63 took this view.

They probably considered the presidency of the Senatus as an

honorary function which it was easy for any one to discharge, and

which involved no special labour. I do not myself agree with

this view, and it is opposed to the views generally held as to the

chairmanship of constituted bodies or corporations when there is

any real business to be done by such bodies. The conduct of all

real business necessarily devolves upon the chairman ; and not

merely the conduct of business at meetings (which is compara-

tively light work), but the direction of all the means of carrying

out the business afterwards, the gathering together of all threads

of detail, and bringing them to any practical result. All this no

less devolves upon the chairman. Even if we had a secretary, no
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secretary could relieve the chairman of this .sort of work, as i

one knows who has had experience <>i' board meetings, to which

the meetings of Senatus closely correspond. The real re ponsi-

bility of all business devolves upon the chairman, or some one who
js liis substitute.

Taking the narrowest view of the office of Senior Principal,

therefore, il appears to me to have been a mistake from the first

not to have attached a special allowance to it. . . . Probably he

is not hound to undertake tin" work. It cannot certainly ho, held

to lie a part of liis statutory duty. As Senior Principal he might

decline to do it; hut, what good would come of this
1

? Somebody
must do it; and the mere instinct which leads any presiding

meinher of a body to sec that its interests are not neglected, would

lead most, men in such a position to undertake it. But surely the

fact of willingness to do work for the Senatus is no reason why
the work should not be remunerated, and remunerated out of

University funds. The work which thus falls session after ses-

sion in increasing measure to the Senior Principal is only not

regarded as special, because it is habitual. It goes on continu-

ously, and comes to be looked upon as part of his official duty.

This is the natural way hi which I explain the fact that the

Senatus has for so many years made no movement for the en-

dowment of the office of Senior Principal. I do not blame any

member of the Senatus for this; but I think the Senatus itself

was bound to see that its own work was paid for, and that it

would really have been paid for long ago, had it not been that

members failed to realise that it ivas not -paid for ; that an office

had been created, and a cluster of duties gathered around it [since

1861], for which no allowance whatever is made.

The main reason why the Commissioners did not make a special

grant to the Senior Principal from the University funds, may be

held to he what they themselves state—viz., that the funds at that

time did not admit of such a grant being made. The funds are

now much more largely burdened than at that time ; but they have

also greatly increased. About £9000 in 1861, they now amount
to nearly £2-4,000, and with due economy they can afford the

proposed grant.

The last reference as to the state of the University funds

requires some explanation. The Colleges individually were

poor, and becoming poorer every day, in consequence of

agricultural distress, and the decrease in value of the farms

which were their chief source of revenue. So much so that

a memorial had lately been presented to Government praying
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for a grant in increase of the salaries attached to several of

the chairs. The University, however, was not so badly off,

having had various sources of income, such as the granting

of medical degrees, in which St Andrews had driven a very

brisk trade until the practice was abolished, or at least very

much limited, by the commission of 1858. It was from the

funds of the University, and probably in consequence of the

representation above, with a view also of stimulating Govern-

ment to add to the Principal's official income, as had been

done in the cases of Edinburgh and Glasgow, that a grant

was made by the Senatus shortly after of £100 a-year in

special acknowledgment of the services above described. The

distracting nature of the business by which the Principal was

interrupted at every turn, and which was often of a quite tri-

fling character, was a thing of which he constantly complained.

One of the first public events in the new year was the

marriage of the Duke of Albany, which once more called the

Principal to England. His account of the ceremony and the

assistants is very lively and graphic.

To Ms Wife. April 26, 1882.

The marriage was a very brilliant affair yesterday. Whether
I was placed better this time, or whether I have forgotten, the

Princess Louise's wedding does not seem in my recollection to

have been so grand a pageant. Nothing could have been more

imposing than the scene yesterday. I was so near as to see and

hear everything. . . . The Archbishop looked rather tottery, but

he went through the whole service (not all in the Prayer-book)

himself. The Queen looked well—more dignified than anybody

there, as all confessed. Mr and Mrs Gladstone were not far

from me, and after the ceremony he came and shook hands,

and asked very kindly after you. He did not recognise me at

first, but his wife, who has all her eyes open, had made a

courteous sign of recognition before. I had a talk with the

Archbishop afterwards, who seems concerned there should be

any row about our Church and disestablishment. I had some

conversation also at luncheon with Mr Forster. I said to him
that I hoped he was not to allow these Irish creatures to

beat him. " Oh no," he said ; " but it had been an awful

business, and he would not go through it again." Gladstone
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looked like a pale prophet. Then was a funny contrast between

his uniform and his thoughtful face. Bright looked,— Like •

self, 1 suppose, older and thinner, less burly, and John Bull-like.

Be had uo uniform, a short single-breasted '-".'it, hie face al o rery

pale. Mr Chamberlain, a dapper-looking, by no means formida-

ble-like little Radical, with his glass stuck in bis eye, and his

uniform seemed Bomehow out of place. I wonder if he was

thinking how grand it would be for the Radicals to suck the

whole concern! The Queen looked very gracious when she came

in before, luncheon, and walked up and down the room. Dr Raid

made me wait with Campbell of Crathie in his rooms till the

young pair went off. It was good fun. The servant-;, Brown,

Leatoun, and others, peppered the poor Prince dreadfully with

rice; he got repeated mouthfuls, and looked for a moment as if

he might resent it; a tall old servant banged slippers at him : al-

together they went on very much like other people. I got a hit

of bride-cake all beautifully tied up, with my name

A short time after, the Principal had a piece of news to

communicate, of which no one has yet forgotten the shock

and horror—the Phoenix Tark murders. " Did you hear

yesterday " (May 7, 1882), he says, " the appalling news from

Ireland ?

"

It came to Eton at mid-day, just as we were coming out of

chapel. Professor Knight had come down from town, bringing

an * Observer ' with the dreadful announcement. Everybody was
excited beyond measure. There is something diabolical in the

business, and you may imagine the state in wdiich London has

been and still is. It will cover the end of Gladstone's career

with disastrous disgrace, and I should think break to pieces the

Liberal party. The sooner, in fact, this is done the better. The
first article in the ' Times ' expresses my views about the matter

better than anything I have seen elsewhere. They may say what
they like about the ' Times,' it rises to a great occasion, and I

have seen no writing on the subject at once so justly indignant

and yet so controlled. Of course the Government acted for the

best; but nothing can excuse their course in breaking with Mr
Forster, and if the result was brought about, as the best informed

here believe, by a Radical intrigue within the Cabinet, it could

only end in disgraceful ruin, as it has done. W. E. G. is no
doubt a great man, but he is both perilously facile and self-

willed, which is a disastrous combination of qualities for a states-

man ; and that his star should sink, as I have little doubt it must,
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in such a miserable and awful collapse, is pitiful indeed. And
yet who can take his place? The whole party business has

worked itself out, and what the country needs is a combination

of wise and sensible men on both sides, which the Radicals, of

course, would do their best to prevent.

These words seem curiously prophetical. I may quote on

the same subject another letter written a day or two before

the preceding one, in which the political situation is reviewed

under a light less keen than that which had blazed from the

Irish knives. It is dated just before the great crime above

referred to. It is addressed to his son, then absent on what

proved to be a stormy and dangerous voyage.

Atheiweum, 5th May 1882.

Your mother has sent me your few lines " off Waterford," and

they have been a great relief to me—because, although the gale

was at its height here about that time, I hope it was spent some-

what so far west, and that you got safely out of it. I could

not help feeling very anxious. May God have you and Jack

and Jeanie and all with you in His good keeping ! Wherever

we are we are all equally near Him, if only we can feel His

presence. . . .

We are in the midst of a Government crisis here. Mr Glad-

stone has gone over to the Parnellites, and Mr Forster resigned.

I am glad the honest old fellow has resigned. I had a talk with

him at the luncheon at Windsor last Thursday. He had had a

terrible time of it, he said, which he would not go through again

;

but he seemed very jolly all the same. The " new departure
"

will either be an unexpected success or a frightful failure, involv-

ing the Liberal party and the country itself in serious disaster.

God knows. Gladstone is a great but really unknown force,

with all the time he has been before the public. Xobody can

tell what he may not do.

The Assembly of this year was again very much occupied

by the question of Church defence. Matters were somewhat

complicated by the choice as Lord High Commissioner of

Lord Aberdeen, who had previously committed himself to

the Disestablishment agitation, and therefore came with

evil auguries, as the representative of the Sovereign, to the
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threatened Church. The fit i entertainment given al Holy-

rood made this incongruity all the inure apparent

To his Wife.

The dinner party last night, instead of being a quiet private

affair, as it used to be, was a regular mob of men and women,

Churchmen and Dissenters, Principal Rainy and Ids wife among
others. I had Borne talk with him, and he introduced me to his

wife. Story (In- and I went together) was greatly disgusted,

having sat opposite to a flaming Dissenter, a man who many years

ago assailed me for some of my lectures ot addresses. He was

very amusing coming home about his disgust in finding himself

in company with fellows "steeped to the lips in treason against

the Church;" and the whole idea of mixing up different parties in

tins manner seems a weak and absurd one. It was the Queen's

birthday, and of course before the Assembly met, and this is the

excuse for it, I believe. If this sort of thing were to be continued,

I should not certainly put myself to the trouble of coming over

specially to dine with " my Lord High !"

This social mistake, however, was soon forgotten as the

work of the Assembly began.

To Ms Wife. June 2, 1882.

I have had a long speech to make to-day about Disestablish-

ment. I do not know bow it may read, but it was well re-

ceived. I was very calm upon the whole—I mean little excited

—

and spoke deliberately for about three-quarters of an hour from
merely a few notes, although I had previously written a good deal

on the subject. I cannot even myself tell whether I said at all

clearly what I had written or not. I did not feel the speech, and
am not tired now, and have no headache, thank God, to-day. But
it was very trying waiting all through the weary business and
confusion of the previous forenoon, and the bad management of

the accessories of the discussion, although there was after all no
discussion, and my motion was at length adopted unanimously.

Lord Aberdeen came back, I suppose, to hear the speech ; but I

am more concerned as to how it may read than anything else.

June 3.

I had not a thought of my birthday (1st June). It is terrible

how old one is getting ; but in my case I have reason to be thank-

ful when I think of everything, and how I have come through

this last year. God is indeed good. We have had an evening

meeting of the Assembly again. Lord is a bother ; I have

told him, of course, that it is nonsense saying that marrying a
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deceased wife's sister is against the law of God. But on one

hand I have no particular sympathy with people who, with so

many women in the world, marry their deceased wife's sister

;

while on the other hand I do not wish to punish them. Cannot

they marry some one else ? Speaking of marriage, get Trollope's

new novel ' Marion Fay.' It is very Trollopy here and there, but

also in parts very touching.

New Hailes, Mdsselborgh,
Sunday, ith June.

It has been a most lovely day, and I have done nothing but sit

out on the terrace, hardly even reading. I needed all the rest I

could get, and I have been very fortunate in both Sundays being

so beautiful. I was very hot and tired at the Assembly ; and as

I had made ten shillings unexpectedly by dissents (every man who
dissents from a motion carried has to give one shilling to the clerk

on doing so) on a motion of my own, I indulged in an open cab

all the way down here, and the drive was very pleasant, with the

fresh wind from the sea. The day has been one of unbroken

quiet, and the mere sitting in the open air is delightful.

The speech to which reference is here made was printed

and circulated largely in the form of a pamphlet. The

motion " carried unanimously " was as follows :

—

The General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, in the view

of the fact that proposals may be introduced into Parliament, and

statements made seriously affecting the position and welfare of the

Church, resolve to appoint a committee to watch over, and take

any steps they may think necessary and advisable in regard to,

any questions or measures which may be brought before the

Legislature affecting the interests of the Church.

And the General Assembly—considering that the Church has

in past years, through its General Assembly, exhibited the most

brotherly feelings towards all Christian communions in Scotland,

and especially towards the Presbyterian Churches which have

sprung from it, and that the Church earnestly desires to main-

tain the same brotherly feelings towards these Churches, and

especially to show their sympathy with all belonging to these

Churches, who are defending the cause of national religion

—

instruct the Committee, should suitable opportunity arise, to aid

by active goodwill and co-operation in any movement which may
have for its object the promotion of this cause, and the interests

of the true Protestant religion in Scotland.

The General Assembly further resolve, while deprecating polit-

ical agitation of a controversial nature on behalf of the Church
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as injurious to the cause of Christian peace and charity, thai it is

highly advisable thai all prudent meant should be used to keep it

people duly informed as to the national position and princip]

the Church. The General Assembly resolve with this riew to

issue a pastoral letter to the members of the Church, instructing

them in its principles, and reminding them of the many ble

which, under Divine Providence, the Church of Scotland, ac by

law established, has conferred on this land, and the duty under

winch all its members lie of being faithful and loyal to an institu-

tion which God has 80 blessed to the people of Scotland, and of

transmitting it unimpaired in its lawful privileges and means of

usefulness to future generations.

It appeared to me at first [the Principal said], as to many others,

that it might have been advisable if possible to maintain the same

attitude of passive resistance that the Church has hitherto with

such dignity maintained. . . . But there are limits to this for-

bearance. The special circumstances in which the Church is

placed calls for a special agency to watch over its interests. It is

literally true, as is pointed out in the motion, that statements are

being constantly made which seriously affect the position and wel-

fare of the Church. These statements are sometimes made in

recognised quarters, and when made in such quarters they can be

met, exposed, and refuted. But there are also many statements

affecting the Church forged in secret and circulated assiduously by
secret agencies. A special literature, as is well known, is devoted

to the Disestablishment agitation. I have had occasion to look

into this literature, and while there are many species of literature

which are not very savoury,—as there is a foil to everything that

is excellent in this world—to what is good in literature as in

other things,—I have seldom seen any class of publications ani-

mated by a craftier, and, in some respects, more unworthy spirit,

than those which deal with this subject. This literature must be

met in its own field by those who are competent to do so. But
the statements made in the tracts and other publications of the

Liberation Society by -and -by become commonplaces in news-

papers influential with politicians ; they are put in circulation by
paid agents, whose business it is to manufacture a public opinion

hostile to the Church. This artifice has considerable effect in

some cases. We have to bear in mind that politicians in these

days are men busy and sometimes up to the ears in work. The
old idea is, I am afraid, no longer well founded, that all who seek

to guide public opinion and legislation look carefully for them-
selves into questions of this kind and statements made to them.

The fact is, there is no class of men in the country, according to
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my experience, more dependent on the information communicated

to them than our current politicians. It is quite common for

them to be " crammed " on special subjects, and to derive almost

all their information from the "cram " thus administered to them.

This process has been assiduously going on, and statements are

not only circulated in public prints, to meet with the ordinary fate

of literature—to be contradicted and refuted, or accepted, accord-

ing to its value—but circulated as authoritative data conveyed

to influential public men with the view of operating upon their

political conduct. There was a letter only the other day in one of

the Edinburgh newspapers from Brighton, which was a very good

specimen of this sort of thing—a letter originally addressed to the

' Echo ' in London, where, and in England generally, the grossest

exaggerations are circulated about the Church. The literature of

the Liberation Society is particularly influential in England, and

exercises there perhaps a more direct influence than in Scotland.

Now I think it evident that we must have some authoritative

body with discretion to correct misstatements of fact as to the

history, constitution, and prosperity of the Church. The Church,

of course, has nothing to do with newspapers; but she cannot

allow allegations to pass uncontradicted as to her position, and the

conditions both of her legal existence and spiritual vitality, which

she knows to be alike false and injurious. She would not be true

to herself if she did. So much was this felt, as members of As-

sembly know, that a little time ago an important statement was

issued on this very subject—a statement carefully prepared by two

eminent laymen—and authenticated by the imprimatur of the

agent of the Church. It was felt, in preparing this statement,

that it was a pity there was no authoritative body to issue it with

due sanction. Here is a clear reason, therefore, why this com-

mittee is necessary. Although we may despise many things, we
cannot despise systematic misrepresentation as to the character

and measures and standing of the Church. . . .

But the Church has duties not only of defence ; it has further

duties. It is bound as a national Church not only to maintain

its privileges, but also to show, especially in these days, that it

holds its privileges not for itself,—not as giving to it—the idea is

one which never enters into the head of a good Churchman—any

superiority or advantage over other Churches,—but that it holds

its position and privileges for the people of Scotland. The Church

must not only realise its mere statutory advantages, but its national

power for good ; and as a national Church we are not entitled to

put away from us any proposals whatever—I allude to no move-

ment—which may be brought before us which would have the

effect of extending the popular influence of the Church of Scot-
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land, and proving thai it is established, si ire believe, not only by

law, bnl in the hearta of the people of Scotland. A- s Church

we cherish, as the motion states and we have repeatedly shown,

the most " brotherly feelings" towards all Christian communions
in Scotland, and especially towards the Presbyterian Churches

which have sprung from it. I think I may say without doubt

thai this has been the attitude of the General Assembly of the
( 'lunch of Scotland for many years—and I must claim to

this sympathy and brotherly interest beyond the pale of Pre

terianiam. I am not one of those who have been jealous of our

Episcopalian brethren, and of the large amount of good, especially

amongst the influential classes, which the Episcopal Church is

doing in Scotland. I recognise, on the contrary, that the Epis-

copal Church has a certain historic root and genuine tradition in

Scotland—although a limited one—and the Church of Scotland

has no warmer friends than many who adorn the Episcopal Church
of this country. It would little hecome us, therefore, to look

with coldness on the Christian work they are doing, or refuse

them the same brotherly sympathy in this work we willingly

extend to others. Hut we are bound to extend our sympathy
especially to the members of the two great Presbyterian Churches

that have sprung from our bosom; and there is no minister in

the Church of Scotland, no member of the Church of Scotland,

who has anything but the utmost friendliness towards the mem-
bers of these two important Churches. If they make themselves

enemies to us, we have no right to make ourselves enemies to

them. It is true we cannot yield to them on this great question.

"We have a duty of antagonism where principles are at stake, as

well as a duty of friendliness ; and it is a vain hope to overcome

our opposition on this question—an opposition which we must
vigorously and determinedly maintain. It is said by some that

they are not seeking our harm, but our good, by this agitation.

This is the dream of a wild imagination, which, having been

thwarted in other directions, has cut an unwonted channel for

itself in the sphere of ecclesiastical politics. But although we are

simple-minded, we are not fools altogether. \Ve must be allowed

to be the best judges of our own national position and rights.

and opportunities of doing good. So far as this fond dream is

the result not only of a romantic fancy but of a good nature,

which wishes to extend to us the blessings of Voluntaryism, we
are thankful for it ; but we are not to be misled by it. We must,

I think, let all who are carrying on this agitation, and who are

subsidiary to it, clearly understand that it is not possible to over-

come our opposition here ; that it is out of the very strength of

our Christian feeling—out of the very strength of our Christian

2 C
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patriotism—we feel bound to stand firm on this great question.

But while we must be opponents here, we have nothing but

friendly feelings towards them, in so far as they are doing good.

There is much work to do in Scotland, as every one knows, in

tlif way of Church extension and the Christian improvement of

society ; and so far as these Churches are engaged in this work,

we have nothing but goodwill to them. I am sure no one in the

General Assembly can put his hand to his heart and say we have

not over and over again manifested this goodwill, in circumstances

often very trying, and that if there has been sectarian bitterness

in the countiy, this has not been on the side of the Church of

Scotland. I have had the conviction for many years that the

Church of Scotland, during the last ten years particularly, is reap-

ing, in the increase of its membership and its widely extending

influence, under the blessing of God, the fruit of its long forbear-

ance,—of its calmness under evil words so often spoken against

it, of its dignity under insults, and of its attitude of quiet pur-

suit of duty under opprobriums such as have seldom fallen to a

Christian institution.

But the motion not merely contemplates brotherly relations to

the other Presbyterian Churches ; it proposes to instruct the

Committee especially to show special sympathy with all belong-

ing to these Churches who hold with ourselves the principles of

national religion. I am aware that here I approach delicate

ground, and I hope I shall speak with delicacy and caution. It

is our clear duty as a national Church to hold out a willing hand

of co-operation to all who are at one with us in the great prin-

ciples of an Establishment. But we are bound to open our doors

to all willing to adopt these principles, and who can consistently

work with us ; and we have done so. The various Presbyterian

bodies have gone from us. They have not been driven forth from

the Church, at least in our time. They have gone forth from us

willingly, bearing a testimony which they believed to be more

valuable than the special privileges that they resigned. Well,

we welcome them back. We have gained in course of time what

they struggled for ; and we have opened our doors to receive

them. Some think we have done too much. I have never thought

so. I am responsible for having moved our Act of Eligibility

some years ago. I hold the same views now that I held then

;

and whatever may be the practical results of the working of this

Act, I hold that it expresses the only true attitude we can take

up as a national institution. We are willing, therefore, to en-

tertain any proposals that may be made to us from any side. But
it must be borne in mind that no comprehension of the Church of

Scotland—or of any Church—can be based on a spirit of narrow-
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ness ; and if overtures are made to as, they must be made in no

spirit of bigotry, but in the same catholic temper that we cherish

in reference to the other Presbyterian Churches in Scotland.

This full and dignified statement of the position of the

Church—of which all who are acquainted with the work and

attitude of the Church of Scotland since the period which

we have ventured to call her Renaissance, some thirty

years ago, will acknowledge the truth—concluded with a

touching description and appeal, and a recognition which

from the time of Elijah downwards it has been so difficult

for the best of men to make, of the " seven thousand in Israel

who have not bowed the knee to Baal;' the multitude of the

faithful and humble who are always in silent accord, how-

ever on the surface the voices of contention may rave.

It appears to rne that a great responsibility—I should not like

to try to estimate the responsibility—lies on those who are for-

warding this agitation. The hope was beginning to be cherished

that the Churches in Scotland were at length to have a time of

peace, and that the fair fruits of Christian science and forms of

Christian life, hitherto but rare among us, were about to spring

from a soil purged of the dross of past contentions—nay, more,

that the long-nipped blossoms of charity and Christian courtesy,

winch ought to guide the intercourse of all Christian men, were to

flourish—that there was to be a time of quiet development for the

sweeter graces of the Christian character—such graces as adorned

the man whom many of us here, in common with our Presbyterian

brethren of other Churches, laid in an honoured grave a few days

ago. 1 As I stood beside that grave, with the calmness, the beauty,

and the peace of glorious nature around us, I could not but think

how miserably unworthy are those contentions in which Scottish

ecclesiastics often spend their lives. If we had only more of the

Spirit of Christ, how possible it would be to build up once more

the old Church of Scotland, which has been such a blessing to

many generations ! I am sure there are many hundreds, both in

the Free Church and in the United Presbyterian Church, who
lament the prospect of a new era of ecclesiastical bitterness. I

hope that these considerations will still have some weight ; and I

am sure that they will,—if only ecclesiastical leaders will listen

to the voice of Christian patriotism instead of the voice of

sectarianism.

1 The Rev. Dr Hanna.
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After this important address, and the fervour of feeling

which it aroused in his audience—an elevated and generous

fervour, not the heat of polemics—none of his hearers could

grudge the Principal his Sabbath rest upon the terrace at

New Hailes, the quietude in which he could scarcely even

read, but only breathe in the influences of summer air and

sky, the refreshment of the grateful dews and the silence of

nature. The warfare of his early days had been for freedom,

a struggle to maintain the independence of thought and the

exercise of a philosophical judgment. In a great measure

he had gained that plea. But now in his later years another

phase of many-sided but always harmonious truth was his

chief inspiration—the right and duty of preserving the fair

but homely integrity of his Father's house, the old historical

Church so deeply concerned in all that had been best in Scot-

land, the great educator, regulator, inspirer of the Scotch

character and virtues. The balance of freedom and of faith,

the right of thinking, the duty of obeying, the wholesome

order of national standards and centres, which no man was

less disposed to make into means of bondage, could scarcely

have been exemplified in a happier way.

It was only in this year, I think, that the picturesque

sinecure of the " Historiographer " in Scotland, which had

been one of the lights of his convalescence in the previous

year, and which he had a great desire for—a desire especially

for the little graceful distinction which would have indicated

the scope of his future labours —was given to Mr Skene,

who was, indeed, universally allowed to have the best right

to it so far as original research went. It had, however, been

Tulloch's opinion that the elder historian would not care to

accept it, and he had the feeling that his own appointment

would be personally agreeable to the Queen. It was, it can-

not be denied, a considerable disappointment to him when he

heard that Mr Skene had been definitely appointed to, and
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had accepted, the post " I have one feeling of thankfulm

he cries in his first prick of mortification, " I shall be relieved

from any feeling of Indebtedness to that blessed Libera]

party which I have Berved so long." At the same time it half

amused, half annoyed him to think that he himself had been

partly the cause of this disappointment, by his generosity in

"emphasising Skene's claims," acknowledging, as he did, to

statesmen very probably not much acquainted with Scotch

historical work (if, indeed, it is safe to suppose that Mr
Gladstone is unacquainted with anything), that so far as

antiquarian research was concerned, he had himself no claim

in comparison. Tulloch's disappointment, however, in this

respect was pleasantly neutralised by a favour coming direct

and in the most gracious way from the Queen's own hand.

The intimation of this appointment was conveyed to him by

her Majesty herself in an autograph letter.

Balmoral Castle, June 4, 1882.

The office of Dean of the Chapel Royal and Dean of the

Order of the Thistle having become vacant by the death of

Dr John Macleod of Morven, the Queen is desirous of offer-

ing it to Principal Tulloch as a mark of her high esteem

and regard for him, and she trusts that he will accept it.

No one could be more worthy of such a distinction than

himself.

It is very difficult to trace an intelligible way through

the repeated and continued discussions with Government

officials upon University affairs which year by year led

Tulloch, sometimes with other members of the academic

body, sometimes alone, to London, to explain, and urge, and

wait upon the decisions of one functionary and another. The

address of the Senatus to Lord Rosebery, referred to in a

previous page, which particularly urged the claims of certain
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specially impoverished chairs, asking a temporary grant for

their relief, "a policy of which in present circumstances," the

Principal adds, " I have grave doubts," was conveyed to that

minister by a deputation from the University in the summer

of 1882. "Something," Tulloch continues, "has to be added

to the petition, or ' Memorial,' as Lord Eosebery wishes it to

be called, and the doing of this has of course been left in my
hands." Whether the Memorial was successful, however,

there seems no information. I presume it was added to end-

less memorials and representations on the same subject, put

aside by successive Governments for after consideration.

A deputation from the Church of Scotland, to present an

address to the Queen on her escape from the attempt made

upon her life by the maniac Maclean at Windsor, apparently

performed its mission at the same time. This was the subject

of a correspondence and inquiry into the right of access of

the Church of Scotland to her Majesty's presence, and the

forms and ceremonies to be observed in its reception, which

trembles on the verge between the sublime and ridiculous.

The clergymen and elders who formed the deputation finally

went with dignified solemnity to Windsor, and met with the

usual gracious welcome. The Principal humorously de-

scribes himself as seated writing in the morning in " two

pairs of breeks !—my knee-breeches and a thin pair over," as

he had people to see just before his start, and could not

appear before the ordinary world in his Court costume. On

the previous evening the deputation had been entertained by

Lord Aberdeen at dinner, where they met the Archbishop of

Canterbury, Mr Gladstone, and Lord Shaftesbury. " So that

you see we had good company."

" I had a talk with Mr Gladstone about the Oxford move-

ment and Cardinal Newman, a book as to which, by Mr
Mozley, has just appeared. He is ' a wonderful old man.'

He talked all night about everything under the sun,—Irving-
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ism, Presbyterianism, Dean Stanley, the Oxford movement,

—

just as if Ireland did not exist. Then I went down to the

House of Commons for a little, and there he was explaining

and speaking. The whole look of the House of Commons

has become rowdy, very unlike what it used to be."

In August the Principal set out with Sir William and

Lady Baillie and their party to the Engadine, where he

spent a few weeks with considerable benefit, taking the

waters at Schuls, one of the smaller baths in that district.

He had been subject, ever since his recovery from his last

long illness, to painful headaches, by some of his doctors

supposed to be the dregs of his severe nervous sufferings, by

others called neuralgic, but however named, always a cause

of considerable pain and oppression. He thought that the

waters were of material advantage to him, and there could

be no doubt that the mountain air, and pleasant change and

rest, and cheerful company, were so. He describes the rou-

tine of the life, the early water-drinking, the morning walks

in the still sunshine, the quaint discipline of hours and

meals, to which the most independent submit themselves

in such a place, in pleasant detail. The following incident

made a little break in that monotonous but cheerful routine.

To his Wife. Schuls, August 21, 1882.

We very nearly had a dreadful accident on Saturday.

Don't be alarmed. As Sir W. and Lady Baillie, Miss S.,

Miss C, and myself were driving slowly up the long hill to

Fetton, a village about 1200 feet higher than this, where I

told you I had driven the other night, one of the horses

began to back. We were going very slowly, the driver off

his perch, with the whip in his hand, and very foolishly the

reins tied in front, where Sir "William was sitting. The

horses are the quietest and most docile creatures in the

world. What made one of them restive and the other dis-
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posed to back I don't know. But immediately the position

became alarming ; the horses swerved as if to turn, and I saw

that unless some one got them by the head it would be all

over with us. I was out of the carriage in a moment—Miss

S. said she never saw anybody do anything so quickly—and

got the horses by the head just as they were turning round,

with the carriage back upon the posts, which were the only

protection from the abyss below. Just as I caught them the

pole of the carriage fortunately broke, and this enabled me

and the driver, who by this time also had hold of them, to

swerve them easily round to the road again. But it was

really an awfully near business, and I was filled with horror

of the thought. I should have been safe, of course, as I had

jumped out, and was in front of the horses; but everybody

in the carriage, and Sir William especially on the box, where

he was helpless, and could not get down, would probably

have been smashed to pieces. Just as we got the carriage

round, Lady Baillie and Miss S. got out at opposite sides
;

but if the horses had been at all wild, the carriage would

have been over before they could have got out. The whole

thing occurred and was over in three minutes, I daresay, but,

as you may imagine, we could not get over it for some time.

I walked with Miss C. all the way to the top ; but after the

pole had been tied with ropes, the rest got into the carriage

and ascended to the village, where they had to wait a long

time till the pole was mended. I walked down about three

miles. It was a lovely evening ; the glory of the dying light

upon the mountains was very touching, and one's heart was

also touched to think how near one had been to destruction,

and how mercifully preserved. The carriage was long in

following us, and we felt anxious about their return ; but

they arrived all safely. . . . I do not think Lady B. will

ascend many more hills in carriages ; the height and the

narrowness of the roads are truly awful.
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He hastened home from this expedition in order to offici-

ate at the marriage of a daughter of his old friend Profi

Sellar, of which he writes a Little later:

—

To Professor Baynes.

I spent a pleasant time in the Engadine, not quite idle;

and the Tarasp waters h;ive done ine good, I think—a result

which I infer as much as anything else from my being able

to stand three days' festivity with Sellar, something pn the

old scale, on the occasion of his daughter's marriage, which

was a very pretty business, with an enthusiastic village,

triumphal arches, and young maidens strewing flowers, and

an epithalamium, or cmbade, as it is called, on the occasion

by a favourite student,—Mackail, Ireland Scholar, and I

don't know all what. I came over in the C'alais-Douvres

with Jowett.

In September he was once more in Balmoral, from which

he sent to his wife a letter full of the experience of the

Royal family in respect to the Egyptian war, the presence

of the Duke of Connaught with the army having brought

home to the Queen with double force those tremors shared

by so many mothers who have sons in the field. " The

Queen sent me a number of letters to read," the Principal

says.

To his Wife.

The letters were from Frince Arthur in Egypt to her

Majesty and to his wife, giving an account of the campaign

as far as he had to do with it. They showed that, although

not actually engaged, which he wished very much to be, he

had suffered a good deal of hardship, marching with his men

in the terrible heat, the men falling out of the ranks. " lying

on the ground groaning and vomiting." The heat was ter-

rible, he says, and he had sometimes " nothing but a dry
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biscuit for twenty-four hours
;

" the " swarms of flies drove

him out of his tent
;

" and they were " disputing in thousands

for the possession of his letter as he wrote."

In the end of 1882 there are traces of a great deal of de-

pression and discouragement in respect to public matters, in

the Principal's mind. His movement for Church defence

irrespective of political parties did not succeed as he had

hoped. The grave movement which he had predicted, the

breaking up of ordinary party limitations and the union of

good men upon points of more vital importance to the coun-

try than any party policy could be, had not yet begun. I

find tokens of an inclination to give up the struggle, to con-

sent to a dismemberment, towards which all the signs of the

time seemed to point, and with an aching heart to allow

that the days of the Church of Scotland were numbered, as

the winter with its dreary influences closed down. The

difficulty of united action, the slowness of the people in

general to awaken to the danger, irritated at once and de-

pressed him ; but these are scarcely enough to account for

some of the letters of this period. A more intimate and

deeply reaching discouragement was in his mind. The

reader may recollect that for many successive years Tulloch

had made something like an episcopal visitation in the High-

lands, accompanied in earlier years by Dr Smith, in later by

Dr Story and other friends, and the discoveries made on these

visits had been very painful to him. The Church in the High-

lands had never occupied the same position as in other parts

of Scotland. The revival of energy and life, which had been

so conspicuous in the country generally, could not be said to

have affected some of the mountain districts at all. The

Church remained in the condition in which it had been left

at the Disruption, a " residuary " Establishment, with the

pretence rather than the reality of active life. The religious

conditions of the Northern Highlands have always been
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peculiar. 1 can scarcely venture from my own inadequate

knowledge to describe those conditions. They were much

sterner, more gloomy and rigid in Celtic intensity, than any-

thing of which the broader Anglo-Saxon mind is capable.

The " Men," not clergymen, but lay 1 functionaries much

more tyrannical than any priest, held the people in such

subjection as a number of despots can enforce, not so com-

plete as the sway of one despot, but more exasperating and

minute. They surrounded the sacraments of the Church

with terror, and carried Calvinism to what is perhaps its

logical conclusion, but a conclusion seldom reached by any

ordinary human community. The hasty observations of

tourists and sportsmen have indeed identified this curious

state of things as the general condition of Scotland—a mis-

take too palpable to need contradiction to any who know

Scotland, though very satisfactory to the ignorant, as such

sweeping generalisations always are. As a matter of fact,

that terrible religious economy is as mysterious and as little

known by the greater part of Scotland as by any other

country in the world.

The "Men," with the ministers, who were scarcely less

cruelly subject to them than the people, " went out " almost

entirely with the Free Church, and the consequence is, that

in these regions the Established Church is really a very

small minority, a sort of persecuted remnant, occupying a

position not unlike that which the Church of Ireland once

held before its disestablishment, in the Eoman Catholic com-

munity. The minister of each parish holds possession of

church and manse— often represented by a poor little

chapel and an equally poor dwelling—with a mere hand-

ful of church-goers ; while the Free Church close by has

control over the greater part of the people. Here and

1 I use the word " lay " in the popular conception of its meaning. I pre-

sume that the '"Men" were usually "elders," and ordained to their offices,

which separated them more or less from the ordinary lay element. Still they

were laymen in the ordinary acceptation of the word.
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i iw to occurs a district where the Gaelic inhabitants are all

Roman Catholics—even in a few rare instances there is a

majority of native Episcopalians. These circumstances al-

together are not apt to produce a high type of clergymen in

the Established Church; and the Principal had lamented

often with a troubled heart the defects and failures of this

portion of the Church. The reports must have been very

unsatisfactory, and himself in very low spirits about this

real internal defect, so much more poignant than any kind

of trouble out of doors, when he wrote the following letter :

—

To Rev. Dr Story. October 31.

In some respects really the state of the Church in the High-

lands gets worse instead of better, and I am gradually being driven

to recognise that it is hopeless as things are. I fear there is no

alternative in the face of all the influences moving against the

Church, but some reconstruction of ecclesiastical affairs in Scot-

land. I have been thinking over this a great deal, and will

probably write something about it in the course of the winter.

What an opportunity there is for such a man as the Duke of

Argyll, if his patriotism were a little more active ! I believe there

would not be much difficulty in saving the parochial system and

the teinds, as belonging to the people of the parish, whatever be

the type of their Presbyterianism ; or even if there were any

parishes predominantly Episcopal, why should they not have them

for ecclesiastical use ? To maintain, as Ave are now doing, a gar-

rison of incompetent ecclesiastical " crofters," as you say, in the

Highlands, is a state of things which nobody can defend, and the

civil incorporation of the Church is dearly purchased at such a

price.

I do not myself much believe in " leaflets," although I am
taking means to get some prepared.

It may be worth while quoting in this connection a letter

which the Principal addressed to a young Highland minister

about to settle in the very heart of the district governed by

the " Men " in Boss-shire.

"What is wanted more than anything is a resident clergyman of

good sense, and living an earnest Christian life among the people,

entering into their affairs, and giving them advice and assistance

in every way. I would maintain the most friendly Christian re-
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lationa with all; especially on no account bake offence, or quarrel

with any one whatever. And I have no doubt that in a year you

will find yourself with a real ami even happy Bphere "f operations.

I have the mosl perfect confidence in good Bense and eai

Christian activity succeeding everywhere, even in the Highland--,

where, I am sorry to say, they arc specially lacking.

I hope you will excuse my saying so much. I would go t'>

P if I were you, to represent the Church there thoroughly

well; and by God's blessing I am sine there will bo good results.

This drawback to his warm confidence in the recovered

position and admirable work of the Church was no doubt

only occasionally present to his mind; but when brought

before him it was a grievous one, taking much hope and com-

fort out of his thoughts. He was not, perhaps, without a

touch of that sharp prejudice against the Celtic portion of

the community, which many old-fashioned Scotsmen enter-

tained before fashionable folly made the tartan the emblem

of Scotland generally. There were at the same time many

committees and meetings of Commissions, &c, in which this

and other matters were discussed, which added to the irrita-

tion and despondency. Here is a mot launched out of the

midst of one of these exasperating assemblies.

There was a great deal of irrelevant and stupid talk, to which I

suppose I contributed. I get wearied with the absurdities of

committees, and hack into them at times with a direct force of

language more edifying to an outsider than to the speakers

themselves.

Another subject of discouragement was, as has been said,

the failure of the attempt to establish a society of men of

all political opinions in defence of the Church. Scotland,

always very warm in political feeling, was still almost unani-

mous in those days in its devotion to Mr Gladstone; and

the newspapers began to blow trumpets of alarm when this

attempt to disturb the integrity of party became known.

Notwithstanding Principal Tulloch's well - known Liberal

antecedents, and the entire disposition of his mind towards

liberality of thought and feeling, the scheme was denounced
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as a political intrigue to beguile the Church people of Scot-

land into Toryism. This frightened the timid, and led many

who were not fully awakened to the danger to hang back.

Tulloch comments with much indignation on the weakness

of the men who were afraid to commit themselves, or run

any risk of popular reproach as deserters from their political

standards. On one occasion he met a band of delegates

from Glasgow, from whose energy he had hoped much. " I

never heard any men maunder and seesaw, and blow hot and

cold as they did
!

" he cries.

To Rev. W. W. Tulloch. December 12, 1882.

The truth is that the Church, as a national institution, is, I

fear, dying out of the consciousness of the West. The absence of

all high ideas in the clergy, and the level of Congregationalism or

sectarianism to which many of them seem disposed to sink, make
one wonder if the Church is worth fighting for. And then, again,

the persistent blindness with which many Church Liberals look

upon the fact of one Liberal candidate after another becoming

pledged against the Church, is very discouraging. Sir A. Kinloch

has just been here with a letter from Lord Stair full of this blind-

ness. Should the National Church Society fail, I will never

meddle with this subject again. That the Church will certainly

go at next election, supposing the Liberals to come back to power,

if there is no organisation in the meantime, I have no doubt,

unless some great political question emerges. This, of course, is

always possible.

The National Church Society did not succeed ; but the

Principal did meddle with the subject again, never laying it

aside, in fact, as long as his hands could hold up that stand-

ard. But also a great political question did emerge, and

once more " the gates of hell," though I allow the metaphor

is too strong, did not prevail.

The following letter, addressed to the then member for

St Andrews, gives his view of the question as taken in its

broadest phase :

—

December 19, 1882.

Dear Mr Williamson,—I am not going out at present to night

meetings, being obliged to take care of myself for my winter work
;
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but you will not suppose that I wish to stand aloof. Apart bom
the Church question, I have not only no fault to iin<l with youi
action as member for St Andrews, but think thai you are entitled

to credit for the interest you have taken in the Endowed Schools

Bill, which not a few Liberal members so strangely menaced, ami

which I believe one <>f the most rational Liheral ii

passed for Scotland.

As to the Church question, my views arc so well known that I

need hardly say anything, commenting only on a misapprehension

constantly repeated. It is said (was said as recently as in a letter

in the 'Scotsman' of last Monday, the- 11th) that I and other

Church Liberals arc '• opposed to disestablishment under any cir-

cumstances; whereas the will of the people of Scotland having

established the Church, the same will, when expressed to that

effect, may disestablish it." Now I have never taken up that

position, and I do not know any Liheral Churchman who
i

I cannot imagine any Liberal, or even any rational politician,

holding a different view ; and my objection to the position taken

up by you and others is just that it seems to me to contravene

this truly Liberal principle, inasmuch as you have committed
yourselves against the Church on theoretical grounds before the

question has in any sense been put to the people of Scotland.

Mr Dick Peddie's motion contains a series of assertions as to

which the opinions of the people of Scotland have never been
invited : not only so, but a certain section of Liberals have plainly

shown a willingness to take a catch-vote against the Church,
rather than to give it the "fair trial" which Mr Gladstone said

distinctly it should have. No Liberal politician can shrink from
putting the question of Establishment or Disestablishment to the

people of Scotland, and abiding by the national verdict (however
he may regret it); but every Liberal politician, in my opinion, is

equally bound to see that the question is fairly put, and the ver-

dict fairly given, before committing himself, especially on the

negative side—because the mere existence of an institution for

so many years is surely always something in its favour. I have

thought it right to say so much, because nothing is more import-

ant than that parties should clearly understand each other on so

grave a question.—Yours very truly, John Tulloch.

One of Principal Tulloch's first occupations in the begin-

ning of 1SS3 was a visit to Inverness, where he delivered a

short course of lectures on the " Literary and Intellectual

Revival of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century." " I have

added a third," he writes to his son, "about the earlier
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Scottish literature in its stages of development, which I have

had great pleasure in preparing." He seems to have preached

" without any harm," as he writes to his anxious wife, dating

from the Highland Club, Inverness, with a breathing of grati-

tude :
" What a blessing a club always is to strangers ! if for

nothing else but enabling one to sit quietly without being

bothered by any one." The beginning of this year was,

however, darkened and made sadly memorable by the first

shock of bereavement in the second generation of the wide-

spreading and much-extended family, the death of the eldest

grandchild, the first of the band of children now springing

up on every side. An early visit to London made in April

on certain matters of University business was partly spent

in the Isle of Wight with his daughter, and his letters are

full of tender records of the extreme and touching grief of

the young mother whose happy life had been thus crossed

suddenly and terribly by the inevitable shadow, and who,

like Rachel, refused to be comforted. Public matters faded

into a secondary place in comparison with this individual

grief, which clouded the whole world to one of his children,

and tilled himself with anxious wishes to find something to

say to lull that ever-wakeful pain. Part of the Easter holi-

days were spent thus in endeavouring to divert sorrowful

thoughts from dwelling too much upon the sad memories of

death and its mystery, and that selection of one among many,

which to the mourner often seems so strangely capricious and

cruel—an endeavour which he felt to be but little success-

ful, as all such efforts must be on the edge of a newly filled

grave.

The period in other ways was grave enough. Another

University Bill—or the same with alterations—was again

looming in the distance, and this time many of Tulloch's

colleagues, if not himself, were seriously alarmed. The

colleges of St Andrews were admitted to be in an unsatis-

factory state. The numbers fluctuated, generally in a dimin-
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ishing scale. Agricultural troubles had le ened the value

of land, from which the University drew the chief pari of

its revenues, and the stipends of the professors, always inade

quate, were uow more inadequate than ever. It seems to

have occurred to Government thai the best way to dispose

of the claims of the ancient but small and* poor institution

might be, if that were found practicable, to get rid of it

altogether. So great and near was the change, that a clause

was actually inserted iii the bill, uow once more in the Lord

Advocate's hands, after all the "memorials" and deputations,

in which the academical body in St Andrews was threatened

with dissolution. The Principal would not have seemed on

this occasion to have shared the fears of his colleagues, or

believed such an extreme step to be possible. "I have no

fear that they will suppress St Andrews," he writes in one of

his letters from Inverness ; but these very words show how

threatening was the aspect of affairs and how far the matter

had gone. There is nothing about this question in his Letters

from London in the spring, his mind being chiefly occupied

by his sorrowful daughter and her grief. But in June we

find him again about the House of Commons, waiting upon

official personages and intent upon the bill and its provisions.

Perhaps the extreme step suggested had never really been

decided upon, at all events the Principal does not seem to

have had much trouble in turning away the threatened

calamity.

To hi* Wife.

You will, I daresay, see from the Scotch papers to-day that we
succeeded in getting the Lord Advocate yesterday to •-"// that the

" dissolving '" clause about St Andrews would be withdrawn from

the University Bill. The clause is well away, whether the bill

goes on or not. I fancy there is not much chance of its going on

now. I met Sir George C. at the door of the Athenaeum yester-

day, where he roared out, " What do you think of the idea of

abolishing St Andrews ] " I said I thought that was all over.

He then said, as a polite joke, I suppose, " Oh, but I am in favour

•2 D
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of abolishing St Mary's Hall." I just laughed in his face, and
left him. However, I could not help making a point of this

idiotic speech when addressing the Lord Advocate yesterday.

The satisfaction of having thus averted evil from the

University was, however, modified by the fact that the loss

of the bill thus virtually nullified, took away every shadow

of a hope of further endowment for the colleges, and con-

sequently of any addition to the Principal's very limited

income.

Between the two visits to London thus noted occurred

the General Assembly, of which I find this year no special

record except in the published report of a speech made by

Principal Tulloch in giving in the Report of the Church

Interests Committee, appointed, as the reader may remember,

by his own motion, to watch over the Disestablishment agita-

tion, both before Parliament and throughout the country, with

the special view of furnishing true information in refutation

of false statements, and keeping the Church and people cog-

nisant of the true tendency of affairs. It would be difficult

to find a finer statement of the true value of a national

Church than the following pages, of which Dr Story says,

"This was, I think, the finest speech he ever made in the

Assembly."

It is to he feared that many have inadequate notions of what

constitutes a National Church, and of all the good to the country

that is involved in its maintenance. It seems to he thought by

many that the possession of endowments is the chief thing that

distinguishes a National Church from other Churches in the land,

and that, after all, the loss of these endowments would not be such

a great matter, considering the wealth of Churchmen.

I by no means undervalue endowments, properly understood.

They are, in fact, an essential part of a National Church Estab-

lishment. Nor would it be possible to replace them by the mere

wealth of individual Churchmen or congregations. There would

be no lack in towns of maintaining popular and earnest ministers.

The incomes of such ministers in all Churches are largely de-

pendent on their congregations ; and there is not only no harm,
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but good in this. It is a small matter for those to whom God lias

given wealth, to give some share, of it to those who minister to

them in spirit u:il things. But do voluntary Liberality of this kind

touches tho question <>f endowment, still less of establishment.

The true value of endowments is, thai they belong to parieJiM—
that they exist for the sake of //"' people in those parishes, where

there may be no local wealth, and where, supposing there were

such wealth, it would he far harder for the minister to be de-

pendent Upon it than it can ever bo for a minister to depend upon

his congregation in a town. The endowments of a country parish

arc drawn from the land in the parish. They belong legally to all

its inhabitants. Every one has a right to see that they are applied

to the spiritual good of the parish. The minister is their mere

temporary custodier. They really subsist for the higher spiritual

education of the people, who have a legal claim upon their b

ficial religious use, and every one—Dissenter or Churchman—has

an equal right to the enjoyment of this use. Every parish church

is thus in theory, whatever it may be in fact, a religious home to

which the poorest parishioner may look with a rightful interest.

It is no matter whether he does this or not; the parish church

subsists for his good. It is national and not denominational ; and

as an inmate of the parish and a member of the nation, he has a

right to avail himself of its instruction and worship. The wit of

man has never devised anything so good for a country as parish

churches (parish schools have not been more valuable in the na-

tional life of Scotland) ; and all the good that has come from them
will never be known until perhaps they are destroyed, if such an

unhappy event should ever come. No denominational zeal can

ever make a parish church. It cannot even make self-supporting

ci ntres of religious worship in rural districts. The mere fact that

the whole ecclesiastical machinery of the Free Church in Scotland,

embracing no fewer than 105G congregations, is really dependent

pecuniarily upon 230 or 240 congregations, speaks volumes on

this subject. It may be safely said that no better or more skil-

fully adjusted ecclesiastical machinery will ever be devised than

that of the Free Church. It has attained a success which none is

ever likely to attain again; and yet so little has it been able to

develop self-supporting centres of religious worship—in other

words, to approach to the ideal of parish churches—that upwards

of 700 congregations really exist only by virtue of others wealthier

than themselves. What an untold weakness is this ! "What a

bondage of dependence, involving consequences as to freedom of

action and freedom of opinion that can only be understood by
those who suffer from them !

It would be well for those who talk glibly of giving up endow-
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ments to ponder these facts,—to consider how entirely the parish

church rests upon its own resources, separate and independent

—

the latter sustaining and alone preserving the former. To speak

of giving up endowments is to speak of giving up parishes in the

ecclesiastical sense. And where will the religious life of the coun-

try be without the parish church and the parish minister % It is

easy to smile at such a question ; but no man with the slightest

historical or religious imagination will smile at it. A stipendiary

minister in Ross-shire, or Perthshire, or Roxburghshire, one-half

of whose income is gathered from the contributions of the wealthy

in Edinburgh and Glasgow, and doled out to him by a Sustenta-

tion Committee, can never live among his people with the intel-

ligent independence and helpfulness which naturally belong to a

parish minister. . . .

But after all, valuable as endowments are, from a right point of

view, it is not endowments merely that make a National Church.

Every Church more or less has endowments—even those who
most repudiate them. In other words, there is no Church with-

out some property. Its mere existence implies some degree of

property, which in its use and distribution is as truly subject to

the law of the land as the property of an Established Church.

The distinction between the National Churches and Dissenting

Churches is not in the fact of property, but in the nature of the

property in each case—a distinction which is all on the side of

the National Churches, inasmuch as their endowments are really

national and for the people, and not merely ecclesiastical and for

the Church. To admit this, it may be said, is to give up the

whole question ; for if the revenues of the Churches of England

and Scotland belong to the people, the people may surely do with

them what they like. This may seem a very clever retort ; but it

is essentially an immoral one. No doubt the people may do lohat

they like with the Church revenues— or, for that part of the

matter, with any other revenues in the country. The people, so

far as mere power is concerned, might appropriate the whole na-

tional wealth, and reduce its present possessors to the level of

paupers. It may come to that some day, if Radical Disestablish-

mentarians gain their way, and succeed in teaching the people

that the only measure of their right is their poxoer—that property

may be taken from its ancient usage and applied to save the

pockets of ratepayers. But happily, politics in this country are

not divorced from morality ; and the true people—not the sectarian

classes which have hitherto mainly occupied themselves with this

question, but the genuine democracy—may yet show that they

prize, more than robbery, ancient institutions established for their

good and for their children's good, and which they could never
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replace if once, destroyed or taken away. There are i

think that the people estimate at their true value the eotarian

assaults upon the National Churches, and that they fee] they I

a beneficial interest in these Churches, while possibly desiring to

enlarge and i lily them 1o meet the larger spiritual Dece lities

of the time.

But to all thinking minds a National Church is, as I b

already said, far more than a mere aggregation of endowed

churches. It is an organisation of the spiritual life of the na-

tion,—an institution created 1
>y the nation and existing for its

sake, embodying the gTeat thought that religion is not merely a

private hut a public concern—that the civil aspect of society is

lie rely one aspect of our national life inextricably intertwined with

the higher religious aspect, which deserves recognition, organisa-

tion, and support, no less than the other. This alone mal.

National Church in the true sense, and is the idea which really

lies at the root both of the Church of England and of the I Shurch

of Scotland. It is the converse of the sectarian idea upon which

Dissenting churches are built. It is higher than any mere prin-

ciple of endowment, and alone clothes that principle with life and

dignity. Divorced from their national function and usefulness,

tithes or teinds would become indefensible. They would become

the privilege of a party, and not the benefit and blessing of the

nation. Every truly national institution rests on an ideal, and not

a merely material basis. It is the embodiment of some higher

thought which has established itself in our national history, be-

cause it has first dominated and inspired our national intelligence.

In this sense alone are National Churches absolutely defensible

;

and their maintenance or their dissolution in the end will depend

upon the conflict between the idea which they represent and the

idea represented by dogmatic Voluntaryism (something entirely

distinct from practical Christian Voluntaryism)—viz., that reli,ui"ii

is a purely private concern, having no connection with our organ-

ised national life, and which ought to be entirely severed from the

forms of that life.

Is our national life to be Christian or not 1 Is the State a

moral and not merely a secular reality ? These are the real ques-

tions that underlie Establishment or Disestablishment. . . .

If there is a " national righteousness " at all, a National Church

cannot be repudiated as indefensible. It is, or it ought to be, the

organisation of this righteousness. . . . Xo " chaos of sects " fight-

ing for their own shibboleth, can ever be a substitute for the

organisation of the religious life of the country. There is an

essential catholicity in the very idea of a National Church, as the

embodiment not merely of one side of rebgious thought and feel-
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in;.,', but of many sides of both. No separate ecclesiastical organ-

isation by its very nature can possess this catholicity. It has cut

itself oft' from the common religious life, and become in the main

the expression of some favourite tenet or set of opinions. It lives

for its own rather than for the public good. But a National Com-
munion based on the parish is for the parish. All have a right to

it. Nothing can be more erroneous, or less consistent Avith the

true idea of a National Church, than the notion of some Church-

men that Dissenters have nothing to do with the parish church.

They have everything to do with it, save in so far as they them-

selves reject it ; and practical Dissenters at many times have been

wise and good friends of national religion, and have only wished,

as they believed, to make it purer and better—a perfectly legiti-

mate object of patriotic effort. For any party to identify a na-

tional institution with their own views, and unchurch others, is to

make of themselves a sect within the National Church. Self-will

alone can alienate the right of any member of the nation to belong

to the Church of the nation. The good of the parish, and there-

fore of the people, and not of the mere congregation or any acci-

dental combination of persons, is the end of the parish church

;

and there is no phase of Christian thought, and no activity of

Christian self-sacrifice or devotion, that may not find a home in

it, if only they will not make themselves enemies to it.

His literary work did not make much appearance among

these agitations, but it was, nevertheless, carried on through

all. The year had begun with the appearance of an article

in the ' Edinburgh Review ' on " Kant," of which he writes

that " Reeve thinks the ' Kant ' quite a chef-d'eeuvre. I hope

he is right." He was continually employed, more or less, in

the composition of lectures chiefly on historical and bio-

graphical subjects ; and " I have been very busy with my
' History of Scotland since 1745,' for which I have been so

long preparing," he wrote to his son towards the end of the

summer. He enters more fully into literary projects in the

following letter :

—

To Rev. Dr Dickson. St Andrews, August 16, 1882.

I am thinking of a new edition of the ' Leaders of the Reforma-

tion,' or rather ' Luther and the other Leaders.' A new edition

was arranged for about ten years ago, but I could not be bothered
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with it nt the time, and the 1 >< >< >k has been out <»f prfnl about

twenty years. This centenary buaineei baa suggested the idea

now. You once eaid, if I mistake not, that you had marked down
in your copy or somewhere some corrections to make If you

remember anything about them, kindly let me have the correc-

tions. I shall perhaps add a little to the 'Luther'—giro sonio

more of his table-talk, &c.j hut I shall not otherwise meddle with

tho volume much.
I have 1 u very busy with a hook I have long had in con-

templation, and for which I have made many preparations,

'The History of Scotland since the close of the Rebellion of

1745.' 1 lake up the business just where Burton leave.-, off, as

the first volume he published was " Prom the Revolution to

1748." I enjoy the work immensely ; and as I mean to retire

from all public work, preaching, &C, entirely, or almost entirely,

I hope to finish the first two volumes in the course of eighteen

months or so. I have got some of the most difficult parts already

written—an elaborate sketch of the state of Scotland in the middle

of the eighteenth century, and the political history after the

llehellion, which I have found very interesting, and will make
interesting to others, I believe. The second volume will be

entirely a historical review of literature, philosophy, and science.

I need hardly speak of more than two just now, but I have five

sketched out to 1843.

A few months later he acknowledges his obligation to the

same friend in respect to the publication of his new edition.

" It is such an advantage," he says, " to have your eyes

through the whole,—one pair of eyes, or at least eyes like

mine, are so apt to slip over things." This was always, as

has been frequently stated, one of bis dangers, and he never

seems to have mastered wholly the minute but mechanical

art of correcting the press. The new edition of ' Luther ' was

published in a pretty volume, dedicated with a touching in-

scription to his wife, in 1883.

University affairs seem to have presented an aspect more

cheerful in the beginning of the winter session. " "We have

a very good set of fellows this winter," he writes ;
" twenty-

five, eighteen of whom are M.A." The following, however,

does not say much for the higher education of Scot-

land :

—
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To Rev. Dr Dickson.

Four were rejected ; and I hear a good many, and even two

M.A.'s, at Edinburgh. This is an extraordinary fact, that a

Master of Arts should he rejected because unable to read a

simple passage in the Greek Gospel. "What does Ramsay say

to that 1 I hope your benches are full, and that they are of

good quality.

I may say that M.A. in the Scotch universities is equiva-

lent to the bachelor's degree of the English, and that the

professional aim of the majority of Scotch students makes it

more wonderful for them than it might be in an accomplished

Hellenist to stumble at the Greek of the New Testament.

During the autumn, he made a number of visits in the

Highlands, partly to private friends, partly on Church busi-

ness, preaching here and there in lonely little churches among

the wilds, chiefly no doubt to the inhabitants of the neigh-

bouring country houses— sometimes including the highest

and most influential names—who came out in bands to hear

him. Once he found himself in the same house with a mem-

ber of the Cabinet, of whom he writes to his wife that, had

he good sense enough to talk to the Minister of his own

limited income and that allowance to the senior Principal of

St Andrews, which had been asked for in vain, it might per-

haps be settled in a few minutes. But though he could con-

front the world for his Church, or for the freedom that was

so clear to him, that representation to Mr Childers was more

than the Principal felt equal to. Perhaps it might not have

been effectual even had he found the courage to make a per-

sonal statement. There was a whimsical bond between the

two large men thus brought together, in the fact that they

had been taken for each other, on the ground of some sup-

posed resemblance ; but even this fact (not perhaps quite

relished by Tulloch, who hoped he was not quite so bulky as

the Chancellor of the Exchequer) did not encourage him to

put forth his individual claim. He occupied himself during

he course of these visits—though once persuaded to go out
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deer-stalking, notwithstanding his protest thai be had ad

touched a rifle for twenty yean, and that " loafing " was more

in his way—with the corrections of his 'Luther,' of which he

writes from among the pleasanl hospitalities of Invergarry, a

house which he always delighted to visit.

September 4, 1883.

I have been preparing t<> add to my 'Luther,' getting the dif-

ferent periods of his life into my head with the hooks I brought

with me, so that when I get home I will have little trouble in

filling up the gaps I have sketched in, in my mind, and improving

the liook by adding some thirty or forty pages to it. The volume

altogether reads very well, though I say it that should not.

It should never have been out of print, which it has been, I

fancy, for twenty years; the second edition was published in

1860. 1 am getting awfully old, as the young ladies say, and

must do soon whatsoever my hand lindcth to do. I should like

to be spared to finish my history. Six years I think would do

it, and then I might get old, and draw a pension like Matthew
Arnold perhaps. I need not be ashamed to take it now, I think,

after him.

These visits concluded with Balmoral, from whence he

sends the following very interesting account of a conversa-

tion with the Queen :—

To Ms Wife. October 7, 1883.

My sermon seemed to touch her Majesty, and she spoke about

it in a long interview with her I had this afternoon. I do not

remember when she talked so long and heartily, and a great deal

about religion and the mysteries of life, and those who had been
taken away from her, and the impossibility, she thought, of any
one who had strong affections and formed strong attachments not

believing in a future life. Also of the mysterious manner in

which, on two occasions, lives that were so important to herself

had been taken away. The only meaning she could see in the

Princes death, was that he was spared much that would have

been very painful to him . . . and yet . . .

The Queen continued talking a long time with interest and
spirit, although very gravely. Nothing could be wiser or more
sober-minded than her talk.

In the spring of 1884, the Principal came to London to
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officiate at the opening of the new church in Pont Street, in

connection with the Church of Scotland. The first service

held in it upon the 28th March, or rather Principal Tulloch's

name as the preacher, seems to have attracted many unusual

worshippers in a Presbyterian Church.

To his Wife.

We had a great congregation yesterday. The Dean of West-

minster, Canon Fleming, and many others as well. It was really

a very interesting service. All went well, I think ; a fine church,

fine organ, and great heartiness. I somehow was not quite at ease

preaching,—all the flurry puts me out. But I preached a College

Church sermon, and it was well received, I think. I was not

very tired afterwards, but I don't feel very bright to-day. The

gloom and cold of the weather are dreadful. As we were leaving

the church we met a newsman flourishing his black - bordered

paper about in great excitement [containing " the terrible news of

Prince Leopold's death," already referred to in the letter]. It

seems to have been sadly sudden. I am sorry, not only for the

poor Queen and his wife, now a widow, but for Dr Koyle his

physician. He will be in an awful state, poor man.

A day or two after, he adds on this sad subject :
" Poor

Queen, how many blows she has had ! I have had a sad but

very nice letter from Lady Ely, to whom I wrote on Satur-

day. She says she gave my letter to the Queen, who thanks

me very much for kind expressions of sympathy. I see they

talk of the Prince's funeral being on Saturday, and I may

probably, while at Eton, have an opportunity of offering to

the poor young fellow the last tribute of respect." A week

after he had that melancholy satisfaction.

Eton, April 5, 1884.

The service, I need not say, was solemn and beautiful ; but the

most touching thing was the sight of the Queen herself, as she

came in leaning on the arm of the Princess of Wales. She

seemed quite tearless and composed throughout; and I daresay it

is true what Duckworth said to me afterwards as we went to the

Castle for luncheon, it was what she had been facing for thirty

years. The only astonishing thing to most people is that his life

had been spared so long.
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Notwithstanding this sad interruption, be had various social

notes to send, as usual, of all he did and saw.

On the .Sunday after the opening of the Pont street ( Ihurch,

he preached once mure, again to a very large assembly, " the

church crowded beyond measure." " I said a few words

about the poor I'rince, which I see are fully reported in die

'Times' this morning." A large collection and generally

favourable impression of the new church and its " heartiness"

seem to have given him pleasure in the discharge of his duty,

notwithstanding the "Hurry" which always put him out.

But his views of London society in general were as usual not

very satisfactory.

To his Wife.

It is a curious place. It never seems to be of any consequence

whether you see anybody or not, unless you have really business

to do, or " something to get out of us." So I should not stop and

dine with Mr if I did not wish to see Reeve, to suggest to

him giving me M.'s book to do for the ' Edinburgh.' That is the

kind of thing London people understand. Any sentiment about

the pleasantness of seeing people and making friends seems to

them all nonsense. Of course I do not allude to such plain

Scotch people as the C.'s, who have really been very unfeignedly

and unostentatiously kind.

Matthew Arnold has just come across to say, "Oh, you make
me break one of my very strictest rules—never to look at any-

thing of my own once it is printed and off my hands ; but I see

something of yours beside my paper in the ' Nineteenth Century,'

and of course I must read you."

" This is mere bunkum imported from America perhaps,"

says the Principal, doubting
;
yet he adds, with something of

the fondness of an author, " I daresay he may take a look at

the ' Luther '—the paper in question being an article upon

the Reformer.

The Principal returned from London just in time for the

great festivities and ceremonies attending the celebration of

the tercentenary of Edinburgh University. It was com-

plicated for him as usual with various forms of business, one

of them apparently an examination of ladies for the new
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degree lately instituted at St Andrews for women. 1 He had

held a similar examination in London in the previous month,

in one of the rooms of the London University, of which he

wrote that " there have been about twenty-five would-be girl

graduates here to-day," though only nine remained before the

close of the examination. " I have a companion—one of Mr
Knight's ladies who superintend examinations—who is very

agreeable." He then added, " There is one young creature

among the candidates before me now about Amy's age ; but

generally they are neither young nor pretty." Whether the

1 The question of the higher education for women seems to have been

taken up in St Andrews before any other University had thought of doing

anything but resist and condemn that movement. The beginning, I am
informed, of this was in 1S62, when a lady presented herself among the

students who came to matriculate, in the beginning of the session, without

any warning to the authorities or preliminary elevation of a feminine banner,

in all quietness and discreetness, asking admission to the medical classes.

" The learned authorities then ruling were completely at a loss," says the

record from which I quote, a little volume lately published in St Andrews.
" The difficulty threatened to be serious, until Dr Day, the Professor of

Anatoiny and Medicine, generously volunteered to give private instruction to

the lady." This first student—one of those quiet women who attain their

object without that blowing of trumpets which is supposed to accompany

feminine ellbrts—was, I believe, the first female physician who has ever prac-

tised in England—Mrs Garrett Anderson. Work so serious and genuine as

hers probably acted with good effect in impressing upon the small University

the fact that the movement was really serious, and not one of the inex-

haustible vagaries of fashion ; and a few years later, various series of lectures

for women were set on foot in St Andrews by the different professors, and a

St Andrews Educational Institute came into being. In 1877, the University,

" seeing the readiness with which all over the country women availed them-

selves of their new educational opportunities," came forward, and, first of all

the Universities, set the example of giving a diploma to women by founding

the L.L.A. degree. " Between 1877 and 18S6," continues the little history

from which I quote, " 11,059 have entered for the various examinations, of

whom a large proportion have passed and many have taken honours." What
the meaning of those " somewhat mystic letters " may be, I do not pretend

to say. The large and flourishing girls' school at St Andrews, now called St

Leonard's School, in which the Principal always took a great interest, acting as

the chairman of the council which undertook its management, and giving much
personal care and thought to its work, was also founded in 1877. It has since

that time more than doubled its numbers, and taken an important place among

the new institutions for the education of girls.
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Edinburgh ladies were better Limn the London ones in this

respect we are not informed; but in the records of the busy

day of the tercentenary celebral ion, he write i, Ladie at 10,

service in St Giles's at 1 1, Luncheon with Judicial Faculty at

1.30," and so on, showing how full of occupations his time

The service at St Giles's was very grand and impressive; hut of

[>r Hint's sermon I did not hear a word from where 1 was Bitting,

with the other Queen's chaplains as clergy <»f the Cathedral. . . .

The conversazione last night was a fearful crush) hut the torch-

light processions very fine. ... I have just come from Professor

M.'s, where I was asked to meet Browning and Count Sam. The
state of crowding in the room was frightful, and I saw Browning
merely as I see him constantly at the Athenamm. I cane' away
as soon as I could. What is the use of asking twice as many
people—three times as many— as the rooms will hold!

Here, again, the " flurry " disturbed Principal Tulloch's

mind. He always felt himself out of place in it, and a sort

of uneasy sense of forming part of a pageant that was exotic,

and did not belong either to the habits or the temper of the

place, was no doubt in his mind all the time,—for the Queen's

chaplains, though most dignified and excellent in their

national and very different way, were not, of course, " clergy

of the Cathedral," and in their black Geneva gowns would

not be so successful even in an artistic point of view as the

canons in their white surplices would have been.

He writes on the same subject a few days later, that the

" graduation was a splendid affair. Both Caird and I were well

received ; but M. Pasteur, a famous microscopist, and M. de

Lesseps, the Suez Canal man, and some other foreigners re-

ceived a wonderful ovation." I forget whether it was at the

same period that he met in Edinburgh Mr John Morley,

about whom there is an amusing note. "John Morley is

very pleasant," he writes, " and as little like an atheist and

Eadical as possible : rather like a Dissenting minister." T fear

that right honourable gentleman will scarcely admire the

classification. The Principal repeats in another letter the
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information that " Caird and I were particularly well re-

ceived," which is pleasant at any rate. But there was " much

hurry and a constant crowd," which never failed to fret him.

" I have been obliged to snatch an hour here to go on with

my proof," he writes ;
" the misery of such work in the midst

of bustle no tongue can tell."

In addition to his other occupations, he had now a certain

amount of additional work as one of the lecturers at St Giles's'

where, according to a recent institution, a series of lectures

by the most eminent men in the Church, upon religio-histori-

cal subjects, had lately been instituted, to be delivered upon

Sunday afternoons. " If Sunday were over and the following

Sunday at Dundee, I shall have rest and peace for a little,"

he writes, in respect to these lectures, some of which were

repeated in different towns. There is an evident increase

from this time in the longing that was always in his mind

for rest and peace. He pauses continually in his letters from

various places to say something of the heavenly quiet of the

country, to repeat his conviction that it was for a rural life

he was intended, and to speculate whether, all strain of work

over, he might not retire somewhere, now to Dunkeld, now

to some mild upland near Eton, now to a wilder hillside in

the Highlands, or the top of a Devonshire combe, with his

wife, he and she alone, or with the dear " Henny," the

youngest child, growing up like a flower beside them, who

was not to be learned, or too clever, or think of Girton,

but only grow up cheerful and bright, to be the joy of her

parents' later years. Perhaps at sixty, when the reality

of age has been touched, without as yet much conscious-

ness of its' infirmities, nothing is more delightful, while

still a little amusing and pleasantly unreal, than such a

dream.

In summer the Principal was in London once more, and

again busied with another reproduction of the everlasting

University Bill, which was at once the faint hope and the
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perpetual nightmare of the Scotch Onivei Various

annoyances and contrarieties in respect to the, constitution

and statements of an unusually large deputation seem to

have complicated matters; and he breathes with a sigh the

anxious but not very sanguine aspiration, "
1 hope the l»ill

may get through, and bring matters to some better state."

This, however, was not to be in bis time; the long debate is

going on still, and does not yet, so far as I am aware, show

any signs of speedy settlement.

I may take this opportunity to sum up the points upon

which the Principal was specially interested, and which he

had several times put forth over again in the course of this

latter year. The great need of a preliminary or matricula-

tion examination; the expediency of a general Court and

common examination for degrees, so that graduation should

have " a distinctly national rather than a provincial signifi-

cance;" and such rearrangement of the Theological Facul-

ties as should permit the appointment of professors not neces-

sarily belonging to the Established Church,—such a proposal

as I suppose no Churchman ever made before,—had been the

subject of his College addresses and other public discourses

on various occasions. In 1882 he delivered at St Mary's an

address, going fully into the question of Scottish education,

with a review of the changes effected by the Education Hill

of 1872, and the subsequent work of the board of which he

had been a member—and a full statement of the satisfactory

conditions of the public schools of Scotland at the latter date.

This fundamental basis had been, in the Principal's opinion,

successfully relaid : but the secondary schools of Scotland had

never been in an equally satisfactory condition, and the link-

between school and university training thus left always im-

perfect.

Our public schools being fully organised, and our secondary

schools about to be organised, it seems to follow as a matter of

course that our university system must undergo changes adapted
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to the new order of things. Every one knows that the want of

adequate secondary instruction has heen long pled as a reason for

our universities continuing to give such instruction, even in its

rudiments. I do not myself recognise the force of the plea, at least

to the extent to which it has been urged. Our universities, I

think, should long have rid themselves of the discreditable impu-

tation of teaching lads the rudiments of learning ; and strangely

enough, I found, in going over Bower's ' History of the University

of Edinburgh ' for another purpose lately, that the imputation was

made against them so long ago as the middle of the seventeenth

century. Our universities, in my opinion, have never been pro-

perly or even necessarily employed in secondary school work. On
the contrary, the history of Scottish education would show that

they have largely usurped this work, against the urgent remon-

strance, hi many cases, of our grammar-school masters. But with

the immediate prospect now before us, there can be no further

excuse for continuing a task which they should never have under-

taken ; and I cannot doubt that before a few years are past we
will find the teaching in the junior classes of our universities more

clearly marked off than at present from grammar-school teaching,

and no student allowed to enter on a regular curriculum in Arts

with a view to graduation without being found qualified to do so.

There may at length be said to be practical unanimity on this

point ; and the discussions of last year have undoubtedly con-

tributed to force opinion on this question in quarters where it

most needed ripening.

This standing evil in the constitution of the Scotch uni-

versities, leading to overgrown classes, crowded with incom-

petent students, to whom it was impossible that any professor

could supply alone anything like efficient instruction ; the

" frequency with which many of our most distinguished

graduates pass to the English universities to begin over again

their academic studies," involving a " lack of attractive force

on the part of our own universities
;

" and other defects in

the Scotch system as applied to modern wants, Principal

Tulloch enters into with much force and clearness. But he

concludes that "the means for securing in any adequate

measure " a reform of their defects could " only come from

an executive commission dealing comprehensively with the

whole subject." The point upon which he insists last, and
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with most energy, is thai which specially concerna bis own

sphere.

There are many things, besides, urgently d ling reorganisation

—BUcb aa enlarging and diversifying the courses for the derive in

Arts, upon which I dwelt last year; a definite organisation of

summer work in all our universities
J
BOme combination and re-

arrangement at least of the Divinity Faculties, I could say much
on this latter subject, which more immediately conns within my
province; hut the subjeel is one which would require a Lecture

in itself, and I cannot take it up now. I need only say that I

adhere to the views which I expressed bo far hack as 1858, in a

letter addressed to the University Commissioners of that time,

that the theological chairs in our universities should be opened

up to all Protestant denominations in Scotland. Had they been

taken up at an earlier period, they would in some respects have

been found more practicable than now. As a step of liberal reform,

i hey were really more called for then. For the progress of the

scientific spirit in theology, as in everything else, has been so

steady during the last twenty years, that the question of deno-

mination can hardly be said to have any bearing upon it. If I

could say in 1858 that, "so far as my own teaching was con-

cerned," a student of any denomination would receive whatever

was good in it without his denominational consciousness being

touched at any point, I can say this still more completely now.

I have myself in the study of theology so entirely outgrown all

denominational interests, that I hardly know what they mean in

connection with the subject. Everything of the kind disappears

before the scientific spirit, which grows year by year in every

professor who continues a living worker in his subject. It is only

the identification of the sphere of what is called " orthodoxy," or

party opinion, with the sphere of science, that has given rise to

so much confusion on this subject. The scientific theologian has

no more to do with parties in theology than the scientific chemist

or naturalist has to do with parties in chemistry or in natural

history. Both may examine, and are bound to examine, rival

theories or hypotheses presented to them, and adjudicate between
them if they think right ; but the great facts and verified general-

isations of the science of theology remain often as untouched by
conflicting theories as the truths of any other science.

The conclusion of this address, which may be taken as the

Principal's last words on a subject which had. occupied so

much of his thoughts for the greater part of his life, is very

•2 E
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dignified and touching. He was a man still unimpaired in

any faculty by age, and with every appearance of many

years of work still before him. But in fact the end of his

course was near. The address from which I have quoted is

dated 1882 ; he lived only to fulfil two additional sessions of

his work at St Mary's, falling in the midst of his last winter's

work like a soldier on the field of battle.

And I may say this with the more clear and unprejudiced

intelligence, that one whose connection with these Faculties has

now extended to near the full period for which our universities

can well demand the services of any worker, can have no personal

interest in changes here or elsewhere. University reform in any

direction must be very impersonal to any such one. But this can

make no difference in the deep convictions with which I urge now,

as I have always urged, that our universities should be placed on

a footing more worthy of their ancient name, and more fitted to

extend their reputation and usefulness.

Of our special interests in St Andrews I have not spoken,

because all has been said on this subject already that could well

be said wisely. Our case is now fully before the Government and

the country. And it is matter of sincere congratulation, that

whatever individual professors may have suffered in the sort of

crisis in which we have been, the University, as a teaching insti-

tute, has not suffered in its efficiency. It is as full of educa-

tional life and health as it ever was ; and now, drawing to the

close of the fifth century of its existence, it is at present as much
as ever " incontestably doing a national work in many ways."

It seems unnecessary to add anything after this conclu-

sion, but I may say that in the course of the year 1883 the

Principal reprinted a letter addressed by him to the Univer-

sity Commissioners in 1858, shortly after his appointment to

St Mary's, as very " applicable to the new crisis which has

arisen regarding the Theological Faculties," and once more,

with much earnestness, repeated his recommendation that

the theological, like the other chairs in the Scotch universi-

ties, should be released from all religious tests, and appoint-

ments made in them, as in all other cases, from the best men

wheresoever found. I confess that my own mind does not
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quite attain to the height of his argument in this re
•

but it is indispen able that a conviction which v. pong

in his mind, and so often repeated, held with equal warmth

in 1883 itud in L858, after an interval of twenty-five]

spent in the study and teaching of theology, should he fully

stated here.

I need quote little from the autumn round of visits which

the Principal began to make with less zest than usual, only

brightening up, as has been said, to think of some house

upon a wind-swept hill which might be good for his wife's

asthma, or village manse, or rural parsonage, in which it

might be sweet to end their days together. In the High-

lands there was nothing to be heard of but Mr Gladstone's

triumphal progress, and the fictitious devotion of the peo-

ple everywhere. That such a cheap enthusiasm should

make the Queen "less careful of the notice and applause

of the multitudes " was what the Principal feared ; while he

was himself much irritated and annoyed to hear that the

Premier, who encouraged and accepted these demonstrations

" as never Premier did before," had, contrary to his pledge

not to hear one side without hearing the other, received

a deputation from the Disestablishment party. " It was

mean of him," says the disgusted champion of the Church,

who thought the quasi royal progress " very vulgar-mind-

ed," as well as in very bad taste. When he was brought

into direct contact with the hero of these ovations some days

later, his commentary was no doubt sharpened by these

causes of offence.

September 17, 18

" The weather is perfectly lovely here to-day, and Mr Gladstone
has been planting a tree—not cutting one down. It is really

amusing the kind of incense offered to hiin. It does not excite

respect, although I daresay it is genuine. I had a talk with him
last night, and this morning I had the amusement of sitting next

Mrs
,
who can hardly say a dozen words without introducing

his name. There is really an absurd simplicity or want of humour
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about it. " Pie is so simple," this is the " noble feature of his

character." Sancta simplicitas ! is all one can say. If he is

simple, who is double 1 But really I must not mock.

The winter session again opened with larger numbers in

the classes than usual, which gave Principal Tulloch pleasure.

" I have more students than I have had for seventeen years,"

he wrote to Dr Dickson,—" not many, after all, as you reckon

—thirty-one ; but I am thankful, and hardly wish for more."

He adds that the multiplication of papers to correct, " which

is the only part of my work which I dislike," is the draw-

back to this encouraging influx. " What fellows like Eamsay

do, with three or four hundred students, passes all my com-

prehension." There had been various interchanges of contro-

versy on this subject for some time. Classes of three or four

hundred might indeed strike any beholder with amazement

and wonder, as to how many could be really instructed, or

in what degree ; and the Principal had perhaps a little feel-

ing against the vigorous and prosperous " University in the

West," which had, with a sentiment more akin to a noisy,

bustling, and rich community, such as that amid which it

was placed, than to the homes of reflection in the philoso-

phical retirement of St Andrews, opposed many of his prin-

ciples, and afforded what he thought a lukewarm support to

many of his schemes both for the Church and for the uni-

versity system of Scotland. It was not, perhaps, wonderful,

that the sense of wealth, which sometimes is a little over-

bearing, and the sense of numbers, which is more overbearing

still, should have piqued a little the ancient, poor, and limited

University, which had to carry on a struggle for life between

restricted means on one hand, and small numbers on the

other. But, as a matter of fact, there can be little doubt

that if the St Andrews classes were small, the enormous

congregations of young men who multiply fees, and make

professorships at Edinburgh and Glasgow a temptation to

scholars, who come to the northern universities as to a pro-
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fitable exile, to be escaped from bj soon as possible, were t

good deal too large for the advantage of the students. This

beholding, the Principal's heart was apt to burn within him,

and not altogether without cause.

During this year the Principal was busy with the prepara-

tion of various chapters in literary history, some intended

for the St Giles' Lectures, and delivered within the walls of

that fine old church; some published in magazines and re-

views. During the holiday season, which at this time I was

almost invariably in the habit of spending in St Andrews, it

was pleasant to meet him of a morning in those fresh cool

summer days of the North, strolling about the court of his old

College, with a volume of Coleridge under his arm—and easy

to divine by that, and by the return of that subject from time

to time in his conversation, that the long summer vacation

was to be occupied by some study of the poet-philosopher, for

whom he had always entertained a great veneration. None of

the hurry of modern criticism was about this pleasant work.

Everything in the Principal's air and always delightful talk

was full of leisure and pleasant thoughtfulness, and that long

musing over a congenial subject which belonged rather to the

past than the present methods of work and life. His very

step, large, soft, and stately, as he crossed the little quad-

rangle—perhaps to sit in the sun under the mossed apple-

trees of the old garden, perhaps to take a meditative turn

along the "Walk, not without some leisurely observation in

the midst of his thoughts of the growth of the trees he had

planted, perhaps to go up to the College library and consult

some authority there—had in it something of the leisure of

the long summer holiday, disturbed by no compulsory work,

and leaving room for those gentle studies of predilection which

are more recreative than any amusement. It was such work

as the imagination would wish to see a beloved friend en-

gaged in, making sweet the last of his vacations. The train

of thought thus begun grew, according to the construction of
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the Principal's mind and intellectual habits, into a series of

studies, in which, starting from Coleridge, he followed the

influences and system of the new philosophy through all the

varieties of tendency which new and individual thinkers im-

parted to it, till the cycle was more or less complete, and a

new beginning threw that school of reflective theologians into

the shade. He was never more in his element than in trac-

ing out the progress of those streams and rivulets of thought.

In this period there was to him a special charm ; for the men

of whom he had to treat were men who had influenced his

own early development, and helped to shape the intellect

which now found a delightful and congenial work in describ-

ing and analysing theirs. His understanding and sympathies

were at one in the theme, as he unfolded before his hearers

the dreamy breadth of thinking—a great and stately river

fertilising an entire country—of the Highgate philosopher

;

and placed before their eyes the venerable figure of Erskine,

the rugged force of Carlyle, the men of the High Church and

the Broad, Newman and Maurice, Mill and Kingsley, the

most widely differing, the sacerdotalist and the secularist.

Work of so high a tone is seldom put before a popular

audience.

This last series, afterwards completed and published under

the title of ' Movements of Eeligious Thought,' contains some

of his finest and most thoughtful work, and the mellowed and

gentle tone which was more or less in all his productions is

even more remarkable here : a perfect tolerance, a mild justice

undisturbed by any mental disagreement, breathes through

every page. To myself there is a special interest in the little

volume and all its associations, which the reader, I am sure,

will understand. Some floating thread of association with

former times had led the Principal to think of conversations

long past, in which his kind imagination allotted to me a

larger share than my own memory can claim or believe in.

But though his interlocutor had probably done little more
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than assent towhal he himself said in that deeply prized and

delightful intercourse, it was no less touching thai his mind

had recurred to the early records of a long and faithful

friendship al such b moment. That he should have thought

of dedicating this beautiful little book, which was to be his

last, to me, was in itself a singular and surprising pleasure

;

and though the honour was not felt to be deserved, it

all the more valuable as due to the better name of a brotherly

kindness. This was the subject of the last letters which

passed between us, the end of a correspondence full of an

almost domestic closeness of sympathy, which had made for

years the children of one family almost like members of tin-

other, and united the elders in memories of pleasure and

of sorrow more strong and enduring than even the ties of

blood.

The digression lias been a long one, but I hope may be

pardoned. The Principal came over from his home and

College work with some reluctance in the dark wintry days,

when the crossing of the gloomy Firth could no longer call

from him dithyrambs of morning gladness and freshness, to

deliver now and then one of these St Giles's Lectures. Here

is his description of one of them :

—

Edinburgh, November 16.

I have got my first lecture over—a very hard task of an hour

and a quarter, without drawing hreath, except to sip a little water,

and yet I omitted a good deal. I had a very good, and, in quality,

brilliant audience—Sir A. Grant, &c, &c, including Dr Hatch, a

great Oxford divine of the Liberal school. The lecture was inter-

esting, I think, and the people seemed to attend all the time.

which is certainly a strain upon the attention. I once thought I

caught a glimpse of a good old lady asleep, or seemingly so. And
no wonder. AVhat could she care for Coleridge and his school 1

I had happily a long walk in the country from twelve o'clock to

nearly two, which put me in good fettle for the lecture. It has

been a most lovely day here for Xovember.

Very shortly after the period of this lecture at which he

is named as being present, Sir Alexander Grant, the Principal
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of Edinburgh University, died very suddenly, leaving uni-

versal regret behind him. The post which was thus left

vacant was not one which it was easy to fill. It was more

prominent in the eye of the world, more important and in-

fluential, as being at the head of a much larger university

than the similar post in St Andrews, and many of Principal

Tulloch's friends were anxious to see him transferred to the

metropolis, where his personal influence and power might be

exercised in a larger sphere, and without the contracting

limits of a small community. Proposals were accordingly

made to him from several charters, of which lie gives an

account as follows:

—

To Rev. W. W. Talloch. St Andrews, December 6, 1384.

A great many people, from Plan to Sir Lyon Playfair, Professor

Laurie, Dr Honey, &c., have been at me about Edinburgh ; but I

do not intend to do anything at present at least. There are a

good many sides to the question, even if the place were in my
power. I have no wish to leave St Andrews, and nobody at St

Mary's has any wish to do so. I know the worst as well as the

best of my work here ; and teaching has always been, when I am
well, a pleasure even when I am most busy with other things. It

is hard work during the winters, that is all. My income is now
enough for my wants, and I would certainly not be richer in

Edinburgh even with the additional income there. The position

is a great one, no doubt ; but it has great responsibilities, and no

one can fill it in some respects as well as Grant did. Poor man !

I walked up with him and Lady Grant to my first lecture at St

Giles's, and he was so nice, and spoke so nicely about the service

at St Giles's. I do not know when I had a greater shock than

hearing of his death. His illness had been kept very quiet, and

no one knew of it. He was a good friend in the old days here,

and I had seen much of him when we were members of the Edu-
cation Board together. If Sir Lyon Playfair or Sir W. Thomson
Avould have taken the position, I fancy the curators would have

been glad to get either of them ; but neither will think of it. I

shall wait. If my friend Lord Kinnear or any other of the cura-

tors should hint the propriety of my coming forward, I may come

—

not otherwise. I should require, in a more real sense than M
of Greenock, to have something of a call, before I should consent

to leave St Andrews.
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There are several letters on the same subject to Di Phin,

who was one of those who urged this Btep most warmly upon

Principal Tulloch,
t'NIVKKMTV, ST AM'I-j

Veoember 10, -

My thoughts have l n v&ej mixed about Edinburgh.

course I should go, and I should apply, if I felt at all sure that

my application would be likely to be successful But honestly, I

have little or uo wish to L,
r <>, for my own comfort or advanl

and none <>f my family ears for it. We have been bo long accus-

tomed to this place, that they never think of any other as their

home. And with all that has been said of Grant, it will not be

easy to supply his place. More than all, however, I have the

feeling that if a satisfactory layman should turn up-— Sir Francis

Sandford is the last I have heard mentioned -he will 1"' the man.

and " no cleric need apply " will he virtually the decision of the cura-

tors, I have a strong conviction. But probably on Monday next,

when I am in Edinburgh, I shall sec my old friend the Provost,

and have a talk with him on the suhject. I think it is better to

see him than any of the curators representing the University, as

he is more likely to know whether the feeling for a layman is

likely to be irresistible. It was natural for many of my friends

to think of me at first (you would be astonished at the number of

kind communications I have had on the subject) ; but somehow I

cannot help thinking that even with men like our friend T. G.

Murray, the feeling for a layman will grow, unless it prove impos-

sible to get one, and I shall on no account " enter the lists," as

the c Courant ' talks of, merely to be set aside as a clergyman. I

am sure you wall sympathise with this feeling.

The negotiation went on for some time longer, and I find

the Principal, on the 30th December, so far moved as to

take notice of the charge of being "impetuous and high-

handed " in the St Andrews Senatus, which some unfriend

had suggested. " I have no doubt had at times to govern

with a somewhat high hand," he says, "otherwise there

would have been no government at all, owing to the great

lack of business habits and the curious intrigues that have

sometimes prevailed
;

" but he refers his correspondent to

various gentlemen, members of the University Court, who

can prove the real incorrectness of such a suggestion. This

is the only little spark of sentiment elicited by the matter.
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and it died away without ever coming to any practical issue

—the Principal's feeling on the subject never being more

than that of a man who sees a higher position open to him

which it is a kind of duty to aspire to, but for which he has

no wish. He was too completely associated with St Andrews

to make any transplantation possible.

The appointment was still undecided, and held a certain

doubtfulness in the air when he was again in Edinburgh in

January of the new year, 1885. He had passed the previous

evening, he says, " not unpleasantly " among " a company of

students and maidens " got together by his friend Dr Phin,

and on Xew Year's Day preached in the old cathedral, with

all its new restorations and decorations, " embarrassed a little

by want of light, and by the strangeness of all the St Giles's

arrangements and ceremonies."

" I was a little tired afterwards, not having slept very well,

but not having my headache," he adds, significantly. He had,

ever since his recovery from his severe illness in 1881, suf-

fered, as has been noted, from headaches, which were some-

times pronounced neuralgic and sometimes bilious, but which

no medical ministrations seemed able to put away. By the

beginning of this year it had become " my headache," a per-

sistent and wearing accompaniment to his life.

The last of the fifth series of the St Giles's Lectures was

delivered in the end of March. They had attracted the

greatest interest in Edinburgh, and had throughout been a

labour of love to himself. " Glad yet sorry to be done," he

writes, after the last was over :

—

Edinburgh, March 29, 1885.

The lectures seemed to have attracted many people ; and they

listened to-day to all about F. Eobertson more intently than ever.

The last about Bishop Ewing, &c, was a little of a drag after

Eobertson.

Blackie was dining with us last night, and singing Jenny
Geddes and what she did with her stool, with a row dow dow,

to the great amusement of the boys. He is a wonderful old

cock.
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The conclusion of this series was but one of the many

windings-up of this year, Without knowing it, he had be-

gun his preparation for the rest that awaited him. The

constant reference to "my headache," which grew more

oppressive instead of lightening, continues through all his

letters: to be for a day free from it was much— it made tin-

world appear a different thing. Though there is no evidence

that he considered it a sign of any approaching danger, or

indeed that he thought of any disease at all except that

deeply afflictive and mysterious one from which he had

already suffered, he yet felt his strength, or rather his in-

clination, less and less for his work, and wandered off when-

ever he could to the country,—to Polkemmet, where his kind

friends were always glad to see him, to the Highland manses

and castles. His letters are no longer full of the throb and

movement of actual life ; even from the table of the General

Assembly, though the bulletins of progress were still sent,

there was little in them of public work or excitement.

Though he was still in the heat and impetus of a great

national struggle of which he was almost the most prominent

leader, the fire no longer blazed as of old in his heart.

Longings for home and quiet break in continually ; an ever-

growing desire for country life and all its tranquil pleasures.

Without being aware of it himself, he seems to have begun

to break one by one the threads of the many undertakings

that bound him to the world. It was Dr Chalmers, I think,

who called the decade between sixty and seventy the Sab-

bath of life, and hoped for himself that he might be able

to enjoy it at rest from work, and amid tranquillity and

peace. Tulloch, too, seems to have felt, though he did not

speak of, a desire for the calm of this sabbatical period. He

had worked much and long, and he was weary. And desire

began to fail. Ambition and the love to please, which had

been so strong in him, and the sense of leadership and power,

and even the impulses of literary work, all seemed to give
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way to the longing for rest. Such passages as the follow-

ing occur continually in the records of this last year. It

was written from Corrie, in the island of Arran, whither

he had gone more for the health of a daughter than for his

own :

—

I feel a different being to-day—the soft sweet air of this place

having apparently driven my headache away ; but I must not

boast till I am out of the wood. ... I have seen a great many
sites for a cottage, of course, and planned the whole thing in my
head ; but I do this wherever I go : the amusement is innocent

enough. The air is certainly sweet beyond description, and one

feels a new creature in such a sweet-scented atmosphere, with the

great hills behind, and the grass so soft and flowery, and the

fishermen so utterly lazy. Nobody seems to do anything— as

idle as the clubmen at St Andrews, which is saying a good deal.

F. and I have been loafing about all morning, and we mean to

drive to Loch Ranza—although, as the old Highlanders say, " it

will be showers " ; but the rain is as soft here as the air, and

does no harm.

There was, however, one supreme effort to make before

the longed-for quiet could be allowed, if ever, to settle

down upon the waning life. The General Assembly of 1885

was one of great importance to the Church. The dangers

surrounding her from her many assailants had gradually

become more and more apparent to the perceptions of

Scotch Churchmen—perhaps in consequence of the violence

of controversy on the other side, and the constant and exas-

perating misstatements of her position which were repeated

on all hands. For some years, as has been seen, the Church

herself had been awakening to the necessity of self-defence

;

and the Church Interests Committee in her own bosom, of

which Principal Tulloch was, according to Scotch phraseol-

ogy, convener, and in every respect the leading spirit, had

been carrying on its work, keeping a vigilant watch over all

steps taken by the supporters of Disestablishment, and at the

same time taking the field on its own side in various spirited
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literary efforts. The attempt bo term a general association

of laymen to make a stand, politically, against any attack,

had not, as yet, been squally successful; but a strong feeling

had been raised on the subject. And when Mr Hick Peddie'a

bill, after long threatening, was finally brought forward in

Parliament, the Church Interests Committee, exasperated by

the perpetual attempts to stigmatise the Church of Scotland

as the Church of the minority, made a bold and sudden effort

to enlighten public opinion on this point. The thing was

done so promptly and effectively that both friends and foes

were taken by surprise. The Committee issued an address

to all the parishes, recommending the immediate preparation

everywhere of petitions against the bill. The time was short,

and the country unexpectant of any such call ; but it was so

generally and rapidly obeyed, that within a period of six

weeks as many as 1192 petitions, with 649,881 signatures,

were sent from Scotland to the House of Commons. An

answering effort promoted by the opposition party pro-

duced but 92 petitions, with 1655 signatures; so that this

partial and imperfect plebiscite (as I find it called in the

newspapers of the day) had been very decisive as to the

general opinion of Scotland on this important question. So

strong a step upon both sides had naturally called forth

much excitement in the country, and the meeting of the

Assembly (or of the Assemblies, for it is the evil fortune of

Scotland to have two ecclesiastical parliaments sitting at

the same time in her capital) was regarded with much eager

expectation and curiosity. I may quote, on this point, the

remarks of the ' Scotsman,' long the leading paper among

Scotch newspapers—a vigorous and powerful if sometimes

slightly rough and overbearing organ of public opinion. Its

habit of treating ecclesiastical matters (the importance of

which no Scotch newspaper can ignore) with a harsh con-

descension or burly arrogance, the traditional manner of the

old "Whig towards the Church, will not escape the reader.
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In the issue of May 21, 1885, the ' Scotsman ' approached the

subject with the jaunty disdain of its usual accost— in-

quiring what would be the temper in which the General

Assemblies might be expected to meet :
" Are they to be

stormy or peaceful ? Will fierce blasts of clerical and eccle-

siastical bitterness rage through them, or will they show

that even in the government of the Presbyterian Church

brotherly love and toleration can prevail ? " and adding the

usual counsel which the layman, from the superiority of

his good sense and calmer judgment, is so fond of affording

to the Church :
" Let them keep their eyes steadfastly upon

their proper work, that which has for its object to comfort

the sick, clothe the naked, feed the hungry, &c." The

following statement, however, may suffice to show what, in

the judgment of men of the world, was the aspect of the

crisis :

—

This caution is all the more necessary, because there has been

of late a severe attack in the Churches of what may be called

political blood-poisoning. The virus has been injected by several

hands, and it has produced symptoms akin to madness. It is

scarcely necessary to say that the poison comes from Disestablish-

ment proposals. Mr Dick Peddie's bill has been the immediate

cause of the mischief. He congratulates liimself that, although

there is not now a chance of his bill getting a hearing in the

House of Commons this session, it has made Disestablishment a

test question at the next general election. The wish is doubtless

father to the thought ; but Mr Peddie will be right if the General

Assemblies push Disestablishment to the front. It need not be

questioned that Mr Peddie has had, so far, even more success than

he could have hoped for. Established Churchmen have rushed

into action because of his bill, and they have had a success which

seems to have surprised them. Why should it have had such an

effect 1 The slightest observation must have convinced any one

that the policy and procedure of the Free Church Disestablishes

and their allies during the last few years were making Disestab-

ment offensive to the great mass of the public. We have ventured

to assert that this would be, and was, the case, and we have been

stoned for making the assertion. Yet the fact is now plain enough.

Disestablishment could not be made acceptable to the people when
it was presented, not as a wise and safe political principle, but as
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a shabby ecclesiastical expedient. Honest men do not ce

associate themselves with a movement which Looks like an attempt

on the part of ono whose business is failing to pull down another

whose in; inesa is prospering exceedingly. Whatever else the

Church petitions have shown, they have demonstrated thai I

views have Influenced the great majority of the people. It is all

very well to sneer at the petitions—to say that they have been

manufactured, and thai signatures have been gol by false pre-

tences. These are the sins of all petitions: those who make the

accusations have had a good deal of experience in petition-making :

they know the tricks of the trade. But they will not persuade

people of common-sense that the petitions are worthless as evi-

dence of the hold which the Church has upon the country. Nor

can they hide from themselves the plain fact that their movement

tor Disestablishment has had much to do with that state of tbi

But just in proportion as the defenders of the Church ought to

have known what is the true state of matters, they ought to have

been careful not to take a step which could push their institution

into the arena of politics. They have forgotten this, and in their

eagerness to demonstrate their strength they have overlooked the

fact that they have challenged examination of their position on

other grounds than those of the Rainy crusade. This is not a

result which those of us who believe in the desirableness of Dis-

establishment on political grounds have any reason to regret, but

it is a result which ardent and honest Churchmen cannot have

desired.

The Church of Scotland did not take the advice of the

' Scotsman,' but the ' Scotsman's ' account of the position of

a flairs is better than any statement that could come from the

Church, as being beyond any suspicion of partiality. The

Assembly was, no doubt, exhilarated by the confidence which

such a position naturally brings, and in the satisfaction of

knowing that the sympathies of the people were once more

fully on the side of the Church, felt that nothing was so ex-

pedient or so important as to establish this fact beyond the

reach of controversy. The allusions that occur now and then

in the speeches of the ecclesiastical parliament to certain

leaders of their opponents, or to the spirit in which these

opponents acted, were few considering the heat of the con-

troversy : and nothing could be less uncharitable or intol-
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erant than the general tone of the discussion which arose

when Principal Tulloch laid the report of his Committee on

the table, and described to the Assembly the recent events in

which it had been the chief actor. The house had filled in

every part to hear his speech. Not only was the matter of

the highest importance, and the orator one of the first of

living Scotsmen, but there was something in the thrill of a

general triumph, and the sense of a great national occasion,

which inspired everybody and produced just that necessary

sympathy in the audience which is the life of the speaker.

In that Assembly Tulloch had been contradicted, opposed, and

blamed for many a day ; but the expression of popular feeling,

which showed how entirely the old Church had righted her-

self and recovered her national position, was at the same

time the highest expression of approval and enthusiasm for

those who had manfully worked for this end through all dis-

couragement and opprobrium. The verdict which pronounced

for the Church above all competitors, pronounced also tri-

umphantly for Tulloch and the new methods, for the party

led by him, and the movements which he had helped to in-

spire and direct. The revived sentiment of faithfulness, the

renewed honour and approbation with which the nation ac-

knowledged its spiritual leaders, were owing perhaps more to

him than to any other living individual. His most famous

brethren who had worked with him were gone, but he re-

mained ; and the triumph of the Church was for him more

than any other man a personal triumph. Whether there was

any prevision in the minds of the large and enthusiastic as-

sembly that this might be for him the last time, I cannot tell.

Such previsions are in the air, they are not said, they belong-

to those impressions of which we never speak till they are

proved true or false. And there was no dying fall in the

utterances which filled the Assembly Hall with enthusiasm

and encouragement. But it was at the same time the last

public effort of Principal Tulloch's life.
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He rose to present hia report amid a welcoming uproar of

applause. The Assembly is a grave one, but there are many

young men and many enthusiasts in its ranks, and the cheer

are as hearty as in any secular gathering. His speeeh opened

with some comments upon the contents of the, paper on the

table, and " the unexampled success " with which the effort

of the Church Interests Committee had been attended—

a

success which they themselves had hardly anticipated. " It

was impossible," he added, " to say too strongly how spon-

taneous, and how prompt and how ready the response hail

been to the invitation of the Committee. In many cases

where there was hesitation on the part of the minister and

kirk-session, the people took the matter up themselves, and

some of the largest petitions sent up against the bill had

come from those places. This was not a clerical movement

in any sense. It had not been owing to the action of the

clergy ; but the petitions, signed practically by 650,000 people,

had been laid on the table of the House of Commons under

an impulse of as spontaneous, I would say democratic, a

movement as ever took place in this country." The Prin-

cipal then proceeded, after these explanations, to comment

upon the objections raised against the defensive attitude,

and to set forth the position and policy of the Church.

It is the boast of the Church of Scotland—and it is true of the

Church of Scotland, whatever may be said to the contrary—that

it knows no party political distinctions. It is largely composed

of Liberals as well as Conservatives ; and not only so, but espe-

cially of late years men who are known in the world of politics as

Liberals are among the most enthusiastic, not only in their devo-

tion to the Church, but in their active interest in and participation

of the work of the Church. Of all the misstatements deliberately

circulated, there is none less true than that the Church of Scotland

is merely an agency on the side of Conservatism. There may
have been a time when it was this—a time in which some of

those who are amongst the most active opponents of the Church
now were in their hey-day, and men who are now blatant on

Disestablishment platforms were parliamentary candidates in the

Conservative interest. I am not speaking of the past. I am

2 F
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speaking of the Church of Scotland as it is now ; and I venture

to say that there are not more intelligent or even influential

Liberals (if they chose to exert their influence) in Scotland than

many who belong to the Church of Scotland and are warmly

attached to it. It is not only the instinct, but it has appeared to

be the duty of such Liberal Churchmen, to let the question of the

Church alone. They have no wish to stir it-—they never have

had any such wish. If they have moved at all, they have moved,

not from any wish to move, but because they have been assailed,

and the Church which they love has been assailed, by poisoned

weapons—by the most gross and continued misrepresentations,

exposed over and over again, but still repeated. I am perfectly

sure of this, that there is nothing all Liberal Churchmen desire

more than that the Church question be let alone as a factor in

politics ; and that if it be true, as we are constantly told, that

what is called " religious equality," and the consequent abolition

of National Churches, be a necessary outcome of Liberal principles,

time shall be given to show this. If Disestablishment be a true

child of Liberalism, it has been a late child, and quite unexpected

by the great fathers of Liberal thought in this country. I hope

it may not prove to be the child of its old age. Eut if it be a true

child at all, surely it should be allowed time for growth and

development. It is not fair to such a weakling to intrude it upon

the world, and make it the arbiter of national destinies, before it

has grown, and people have been able to recognise its paternity.

. . . If we do not move to the front we shall soon be moved from

behind. In every case in which the Church has spoken out or

taken active steps on its own behalf, it has been in answer to

definite aggression. And this aggression has now become so

marked, it is moved so persistently by wires stretching towards a

common centre, great not in intelligence but in that blind motive

power that comes from sectarian ambition, that it is impossible in

my opinion merely to say that we do not care for it. So long as

aggression is merely intellectual or moral, it may be let alone or

merely met in the field of fair argument. But when it calls, as

we believe, unrighteous force into the field, and seems resolved

to have a great question settled, not on its merits, but by party

manoeuvres, it seems to me that the time for a policy of inaction

is gone. But what of a policy of conciliation? If there were

much to say for a policy of inaction so long as circumstances ad-

mitted of it, a policy of conciliation has attractions surely for all

good men who mourn over the divisions of Presbyterian Scotland.

I do not envy the mind to which such a policy has no attraction

;

and many I know, perhaps the most really Christian people, every-

where mourn that it should seem so difficult to bring Christian
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people—Christian Churches—together that leem so little separated

in principle and government I mourn myself deeply over the

difficulty. I wonder at it; and although I cannot say, like Lord

Salisbury, I do not understand, yet I confess it must be difficult

of understanding to any who have not grown up in a Scottish

atmosphere, and gathered l,y experience some real perception of

the long-inherited differences that have lain on Scottish Presby-

terianism from the first. There, can he no doubt, therefore, that

in the ahstract a policy of conciliation is a good policy. Not only

so; hut it is a policy, I am hound to say, that the Church has nol

been slow to recognise. It is long since the Church has held out

a flag of truce as to our Presbyterian divisions. Nay, it is re-

markable, and deserves to be here emphasised, that this was one

of the very first things the Church did when, ten years ago, it

began to realise its strength, and how largely the affections of the

people of Scotland were once more turning towards it. Justice

has not been done to the Church in this respect. For long after

'43 it could do little but attend to the breaches in its walls. For

two decades, I may say, it was subject to continuous assaults of

slanderous reproaches such as hardly ever assailed any other

Church. It bore all, for the most part, quietly, and God had
mercy on its day of weakness, and has honoured its quietness by
making it grow into strength. One of the first uses it made of

its recovered prosperity was to ask others to share it. The com-
mittee for promoting the reunion of Churches having a common
origin lasted several years. It was a subject of free criticism, as

all important matters are, on the floor of this House, as many
besides myself will remember. A " policy of conciliation," there-

fore, is no new policy of the Church. The olive-branch has been

held forth by the Church for at least the period I have mentioned.

But there can be no policy of the Church—no policy, at least,

that can ever come to any good—which is not consistent with the

foundation-principles of the Church. The Church of Scotland is

an Established Church. Because it is so it is a witness for the

great principle of a Christian State, and of the maintenance of

national religion, and it cannot forego that principle. It would
forego its very existence if it did. It would forego all for which
many hold it dear—nay, for which all who intelligently belong to

it must hold it dear. We must stand somewhere. We stand

here. We cannot give up the principle of national religion,

or parley with assaults on that principle. Presbyterianism is

dear to us, and all that is grand and heroic in its traditions.

It is the natural form which the national religion of Scotland

takes, and we value it deeply; but it is not more valuable, or

more a principle to the historic Church of Scotland, than that of
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national religion—that the God whom we serve is Head and King
of nations as well as of Churches, as that a National Church is

the only true expression of the homage which nations owe to one

Supreme Head, and of the manner in which Christianity should

pervade all national life and society. I do not see how we can

go further in that direction than we have done. I would shut no

door to Presbyterian union. Nay, I would open it as wide as

possible. But there would be no use of doors at all, open or shut,

if the citadel is surrendered ; and to hope to strengthen Presby-

terianism in Scotland by surrendering that which has been its

central principle from the first—national religion—is to me a

dream as wild, and a hope as impracticable of realisation, as ever

entered into political imagination.

A policy of resistance, therefore— righteous resistance, con-

ducted in a Christian spirit, but still resolved and determined

to face all danger— seems to me the policy forced upon the

Church. When our very life is assailed, we must repel the

assault. It is possible to do this and yet not lose Christian

regard for those who assail us. The very fact that we do

not enter upon the course willingly, that it is not Ave who have

chosen it, but others who have left us no other choice, is the

very reason why we should follow it in a calm yet determined

manner. It is with deep sorrow that I urgently feel compelled to

come to this decision. If there is anything in the world I hate

it is ecclesiastical or political strife. I believe I have been ac-

cused—if I can say accused in such a connection—of having in

most things too much of a spirit of conciliation. I remember that

in this very House a very able man,—once one of the greatest

debaters in this House or in any assembly, who, to my great

regret, saw it to be his duty to leave the Church which his great

abilities adorned,—used humorously to reproach me with my in-

clination to bring parties together—or, as he said humorously, to

" claw everybody down." If there was any truth in this accusa-

tion I do not repel it. I shall never be sorry that I have been

on many occasions an active advocate of conciliation. But there

are limits to all compromise and conciliation. I do not say that

the Church has reached these limits. I should be sorry to say so.

But I feel in my own mind that these limits have been reached;

that while the idea of union among Presbyterian Churches in

Scotland is a fair idea, and one which the Church will never

disown, it has become an impracticable idea—impracticable, not

because disowned by the Church, but because deliberately put

beyond the reach of the Church by those who have ends of their

own to serve, and who will rather see the Church destroyed than

their own ends not carried out.
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But, Moderator, we are nol destroyed yet, dot yet, I be-

lieve, on the eve of destruction, We were never more Living,

more intelligent, more powerful We have resourc al out

command that we have only not employed because we our-

selves have !>een the very last to admit that our existence

threatened. But if we are driven to bring all our fo

into the field we shall do so, and we shall do so, I beli

unanimously, whatever may be our political party, Conservative

or Libera] ; and if " wreck " cornea to 'it her political party

in the conflict, and this old country is torn by ecclesia.-ti'-il

contention once more, we, shall have the satisfaction at least of

thinking that the contention was not one of our seeking, thai we

have done what we could to avoid it, and that if we must light,

whether we lose or win, we have been contending for a good

cause, and for principles which are dearer to us than our own

comfort or lives. It can matter little in a personal sense—to

some of us very little—what the end may be; but the i<su<-, in

my mind, is a mighty one for the country ; and I hope that our

younger Churchmen, as well as older Churchmen like myself,

with whom the light in this as in many other matters is nearly

over, may realise this, and bear themselves well for the Church

that they love and that they have sworn to defend

.

This speech was interrupted from beginning to end with

" loud and long-continued " applause. The listeners were

well aware that the warm impulse of grateful recognition of

the Church's claims which had swept over Scotland, was

given, above all others, by the speaker himself ; and his heart

was so clearly in the cause of which he had constituted him-

self the champion, and for which he pleaded with all the

eloquence of countenance and tone, the flush of earnest pur-

pose, the tremor of emotion habitual to him when speaking

of themes so noble and so dear, that every heart was moved

by the thrill of sympathy which filled the place. When he

set forth the position of the Church as " a witness for the

great principle of a Christian State and the maintenance of

national religion," adding, with all the brevity and simplicity

of great feeling, " We must stand somewhere. We stand here,"

—the walls rang with the shout of response. Xo one had

denned the position more clearly, no one had stood for it
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more boldly. When he resumed his seat, not without a word

which quickly following events endued with the most solemn

meaning, of the little personal importance which the question

might possess to some present, the impression, half lost amid

the repeated burst of cheers, ran through all hearts. The

speakers who followed took up the thread with an evident

sense of inadequacy and inferiority, which was at once natural

and impressive. They spoke, as men speak on exciting and

interesting subjects, to the best of their ability and with all

the power they possessed ; but after that swell and strain of

impassioned yet sober utterance, the other voices could not

but fall a little flat on excited ears. A sort of apology for

coming after him, for restating what he had stated so power-

fully, was in each new speaker. The audience melted away,

something as it does in the House of Commons after the

speech of the occasion has been made.

This was the last time that Tulloch was to raise his voice

in the court which had so often rung with its utterances.

His wise counsel was ended, his opinion delivered, his last

word said, though no one guessed it, not even himself. A
more fit climax could not have been, nor a moment of more

dignified withdrawal from the scenes in which he had been

conspicuous so long.

The following letter, written from London in May, again

gives his view of the state of affairs in respect to the special

question of the day :

—

To Rev. Dr Plan. May 14, 1885.

I have no doubt that the election in November will form a

turning-point in the fate of the Church. The idea is universal

that the extreme Liberal party will urge the question forward in

any way they can, and if a decided majority of members of Par-

liament in favour of Disestablishment are returned, that any

Liberal Government (supposing the election to go for the Liberals)

will be driven to take up the question. There is still the House

of Lords, of course, which might put itself in a strong position by

insisting that a people's question, like the Church, should be put
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diroctl\ as a political issue to the constituencies before being dis-

posed of; and if the people of our parishes remained true to the

Church, all would go tight. But save the people themselvi . I

don't think any party BUpport would 1 f ase.

I)
,

wlin has evidently been talking with Mr Gladstone

lately on the subject, thinks that no reliance can he placed upon
him

; that he had plainly the idea that it would not be a difficull

matter to disestablish the Scotch Church. I have heard before

that he had said that.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE END OF THE RECORD.

" I have not been very well, quite overdone by the Assembly

work," was the report Tulloch gave of himself to Dr Dickson

immediately after the conclusion of that work, in a letter

which is full of the depression which follows over-excitement.

He had given way to a burst of impatience while making a

speech at the " Moderator's dinner," one of the closing cere-

monies of the ecclesiastical parliament, " using strong lan-

guage regarding the obstruction in the west," which meant,

according to his friend's explanation, an attack upon the

Glasgow University, which had opposed certain proposals of

the University Bill then before the House of Commons, and

thus obstructed its progress,—a matter which was of vital

importance to the poor and overweighted University in the

east. " I really was half in banter at the Moderator's din-

ner," the Principal adds, with something of the abashed tone

of a man who feels himself in the wrong ;
" the speaking was

of such a long-winded, lugubrious type, that I thought I would

stir the atmosphere a little. All the same, the matter is one

of life or death for us here,"—he continues with deep dis-

couragement.

To Rev. Dr Dickson. june 8, 1885.

Anything that may come to me now cannot do much good,

unless by enabling ine to retire to some quiet spot far from the
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strife of ton^urs One is sick of the whole business, as of many

things else, and I ask for nothing more than Leiaun

work, yet worth doing, before one goes hence.

The following letter is the only comment I find from him-

self upon his greatj and, as it turned out, his la ubly

speech. It introduces at the same time the political aspect

of the question, which he now felt it necessary to take up

strongly.

To Professor Baynes. 30, 1885.

I roused the Assembly a good deal, I believe, by my speech

about the Church question : but of course it is easy to do that to

an assembly of Churchmen. 1 fear stirring days are at hand, and

the temporary break-up of the Liberal party in Scotland. I have

seen it coming long, so that it does not take me by surprise, and

anything is better than the present veiled assaults upon the Church

in the name of what I cannot consider Liberalism.

I have been obliged to oppose Leng, and of course the Radicals

are raging. If all Church Liberals in the east of Fife do not vote

for the Conservative candidate, Mr Gilmour—unless we can get a

Church Liberal, which seems unlikely at present—it will not be

my fault. We have reached a crisis when nothing will impress

men like Leng and our old friend Kinnear but the exhibition of

power in our hands if we choose to exert it.

Mr Leng, here alluded to, was a candidate for the Fife

burghs, and a supporter of Mr Dick Feddie's bill for the Dis-

establishment of the Church. A correspondence on this sub-

ject, published in the newspapers, had passed between him

and Principal Tulloch a short time before. Another letter,

some months later, returns to the political question, with

special reference to the candidature of Dr Erichsen as repre-

sentative in Parliament of the Universities of Edinburgh and

St Andrews, and the attitude which he ought to assume.

The Principal's sympathies were with this gentleman politi-

cally, and his advice was that the candidate should give no

pledge on the subject, but indeed ignore it altogether, " as

being a question of party polemics with which he had no

concern—certainly no concern until the question has been
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raised by a responsible Government into the sphere of pos-

sible legislation.

"

July 11, 1885.

If he were quite firm, and gave some such answer, he would not

only take up a strong position, but save himself no end of trouble.

Should he give way on this question, of course he must expect to

lose not only my vote, which is of little consequence, but to lose

many votes.

I am, as I have always said to you, more liberal in every right

sense of the word as I understand it than I ever was, but I feel

that my relations with the Liberal party are becoming sufficiently

strained, and if the Liberalism dominant after the next elections

be of the Chamberlain type, I may feel it to be my duty to de-

clare off altogether. I have served them without fee or reward,

and I do not now expect fee or reward anywhere ; but I feel more

and more a sort of moral loathing at men like Chamberlain on one

side and Randolph Churchill on the other. If politics is to be-

come the sort of game these men play, I would rather be done

with it altogether.

These incursions into the stormy yet petty sphere of local

politics, however, were always distasteful to him. He was

roughly assailed, as every one is who enters that arena, and

he was never in any way at his ease in it. In one of the

many letters of congratulation and sympathy which he re-

ceived after his great speech, is one, dated from the " Shotts

Iron Works," in which a stranger, describing himself as

" a quiet but earnestly attached member of ' the Auld Kirk,'

"

thanks him for that manly address. " Like yourself," says

this gentleman, " I am a Liberal in politics, but had quietly

made up my mind that if a noisy section of the party is to

be allowed to drag the Disestablishment question to the front

in the way they have been doing of late, then my duty would

be to give my vote to the other side."

This conclusion is better understood now than it was at

that time. So far as Scotland is concerned, Principal Tulloch

was one of the first to see the necessity of sacrificing party,

and all its prepossessions and traditions, to a higher impera-

tive patriotic duty.
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I have alluded to a tone of depression which followed the

great exertions of this Assembly: it had not, however, he

was always thankful to acknowledge, anything of the < liar-

acter of his previous attacks of melancholy self-conscioii i

But he never shook off an undercurrent of physical suffering

and mctfai < . which becomes more and more marked from

this period. " Tormented by constant headaches," he reports

himself, notwithstanding " something of a holiday" which he

had enjoyed in the north ; but there appears to have been

at first no foreboding that these headaches were of any serious

importance. All his apprehensions of illness were confined

to the great and mysterious ailment which had already so

often darkened his being. Apart from that, he had no alarms

about his own state, and indeed, even to an advanced period

of his illness, seems almost to have caressed and welcomed

the signs of bodily Buffering as a most welcome alternative to

the other troubles from which he had suffered so piteously in

the past.

In the meantime the absorption of all other political affairs

in the great Irish question, and the sweep of the current

which was carrying Mr Gladstone and his party into the

fatal circle of a political maelstrom, had stilled the apprehen-

sions of Scotch Churchmen, and brought the agitations of

Church defence to a temporary lull. "While Lord Salisbury

was in office all immediate danger for the Church was, of

course, at an end. This suspension of his public labours in

one direction, however, only left the Principal more free for

work in another. The only other public question which

appealed to him with an equal, or possibly even warmer per-

sonal interest, was that for which the attention of Parliament

had been so often claimed in vain,—the often presented,

never settled Universities Bill, which had been the object of

countless deputations and representations, and yet had never

come to anything through all these years. It was not won-

derful if he spoke with impatience of this lingering and
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neglected business, in which the comfort of his own life and

that of his colleagues was so deeply involved, and which

passed from Lord Advocate to Lord Advocate without ever

finding an official sufficiently energetic to press it, or a House

sufficiently disengaged to listen. " Another weary day,—the

thing looking hopeful now and very hopeless at other times,"

he wrote from London in July, angry and vexed with the

objections of " the Glasgow men," the amiable foolishness of

a colleague who " seems as much pleased at seeing people as

advancing the business," and the equivocations of the official

world. His conclusion at last that, " willing as the Govern-

ment " (Lord Salisbury's) was to pass the bill, there was no

time for it, and that hanging on about the House of Commons

was of no further use, was come to with a sort of resentful

satisfaction. The Principal never fell into abuse of the Im-

perial Parliament for the neglect of Scotch questions. Though

he would discharge a hasty broadside often enough into the

ranks of the official world in general, whose time seemed to

him to be chiefly occupied in staving off the consideration of

every question that would wait, yet he was never patriotic (or

unpatriotic) enough to impute to English indifference the

postponement of Scotch questions. Anyhow, whatever was

the cause, the Scotch Universities Bill was not to come to

any conclusion in his time. It is still fitfully before the House

of Commons, I believe, coming up year after year, waiting for

the decision which perhaps will never come. He flung away

finally from the " lobbies," glad to have no more to do with

fair-speaking statesmen—saying a word of approval, however,

of " Playfair," who had not always met his approval, but who,

on this occasion, had convinced him of his sincerity and good

meaning ; and glad beyond measure, after all these sickenings

of suspense and waiting, to leave the matter to the " Glasgow

men " or any men, and to get home to the quiet and peace,

which is never to be found in political circles, but of which

he stood more and more in need. It must have been the
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twentieth time or more that be had come to London to try

for a better arrangement (A Dniversity affaire, and a more

competent provision for [Jniversity instructors, whose work

had been embittered, as he says powerfully, by " the exas-

peration of poverty." I Jut these efforts had been all in wdn.

Since the imperfect and temporary arrangement of affairs in

1858, all the claims of the Scotch professors had been unable

to secure a chair the more, a better regulation, a more reason-

able provision. As for himself, the Principal had done, in

addition to the natural work of his own small College and

chair, the great bulk of the work of the University for a

generation, without the addition of a penny to the small

income secured to the head of St Mary's in 1858. Bis

appeals, for his colleagues more than himself, had been made

in vain. He had been a cheap servant to his country,

never, during his long incumbency, drawing more from the

public coffers than £500 a-year. An inspector of schools

on the other side of the Border had thus, at the end of a

similar period of service, double the income of the Principal

of the oldest University in Scotland. But however great the

injustice might be, there was now no help for it, and what-

ever University Bill may pass, he can no longer reap any

advantage. This was his last appearance in the corridors of

the House of Commons.

One word more on this subject, and it will be concluded.

In September Principal Shairp died, the junior of the two

Principals of St Andrews ; and the question whether or not

a successor should be appointed in his place immediately

sprang into prominence. As it has never been the habit in

Scotland to have a number of distinct colleges forming one

University, the existence of two Principals belonging to one

University, and that a small one, had for a long time appeared

unnecessary. I believe Aberdeen, when it had two separ-

ate colleges—both universities— was an exception to the

ordinary rule ; but in both Edinburgh and Glasgow one Prin-
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cipal is at the head of each University, and no more. That

the two offices should be amalgamated in St Andrews, and

the much smaller institution there be thus brought into con-

formity with the others, has long seemed desirable— espe-

cially as the amalgamation of two small incomes would thus

produce a more adequate provision for the one recognised

head. The death of Principal Shairp, much lamented and

untimely as it was, brought this question at once forward

;

and the following letters will show Principal Tulloch's feel-

ing on the subject :

—

To Professor Baynes. September 20, 1885.

I felt sure you would be much touched by Shairp's unlooked-

for death. What will follow of coarse I do not know. But it

will be something of a scandal in the circumstances if the Tories

make another appointment to the embarrassment of the change

proposed in the University Bill, for which the way has been pro-

videntially opened. There is no saying, however, and perhaps it

would be well for you to try and see Sir Bichard Cross at the

Home Office. I have sent him a note, simply directing attention

to the recommendation of the Commissioners embodied in the late

University Bill, and saying that in no case should anything be

done in a hurry,—there was not the slightest occasion for any

immediate action,—and that the best thing would be to give full

time for the consideration of the whole position. There would be

no harm, but good, in your expressing this general view.

As for any personal interest I may have in the change, I can

honestly say this does not affect me at all : I am really quite be-

yond ambition or desire in the matter. I am content as I am, and

I hope the Senatus will simply consider the interests of the Univer-

sity. It will be more than a pity if they think of anything else.

I have been mostly at home, not very well, and abstaining

from public engagements.

To the Rev. Dr Phin. September 30, 1885.

I do not know whether you have heard anything of the peculiar

position in which the lamented death of Principal Shairp leaves us

here. If the University Bill had become law, all would have been

easily arranged, and it seemed at first as if all would join in urging

upon Government that the intention of the bill should be re-

spected, and no ajjpointment of a new Principal made. But there

is a party in the University pressing for an appointment, in order

to strengthen the Conservative side in the professorate.
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Now, should the Government resolve to make an appointment,

I should be disponed to offer myself for it, carrying, ol i dui e, my
Senior Principaiship with me. Bather, to speak frankly, I think

the appointment should be offered to me. I haveserved the Uni-

vi anil y for thirty-two years, and the leisure from teaching would,

in some respects, not be unwelcome, although when well 1 have

always enjoyed my work as a teacher, perhaps more than anything

else. Although I cannot claim to be a Conservative, all my public

work of Late years has been in that direction, and I do not think

that it would be very respectful that a purely party appointmenl

.should lie made here, not only against the interests of the Uni-

versity, but against my wishes and views. My appointment

would, of course, vacate the office of Professor of Divinity, which,

dropping the Principaiship of St Mary's College, would still re-

main a very good appointment. Can you do anything in the

matter 1

Another letter in the same month, addressed to his son,

expresses an anticipation of "great changes here" conse-

quent on Principal Shairp's death. But nothing came of

this any more than of the University Bill. The appointment

was not made until after the Principal had ceased to take

any interest in such matters, or indeed in any other, save

the last business of life. So that once more the possibility

of greater ease for his latter days died away.

He paid his annual visit to Balmoral in September, and

writes with much of his usual spirit to his wife, describing

a meeting of the British Association to which he went, to

while away a vacant hour in Aberdeen. He went to the

" Biological Section, of which Professor M'Intosh is Presi-

dent," and " listened or tried to listen to "

—

September 12.

A long story about the hybridisation of Salmonidse, the plain

meaning of which is the crossing of salmon with trout or other

fishes. There were abundant ladies, young and old, and an old

fellow havered away about the influence of the male and female,

which was the most potent in generation, &c. It really was

barely decent. But then biologists, as M'Intosh often shows in

his lectures, are a sort of sexless creatures. They think everything

sacred in the pursuit of science.
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A letter to his son, of the same date, gives a brief account

of this visit, in the midst of an apology to some friend for

inability to undertake further work, which shows incident-

ally how much his health had suffered.

St Andrews, September 17, 1885.

Please to say to your friend that I should have been happy to

assist in such a course of lectures as he mentions, but that I have

been so far from well all the summer, as you know, that, under

medical advice, I have given up all preaching and lecturing as far

as possible. My short sermon in the Castle at Balmoral cannot

be called an exception. I did not attempt to preach in the parish

church. The St Giles' lecture, arranged for six months ago, is in

fact the only engagement I have, or mean to attempt, for the win-

ter. I cannot tell what additional University duties may devolve

upon me in connection with Principal Shairp's lamented death.

And, in short, on every account, I am bound to refrain from

every engagement at present.

I enjoyed my visit to the Queen very much. She was very

kind, as usual, and looking very well, and seemed very happy with

so many young people round her. Prince Henry is very good-

looking ; and the young Duke of Hesse, as his sisters were, is very

charming. Such a nice face, and " such a good boy," said the

Queen. Lord Iddesleigh very much changed. That brat, Lord

Pv. Churchill, has, I fear, been too much for him.

In the same month, the Principal sent from Edinburgh a

report of the opinion of Dr Balfour, whom he had gone to

consult about those perpetual headaches, and the general

want of health from which he suffered. It was, so far as he

was aware, no absolute illness for which specific remedies

could be adopted, but a want of health, a failure of all the

usual elasticity, an oppression that seemed to hang about the

sources of life. Dr Balfour took no very grave view of the

matter, and the result of the visit is communicated as

follows :

—

October 6.

I have been to see Dr Balfour, who was very sensible—pre-

scribed something, . . . but said I had no disease, just out of sorts

—time of life ; must take care as to diet, especially as to quantity

—little more than a little fish in the morning—really dining in

the middle of the day ; would not get well all at once ; wished to
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*<'< me from tiiMc tn time if I ware in town; to »tay at hom<

go from borne as I liked, bat to take care and do as little work u
possible.

This opinion gave the patienl more courage to bear, and

to endeavour to t
i .i_c 1 it against, his discomfort and Buffering.

lie continued his usual round of visits, writing now from

familiar Polkemmet, now from the still more familiar Bos-

ueath, from other pleasant houses, recording as was his wont

the lovely or the gloomy days, the humours of old friends,

and now a little sketch of a bit of scenery which had

moved him beyond the common, to his wife. Dryburgh

Abbey, the burial-place of Sir Walter Scott, affords one of

these sketches ; and he speaks of " the view of the Tweed

valley from a point where ' the great Magician ' himself is

said to have always rested, and where his funeral came to a

pause and rested for a time on its way to the Abbey," with a

thrill of feeling. The landscape was " beyond all descrip-

tion," and set the spectator " thinking with a strange pathos

of the close of Scott's life, always to me the most touching

passage of modern biography."

During the autumn holiday season I met the friend of so

many years for the last time, and was painfully struck on

arriving at St Andrews with the alteration in his looks. A
sort of blanched appearance, as if over his natural colour he

had been powdered, a dryness of the mouth, and something

of the depressed expostulatory air and lengthened lines of

the countenance, which had been symptoms of coming

trouble on former occasions, seemed to give now again a

note of warning ; but there appeared nothing in himself to

justify this fear. He was not very well by times, but he

was perfectly cheerful, enjoying his leisure, talking now and

then of the great work which he had been turning over in

his mind—the history of Scotland from the period at which

Burton's History leaves off—for which he had made a num-

ber of notes and plans. He looked forward with pleasure to

2 G
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this great undertaking, as a worthy conclusion to the labours

of his life; and without any apparent foreboding or fear of

being unable to carry it out. And his conversation was

animated and varied as usual. I remember with melancholy

pleasure the delight of a friend from England, who accom-

panied me to St Mary's one autumnal evening, with the

stories of quaint Scotch humour told in pleasant emulation

by the Principal and Professor Laurie of Edinburgh, friendly

wits, " capping " one droll anecdote with another. And again

a more quiet moment at the same kindly table comes most

clearly before me, with a characteristic touch. I suppose we

had been talking of the charities of the place. There were

plenty of people who cared for the deserving poor, the Prin-

cipal remarked ; but, looking up with a gleam of humorous

tenderness in his eyes, there were two or three poor bodies,

not at all deserving, who were his pensioners, he said.

I have already mentioned the last written communication

between us, his letter about the dedication of his book, the

' Movements of Pieligious Thought.' The last day of my stay

at St Andrews he brought and left at my house the much-

prized little volume. We were both shy of expressing emo-

tion, and this was no doubt the reason why it was not given

to me from hand to hand. He thus came with his gift for

the last time to my door.

But whatever were the human interests about him and

the claims upon his attention, he still wrote constantly of

" my head bothering me,—a sort of mixture of sickness and

dazedness, with languor and stupidity in the evening. I

fancy I shall have to take care and be as quiet as possible

;

and yet," he adds, " it is hardly possible to be more quiet."

The symptoms of an illness which would not be persuaded

away by any medical assurance of nothing wrong, kept

growing as the autumn days shortened. The only thing,

however, that was apprehended either by himself or those

around him, was a return of his old nervous complaint, and
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as the symptoms were nol those with which he was familiar,

they awakened Little alarm. But he could qoI persuade him-

self that he was well—and in November we find him sud-

denly setting off for Harrogate, gloomy as was (he reason,

with a fancy thai perhaps the waters there ini'_f ]it do some

good to the incipient but always increasing troubla The

doctor, however, whom he consulted there, Dr Oliver, forbade

at once any use of the waters, and after a more than usually

careful examination discovered, as he thought, the reason of

all these sufferings, which the Principal, almost with pleas-

ure in the relief of finding a definite reason for them, re-

ported minutely and carefully to his wife. It is unnecessary

to go into the medical details. His position, stranded upon

the edge of those dark moorlands in November, " under a

leaden heavy sky—nothing moving, no life about the hotel,

and the pall of dark moisture over the place, like a soaked

curtain, rather depressing," was not a cheerful one. " I feel

somehow as if deprived of an expected enjoyment in being

debarred the waters," he says; "but if I keep well, that of

course is the main matter." He felt however, even in these

dismal circumstances, that the new place and the new doctor,

who took so much trouble, were doing some good at first,

and derived a certain comfort from the roaring fires, as well

as from the discovery of one or two persons among the

remnant of patients in the hotel whom he knew, or who

knew him. Sometimes, too, the days would be fine, and the

absolute quiet and separation from all disturbance soothed

him. Dr Oliver's description of his sensations, that they

were "like waves of sickness passing over him," satisfied

him that his symptoms were understood.

He remained for about a fortnight at Harrogate, not

without a relapse from this partial recovery, but never los-

ing hope, understanding now, as he thought, the reason of

the complaint, and being thus more able to cope with it. " I

wish I were comfortably at home," he begins to sigh after
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ten days. " I shall manage myself better there, I believe,

than anywhere. I cannot expect, as Balfour said, to be well

all at once." These words he repeats pathetically from time

to time, " cannot expect—to be well all at once." It became

the sad refrain of the waning days. But he returned home

no better, rather worse,—very ill in Edinburgh, where he

stayed for a night on his way back to St Andrews, hoping to

see the medical man who had bidden him not expect to be

well all at once—hoping, too, that the doctor would give him

more distinct orders as to diet, &c. But in this attempt he

was not successful, and his return home was very gloomy.

On the 22d November he managed somehow, he scarcely

knew how, in pain and weakness, to deliver his last St

Giles' Lecture on " National Religion in Theory and Fact,"

a powerful statement of his views on this subject, and an

appeal at once to the reason and the best feelings of his

audience. The conclusion of this lecture, his last living

words, addressed to the country he had served so long, I

cannot refrain from quoting. They express a sentiment

often breathed before in reflections upon the quiet country

churches both in England and Scotland, which he could

never see without a wish that he were the ministrant. The

parish of which he thus discourses was the dearest ideal of

his heart.

And if the modern types of religion come short of the old in

theoretic completeness, and tend to divide or separate themselves

into isolated sections of truth, inferior in intellectual dignity and

power, no less do they come short in practical effect. They do

not touch us with the same sense of spiritual beauty as the ancient

did. They may be really as pervasive. There are probably

aspects in which they ought to impress us more. The religion

of Nonconformity, of the modern Tabernacle with all its hundred

agencies of good—or of modern Ritualism with its countless

devices for stimulating the devotional and strengthening the

philanthropic impulses—is, and ought to be, deeply interesting

to every pious heart. They are adapted to new circumstances,

they meet new requirements and difficulties. But what picture

of modern religious work will ever touch the heart like that of
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the pariah priest living among hii people, then companion and

friend in all circumstances, tin- instructor of their youth,

guide of their middle life, the ministranl of theix declining

—God's own servant everywhere 1 And where have such pictures

over been found save in National Churches 1 The very idea of the

parish, which lies so much at the root ( »f all " common " religion, i

national. It is the product of State Churches, unknown —save in

a wholly different sense— in America and tin' colonies. Xo ele-

ment of modern civilisation can ever take its place, or is ever

likely to be so potent for good. If our National Churches had

• lone nothing else for the country than plant into the national

heart tin- idea of the parish, with all its sanctified and benign

activities, they would have done for us something more than all

Dissenting Churches together. And it may be questioned if any

access of spiritual force, supposing such an access possible to fol-

low Disestablishment, would compensate for the breaking up of

this idea and all its associations. Look upon the parish church

as it is known by thousands in England and Scotland, the Bweet-

ness of its sequestered site, the glory of its old associations, with

its simple spire or tower pointing heavenwards, giving a moral

as well as scenic effect to the village or hamlet clustered about it.

Think of the charities as well as benedictions wdiich radiate from

it as a centre—blessing for the babe entering upon life, and for

the sire closing it ; the kindly visitation for the sick-bed, the help

for the weak, the counsel for the strong ; and all this from genera-

tion to generation linked each to each by natural piety. There

never were sources of wellbeing—of Christian light and leading

—

comparable to the parish churches of our country. There never

were more beautiful types of manly or tender feeling, of minis-

tration blessed at once to giver and receiver, than have grown
around such centres. This is national religion in its practical

form, and no picture of religion that the world has ever seen

rivals it for a moment. And shall we sacrifice all this to the

demands of an unfeasible religious equality
1

? Shall we displace

the parish minister, living in his own modest manse, and dis-

pensing his modest bounties, temporal and spiritual, for the

clamant hedge-preacher, or the Nonconformist zealot, living by
the favour of some rich town congregation or patron, with a Gospel

of zeal rather than of peace—of dogma rather than of charity ?

Let us hope not. If we do, we shall never be able to replace the

old picture. Our country parishes may not sink into spiritual

darkness, but they will never be as they have been, the homes of

an ancient piety, which has grown beautiful during years of quiet,

and which is all the more fruitful and true because it does not

cry, nor lift up its voice in the streets.
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The delivery of this lecture was his last public appearance.

He seems to have fallen gradually day by day into deeper

suffering and weakness. A few weeks later he wrote in an

altered and feeble hand the following sad account of his own

condition.

To Rev. W. W. Tulloch. \ 5th December 1885.

I am sorry to say that I am having again a very bad time of

it,—without any of the old mental Buffering of a special kind, but

under a dyspeptic cloud that won't lift. I returned from Harro-

gate with a bad cold, and got rapidly into a state in which I could

take no food whatever. I have put myself, according to George

Balfour's advice, upon a milk diet, having hardly taken butcher's

meat for three weeks, and the result is that I now take a little

more nourishment; but I can get no natural appetite, and I hardly

get any sleep without chloral. In fact, I am in a very miserable

state. How I managed to finish the St Giles' Lecture I don't

know ; and yet I believe it was really good and has interested the

people much. I think of going to Craiglockhart Hydropathic on

Saturday, and if necessary going further south, to the Eiviera or

somewhere else. I must do something to avoid the dreadful

chance of a breakdown such as I had before. And Fanny, T

hope, may be able to go with me. I don't know what to do with

my classes, but with the kindness of my colleagues (they have all

been very kind, Crombie as usual particularly so), I hope I may
be able to get away. One strange feature of the illness is that I

have lost my sight to a very great degree ; the doctors don't seem

to attach much importance to this as arising from the state of the

stomach, but I can hardly see the page on which I am writing to

you, and cannot read the newspaper or an ordinary book at all.

You will be very sorry to hear all this, but it is right that both

Frank and you should know. I hope that a change for the better

may take place soon.

This is the last letter of all the long domestic series that

has been intrusted to me. From this moment his soul

passed into the dimness of that valley of the shadow of

death which sometimes extends so far, making a vague

debatable land between the living daylight and the night

—

never more explaining itself, expressing sentiment or thought,

but fading into those reflections which come from the minds

of others, broken recollections, memories, dim and sad,—like
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a face seen in a mirror, always so curiously and mysteriously

changed from what il is when looked at eye to eye.

He went, according to the intention expressed in his !

Letter, to Craiglockhart, a hydropathic establishmenl near

Edinburgh, a large ami airy place, with fine views of the

lVntlan.1 ami I'.raid hills, which lie had always loved. It was

about Christinas when he went to this place, accompanied

by his wife, always ailing, and worn to a shadow by the con-

tinual attacks of asthma to which she was subject; and they

were joined there by the eldest unmarried daughter, Fanny,

of whom he had said that he hoped she would go with him

wherever he might decide to go. It seemed a dreary place in

which to spend the special home season, the household fes-

tival ; but I am told that neither the Principal nor Mrs

Tulloch were uncheerful—that both were able, with a sense

of the comic which was strong in them, to enter into the

humours of the strange little company, and derive a certain

occasional amusement from their surroundings. The chief

object of this move was, I believe, to be within reach of Dr

Balfour, who by this time would appear to have fully appre-

hended the seriousness of the case, and to be no longer confi-

dent that the patient was merely out of sorts. On the 2d of

January, Principal Tulloch at last decided to go to London

attended by his daughter, to see once more the doctors who

had treated him with so much success before. This time,

however, there was a great difference in his case. It was

no longer the mysterious trouble of the past, but undoubted

and very obvious physical illness which was overpowering

his strength. His eyes were dim and all his forces abated.

It is true that he was still thanking God that it was only

physical illness, and not any return of the old trouble which

affected him ; but he was growing more and more ill, and

less and less able to maintain a bold front against his

malady.

Immediately on his arrival in London, the Principal saw
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Sir Andrew Clark and Dr Crichton Browne, the two skilled

and distinguished physicians who five years before had con-

sulted over him and found the means of restoring him to

health and happiness. But since that period everything had

changed. It was no longer a hypochondriac overwhelmed

with mysterious miseries, not a sufferer overcharged with the

consciousness of a too sensitive brain, but an ailing and en-

feebled man, affected by a mortal and recognisable disease,

who was now before them ; for them an easier if less hope-

ful case,—for himself, too, so much easier, so much less over-

whelming, than the incomprehensible malady of the past

—

or so at least he thought. It is not clear that up to this

time there had been real apprehension for his life on any

side. After the event, there were many to say that they had

felt a conviction they would never see him again, and even

that they could read the same certainty in his own eyes.

But I can trace no real evidence that this conviction had

shown itself so early. His friends were accustomed to the

fact that he had been very ill before, and yet that, so to speak,

there had been nothing the matter with him. It was almost

impossible even for members of his own family to believe

that things were not now as they had been. Even his wife

had parted with him composedly, anxious no doubt, yet

strong in the hope that, as before, he would be restored to

her well, and that the temporary separation was for his good.

It was therefore something like a thunderbolt out of a clear

sky to his daughter when the physicians informed her,

kindly and gravely, that her father's illness was of the most

serious character, that the symptoms admitted of no doubt,

and were those of disease of the kidneys in an advanced and

dangerous stage. At the same time she was advised that to

communicate this bad news to her mother would be unneces-

sary, as there were hopes that a warmer climate and a life

regulated by constant medical attendance might produce at

least temporarily good results, and even that he might regain
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sufficient strength to go to the Riviera, or any other place

that commended itself to him. With this depressing secret in

her heart, and no one near her with whom to share the burden,

Miss Tulloeh accompanied her father to Torquay, to the b

of Dr Ramsay, who hud in lS.Sl treated liini with so much

success. It was in the beginning of January that the invalid

took what was by no one understood to be his last journey,

with tolerable cheerfulness and strength. Torquay was full

to him of many associations of misery, but still it was the

place where he had recovered; and the treatment to which

he had been subjected there, though perhaps in the perversity

of illness he had objected to it at the time, had completely

vindicated itself by being successful.

But it was not destined to be so a second time. Perhaps

the great difference of the conditions neutralised all the ad-

vantages of quiet and careful diet and mild air which had

acted like magic upon the former occasion ; and the season

itself worked against, instead of in favour of, the sufferer.

It had been summer on the first occasion, and he was able

to be out of doors most part of the day ; it was now winter

and an unfavourable season—cold and gloomy. The cold,

indeed, was exceptionally severe all over the British isles

—

one of those periods of atmospheric misery, when the sky

is like lead, and the earth like iron—when none of the sharp

clearness or ruddy sunshine of happier winters lights up the

deadly frost, and everything, even the air, is bound with invi-

sible chains more icy than snow. Such weather is to be

met with occasionally in the most favoured regions. I have

seen it transform into the semblance of Siberia the soft

and olive -covered slopes of the Alban hills, and even the

mildness of Devonshire yielded to the chill. This for one

thing was greatly against the invalid. The change of cli-

mate was thus made of no advantage to him, and perhaps

the surroundings and treatment which had acted so well on

the sick mind were not equally well adapted to the sick body.
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I can scarcely imagine anything more sad than the month

of constantly failing strength that followed. His daughter

watched him, with anguish indescribable, failing gradually

from day to day. Indications of local improvement to which

the medical attendant attached importance were not appa-

rent to her. All that she saw was the fact that the patient

grew weaker, and that the things which were easy to him at

the beginning of a week, became too much for him at the end

of it. He ceased to read, to occupy himself with what was

going on. A dull suspense and waiting from one consul-

tation with the doctor until another, filled the weary hours

from which, one by one, every interest dropped. He who

during his former terrible illness had written daily to the

partner of his every thought, wrote, in this long interval, once

to her and no more. He tottered about the dull rooms in

which she was not : he dozed for hours in his easy-chair

;

sometimes when his daughter went into his room in the morn-

ing he did not seem to recognise her. Let us hope that the

confusion of waning faculties in him dulled the misery of this

terrible sinking which, to the heart-wrung spectator, was

unutterable. His wife was so ill, so fragile, so worn, that

to lay the exact state of affairs before her might have been

her deathblow. So it was natural for every one to believe

who cherished her ; and I think it was at last to me that

Miss Tulloch—unable to bear longer the horror of this

conviction, which the doctor did not appear to share, but

which she could not shake off—unbosomed herself of her

anxiety. Her elder sister, Mrs Tarver, immediately joined

her; but, almost before she reached Torquay, Dr Crichton

Browne had arrived there, on a visit to some other patient,

and a careful examination and consultation over the Prin-

cipal's case ensued. This ended in the conclusion that the

sufferer was dying. The prevision of his daughter's anx-

ious love had been just.

As the gathering haze of weakness came over him, he
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had begun to give utterance to the mosl pathetic cry,

—

unconscious perhaps of what he was saying; yel conscious

in all his being of the one earthly thing he wanted The

cry was, •• .Iranic ! .Icaiiir!" He had been parted from her,

sent Ear away when he needed her most; and as the waves

and billows went over his head, and all things failed, his

heart, half lost in those dreary mists, cried out for her,

his constant companion and nurse and help, the guardian,

if I may use the word, and never could it be used with more

reason, of his strength and life. Perhaps his inarticulate

thoughts falling out of all coherence, felt that some hope

would still be in the touch of that delicate feeble hand

which bad held him up in all his previous troubles. I

am told that sometimes the moaning rose to a groan,

sometimes sank to a whisper ; but it was always the same.

When the last consultation was held, and the fiat given

forth, and it became apparent that he had but a little time

to live, a telegram was sent at once to Mrs Tulloch,

bidding her come to him. The frost was at its bitterest,

the cold killing, and the journey long and dreadful across

country—from that remote corner of Fife to the south coast

of Devon. It is needless to say that not a moment was lost.

Mrs Tulloch had happily another daughter, Mrs Charles

Colson, to accompany and take such care of her as was pos-

sible. They reached Torquay after about twenty-four hours'

travelling, in the middle of the dreadful winter night, early

on the second morning. He was but half conscious when

she arrived, but yet sufficiently so to feel the comfort of

her presence. That heartbreaking cry ceased at once, and

presently—as if from the mere healing and soothing of the

consciousness that she was there—a faint ray of possible

improvement made itself apparent for a day or two. By
this time his two sons, William and Frank, had arrived from

Glasgow. John, the sailor, was at sea—Edith in Ceylon

with her husband—Maud, Mrs Frank Colson, at her home
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in Bradford—and two younger daughters at St Andrews

;

but all the elder children were thus collected round his bed.

"Whether he recognised any of their anxious faces, no one of

the watchers was able to say. But he knew that his Jeanie

was by him at that supreme moment of his life.

After a very few days this faint light of hope faded again,

and the gleam of fictitious revival was over. He died on the

13th of February, in the early morning, surrounded by his

children, after a painful but unconscious passage into the

mystery and darkness which no man can penetrate. There

will never be any record of that month of gathering gloom,

except in the troubled memory of the anxious daughter, dis-

tracted with doubts and fear, who had to stand by and look

on, unable to help, trembling for her other suffering parent,

and going through a prolonged agony. It was the first in

which his own voice had been dumb, even from the habitual

appeal which no weakness nor misery had prevented him

from making before. Human nature always longs to know

something of the steps by which the traveller reaches the

goal ; but in his case, as in so many others, that consolation

was not given.

It is needless to add that the sudden and startling news

brought but one sensation to Scotland, that of deep loss and

profound unspeakable regret. " From the Queen on the

throne to the lads on the links," said his friend and neigh-

bour, Dr Boyd, no one was unaffected by that terrible in-

telligence. Though the gloomy prognostications, to which I

have referred, were remembered after a time, at first the

news seemed almost incredible. He had been so well-known

a figure in the foreground of all characteristic Scottish life,

that the grief was universal and widely personal—"every-

body," as we say, knowing, and no one knowing without

some degree of personal regard, a man so large of heart, so

full of sympathy, so friendly with the lowest and the highest,
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oblivious <if and indifferent to, in his large ease and warmth

of being, the distinctions of ordinary society. It I were to

add all the tributes to bis memory, or half of them, which

fillrd every pulpit and newspaper, it, would require a volume.

He had many opponents in his lifetime, and many contro-

versies, but none in his death; nor was there a voice silent

that bad any right or title to join in the sad retrain of praise

and admiration with which he was laid to his rest—every

newspaper, 1 believe, in Scotland, and almost every pulpit,

becoming for the moment a witness to the importance of his

position and life to his country, and to the sense of infinite

loss and public calamity produced by his death. The half of

Scotland, it may be said—representatives of every class and

opinion—came from all parts of the country to pay him the

last honours. And St Andrews, amid the snows and harsh-

ness of the blighting weather, received with universal mourn-

ing—all trade and life suspended—the remains of the Princi-

pal who had borne that kind and cherished title so long. The

old city has buried many a son in those sunny mounds about

her ruined towers, but none more honoured or beloved. He

lies there among so many friends in the sunshine, with the

dear companion of his life now beside him ; the sea sounding

at their feet, the dim coast line retiring into the clouds,

along which there are so many memories of cheerful walks

and talks : and the old ruins raising their heads above,

landmarks so familiar, keeping the place of their dead

sacred to land and sea. Kindly names and well known,

tender recollections of many a pleasant image crowd round

us there. The Principal lies among his own people, at home

in the place that knew him best.

And there was perhaps no one in her dominions whose

sympathy was expressed with more touching warmth of feel-

ing than the Queen. Her Majesty took the deepest anxious

interest in the Principal's illness, asking for news while he

lay dying at Torquay ; and conveyed at once the expression
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of her grief and regret to Mr William Tulloch on hearing of

his father's death.

The Queen to Rev. W. W. Tulloch.

"Osbornk, Feb. 13, 1886.

" I am stunned by this dreadful news
;
your dear, excel-

lent, distinguished father also taken away from us, and from

dear Scotland, whose Church he so nobly defended. I have

again lost a dear and honoured friend ; and my heart sinks

within me when I think I shall not again on earth look on

that noble presence, that kindly face, and listen to those

words of wisdom and Christian large-heartedness which used

to do me so much good. But I should not speak of myself

when you, his children, and your dear mother, and our be-

loved Scotland lose so much. Still I may be, I hope, for-

given if I do appear egotistical, for I have lost so many, and

when I feel so alone.

" Your dear father was so kind, so wise, and it was such

a pleasure to see him at dear Balmoral ! No more ! Never

again ! These dreadful words I so often have had to repeat

make my heart turn sick. God's will be done ! Your dear

father is at rest, and his bright spirit free

!

" We must not grieve for him. AVhen I saw you at Bal-

moral you seemed anxious about him, and I heard the other

day he could not write. Pray convey the expression of

my deepest sympathy to your dear mother, whose health,

I know, is not strong, and to all your family. I mourn with

you.

"Princess Beatrice is deeply grieved, and wishes me to

express her true sympathy with you all. I shall be most

anxious for details of this terrible event.—Ever yours truly

and sorrowingly,

"Victoria E. & I.

" The Rev. W. Tulloch."

A still greater evidence of solicitude and kindness was
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shown to Mrs Tullocli by the royal lady, who is bo deeply

competent to enter, above all other bereavements, into that

severance of the closest relation of life. Mis Tulloch came

with her daughters to Eton, to the house of Mi- Tarver, after

tin' dreadful blow had fallen, to rest there for a few days in

close retirement, ami gather a little strength to undertake

the mournful journey home. When the Queen heard of the

arrival of this sorrowful group, she laid all ceremony aside,

and with the tenderest sympathy hastened to take the hand

and comfort the heart of the mourner, with comfort which

came in the sweetest human kind—next best after divine

consolation—in the form of praise and blessing to him who

had departed.

Before her Majesty's visit, there had already come from

her the following touching letter :

—

The Queen to Mrs Tulloch.

"Windsor Castle, Feb. 17, 1886.

"Dear Mrs Tulloch,—You must allow one who re-

spected, admired, and loved your dear distinguished hus-

band to write to you, though personally unacquainted with

you, and to try to say what I feel.

" My heart bleeds for you—the dear worthy companion of

that noble excellent man, so highly gifted, and large-hearted,

and so brave ! whose life is crushed by the greatest loss

which can befall a woman.

" To me the loss of such a friend, whom I so greatly re-

spected and trusted, is very great ; and I cannot bear to think

I shall not again see him, and admire that handsome kindly

face and noble presence, and listen to his wise words, which

breathe such a lofty Christian spirit. I am most anxious to

visit you, and trust that you will allow me to do so quite

quietly and privately, as one who knew your dear husband

so well, and has gone through much sorrow, and knows what

you feel and what you suffer.
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" Pray express my true sympathy to all your children

who have lost such a father.

" My thoughts will be especially with you to-morrow, 1 and

I pray that God may be with you to help and sustain you.

—

Believe me always yours most sincerely,

"Victoria E. & I."

These touching expressions of a fellow-feeling so tender,

simple, and sincere, are of the kind that have given her

Majesty the empire she so justly holds in the hearts of her

people.

When I undertook this work, which has had many diffi-

culties for me in consequence of my inadequate knowledge

of public events in Scotland, it was, as I hoped, to be done

with the explanations and help of my dear friend Mrs

Tulloch. Her tender words, that it would have been almost

impossible for her to confide the letters in which lay the

history of her whole life to any hands but mine, had been

my great inducement to undertake the task. I do not know

whether I have been able to convey to the reader any just

idea of the wonderful and beautiful character of this entirely

unobtrusive and often unnoticed woman. Her self-forget-

fulness and lifelong adoption of the part of caring for others

were so complete, that even her sorrow was borne with her

usual mild and natural quiet, and made no display of itself.

" Oh, what does it matter about me !
" had been the half-im-

patient sentiment of her mind throughout her life. In a

letter which I find by chance while I write, she upbraids

herself in the midst of " the weary asthma." " I felt what a

poor creature I was, I could not even live a little longer for

the girls' sake." But this was almost the only acknowledg-

ment she ever made of the complete desolation which had

1 The clay of the funeral.
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taken from her all power and courage for furth

Yet it was so: nothing could take away her smile, her tender

thought of everybody; but the motive of her life waa gone.

"There is no inure spring for me," she said to some one when

the first tokens of the unfolding year came back. "No joy

the blooming season gives"—and a little impatience sprang

up in her, the first she had ever shown, at the special care

and watching which her anxious children thought necessary.

What did it matter ? She lived on as long as she could, sur-

viving her husband little more than a year. Then followed

him—on the 27th March 1887.

The subject is too sacred and too solemn for the touch of

fancy. And yet it is difficult not to imagine that some

repetition of that cry for " Jeanie! Jeanie!" had come from

him even in the unaccustomed blessedness above,—and some

echo reached her ears of the wistful call.

The record is now all accomplished and filled out of the

two lives that were one,—a record full of honour, sweetness,

love, and praise. Their children rise up and call them

blessed. To their friends the world is a much poorer place

now that they are gone.

2 ii
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POSTSCRIPT.

It has been suggested to me that a few notes from some of

Principal Tulloch's students would be a welcome addition to

this book, as showing the impression made by his teaching

upon the young men under his care. I accordingly add

extracts, in most cases much abridged, from the essays upon

his character and teaching, full of enthusiasm and reverence,

which have been sent to me :

—

Rev. J. Nicoll, Marroes, near Dundee.

The Principal's class was generally a welcome one : time passed

quickly in it, and one had none of that sense of weariness and

lack of interest with which I have known even the most pains-

taking teaching sometimes rewarded. If I were to try to charac-

terise him as a teacher, I should say he impressed himself mainly

as a healthful and stimulating and friendly influence among us

students. Tulloch had the power of drawing out one's best, and

this, I think, because the sense of his luminous and sympathetic

intelligence inspired the confidence without which the best cannot

be done. Effort in the case of some other intelligence might gain

you a prize or distinction, but the real prize in Tulloch's class was

always his own appreciative estimate of your work.

In the conventional and restricted sense of the term, he did not

greatly aspire to be a teacher. For one thing, he had no formally

elaborated or symmetrical system either of philosophy or of theol-

ogy, and no student of his ever took to the pulpit from his class-

room the shibboleth of any particular school or fashion. He
rather sought to show, by varied courses of lectures on particular

questions—historical, critical, doctrinal—the spirit in which the-

ological truth should be sought and held, and rather trained us

in the way to handle such subjects for ourselves, than aimed at

furnishing us with authoritative conclusions. It was in his class-
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room and his intercourse there with hie students thai bit tolera-

tion and liberality were, I think, if not most heard of, yel mosi

real. Another thing that perhaps tended to prevent him from

attempting to stamp the marls of any particular school or system

upon us, was a certain impatience of details thai character] ed

him, I lis own interest was always in the wider principles under-

lying the form of any doctrine, argument, or system; and he used

to insist that, coming to him at the age we did, we ought to bring,

or make, our minds familiar with the ordinary and acknowledged

sources of information on his subject as supplementary of his own
lectures. All the ordinary routine of class-drill was made sub-

ordinate to the apprehension of leading ideas. There was little

danger, under his instruction, of losing sight of the wood for the

trees. Even in setting an examination-paper he made sure that a

facile memory did not supply the lack of intelligence.

But if what I have said would seem to imply that Tulloch's

teaching had no distinctive character of its own, nothing could be

less like the truth. Although he had little of a system, regarded

as a body of impersonal conclusions, he brought to bear on what-

ever he handled a spirit of manly large-mindedness, fairness, sym-

pathy, and dignity, contact with which was in itself an educa-

tion. He diffused around him in the treatment of all themes an

atmosphere of mental freedom, tempered only by the canons of

thoughtful consideration and good sense.

Another trait of his teaching was the touch in which he en-

deavoured to keep it with what would be the future practical

work of his students. He never suffered our studies to degenerate

into mere verbal abstractions which had outlived their original

interest, lie brought in the air of the outer world of life into

his class-room, and made us constantly feel that we wen' in train-

ing for parts in a day full of seething thoughts and conflicting

tendencies. Himself keenly sensitive to all the influences of the

time, in strong sympathy with some, moved by equally strong

distrust of others, he strove to make us feel the meaning of these

forces, and to make his class prelections a means of furnishing us

against the time we ourselves would have to be immersed in them.

Many of his most interesting discourses were unpremeditated ut-

terances, suggested by some sentence in a text-book, or answer
of a student. In this and similar ways he invested the work of

his class with a continuous interest which but reflected his own
vivid life and relations to all the higher hopes, faiths, and fears

of the time.

In his manner towards us he inspired confidence without in-

viting familiarity. He was, indeed, somewhat constrained and
dignified in the mere manner of his speech at first.
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Another gentleman, the Eev. It. Menzies Fergusson of

Logie, adds a similar testimony, describing how he was

warned of the " latitudinarian principles" of his future pro-

fessor, and that the tendency of his lectures was such as

"unsettled the minds of the young men under his care."

He adds with warm enthusiasm :

—

Certainly Tullocli was broad and liberal in his grasp of theo-

logical questions, but his breadth never verged on latitudinarian-

ism, nor yet gave any sensible man the impression that the verities

of the Christian faith were doubtful, or even open to suspicion.

His lectures on M. Renan's ' Vie de Jesus ' are sufficient to show

the intensity with which he held to the true doctrines, and the

reasonableness with which he always discussed the living power

of its original progression.

This gentleman, as well as various others who have added

privately or in remarks already published their commentaries

upon their instructor, adds a loving description of the lec-

ture-room at St Mary's, with its tall windows looking out

upon the quadrangle and the long line of the University

library beyond, and the appearance of the Principal as he

came in " with stately and measured steps " in the grey light

of the winter morning—a scene evidently very striking and

dear to the recollection, for all recur to it. The following,

from the Eev. P. Anton of Kilsyth, if perhaps drawing a

little too much upon the picturesque, gives no doubt a very

true impression of the scene :

—

The little band rose to their feet. The Principal appeared.

The Geneva gown hung from his shoulders in careless folds. He
took his seat. The work of the day went on. Soon some idea

was broached which touched some subject of the day. The
lecturer discarded his paper. The sound of the driving quills

ceased. The Professor warmed with his new thought, His eyes

became suffused. The windows fronted the east. Often in the

winter mornings the rising sun struck his gilded rays full on the

speaker where he sat, and, when full of his subject, he looked like

one transfigured, one who had come down from some glorious

mountain to teach the children of men some peculiarly high and

holy evangel.
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This sudden touch of suggestion, the putting away ol the

prepared lecture, and following out of the new idea with all

the eloquence of feeling, is remarked also by .Mr \v. \Y.

Tulloch as <>ne of the chief peculiaril Lea of his fa! her*fi teach-

ing. It was the same as the Principal's hearers will remem-

ber in Ins preaching, his sermons almost always concluding

in this way, and often with the greatest effect A m>te by

another of the Principal's students, the Eev. Ken m-th Marlcay

of Craigrownie, gives a touching testimony to the work of

the last session, when the Principal had already entered the

valley of the shadow. He found the class-room dark on

entering it and had the gas lit, and, perhaps with some fanci-

ful idea of connection between his thoughts and the imper-

fect light, " made a slight apology lest the subject was not

made sufficiently clear—when no apology was needed. For

never," says this witness, " did he impress me as then, in

these last lectures. He seemed to see further into another

world, if he saw less clearly in the tiny class-room where he

taught for so long."

" He was too broad and tolerant and essentially human for

the timid and distrustful, who craved for a bare outward

authority; for the rash, who would subordinate everything to

the mere logical understanding, too reverent and cautious,"

says another, the Rev. A. Lawson, Elgin :

—

Truth to him was infinitely great, and it was his constant

thought, as he has expressed it in his last book, that " the truth

itself can only be seen by a large vision." Xo man had ever less

distrust of human reason as a rich gift of God, or sought more
steadily and humbly to use it as the ground of life, or showed more
faithfully the divine reason moulding and informing the course of

human history, yet all the while he was overshadowed by the

mystery of things, and his life was sanctified by the tenderest and

simplest pieties. The simplest realities of faith were always near

him, and he loved to treat of them. The fatherhood of God, the

love of Christ, the discipline of suffering,—all these and kindred

themes he handled much, because they made so much of life, and

were the true nourishment of men. With speculative power of
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the finest, none had ever less of vain curiosity or idle speculation.

Faith and reason joined hands in interpreting life and reality,

and their union was natural and harmonious.

I may conclude with an estimate of Principal Tulloch's

characteristics as the head of the University, kindly sent to

me by Professor Knight:

—

It is not difficult to say in what Principal Tulloch's eminence

as the head of our University consisted. His mere presence was
striking, commanding, and genial, at once dignified and courteous

to every one. His knowledge of University affairs, the fruit of

many years' experience, and his ever-ready tact in their manage-

ment, were conspicuous. To be the official head of a University

many things are needed. ISTot only wide culture, but an impar-

tial sympathy with every department of intellectual labour, and

with all the varied life that goes on within the University—the

life both of professors and students— is even more indispensable.

Papidity and strength of judgment, a quick perception of the

wants of the time and the means of meeting them, and more

especially tact in representing the University to those around it

and outside,—all these qualities Principal Tulloch possessed in an

unusual degree. In all his academic policy he was a Conservative-

Liberal and a Liberal-Conservative. He had the prescient outlook,

the wise forecast of the needs of the future, and the construc-

tive power to frame a policy and prudently to advocate it. It was

as an administrator that his ability was most displayed. Those

who at any time were with him in deputations to Government
officials, and in writing to members of Parliament, will remember

the ready address with which he invariably stated his case.
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Balmoral, 367— consults the Prin-

cipal, 371—letter to, on the office of
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Senior Principal, 392—letter to, de-

scribing marriage festivities, 409

—

letter to, on the veiled assaults of

Liberals on the Church, 457—letter

to, on the University Bill, 462.

Beatrice, Princess, 478.

Beck, Dr, 195 ct seq.
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Bower's ' History of the University of

Edinburgh,' 432.

Boyd, Dr, the Principal preaches for

when ill, 369—on the news of Tul-

loch's death reaching Scotland, 476.

Boyd Kinnear, Mr, the Priucipal visits,

at Guernsey, 384.

Braid Hills, the views from the, 125.

Bret Harte, 289.

Brewster, Sir David, 75—his approval

of Tulloch's paper on John Stirling,

83—Principal of the United College

of St Salvator and St Leonard, St

Andrews, 98—propounds a scheme
in conjunction with Dr Brown, for

filling the Priucipalship of St Mary's
College, ib.—his eager advocacy of

the plan, 101— letter by, to Tul-

loch, on the turning of the tables,

103—his eulogy of the Principal, 112
—calls on Madame Blaze de Bury
along with the Principal, 152.

Bright, John, M.P., 237.

British Association meeting at Aber-
deen, 463.

Brooke, Mr Stopford, as a preacher,

251—his ugly church, 305.

Brooks, P., Episcopal clergyman, 292.

Brown, Dr John, 276, 341.

Brown, L)r, Professor of Theology, St

Mary's College, St Andrews, 98—is

suggested as fit successor to Dr Hal-
dane by Brewster and himself, 99

—

the minister of Kettins proposed as

his successor, ib.—the scheme has the

sanction of Tulloch, ib.—letter to, by
Tulloch, in explanation of an awk-
ward position, 102—his disappoint-

ment on Tulloch's getting the Prin-

cipalship, 104.

Brown, William Lawrence, Principal

of Marischal College, Aberdeen, 95.

Browne, Sir J. Crichtou, 370—his atten-

tion to the Principal during his ill-

ness, 375—the Principal consults,

472—sees the patient at Torquay,
and tells his daughter that he is

dying, 474.

Browning, Robert, 263, 429.

Bruce, Mr 11. A., Home Secretary, 258.

Buist, Professor, St Andrews, 9.

Bunsen, Baron, Tulloch engaged on a
review of his 'Hippolytus,' 89—

a

great article expected by the editor

of the 'Xorth British Review,' 90

—

the Baron now a figure of the past,
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Palmerston, 101.

Bunyan, the Principal's sketch of, 149.

Burdett C'outts, La<ly, 311.

Burnett, Mr John, of Aberdeen,
founder of the Burnett Prize, 94.

Burnett Prize Essay, Tulloch com-
mences to work for the, 93— the

trustees' announcement, 105— the

Principal awarded the second prize,

106—lively account of the proceed-

ings of the trustees by Professor

Martin of Aberdeen, 107 etseq.

Burton, Dr John Hill, 380.

Caird, Edward, Professor, 246.

Caird, John, Principal, as a preacher,

132—Tulloch visits, at Oban, 246

—at the Edinburgh University Ter-

centenary celebrations, 429, 430.

Cambridge, visit to, 154.

Cameronians, story of an old pair of,

78.

Campbell, John, of Row, 217.

Campbell of Crathie, 395.

Campbell, Sir George, 9.
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Canada, the Principal's vi-.it to, '207.

I ianterbury, Archbishop of, 106.

Capri, the Principal's residence In, 190

ct scq.

Carlyle, Thomas, 438.
i irtcr, Canon, Clewer, 255.

Catechisms, Larger mid Shorter, 222.

< lathedrals, Winchester and Salisbury,

the Principal visits, 383.

Chalmers, l>r Thomas, proposed )>y

Tnllooh for the rectorship of St

Andrews University, 10.

Chamberlain, Mr Joseph, 395, 458.

Chambers, Dr William, 372, 878.

Chicago, the Principal meets Iris

brother at, 296.

Childers, Mr, 424.

'Christ of the Gospels, the,' pub-
lishes lectures on, 203.

Christianity, the true spirit of, 177.
< 'hristir, Mr, 371 tt seq.

Church business in the Highlands, 424.

Church Defence Association, proposed,

325.

Church Defence literature, 325.

Church Defence, the Principal's Char-

ing Cross speech on, 345.

Church of Scotland, condition of, in

1848, 67.

Church of Scotland, the Principal on
the future of the, 334.

Church of Scotland, the Renaissance of

the, 206— effect of the Disruption,
207—the young and rising men after

1843, 208—widening of theological

thought, 209—Dr Robert Lee and
" Innovations in Worship," 210—the

new elements in the service, 212—
proposed union with Episcopalians,

213—Scotch feeling on the subject,

215—the Principal's letters to Dr
Story on the Episcopalian overtures,

ib.—Sabbath observance, 218— dis-

cussions on the Confession of Faith,

220 ct seq.—the unwritten liturgy of

use and wont, 223—the Assembly of

1866 on the Confession of Faith, 227
—the work of the Church Service

Society, 229—discussion in the As-
sembly on the Irish Church question,

240 ct scq.—the Abolition of Patron-

age, 242—the parish school system,

247— Lord Advocate's (Moncreiff)

Education Bill, 24S—the religious

difficulty, 249—the Assembly ofl872
and the Education question, 264

—

the "Union" controversy, 267 —
period of tranquillity, 308.

Church Service Society, 228.

Churchill, Lord Randolph, 458, 464.

City of Gls son Bank failun .

Clark, Sir Andrew, con ultation with,
as tn tin' health of the Principal,
375— the Principal con alts, 1 7 j.

Clarke, Dr, Capri, 190.

< ilerk, appointed second, of A icmbly,
L66.

Clewer, the little church at, 2

Coleridge, the poet-philosopher, and his

influence on religions thought, 437,

438.

Collegiate charges, 30.

Colson, Mr Charles, marriage of the
Principal's daughter Nettie to, 311.

Colson, Mrs I Iharles, -i7:>.

Commission of the General Assembly,
306.

Committees and Commissions, stupid

talk at, 413.

"Comparative Religion and Religious
Thought," the Principal lectures on,

in Dundee, 816.

Comprehension in the Church, the
Principal on, 331.

"Confession of Faith, study of the,"

the Principal's address on the, 220
—receives numerous letters of ap-

proval, 225—debate in the General
Assembly on the, 227.

Connaught's, Duke of, letters to the
Queen, on the Egyptian war, 408,
409.

' Contemporary Review,' establishment
of, 238—reviews Lecky's Rationalism
in, ib.

Contentions, unworthy, the Principal

on, 403.

Cook, Dr, of Haddington, 101—death
of, 307.

Cook, Professor George, St Andrews,
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—death of, 173.

Corn laws, the, 73.

Cornish, Mr, Eton, 381.
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' Courant, the Edinburgh/ and its in-

fluence, 157.

Craiglockhart, residence at, 470.

Crawford, Dr, 229.

Credner's ' Zur Geschichte des Canons,'

117.

Crimean war, the, 100.

Crinolines, the size of, 130.

Criticism, effect of adverse, on the Prin-

cipal, 164 ct scq.

Croaker of the Korth, the (Sir G. Sin-

clair), on the state of the Church, 72.

Croall lecturer, the Principal appointed,
315—he lectures on the "Christian
Doctrine of Sin," ib.
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Crombie, Professor, 364, 371, 373, 470.

Cromwell, Tulloch's sketch of, 149.

Cross, Sir Richard, 306, 402.

Camming, Dr John, l.
r
>4.

Cunningham, Dr, Crieff, 199.

David, tin- janitor of St Mary's College,

157, 364.

Day, Professor, St Andrews, 428.

Dean of the Chapel Royal and Denn
of the Order of the Thistle, the Prin-

cipal appointed, 405.

Deer-stalking, the Principal tries, 425.

Degree of LL.D. conferred on the Prin-

cipal by Glasgow University, 351.

Depression of the Principal after the

Assembly of 1885, 459.

"Devil," the Principal writes an article

on the, 315.

Dick Bequest, Tulloch appointed an
examiner for the, 93.

Dickens. Charles, Tulloch's opinion of

'Martin Chuzzlewit,' 25—his read-

ing at Edinburgh, 125.

Dickson, Professor, Glasgow, 7, 9

—

Tulloch expresses his views to, on
his Presbytery trials, 27—letter to,

on dreams of academic life, 29

—

letter to, on ordination vows, 36

—

letter to, on the disappointment in

his Dundee life, 49—letter to, on
Neander's miscellaneous writings, 66

—letters to, on a projected paper on
Bunsen's 'Hippolytus,' 90, 92—visits

Kettins, ib.—his congratulations to

Tulloch on his success in the Burnett
competition, 110—letter to, on his

preparations for new duties, 117

—

proposes Tulloch's health at an in-

duction dinner, 118, 119—letter to,

on the work of Parliament, 153

—

letter to, on the water treatment.

170— letter to, on Greek political

government, 189—letter to, on Ger-

man theology, 196—letter to, on a

vacant chair in Glasgow Univer-
sity, 239— letter to, on 'Rational

Theology,' 275—letter to, on press

blunders, 278— letter to, onthePrin-
cipalship of Glasgow University, 279
—letter to, on the state of his health,

281—letter to, on the senior clerk-

ship of the General Assembly, 307

—

letter to, on a projected history of

Scotland, 423—letter to, on univer-

sity examinations, 424— letter to,

craving rest, 456.

Dinner-party, a fashionable, 236.
Directory for Public Worship, 222.

Disestablishment, threatenings of, 325

—future of, 323—the question viewed
in the light of Mr Gladstone's vary-

ing attitudes, 336 et seq.—the politi-

cal outlook and, 363— the Princi-

pal's great speech against, 398.

Disraeli, Mr, 153—speaks on the Pa-

tronage Bill, 304— Mrs Gladstone's

opinion of, 368.

Divinity Faculties, 433.

Dollinger, Dr, 196.

Drummond, Dr, 284.

Drummond, Mrs, of Megginch, letter

to, by the Principal on his recovery,

380.

Dryburgh Abbey, visits, 465.

Duncan, Mr, invites the Principal to

accompany him on a tour to America,
287—his house at Staten Island, 289.

Duncan, Professor, St Andrews, 9.

' Dundee Advertiser,' 69, 83.

Dundee and the University extension

movement, 308, 315.

'Dundee Courier,' Tulloch reviews

Duke of Argyll's essay in, 68.

Dundee scheme of university lectures,

316—subsequent institution of a col-

lege in, ib.

Dundee Town Council reduce the sti-

pends of the town ministers, 45.

Dundee, Tulloch appointed assistant

in, 29.

Dunkirk, residence at, 341.

' Edinburgh Courant,' the, 165 et seq.

Edinburgh, Duke of, 261.

Edinburgh University tercentenary,

427.

Education Bill, Lord Advocate's (Mon-
creiff), 248—proposed Scotch Board
of, ib.—speech by the Principal in

the Assembly on the, 265.

Education Board for Scotland, appoint-

ment of, 274.

Educational Code, making out the, 281.

Elders' Subscription debate, 321.

Elgin, Lady, 1.

Eligibility, the Act of, 403.

Ellice, Mr Edward, M.P., 100— his

action on the University Bill, 131—
his support of the Scotch Education
Bill, 251—the Principal visits him,
324.

Ely Cathedral, 1 55.

Ely, Lady, 235, 426.

Emerson, R. W., 290 et seq.—his fail-

ure of memory, 303.

Endowed Schools Bill, 415.

Endowed Schools Commission, 259.

Endowment Committee in the High-
lands, 151.
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Engadine, trip to the, with the

Bullies, 400.

Episcopalians, proposed onion of the

Church Hi's l.iixl with the, 21ft

Erskine, Thomas, of Linlathen, his

opinion that Tulloch should have
sot the Brat Burnett prize, ill—
letter from, on the ' Leaden <>f the
Reformation,' 1 I'.t — t In- Principal on

his religious teaching, 216— letter

to the Principal, on bis address on
the Confession of Faith, 225—the

Principal's lecture on, 438.

Swing, Bishop, 1 12.

Exhibition of the Royal Academy, 181.

Falkland, Lord, prepares sketch of,

272, 276.

Feliciello, the Capri guide, 191.

Ferguson, Rev. li. Menzies, of Logic,

on the characteristics of the Princi-

pal's Lectures, 454.

Fender, Mrs, ami her imitative powers,
125—her humour, 139.

Ferrier, Professor James, 86, 87—on
the amenities of criticism, 111 note

—

his house a literary and social centre,

123—in conjunction with Tulloch
visits London to watch the Univer-

sity Bill, 129—he wants the Princi-

pal to accept the pastorate of the

College Church, 174—death of, 196
—the Principal anxious about the

appointment of a successor to, 198.

Fin lav, Mr George, the Greek histo-

rian, 189.

Fleming, Canon, 426.

Flint, Mr Robert, Kilconquhar, his

philosophical powers, 199—appoint-

ed Professor of Moral Philosophy at

St Andrews, 200—tercentenary ser-

mon in St Giles, Edinburgh, 429.

Forbes, Dr, 18.

Forster, Mr W. E., 258, 273, 394, 396.

Fraser, Professor A. C, 198.
• Eraser's Magazine, ' Mr Skelton de-

scribes the Principal's lectures on
the Reformers in, 147.

'Eraser's Magazine,' the Principal ap-

pointed editor of, 34S — arrange-

ments for a monthly political article

in, 352— ' World ' gossip about, t'6.

—vicissitudes of, 356—its non-sue-

cess and subsequent failure, 358 el

scq.

Free Church, the, in relation to the

Church of Scotland, 206.

Free Church and " Union," 268.

Free Church, the ecclesiastical machin-
ery of the, 419.

Free Church Dieestabli bers, the policy
and procedure ol the, 1 16.

''Freedom of Debate,'
1

the Principal's

address on, 220.

Frith's, Mr, "Derby Day," 131.

Fronde, J, A., '_"j.",, :;.",".

Qairdner, W. 'I'., Professor, 246.

Galloway, Lord, Lord High Commis-
sioner, 322.

( lerman theology, 196.

Germans, the Principal's sympathy
with the, 261.

Germany, Tulloeh's first visit to, 51 el

teq.— a little tour in, 188— tour in,

in 1S64, 195—another visit to, 273.

< Gibraltar, the Principal at, 1 76.

Gillespie, Professor, St Andrews, 8.

Gilmour, Mr .John, 457.

Gladstone, Mr, and the founding of the

'Saturday Review, 1 111—his mode
of dealing with University business,

152—his policy on the Irish Church
question, 240—-his statement on the

Education Bill, 263—intimates to

the Principal his appointment as an
Educational Commissioner, 274—on
the Patronage Bill, ;J"i — his en-

couragement to the Disestablishment
agitation, 325—his attitude after his

professed retirement from public life,

336—the Principal on his passion

and power of hatred, 344—the Prin-

cipal on his return to power, 363

—

—asked to write for 'Fraser,' 368

—

his sympathy with the Disestablish-

ment movement, 3SS—the Principal

meets him at the marriage of the
Duke of Albany, 394—the Principal

on his disastrous combination of

qualities for a statesman, 395—he
joins with the Parnellites, 396—his

zeal for antiquarian research, 405

—

his "fair trial " cry for the Church
of Scotland, 415—his triumphal pro-

gress in Scotland, 435—no reliance

to be placed on his attitude to the
Church of Scotland, 455—his atti-

tude on the Irish question, 459.

Gladstone, Mrs, her low opinion of

Disraeli, 368.

Glasgow Elders' Association, 345—the
Principal addresses the members on
Church Defence, ib. ct scq.

: nv, the Presbytery of, and Sab-
bath observance, 218 ct seq.

Goethe's house, 61.

Golf recommended to clergymen, 262.
' Good Words,' Principal's account of

his American tour in, 298, 302.
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Gough, John B., '293.

Grandchild, death of hi* eldest, 416.

Grandchildren, visits of, to St Mary's,

360.

Grant, Lady, 440.

Grant, Sir" Alexander, Principal of

Edinburgh University, 274, 280—
death of, 439.

Grants of Kilgraston, 2.

Granville, Lord, 152.

Gray, Dr, Liberton, description of Tul-

loch's appearance as a student, 3

—

on St Andrews examinations, 8.

Greece and Rome, voyage to, 173

—

notes of the voyage, 174 et seq.

Greek Church, the, 179.

Greek Church service, the, 229.

Greek educational system, 190.

Greek funeral, a, 178.

Green, T. H., 198.

Grey, Sir George, 158—at Balmoral,

234.

Greyfriars, Old, Edinburgh, and Inno-

vations, 211.

Guernsey, visit to, 384.

Gully, Dr, Malvern, 169.

Guthrie, Dr, as a preacher, 132.

Haldane, Principal, St Andrews, 4

—

approaching retirement of, as Prin-

cipal of St Mary's College, St An-
drews, 98—death of, 101—Tulloch
discards his superannuated text-

books, 117.

Hales, John, inquiries regarding, 271.

Hamburg, description of, 53 et seq.

Hamilton, Sir W., 87, 198.

Handwriting, illegible, the Principal's,

277.

Hanna, Dr, 235.

Hannay, Mr James, of the ' Courant,'

157.

Hare, Archdeacon, his approval of

Tulloch's paper on Sterling, 83.

Harrogate, visit to, 467.

Hartington, Lord, and Church Estab-

lishments, 326, 339.

Hatch, Dr, Oxford, 439.

Hayward, Abraham, 355.

Eeddle, Dr, 171, 371.

Hefele, Dr, 195, 196.

Helps's, Sir Arthur, Essays, paper on,

by Tulloch, 89.

Henry, Prince, of Luxembourg, 343.

Herdman, Robert, R.S.A., paints por-

trait of the Principal, 365.

Heriot's Hospital, 259.

Highland churches, annual visitation

of, 323.

Highland mansions, residence in, 324.

Highlands, visits to the, 245, 385.

Hill, Miss Octavia, 320.

Historical biography, 149.

Historiographer, office of, vacant, 380
—the Principal's claim to the post,

386— the Qneen favoured his suit,

ib.—Mr Skene appointed, 404—the

Principal's mortification, 405.

Hindmarsh, Miss, afterwards Mrs Tul-

loch, 22 — Tulloch commences a

friendly correspondence with her,

23—letter to, on the Disruption, 24

—letter to, on Dickens and Bnlwer-
Lytton, 25— her meeting in Edin-

burgh with Tulloch, 26—letter to,

on Presbytery trials, 27—letter to,

on sermon-writing, ib.—letter to, on
the objections of country people to

sermon-reading, 28— letter to, on his

prospects in Dundee, 30—letter to,

on the proposed presentation to Ar-

broath, 32—letter to, saying he has

refused the appointment, 34—letter

to, on his depressed state of mind,
37—hopeful New Year's salutation,

38—an Episcopalian, ib.—letter to,

explaining moderation in a call, 39

—removal of her family from New-
castle to Jersey, 42—letter to, on a

solitary walk, 43—her marriage to

John Tulloch, 44.

Hindmarsh, Mr, teacher of elocution,

Mrs Tulloch's father, 22.

Hohenlohe, Princess, death of the, 278.

Holland, excursion through, 341.

Holmes, O. YV., 291 et seq.

Holyrood, the Lord High Commission-

er's Court at, 328.

Hunter, Professor, St Andrews, 8.

Hurry and worry, 314.

Iddealeigh, Lord, 464.

Illness of the Principal, 164, 244, 368

et seq.

Income, insufficient, of the Principal of

St Mary's College, 461.

Induction dinner, an, 119.

Infidelity, the assaults of, 115.

Inglis, Lord Advocate, his University

Act, 128.

Innovations in Old Greyfriars, 211.

Invergarry, visit to, 324.

Inverness, the Principal's lectures at,

on the "Literary and Intellectual

Revival of Scotland in the Eighteenth

Century," 415.

Ireland, visit to, 159.

Irish Church question, 240 et seq.

living, Edward, 160, 217.

Irvingism, 406.
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Jackson, Professor, St Andrews, 9

—

candidate for the chair of Eci li

tical History in Glasgow, 85.

"Jeanie I Jeanie I" (Mn T.'s Christian

name), the Principal's pathetic

deathbed cry of, 175.

Jersey, marriage of Tulloch in, 44

—

Tulloch and his wife spend their

honeymoon in, ib.

'John [nglesant
1 and the devotees of

Little Bidding, 277.

Jowutt, Professor, 134—visits St An-
drews, 215, 275, 361.

Kant, the Principal contributes a paper
on, to the ' Edinburgh Review,' 123.

Kern's. Charles, Shakespearian re-

vivals, 181.

Kemys Tynte, the, 376, 379.

Kensington I'.ilace, 320.
Kit I ins, Tulloch presented by the

Crown to, 70—his removal from,

112.

Kidneys, diseased, the Principal suf-

fers from, 472.

Kingsley, Charles, 438.

Kinloch, Sir Alexander, 390.

Kinnaird, Lord, 101.

Kinnaird, Mr Arthur, 101.

Kinnear, Lord, 440.

Einnear, Mr Boyd, 457.
' Kitto's Journal of Sacred Literature,'

69—" Phases of Faith " reviewed in.

81.

Knight, Professor, 301—the Principal

beats him at golf, 319— promises
help for ' Fraser,' 370—his kindness
to the Principal during his illness,

374, 395—his estimate of the Princi-

pal's characteristics as the head of

the University, 486.

Knights of St John, 177.

Knowles, James, editor of the ' Nine-
teenth Century,' 360.

Last public effort of the Principal, 448.

Laurie, Professor, 440, 466.

Lawson, Rev. A., Elgin, on the Prin-

cipal's speculative power, 4S5.
' Leaders of the Reformation,' publica-

tion of, 147—preparing new edition

of, 422, 425.

"Lear," C. Kean's revival of, 131.

Leeky's Rationalism, the Principal

reviews, 238.

Lee, Principal, Edinburgh University,

Tulloch's visit to, 15.

Lee, Robert, Dr, Old Grey friars, Edin-
burgh, 20S—his Innovations, 211

—

the discussions iu the Church on his

doings, £6.- the new elements he in-

troduced, 212— the debate in th

sembly on bis ease, 226
cipal mi his movements, 280.

I m J. 0., Si I 'il'-s, Edinburgh,
872, 373.

Leighton, Archbishop, 21 l.

d i John, Dundee, 457.

Leopold, Prince, death of, 425— at-

tends bis funeral, 426.

Libera] Churchmen, the duty of, the

Principal on the, 160.

Liberalism of the Principal severely
shaken, 413.

Liberation Society literature, 399.

Literature, unfailing pleasure in, 323.

Liverpool, a vacant church in, sug-

gested to Tulloch, 87 — Tulloch S

visit to, 88.

L.L.A. degree for women, 428 note.

Lochstadt, settlement at, 55.

Longfellow, H. \V., 291.

Longman, Mr C. J., 370.

Longman, Mr Norton, visits St Mary's,

349, 350—on the prospects of 'Eraser,'

368.

Longmans & Co., 348, 352—their kind-
ness to the Principal when ill, 385.

Lorimer, Professor, on the Principal's

inaugural lecture, 116— the Prin-

cipal's visits to, 280.

Lornes, the, at Kensington Palace,

320.

Louise, Princess, marriage of the, 258.

Lowell, J. R., 291.

Loyola and Jesuitism, lectures on, at

the Philosophical Institution, 319.
' Luther, and other Leaders of the Re-

formation,' preparations for a new
edition of, 422, 425.

Luther, Tulloch's lecture on, 147.

Luther's country, visits, 59 — hi;

statue, 60.

M'Cosh, Professor James, 86.

M'Dougall, Professor, P. C, 86.

MacGavin, Dr, 140.

M'Intosh, Professor, St Andrews, 463.

Mackail, Ireland scholar, 409.

Mackay, Mr, Torquay, 379.

Maelagan, Mr Peter, M.P., Linlith-
gowshire, 390.

M'Lauehlan, Dr, Dundee, 30.

Macleay, Rev. Kenneth, 485.

Macleod, Dr Norman, his powers as a

preacher and conversationalist, 126
— the Queen's opinion of, 159 —
meets the Principal at Athens, 1S7
—his sympathetic nature, 20S—his

speech on " Sabbath Observance," 21

S
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— the storm it caused, 219— the

Principal expresses approval of Mac-
leod's utterance, 220—the Assembly
does nothing, 228—his death, 270

—

his funeral, ib.—his death lamented

by the Queen, 271.

Macleod's Indian Mission, the Prin-

cipal's article on, in 'Blackwood's

Magazine, ' 239.

tf&cmillan, Mr Alexander, 154.

M'Neill, General, 409.

Ma.Neill, Sir John, 152.

Macrae, a fierce fanatic, 226.

Maintenance of National Religion, As-

sociation for the, 326.

Mallock, W. H., 361.

Malta, arrival at, 181.

Malvern, the Principal at, for the

water-cure, 169.

Mansel's Bampton Lectures, 134.

Marriage with a deceased wife's sister,

397.

Martin, Professor, Aberdeen, 82 —
writes him about expected vacancy
in Aberdeen University, 86.

Martin, Sir Theodore, 258.

Martineau, Dr James, 358—visits the

Principal at St Andrews, 374.

Masson's, Professor, crowded conver-

sazione at, 428.

Maurice, Professor, 217, 438.

"Men" of the North, the, the char-

acter and influence of, 411— advice

to a young minister going into the

district governed by the, 412.

Merivale, historian, 252.

"Methodist Book Concern" in Cin-

cinnati, the Principal's visit to, 295

—gets pirated editions of two of his

books there, ib.

Mill, John Stuart, 246, 438.

Millais, Mr, 320.

Milligan, Professor, Aberdeen Univer-

sity, 9—visit to, at Cameron, 66

—

letter to, on mental tolerance, 233

—

and the vacant clerkship, 307.

Milton, the Principal's sketch of, 149.

Mitchell, Professor, St Andrews, 7, 9

— letter to, on College work, 180

—

letter to, on Mr Flint's qualifications

for the Moral Philosophy chair, 199

—letter to, on the Association for the

Maintenance of National Religion,

339—takes the Principal's class dur-

ing his illness, 371.

Moderator of the Church, dignity and
importance of the office of, 327.

Mold, Madame, 139.

Mi'iinmsen, Theodor, historian, 197.

Moncreiffe, Lady, 18.

Moncreiff, Lord Advocate, and Univer-

sity reform, 128, 252.

Montalembert, Count de, 139.

More, Henry, and his satellites, 272.

Morell, Mr J. D., 86.

Morlry, Mr John, the Principal meets,

429.

"Movements of Religious Thought,"
St Giles' Lectures on, by the Prin-

cipal, 437, 438—the Principal's de-

scription of the lectures, 439, 442

—he dedicates the book to Mrs
Oliphant, 439—leaves a copy of tin-

work at her house, 466.

Muir, Dr, Edinburgh, 34, 227.

Midler and the question of Original

Sin, 89.

Murray, Mr, compliments the Principal

on the improvement in the Assembly
debates, 353.

National Church, value of a, 336, 419.

National Church Society a failure, 414.

"National Keligion in Theory and
Fact," the subject of the Principal's

last lecture, 468.

"National righteousness," 421.

Nattali, Mr, sub-librarian at Windsor,
321.

Neander's house, admires, 59—Tulloch

proposes to translate his miscella-

neous writings, 66 — paper on, in

'British Quarterly,' 80.

Necessity of national religion, 450.

Negro congregation, a, 293.

New Hailes, the Principal spends a

quiet Sunday at, 398.

Newman, Cardinal, 406, 438.

Newman's, Professor, "Phases of

Faith," paper on, 81.

Niagara, excursion to, 296.

Nicholson, Alexander, 126.

Nieoll, Rev. J. , Murroes, on his powers
as a teacher, 482.

Niebuhr, paper on, by Tulloch in
' North British Review,' 88.

Non-Intrusion controversy, 1 7.

Odd sayings of American preachers and
writers, 299.

Oehler, Dr, 197.

Oliphant, Mrs, her introduction to the

Principal at Rosneath, 160 — the

Principal and his wife visit her at

Ealing, 170—the Principal and his

party join her at Rome for the East-

ern tour, 182 ct seq.—Fanny Tulloch

visits her, 286—makes a chance sug-

gestion that the Principal was a

likely person to edit 'Fraser,' 348

—
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tho Principal dedicate* ' Movement!
of Religioui Thought ' t'>, 438

—

Principal's sympathy with her faro

ily, 439— sees tin' l'riiiri|.;il lor the

last ti me, l»i.
r
> Miss Fanny 'Fullixli

consults her about the Principal'!

serious illness, 474 Mrs Tulluch's

confide in, 430.

< Hiver, Dr, Barrogate, 467.

< Ordination, a Scotch, 40 ct seq.

< Orkney, trip to, 171.

"Orthodoxy," 433.

Oxford, expedition to, 133 el seq.

Oxford movement, the, 406.

Peeatnm, excursion to, 183.

Palmer, Sii Roundel], 252.

Palmerston, Lord, 101, 152.

Paris, a Scotch ehurcli in, 134—scene

of Tulloch's work in, 137—a winter

in, 139.

Parish, ideal, the Principal on an,

469.

Parish school system, 247.

Park, Dr, minister of the first charge

of the parish of St Andrews, 119.

Pascal, reads Neander's lectures on, 66

—publishes translation of do., 69

—

sends paper on, to ' British Quarterly

Review,' 75—the Principal writes a

volume on, 319, 359.

Pasteur, M., 429.

Paternoster Row, visits to, 351, 353,

357.

Patronage, the abolition of, 242—de-

bate in the House of Commons on,

304.

Tattison, Mark, rector of Lincoln Col-

lege, 359.

Paufi, Dr, 197, 272.

Pearson, ("anon, 380.

Peattie, T. , St Andrews janitor, 8.

Peddie's, Mr Dick, Disestablishment

motion, 415— his Disestablishment

Bill brought forward, 445, 446.

Petitions against Disestablishment,

445.

Pcttigrew, Professor, St Andrews, 375.

Philosophical Institution, Edinburgh,
146, 168.

Phin, Dr K. M., 227 — letter to,

suggesting the formation of a Church
Defence Association, 325—letter to,

on the necessity for making a firm

stand for the Church, 33S — letter

to, on Church Liberals, 390—letter

to, on the Principalship of Edin-
burgh University, 441—letter to, on
the forthcoming election, 454—letter

to, on the death of Principal Shairp

ami the I"* Itten of St Andrews I'ni-

vcrsity, 408.

Phoenix Park mm
Pigott, Mi, 268, 862.

or, 86, L60, 227.

Playfair, Sir Bugh, 128.

Playfair, Sir I. von, 287, 281, 804, 440.

Polkemmet, visits to, 246, 283, 374,

443,

Ponsonby, General, 305.

Pont Street Church, London, 426, 427.

Popery, the seductions of, 1 1 6.

Porter, Dr N., 298.

Portrait of the Principal, presentation

of, 365.

Powell, I'.adcn, Professor, 107.

Prayer, common, what, should he, 229.

Prayer, the art of writing, 211.

Preaching, hints on, 262.

Presbytery trials, Tulloch's, 26 ct seq.

President of the United States, the

Principal interviews the, 294.

Press corrections, 277.

Princeton College, 300.

Principal, Senior, the office of, at St
Andrews, 392 ct seq.—its duties, fee.,

393.

Puritan divines, the Principal recom-
mends the stud}' of the, 355.

' Puritanism and its Leaders,' publica-

tion of, 149.

Queen, the, the Principal's first in-

terview with, at Balmoral, 158—the

Principal preaches before the, 234

—

visits the, at Windsor, 240—invites

the Principal to the marriage of the
Princess Louise, 258—letter from, to

the Principal on the death of her

sister, 279—her anxiety about the
Principal's health, 2S4—invites him
to Windsor, after his return from
America, 305— her antipathy to

vivisection, 311—the Principal dedi-

cates a volume of sermons to the,

319—expresses to the Principal her
alarm at the state of Germany, 340
—writes to the Principal, axon
approval of his son's preaching. 342
—sends new volume of the Life of

the Prince Consort to the Principal,

353—Principal attends the marriage
of the Duke of Albany, 394—ap-
points the Principal Dean of the
Chapel Royal and Dean of the Order
of the Thistle, 405—Duke of Con-
naught's letters to, on the Egyptian
war, 409—conversation with, on re-

ligion and the mysteries of life, 425
—the Principal enjoys his visit to,
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464— her anxious interest in the

Principal's illness, 477—expresses to

Rev. W. W. Tulloeh her grief and
regret at his father's death, 478

—

calls upon Mrs Tulloeh at Eton, to

express her sympathy, 479— her

Majesty's touching letter to the

widow, il).

Rainy, Principal, 397.

Ramsay, Dr, of Torquay, 375— the

Principal's residence with, at Tor-

quay, 379, 473.

Ramsay, Professor, Glasgow, 152, 237.

Ramsay, William, minister of Guth-

rie, 39, 66—death of, 68 — Tulloeh

edits a volume of his sermons, 69.

' Rational Theology and Christian

Philosophy,' the Principal works at,

239—makes inquiries for, 271—com-

pletion of, 275—its reception and
characteristics, 276.

Reeve, Mr Henry, editor of the ' Edin-

burgh Review,' 349, 423, 427.

Religiosity of Glasgow, 340.

"Religious History," the Principal's

studies for a work on, 202.

Religious life of the Highlands, 411 et

seq.

"Religious Thought, Advance of, in

Scotland," paper on, by the Princi-

pal, 319.

Renaissance of the Church of Scotland,

206 et seq.

Renan's 'Yie de Jesus,' the Principal

studies, 184—writes lectures on, for

his students, ib.—their publication,

203—contains some of his finest writ-

ing, 204.

Rest, the Principal longs for, 430—his

preparation for, 443.

Richardson, MrD., 245, 247.

Robertson, Dr, Glasgow, 171, 246.

Robertson, F. , of Brighton, 442.

Robertson, Mr, M. P. for Hastings, 237.

Rogers, Henry, 107.

Rome, residence of the Principal in,

182 et seq.

Rorison, Dr 212—the Principal's let-

ter to, on the proposed union of the

Church of Scotland with Episcopal-

ians, 213.

Rosebery, Lord, and University Re-

form, 391, 405.

Rosneath, the Principal visits, 160,

374, 465.

Rosslyn, Lord, Lord High Commis-
sioner, 330—presents the Principal's

portrait, 365.

Roxburghe, the Duchess of, 305.

Ruskin, John, 341.

Russell, Lord John, 153.

" Sabbath Observance," discussion on,

218 etseq.

Sabbath rest, 404.

St Andrews Educational Institute,

428.

St Andrews, University of, and its two
colleges, 98—its meagre funds, 393
—the proposal to abolish, 417—pro-

posed amalgamation of the two Prin
cipalships, 462.

St Andrews, its attractions as a place

of residence, 122.

St Francis of Assisi, paper in 'Good
Words ' on, 319.

St Giles, Edinburgh, the Principal

preaches a New Year's Day sermon
in, 442.

St Giles' Lectures, 367, 430—the Prin-

cipal arranges for his last, 464.

St Mary's College, its suggested trans-

ference to Edinburgh, 142.

St Moritz, residence at, 282.

Salisbury's, Lord, Government and the

University Bill, 460.

Sandford, Sir Francis, 441.
' Saturday Review,' the, 111.

Scarlett, Mr, British minister at

Athens, 189.

Scotch stories, the Principal's fond-

ness for, 466.
" Scotland as it is," the Principal lec-

tures in New York on, 300—outliue

of the address, 301.

"Scotland since 1745, history of,"

the Principal preparing to write a,

422, 465.

Scotland, Universities of, 146.
' Scotsman, ' the, on the Assemblies,

445 et seq.—its view of the position

of affairs, 447.

Scott, A. J., 198.

Scott, Sir Walter, and the Tweed val-

ley, 465.

Scottish Universities, the Principal on

the requirements of the, 312.

Sellar, Professor, 280— marriage of his

daughter, 409.

Sellars, the, 124.

Sermon at sea, 177.

Sermon-writing, 28.

Shaftesbury, Lord, 406.

Shairp, Principal, 150, 216, 285, 316—
death of, 391, 461.

Shand, Lord, 375.

Sharp, Archbishop, the Principal's

article on, in ' North British Re-

view,' 239.
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Simpson, Dr (Sir James), 244 — on
th<! Principal's illness, 284.

Sinclair, Sir <;., Tnllocb replies to, on
the stair of the I Ihurch, 72.

Skelton, M r J., on Tnlloch'a leotorea on

the Reformers, 1 17 vi its him, 280.

Skene, Mr W. P.. 380, 386—appoint.'!
" Historiographer," 405.

Skye, visit to, 248.
Smith, Dr Walter, 301.

Smith, Dr William, Lauder, and after-

wards North Leith, his intimacy
with the Principal, 15—letter to, on
trial Bermons, 26—letter to, on pro-

posed presentation to Arbroath, 32

—

letter to, on mental depression, 37

—

letter to, on his Dnndee disappoint-

ment, 48—letter to, on the manage-
ment of the Church Schemes, 67

—

introduces Tulloch to Kettins, 71

—

letters to, on pastoral visitations, 72
—letter to, on the ' British Quarterly

'

paper on Pascal, 76—letter to, on his

work at the desk, 78—sends him his

'British Quarterly 'paper on Neander,
80—letter to, on a vacant chair in

Qlaagow University, 85—letter to, on
Aberdeen professors, 86—letter to,

on private canvassing for University
chairs, ib.—letter to, about a vacant
church in Liverpool, 87—letter to, on
alleged anticipations of Christianity,
89—letter to, on his recent bereave-
ment, 136—visits the Highlands with
the Principal, 150— visits Ireland
with the Principal, 159—acts with
the Lord Advocate on the Patronage
question, 305—serious illness of, 317
—his death, 318 — the Principal
preaches his funeral discourse, ib.

Smith, William, author of 'Thorndale,'
the Principal writes a paper on, 306.

Spencer, Herbert, 375.

Spiritual education of man, 216.
Spurgcon, Mr, and his style of preach-

ing, 132.

Stair, the Earl of, 325, 414.

Stanley, Dean, recommends Green of
Balliol College for the Moral Philos-

ophy chair, 198—on Broad Church
principles, 216 — on the defeat of

the Scotch Education Bill, 253—
preaches in St Andrews, 275—gets

the Principal to lecture in West-
minster Abbey, 343—death of, 379
—memorial to, in St Giles, Edin-
burgh, 387.

Stanley, Lady Augusta, 139, 235.
Stanley, Lord (now Earl of Derby),

154.

Starving man, a, offers a pajN i on
" Qood Dinners,'

Stephen, Fitz-James, Sir, 292.

Stephen's, Mr Leslie, 'Dictionary of

Biography,' quoted, 94.

Stephen's, Sir James, ' EsS&yi in Ec-

clesiastica] Biography 1

reviewed by
Tulloch, 83—letterfron Sir Jan

'Sterling, John,' Oarlyle's 'Lifi

article on in ' North i<riti.->h Review,'
by Tulloch, 82.

Stevenson, Dr, 322.

Stevenson, Mr, Coupar-Angus, 110.

Stewart, Dr, St Andrew's Church,
Edinburgh, 159.

Stipendiary ministers, difficulties of,

420.

Stipends, Scotch, 44, 45.

Stirling and the Ochils, 260.

Stirling, educational endowments of

260.

Stirling, Mrs, 125.

Story, Rev. Dr R. H. , letter to, on the

prospects of the Greeks, 189—letter

to, on theological studies in Tubin-
gen, 195—letter to, on the candidates

for the Moral Philosophy Chair, 198
— letter to, on Episcopacy, 215
—letter to. on Mr Erskine of Lin-

lathen and his teachings, 216—letter

to, on the reform of the Church of

Scotland, 225— letter to, on what
common prayer should be, 229 —
letter to, on Dr Lee's movements,
230—letter to, on literary labours,

306—letter to, on the Disestablish-

ment question, 326—the Principal

visits him at Rosneath, 374—letters

to, on his state of health, 378, 383—
letter to, on a memorial to Dean
Stanley, 387—letter to, on the con-

dition of the Church in the High-
lands, 412.

Strahan, Alexander, 1S7, 238.

Struthers, Dr John, Prestonpans, 307.

Students, increase of, at St Andrews,
436.

[

Students', old, tributes to the memory
of the Principal, 482.

Sumner, John Bird, Archbishop of

Canterbury, 95.

Switzerland, holiday in, 281.

Sympathy between Churches, 401.

Tait, Archbishop, 322.

Tarver, Mr Frank, 254, 263.

Tarver, Mrs, 474, 479.

Tarvers, the Principal visits the, at

Windsor, 344—go to Torquay with
the Principal, 376, 381.

2 I
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Taylor, Dr James, "274.

Taylor, Isaac, 107.

Temper, struggles against errors of,

137.

Tennant, Professor, St Andrews, 9.

Thackeray, W. M., 126, 139.

Theological chairs, 144 et scq.

"Theological Faculties of the Scottish

Universities in connection with Uni-
versity Reforms," the, Tulloch's

pamphlet on, 142 et scq.—proposed

reform of the, 431.

Theological Society in the University

of Edinburgh, 220.

Tholuck on heathenism. 89.

Thompson, Rev. Robert A., 107, 108.

Thomson, Sir William, 440.

Thornton, Sir Edward, 294.

Tiffany, Dr, 299—his description of

St Peter, ib.

Torquay, the Principal's residence at,

377, 473.

Traditionalism in theology, 114.

Tiibingen, residence at, 195 et seq.—
paper on, in ' Macmillan's Magazine,'

203.

Tubingen School, the, 92.

Tulloch, John, birth and lineage of, 1

—sketch of his father, 2—his mother,
ib.—his youthful studies, 3—attends

St Andrews University, ib.—his boy-
ish essays commended, 5—gains the

Gray prize for History, 7—his class-

fellows, 9—life at college, 10—his

graver studies, 11—a summer vaca-

tion, 13— attends Edinburgh Uni-
versity, 14 — becomes acquainted
with "Smith of North Leith," 15—
his life in Edinburgh, 16—Tulloch's

father and the Non-Intrusion con-

troversy, 17 et seq.—close of college

days, 20—becomes acquainted with
Miss Hindmarsh, 22—commences a

"friendly correspondence " with her,

23—sympathy with the Disruption,
24—his opinion of ' Martin Chuzzle-

wit ' and ' Zanoni, ' 25—closes his

studies at Edinburgh, 26—preaches

his trial sermons, ib.—waiting for

licence till he became of age, 27

—

writing sermons, ib.—the objections

of country people to reading sermons,
28—boyish dreams of a professor-

ship, 29—his appointment as assist-

ant to Dr M'Lauchlan, Dundee, ib.

—writes to Miss Hindmarsh on his

prospects, 30 — proposed presenta-

tion to Arbroath, 31 — its tempta-
tions, 32—consults his friend Smith
on the subject, ib.—his difficulties

about his inexperience, 33—is pre-

sented by the Government, 34

—

declines the appointment, ib. —
doubts whether he should have un-
dertaken the sacred profession, 35

—

resumes his duties in Dundee, 36

—

offer of a district church, ib.—death
of his father, ib.—responsibilities of

a clerical life, 37 — moderation in

his call, 39— visits "Willie Ram-
say," ib.—his ordination in the East
Church, Dundee, 40— position as

independent minister of a church,
42—Miss Hindmarsh's removal to

Jersey, 43—his marriage in Jersey,

44—the young couple return to Dun-
dee, 45—an unexpected diminution
of his stipend, ib.—faces difficul-

ties bravely, 47—the trials of sermon-
writing, 48—his defeat in a law-

suit, ib.

First illness, 51—a holiday ex-

pedition to Germany, ib.—his first

glimpse of the Continent, 53—his

feeling of loneliness, 55 — asks

his wife to join him, 56—studies

German, 58 — want of facility in

learning languages, ib.—visits Lu-
ther's country, 59 — admires the

scenery of Wartburg, 62—return to

Dundee, 65— relish for Neander's
miscellaneous writings, 66 — the

condition of the Church of Scotland,
67—reviews the Duke of Argyll's

essay, 68—death of Willie Ramsay,
ib. — becomes a contributor to
' Kitto's Journal,' 69—begins to be

known as a preacher, ib.—presented

by the Crown to Kettins, 70—intro-

duced by his friend Smith of Lauder,
71—views on pastoral visitations,

72—replies to Sir G. Sinclair on the

state of the Church, 73—his Liberal

opinions in politics, ib.— concerning
writing sermons, 74—sends paper on
Pascal to 'British Quarterly,' 75

—

letter in reply to Smith's criticism

of this paper, 76 — life in a rural

parish, 77 — Neander and German
Protestantism, 79—increasing liter-

ary occupations, SI—paper on New-
man's ' Phases of Faith,' ib.—decides

to visit the Great Exhibition, 82—
asked to write in the ' North British

Review,' ib.—contributes paper on
Carlyle's 'Life of John Sterling,'

ib.—letter from Sir James Stephen,
84—consults Smith about a vacant

chair in Glasgow University, ib.—
withdraws his candidature, 85 —
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makes inquiries about an appoint-

ment in Aberdeen, 86— consults
Smith about a vacant church In

Liverpool, 87—decides it is nol s

iilace for him, ib.—writes in 'North
• ritish Review ' upon Nielnilir, Mul-

ler on sin, the earlier essays of Sir

Arthur Helps, 88, 89—article on
Bunsen'e ' Bippolytus ' in prepara-

tion, ib. — appointed an examiner
for the Dick Bequest, '.•'J—begins to

prepare bis Burnett Prize Essay, ib.

—the founder of the prize, 94—the

thoughts of a competitor, 96—do-

mestic life at Kettins, 97.

Vacant chair at St Andrews, 98

—

the suggestion of Sir David Brewster
and l)r Brown, ib.— Huron Hansen

recommends Tulloch to Lord Pal-

merston, 101 — letter to Professor

Brown in explanation of an awkward
position, 102—tho minister of Ket-

tins unexpectedly gazetted Principal

of St Mary's, 103—his expectations

from the Burnett Prize Essay, 105

—

delivers his inaugural address, ib.—
awarded the second Burnett prize,

106—seizure of the Burnett Fund
by the University Commissioners,
107—letter to his wife on the de-

cision of the Burnett trustees, 109

—

congratulations from friends, 110

—

publication of the essay, 111—he

removes from Kettins, 11'2—publi-

cation of his inaugural address on
"The Theological Tendencies of the

Age," 113—his views on tradition-

alism in theology, 114—article on
Vinet, 116—collecting materials for

his winter campaign, 117— the prac-

tical work of the University, 118

—

an induction dinner, 119—Tulloch's

health proposed by his friend Dick-
son, ib.

The Principal's official house and
Stipend, 121—attractions of St An-
drews. 122—sent to London to watch
the University Bill, 1 27—with Profes-

sor Ferrier as a colleague, 128—their

journey, 129—their pranks of sight-

seeing and pleasure-making, 130

—

expedition to Oxford, 133—a Scotch
church in Paris, 134—the Principal's

children sent to Kettins, 135—death

of the youngest during his absence

in Paris, ib.—struggles against er-

rors of temper, 137—the scene of his

Sunday work in Paris, ib.—a little

tour in Germany, 13S—the Princi-

pal's augmentation of income, 141

—

the Principalship ol Edinburgh Uni-

of st Mary's College to Bdiu
ib.—addresses a letter to thi l

versity Commissioners on the in-

adequate provision for the I b

de of the Universities, ib.—
lectures to Philosophical 1 a ititution

on "Leaders of the Reformation,"
147— character of these historical

led ares, 1 18 publishes ' I'm

ami its Leaders,' l 19 -appointed one
of bar Majesty's Chaplains for Scot-

land, 150—-expedition to the Sigh-
lands with Mr Smith, as representa-

tives of the Endowment Committee,
ib. — visits London on University

business, 152— opinion of Parlia-

ment, 153— visits Cambridge and
Ely, 155 — appointed second clerk

of the General Assembly, 156—his

work as editor of the 'Record' of

the Church of Scotland, ib.— Mr
Bannay of the 'Courant' and his

influence on the Principal, 157 —
first interview with the Queen at

Balmoral, 158—visits Ireland with
Mr Smith, 159—introduction to Mrs
Oliphant at Rosneath, 160—a new
friendship 161 — approaching sha-

dows, 163.

Effect of adverse criticism, 164

—

the Principal and the ' Edinburgh
Courant,' 165 — overstrain and ill-

ness, 167— lectures at Edinburgh,
168—goes to Malvern for the water-
cure, 169 — visits Mrs Oliphant at

Ealing, 170—trip to Orkney, 171—
voyage to Greece and Pome, 172

—

proposal that the Principal should be
appointed minister of the College
Church, St Andrews, 173—diary of
the voyage, 175 et scq.—his views on
the subject of the Greeks, ISO—ar-

rival at Rome, 1S2—his residence in

that city, 183—studies Renan's 'Vie
de Jesus,' 184—writes lectures on, for

his students, ib.—second voyage to

Greece, ib. — residence at Athens,
185 et seq.—state of modern Greece,
189—residence in Capri, 190—return
to Kome, 194—visit to Germany, 195
—death of Professor Ferrier, 196

—

German theology, ib.—the candidates
for the Moral Philosophy chair, 19S
—his life at Tubingen, 201—plan of

Study, ib.—preparation for 'Religious
History,' 202—publishes 'The Christ
of the Gospels,' 203—return to Scot-
land, 205.
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The Renaissance of the Church of

Scotland, 206—the Principal's pro-

test against the rigidity of the Con-

fession of Faith, 220—the Assembly
of 1866 on the Confession of Faith,

227—preaches in Greyfriars Church,
228—his sensitiveness and the work
of the Assembly, 231—preaches be-

fore the Queen, 284—dines with her

Majesty, 235—tirade against over-

finery, 236—an evening in the House
of Commons, 237—his literary la-

bours, 239—vacant chairs in Glas-

gow and Edinburgh, ib.—visits the

Queen at Windsor, 240—the General

Assembly of 1868, ib. — Principal

speaks on MrGladstone'sIrishChurch
policy and the Abolition of Patron-

age, ib., 242—another attack of ill-

ness, 244—visits to the Highlands,

Ryde, &c, 245—his claims to a seat

on the proposed Education Board,

248—the Education Bill thrown out

by the Lords, 251.

Disappointment and consolation,

253—marriage of his eldest daughter,

254—the Principal's family affairs,

254—serious illness of his wife, 256

—attends the marriage of the Prin-

cess Louise, 258—settling of his son

John, 259 — acts as commissioner

under the Endowed Institutions Act,

ib.—hints on preaching, 262—speech

on the Education Bill and the re-

ligious difficulty, 264 — speech on
"Union," 268—attends the funeral

of Norman Macleod, 270—visit to

Germany, 273—appointed an Educa-
tional Commissioner, 274— finishes

'Rational Theology,' 276—its recep-

tion and characteristics, 276—correc-

tions of the press, 277—letter from

the Queen on the death of her sister,

279—the Principalship of Glasgow
University, ib.—the meetings of the

Education Board, 280—thoughts and
sayings, 281—another attack of ill-

ness, ib.—the Principal attempts to

diagnose his illness, 283—journey to

Balmoral, 284—review of the year

1873, 285— University mission to

London, 2S6—trip to America, 287
—his impressions of the New World,

288 et seq.

Returns with renewed strength from
America, 304— attends Patronage de-

bate in the House of Commons, ib.—
invited to dine with the Queen, 305
—appointed senior clerk of Assem-
bly, 307—period of tranquillity, 309

—the admission of ministers and stu-

dents of other Churches into the
Church of Scotland, 310—marriage
of a daughter, 311—visits Balmoral,

ib. — examined by the University

Commission as to the condition and
requirements of the Scottish Univer-
sities, 312— appointed Croall Lec-

turer, 315—large attendance at the

course, ib.—Dundee scheme of lec-

tures, 316—subsequent institution of

a college in Dundee, ib.)—death of

his friend Smith of North Leith, 318
—literary work begun or completed,
319—visit to Westminster Abbey,
320—the Assembly of 1877, 321—
informed that he is to be proposed
as Moderator in 1878, 322—unfailing
pleasure in literature, 323—threaten-

ings of Disestablishment, 325—elect-

ed Moderator of the Church, 327—his

pleasure in the office, 329—conclud-

ing address to the Assembly, 330 ct

seq.—its solemn warnings and ap-

peals, 336—his anxiety about the

Disestablishment question, 337—the

cause of the Church, 339—life at a

French watering-place, 341—lectures

in Westminster Abbey, 343—speech
on Church Defence in Glasgow,
345— appointed editor of 'Fraser's

Magazine,' 349—death of his son's

wife, Mrs W. Tulloch, 351—at work
as editor, 352—the Principal's corre-

spondence with Mr John Blackwood
on his appointment, 350—the last act

of the Moderator, 353—letterfrom the
Queen, ib.—hungry contributors, 354
—writes to his bereaved son, 355

—

discouraging prospects of ' Fraser,'

357—domestic happiness, 361.

On the gloomy political outlook,
363—takes a leading part in the Fife

Burghs contest, 364— presentation

of portrait, 365— his acknowledg-
ment, 366—return of his mysterious
ailment, 368—extracts from his diary
describing his illness, 369 et seq.—
" a truly miserable state," 373—con-
sultation with Dr Clark in London,
375—the utterances of misery from
Torquay, 377—beginning to mend,
379—convalescence, 381—projects a
University Chapel at St Andrews,
383—visit to the Highlands, 385—
return to active life, 386—memorial
to Dean Stanley, 387.

The existence of the Church of

Scotland as a national Establishment,
388—his activity in defending it, 389
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—University affairs,891—the office of

senior Principal, 898- attend

riage of the Duke of Edinburgh, 394
-

i in' < (eneral Assembly and I Ihurch

Defence, 396— speaks againel Die-

eatabli anient, 898 etteq. appointed

Dean of I he I Shape! Royal ana I >ean

of the Order of the Thistle, 405—
trip to the Engadine with the Bail-

lies, 406—the movement for Church
Defem e, 1 10 -tyranny of the "Men"
in tho North, 411—National Church
Society, 413—lectures in Inverness,

415— death of his eldest grandchild,

416—state of the colleges of St An-
drews, il>. ct Wff.—visit to London,
417—report of the Church Interests

Committee, 418— speech on the value

of a National Church, ib.—national

righteousness, -1-1— projects 'His-

tory of Scotland since 1745,' 422

—

visit to Balmoral, 425—opens a new
church in London, 426 — attends

Edinburgh University Tercentenary

celebrations, 427—the St Giles' Lec-

tures, 430—address on the defects of

the Scotch Universities, 431— Uni-

versity reform, 433—addresses a let-

ter to the University Commissioners,
434—his autumn round of visits, 435

—increase of students at St Andrews,
436 — lectures on "Movements of

Religious Thought," 437—the Prin-

cipalship of Edinburgh University,

440—visits Arran, 444—the Assem-
bly of 18S5, ib.—crushing defeat of

the opponents of the Church, 445

—

the last public effort of the Princi-

pal, 448—great speech on the duty
of the Church, 449 ct scq.—enthusi-

astic reception of his oration, 453.

On the duty of patriotism before

party, 45S—a last deputation on the

University Bill, 460—the state of St

Andrews University on the death
of Principal Shairp, 461—Tulloch's

claim to be sole Principal of the

University, 462 — the family party

at Balmoral, 464—consults Dr Bal-

four, ib.—his autumn holiday, 465
—increasing illness, 466—residence

at Harrogate, 467—delivers a lecture

in St Giles' on "National Religion

in Theory and Fact," 46S—residence

at Craigloekhart, 471—consultation

in London, ib.—the doctors' verdict,

472—ordered a warm climate and
constant medical attendance, ib.—
goes to Torquay with his daughter
Fanny, 473 — Dr Browne tells his

daughtei be ii dying, 17 1 -Mrs Tul-

loch Li senl for, I7f> her twenty-four

hours' journey from Si Andrei

Torquay, ib.— a flicker of hope, ib.—
his death in pretence of hie wife and

elder children, 476—receipt of the

news in Scotland, ft.—the funeral at

St Andrews, 477—the Queen's sym-

pathy, it.—her letter to Rev. W. W.
Tulloch, 478—her Majesty'.-* touching

letter to Mrs Tulloch, ib.

Tulloch, Mi S Fanny, accompanies her

father to Torquay, 473 ct scq.

Tulloch, Mrs, letter to, from Hamburg,
53— letter to, on cheap board in

Hamburg, 54—joins hex husband

at Hamburg, 58—letter to, from

Luther's country, 59— letter to, from

Gotha, Prince Albert's fatherland,

61—letter to, by the Principal, on

his success in the Burnett com-
petition, 109—letter to, from Paris,

on the children, 136— becomes

acquainted with Mrs Oliphant, 161

—has a sad talk with her after the

death of the Principal, 162—letter

to, from the Principal on his ill-

ness, 171—letter to, on his future

studies, 201— letters to, on the Lee

case, and the debate on the Confes-

sion of Faith, 226, 227—letter to, on

a fashionable dinner-party, 236

—

letter to, describing a night in the

House of Commons, 237—letter to,

on the defeat of the Education Bill,

252—letter to, on Clewer Church,

255—serious illness of, 256— left

with a shattered constitution, 257

—

letter to, describing the marriage of

the Princess Louise, 258—letter to,

on Dr Norman Macleod's funeral,

270—letter to, describing a storm in

the Atlantic, 2S7—letter to, giving

his impressions of the New World,

288 et scq.—letters to, detailing his

engagements in London, 304, 306

—

letter to, on the admission of Free

Church ministers, 311—letter to, on

the serious illness of Dr Smith of

North Leith, 317—letter to, saying

it is a profound secret, his intended

nomination as Moderator, 322—letter

to, on the Longmans, 352—letters to,

from the editorial chair, 354—letter

to, on the death of Mrs W. W.
Tulloch, ib.—letters to, on the pros-

pects of 'Fraser,' 359, 360, 361—
letter to, describing the marriage of

the Duke of Albany, 394—letters to,

on Lord Aberdeen's motlev gather-
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ings at Holyrood, 397—letter to, de-

scribing an alarming position, 407

—

letter to, on the Duke of Connaught's
letters from Egypt, 409—letter to, on
the proposal to abolish St Andrews
University, 417— letter to, on the

Queen, 425—letters to, on the death

of Prince Leopold, 426—letter to, on
Reeve and Arnold, 427— although
an invalid, goes to Torquay to her

dying husband, 475—present at his

death, 476—the Queen calls upon
the widow to express her sympathy,
479—her Majesty's touching letter

to, ib.—her sufferings from asthma,
480 — her death, 481 — reunion,

ib.

Tulloch, Mr, minister of Tibbermuir,
the Principal's father, 2— his at-

titude on the Non- Intrusion con-

troversy, 17—death of, 36.

Tulloch, Rev. W. W., accompanies his

father to Greece and Rome, 172

—

visits Germany with his father, 195
—about to start in life, 254—letter

to, on preaching, 262—letter to, on
Lord Falkland, 272— settled in

Greenock, 285—preaches before the

Queen, 342—death of his wife, 351
—letter to, on his wife's death, 355
—letter to, on the gloomy political

outlook, 363—letter to, on the Fife

Burghs contest, 365—letter to, on
literary work, 367—letter to, on the

improvement in his condition, 379

—

letter to, on the Principalship of

Edinburgh University, 440— letter

to, describing a visit to Balmoral,
464—letter to, on the features of his

illness, 470—the Queen writes him,
expressing her regret on hearing of

his father's death, 478.

Tulloch, Thomas Logan, 293.

Tullochs in the north, 172.

'

' Union " with other Churches, speech
by the Principal on, 267.

Universities, comparison of, 141.

University affairs in Scotland, 390 et

seq.

University Bill, the, 127 ct scq., 141.

University Bill and the Scotch Uni-
versities, 431—the rearrangement of

the Theological Faculties, ib.— de-

fects of the Scotch system, 432—the
Principal's letter to the University
Commissioners, 142, 434.

University examinations at St Andrews,
423.

University representation, 238.

Vaughan, Dr, Manchester, editor of

the ' British Quarterly Review,'
Tulloch sends paper on Pascal to,

75—wishes paper on Neander for the

'British Quarterly,' 79.

Vaughan, Dr, Master of the Temple,
359.

Veitch, Professor, 198, 200.

Vinet, the Principal's article on, 116.

Vivisection, the Queen's antipathy to,

311.

Voluntaryism, 401.

Wales, Prince of, thanksgiving service

attended by the Principal, 263.

Wallace, Robert, Old Greyfriars, Edin-
burgh, trouble through his desire

for pluralities, 280—he opposes the

Principal, 311.

Wartburg, the scenery of, 62.

Watson, Dr, Dundee, 308, 379.

Watson, Dr Heron, 375.

Wauchope, Sir John Don, 274.

Webster, Mr John, secretary of the

Burnett trustees, 106.

Westminster Abbey, visits, under the

guidance of Dean Stanley, 320

—

the Principal lectures in, 343— he
stays with the Dean at Dean's Yard,
344.

Westminster, Dean of, 426.

Whipple, Edwin, 291.

Whyte Melville, Major, 119.

Williamson, Mr Stephen, M.P., 365—
letter to, on Liberal politicians and
Disestablishment, 414.

Wilson, Mr, of New Abbey, 372.

Wilson, Rev. George, 372.

Winchester, the Bishop of, 253.

Windsor, attempt on the life of the

Queen, 406—deputation from the

Church of Scotland to present an ad-

dress to her Majesty on her escape, ib.

Windsor, the Dean of, 306.

Women, American, 298.

Women, higher education of, 427, 428.

Wordsworth, Bishop, and proposed
union of the Church of Scotland

with the Episcopalians, 212 ct seq.

Yelverton case, the, 153.

' Zanoni,' Bulwer Lytton's, 25.
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K.B.,' &c. With a Memoir by the Rev. W. K. R. Bedfoud. Illustrated|with

Two Portraits of Mr Sharpe, and numerous Portraits aud Etchings reproduced

from his Drawings. Two Volumes, 8vo, £2, 12s. 6d.

" It is impossible in a few lines to afford an idea of the richly varied matter that is

to be found in these volumes—the glimpses of the fashionable world and notable per-

sonages of the early part of the century, the quaint anecdotes, the curious genealogi-
cal jottings, the notes on historical portraits and ancient folios—the whole given,
always at least when the letter is from Sharpe's own pen, in a style characterised by
the crispest and most pungent wit."

—

Academy.

"The old collector's correspondence remains a rich and various treasure of gossip,

anecdote, and history—perhaps the best of such collections that we inherit from the
early part of the century."

—

Daily Xeivs.

XOW COMPLETED. THE CABINET EDITION.

THE INVASION OF THE CRIMEA: Its Origin, and an
Account of its Progress down to the Death of Lord Raglan. By A.
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Crown 8vo, each price 6s.

SCOTTISH SONG : Its Wealth, Wisdom, and Social Signifi-

cance. By JOHN STUART BLACKIE, Emeritus Professor of Greek in the

University of Edinburgh, Author of ' Lays and Legends of Ancient Greece,' &c.

In One Volume, crown Svo. With Music. 7s. 6d.

New and Cheaper Edition.

WANDERINGS IN CHINA. By C. F. Gordon Cumming,
Author of ' At Home in Fiji,' ' A Lady's Cruise in a French Man-of-War, ' Fire

Fountains,' &c, &c. Third Edition, with Portrait of the Author, and other

Illustrations. Complete in One Volume, 8vo, 10s.

" We know of no book of travel which sketches so graphically the ' heathen Chinee

'

and his surroundings, whether in the sweltering cities of the South or in dirt-begrimed

Peking, as Miss Gordon Cumming's new work."

—

Atlierueum.

" We can safely say that she saw more of China and the Chinese than any recent
traveller who has taken the public into his confidence. And not only so, but she has
thoroughly appreciated what she saw, and by the aid of a graphic pen has given us an
excellent book on the country and people."

—

Academy.
" It is one of the most informing books on China that has ever been written in

English A work packed full of interesting facts about ' actualities ' in China, and
most readable and entertaining from beginning to end."

—

Contemporary Review.



SCIENTIFIC RELIGION; (.it, Ilicun POMIBILITIEI -.1 LlFI
AND PHACTICK, Till! II Mill; Ol'KK.VMON OK NaTUIAI. III-. Bj

LAURENCE 01.
1 PHANT. 8vo, Lfl .

1MERLIN ami otiiki! l'ur.Ms. I'.y John \'i;ri( ii, LL.D., Pro
feasor of Logic and Rhetoric in tlic University of (llasgow; Autlior of 'The
History and Poetry of tho Scottish Border,' In One Volume, crown 8vo.

SCOTLAND AND SCOTSMEN IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. Edited from the MBS. of JOHN BAMSAY, Esq. of

By ALEXANDER ALLARDYCK, Author of ' Memoir of Admiral Lord Keith,

K.B.,' &c. Two Volumes, 8vo, 31s. 8d.

"This is the heal book which has appeared on the Scotland of tin-
|

tland
not too remote or barbarous to be now uninteresting It embodies the ezperii

of a shrewd, Bagacious, scholarly Scotsman, who lived in times when events happen* d

thai were worth observing."

—

Spectator.

r ' " It exceeds in interest any work that has appeared for many years, both as regards
the period with which it deals and the method in which it is composed."

—

Mm.
Post.

"The Ochtertyre manuscripts are interesting from the first page to the last

The reader may turn to what chapter he will, and wherever lie pauses be sure of good
entertainment. — Athenaeum.

"These volumes form the most interesting addition that has for some time been
made to Scottish social, personal, and anecdotal history."

—

Scotsman.
" No more delightful book of personal reminiscences has been sent out than that

just edited by Mr Allardyce from manuscripts prepared by the late John Ramsay of
Ochtertyre. "

—

Ulasgow Herald.

"A remarkably fascinating work."

—

Warrington Guardian,

FOUR BIOGRAPHIES FROM 'BLACKWOOD.'
JANS TAYLOR. I ELIZABETH FRY.
HANNAH MORE. I MARY S0MBRV1LLB.

ByL. B. WALFORD, Author of 'Mr Smith,* 'Troublesome Daughters,' 'The
Baby's Grandmother,' &c.

|

.Crown 8vo, 5s.

" Delightful reading and excellent specimens of genuine biography Asanovelist
Mrs Walfbrd has made a decided mark ; as a biographer she is equally at home in her
work, and carries it through with the same originality of method and style that gives
zest and piquancy to her stories."

—

Literary World.

" The essays are not so much biographies in the ordinary sense as literary portraits.

The insight into human nature which has given this talented writer her reputa-
tion as a novelist is displayed to the full in these studies of real character The
vividness with which the portraits are painted is not often surpassed even in fiction.

"

—Scotsman.

" From one end to the other it is pleasant, clever, and readable."

—

St James's
Gazette.

Cheap Edition, price Is.

LAYS OF THE SCOTTISH CAVALIERS, axd other Poems.
By Professor AYTOUN. Fcap. Svo, with an Illustrated Cover, price Is.

THE OUTCASTS; or, Certain Passages ix the Life of a
Clergyman. Two Volumes, post 8vo, 17s.



OX SOME OF SHAKESPEARE'S FEMALE CHARACTERS.
In- a Skhiks of LRTTIRS. By HELENA FAUCIT, Lady MARTIN. Dedi-

cated by Permission to Her Most Gracious Majesty t/ie Queen. A Third and
Cheaper Edition. With Portrait. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

"In this volume we learn to know eight fascinating Shakespeare women: Ophelia,
Portia, Desdemona, Juliet, Imogen, Knsalind, Beatrice, and—as a Shakespeare won i.m
' by her own right '—Helen Faucit, Lady Martin."—F. A. Leo, in Shakespeare Jahr-
buch, vol. 21.

"This is one of the books we dare hardly criticise We have seldom met with a
hook which lias given us more refined enjoyment as we read, and more original mat-
ter for meditation afterwards."

—

Times.

"The book is delightful, full of information and helpful commentary on Shake-
Bpeare, while at the same time it reveals to us, in the most effective way, a very lofty

and beautiful individuality."

—

British Quarterly Revieto.

"Interspersed with the accounts of the plays in which she has appeared, there are
fragments of dramatic autobiography of much interest and value."

—

Saturday Review.

GOSSIPS WITH GIRLS AND MAIDENS, BETROTHED
AND FREE. By Lady BELLAIRS. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

"An admirable manual of self-help and self-education; an encyclopaedia of valu-

able hints and suggestions. Even matters that might be called familiar, trivial, or
commonplace, are brightly treated with fresh originality. Directions are given as to

diet as well as study ; stress is laid on the due development of the physical powers
and the careful preservation of health ; dress and the adornment of the person are

not neglected ; maidens are counselled as to the choice of a husband, and as to how
they may cage as well as net an eligible admirer."

—

Times.

THE WORKS OF HORACE. Translated into English
Veuse. With a Life and Notes. By Sir THEODORE MARTIN, K.C.B.

New Edition. Two Volumes, post 8vo, 21s.

"No version of Horace has ever appeared in England more complete in itself or

more likely to be popular than the one which Sir Theodore Martin has now given to

the public."

—

Atlieuirum.

"Of the translation itself we can speak in terms of almost unqualified praise.

Whether it be looked at from the point of view of the scholar or of the English reader

it is alike excellent Sir Theodore Martin's chief characteristic as a translator is

consummate ease. One might read page after page without ever suspecting that the

work was a translation ; and yet, on comparing it with the Latin, it will be found
that almost every shade of meaning is expressed or suggested with a fidelity which
Conington himself has scarcely equalled."

—

Saturday Revieio.

BETWEEN THE OCHILS AND FORTH; or, From Stirling

Bridge to Aberdour. By DAVID BEVERIDGE, Author of 'Culross and

Tulliallan.' With a Map of the District. Crown 8vo, 6s.

" Another neglected but charming region is dealt with in Mr David Beveridge's
'Between the Ochils and Forth.' To any one visiting this region, in the midst of
which lies the famous trouting Loch Leven, Mr Beveridge's volume will be a cheer-

ful and useful guide."

—

Times.

"There is some out-of-the-way information on almost every page, and, in fact, we
cannot open the book anywhere without being interested."

—

Manchester Guardian.

A HANDBOOK OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. By
JAMES RANKIN, D.D., Minister of Muthill ; Author of 'Character Studies in

the Old Testament,' &c. Fourth Edition, revised throughout, with Addition of

Three New Chapters. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.



A DREAMER OF DREAMS. A MoDiBH EtOMAVCft By
Hi. \ 1 1 1 1

1 . .
i of • Thoth.' I Irown 8i

"Interesting as it La from first to lost, and written in a rtyle <>f except!

this new novel bids fair to outstrip In reputation the more airy work bj

author is kninvii." Smlsnm n.

GLEANINOS FROM JAPAN. P.y W. (J. Dickson, Author of

'Japan ; being a Sketch of the History, I tovernment, and Officers of the Empire.'

in one Volume, Bvo, with illustrations.

LIFE AND OPINIONS OF

MAJOR-GENERAL SIR CHARLES MAOGREGOR, K.C.B.,
(J.S.I., r. I.K.. oiMitrriii.i t<r i Miicrul in India. From bis [tetters and D

Edited by Lady MAC<:i:i:«;i IR. With Portrait and Maps. 2 Vols, Bto,

"The two bulky volumes are so full of various interest that one should read them
carefully from the lirst page to the last. But they owe their interest less to any
literary merit than to the essential romance of a singularly adventurous career, and
to the instructive information in which they abound Bir Charles MacGregor was
an example of the best type of the modern soldier."

—

Times.

"This splendid soldier and administrator, one of those rare heroic souls to whom
this Empire owes its existence, its expansion, its maintenance against foreign foe and

domestic treason, has found in the devoted partner of his brave and brilliant career

an admirable biographer It was well that the story of the campaigns in which he

was incessantly engaged from his youth to his untimely death should be fully told."

—Daily News.

ELIZABETH, AND OTHER SKETCHES. By the Author
of 'Miss Molly.' In One Volume, crown 8vo.

INSPIRATION, AND OTHER SERMONS. By the Rev.
ALFRED WILLIAMS MOMERIE, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., late Fellow of St

John's College, Cambridge ; Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in King's Col-

lege, Loudon. Crown Svo, 5s.

"A masterly exposition There is a freshness and potency in the author's

thought and reasoning that both charm and convince."

—

Christian Union.

New Edition, with Portrait.

THE BOOK-HUNTER. By John Hill Burton, Author of

'A History of Scotland,' 'The Scot Abroad,' 'The Reign of Queen Anne,' &c.

New Edition, crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS, Edinburgh and London.



George Eliot.
Jlrfo anb C {jtHptr (Fbifion.

In One Vol.

(JEORGE ELIOT'S LIFE,

as Related in her Letters and Journals.
Arranged and Edited by her Husband, J. W.
Cross. With Portrait and Wood Engravings.

Crown 8vo, Vs. 6d.

Cabinet (Ebttion.

Qeorge eliot's life and works.
Printed from a New and Legible Type. Com-
plete in 24 Volumes
Price £6.

if a convenient size

Novels by george eliot.

cheaper editions. With Illustrations.

ADAM BEDE. Crown 8vo, . . . 3s. 6d.

THE MILL ON THE FLOSS. Cr. 8vo, 8s. 6d.

FELIX HOLT, The Radical. Cr. 8vo, 8s. 6d.

SCENES OF CLERICAL LIFE. Cr. 8vo, 3s. Od.

SILAS MARNER. Crown 8vo, . . 2s. 6d.

ROMOLA. Crown 8vo, . . .8s. Cd.

DANIEL DERONDA. Crown 8vo, . 7s. 6d-

MIDDLEMARCH. Crown 8vo, . . 7s. 6d.

Qeorge eliots
miscellaneous writings.

ESSAYS AND LEAVES FROM A NOTB-
BOOK. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown

8vo, 5s.

IMPRESSIONS OF THEOPHRASTUS SUCH.
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

THE SPANISH GYPSY. A Poem.

Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s

New

THE LEGEND OF JUBAL, and Other
Poems, Old and New. New Edition, crown

8vo, 5s.

WISE, WITTY, AND TENDER SAYINGS,
in Prose and Verse. Selected from the

Works of Georoe Eliot. Sixth Edition.

Cloth gilt. fcap. 8vo, 6s.

THE GEORGE ELIOT BIRTHDAY BOOK.
Printed on Fine paper, and handsomely bound
in cloth gilt, fcap. 8vo, 8s. 6d. ; or in French

morocco, or Russia, 5s.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

The One Volume English Dictionary.

AN ETYMOLOGICAL AND PRONOUNCING

DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,
EMBRACINO SCIENTIFIC AND OTHER TERMS, NUMEROUS FAMILIAR EXPRESSIONS, AND

A COPIOUS SELECTION OF OLD ENGLISH WORDS, TO WHICH ARE APPENDED
LISTS OF SCRIPTURE AND OTHER PROPER NAMES, ABBREVIATIONS,

AND FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES.

By the Rev. JAMES STORMONTH.
The Pronunciation carefully revired by the Rev. P. H. PHELP, M.A. Cantab.

Zbe Xibran? jEottton.

Large 8uo, 31s. 6d.

Times.— " This may serve in great measure the
purposes of an English cyclopedia The dic-

tionary appears in all its departments to have
been brought down to meet the latest demands
of the day, and it is admirably printed."

St James's Gazette.—" This excellent etymo-
logical and pronouncing dictionary of the Eng-
lish language in its present form can challenge,
for clearness and beauty of type, comparison
with any other dictionary. It is a work that
well deserved to be so printed."

New York Tribune.—" As regards thorough-
ness of etymological research and breadth of
modern Inclusion, Stormonth's new dictionary
surpasses all its predecessors In fact, Stor-
month's Dictionary possesses merits so many and
conspicuous, that it can hardly fail to establish
itself as a standard and a favourite."

Zbc fbanoE lEDitfon.

Crown 8uo, 7s. 6d.
Notes and Queries.—" Should find a place on

every library table."

Harper's Magazine.—" Is altogether a marvel
of comprehensiveness and accuracy."

Westminster Review. — " This dictionary
is admirable. The etymological part especially
is good and sound. The work deserves a place
in every English school."

Graphic.—" This strikes us as likely to prove
a useful and valuable work The number of

scientific terms given is far beyond what we have
noticed in previous works of this kind, and will

in great measure render special dictionaries su-
perfluous. Great care seems also to have been
exercised in giving the correct etymology and
definition of words. We trust the work may
meet with the success it deserves."

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.
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PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS.

Edited by WILLIAM KNIGHT, LL.D.,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of St Andrews,

la crown 8vo Volumes, with Portraits, price 3s. 6d.

Now ready—

By Professor Mahaffy, Dublin.

By Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A.
By Professor Campbell Fraser, Edinburgh.

By Professor Adamson, Owens College, Manchester.

By Professor "Wallace, Oxford.

By Professor Veitch, Glasgow.

By Professor Edward Caird, Glasgow.

By J. Theodore Merz.

By Professor Flint, Edinburgh.

By Professor Croom Robertson, London.

By the Editor.

By the Very Rev. Principal Caird, Glasgow.

Part I.—The Life. By Professor Nichol, Glasgow.

In preparation—
II.—Philosophy. By Professor Nichol, Glasgow.

1.
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PUB LIC A T ION S.

ALISON. History of Europe. By Sir Archibald Alison, Bart.,
D.C.L.

1. From the Commencement of the French Revolution to the
Battle of Waterloo.

Library EDITION', 14 vols., with Portraits. Demy 8vo, ,£10, 10s.

Anothbb Edition, in 20 vols, crown 8vo, £6.
People's Edition, 13 vols, crown Svo, £2, us.

2. Continuation to the Accession of Louis Napoleon.
Library Edition, 8 vols. 8vo, £6, 7s. 6V1.

People's Edition, 8 vols, crown 8vo, 34s.

3. Epitome of Alison's History of Europe. Twenty-ninth
Thousand, 7s. 6d.

4. Atlas to Alison's History of Europe. By A. Keith Johnston.
Library Edition, demy 4to, £3, 3s.

People's Edition, 31s. 6d.

Life of John Duke of Marlborough. "With some Account
of his Contemporaries, and of the War of the Succession. Third Edition,
2 vols. 8vo. Portraits and Maps, 30s.

Essays: Historical, Political, and Miscellaneous. 3 vols.
demy 8vo, 45s.

AIRD. Poetical Worka of Thomas Aird. Fifth Edition, with
Memoir of the Author l>y the Rev. Jardine Wallace, and Portrait,
Crown Svo, 7s 6d.

ALLARDYCE. The City of Sunshine. By Alexander Allar-
dyce. Three vols, post 8vo, £1, 5s. 6d.

Memoir of the Honourable George Keith Elphinatone,
K.B., Viscount Keith of Stonehaven, Marischal, Admiral of the Red. Svo,
With Portrait, Illustrations, and Maps, 21s.

Letters from and to Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe. Edited
by Alfx. Alla&dyi r. with a Memoir by the Ii. v. W. K. R. Bedford, a \

8vo. Illustrated with Etchings and other Engravings. £2, 12s. 6d.



LIST OF BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

ALLARDYCE. Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eighteenth Centnry.
Eilited from the MSS. of John Ramsay, Esq. of Ochtcrtyre, by Alex. Ai.lak-

DYCB. 2 vols. 8vo, 31s. 6(1.

ALMOND. Sermons by a Lay Head-master. By Hely Hutchin-
son Almond, M.A. Oxon., Head-master of Loretto School. Crown 8vo, 58.

ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited by
Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A. Complete in 28 vols., cloth, 2s. 6d. each ; or in

14 vols., tastefully bound, with calf or vellum back, ,£3, 10s.

Contents of the Series.

Homer : The Iliad, by the Editor.

—

Homer : The Odyssey, by the Editor.

—

Her-
odotus, by George C. Swayne, M.A.

—

Xenophon, by Sir Alexander Grant, Bart, LL. D.
KruirinKS, by W. B. Donne

—

Aristophanes, by the Editor.

—

Plato, by Clifton W.
Collins, M.A.

—

Lucian, by the Editor.— AESCHYLUS, by the Right Rev. the Bishop of

Colombo.

—

Sophocles, by Clifton W. Collins, M.A.

—

Hesiod and Theoonis, by the
Rev. J. Davies, M.A.

—

Greek Axtfioi.ooy, by Lord Neaves.

—

Virgil, by the Editor.
—Horace, by Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B.

—

Juvenal, by Edward Walford, M.A.

—

Plautus and Terence, by the Editor.

—

The Commentaries of C^csar, by Anthony
Trollope.

—

Tacitus, by W. B. Donne.

—

Cicero, by the Editor.

—

Pliny's Letters, by
the Rev. Alfred Church, M.A., and the Rev. W. J. Brodribb, M.A.—Livy, by the
Editor.

—

Ovid, by the Rev. A. Church, M.A.

—

Catullus, Tibullus, and Propertius,
by the Rev. Jas. Davies, M.A.

—

Demosthenes, by the Rev. W. J. Brodribb, M.A.

—

Aristotle, by Sir Alexander Grant, Bart., LL.D —Thucydides, by the Editor.

—

Lucretius, by W. H. Mallock, M.A.—Pindar, by the Rev. F. D. Morice, M.A.

AYTOUN. Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, and other Poems. By
W. Edmondstoune Aytoun, D.C.L., Professor of Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres

in the University of Edinburgh. New Edition, printed from a new type,

and tastefully bound. Feap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Another Edition, being the Thirtieth. Fcap. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Cheap Edition. Fcap. 8vo. Illustrated Cover. Price is.

An Illustrated Edition of the Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers.
From designs by Sir Noel Paton. Small 4to, 21s., in gilt cloth.

Bothwell : a Poem. Third Edition. Fcap., 7s. 6d.

Poems and Ballads of Goethe. Translated by Professor
Aytoun and Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B. Third Edition. Fcap., 6s.

Bon Gaultier's Book of Ballads. Bv the Same. Fourteenth
and Cheaper Edition. With Illustrations by Doyle, Leech, and Crowquill.

Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

- The Ballads of Scotland. Edited by Professor Aytoun.
Fourth Edition. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, 12s.

Memoir of William E. Aytoun, D.C.L. By Sir Theodore
Martin. K.C.B. With Portrait. Post 8vo. 12s.

BACH. On Musical Education and Vocal Culture. By Albert
B. Bach. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The Principles of Singing. A Practical Guide for Vocalists
and Teachers. With Course of Vocal Exercises. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Art of Singing. With Musical Exercises for Young
People. Crown Svo, 3s.

BALLADS AND POEMS. By Members of the Glasgow
Ballad Club. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d

BANNATYNE. Handbook of Republican Institutions in the
United States of America. Based upon Federal and State Laws, and other
reliable sources of information. By Duoald J. Bannatyne, Scotch Solicitor,

New York ; Member of the Faculty of Procurators, Glasgow. Cr. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

BELLAIRS. The Transvaal War, 1880-81. Edited by Lady Bel-
lairs. With a Frontispiece and Map. 8vo, 15s

Gossips with Girls and Maidens, Betrothed and Free.
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 58.



WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS.

BESANT. The Revolt of Man. By Walter Bksant, M.A.
Blghth Edition. Ci'iwn 8vo, 3». 6(1.

Readings in Rabelais. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

BEVERIDQE. Culrossand Tulliallan; 01 Perthshire on Forth. It-
1 Antiquities, With Elucidations of Scottish Life and <'harai-t<-r

from the Burgh and Kirl Session Records <>f that District. By David
SIDOC I vols. s \", with Illustration

Between the Ochils and the Forth; or, Prom Stirling
Bridge to Aherdour. Crown BVO

BLACK. Beligoland and the Islands of the North Sea. By
William Qxoboi Black. <'rown 8vo, 48.

BLACKIE. Lays and Legends of Ancient Greece. By John
8tuart Bi.ai kik, Emeritus Professor of Greek in the University of Edin-
burgh. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

The Wisdom of Groethe. Fcap. 8vo. doth, extra gilt, 6s.

Scottish Song: Its Wealth, Wisdom, and Social Signifi-

cance. Crown 8vo. With Music 7s. 6d.

A Song Of Homes. ( 'rnwil 8vo. press.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, from Commencement in 1817 to

Deer. 1888. Nos. 1 to 879, forming 144 Volumes.

Index to Blackwood's Magazine. Vols. 1 to 50. 8vo, 158.

Tales from Blackwood. Forming Twelve Volumes of
Interesting and Amusing Railway Reading. Price One Shilling each, in Paper
Cover. Sold separately at all Railway Bookstalls.

They may also be had bound in cloth, 18s., and in half calf, richly gilt, 30s.

Or 12 volumes iu 6, roxburghe, 21s., and half red morocco, 28s.

Tales from Blackwood. New Series. Complete in Twenty-
four Shilling Parts. Handsomely bound in 12 vols., cloth, 30s. In leather

back, roxburghe style, 37s. 6d. In half calf, gilt, 52s. 6d. In half morocco, 558.

Standard Novels. Uniform in size and legibly Printed.
Each Novel complete in one volume.

FLORIN SERIES, Illustrated Boards. Or in New Cloth Binding, 2s. 6d.

Tom Cringle's Loo. By Michael Scott. Pen Owen. By Dean Hook.
The Cruise ok the Midge. By the Same. I Adam Blair. By J. G. Lockhart.
Cyril Thornton. By Captain Hamilton. Lady Lee's Widowhood. By General
Annals of the Parish. By John Gait. Sir E. B. Hamley.
The Provost, &c. By John Gait. Salem Chapel. By Mrs Oliphant.

Bib Andrew Wylie. By John Gait. The Perpetual Curate. By Mrs Oli-

The Entail. By John Gait. phant.

Miss Molly. By Beatrice May Butt. ftbae Mar.joribanks. By Mrs Oliphant.

Reginald Dalton. By J. G. Lockhart. John : A Love Story. By Mrs Oliphant.

SHILLING SERIES, Illustrated Cover. Or in New Cloth Binding, is. 6d.

The Rector, and The Doctor's Family. Sir Frizzle Pumpkin, Nights at Mess,
By Mrs Oliphant. &c.

The Like of Mansie Watch. By D. M. The Subaltern.
Moir. Life in the Far West. By G. F. Ruxton.

Peninsulas Scenes and Sketches. By Valerius: A Roman Story. By J. G.
F. Hardman. Lockhart.

BLACKMORE. The Maid of Sker. By R. D. Blackmore, Author
of Lorna Doone,' &c. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

BLAIR. History of the Catholic Church of Scotland. From the
Introduction of Christianity to the Present Day. By Alphons Bei.i.esheim,
D.D., Canon of Aix-la-Chapelle. Translated, with Notes and Additions, by
D. Oswald Hunter Blair, O.S.B., Monk of Fort Augustus. To be com-
pleted in 4 vols. 8vo. Vols. I. and II. 25s.

BOSCOBEL TRACTS. Relating to the Escape of Charles the
Second after the Battle of Worcester, and his subsequent Adventures. Edited
by J. Hughes, Bsq., A.M. A New Edition, with additional Notes and Illus-

trations, including Communications from the Rev. R. H. Barham, Author of
the ' Ingoldsby Legends.' 8vo, with Engravings, 16s.



LIST OF BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

BROOKE, Life of Sir James, Rajah of Sarawak. From his Personal
and Correspondence. By Spenser St John, H.M.'s Minister-Resident

and Conanl-Genera] Peruvian Republic ; formerly Secretary to the Kajah.
With Portrait and a Map. Post 8vo, 128. 6d.

BROUGHAM. Memoirs of the Life and Times of Henry Lord
Brougham. Written by Himself. 3 vols. 8vo, £2, 8a. The Volumes are sold
separately, price 16s. each.

BROWN. The Forester: A Practical Treatise on the Planting,
Rearing, and General Management of Forest-trees. By James Brown, LL.D.,
Inspector of and Reporter on Woods and Forests. Fifth Edition, revised and
enlarged. Royal 8vo, with Engravings, 36s.

BROWN. The Ethics of George Eliot's Works. By John Crombie
Brown. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

BROWN. A Manual of Botany, Anatomical and Physiological.
For the Use of Students. By Robert Brown, M.A., Ph.D. Crown 8vo, with
numerous Illustrations, 12s. od.

BUCHAN. Introductory Text-Book of Meteorology. By Alex-
ander Buchan, M.A., F.R.S.E., Secretary of the Scottish Meteorological
Society, &e. Crown 8vo, with 8 Coloured Charts and other Engravings,
pp. 218. 4s. 6d.

BUCHANAN. The Shire Highlands (East Central Africa). By
John Buchanan, Planter at Zomba. Crown 8vo, 5s.

BURBIDGE. Domestic Floriculture, Window Gardening, and
Floral Decorations. Being practical directions for the Propagation, Culture,
and Arrangement of Plants and Flowers as Domestic Ornaments. By F. W.
Burbidge. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations,

7s. 6d.

Cultivated Plants : Their Propagation and Improvement.
Including Natural and Artificial Hybridisation, Raising from Seed, Cuttings,
and Layers, Grafting and Budding, as applied to the Families and Genera in
Cultivation. Crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations, 12s. 6d.

BURTON. The History of Scotland : From Agricola's Invasion to
the Extinction of the last Jacobite Insurrection. By John Hill Burton,
D.C.L., Historiographer-Royal for Scotland. New and Enlarged Edition,
8 vols., and Index. Crown 8vo, £3, 3s.

History of the British Empire during the Reign of Queen
Anne. In 3 vols. 8vo. 36s.

The Scot Abroad. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Book-Hunter. New Edition. With Portrait. Crown
8vo, 7s. 6d.

BUTE. The Roman Breviary : Reformed by Order of the Holy
CEcumenical Council of Trent; Published by Order of Pope St Pius V.; and
Revised by Clement VIII. and Urban VIII. : together with the Offices since
granted. Translated out of Latin into English by John, Marquess of Bute,
K.T. In 2 vols, crown 8vo, cloth boards, edges uncut. £2, 2s.

The Altus of St Columba. With a Prose Paraphrase and
Notes. In paper cover, 2s. 6d.

BUTLER. Pompeii : Descriptive and Picturesque. By W.
Butler. Post 8vo, 5s.

BUTT. Miss Molly. By Beatrice May Butt. Cheap Edition, 2s.

Eugenie. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

CAIRD. Sermons. By John Caird, D.D., Principal of the Uni-
versity of Glasgow. Sixteenth Thousand. Fcap. 8vo, 53.

Religion in Common Life. A Sermon preached in Crathie
Church, October 14, 1855, before Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Albert.

Published by Her Majesty's Command. Cheap Edition, 3d.
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CAMPBELL. Sermons Preached before the Queen :it Balmoral.
By th<- It. v. a. a. <

' wirc.i i.i., Minister of Orathle. i Command
•I Her M .- jest v. Criiwii 8vo, 4R. 6d.

CAMPBELL. Records of Argyll Legends, Traditions, and Re-
oolleotlom of Argyllshire Blgnlandei , collected obieflj fro I

• Gaelic,

With Notes ^11 the Intiqoitj of the Dnu, Clan Oolonn '>r Tartana of the

Highlanders. By Lord Archibald Oampbbll. Uloatrated with Ni
lull |> .1

. 41,0, printed on hand-made paper, £3, 3s.

CANTON. A Lust Epic, and other Poems. By William Qi
1 Irown 8vo, 59.

CAPPON. Victor Bugo. A Memoir and a Study. By Jambs
Cm imn, MA. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

CARItlCK. Koumiss ; or, Fermented Mare's Milk : and its Uses
in the Treatment and Cure of Pulmonary Consumption, and other Wasting
Diseases. With an Appendix on the beal Methods oi l

'• ' Milk,

Bj 1. 1: L. Carsick, M.D., L.R.C.B.E. and L.B.G.P.E., Physician to the
British Embassy, Bt Petersburg, &c. Crown 8vo, iok. 6d.

CAUVIN. A Treasury of the English and German Languages.
Compiled from the best Authors and Lexicographers in both Languages.
Adapted to the Use of Schools, Students, Travellers, and Men of Business;
and forming a Companion to all German-English Dictionaries. Bj

in, 1,1. It. & Ph.D., of the University of Gttttingen, ao. Crown 8vo.7s.6d.

CAVE-BROWN. Lambeth Palace and its Associations. By J.

Cave-Brown, M.A., Vicar of Detling, Kent, and for many years Curate of Lara-
luiii I'jirish cimrch. With an Introduction by the Archbishop of Canterbury

.

Second Edition, containing an additional Chapter on Medieval Life in the
Old Palaces. 8vo, with Illustrations, 21s.

CHARTERIS. Canonicity ; or, Early Testimonies to the Existence
and Use of the Books of the New Testament. Based on KirclihoflVr's 'Quel-
lensammlung. ' Edited by A. H. Charteris, D.D., Professor of Biblical

Criticism in the University of Edinburgh. 8vo, 18s.

CHRISTISON. Life of Sir Robert Christison, Bart., M.D., D.C.L.
Oxon., Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in the University of Edinburgh.
Edited by his Sons. In two vols. 8vo. Vol.1.—Autobiography. 16s. Vol.11.
—Memoirs. 16s.

CHURCH SERVICE SOCIETY. A Book of Common Order :

Being Forms of Worship issued by the Church Service Society. Fifth Edi-
tion. 6s.

CLOUSTON. Popular Tales and Fictions : their Migrations and
Transformations. By W. A. Clouston, Editor of 'Arabian Poetry for Eng-
lish Readers,' ' The Book of Sindibad,' &c. 2 vols, post Svo, roxburghe bind-

COCHRAN.' A Handy Text-Book of Military Law. Compiled
chiefly to assist Officers preparing for Examination ; also for all Officers of

the Regular and Auxiliary Forces. Specially arranged according to the Syl-
labus of Subjects of Examination for Promotion, Queen's Regulations, 1883.

Comprising also a Synopsis of part of the Army Act. By Major F. Cochrajj,
Hampshire Regiment, Garrison Instructor, North British District. Crown
8vo, 7s. 6d.

COLQUHOUN. The Moor and the Loch. Containing Minute
Instructions in all Highland Sports, with Wanderings over Crag and Corrie,

Flood and Fell. By John Colquhoun. Seventh Edition. With Illustra-

tions. Complete in 1 vol. Svo, 21s.

COTTERILL. Suggested Reforms in Public Schools. By C. C.
CoTTERiLi., M.A., Assistant Master at Fettes College, Edin. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

CRANSTOUN. The Elegies of Albius Tibullus. Translated into
English Verse, with Life of the Poet, and Illustrative Notes. By James Crak-
stoun, LL.D.. Author of a Translation of ' Catullus.' Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

The Elegies of Sextus Propertius. Translated into
English Verse, with Life of the Poet, and Illustrative Notes. Crown Svo,

7s. 6d.
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CRAWFORD. The Doctrine of Holy Scripture respecting the
Atonement. By the late Thomas J. Crawford, D.D. , Professor of Divinity in

the University of Edinburgh. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 12s.

The Fatherhood of God, Considered in its General and
Special Aspects, and particularly in relation to the Atonement, with a

Review of Recent Speculations on the Subject. Third Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. 8vo, 9s.

The Preaching of the Cross, and other Sermons. 8vo,
7s. 6d.

The Mysteries of Christianity. Crown 8vo, '/s. 6d.

GUSHING. The Blacksmith of Voe. A Novel. By Paul Cushing,
Author of ' Misogyny and the Maiden,' ' A Woman with a Secret,' &c. 3 vols,

crown 8vo, 25s. 6d.

DAVIES. Norfolk Broads and Rivers ; or, The Waterways, Lagoons,
and Decoys of East Anglia. By G. Christopher Daviks, Author of 'The
Swan and her Crew.' Illustrated with Seven full-page Plates. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

DATNE. In the Name of the Tzar. A Novel. By J. Belford
Davne. Crown Svo, 6s.

Tribute to Satan. A Novel. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

DE LA WARR. An Eastern Cruise in the 'Edeline.' By the
Countess De la Warr. In Illustrated Cover. 2s.

DESCARTES. The Method, Meditations, and Principles of Philo-
sophy of Descartes. Translated from the Original French and Latin. With a
New Introductory Essay, Historical and Critical, on the Cartesian Philosophy.
By John Veitch, LL.D., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric in the University of
Glasgow. A New Edition, being the Ninth. Price 6s. 6d.

DICKSON. Gleanings from Japan. By W. G. Dickson, Author
of ' Japan : Being a Sketch of its History, Government, and Officers of the
Empire.' In One Volume, with Illustrations. [In the press.

DOBSON. History of the Bassandyne Bible— the First Printed
in Scotland. With Notices of the Early Printers of Edinburgh. By William T.
Dobson, Author of ' Literary Frivolities,' ' Poetical Ingenuities, ' Royal Charac-
ters of Scott,' &e. Post 8vo, with Facsimiles and other Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

DOGS, OUR DOMESTICATED : Their Treatment in reference
to Food, Diseases, Habits, Punishment, Accomplishments. By'MAOENTA.'
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

DU CANE. The Odyssey of Homer, Books I. -XII. Translated into
English-Verse. By Sir Charles Du Cane, K.C.M.G. 8vo, 108. 6d.

DUDGEON. History of the Edinburgh or Queen's Regiment
Light Infantry Militia, now 3rd Battalion The Royal Scots; with an
Account of the Origin and Progress of the Militia, and a Brief 8ketch of the
old Royal Scots. By Major R. C. Dudgeon, Adjutant 3rd Battalion The Royal
Scots. Post 8vo, with Illustrations. 10s. 6d.

DUNCAN. Manual of the General Acts of Parliament relating to
the Salmon Fisheries of Scotland from 1828 to 1882. By J. Barker Duncan.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

DUNSMORE. Manual of the Law of Scotland as to the Relations
between Agricultural Tenants and their Landlords, Servants, Merchants, and
Bowers. By W. Dunsmore. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

DUPRE. Thoughts on Art, and Autobiographical Memoirs of
Giovanni Dupre. Translated from the Italian by E. M. Peruzzi, with the
permission of the Author. New Edition. With an Introduction by W. W.
Storv. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

ELIOT. George Eliot's Life, Related in her Letters and Journals.
Arranged and Edited by her husband, J. W. Cross. With Portrait and other
Illustrations. Third Edition. 3 vols, post 8vo, 42s.
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ELIOT. Works of George Eliot (Culiinet Edition). Handsomely
printed Id new type, ai volumes, orown Bvo, prioe £5, 5*. 'ih>- Volume*
are ji1h< > sold separately, price ja. each. viz. :—

Bomola, svols. Silas Marner, The Lifted Veil, Brother Jacob. ivoL—
Adam Bode. -i vole. Si rical Life, svole.—The Mill on
the Bloat. 2 viii.s. Pells Boll Mlddlemarch. 3

Daniel Deronda. 3 vols.—Tin- Spanlan Gypsy. 1 voL—JubaL, ami
other Poems, Old and New. tvoL -Theophrastue Such. 1 vol.

—

Essays. 1 vol.

George Eliot's Life. (Cabinet Edition.) With Portrait and
other Illustrations. 8 vols, crown Bvo

George Eliot's Life. With Portrait and other Illustrations.
New Kilitimi, in one volume. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

- Novels by George Eliot. Cheap Edition, Adam Beds. Il-

lustrated. 3s. 6d., cloth.— Tlic Mill on the Floss. Illus-

trated. 3s. 6d., cloth.—Scenes of Clerical Life. Illustrated.

3s., cloth.—Silas Marner: The Weaver of Raveloe. Illus-

trated. 2s. 6d., cloth.— Felix Holt, tin- Radical. Illustrated.

3s. 6d., cloth.— Romola. With Vignette. 3s. 6d. , cloth.

- Middlemarch. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

- Daniel Deronda. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6<1.

- Essays. By George Eliot. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

- Impressions of Theophrastus Such. New Edition. Crown
Svo, 5s.

- The Spanish Gypsy. New Edition. Crown Svo, 5s.

- The Legend of Jubal, and other Poems, Old and New.
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s., cloth.

- Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings, in Prose and Verse.
Selected from the Works of Georoe Eliot. Eighth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

The George Eliot Birthday Book. Printed on fine paper,
with red border, and handsomely bound in cloth, gilt. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

And in French morocco or Russia, 5s.

ESSAYS ON SOCIAL SUBJECTS. Originally published in
the ' Saturday Review.' A New Edition. First and Second Series. 3 vols,

crown 8vo, 6s. each.

EWALD. The Crown and its Advisers ; or, Queen, Ministers,
Lords, and Commons. Bv Alexander Charles Ewald, F.S. A. Crown 8vo, 5s.

FAITHS OF THE WORLD, The. A Concise History of the
Great Religious Systems of the World. By various Authors. Being the St
Giles' Lectures— Second Series. Crown 8vo, 5s.

FARRER. A Tour in Greece in 1880. By Richard Ridley
Farrer. With Twenty -seven full -page Illustrations by Lord Windsor.
Royal 8vo, with a Map, 21s.

FERRIER. Philosophical Works of the late James F. Ferrier,
B.A. Oxon., Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Economy, St Andrews.
New Edition. Edited by Sir Alex. Grant, Bart., D.C.L., and Professor
Lushinoton. 3 vols, crown 8vo, 34s. 6d.

Institutes of Metaphysic. Third Edition. 10s. 6d.

Lectures on the Early Greek Philosophy. Third Edition,
ios. 6d.

Philosophical Remains, including the Lectures on Early
Greek Philosophy. 2 vols., 24s.

FLETCHER. Lectures on the Opening Clauses of the Litany,
delivered in St Paul's Church, Edinburgh. By John B. Fletcher, M.A.
Crown 8vo, 4s.

FLINT. The Philosophy of History in Europe. By Robert
Flint, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Divinity, University of Edinburgh. VoL I.

8vo. [New Edition in preparation.
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FLINT. Theism. Being the Baird Lecture for 1876. By Robert
Flint, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Divinity, University of Edinburgh. Sixth
Edition. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Anti-Theistic Theories. Being the Baird Lecture for 1877.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Agnosticism. Being the Croall Lectures for 1887-88.
[in Qu

FORBES. Insulinde : Experiences of a Naturalist's Wife in the
Eastern Archipelago. Bv Mrs H. O. Forbes. Post Svo, with a Map. 8s. 6d.

FOREIGN CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. Edited
by Mrs Oi.iruANT. Price 2s. 6d. For List of Voluvies publislied, see page 2.

GALT. Annals of the Parish. By John Galt. Fcap. 8vo, 28.

The Provost. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Sir Andrew Wylie. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

The Entail ; or, The Laird of Grippy. Fcap. 8vo, 2s.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.
Family Prayers. Authorised by the General Assembly of
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Another Edition, crown 8vo, 2s.

Prayers for Social and Family "Worship. For the Use of
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The Scottish Hymnal Appendix. 1. Longprimer type, is.
2. Nonpareil type, cloth limp, 4d.

;
paper cover, 2d.

Scottish Hymnal with Appendix Incorporated. Pub-
lished for Use in Churches by Authority of the General Assembly. 1. Large
type, cloth, red edges, 2s. 6d. ; French morocco, 4s. 2. Bourgeois type, limp
cloth, is.; French morocco, 2s. 3. Nonpareil type, cloth, red edges, 6d.
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French morocco, is. 4d. 4. Paper covers, 3d. 5. Sunday - School Edition,
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with the Psalms and Paraphrases, French morocco, 7s. 6d. No. 2, bound
With the Psalms and Paraphrases, cloth, 2s. ; French morocco, 3s.

GERARD. Reata: What's in a Name. By E. D. Gerard.
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Beggar my Neighbour. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Waters of Hercules. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Land beyond the Forest. Facts, Figures, and
Fancies from Transylvania. By E. Gerard, Author of ' Reata,' &c. In Two
Volumes. With Maps and Illustrations. 25s.

GERARD. Stonyhurst Latin Grammar. By Rev. John Gerard.
Fcap. 8vo, 3s.

GILL. Free Trade : an Inquiry into the Nature of its Operation.
By Richard Gill. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Free Trade under Protection. Crown Svo, 78. 6d.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Translated into English Verse by Sir Theo-
dore Martin, K.C.B. Part I. Second Edition, post 8vo, 6s. Ninth Edi-
tion, fcap., 3s. 6d. Part II. Second Edition, revised. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

GOETHE. Poems and Ballads of Goethe. Translated by Professor
Aytoun and Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B. Third Edition, fcap. 8vo, 6s.

GORDON CUMMING. At Home in Fiji. By C. F. Gordon
Coiming, Author of ' From the Hebrides to the Himalayas. ' Fourth Edition,
post 8vo. With Illustrations and Map. 76. 6d.

A Lady's Cruise in a French Man-of-War. New and
Cheaper Edition. 8vo. With Illustrations and Map. 128. 6d.
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GORDON GUMMING. Fire-Fountains. The Kingdom ol Hawaii:
its Volcanoes, tod the History ol Its Missions. By 0. * Qoaooa Cummino.
Witii Hap and qui 2 vol*. 8vo, 25s.

Granite Crags : The Y6 emite Region of California. Illus-

trated with 8 BngraTtngs. [Tew and Cheaper Edition, Bro, Be. 6d.

Wanderings in China. New and Cheaper Edition. In

1 vol. 8vo, with Illustrations, 10s.

GRAHAM. Tin- Li IV and Work of Syed Ahmed Khan, C.S.I.

By Lieut. -Colonel O. F. I. Graham, Ji.S.C. 8vo, 14B.

GRANT. Bnah-Life in Queensland. By A. C. Grant. New
Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

GRIFFITHS. Locked Up. By Major Abthub Griffiths.
Author of 'The Wrong Road.' 'Chronic tte,' Ac. With Illustrations

by C. J. Staniland, H.I. Crown 8vi>, 2s. 6d.

HALDANE. Buhtropical Cultivationa and Climates. A Handy
Book for Planters, Colonists, and Settlers. By R. C. Haldane. Post8vo, 9s.

HAMERTON. Wenderholme : A Story of Lancashire and York-
shire Life. By PniLir Gilbert IIamerton, Author of 'A Painter's Camp.' A
New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HAMILTON. Lectures on Metaphysics. By Sir William Hamil-
ton, Bart, Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh.
Edited by the Rev. H. L. Manskl, B.D., LL.D., Dean of St Paul's ; and John
Veitch, M.A., Professor of Logic and Rhetoric, Glasgow. Seventh Edition.

2 vols. 8vo, 24S.

Lectures on Logic. Edited by the Same. Third Edition.
2 vols., 24s.

Discussions on Philosophy and Literature, Education and
University Reform. Third Edition, 8vo, 21s.

Memoir of Sir William Hamilton, Bart., Professor of Logic
and Metaphysics In the University of Edinburgh. By Professor Veitch of the
University of Glasgow. 8vo, with Portrait, 18s.

Sir William Hamilton : The Man and his Philosophy.
Two Lectures Delivered before the Edinburgh Philosophical Institution,
January and February 1SS3. By the Same. Crown 8vo, 2s.

HAMLEY. The Operations of War Explained and Illustrated. By
Lieut.-General Sir Edward Bruce Hamley, K. C.B. Fourth Edition, re-

vised throughout. 4to, with numerous Illustrations, 30s.

Thomas Carlyle : An Essay. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. 2S. 6d.

The Story of the Campaign of Sebastopol. Written in the
Camp. With Illustrations drawn in Camp by the Author. 8vo, 21s.

On Outposts. Second Edition. 8vo, 2s.

Wellington's Career ; A Military and Political Summary.
Crown 8vo. 2s.

Lady Lee's Widowhood. Crown 8vo, 28. 6d.

Our Poor Relations. A Philozoic Essay. With Illus-
trations, chiefly by Ernest Griset. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

HAMLEY. Guilty, or Not Guilty? A Tale. By Major-General
W. G. Hamley, late of the Royal Engineers. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Traseaden Hall. "When George the Third was King."
New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

HARBORD. Definitions and Diagrams in Astronomy and Navi-
gation. By the Rev. J. B. Harbord. M.A., Assistant Director of Education,
Admiralty, is.

HARRISON." The Scot in Ulster. The Story of the Scottish
Settlement in Ulster. By John Harrison, Author of ' Oure Tounis Col-
ledge.' Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.
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HASELL. Bible Partings. By E. J. Hasell. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Short Family Prayers. By Miss Hasell. Cloth, is.

HAY. The Works of the Right Rev. Dr George Hay, Bishop of
Edinburgh. Edited under the Supervision of the Right Rev. Bishop Stkain.
With Memoir and Portrait of the Author. 5 vols, crown 8vo, bound in extra

cloth, £1, is. Or, sold separately—viz.

:

The Sincere Christian Instructed in the Faith of Christ from the Written Word.
a vols., 8s.—The Devout Christian Instructed in the Law of Christ from the Written
Word. 2 vols. 8s.—The Pious Christian Instructed in the Nature and Practice of the
Principal Exercises of Piety. 1 vol., 43.

HEATLEY. The Horse-Owner's Safeguard. A Handy Medical
Guide for every Man who owns a Horse. By G. S. Heatley, M.R.C.V.S.
Crown 8vo, 5s.

The Stock-Owner's Guide. A Handy Medical Treatise for
every Man who owns an Ox or a Cow. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

HEMANS. The Poetical Works of Mrs Hemans. Copyright Edi-
tions.—One Volume, royal 8vo, 5s.—The Same, with Illustrations engraved on
Steel, bound in cloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.—Six Volumes in Three, fcap., 12s. 6d.

Select Poems of Mrs Hemans. Fcap., cloth, gilt edges, 3s.

HOME PRAYERS. By Ministers of the Church of Scotland and
Members of the Church Service Society. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 3s.

HOMER. The Odyssey. Translated into English Verse in the
Spenserian Stanza. By Philip Stanhope Worsley. Third Edition, 2 vols,

fcap., 128.

The Iliad. Translated by P. S. Worsley and Professor
Coninqton. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 2IS.

HOSACK. Mary Queen of Scots and Her Accusers. Containing a
Variety of Documents never before published. By John Hosack, Barrister-
at-Law. A New and Enlarged Edition, with a Photograph from the Bust on
the Tomb in Westminster Abbey. 2 vols. 8vo, .£1, is.

Mary Stewart. A Brief Statement of the Principal Charges
which have been made against her, together with Answers to the same.
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

HUTCHINSON. Hints on the Game of Golf. By Horace G.
Hutchinson. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

IDDESLEIGH. Lectures and Essays. By the late Earl of
Iddesleioh, G.C.B., D.C.L., &c. 8vo 16s.

INDEX GEOGRAPHICUS : Being a List, alphabetically arranged,
of the Principal Places on the Globe, with the Countries and Subdivisions of
the Countries in which they are situated, and their Latitudes and Longitudes.
Applicable to all Modern Atlases and Maps. Imperial 8vo, pp. 676, 21s.

JAMIESON. Discussions on the Atonement : Is it Vicarious ?

By the Rev. George J amieson, A.M., B.D., D.D., Author of ' Profound Pro-
blems in Philosophy and Theology.' 8vo, 16s.

JEAN JAMBON. Our Trip to Blunderland ; or. Grand Excursion
to Bluudertown and Back. By Jean Jambon. With Sixty Illustrations
designed by Charles Doyle, engraved by Dalziel. Fourth Thousand.
Handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges, 6s. 6d. Cheap Edition, cloth, 3s. 6d.
In boards, 28. 6d.

JENNINGS. Mr Gladstone : A Study. By Louis J. Jennings,
M.P., Author of ' Republican Government in the United States,' 'The Croker
Memoirs,' &c. Popular Edition. Crown 8vo, is.

JERNINGHAM. Reminiscences of an Attache". By Hubert
E. H. Jerninoham. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Diane de Breteuille. A Love Story. Crown 8vo, 28. 6d.
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JOHNSTON. The Chemistry of Common Life. By Profe 01
J. K. w. Johnston. Nv« Edition, Reviled, end brought down to date. I'.y

AinniK SeHBBBI OhOBOH, M.A. (Imhi. j A u 1 ln>r of 'Komi: it h BoV
Gonitituents, and Uses; ' 'The LaboratOTj Qnldi foi agrl niton] Btadente ;

'

i'Li i n Wordi aboul Water,' dec [lluatrated with Kapi and 102 Engraving!
< • 1 1 w 1. Complete In one volume, Brown svo, ]i|>. 618, 7s, m.

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and Geology. Foui
teenth Bdltion, Bevieed, and brought down t" date. liy Sir Ohabibi a.
OaifBBON, Ml)., F.R.C.S.I., &<. |-,m|, bto, Se. 6d.

Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry and (! An
entirely New Edition, reviaed ami enlarged, by Sir Chablbi a. OAjaaox,
M.D., F.R.c.S. I. ,.Vi\ Blghty-ilxtn Thoniand.withnumeroni [Uuitrationi, is.

JOHNSTON. Patrick Hamilton: a Tragedy of the Reformation
in Scotland, 1528. By T. P. Johnston. Crown 8vo, with Two Etchings by
I bl Author, 5s.

KENNEDV. Sport, Travel, and Adventures in Newfoundland
and the Wrst Indies. By Captain W. H. Kennedy, R.N. With Illustrations

by tin' Author. Pott 8vo, 148.

KING. The Metamorphoses of Ovid. Translated in English Blank
Verse. By Henry Kino, M. A., Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford, and of
the inner Temple, B.-irrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

KINGLAKE. History of the Invasion of the Crimea. By A. W.
Kinui.ake. Cabinet Edition, revised. Illustrated with Mips ami Plana. In
Nine Volumes, crown 8vo, at 6s. each. The Volumes respectively contain :

—

I. The Origin of the War between the Czar and the Sultan II. I:

Met and Invaded. III. The Battle of the Ai.ma. IV. Sebastopoi. at
Bay. V. The Battle of Balaclava. VI. The Battle of Inkerman.
VII. Winter Troubles. VIII. and IX. From the Morrow of Inkermvn
to the Death of Lord Raolan. With an Index to the Complete Work.

History of the Invasion of the Crimea. Demy Svo. Vol.
VI. Winter Troubles. With a Map, 16s. Vols. VII. and VIII. From the
Morrow of Inkerman to the Death of Lord Raglan. With an Index to the
Whole. Work. With Maps ami Plans. 28s.

Eothen. A New Edition, uniform with the Cabinet Edition
of tho ' History of the Invasion of the Crimea,' price 6s.

KNOLLYS. The Elements of Field-Artillery. Designed for the
Use of Infantry and Cavalry Officers. By Henry Knollys, Captain Royal
Artillery ; Author of 'From Sedan to Saarbrtlek,' Editor of ' Incidents in the
Sepov War.' &C. With Engravings. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LADY BLUEBEARD. A Novel. By the Author of <Zit and
Xoe.' 2 vols, crown 8vo, 17s.

LAING. Select Remains of the Ancient Popular and Romance
Poetry of Scotland. Originally Collected and Edited by David Laino, LL.D.
Re-edited, with Memorial-Introduction, by John Small, M.A. With a Por-
trait of Dr Laing. 4to, 25s.

LAVERGNE. The Rural Economy of England, Scotland, and Ire-
land. By Leonce de Laverone. Translated from the French. With Notes
by a Scottish Farmer. 8vo, 12s.

LAWLESS. Hurrish : a Study. By the Hon. Emily Lawless,
Author of 'A Chelsea Householder,' 'A Millionaire's Cousin.' Fourth
aud cheaper Edition, crown 8vo. 6s.

LEE. A Phantom Lover : a Fantastic Story. By Vernon Lee.
Crown 8vo, is.

LEE. Glimpses in the Twilight. Being various Notes, Records,
and Examples of the Supernatural. By the Rev. Georoe F. Lee, D.C.L.
Crown Svo. 8s. 6d.

LEES. A Handbook of Sheriff Court Styles. By J. Iff. Lees,
M.A., LL.B., Advocate, Sheriff-Substitute of Lanarkshire. New Ed., 8vo, 21s.

A Handbook of the Sheriff and Justice of Peace Small
Debt Courts. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
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LETTERS FROM THE HIGHLANDS. Reprinted from 'The
Times.' Fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

LIGHTFOOT. Studies in Philosophy. By the Rev. J. Lightfoot,
M.A., D.Sc, Vicar of Cross Stone, Todmorden. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

LITTLE. Madagascar: Its History and People. By the Rev.
II. W. Little, some years Missionary in East Madagascar. Post 8vo, 108. 6d.

LOCKHART. Doubles and Quits. By Laurence W. M. Lock-
hart. With Twelve Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Crown 8 vo, 6s.

Fair to See : a Novel. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Mine is Thine : a Novel. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 6e.

LORIMER. The Institutes of Law : A Treatise of the Principles
of Jurisprudence as determined by Nature. By James Lorimer, Regius
Professor of Public Law and of the Law of Nature and Nations in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. New Edition, revised throughout, and much enlarged.
8vo, 18s.

The Institutes of the Law of Nations. A Treatise of the
Jural Relation of Separate Political Communities. In 2 vols. 8vo. Volume I.,

price 16s. Volume II., price 20s.

M'COMBIE. Cattle and Cattle-Breeders. By William M'Combie,
Tillyfour. New Edition, enlarged, with Memoir of the Author. By James
Macdonald, of the ' Farming World.' Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MACRAE. A Handbook of Deer -Stalking. By Alexander
Macrae, late Forester to Lord Henry Bentinck. With Introduction by
Horatio Ross, Esq. Fcap. 8vo, with two Photographs from Life. 3s. 6d.

M'CRIE. Works of the Rev. Thomas M'Crie, D.D. Uniform Edi-
tion. Four vols, crown 8vo, 24s.

Life of John Knox. Containing Illustrations of the His-
tory of the Reformation in Scotland. Crown 8vo. 6s. Another Edition, 3s. 6d.

Life of Andrew Melville. Containing Illustrations of the
Ecclesiastical and Literary History of Scotland in the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries. Crown 8vo, 6s.

History of the Progress and Suppression of the Reforma-
tion in Italy in the Sixteenth Century. Crown 8vo, 4s.

History of the Progress and Suppression of the Reforma-
tion in Spain in the Sixteenth Century. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Lectures on the Book of Esther. Fcap. 8vo, 58.

MACDONALD. A Manual of the Criminal Law (Scotland) Pro-
cedure Act, 1887. By Norman Doran Macdonald. Revised by the Lord
Advocate. 8vo, cloth. 10s. 6d.

MACGREGOR. Life and Opinions of Major-General Sir Charles
MacGregor, K.C.B., C.S.I. , CLE ,

Quartermaster-General of India. Prom
his Letters and Diaries. Edited by Lady HacGrbqor. With Portraits and
Maps to illustrate Campaigns in which he was engaged. 2 vols. 8vo, 35s.

M'INTOSH. The Book of the Garden. By Charles M'Intosh,
formerly Curator of the Royal Gardens of his Majesty the King of the Belgians,
and lately of those of his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., at Dalkeith Pal-
ace. Two large vols, royal 8vo, embellished with 1350 Engravings. £4, 7s. 6d.

Vol. I. On the Formation of Gardens and Construction of Garden Edifices. 776
pages, and 1073 Engravings, £2, 10S.

Vol. II. Practical Gardening. 868 pages, and 279 Engravings, £1, 17s. 6d.

MACINTYRE. Hindu Koh : Wanderings and Wild Sports on and
1 the Himalayas. By Major-General Donald Maointyre, V.C., late

Prince of Wales' Own Goorkhas, F.R.G.S. In One Volume, with numerous
Illustrations. [In the press.

MACKAY. A Manual of Modern Geography; Mathematical, Phys-
ical, and Political. By the Rev. Alexander Mackay, LL.D., F.R.G.S. nth
Thousand, revised to the present time. Crown 8vo, pp. 688. 7s. 6d.
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MACKAY. Elements of Mod phy. I'.\ the ReY. An.\-
anhkk MaOKAT, 1. 1.. I'., F.R.G.S. 5i'l'l!i"U :in.|, rc\i.-'-d tO ll.'

i
i • - > lit. time.

Oron ii BvO| pp. too, 3».

The Intermediate Geography. Intended as an Interme-
diate Book between the Author*! 'Outlioei I -> ' .iii-i • Eli i

Ooogni]>hy.' Fourteenth Edition, revised. Crown 8vn, pp. 238, an.

Outlines of Modem Geography. 176th Thousand, re-
vised to the presenl time, ismo, pp. 118, is.

First Steps in Geography. 86th Thousand. iSnio, pp.
56. Bewed, 41I. ; cloth. 6d.

Elements of Physiography and Physical Geography.
With Express Reference to the Instruction! recently Issued by the Science and
Art Department. 30th Thousand, revised. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

Pacts and Dates; or, the Leading Events in Sacred and
Profane History, and the Principal Facts in the rariot

Tin m 1. ut iiy a Kin. pie ami Natural Method. For
Schools ami Private Reference. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.

MACKAY. An Old Scots Brigade. Being the History of Ma. 1.

Regiment, now incorporated \\ itli the Royal Scots. With an Appendix con-
taining many Original Documents Connected with the History of the Regi-
ment. By John Mai-kay (late) 01 Hkrriesdale. Crown 8vo, 5s.

MACKAY. The Founders of the American Republic. A History
of Washington, Adams, Jefferson, Franklin, and Madison. With a Supple-
mentary Chapter on the Inherent Causes of the Ultimate Failure of American
Democracy. By Charles Mackay, LL.D. Post 8vo, ios. 6d.

MACKELLAR. More Leaves from the Journal of a Life in the
Highlands, from 1862 to 1882. Translated into Gaelic by Mrs Mary Macksx-
lar. By command of Her Majesty the Queen. Crown 8vo, with Illustrations.
ios. 6d.

MACKENZIE. Studies in Roman Law. With Comparative Views
of the Laws of France, England, and Scotland. By Lord Mackenzie, one of
the Judges of the Court of Session in Scotland. Sixth Edition. Edited by
John Kirkiutrick, Esq., M.A. Cantab.; Dr Jur. Heidelb. ; LL.B. Edin.

;

Advocate. 8vo, 12s.

MAIN. Three Hundred English Sonnets. Chosen and Edited by
David M. Main. Foap. 8vo, 6s.

MAIR. A Digest of Laws and Decisions, Ecclesiastical and Civil,
relating to the Constitution, Practice, and Affairs of the Church of Scotland.
With Notes and Forms of Procedure. By the Rev. William Mair, D.D.,
Minister of the Parish of Earlston. Crown Svo. With a Supplement, 7s. 9d.

MARMORNE. The Story is told by Adolphcs Segrave, the
youngest of three Brothers. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

MARSHALL. French Home Life. By Frederic Marshall.
Second Edition. 5s.

MARSHMAN. History of India. From the Earliest Period to the
Close of the India Company's Government ; with an Epitome of Subsequent
Events. By John Clark Mabshmak, C.S.I. Abridged from the Author's
larger work. Second Edition, revised. Crown Svo, with Map, 6s. 6d.

MARTIN. Goethe's Faust. Parti. Translated by Sir Theodore
Martin, K.C.B. Second Ed., crown Svo, 6s. Ninth Ed*., fcap. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Goethe's Faust. Part II. Translated into English Verse.
Second Edition, revised. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

The Works of Horace. Translated into English Verse,
with Life and Notes. 2 vols. New Edition, crown Svo, 218.

Poems and Ballads of Heinrich Heine. Done into Eng-
lish Verse. Second Edition. Printed on papier vtrgi, crown Svo, 8s.

Catullus. With Life and Notes. Second Ed., p . ~-.6d.
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MARTIN. Aladdin : A Dramatic Poem. By Adam Oehlen-
SCHLAEQER. Fcap. 8VO, 5S.

Correggio : A Tragedy. By Oehlenschlaeger. With
Notes. Fcap. 8vo, 3s.

King Rene's Daughter : A Danish Lyrical Drama. By
Henkik Hektz. Second Edition, fcap., 2s. 6d.

MARTIN. On some of Shakespeare's Female Characters. In a
Series of Letters. By Helena Faucit, Lady Martin. Dedicated by per-

mission to Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen. Third Edition. 8vo, with
Portrait, 7s. 6d.

MATHESON. Can the Old Faith Live with the New? or the
Problem of Evolution and Revelation. By the Rev. George Matheson, D.D.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The Psalmist and the Scientist ; or, Modern Value of the
Religious Sentiment. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

MAURICE. The Balance of Military Power in Europe. An
Examination of the War Resources of Great Britain and the Continental States.

By Colonel MaUBICE, R. A., Professor of Military Art and History at the Royal
Si all" College. Crown Svo, with a Map. 6s.

MICHEL. A Critical Inquiry into the Scottish Language. With
the view of Illustrating the Rise and Progress of Civilisation in Scotland. By
Francisque-Michel, F.S.A. Lond. and Scot., Correspondant de l'lnstitut de
France, &c. In One handsome Quarto Volume, printed on hand-made paper,
and appropriately bound in Roxburghe style. Price 66s.

MICHIE. The Larch : Being a Practical Treatise on its Culture
and General Management. By Christopher Y.Michie, Forester, Cullen House.
Crown 8vo, with Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition, enlarged, 5s.

Practical Forestry. Crown Svo, with Illustrations. 6s.

MILNE. The Problem of the Churchless and Poor in our Large
Towns. With special reference to the Home Mission Work of the Church of
Scotland. By the Rev. Robt. Milne,M.A.,D.D., Ardler. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

MINTO. A Manual of English Prose Literature, Biographical
and Critical : designed mainly to show Characteristics of Style. By W. Minto,
M.A., Professor of Logic in the University of Aberdeen. Third Edition,
revised. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Characteristics of English Poets, from Chaucer to Shirley.
New Edition, revised. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The Crack of Doom. 3 vols, post Svo, 25s. 6d.

MITCHELL. Biographies of Eminent Soldiers of the last Four
Centuries. By Major-General John Mitchell, Author of 'Life of Wallenstein.'
With a Memoir of the Author. 8vo, 9s.

MOIR. Life of Mansie Wauch, Tailor in Dalkeith. With 8
Illustrations on Steel, by the late George Cruikshank. Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.
Another Edition, fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

MOMERIE. Defects of Modern Christianity, and other Sermons.
By the Rev. A. W. Momerie, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Logic and
Metaphysics in King's College, London. Third Edition. Crown Svo, 5s.

The Basis of Religion. Being an Examination of Natural
Religion. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

The Origin of Evil, and other Sermons. Fifth Edition,
enlarged. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Personality. The Beginning and End of Metaphysics, and
a Necessary Assumption in all Positive Philosophy. Third Ed. Cr. 8vo, 38.— Agnosticism. Second Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Preaching and Hearing ; and other Sermons. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

- Belief in God. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 38.

- Inspiration ; and other Sermons. Crown 8vo, 58.
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MONTAGUE. Campaigning in South Africa. Reminiscence* of
an Oflloel in i ; ). Ii\

(

'.ii it .mi W. K. Jlnvuni k, <^ 4 1 1 i Itrgiincnt, Author of
•

1 1
iinir tfeadowlelgh,' 4o. 8vo, ioh. 64.

MONTALEMRERT. Memoir of Count de Montalembert. A
Chapter of Recent French History, Bj Ifn Oununr, Author of tiu

'

oi Bidward Irving, ' 4c. •-• vols, crown Bvo, £1, 4s.

MURDOCH. Manual oi' the Law of I nsolvency and Bankruptcy :

Comprehending Summary of the Law of Insolvency, Notour Bankruptcy,
Composition - contracts, Trust-deeds, Oessios, and Sequestrations; ana the
Winding-up of Jolnl Stock Companies In Scotland; with Annotations on the
various insolvency and Bankruptcy Statutes ; and with farms of Proesdnre
applicable to these Subjects. 1 dooh, Ifembar of the Faculty ol

Procurators in Glasgow. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 8vo, £1, 10s.

MY TRIVIAL LIFE AND MISFORTUNE: A Gossip with
no Plot in Particular. By A PLATA Woman. New Edition, crown 8vo, 6s.

By the Sam At

n

bob.

POOK NELLIE. Now and Cheaper Edition. Complete in one
volume, crown Bvo, 6s.

NEAVES. Son^s and Verses, Social and Scientific. By an Old
Contributor to ' Maga.' By the lion. Lord Hun, Fifth Ed., fcap. 8vo, 4s.

The Greek Anthology. Being Vol. XX. of ' Ancient Clas-
sics for English Readers.' Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

NICHOLSON. A Manual of Zoology, for the Use of Student*.
With a General Introduction on the Principles of Zoology. By Hf.nky Al-
LBYKS Nicholson, M.D., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.G.S., Regius Professor of Natural
History in the University of Aberdeen. Seventh Edition, rewritten and
enlarged. Post Svo, pp. 956, with 555 Engravings on Wood, 18s.

Text-Book of Zoology, for the Use of Schools. Fourth Edi-
tion, enlarged. Crown 8vo, with 188 Engravings on Wood, 7s. 6d.

Introductory Text-Book of Zoology, for the Use of Junior
Classes. Sixth Edition, revised and enlarged, with 166 Engravings, 3s.

Outlines of Natural History, for Beginners ; being Descrip-
tions of a Progressive Series of Zoological Types. Third Edition, with
Engravings, is. 6d.

A Manual of Palaeontology, for the Use of Students.
With a General Introduction on the Principles of Palaeontology. Second Edi-
tion. Revised and greatly enlarged. 2 vols. 8vo, with 722 Engravings, £2, 2s.

The Ancient Life-History of the Earth. An Outline of
the Principles and Leading Facts of Palaeontological Science. Crown 8vo,
with 276 Engravings, 10s. 6d.

• On the " Tabulate Corals " of the Palaeozoic Period,
with Critical Descriptions of Illustrative Species. Illustrated with 15
Lithograph Plates and numerous Engravings. Super-royal 8vo, 218.

Synopsis of the Classification of the Animal King-
dom. 8vo, with 106 Illustrations, 6s.

On the Structure and Affinities of the Genus Monticuli-
pors and its Sub-Genera, with Critical Descriptions of Illustrative Species.
Illustrated with numerous Engravings on wood and lithographed Plates.
Super-royal 8vo, 18s.

NICHOLSON. Communion with Heaven, and other Sermons.
By the late Maxwkll Nicholson, D.D., Minister of St Stephen's, Edinburgh.
Crown 8vo, 5s. 6d.

Rest in Jesus. Sixth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

NICHOLSON. A Treatise on Money, and Essays on Present
Monetary Problems. ByJosF.ru Shield Nicholson, M.A.. D.8c.,_Professor
of Commercial and Political Economy and Mercantile Law in the University
of Edinburgh. Bvo, 10s. 6d.

OLIPHAXT. Masollam : a Problem of the Period. A Novel.
By Laurence Oliphant. 3 vols, post Svo, 25s. 6d.

Scientific Religion ; or, Higher Possibilities of Life and
Practice through the Operation of Natural Forces. Second Edition. 8vo, 16s.
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OLIPHANT. Altiora Peto. By Lai kknc e Oliphant. New and
Obeaper Edition. Crown svo, boards, 2s. 6d. Illustrated Edition, Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

Piccadilly: A Fragment of Contemporary Biography. With
Eight Illustrations by Richard Doyle. Eighth Edition, 4s. 6d. Cheap Edition,

in paper cover, 2s. 6d.

Traits and Travesties; Social and Political. Post8vo,ios.6d.
The Land of Gilead. With Excursions in the Lebanon.

With Illustrations and Maps. Demy 8vo, 218.

. The Land of Khemi. Post 8vo, with Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

Haifa: Life in Modern Palestine. 2d Edition. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Episodes in a Life of Adventure ; or, Moss from a Rolling
Stone. Fourth Edition. Post 8vo, 6s.

Fashionable Philosophy, and other Sketches. In paper
cover, is.

Sympneumata : or, Evolutionary Functions now Active in
Man. Edited by Laurence Oliphant. Post 8vo, ios. 6d.

OLIPHANT. The Story of Valentine ; and his Brother. By Mrs
Oliphant. 5s., cloth.

Katie Stewart. 2s. 6d.

OSBORN. Narratives of Voyage and Adventure. By Admiral
Sherard Osborn, C.B. 3 vols, crown 8vo, 12s.

OSSIAN. The Poems of Ossian in the Original Gaelic. With a
Literal Translation into English, and a Dissertation on the Authenticity of the
Poems. By the Rev. Archibald Clerk. 2 vols, imperial 8vo, £1, us. 6d.

OSWALD. By Fell and Fjord ; or, Scenes and Studies in Iceland.
By E. J. Oswald. Post 8vo, with Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

OUTCASTS, The ; or, Certain Passages in the Life of a Clergyman.
2 vols. Post 8vo, 17s.

OUTRAM. Lyrics : Legal and Miscellaneous. By the late George
Outram, Esq., Advocate. New Edition, with Explanatory Notes. Edited
by J. H. Stoddart, LL.D. ; and Illustrated by William Ralston and A. 8.

Boyd. Pcap. 8vo, 5s.

PAGE. Introductory Text-Book of Geology. By David Page,
LL.D., Professor of Geology in the Durham University of Physical Science,
Newcastle, and Professor Lapworth of Mason Science College, Birmingham.
With Engravings and Glossarial Index. Twelfth Edition. Revised and En-
larged. 3s. 6d.

Advanced Text-Book of Geology, Descriptive and Indus-
trial. With Engravings, and Glossary of Scientific Terms. Sixth Edition, re-
vised and enlarged, 7s. 6d.

Introductory Text-Book of Physical Geography. With
Sketch-Maps and Illustrations. Edited by Charles Lapworth, LL.D., P.G.S.,
&c, Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the Mason Science College, Bir-
mingham. 12th Edition. 2s. 6d.

Advanced Text -Book of Physical Geography. Third
Edition, Revised and Enlarged by Prof. Lapworth. With Engravings. 5s.

PATON. Spindrift. By Sir J. Noel Paton. Pcap., cloth, 5s.

Poems by a Painter. Fcap., cloth, 5s.

PATON. Body and Soul. A Romance in Transcendental Path-
ology. By Frederick Noel Paton. In 1 vol. crown 8vo.

PATTERSON. Essays in History and Art. By R. Hogarth
Patterson. 8vo, 12s.

The New Golden Age, and Influence of the Precious
Metals upon the World. 2 vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

PAUL. History of the Royal Company of Archers, the Queen's
Body-Guard for Scotland. By James Balfour Paul, Advocate of the Scottish
Bar. Crown 4to, with Portraits and other Illustrations. £2, 2s.
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PEILE. Lawn Te Game of Skill. With
Laws aa played by the BeatOlnba. Bj Captain S. 0. F. Pnu I

Bdli Ion, fcap. oJol h, is. 6d.

PETTIQREW. The Bandy Book of Bees, and their Profitable
Mi ,i nut. r. \. i'i i in;nt;\v. Fourth Edition, Enlarged, wltli I

i Irown 8vd, 3s. 6d.

PHILOSOPHIC .\ I, CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH BEADERS.
inion Beries to ancient and 1 for EngUab Baadera.

Edited by William Kjtioht, LL.D., Profei 01 ol Moral Phuoaophy, Uni-
versity of Bt Amlrews. In crown 8vo rolnmea, with portraita, price 38. 6d.

> page 2.

POLLOK. The Course of Time : A Poem. By Robert PofcLOK,
A.M. Small bap. Bvo, doth gilt, 2s. 6d. Tlie Cf>t t n _' Edition. 32mo, sewed,
8d. The Same, cloth, gilj <L Another Edition, with Illustrations

by Birkel Poster and others, fcap., gilt cloth, 3s. 6d., or with edges got. 48.

PORT ROYAL LOOIC. Translated from the French ; with Intro-
duction, Notes, and Appendix. By Thomas Bpihi kb Bavitcs, LL.D., Pro-
fessor in the University of St Andrawa. Tenth Edition, tamo, 4a.

POTTS and DARNELL. Aditxu Faciliores : An easy Latin Con-
struing Book, with Complete Vocabulary. By A. W. Pottb, m.a., LL.D.,
Head-Master of the Pettes College, Edinburgh, and sometime Fellow of St

John's College, Cambridge; and the Rev. C. Dabkill, m.a., Head-Maater of
Oargilfleld Preparatory School, Edinburgh, and late Scholar of Pembroke and
Downing' <!olle-cs, < \'imhridge. Ninth Edition, fcap. Svo, 38. 6d.

Aditus Faciliores Graeci. An easy Greek Construing Book,
with Complete Vocabulary. Fourth Edition, fcap. 8vo, 3s.

PRINGLE. The Live-Stock of the Farm. By Robert O. PlOTGLB.
Tliird Edition. Revised and Edited by 1 um H u donald, of the 'Farming
World,' &C. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND
from 1707 to 1847, with Chronological Table and Index. 3 vols, large Svo, £3, 3s.

PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND,
COLLECTION OF. Published Annually with General Index.

RAMSAY. Rough Recollections of Military Service and Society.
By Lieut.-Col. Balcarres D. Wardlaw Ramsay. Two vols, post Svo, 218.

RAMSAY. Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eighteenth Century.
Edited from the MSS. of John Ramsay, Esq. of Ochtertyre, by Alexander
Allardyce, Author of 'Memoir of Admiral Lord Keith, K.B.,' &c. 2 vole.
8vo, 31s. 6d.

RANKIN. A Handbook of the Church of Scotland. By James
Rankin, D.D., Minister of Muthill ; Author of 'Character Studies in the
Old Testament, ' &c. An entirely New and much Enlarged Edition. Crown
8vo. with 2 Haps, 7s. 6d.

RANKlNE. A Treatise on the Rights and Burdens incident to
the Ownership of Lands and other Heritages in Scotland. By John Rankine
M.A., Advocate, Professor of Scots Law in the University of Edinburgh.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 8vo, 45s.

RECORDS OF THE TERCENTENARY FESTIVAL OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. Celebrated in April 1884. Published
under the Sanction of the Benatos Academicus. Large 4to, £2, 12s. 6d.

RICE. Reminiscences of Abraham Lincoln. By Distinguished
Men of his Time. Collected and Edited by ALLKB Thokudu Rice, Editor
of the 'North American Review.' Large Svo, with Portraits, 21s.

RIMMER. The Early Homes of Prince Albert. By Alfred
Rimmf.r, Author of ' Our OKI Country Towns,' &c. Beautifully Illustrated

with Tinted Plates and numerous Engravings on Wood. 8vo, 70s. 6d.

ROBERTSON. Oreliana, and other Poems. By J. Logie Robert-
son, m.a. Fcap. Svo. Printed on hand-made paper. 6s.

The White Angel of the Polly Ann, and other Stories.
A Book of Fables and Fancies. Fcap. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Our Holiday Among the Hills. By James and Janet
Logie Robertson. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.
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ROSCOE. Rambles with a Fishing-rod. By E. S. Roscoe. Crown
8vo, 4s. 61I.

ROSS. Old Scottish Regimental Colours. By Andrew Ross,
S.S.C., Hon. Secretary Old Scottish Regimental Colo'urs Committee. Dedi-
cated by Special Permission to Her Majesty the Queen. Folio, handsomely
bound in cloth, £2, 12s. 6d.

RUSSELL. The Haigs of Bemersyde. A Family History. By
i' us- Russell. Large 8vo, with Illustrations. 21s.

RUSSELL. Fragments from ManyTables. Being theRecollections of
bo a Wise and Witt] Men and Women. ByGso.Ri bell. Or. 8vo, 48. 6d.

RUSSELL. Essays on Sacred Subjects for General Readers. By
the Rev. William Rubbbll, M.A. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

RUSTOW. The War for the Rhine Frontier, 1870 : Its Political
and .Military History. By Col W. Rr/STOW. Translated from the German,
by John Layland Needham, Lieutenant R.M. Artillery. 3 vols. 8vo, with
Maps and Plans, £1, ns. 6d.

RUTLAND. Notes of an Irish Tour in 1846. By the Duke op
Ki 1

1 and, G.C.B. (Lord John Manners). Niw Edition Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

RUTLAND. Gems of German Poetry. Translated by the Duchess
of Rutland (Lady John Manners). Sjnall quarto, 3s. 6d.

Impressions of Bad-Homburg. Comprising a Short Ac-
count of the Women's Associations of Germany under the Red Cross. Crown
8vo, is. 6d.

Some Personal Recollections of the Later Years of the Earl
of Beaconsfteld, K.G. Sixth Edition, 6d.

Employment of Women in the Public Service. 6d.

Some of the Advantages of Easily Accessible Reading and
Recreation Rooms, and Free Libraries. With Remarks on Starting and
Maintaining Them. Second Edition, crown 8vo, is.

A Sequel to Rich Men's Dwellings, and other Occasional
Papers. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Encouraging Experiences of Reading and Recreation Rooms.
Aims of Guilds, Nottingham Social Guild, Existing Institutions, &c, &c.
Crown 8vo, is.

SCHILLER. Wallenstein. A Dramatic Poem. By Frederick
von Schiller. Translated by C. G. A. Lockhart. Fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

SCOTCH LOCH FISHING. By "Black Palmer." Crown 8vo,
interleaved with blank pages, 48.

SELLAR. Manual of the Education Acts for Scotland. By
Alexander Craig Sellar, M.P. Eighth Edition. Revised and in great
part rewritten by J. Edward Graham, B.A. Oxon., Advocate. Containing
the Technical Schools Act, 1887, and all Acts bearing on Education in Scotland.
With Rules for the conduct of Elections, with Notes and Cases. 8vo, 108. 6d.

SELLER and STEPHENS. Physiology at the Farm ; in Aid of
Rearing and Feeding the Live Stock. By YVilliam Seller, M.D., F.R.S.E.,
and Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E., Author of ' The Book of the Farm,' &c. Post
8vo, with Engravings, 16s.

SETH. Scottish Philosophy. A Comparison of the Scottish and
German Answers to Hume. Balfour Philosophical Lectures, University of
Edinburgh. By Andrew Seth, M.A., Professor of Logic, Rhetoric, and
Metaphysics in the University of St Andrews. Crown Svo, 5s.

Hegelianism and Personality. Balfour Philosophical Lec-
tures. Second Series. Crown 8vo, 5s.

SETON. A Budget of Anecdotes. Chiefly relating to the Current
Century. Compiled and Arranged by George Seton, Advocate, M.A. Oxon.
New and Cheaper Edition, fcap. Svo. Boards, is. 6d.

SHADWELL. The Life of Colin Campbell, Lord Clyde. Illus-
trated by Extracts from his Diary and Correspondence. By Lieutenant-
General Shadwell, C.B. 2 vols. 8vo. With Portrait, Maps, and Plans. 368.
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BHAND. Half a Century j or, Changes in Men and Hannei .
Bv

Ai.iv. is m . sn un>, Author ol 'i '

Letters from the WTest of Ireland. Reprinted from tli<-

' Times. ' Crown s\

BHAEPE. Letters from and to Charles Kirkpatric* Bharpe.
Edited by Axbxakdeb Aiaabdyob, Author of 'Memoir of Admiral Lord

Keith, k.I'..,' 4c, With Memoir by the Rev. w. K. It. Bkdtobd. In two
roll, rated with Etchings and other Engravings. />, 12s. 6d.

SIM. Margaret Sim's Cookery. With an [ntroduction by L. B.

WALroRD, Author of 'Mr Smith; A Part of HiaLti I rown8TO,«.

BKELTON. Maitland of Lethington; and the Scotland of Mary
sn. .irt. A History. By John 8 , O.B., i.i..l». Author of 'The Essays

of Shirley.' Demy 8vo. Vol. I., xas. 6d. ; Vol [I., 15a. 6d.

SMITH. Italian Irrigation : A Report on the Agricultural Canals
of Piedmonl and Lombardy, addressed to the Bon. the D
India Company; with an Appendix, containing a Sketch of th< I

tern of Northern and Central India. By Lieut.-CoL a Baibd Bioth, F.O.8.,

Bengal Engineers. Second Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, with Atlas, 308.

SMITH. Thorndale ; or, The Conflict of Opinions. By William
Smith, Author Of 'A Discourse on Ethics, '&c. New Edition. Cr. 8vo, ios.6d.

Gravenhurst ; or, Thoughts on Good and Evil. Second
Edition, with Memoir of the Author. Crown 8vo, 8s.

SMITH. Greek Testament Lessons for Colleges, Schools, and
Private Students, consisting onieflyof the Sermon on the Mount and the

Parables of our Lord. With Notes and Essays. By the Rev. J. Hintkk
Smith, It A., King Edward's School, Birmingham. Crown 8vo, 6s.

SMITH. Writings by the Way. By John Campbell Smith,
M.a., Sheriff-Substitute. Crown 8vo, as.

SMITH. The Secretary for Scotland. Being a Statement of the

Powers and Duties of the new Scottish Office. With a Short Historical

Introduction and numerous references to important Administrative Docu-
ments. By W. C. Smith, LL.B., Advocate. 8vo. 6s.

SOLTERA. A Lady's Ride Across Spanish Honduras. By Maria
Soltera. With Illustrations. Post 8vo, 12s. 6d.

The Fat of the Land. A Novel. 3 vols, post 8vo, 25s. 6d.

SORLEY. The Ethics of Naturalism. Being the Shaw Fellowship
Lectures, 1884. By W. R. Sorley, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
:uid Examiner in Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh. Crown 8vo, 6s.

SPEEDY. Sport in the Highlands and Lowlands of Scotland with
Rod and Gun. By Toil SpeBDT. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged. With

IllustrationsbyLieut.-Gen. HopeCrealocke,C.B.,C.M.G., and others. 8vo, 15s.

SPROTT. The Worship and Offices of the Church of Scotland.

By Gkoroi W. Sprott, D.D., Minister of North Berwick. Crown 8vo. 6s.

STARFORTH. Villa Residences and Farm Architecture : A Series
of Designs. By John Starforth, Architect. 102 Engravings. Second Edi-
tion, medium 4to, £2, 17s. 6d.

STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF SCOTLAND. Complete, with
Index, 15 vols. 8vo, £16, 16s.

Each County sold separately, with Title, Index, and Map, neatly bound in cloth,

forming a very valuable Manual to the Landowner, the Tenant, the Manufac-
turer, the Naturalist, the Tourist. ,xe

In course ofpublication,

STEPHENS' BOOK OF THE FARM ;
detailing the Labours of

the Farmer, Farm-Steward, Ploughman, Shepherd. Hedger. Farm-Labourer,
Field-Worker, and Cattleman. Illustrated with numerous Portraits of Ani-

mals and Engravings of Implements. Fourth Edition. Revised, and in great

part rewritten by .Tamks H kCDOHAJ D, of the ' Panning World.' \-e.. &o. As-

sist.' 1 by many of the leading agricultural authorities of the day. To be com-
pleted in Six Divisional Volumes.

[Divisions /. and II., price 10s. 6<f. each, no\r ready.
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STEPHENS. The Book of Farm Buildings ; their Arrangement and
ii instruction. By Henry Stephens, F.R.S.E., Author of 'The Book of the
Farm;' and Robert Scott Burn. Illustrated with 1045 Plates and En-
gravings. Large 8vo, uniform with 'The Book of the Farm,' &c. £1, 118. 6d.

The Book of Farm Implements and Machines. By J.
Slight and R. Scott Born, Engineers. Edited by Henry Stephens. Large
8vo. uniform with ' The Rook of the Farm,' £2, 2s.

STEVENSON. British Fungi. (Hymenomycetes.) By Bev. John
8n i ebboh, Author of ' Mycologia Scotia,' Hon."Sec. Cryptogamic Society of
Scotland. 2 vols, post 8vo, with Illustrations, price 12s. 6d. each.
Vol.1. Aoarici's—Bolbitius. Vol. II. Cortinarius—Dai I I KY< is.

STEWART. Advice to Purchasers of Horses. By John Stewart,
V.S., Author of 'Stable Economy.' New Edition. 2s. 6d.

Stable Economy. A Treatise on the Management of
Horses in relation to Stabling, Grooming, Feeding, Watering, and Working.
By John Stewart, V.S. Seventh Edition, fcap. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

STORMONTH. Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionary of the
English Language. Including a very Copious Selection of Scientific Terms.
For Use in Schools and Colleges, and as a Book of General Reference. By the
Rev. James Stormonth. The Pronunciation carefully Revised by the Rev.
P. H. Phelp, M.A. Cantab. Ninth Edition, Revised throughout. Crown
8vo, np. 800. 7s. 6d.

Dictionary of the English Language, Pronouncing,
Etymological, and Explanatory. Revised by the Rev. P. H. Phei.p. Library
Edition. Imperial 8 vo, handsomely bound in half morocco, 31s. 6d.

The School Etymological Dictionary and Word-Book.
Combining the advantages of an ordinary pronouncing 8chool Dictionary
and an Etymological Spelling-book. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, pp. 254. 2s.

STORY. Nero ; A Historical Play. By W. W. Story, Author of
'Roba di Roma.' Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Vallomhrosa. Post 8vo, 5s.

He and She ; or, A Poet's Portfolio. Fcap. 3s. 6d.— Poems. 2 vols, fcap., 7s. 6d.

Fiammetta. A Summer Idyl. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
STRICKLAND. Life of Agnes Strickland. By her Sister.

Post 8vo, with Portrait engraved on Steel, 12s. 6d.

STURGIS. John -a- Dreams. A Tale. By Julian Sturgis.
New Edition, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Little Comedies, Old and New. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

SUTHERLAND. Handbook of Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine
Flowers, for general Garden Decoration. Containing Descriptions, in Plain
Language, of upwards of 1000 Species of Ornamental Hardy Perennial and
Alpine Plants, adapted to all classes of Flower-Gardens, Rockwork, and
Waters ; along with Concise and Plain Instructions for their Propagation and
Culture. By William Sutherland, Landscape Gardener; formerly Manager
of the Herbaceous Department at Kew. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

TAYLOR. The Story of My Life. By the late Colonel Meadows
Taylor, Author of 'The Confessions of a Thug,' &c. &c. Edited by his
Daughter. New and cheaper Edition, being the Fourth. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THOLUCK. Hours of Christian Devotion. Translated from the
German of A. Tholuck, D. D. , Professor of Theology in the University of Halle.
By the Rev. Robert Menzies, D. D. With a Preface written for this Transla-
tion bv the Author. 8econd Edition, crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

THOMSON. Handy Book of the Flower-Garden : being Practical
Directions for the Propagation, Culture, and Arrangement of Plants in Flower-
Gardens all the year round. Embracing all classes of Gardens, from the largest

to the smallest. With Engraved Plans, illustrative of the various systems of
Grouping in Beds and Borders. By David Thomson, Gardener to his Grace
the Duke of Buccleuch, K.T. , at Drumlanrig. Fourth and Cheaper Edition,
crown 8vo, 5s.
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oleaoh, B r., i' Drumlanrlg. Second Ed. Or. 8vo, irttfa Engravings, ja. 6d.

THOMSON. A Practical Treatise on tin- Cultivation "I tli>- I ; rape-
vine. By William Thom on, Tweed Vineyards. Hints Edition, 8vo, «§.

THOMSON. Cookery for Hi'' Sick and Convalescent. Willi
Directions for the Preparation of Poultices, Fomentation*, fee. By Babbabji
Thomson. I'< .,],. ,-, .,, i,. i ,|.

TIIOTU. A Romance. Second Edition, Crown . , 6d.

A DREAMER OF DREAMS. A Modem Romance. In i rol.

TOM CRINGLE'S ' LOG. A New Edition, with Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, clotb Kilt. 5^- Cheap Edition, 28.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE II Kill LAND AND AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. Published annually, price 5s.

TULLOCII. Rational Theology and Christian Philosophy in Eng-
land in the Seventeenth Century. ByJOHB TOXLOOB, D.D., Principal of St
Mary's College in the University of St Andrews; and one of her Majesty'*
Chaplains in Ordinary in Scotland. Second Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, i6s.

Modern Theories in Philosophy and Religion. 8vo, 15s.

Luther, and other Leaders of the Reformation. Third
Edition, enlarged. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Memoir of Principal Tulloch, D.D., LL.D. By Mrs
Oliphawt, Author of 'Life of Edward Irving.' Second Edition. 8vo, with

TWO STORIES OF THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN. 'The
Open Door,' 'Old Lady Mary.' Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

VEITCH. Institutes of Logic. By John Veitch, LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Logic and Rhetoric in the University of Glasgow. Post 8vo, 12s. 6d.

The Feeling for Nature in Scottish Poetry. From the Ear-
liest Times to the Present Day. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, in roxburghe binding. 15s.

Merlin and Other Poems. [lnt-

VIRGIL. The iEneid of Virgil. Translated in English Blank
Verse byG. K. Rickards, M.A.,aud Lord Ravensworth. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo,ios.

WALFORD. The Novels of 'L. B. Walford. New and Uniform
Edition. Crown 8vo, each 5s. Sold separately.

Mr Smith: A Part of his Life —Cousins.— Pauline. — Troublesome
Daughters.—Dick Netherby.—The Baby's Grandmother.—History
of a Week.
A Stitf-Necked Generation. 3 vols, post Svo, 25s. 6d.

Four Biographies from 'Blackwood': Jane Taylor, Han-
nah More, Elizabeth Pry, tyary Somerville. Crown 8vo, 5s.

WARREN'S (SAMUEL) WORKS:—
Diary of a Late Physician. Cloth, 2s. 6d. ; boards, 2s.

Ten Thousand A-Year. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; boards, 2s. 6d.

Now and Then. The Lily and the Bee. Intellectual and Moral
Development of the Present Age. 4s. 6d.

Essays : Critical, Imaginative, and Juridical. 58.

WARREN. The Five Books of the Psalms. With Marginal
Notes. By Rev. Samuel L. Warren, Rector of Esher, Surrey ; late FeUow,
Dean, and Divinity Lecturer, Wadham College, Oxford. Crown 8vo, 5s.

WATSON. . Christ's Authority ; and other Sermons. By the late
Archibald Watson, D.D., Minister of the Parish of Dundee, and one of
Her Majesty's Chaplains for Scotland. With Introduction by the Very
Rev. Principal Caird, Glasgow. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
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